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CIRCULAR. 

Education Commission, 
17~ Great Queen Street,. Westminster. 

The Education Commissioners have been commanded by Her 
Majesty to inquire into the state of Popular Education in England, 
and to consider and report what measures, if any, are requ. ired for 
the 'extension of sbund and cheap elementary instruction to all 
classes of the people. 

By "Popular Education" the Commissioners understand the 
education of the families of day labourers, mechanics, and the 
poorer classes of farmers and sho,Pkeepers.' . 

The Commissioners wish to brmg before your notice the follow
ing questions bearing upon their inquiry:-

PRELIMINARY. 

1. What opportunities have ~ou had of gaining experience as to 
the state of popular education. To what localities and to what 
descriptiohs of persons does your experience apply? 

I.-STANDARD OF EDUCATION. 

2. Up to what age do you consider it practicable and desirable 
for children of either sex to continue their attendance at school 
during the whole or part of the year, season, or day, regard being 
had to their parents means of supporting them, and to the ne
cessity of their thorouf.h instruction in th~ir future occupation, 
agricultural, commercia , mech~nical, or domestic? 

3. What amount of education, religious and secular; could 
children of either sex be reasonably expected to obtain in the 
period which you have specified, and of what should it consist? 
How far do you consider It desirable to include music, drawing, 
and other matters of taste, in the course of popular instruction 
which you would wish to see adopted? . 

4 •. Will you state your opinion as to the respective advantages 
and disadvantages of the following methods of prolonging the 
period of instruction, and insuring the permanen~e of its results 
with respect to each sex? 

(a) Sunday schools? 
(b) Half-time systems? • 
(c) Industrial and domestic training? • 
(d) Evening schools? 
(e) Lectures and mechanics' institutes? 
(f) Free and lending libraries? 
(g) Prize schemes or prize endowments? 
(b) Distribution of minor State appointments on educational 

grounds. 
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5. Should education be supplied to the poor patuitously, or 
should it be paid for by them partially or entirely t 

H..-AcTUAL STATE OF EDUCATION. 

6. How far does the present state of 'the education of children 
of either sex, in the districts and classes with which you are 
acquainted, come up to the standard defined by your answers to 
the precedIDg questions? What is the nature and extent of any 
deficiencies which may exist under any of the heads specified in 
them? 

IlL-CAUSES OF DEFICIENCY (IF ANY). 

7. What are the causes of these deficiencies, and in particular 
how far may they be attributed to-

(a) Want of schools, whether arising from deficiency of the 
funds necessary to establish and support them, or 
from other causes. 

(b) Deficient or unskilful teaching, or bad choice of the 
. subjects taught. 

(c) Want of interest on the part of parents in their 
children's education. , 

(d) Value of the labour of children, inability of parents to 
pay school fees, or other economical causes. 

(e) Bad management or bad organization of the schools. 
(f) Laws or social arrangements affecting the condition of 

the poor. 

IV.-CHARACTER OF THE EXISTING SYSTEM OF GoVERNMENT 
AID AND INSPECTION. . 

8. The Government at present makes grants in aid of various 
elementary schools and training colleges out of the general taxation 
of the country, requiring; on the part of those who receive them, 
the fulfilment of certain conditions (especially the combination of 
religious with secular instruction, and proporti~nate local subscrip
tions), and reserving to itself the right of inspecting iill schools so 
assisted. 

What is your opinion of this systeut? How does it affect dis
tricts of different degrees of wealth and inhabited by populations of 
different characters, and districts which do and those which do not 
receive assistance? . 

9. What is your opinion of the system pursued at present in 
relation to-

(a) Pauper schools? 
(b) Reformatory schools? 

How would you provide for the education of the children of 
paupers and criminals, or of deserted and destitute children? 

10. Does the existing Government system stimulate or diminish 
voluntary liberality? Are you aware whether any considerable 
number of persons entertain conscientioU$ objections to its 
existence? 
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V.-ENDOWED SCHOOLS. 

11. What is the result of lour observations as to the efficiencY' 
of endowed ,osehools, intende or available for Popular Education, 
and 33 to their adaptation to the existing condition o( society? 

VI.-SUGGESTIONS. 

12. Would you propose-
(a) The maintenance of the existing system of Government 

aid and insp~tion? 
(b) . Its further development? 
(c) Any and what modification of it? . 
(d) The lIubstitution or addition of any district, or other 

system of public aid and inspection? 
(e) The voluntary principle? 
(f) A system ofrating; and if so, how should the rate be 

assessed? . Should it be obligatory on the rate
payers to make the rate? If so, how should the 
obligation be enforced if they were unwilling to 
make it? Upon what objects should it be lawful 
to expend the amount levied? How should the 
schools supported by rates be managed? 

(g) Any and what mode of dealing with existing charitable 
endowments either already applicable by law, or 
which might be made available, for purposes of 
education? 

(h) .Will you make such suggestions as occur to you for 
the establishment, improvement, and extension of 
a.ny of the methods of prolonging education, or 
preserving its results, mentioned in question 4, with 
particular reference to the requirements of the dis
tricts to which your experience applies? 

IS. Would you make school attendance compulsory? If so, on 
whom would you impose, and how would you enforce the obligation 
of ensuring the attendance of the children ? Would you wish for 
the establishment of schools under the direct control of the State? 
Should the education given in 'such schools be ,gratuitous or not? 
What subjects should be taught in them? ' 

You are requested to give your plans upon the subjects' referred 
to in questions 12 and IS with 33 m.uch detail as possible, and with 
particular reference to the manner in which you would deal with 
the difficulties arising from differences of religious belief. 

VII.-TEACHERS AND TRAINING COLLEGES. 

14. What is your opinion 33 to the qualifications of the masters 
or mistresses of public, private, or dames' schools for their duties, 
both ~eberally and with special reference to the circumstances of 
the districts and classes to which your experience applies? 

15. Is the training given to masters and mistresses in normal 
schools and training colleges well adapted to its object? Can 
you suggest any points in which it requires improvement? Is 
the state of these institutions generally satisfactory? Are trained 
teachers usually satisfied with their profession and with their social 
position? . 
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16 •. What is your experience as to the working and as to the 
results of the system of apprenticing pupil-tea5!hers ? 
. 17. Should schoolmasters and mistresses be paid by-

(a) Stipends,? . 
(b) Fees? . 
(c) A combination of the two? 

VIIL-RESULT8. 

18. What is your experience of (a). the intellectual, (b) the 
moral effects of education on .the poor?-Will you state as many 
specific facts as possible in support of your opinion, allowing for 
the influence which other causes than education may have had in 
improving the condition of the poor. 



ANSWERS TO QUE STIONS." 

Sir Char.es H. I. Anderson, Bart. 
Lea, near Gainsbol'ough, Lincolnshire, 

GENTLEMEN, June 28, 1859. 
IN replying to your circular I have thought it best to take 

the h£'nds of your inquiries in succession, and answer them 
separately, as tar as I can. 

My experience is derived from a residence in this district for 
many years. 

I understand education to mean not only intellectual but moral 
training. 

One of the peculiarities of this district is, that there are few 
resident gentry. A very large proportion of the estates are 
managed by attomeys and agents. Till the last few years educa
tion has been much neglected. Such indeed had been the 
supineness of the Church of England during the last century, 
both as regards Clergy and Laity, that but for Wesley, religion 
would probably have died out in this district. Since his time the 
Church has gradually become more active, and schools are in
creasing and improving in numbers and D;lanagement. 

I consider tMse schools· to- be the most pl"Omising where The 
Commandments and the Duty to God and Man are regularly 
taught, because without moral and practical religiolls training 
there can be no real education. 

H09t".~ The rate of wages amongst the labourers is high as 
compared with many southern and western COUll ties, seldom below 
10 or 11 shillings per week, generally 12 shillings, and. more in 
mowing time and harvest. 

Most cottagers have a pig, which they do not sell, but kill, 
cure. and eat. 

I.-S'l'ANDAUD OF EDUCATION. 

Children in villages continue their attendance at school tili the 
age oflO or 12, but are then wantt,d to "tent birds," or.as it is 
calleo in the East Riding of Yorksliire (a district very simiJar to 
thi .. ), to "flay crake;;;' i.e., to frighten crows from the corn. 

Children of 10 and 12, with women, go out to weed and hoe 
turnips, &c.; at 14 the boys and girls go out to place as farming 
servants. 

When parents are well off, no doubt the children might be kept' 
longer at school, but a few shillings a week extra, even for a part 
of'the year, are great heJps to a family i therefore I do not think 
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~ longer attendance. would ever become general, unless there were 
compulsory education, which 1 oldect to most decidedly. 

In country towns the' children are apprenticed and go out to 
place about 14. ' 

3. The amount of education acquired from 10 to 12 is to read, 
write, and cypher. The excellence must depend on the supervisor 
or clergyman whose duty it is to see that the master and mistress 
do theirs. . 

Drawing and matters rif taste might be useful to those who 
are apprenticed to joiners, builders, painters, plumbers, glaziers, 
engineers, &c. To agricultural labourers, No. 

Music.-Always good. A choir or choral society a first-rate 
lever for good. 

4. Sunday Schools.-'-Useful, and generally necessary. 
6. Half-time system would never do in this district 
Industrial Training.-Good in union schools, so far as culture of 

a piece of ground. No union school shoUld be without it in an 
agricultural district 

The tendency of the union schools is to teach the children some 
things which will be of little use to them as day labourers, i.e., to 
too high a standard. 

How to measure land, is good. 
Joinering, shoemaking, and tailoring might be taught with 

advantage. 
A school for cooking for girls might be good; but where would 

be found the materials? except for simple boiling, and baking, and 
l·oasting. 

(d.) Evening Schools, the best of all means for getting at the 
farming servant boys and young men, a most neglected class. 

Boys leave sehool at 10 or 12, go to place, forget nearly all 
they have learned by the time they are 18 or 20, be~ides getting 
loose habits. 

Farming servants are usually hired from year to year. In 
ordinary farms they consist of the head man, second man, third 
man, and boy. In larger farms they are more· numerous. 

Head man often married. It is becoming a practice to quarter 
the young unmarried men at the head man's house, he giving 
them board and lodging at so much a week. This practice has 
arisen from the trouble the farmers have when the young men 
sleep in the farm-house where there are young female servants. 

As the boys grow older and stronger, they naturally are led to 
chanO'e their places for increase of wages; and, it is now the 
gene~al practice for the farming serva~ts to "shift" their places 
every Mav.day or Martinmas, when there is a general move-all 

The day after May-day is commonly called" pag-rag" day, i.e., 
the day when their clothes, &e., are pagged or carried from one 
place to another. In appeals at quarter sessions· the term· was 
general in this disu"iet. 

The farming lads are as distinct a class as bagsmen or couriers 
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Boys would lometimes like to stop on, but are often hindered 

by the older ones. The farmers have generally a fixed rate of 
wages for certain places, and will not in~rease them; and I have 
known a good servant and a good master part for the sake of half 
a sovereign. Parents of farming servants are very apt to side with 
their children and JDake mischief. 

Young men and women are hired at statutes (as they are called 
in this district). 

Much has been said about their standing like slaves to be hired. 
This is hosh-mere vulgar claptrap. . 

They wouldn't do it iftheg didn't like it. 
Recruits are examined to see if they are able-bodied, It boat's 

crew at school or college are picked men; and so must it be in all 
cases where physical strength and activity are required. 

These statutes are their only holidays, and they meet each 
other, spend their money, dance, and sometimes get drunk, being 
encouraged so ,to do by the drapers and innkeepers. When 
statutes al·e· done away or given up they attend in the same 
way on market days, standing in the streets to be hired. A 
holiday is valued in propOl·tion to its rarity. A day's recreation 
judiciously managed might be made an instrument of great 
value in a parish, used as a stimulant to good behaviour on the 
part of these youths. If they can be induced to go to church 
and be regular and sober in their habits, it is for their masters' 
benefit as much as their own. and the prospect of a day's pleasure 
will help this on. You may lead, but you had better not try to 
drive. [may add, that the railway companies are often most 
blameable in not providing sufficient carriage room at hiring times. 
I have known young people crowded together to the utter dis
regard of all decency, when a spare carriage or two would have 
prevented it. 

Attempts have been and are being made to substitute register 
offices. These may help some to get places; but as farmers must 
,ee the height, and ,tren9th, and health of the men and boys they 
want, there is no mode so convenient as where they stand in great 
nnmbers, and the masters can select those they fancy; but it is a 
pity that written characters are not more common. 

The establishment of the rural police tends to keep these hi rings 
more orderly; and. if the young men and women were .improved 
in morals and more civilized, I see no reason why this mode of 
hiring should be given up, at least as regard the males. Register 
offices would be better for girls, but they ought to be under good 
management. • I have known register office keepers go about call
ing at houses and making servants dissatisfied, for the sake of the 
fet's for getting them fresh places. This is by no means· un
common. 

Nothing is more likely to improve the young men than night 
schools; not that much learning can be taught there, fo.r the word 
school must be taken in a qualified sense, in villages at least. 
These boys have been all day working' hard in the cold~ therefore 
a warm room with a good fire (and these schools can only be kept 
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in the winter) naturally induces drowsiness; but some will always 
be found glad to improve their writing, reading, and summing. 

Reading a story aloud to them is popular, and a singing lesson. 
The main (ll1ect must be to gain their confidence, take off their 

shyness, and if tbis can be done they may be modelled, as far as 
four or fi"e months' intercouse can do it; but they change every. 
year, so that every village ought to have a niO'bt scbool. 

In summer, cricket should take the place
o 
of the ni.,.ht school. 

The clergyman or some kind friendly person must"'attend these 
schools, or they will not answer; and in the country they will not 
so much teach learning, as self-respect, trust in those abO\'e them, 
helpfulness towards' each othe.·, and good hehavwUT, but this is a 
great point gained. 

The servants in large farms of 1,000 or 1,500 acres, livin.,. away 
from the villages, cannot so easily attend. <> 

In country towns the evening schools may be made much more 
effective as regards intellectual teaching than in villages. . 

Night schools are attached to some mechanics' institutes. but 
not to all •. 

No generall'ule can be made te apply to all towns, even of the 
same character. 

Mechanics' institutes31'e very differently managed. Some 
answer and some do not, when to all appearance they are con~ 
ducted much alike.' TIle main secret is to avoid making them 
political, and to give the members confidence in the committee of . 
management. which is only to be done by very open dealing. 

Lectures are expedients to keE'p up interest. As means of teach-
ing, of ve1'!J little uSt'.. ' 

A series of lectures, on one subject, by a competent pt'rson. ill 
a style suited to the audience, might teach something. 

Free Librl1:ries.-Good. if books good. 
Prize Scheme and Endowments.-Of these 111.1l01D not/li71g. 
Distrihution of minor State Appointments. on Educational 

Grounds.-It dE'pends upon whether by edu.cation is meant mere 
head knolDledge; If so, of flO practical u.~e by itself. 'Without in. 
dustry and steadiness, no head knowledge is worth trusting to. if 

A clever young certificated schoolmaster was tried at Lincoln 
and convjcted of forging testimonials to get into Spalding work
housE'. It appE'ared he had done so at other places. The object 
being to get amongst the girls. 

5. Education for the Poor should be Gratuitous where there is 
absolute Necessity. but they t:alue most tollat they pay for. 

Compulsory EdlJ.Cation.~I elltirely object to this, except in the 
case of childrf'n ill a union, or in the case of children of those 
over whom, bE'ing supported by the public, the public ought .to 

-
• I think there is a tendency in competitive examinations to ask out of the way 

Iluestions to show off tbe examiner himself, by which practi.e a dever SC'Ilmp mlly very 
often get Ihe advantage oter a better candida"'. An examiner who will do this is not 
worth hi. salt. 
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have lOme control; but for the State to say to the· labouring ·poor 
generally, "you altOll send your childrt'n to scho?1," would be a 
case oC tyranny as unendurable as to say to the rIch," you shall 
" send your boy to Eton, or you sllaU have a tutor for him." 

I1.--Acr'UAL S'rATE OF EDUCATION. 

Not high. but improving. 
Church 8chools more JlUlIJProus and well attended. Night 

IIchools in towns have good results when well managed. 
I havt" heard boys and young IlU'n, from 10 to 21, examined at 

the Lincoln Mechanics' Institution night schools, chiefly sons ot' 
labourers employed in engineering, bricklaying, joinering, &c. 
Their attendance, ,'oluntary, for two hours, three times a week. 
Thl'Y would beat many of the smart young men out of drapel's' 
and genteel &hops, and many gpntlpmen's sons also, both in 
arithmetic and handwriting, both of which are (or were) dis
gracefully npglE'cted in our gl'eat public schools,. The arithmetic 
was done far better and quickel' than I could do it. The praise
worthy nnd regular attendance~f these youths shows, what may 
be done' by the kind encouragement of two or three individuals 
who come and teach, during the winter months, among them, the 
Coroner of the district, who takes a class to himself. 

lll.-CAUSES' OF DEFJCIENCY. 

Want of funds. Unskilful teaching. English badly taught; vide 
Mr. Temple's repol't, in a book published by '~. D, Acland, Esq., 
on the examination at Exeter, J H57. 

ThE" samp defici~lIey to be fo~nd in this di!!trict. Want of 
interest in the parents, very common. Social arrangements of 
the poor, often against education. Dad cottages are injurious 
(morally), as' I k~ow to my own cost. A good plan, which could 
be carried out E'conomically, so as to pay, and thus induce 
landlords to build, is much wanted; for cottages are a great 
expense on a property. Plans must vary according lothe.mate
rials of the district, and their quality, brick, stone, soft or hard, 
Ilnd so on. 

IV.-ON THE CHARAC1'ER OF GOVERNlIIEN'l' AID AND 
INSPECTION. 

I don't feel qualified to speak, but I think some of the 
inspectors with whom ( have conversed, are too anxiolls to en
courage a Itigl& intellectual standard, as if it would produce by 
itself a higT, moral standard, which I for one don't helieve. 

9. Pauper ScTtools.-I suppose to niean union schools, of whicll 
I have spoken. 

&formatory Schools,-None in Lindsey. We send our boys 
to other counties, Refurmatol'ies and penitentiaries of one district 
should agree to send tlleir inmates to another, and take in in~ates 
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from a distance, which helps to get them into a new groove, out of 
the reach ·of old associates. . 

How to provide education for criminals and deserted children? 
-In some oases in union, schools, but generally to leave it to be 
provided by voluntary and disconnected exertions of philanthropic 
individuals. 

10. Does Government' system stimulate or diminish voluntary 
liberality?- I think neither one .nor the other. Objections 
against the Government system appear to be founded upon a sort 
of English jealousy. 

V.-ENDOWED SCHOOLS. 

I know little about them. 

VI.-SUGGESTIONS. 

My suggestions are comprised in my previous remarks; I 
would only repeat, that any method to catch the young men, from 
twelve to twenty, in town or coun"try, so as to influence them for 
good, ought to be tried; and the night school, or a place where 
they may obtain rational relaxation and amusement, seems the. 
best. But when we have saloons, billiards, and all sorts of iIl
conducted places to lure them to the bad, there can be no antidote, 
only palliation. If masters, whether gentry, farmers, or shop
keepers, would exercise more paternal government over their 
servants and apprentices, and set them' a good example, they 

, would have a better chance. 

. . ' 

VIII.-R~sULTS. 

Must be good, if education good, i.e., moral, and intellectual; 
and by moral I mean practically religious. 

Intellectual teaching should have an eye to the future destination 
of the pupil. You would not teach a day labourer astronomy, 
when you might teach him the natme of soils, and how to measure 
a field. You would not teach a tailor to plough, or a shoemaker 
to rub down a horse, when one wanted to make a coat, and the 
other a pair of boots. . 

To manage a school is a gift. A steady perseverance on a 
moderate scale is generally more effective in the-long run than 
trying to force clever pupils, to the neglect of stupid ones; or 
frequent changes or attempts to fly high, and witch the world with 
clever scholarship, to the neglec,t of religious training. 

. C. H. L ANDERSON. 

To the Education Commissioners. 
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Edward Akroyd, Esq., Halifax . . . 
Question 1. I have taken an active part in the establishment of 

mechanics' institutes, day and Sunday schools and evening schools, 
also of working-men's colleges. 

1 maintain and have the man~ement of 6 (six) day schools, 5 
(five) Sunday schools, 2 (two) evenmg schools, and 1 (one) working
man's college; also 2 (two) public libraries, containing about 7,000 
(seven thousand) volumes,.-{or the use of the working classes. 

The day and eveninftschools, and the working-man's college 
contain at present 1,881 sclwlo,rs and students. The Sunday schools 
(Church of England) contain 667 scholars. . 

My experience applies chiefly to the manufacturing districts of 
the West Riding, both town and country, and also to the agricul
tural districts of the same, to persons employed in factories, mines, 
iron works, quarries, dyeworks, &c., &c., and to farm labourers. 

2. Up to the age of 12 or 13 years, during one half of the day in 
manufacturing districts, and in agricultural districts on alternate 
days, or by such other divisions of time as may be found convenient 
in various occupations. The application of the half-time system to 
agricultUral districts has been practically and satisfactorily tested 
by Mr. Paget, M.P. for Nottingham. 

8. Children who· have attended an infant and an elementary 
school up to the age of 13 years will bave learnt (I speak from my 
own experience in: my own sc~ools) to read and write fairly, to 
write from dictation With correct spelling; to have a fair knowledge 
of grammar, to express in writing thoughts on any familiar subject; 
to work sums in the first four rules of arithmetic, proportion, and 
practice; to have a fair knowledge of general geography, and a 
special acquaintance with that of Great Britain and her dependen
CIes; to have an elementary knowledge of English history, and a 
fair acquaintance with Old Testament history, and a thorough 
knowledge of the history of-the New Testament. 

Church catechism and doctrinal teaching should be reserved for 
the Sunday schooL . 

For girls, needlework, domestic economy, and vocal music. For 
boys, drawing, as now taught und~r the direction of the Department 
of Science and Art, and vocal mUSIc. 

I would have vocal music and drawing taught in all elementary 
schools, but 1 would not compel any children, whose parents object, 
to attend such lessons. 

4. (a) Sunday schools are of little value except as nurseries for 
the particular religious sects to which they belong. 

(b) The half-time system is applicable to 811 trades and occupa~ 
tions, and by it the period of occupation may be prolonged to the 
age of 12 or 18 years. 

(c) Industrial and domestic n:aining is invaluable for girls and 
young women. I hav~ classes m my schools expressly for this 
purpose; for instance, for teaching cookery and household work, 
needle-work, and dress-making. -

(d) Most valuable •. In fact the only way of prolonging the 
period of instruction after the age of 12 or 13 years. 
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(e) Mechanics' institutes and occasional lectures have little effect 
in prolonging the period of instruction of the working classes ... They 
are chiefly of use to the middle classes. 

(f) Free and lending libraries are of great use when connected 
with evening 'Schools anawol'king-men's colleges. My own libraries 
would be of little value to the working classes were not the reading 
directed by 'those institutions. 

(g) Pecuniary prize schemes are wrong in principle, because they 
act as a bribe to the parent to send his child to school; and in order 
to be succe'ssful, the prize must he larger than the amount of wages 
which the parent would receive from the labour of the child, if kept 
at work. Certificates of merit and good conduct, on the contrary, 
are highly desirable, because first, they awaken a spirit of emulation 
among the children themselves, and because, s{'C(mdly, to the parents 
they offer a valuable recommendation for the fut-"Te employment of 
their children • 

. (h) Not much value can be attached to the distribution of minor 
state appointments. ' 

5. Edutationshould never be supplied altogether gratuitously, 
except to pauper children. In very poor districts it should be paid 
for by the parents partially. 

6. The present plan of education in the districts and classes to . 
which I have referred fails only where the haif-time system does 
not apply, viz., when the child leaves the day ~chool. As soon as 
a child leaves the day school his education generally ceases, and 
very ffflO of those educated in the day schools attend the evening 
schools. Thus, at the age >of IB or 20, many young men and 
women have forgotten what they learnt when children. True, they 
never forget how to read, but instances are not rare in my evening 
schools of young persons of that age, who. have attended the day· 
schools, coming expressly to be re-taught writing. 

7. (a) Simply from want of compulsory attendance. A more 
liberal grant from Government towards evening schools would prove 
a great blessing to the working' classes. 

(b) No. 
(c) and (d) Partly; also the greater interest the parent takes ill 

the child's WAGES. 

(e) No. 
B. The system is excellmt. 
The'poorest district (with the aid of such grants) may support a 

good school. . 
10. The existing system most decidedly stimulates voluntary 

liberality. There are very few who entertaIn conscientious objec
tions to it. 

11. There are many small endowed schools in the. districts to 
which I allude. They might be made available for popular educa
tion by their being conducted on the same plan as national schools 
under Government inspection. You see in many villages in these 
'districts a day school under Government inspection, excellently 
managed, having a certificated master, &c., and yet, with all these 
advantages, scarcely able to maintain itself; and, perhaps, only a 
few yards off an old endowed school,with a bad master and under bad 
management. 
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12. (a) Decidedly; with the exception of capitation grants.; 
(b) and (c) I am in favour of Its further _development nnder 

economical management. , ._ , ' 
(d) The inspectionshoQld. be half-yearly, and the payment to 

male pupil. teachers ought to be increased. -
(e) The voluntary principle will fail as it has faile~ . 
(f) No system of rating can be made practicable. .' 
(g) Place all endowed schools under inspection, and whilst ,taking 

care that the will of the founder be resJ>ected, adapt the instruction 
to the purposes of popular education. The future teachers of such 
schools should be trained and certificated. . Furtner provision should 
be made for the endowment of schools by the suspension of the 
Law of Mortmain. _ 

(h) The half-time system will ensure the education of all children 
or the working classes up to the age of 12 or 13 years. Beyond 
that age education may be easily prolonged by night schools and 
by working-men's colleges, always provided, that efficient and 
trained teachers be employed under proI?er inspection. 

13.1 would enforce the obligation Jointly on -the parent and 
the employer, by making education a -necessary condition of 
employment. 

As III the factory ltalf-time SJlstem, where Government grants are 
received by schools, Government .inspection shall accompany that 
grant in order to sec~e .its proper application.. . , 

In my schools and lDstitutlons aremcluded the chtldren~r.parents 
of all denominations of Christians, and no complaint is ever heard 
on religious grounds; and for thill reason, because, although I con", 
sider it essential toadopt religious and moral culture along with 
secular instruction, all purely doctrinal teaching I leave tQ. Sunday 
schools. . 

14. The only teachers who are fit for their office are those traine_d 
and certificated by the Committee of Council on Education (with 
very few excel;ltions). 

15. The trailling is well adapted to its object. Trained mistresses 
are generally raised by'their profession in the social scale. It is 
not so with masters. • • 

16. The only faults in the system are,that the male and female 
pupil-teachers are generally selected from the school in which they 
are ~"pprenticed, and that the allowance in money to .the boys is too 
small, and the payments not frequent enough. It would be' of 
advantage, too, that the stringent rules with regard to the forfeiture 
of the payments to teachers should be somewhat relaxed. 

17. By a combination of the two. . . 
18. SlDce the introduction of the factory system of education, r 

have observed in most of the districts to which I have al.uded a 
great improvement in the condition of the working claSses, both 
morally and intellectually. I have also observed that the manners 
and habits of the working classes haTe been proportionally elevated. 

- . Enw. AXROyn. 
Bank Field, Halifax, and . 

Denton Park, Otley, Yorkshire, 
May 18, 1859. . 
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Rev. Dr. Adler. 
1. I am from Germany, having been Chief Rabbi· in Oldenburg 

and Hanover, where I had the superintendence over all or most of 
the Jewish schools. I have resided in this country since 1845, where 
1 have visited and superintended the Jewish schools in the different 
towns' of England, especially those established in the metropolis for. 
the poorer mechanics and shopkeeper~ , _ 

I.-STANDARD OF EDUCATION. 

2. 'I think itprac6.cabie and desirable that in large towns boys 
should remain at school to the age of ~4; and girls to the age of 13, 
during the whole school year. The years from 11 to 13 and, 14. 
re&pectivelyare the most important, as then the intellectual abilities 
begin their development, and the moral powers require strengthen-: 
in~. The present ordinary way in day schools of dividing .the; 
school day into two parts, from 9 till 12 and from 2 till 4, is a great 
disadvantage to parents, who lose the wages of their children, to 
te-achers, who lose two hoUrs in the middle of the day, and to the. 
pupils themselves, who during the time get'into the streets to play. 
There would be much gained, by fixing the time from 9 till 1, or, 
with a: short interval,.till 2. ." 

S, 1 am not an advocate for te3,Jiliing the ,Poor such subjects as 
they do not require, and may render them dissatisfied with their 
position in life. But I do not think reading, writing, and arith
metic sufficient; the few subjects of tuition must be taught not 
superficially but thoroughly, and special care must be taken of 
their religious, moral, . intellectual, and social development, so that 
they may be prepared when they arrive at the season of self

.dependence to start fair, and to act their part well on the world's 
great stage. For Jewish children it is necessary that they learn. 
the Hebrew language for the purpose of becoming acquainted with 
the principal parts of the Bible in· the original, and to pray in that 
tongue. Concerning the secular. education, the. children ought ~o, 
have a sound knowledge of the English language, to parse, reaU, 
and write correctly. They must well know English history and 
tolerably well general history, geography, both physical, and 
political, arithmetic as far as necessary for all practical purposes,. 
and also physical and social science, e~pecially the laws of economy •. 
For girls the standard may be a little lower, but household work 
should certainly be taught to them. Music and drawing can surely 
do no harm, but, on the contrary, may withhold many a youth from 
evil association. ney should, at all events, be inspir~ with a 
taste for the fine arts. 
. 4. (a) Sunday Schools.,-As far as my experience exten~ 
~unday schools are too meagre to be of any use to those who bave. 
attended a day $cboc;>l during the whole period of instruction, and 
surely insufficient for those who have not attended ~y school at all. \ 
Besides, most of the time is devoted to religious instructio~, and 
even that is given in a stinted and clumsy,way. The children 
learn there but the catchwords of their creed without being im
pressed with it, and baving-the soul called into activity. Sunday 
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schoois may be nece,ssary as long as the we~k-day schools have not 
attained the right standard, but they are mere palliatives, necessary 
evila to prevent greater evils. . 

(b) .My experience is too limited with respect to the half.,.time 
system to give any opinion thereon. . 

(c) Industrial schools have the disadvantage, thqt they come; 
into collision with the purposes of a good school. The school, 
teaches the man, the industrial school the individual; the former. 
is gener~ the latter is ,peciol. The school pays little regard to the. 
subsequent position in life bf the pupil; the industrial school has a 
distinct bearing upon the future vocation of the individual. Besides, 
every man has an inward 'calling for some pursuit, which may.be 
termed the inward revelation; the industrial school, however, must 
naturally be limited to some trades only, and would,consequently, 

, prove injurious to the. peculiar bent. Again" industrial schools 
deprive the apprentice 'of that worldly experience which is better 
than all theory. For all these reasons the Committee of the Jews' 
Hospital, with 'which during 40 years anindustHal school for 
carpentry, shoemaking, &c., was connected, found it expedient to· 
discontinue the industrial.establishment, and to apprentice the: 
pupils out of doors. The domestic training fot girls has, howevoc{' 
proved highly advantageous. . 
. (d) The observation made upon Sunday sc11001s finds also appli

cation with regard to evening schools. They are too meagre to· 
supply the want of an ordinary week-day sehool, and can only be, 
to~erated ,during the period of transition, when ~ood schools aie. 
stIll wantmg. They have proved useful to foreIgners who have 
come over without any knowledge 'of the language, but they ar~ 
decidedly injurious to grown-up girls, to whom they give an 
opportunity of getting into the streets at late hours. . 

(e) Lectures and mechanics' institutes are very advantageous. 
for the promotion of adult education, but, I apprehend, that the 
disadvantages outweigh the advantages. It cannot be denied that 
the lectures are frequently beyond the sphere of the young men's 
intellects, and as the mind of the hearer is not brought iuto contact. 
with that of the teacher, he is either lulled to sleep, or undigested 
notions are left behind, half matured ideas, which render the' 
hearers dreamers, talkers, and vague reasoners, leaving them quite 
out of the sphere of a modest and sound education. Besides, these. 
institutions lead to intercourse with the other sex, which cannot 
always be beneficial to morality. . . 
. (f) There is no doubt that free and lending libraries, when great· 

care and caution is taken with regard to the nature 'of. the books,; 
must prove beneficial to,the. adult, and keep him from the taverD,~ 
billiard room, low places of amusement, and other houses9f vice.- .' 

(g) and (h) One of the greatest impedimeuts to the education o( 
the poor is, undoubtedly, the loss which the parents suffer iI\ such· 
wa.,ues as the childr~n can earn" especially from the eleventh to ,the: 
fifteenth year. . PrIzes of, all kinds, therefore, and State appomt-. 
mentsare mighty levers to elevate the mass. But, as the number: 
of those gifts and endowments must be comparatively sm.all, it: 
seems highly expedient that societies, charities, or other benevolent, 
institutions, even boards of relief, should look earnestly to the state~ 
of the applicants," with respect to the education of their beggatl 
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children, and prefer tho~'e who· sacrifice their own present wants :t~ 
the future wellbeing of their children~ " 

'5. Throughout Germany the poor are' educated gratuitously,. 
which might ,be explained by the fact.: that the attendance there is 
compulsory. The managers of the schools in EnglaIid think that aJ 

small school-fee, e.g. ld. per week; would induce parents to send 
their children regularly to school, 'and cherish a spirit of inde-
pendence. On the other hand, parents do not as yet va,lue the 

, education of their children enough to pay for it, and in the absence 
of any other inducements and impulses, 'I fear that the payment of 
the school-fee would serve as an, additional excuse to keep their 
cluldren at,home. Besides, ~t appears to be'-a hardship that poor 
parents, besides the loss of the wages which their children could earn,. 
should have to bear another tax. 1 therefore think that a gratuitous 
education is by far to be preferred.. , #>. ' 

, , .". - ')" J'f4 

, 1I.~AcTuAL S'TATE aF Ebuc.~l'I(>N. 
, 6. The Jewish community in Englaqd, which consists of a popu" 

Iationof about 30,000 souls, contains a.large proportion 'of poor. 
Since' the year 1851 great' exertions' have been made for the: 
'amelioration of the religious; moral, intellectual, and· social con
dition of the poorer classes. Not alone new schools have been 

, erected, but old ones have been enlarged, better provided for and' 
organized; so that" on the whole, there are but, few Jewish 
children who can neither read nor write. ' 

There are in lhemetropolis 10 week-day schools, 5 evening 
schools; and 2 .sabbath schools, and one literary and scientific
institution. We must give credit to' the wealthier class of the 
Jewish body for having called most of these institutions into 
existence, maintained them by their private means, and devoted to 
them their personal exertions, by visiting them, and even imparting 
instruction. We must, however, confess, that, in spite ofvery great 
improvement, the schools do not yet come up to the standard which 
is required~ The reasons are,"'- " , _ ' " . 

• ' 1st. The study qf HebretD.-It is incumbent .upon the Israelite ro 
know at 1east so much of the Hebrew language as to read the 
Prayers, and to understand the Pentateuch in the original. Those 
Jews who aspire t9 be better educated learn the Hebrew language 
grammatically, the Bible'with its commentators, and the principles. 
of the Jewish faith thoroughly. In former times the whole instrue. 
tion was limited 'to those· subjects; and secular knowledge was 
ent~rely. excluded~~ay, 'even at prese~t some o~ the poor instruct 
theIr children only In, Hebrew. But m all JeWIsh schools a large 
portion' of the school time is devoted to Hebrew,' which must 
naturally, more or less, affect the amount of their secular edllcation. 
,2nd.' The iriflur' of foreigners.-The Hebrew congregations of 
large towns in 'England, especially-of London, are subject to a large 
and annually' increasing influx' of foreigners~ They come ove!' 
from aU quarters of the globe, especially Poland and Holland, in a 
state of great destitution, and their children attend the public 
schools without possessing any -knowledge of English. On this 
'account, it is evident that they can derive but very little advantage 
,from their attendance. 
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Srd. The peculiar cundition of the Jews; rlamefy; that" by the'law 
of their religion, they are obliged to· rest, on Friday ev~Iiings, 
Saturdays, and Festi'faIs, and, by the law of the land, OD, Sund'1Ys; 
on which account they cannot carry on aU trades, nor enter into all 
professions, nOl' can.they cOJDpete with their fellow·men •. )n.many 
countries the)' are not allowed to carry, on all tradesf . and even ill 
this country. their Ifdmission into them is but ofrecent date. Thi& 
peculiar condition is fraught, with this evil consequence, that,the 
poor Jewish tradesman and artizan earns less than his Christia~ 
neighbour, and therefore requires the labour of his child.ren more •. 
Thus the difficulty of finding bread leads to the difficulty of finding 
instruction, and hence· arises the. bad. attendance' at the public 
ichools. '.' 

-'!: 

Uf.-CAusES ~OF DEFICIENCY. 

7. (a) The tabulated returns· of the Jewish schools will show 
that' there are Jewishpubli"c schools in London, Manchester, 
Liverpool, Birmingham, and. Glasgow. But besides those men
tioned, there are Jewish conJr!egations in Bath, Bedford, Brighton, 
Bristol, Canterbury; Cardiff, Chatham, Cheltenham, Dover, Dubl~n, 
Edinburgh, Exeter, Falmouth, Hull, Ipswich, Leeds, Merth~ .. 
Tydvil, Newcastl~on-Tyne, North Shields, Norwich" Nottingham,· 
Penzance, Plymouth, Portsea, Ramsgate, Sheerness, Sheffield, 
Southampton, Sunderland, Swansea, Wolverhampton, and, Yar~ . 
mouth. Those congregations have 110 public schools,. and the 
children of their poor attend the Christian schools for the acquisition 
of secular knowledge, aDd are instructed .in Hebrew and religious 
knowledge privately, while some of them have a public school for 
instruction m Hebrew and religion.. The number of memberspeing 
but small, and the means scanty, their wealthier co-religionists 
are prevented from establishing and maintailling well-orgallized 
schools forreli~ious and secular knowledge combined. Hence 
ari.~cs the evil CIrcumstance that, not only.is their instruction very 
.lender and inadequate, . but the ascertainment. of the children who 
do and who do not attend a school, is rendered very diffi.cult.· I· 
bave used great endeavours to bring, about the organizatioJ;!. of ~ew 
Ichools, and succeeded in some cODgiegations,but failed in many' 
through the want of funds and the small number. of poor children. 
In the metropolis, however,. want of schools has never, been .the 
eause of any deficiency, there being abundant accommodation for 
all who deslfe to le~. " • 

(b) In' most of the. schools the great deficiellcy exists, th.at . the 
memory is cultivated and 110t the mind, so that .but little practical 
advantage accrues from school training, until a trade 01' business 
moulds the intelligence ·of t1;le school-boy. ThiHgeneral deficiency 
is especially evident in some branches of,education, e.g. in inability . 
at composition, to which branch I attach very much ixp.portance; in 
teaching history and geography, so as to include fa.cts which extend. 
to distant ages and quarters of the globe, in such a manner that 
the greatest number of children leave school before they arrive at 
the history of modern times., Instruction, as .. charity, must. beO'in 
.Dl home. Arithmetic also is but. too often made a mere con~c
tion of rules, got by heart, without any exercise of the intellect 
and reasoning powers. ' Throughout Germanr one of the subjects 
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of instruction is "Verstandes U ebung," i.e., exercise of the mind, 
which is only partially supplied by a branch' of education only 
recently.introduced, social science or practical economy. It is 
scarcely becoming for m'e to speak of the sufficiency or insufficiency 
of religious instruction in general; but thus much I may say, that 

. all religious instructioB without. moral training is next to nothingJ 
A practical knowledge of religion and morality must be combined, 
which it is, however,difficult to carry out in teaching, and hence a: 
great deficiency in many schools. ' , 

(c) I may state, that there is no want of interest in their children's 
education on the part of Jewish parentS; it is only their poverty, 
and the consequent necessity of making their children work for 
their livelihood, which cause their total or frequent absence from: 
schoo~ or their being too early withdrawn from it. 

Cd), (e), (f) Most of these topics have been touched upon in the 
foregoing observations. ..' 

-lV.-CHARACTER OF EXISTING SYSTEM OF GOVERNMENT AID 
AND INSPECTIdN. ' 

, .8. I look upon the system of Government aid and inspection, 
-with regard to the three points ; -viz., the inspection, the training 
of apprenticed teachers, and the elevating of the condition of the . 

. schoolmaster, as a great improvement jn the: right directioll-3S a 
measure which bears within itself the germs of. future development' 
and growtk It is the recognition of a grand 'principle, that it lit 
the right and the duty of the State to interfere with education,--..a 
recognition which is of the greatest importance and valu~The 
deeper; therefore, is it to be lamented that Government has been 
Obliged to contract its operations within so exceedingly limited a 
sphere; Inspection is highly necessary, it discloses where there is 
real efficiency, and where there is merely· the outward appearance; 
but as Government affords assistance only for the erection of schools 
and not for their maintenance, many patrons and beads of schools 
object to. being inspected critically, and decline the interference 
.of Government altogether. It is the more to be apprehended, tbat 
many schools will decline Government inspection on the plea that 
there is too much patronage in the plan of granting donations only' 

. on certain conditions and under 'peculiar circumstances; features 
which bear the impress of a charity offensive to many donors and 
contributors. And this is especially to be regretted, as the volun
tary system still forms the' basis on which the Minutes of Council 
arefounded,-'-a . charity which the State in its greater and morS 
majestic movements ought to avoid. . 

Another: . objection. to the Minutes I cannot help seeing in the 
condition that the school· must be opened. to. children of different 
creeds. ' . 

Notwithstanding the' outcry raised by'many reasoners against 
combining instruction in religious with secnlar knowledge, the 
greatest minds and warmest hearts of the nation unite in declaring 
the necessity of making religious education the basis in many 
elementary schools. We may no more separate the one from the 
other in the seed than we mar in the fruit,-no more in the school 
than in the world. Religion IS th«:greatest stimulating power in 
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the child as well as in the adult'; it teaches both 'bow to live arid how 
to die. For these reasons I fully agree in the .opini.on expressed in 
the Minutes of Council, that sound knowledge in secular learning 
and in religion should go hand in band. The condition, however, 

. that the Government grant be only then awarded when the school 
is open to children .of all religious denominations, defeats the very 
purpose Gevemment has in view ; either the religious instruction of 
the majority of pupils, or that of the minority, must suffer. 

V_ENDOWED SCH.oOLS. 
. My expe:ience' on this subject is too limited to permit the offer 
,of an,Y opiDlon. 

VI • ...:..SUGGESTI.o~S. 
12. (a) (d) My opinions on these subjects are for the most part 

'contained iIi the answers to § IV. 
(e) From the time that the benevolent Raikes of Gloucester 

started his Sunday schools,' from the time that Bell and Lancaster 
agitated the whole country on the subject of their week-day schools, 
the Established Church on the one hand, and the Dissenters on. the 
.other, have rivalled ~ch ,other in the magnificence of their. ;con-, 
tributions towards. the education of the poor. Still the voluntary 
system, with all its great achievements, has .notsucceeded. The. 
freest .nation under the sun in thought, word, and deed, the most 
practical and persevering of nations, is only, the sixth or seventh -in 
the scale of educated' countries. This shows that the system of 
leaving education to rest on voluntary contributions is at.Jeast 
insufficient, and therefore (0 the system of rating is to be preferred. 
I am fully aware of the number and force of the arguments which 
have been. brought forward, against it. Still,·it cannot be denied 
that our poor require lnental as much as ;bodily sustenance. As it 
is the duty .of the State to supply the poor with the necessaries of 
life in the time of need, in order' to prevent .. them from starving, 
and to levy a ,tax for that purpose; so it is the d'uty .of the State 
not to allow untrained minds and uncurbed passions to. be let loose 
on society: and it has, therefore, an' equal right to levy a tax.for 
educating the poor. In Germany, the rate for; the bodily support 
of ilie' poor is vDluntary, but that for their mental support is com.,. 
pulaory. In England, where the poor-rate is compulsory, I do not 
think that Parliament would object. to levying a tax for popular 
education. Henee it follow. that the rate should be assessed -like 
the poor-rate levied at· present; that elementary schools with all 
their appurtenances should be established. and, organized by the 
different parishes, for each denomination living within the same 
school district, and under the imDiediate inspection ot Goveniment, 
the expense. of maintaining the same being defrayed out of the 
rates levied for that purpose. ,A school-fee should be paid. by those 
who can afford it, the children of the pOOl' being entirely free. The 
advance in the case .of pupils of. extraordinary. mental ability from 
elementary to· il!&,her schools, and from those' to'. colleges and 
universities, shoUlQ also be paid for.1 .' , . . 

18. Having proceeded so far, I may.go a step further, and state 
, ,that, h~ving been in Germany an : eye-witness .to theadvantl1-g'es 
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resulting from making 'school attendance compulsory; I am a great 
advocate for the compulsory system. ' Most of the deficiencies which 
at present exist in the state of education, as regards either the early 
withdrawal of children, from' school, ~r the lamentable darkness in, 
which so many thousands of our fellow-creatures remain, and con· 
sequentIythe Dumber 'of juvenile offenders, would be removed if 
parents and' guardians were compelled to afford their ,children a 
sound and complete education. I am aware that an Englishman 
feels an innate abhorrence of the word" compulsion." But no real 
compulsion is, in fact, necessary. If the State only requires that 
every girl in her fourteenth and every boy in his fifteenth year shall 
bring forward ,a certificate that he or she has obtained a certain 
amount of education, no matter where, either in a public or private 
:school, or by private tuition, the great aim and purpose will have 
peen attained. I heed scarcely observe that, although, as mentioned 
above, schools should be established for each religious denomination, 
if the number belonging to it be suHicientlylarge, the certificate .of 
education should be limited to the amoun~of secular knowledge. 

YII.,""";" TEACHERS ,AND, TRA~NINGCOLLEGES. 

14. One 'of the greatest deficiencies which I have observed to 
,exist as regards'the state of' education 'in this country, is the want 
of qualified masters and mil'tressefl. This apparently arises from the 
indifference on the part of the parents as to those'to whom they 
entrust the education of their children.' There is no vocation higher 
'than that of a teacher, for nothing ,on earth is so precious as the 
mind,' soul, and' character. But there is' also no profession so 
difficult as that of a good 'Schoolmaster; for he must have a' pene
trating insight into human nature, he must be able to trace the 
laws of thought, to comprehend the perfection of man, to investigate 
the motives abd inipulses by which' the child is 'roused to the 
harmonious exertion 'of all its intellectual faculties. And still 
parents do not care at all who is exercising a constant and lasting 

. influence on their children's minds. . Anyone of the most mediocre 
abilities is general~y th~ugh~ competent to undertake. this ' gr~at. 
task; Anothetevll, whICh IS the consequence 'of the preceding 

,one, is the little regind' and esteem in which schoolmasters are 
held in society. Parents; who ought to consult their 'children's 
teachers, to study with them the peculiarities of each pupil, and to 
'Concert with themthe'means of arresting any evil disposition and 
vice at: its' first manifestation, are, we may almost say, ashamed 'to 
as!!cciate with them. ,The natural consequence is, that many a 

, 'talented young man feels a great dislike to embrace a profession 
which is, attended with so many responsibilities and disadvantages, 
and so little reward and appreciation. ,And this is the case more 
especially in a country where the prospects of rising in the 
mercantile" sphere 'are 'so' 'bright. I have with 'great exertions 
called into' existence a college 'for' the training of jewish 
ministers imd teachers, which is still in its infancy, but has yet 

: .afforded!De an' opportunity' of. seeing how 'imm~nse the diffi.c~~ty 
'IS of gettmg for the ends In vIew young men WIth good abllItIes 
to offer themselves. '. If Government is willing to 'raise the state 
of education ,to a higher scale, this' can be done only by fully 
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appreciating the labours of the acting teachers,. and, .not~gnoring 
their Doble exertions when age or other causes have. compelled 
them to retire. Improvement in the condition of the teacher is 
the germ of all other improvements, which must and will fail 
without it. Without the interposition o£ . Government .in, .this 
most important point, the country. will Teap DO benefit, but, only 
disappointment. A good beginning. has therefore bee~ made by 
Government by. paving the way to the training of apprenticed 
teachers. It will certainly supply the country. with more etliciellt 
lIChoolmasters. 1 call it only it beginning, because so, far as my 
limited experience reaches, the sphere of knowledge of these 
pupil-teachers is very circumscribed, being generally restricted td 
merely a few text books. Now,I am quite convinced that Pluch 
learning is not requisite for them, even not expedient, for expe
rience teaches that the most learned men generally make bad 
8choolma,sters; but a 1J0und· knowledge of general history and 
literature, of composition,:and, above all, an flCquaintance with the 
theory and practice of education, is essentially necessary. Another 
drawback is, the smallness of the Government grant, which prevents 
the apprentices from taking lessons for their improvement. In the 
Jews Free School of London and Manchester, the managers pay a 
salary to their pupil-teachers; but we can scarcely expect that such 
a course would be pursued in many schools. The ,Government 
certificate is surely a great security to the countr,y that the right 
men will be· in the right places. It might, however, very advan
tageously be so far exten!led. that t4e teachers, after PaVing beep. 
three or five years in. their office, be at liberty to pass, or even 
obliO'ed to pass a higher examination. It is a matter of fact that 
. teachers quite neglect their own education, in 'consequence of which 
~heir ideas become stereotyped, their notions. narrow; all which 
might be prevented by requiring higher tests o~ their knowledge 
of the art and s~ience of education. The law in, Germany.' is; that 
all teachers tralDed in. Governmen~ colleges are bound to, return 
every three years to their college, and stay there four weeks for the 
purpl!se ~f refreshing their former kpo,:,,~edge: flD.~undergQing; ,an 
exammatlOn. '.' , , . 

17. Experience, has taught me that. I,!. combination. or stipends 
and feeS, if practicable, .is preferable to -either. stipends, or fees 
alone; to the former, beeause the teacher would m l the . C01,lrse of 
time become "holly -inditferent. to· the increase oChis, school; to 
the latter, because very often" without any 'fault on. the part of 
the teacher, the. number' of bis. pupils, and, . .consequently, o( the 

. fees, decrease, by which his independence ~utfers, and his Cares 
and anxieties are augmented,-causes which often prove the down-
fall of a schooL ,. , 

VII1.-R:Esp'iTs~, . . 
18. To prove the be~eficial :results of.ed~catioIil would :be to 

prove the advantages of light over darkness. 1. may state to the 
eredit of the Jews in general, that the .gross crimes ofrqtirdcr 
,and manslaughter are. unknown. amongst theIlh that drunkenness, 
prostitution, cruelty towarw .husband.wife, .and children, are 
extremely rare, < and that cases of larceny, fraud" perju,ry; &c. 
have considerably decrea~d. from. the time· that ,bette;r~rganized 
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schools have operated upon the ·minds' and hearts of thousands of 
Jewish ehildrerr. I can t~stify. to the fact that a great many of 
those who have' been tramed In our schools have filled and are 
~onou!ably, fillin&, priva~e and public offices, thatth~y have risen 
in SOCIety oy theIr own mdustry, honesty, and frugality, that they 
faithfully discharge their duties as Jews, citizens, children, and 
parents, that. thef fully appreciate the advantages of education, 
and that theIr children attend school regularly. These are the 
blessed effects of education on the poor. ' . , 
, June 7,1859. 

T. W. Allies, Esq., Secretary' of the Catholic Poor 
, School Co~ttee. ' , 

QUESTION I. 
FORMERLY as clergyman in the Established Church; for the last 

!Six years as :,secretary of the' Catholic Poor School Committee, 
which is the organ of the Catholic Bishops, and intermediate 
between'them and the Government in' the matter of Poor School 
:Education. My remarks will chiefly relate to Catholic Schools in 
Great Britain, while I bear in mind ~hatever experience of other 
schoolS my past life, has furnished.. 

QUESTION L 2, 3, 4. 
t accept the judgment' of the Registrar-General, who takes the 

ages of three and fifteen as the extreme limits to which the 'educa
'tion.of the poor may extend, while he" assumes that theschol}l 
<c instruction of a . child ought not at all events to be procrastinated 
~ until after five, and that, health and leisure being both possessed, 
" it ought not to be relinquished earlier than ,twelve." (Report 
'on Education, 1854, p.xxvi.) , Now, bearing this ,in mind, I was 
three years ago greatly' pained to find the following results' stated 
in Mr. Marshall's' report. (Minutes of Council 1855-6, p. 605.) 
He found iIi. sixteen districts in England and Wales, under Privy 
Council inspection, comprising therefore beyond a doubt the better 
sort of schools, the 'two following results:-I. "That nearly one 
U half the' children' in elementary schools -are under eight years of 
,~' age; and, II., That nearly one third of their number have only 
,U been one year' at school." 'The average for the whole sixteen 
,districts ran thus :.:.,... 

:Under8 Years of Age. Betwee~ I2,and 14. Above'H. 'I Total Attentlan.e.' 

'40'86 8'92 1'68 882,286 

And as to the average' time of attendance,he finds" number who 
." have been at school one year, 29' 35 per cent;;1 number who have 

, 'U been at schoQI four years, 8' 9 per cent." He premises this sad 
'statement with the remark that" it is, I believe, the unanimous 
." testimony of Her Majesty's inspectors of schools that the average 
"" age of the children frequenting elementary schools, and the avel"
:" age duration of their attendance, is rather helolD tlw..,. above what it 
~, 'was a few years ago, and· this in spite of all the cost incurred to 
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." provide them with solid ~instruction, and all the attractions dis
~ played to induce'them to· accept it." Well mar he remark 
thereupon, "That the work accomplished in OUI' pnmary schooht 
,~ is mainly infant education, and even this limited to a miserably 
" scanty and insufficient period of time;" and 80 "one is .dis-< 
,~ couraged from speaking of merely technical matters,"" and. f' it 
" leemsa kind of unreality to vaunt the improved qualifications 
" of teachers, when we have' ascertained the. character of their 
" pupils, or to enumerate complacently the ever increasing area. 
" of school buildings, when we know how fitfully and vagrantly 
&, they are tenanted." This' is the most discouraging, as it is 
likeWlse the best proved statement' which T have seen respecting 
the age of poor scbool children and the duration of their lnStruc-; 
tion~ It is very nearly borne out byquotationsinp. xxx~of the 
Re~strar-General's Report on Education· in 1854, from the Rev. • 

. R. llurges8 in 1842, and again in 1847, and from Mr. Inspector 
Watkin's report io· 1845; yet i.n his text he says, somewhat 
strangely I think, that" If we have recourse to the opinions and 
" expenence of able writers and instructors on this point, the 
" inference seems to be that, while among the middle and upper 
" classes the average time expended on their children's school 
" education is about six years, the average time among the labour
'" ing classes cannot much' exceed four' years." 'Whereas his own 
authorities state that "the average does not' extend in large towns 
" and manufacturing qistricts .tomore than fifteen months for boys 
" and somewhat less for girls;" but, says Mr. Burgess, "I have 
" ve.ry little hesitation in affirming that throughout Erigland the 
" average time passed by the clu"dren of our poor and industrious 
~, classes does not exceed two years; and if we confine ourselves 
," to the populous places, eighteen months will be an ample 
" allowance under the most favourable circumsta.nces." .A ' true 
authority says, "That the soul should be without knowledge is not. 
"good." .Such a condition of things, is far too high a price paid 
by humanity for the riches and comfort produced by this indus
trialism for the higher classes. In true estimation a soul is equal 
to a BOul, and in this system . ninety-nine suffer spiritually for the 
temporal convenience of on6-'-the ninety-nine of, the labouring 
classeS, who live and die in ignorance, for the one of ,the indepen
dent, who reaps the fruits of a .splendid civilization. I cannot but 
think it is both "practicable and desirable" for children of either 
sex to continue their attendance at school between the ages or 
five and twelve. There are four things. which in that perioq I 
would have them taught well, and the natIon that really taught its. 
poor children these four things would, I think, discharge its duty 
to God, as respects the children of the poor. If a poor child could 
leave school, reading and writingwitb ease, so that the work 
should be a pleasant stimulant, ·not an irksome, labour, to, the 
mind; if it should 80 far master arithmetic as to be able with the 
same ease to make all calculations which the ordinary course, of 
agricultural, commercial, mechanical, or domestic life requires ; and 
if it be taught its religious belief well and soundly in outline, and 
with an effect on the heart, all would be. accomplished which. I 
think at once practicable and desirable. ,Probably,' asa great help 
to effect this, the elements of music should. he imparte<l ;but,I 
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would introduce nothing which should lessen. the time and atten-' 
tion bestowed on these four primary things. Yet the reports just 
issued speak of reading as being in an unsatisfactory state, and 
that in spite of a great advance in teaching the theory of grammar. 
I . entirely· agree with that view which considers the important 
point in education to be not the amount of instruction imparted" 
but the cultivation of the mind itself as the instrument of gainin ... 
knowledge. Instruction is like a sum of money given to a child~ 
but a mind made apt to acquire knowledge· is .like the fabled gift· 
of the Philosopher's Stone; it is the power of turning all you' 
touch to gold. Now, may not reading be made to the :minds .of 
poor children what the .Greek and .Latin languages on the one. 
hand, or the mathematical sc~ences on the other, have been hitherto 
in our high education? When I ask for these four things, therefore, 
it is not a little that I ask; and I much fear the introduction of any 
matters of taste, which may seemingly extend the circle of the poor 
child's acquisitions, while it really leaves the most important things 
untaught. 

It is to the' half-time system; to industrial training, and to 
evening schools, that I look, as the best means devised to prolong 
the period of instruction. In our manufacturing districts the day 
schools are practically infant schools. "It is- evident," says the 
Registrar-General's Report, " that even the lowest amount of 
", wages which the child ofa labouring man will receive (from Is. 6d. 
" to 2s. per week), must be so great a relief to the parents as to ren
" der it almost hopeless that they withstand the inducement;, and 
." retain the child at school in the face of such temptation." Hope
less indeed, for how can we expect from' a class labouring for the 
necessaries of life a greater sacrifice than the professional and inde
pendent classes themselves would' make, with all the prizes which 
life offers 'them for the education of their children. How many 
clergymen, lawyers, physicians, or sqUires would pay for each 
child's schooling a sum forming the same proportion to their whole 
income, which the Is. 6d. or 28. per week bears to the poor man's? 
The obstacle, therefore, which the demand for juvenile labour 
causes to the prolongation of the period of instruction, can scarcely 
be remedied by any appeal to the will of the parents. And I 
cannot think, viewing the social and political circumstances of this 
,country, that any statesman will think it either just or prudent to 
impose a law simply making· attendance at school compulsory np 
to a certain age. But some adaptation or combination of the half
time, industrial training, and evening school systems may be devised 
by those who have large experience in such matters, to extend 
considerably the amount of time which can be given for the poor 
child's education. There is no monster, I' believe, so' utterly 
savage and inhuman as the modem industrialism which has sprung 
up in our manufacturing and mining districts. It cares neither for / 
soul nor body, and will listen to nothing. but the most material 
self-interest. But surely such a combination and alternation of 
handwork and headwork in the poor child's day may be brought 
about, as would scarcely 'lessen its powers of prodnction on the one 
hand, while -it would be. of the gr.eatest advantage to intellectual 
and moral progress on the other. I would venture to illustrate 
what I j5ay by a reference to the old. Benedic.tine and Cistercian 

... 
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life. Many hours of each day were given under these rlUes tq 
the hardest agricllltural, labour, ret time was' leftpothforculti-. 
vation of the mind and for devotion. It is notorious that the land 
surrounding their monasteries often from· the poorest became the 
richest land in the neighbourhood. They became likewis~ the 
most distinguished workers in many trades. ,Now; here I think 8>, 
wise and cautious legislation might . apply. a leaf out of their book: 
for the help of our poor children. It would not. be tyrannical,noJ;( 
un-En~1ish, not even contrary to the principles of political economy, 
so to divide by law the poor child's day as to leave time for a large 
amount of material production, while the child, should be treated, 
not as a machine for winding' cotton, but as a creature endue~ 
with intellect and will; and which, .because its lot is poverty, has, 
not fallen, even in this life, to the hapless portion of. the reptobate,. 
nor lost "il ben dell'inbelletto." 

I cannot say that I have much opinion of the efficacy or Sun"":, 
day school teachingr I think lectures and mechanics' institutes 
of very doubtful service. I never could, get much good f.rom. a. 
lecture myself; and am not inclined to prescribe for ,others wl1at 
has failed in my own case. Free and lending . libraries, to. dp any. 
good, presuppose a, . state of cultivation in the child, which is the 
very thing to be attained. Prize schemes and prizeendowlllents; 
and especially the distribution of minor State· appointments. on., 
educational grounds, strike me as of .very questionable advantage. 
The latter, especially, would ruin our· teachers: by operating as a 
continual inducement to quit their profession • 

. QUESTION 1. 5. 

I approve of the payment Qf Id. weekly by the ;s~holars ,in .the 
poorest schools,. and of 2d., 3d., OJ;' 4d. in the higher schools;,~ 
think: this is better for the poor We have to d,eal,withthan aq 
entirely gratuitous school. . _ . 

. QUESTION II. 6. 
How very far the present state of education, ofeitner sex" i~the 

two IDost important points of the. length of ,time during which scho,. 
lars remain, and of their age, is from the standard, above defined; 
the tables taken under Question I., 2, from Mr •. Marshall's,lle'por~ 
of three years ago prov~ but too conclusively. J Qelieve there }os' as 
yet no tendency ~o improve in e!ther. of these two 'respects. .A~t~ 
numbers,reckonmg that lY1U! m etgTtt ,ought, to. be . at SQ~ooJ" 
Catholics should have 150,000 pupils in. Great . Bri~ain., under 
instruction. Last: year they had 50,702 under, Privy~ CO,uncil 
ins~ection. What may be the number ~f o~ schools an<i schol8r$ 
besides 1 have no means as yet ot: knowmg. I would make a rude ' 
guess and say, they can hardly exceed half the. abov:e numbe,ro£ 
scholars. This would give about, 75,000 Catholic scholars- in 
Great Britain, half what there ought to pe; the <lay scllOl~rs being 
'Usually of. a very tender age, and the attendance. very UTegular. 
Our boys' schools, uninspected, by the, Privy Council, I helieve t~ 
have very indifferent teachers, with the exception, of the Irish 
Christian brothers. Our girls' schools, likewise, uninspected by th~ 
Privy Council, I believe to be ill-taught; undoubtedly the teachers 
have not heen educated and trained foJ,' then: W01-',k, no~. have'; ~~e~ 
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to it with deliberate choice as' their work in life. It follows, of. 
cour~e, in these schools, that the standard above mentioned as 
desirable is very far from being reached. It would be difficult to 
value at too 10"1' a figure the teaching of those who not 'only have: 
not been educated for teachers themselves, but have turned to 
teachin~r because they have succee.ded in nothing. else. I fear we 
have still some schoolmistresses and many schoolmasters of this 
kind. 

QUESTION JII.7. 
The deficiencies arise from an six of the causes mentioned. 
(a) 'Inmany C;l.Ses deficiency of funds prevents schools being 

tlstablished and maintained. Again a~d again this case comes be-
fore the· Catholic Poor, School Committee.. . I suppose on an 
average every other applicant states, "I. think my congregation: 
" is the poorest in England :'? as will be stated below, their poverty 
excludes them from Privy Council assistance, and sometimes even 
when the population is considerable . 

. (h) Undoubtedly the teaching is often deficient and unskilful 
in our schools uninspected by the Privy Council. ' 

(c) Parents who .can hardly keep body and soul together by their 
utmost exertionsj feel, beyond a doubt, want of interest in their-
ehildren's education. . 

(d) In an the manufacturing and mining· distric~ the value' of 
the labour .of children reduces our ,day schools to 'infant schools. 
Night schools are largely on the ,increase, 'and unless legislation 
can be applied further on the . subject, are looked to as the only 
resource.' ' 

(e) Untrained teachers, such as I believe, with few exceptions, 
have possession of 'our uninspected schools, of course have n<T 
notion of organization, The teaching of such schools would never 
attract scholars, even if the previously mentioned obstacles did not, 
stand in the way. ,,' 

(/) The social arrangements' affecting the condition of our poor 
may be summed up in qne worU, Pauperism.' Consider the most 
affiicting circumstances which you' know' concerning. the English 
poor, and double their'intensity,and 'you w!ll form a not exagge-
rated notion of the state of the Irish poor in England. These are 
our people; they form' nine-tenths of our population. Nor have, 

-we, what someone has called, a," resident gentleman" in each; 
pa,rish, nor an, ything in' our ecclesiastical ministry like what the 
Rev. Sydney Smith termed a s;rstem.of "prizes:". He would haVe! 

. denounced our arrangement as a serIes. 'of unmItigated blan/u;, pre
senting in its barest nudity'w.J1at he ,recognized as futile, viz.,: 
" the sheep' and sheph~rd" principle. But "here, the, sheep,. being, 
as poor as I have described, the shepherds participate in the poverty: 
of their flock. No territorial possessions, powerful connexions, OJ'! 

. mixture in education with the aristocracy of the land lend thew 
influence·underived fromtheir-sacred functions. .', To the pOOl" 
c<, the Gospel is prea:ched," and by the poot., Ina" vast' number of 
cases they live on a pittance which a butler would scorn, and this,' 
Without a chance of richer prospects. . Yet to them a large flock of 
labouring people 'look fol' help· and consolation. 1 ·To provide the' 
children of such <II. people with education is a. heavier task; it seemS. 
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to me, than ~as ever laid on any community of similar strength., 
I speak, of course, of the Catholic body in Great Britain, viewed, 
by itself; as composed of a small nobility and gentry of one blood, 
with 1Icarcely any middle class, and a great host of poor of another 
blood, produced by immigration in search of subsistence. To give
thill population a primary education reaching to-the fout points Ii 
have mentioned above, I consider a work in comparison with which j 
any other political or social object, which Catholics could attain in 
thIS COUlltry, is absolutely worthless. 

QUES~ION IV.s.. 
During the last six years I have had occasion to, watch closely 

the oper~ti0!l of th~ existing sy~tem of Government. aid. and in,;.. 
spectlOn lD lts .bearm~ on, CatholIc poor-school educabonm Great 
Britain. The commIttee of which I am secretary possesses one 
male training college, comprising a . department of religious and a 
department of lay teachers, and, as its secretary, I am correspondent, 
of the two female Catholic training colleges;. it is in relation with 
481 schools, containing 50,702 scholars, 254 certificated teachers,
and 780 pupil:'teachers inspected last year. It is likewise inrela- . 
tionwith a large number of schools throughout Great . Britain. 
which are not yet under Privy Council 'inspection. I have there-' 
fore had the opportunity of judging, on. a considerable scale, of 
Catholic poor-school education, both as under Privy Council in..; 
spection and as exempt from it. What I state will be the result. 
of personal observation, of intercourse with the Catholic inspectors' 
under the Privy Council, and with the Catholic ecclesiastical in
spectors appointed by our bisbops for the special inspection of 
religio~ instruction in our schools,. of intercourse and corres~ond:... 
ence wlth· our clergy, who both apply to the above-mentioned: 
committee for building and support grants to their' schools, and; 
frequently consult me in their applications for aid to the. Privy, 
Council; and of intercourse with the officials of the Privy Council,:' 
whom I have often had occasion to 'Visit with reference to the: 
claims of particular schools.' . 

Speaking, then, of the Privy Council system generally, with the 
knowledge derived from the above sources,' I feel bound to state, 
a.nd it is a great pleasure to me to be able to state, my belief that 
it has been, and is, of the very greatest service to our schools.. 
Reserving e~rtain points, of whi<:h I shall ,speak presently, or 
under Q?es~on VI. 12, I do not think leould well exaggerate the 
good which It has done us. . 

First, as to our Teachers. 
The Privy Council grant has not only helped to build :our.male 

training cc;>ll.ege, but its, an!lual grants lar~ely support. it. O~ 
female tr&mng school at Llverpool was built at the sole expense 
of the religious sisterhood of Notre Dame, which· directs it, and 
that of St. Leonard's at the sole expense of the sisters of. the Holy 
Child; but these religious orders Were moved. to this; great· act
of charity by the knowledge that the Privy Council 'would grant. 
scholarships and exhibitions to pupil-teachers andl>thers 'whd 
should be put under their care. Their own tim:e and labour' ar~ 
given a~solutely gratis, but the Govemmentannnalgrant,.supplei 
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men ted by a small allowance from the Catholic Poor School Com
mittee, is sufficient to d~fray the maintenance of the training. 
school. In 'order to qualify themselves as teachers under the 
Privy Council conditions, and so to give the schools under their 
charge the benefit of the Privy Council aunual grants, religious of 
no less than nine different orders have submitted to what is most 
repugnant to their feelings, a public lay examination, and have 
optained certificates. Many of these are ladies of birth and educa
tion; in one instance, the daughter of an English peer. The 
result of this sacrifice on their part is, that a considerable number 
of our female schools throughout the country aJ;c taught by 
religious under ~he 'Privy Council minutes. Those schools are 
undoubtedly .our best, better than those under religious which 
have not accepted Privy Council inspection. But the more im
portant advantage is, that our two training schools, the nurseries 
of our lay teachers, are under religious. The result has been most 
satisfactory. Thus of 89 students at Liverpool last Christmas all 
succeeded, fn, taking a first, and 12 a second-class; and. of 21 
students at st. Leonard's, 11 took a first, 6 a. second, and 4 a third 
class; a success without a parallel ill the Privy Council list of. 
that ,year. The first of these was only begun in 18,55; the 
teachers have -since obtained certificates, eight in the first, two in 
the-- second -class; they are yet fresh. to their ,work, laying the 
groundwork of a system WhiCh is .but commencing. Should it 
happily continue, the progress .and development ot: existing mea
sures will secure -£:or every Catholic female, school either the care 
of religious themselves, or of teachers trained from early youth by 
religious, and embued, it is trusted, with their spirit. . 

Our female pupil-teachers amount to 547 out of the total number 
• of 6,351, a 'proportion of nearly 1 in 11. Only five years ago the 
sole means we had to train lay female teachers was to make an 
allowance to two or three religious 'house~ who received each & 

'few. But there was no common standard, no definite examination 
to be undergone,. no annual maintenance grant. Our male lay 
teachers . were even in, a worse condition; for them we had no 
means of training at all. Our male religious teaching orders could 
only take novices of their own, and the number of them engaged 
in teaching not only was then, but is .now, Jar too small for our 
needs. Our male lay teachers at present are very far from being 
in· so satisfactory a condition as the female; but here, as in the 
case of the female, I attr~bute whatever improvement has taken 
place to zealous 'co-operation . ,with, the Privy ,Council system, and 
to the material means which that system has put at our disposal. 
And this leads me to another point. , 

Frankly admitting the enormous benefit our teachers. have 
received from their. adoption of the Privy Council system, as to 
training- schools, certificates,. and pupil-teachers, I. must observe 
tliat I think its success .depends, lD a greater degree even than. 
is usual inhuman things, on the spirit and principles of conduct 
with which it is worked. Let me illustrate what I mean by an, 
observation made to me some, years ago by. (me of 01).r . Catholic, 
Privy Council inspectors. . In ,speaking of the effect of the Privy· 
Council 'system generally, he quoted the judgment of another, &; 

Protestant <inspector, in the following terms:, "Thill more .we,su<l-. 
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" ceed, the more we fail." I asked him to explain. What he said 
was to this effect. "The higher we raise our standard, the more 
6' accomplished we make our teachers, the greater the thirst of 
U distinction and advancement in life which we excite. The first
" rate teacher compares himself with the clergyman, and, :flattered 
" somewhat by his self-love, it is not difficult for him -to conceive 
" that in intellect and knowledge he is more than a. match for 
" one so much above him in social position. Has he not passed 
" an examination the questions of which few young men issuing 
" from our universities, and probably still fewer members of the 
" House of Commons, could answer?" In other words, the Privy 
Council system is one, the primum mobile of which is honour 
and money. Accordingly we find that under any ordinary master 
or mistress there is a tendency in the pupil-teacher to become 
vain and pert, while the effect of the Privy Council certificate is 
so great on some teachers, who fancy themselves thereby elevate4 
into GovemmeAt officials, as to be a considerable peril for their 
humility. In Catholic schools it has required the careful attention 
and still more the self-denying example of ReligioUs to neutralize 
and subject this strong worldly spirit of the system. Where they 
were enabled to board and lodge the pupil-teachers during the five 
years of the apprenticeship, the effect has been most satisfactory, 
and I think such a plan is needed to give full success to the subse
quent training in the college, and to ensure a really good teacher 
being fonned. At our male training school the greatest work of 
the years of instruction is to infuse a habit of humility, and lead 
the pupils to a due estimation of themselves. They nave gene
rally suffered a process of considerable self-in:flation during their 
apprenticeship. . 

In speaking above of the training sclIools and teachers, I have 
almost answered the question as to the effect produced on the 
fiChools themselves by the Privy Council minutes. Of course such 
as the teachers are, such will be the schools. The improvement . 
in method has been wonderful; or rather, .where . no method 
existed, a science of method has been introduced. The inspector 
at his annual visit sees at a glance the defects in the working of 
the school, and suggests improvements. His visit itself isa spur 
both to the teacher and the taught. In all ordinary circumstances 
I should despair of a school being efficient without inspection. 
The only case I should except is a school taught by religious 
orders; but they are, in fact, under inspection of their own. Even 
here, however, zeal and self-denial will not always make up for 
want of knowledge of method, and defect of training; and I doubt 
not that the very best schools of our nuns, which owe their 
success in the main to the supernatural principles carried into 
practice by the teachers, have yet been very greatly advantaged 
by the periodical visit of the inspector. I know. they would be 
very sorry indeed to lose it. ' 

The Government system combines teligious with secular instruc-' 
tion. That this is the only adequate system of education I cannot 
doubt, and I express my conviction of it with the more emphasis 
from what I know of Catholic schools under Privy Council inspec
tion,where the difficulty of certain circumstances has caused this 
part of the system Dot to be .. ~ed· out. Our Privy Council ~ 
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spectors are limited strictly to examine in the secular instruction. 
The religious instruction is accepted on the word of the Church. 
Our candidates for certificates, studentships, and scholarships are 
credited with a certaiu limited amount of marks for their rehgious 
knowledge. . It is quite beyond my province to raise the question 
whether a different arrangement might have been made by the co
operation of the ecclesiastical and secular authorities. As a Catholi~ 
I believe that all religious instruction is the indefeasible property 
of the Church, and whoever died for that principle would suffer a. 
most glorious martyrdom.. But I may be allowed to express my 
regret at the result in our schools of a division of inspection as t() 
religious and secular instruction. The rewards wielded by the
Privy Council system are Iery great indeed. They are equivalent 
to success in life to the poor candidate. The inspector's visit is 
the great day for our schools; the Christmas examination is the
·crisis in the life of our students; and all this is settled without 
reference to their progress in reli~ous know ledge. Whether the 
inspector can feel a strong interest III examining a school, when the
whole subject of religious knowledge and the advance in Christian 
life is carefully fenced off from him, I will not say. For myself I 
should feel in such a position, that it was playing the .Prince of 
J)enmark with the part of Hamlet left out. The !f1:ammar lesson is. 
at present made a great deal of, and, I 'believe, With reason; but I 

· ask, of what importance is a knowledge of grammar to a poor child 
compared with a knowledge of that faith in which he must live and 
die? And the circumstances of our poor in their homes are in too· 
many instances such at present that the child's only chance of learn
'ing his faith is at the school. Outside of the school too often he· 
breathes a thoroughly polluted atmosphere. But when the child. 
'is no longer sure of growing up a ChrIStian in his home, when the 
father and even the mother fail him, how great is the importance of 
theschool. The efficient teaching of religion in the school, and 
that not only as to· doctrines but as to devotions, is the child's last 
anchor in such a state of things, and it is a state so grave that I 
· think it constitutes a new condition of our country; for in a Chris
tian country, when the poor are without religion, it is the last sign 
of a general apostacy. I deplore, therefore, the fact, that this; 
separation of religious instruction from Privy Council inspection inc 
our schools should even tempt the child to think that religious. 
knowledge is of less value than secular, as the. great rewards are· 
given to this latt~r. It is true that in all the sch.ools taught by 
Religious we have a guarantee that every effort Will be made to· 
prevent this result; and ecclesiastical inspectors have been appointeQ 
by our bishops, and a reward medal in silver and bronze has been. 
struck by the Catholic Poor School Committee, and placed at their-

· disposal for distribution, their special function being to examine the
relIgious state of Oul' schools. But in this point the force of t~e
system~ a~ modified for Catholics, is agains~ th~m. If such a dis
union IS lD our case necessary, I deplore It: if not nec~ssary, I 
think it should be altered. At all events I think the result IS a con
firmation of the great principle that inspection in . religious and 
secular instruction should go together. 

In building grants, the Privy. Council have laid down.1i: rule to· 
grant ~o much to elementary schools, ." subj~ct to the condition th!lt 
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" the grant shall Dot exceed the value of the local contribution." I 
do not doubt the wisdom and justice of such a rule in the ordinary 
circumstances of the Established Church. Where rich and poor exist 
together in their normal proportion as to numbers, and of the same 
religious beliet; it is fair to test the need of a school by the amount 
of local contributions offered. Even here, however, the rule has 
exceptions. It was once my lot to build a national school in a parish 
where most of the population belonged to the Established Church, 
yet the three landed proprietors were positively against it, and the 
farmers indifferent; no local contributions could have been got, and, 
according'to their present rule, the Privy Council would 'have 
tefused to build a national school in a parish where the people most 
wanted one, for they could not be sllrpassed in ignorance and 
stupidity. But the nile did not then exist, and they made 8: grant. 
Now in the (!ase of Catholic missions, no rule more unfair and unjust 
could even be devised. It would utterly exclude all our most urgent 
and meritorious cases. We have large populations drawn to pat
ticular spots by the rise of certain trades, mines, manufactories, &c.; 
the Catholics here are "hewers of wood and drawers of water." 
~e priest finds a swarm of child~en without a 8~hool.' he sets about 
bwlding a school; too often he WIll meet only WIth dIscouragement 
from the proprietors of a different faith, who are making fortunes by 
the labour of these poor people. There are instances, not unfrequent, . 
in which they try to compel the poor Catholic operative to send his 

, children to Protestant schools of their own, even levying contributions 
from his wages for this purpose. What does the priest do? Probably 
he obtains a letter from his bishop stating the urgency of the case, 
and writes to the small number of distinguished Catholic families 
known for their liberal almsgiving, to get a subscription; if he is very 
poor and very zealous, he attempts that last trial of humility, a personal 
begging expedition. When with the result of his quest he applies 
to the Privy Council, they meet him with the objection,-Youdon't~ 
want a school, here are no local contributions. So far do they carry 
their devotion to this rule, and their blindness to the fact that what is. 
just and fair in one set of circumstances, is the extreme of unfair.., 
ness in another, that they refuse to consider a grant from ilie' 
Catholic Poor School Committee as a local contribution; that is, a 
particular mission for ten years has sent an annual collection to this 
committee. At the end of that time it builds a school and gets ,a 
grant from them, a condition being that it should have sent them 
collections; and the Privy Council determines that this is not a 
local contribution, and no proof that a school is needed, though the 
fact that this committee makes a grant is a proof of itself that both 
our bishops, clergy, and laity think a school is wanted. 

I do not think that this rule was made against us, but I do think 
that'it is an instance of a practical unfairness in the Privy Council 
rules. J am happy to say that I have never known an' instance of 
unfairness in the application of existing rules; that is, an instance 
of a grant being refused to Catholics under circumstances where it 
would have been given to Protestants. 

But another instance of unfairness in the rule itself occurs to me, 
which I mention because it has done us great injury. 

It will be remembered that the Committee of Privy Council 
fought a battle with the various Teligious communities-about' the 
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lmanagement clauses of the model deed, an the terms of which 
alone they 'Y0uld make building grants to elementary schools; I 
,believe they succeeded in every case in imposing a managing com
mittee composed of laymen in a large majority. I have seen it 
lately stated, and I believe it is true, that this managing committe.e 
in nine cases .out of ten turns. out to be a fiction; practically the 
schools are managed by the clergyman. Our ecclesiastical authori
ties, after a discussion with the Privy Council which lasted for 
years, accepted at last a model deed, containing this managing 
committee (with the reservation of all that concerned religious 
instruction to the priest), and declared to their clergy that it 
might safely be accepted; but this managing committee intolves 
a politico-religious principle which may not be contrary to the 
feelings and opinions of Protestants, though many in the Established 
Church did object to it, but is undoubtedly opposed to the practice 
of Catholics. It has led the clergy to look with suspicion and 
dislike on the model deed. The Committee of Council have 
doubtless a right to see that the national grant, for which they 
are trustees, is properly laid out; but I submit that it is an act of 
tyranny to force· upon a particular religious community a mode 
of managing a school which is contrary to all, their practice, on 
penalty of losing their share of a grllnt raised from taxes which 
they pay in common. with the rest. of the people. At all events 
I find a very calamitous result. Since the model deed has been 
accepted in 1851 to the end of 1858, I find 105 building grants 
made by the Catholic ~oor School Committee. The Privy Council 
grant is on an average five times the amount which this committee 
is enabled by their funds to give, yet of these 105 applicants to the 
,Poor School Committee only 27 have received a Privy Council 
grant, and 8 now are in treaty for one; for some reason or other, 
therefore, exactly two-thirds of the applicants to the Poor School 
Committee have failed to obtain help from the Privy CounciL I 
believe I am not wrong in attributing this failure in very many 
cases to the dislike entertained to the managing committee of the 
model deed, an arrangement, to say the least, by no means neces
sary for the right employment of the public fund. 

The managing committee is no doubt in accordance with the 
feelings and practice of theWesleyans. With regard to this 
grant, they are in a somewhat similar position to the Catholics, 
and they are about two-thirds as numerous in Great Britain. 
Up to the end of 1858, they had received 79 grants, amountipg 
to .44,8281. lOs. 10d., against 28 grants to Catholics amounting 
to 21,4621. lIs. Id.. Here is seen the difference between having 
a model deed favourable to your practice, and one opposed to it. 

I must add that there is, on the part of our clergy, an universal 
dread of the complexity of the forms and the amount of correspon
dence to be gone through .in order to obtain a building grant. 
This dread is so great that it is often not thought worth the trouble 
to obtain a small building grant. Those only who know. what 
our clergy go .through to raise the requisi~ funds? can t;stllDa~e 
the degree of censure on the Privy Councli practlce which this 

"involves. 
The conditions attending annual grants have been accepted ,,:ith 

much greater readiness by the Catholic body than those attending 
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"huilding grants. So far as I can judge, the opinion entertained 
by those who receive them is favourable to the judgment and 
ability shown in framing those conditions. I include under this 
the conditions concerning students and scholars in training colleges, 
certificated, assistan~ and pupil-teachers, book-grants, and inspec
tion itselt. The capitation grant was not accorded until it had 
been long desired. Its extension to Scotland has at length been 
very tardily promised for 1860. So far at least as Catholic schools 
were concerned, there was no reason why it should not have been 
given as 800n as in England. 

In regard to the question how this system "affects districts of 
" different degrees of wealth, and inhabited by populations of 
" different characters," I should obser-ve that it seems to work 
best, among Catholics, in the great manufacturing districts, where 
a high rate of wages enables the operative to pay for his children 
such a sum per week as, together with the teacher's certificate, 
and the payment for pupil-teachers, and the capitation gran~ makes 
up an income sufficient for the maiJ;ltenance of a good school. I 
believe that it fails utterly to reach very poor and destitute popu
lations. The principle "To him that hath shall be given" is 
carried out so rigorously in all the Privy Council grants, both 
building and annual, that I think it ought to be inscribed in letters 
of gold over the Privy Council chamber as their motto. Never 
has a system been more completely symbolized by a phrase, its 
virtues and its defects being both bound up in it. Whether they 
interpret it exactly according to the intention of its Author is 
another matter. Catholics, as I have stated above, are in too 
many places simply in the condition of Lazarus, and not even a 
dog from the Privy Council office comes to lick their sores. Of 
the truth of this I offer the following illustration. The Catholic 
Poor School Committee makes yearly grants in support of the 
schools most needing it. Now I have remarked, year after year, 
that the schools receiving the committee's grants are, as a general 
rule, precisely those which do not receive the Privy Council's aid. 
During the last six years it has been my practice to encourage' as 
many as possible of our schools to obtain the annual grants of the 
Privy CounciL The reply has almost always been of one eha
racter. "Weare too poor to come under Privy Council inspec
,,' tion ; they won't come to us, our school-room is not good 
" enough i they don't consider it worth while to inspect a small 
" school, &c." I would not be understood to Re,"Tee always in the. 
justice of these remarks. By their rules and conditions I feel 
assured that the Committee of Council has very greatly improved 
the quality of teaching, the accommodation, and everything that 
concerns the health and well-being of the scholars in our schools. 
Still I should like to see a little more condescendence to real 
poverty. 1 cannot conceal from myself the fact that the most 
destitute dass of our poor is usually not reached by the Privy 
Council minutes. As I write, one great exception rises to my 
mind, the pOol' school in Charles Street, Drury Lane, to which the 
Privy Council granted last year 3,000[, building grant; but in 
order to obtain this, 7,QOO[' from other sources had to be raised, 
and but for the energetic charity of the Oratorian Fathers, assisted 
by private friends, this would have been impossible. ,There indeed 
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the most d~titute class of both sexes which can be found in all 
the Catholic population of Great Britain may be seen under ex
cellent teaching, and receiving large assistance, both for the indus
trial and the elementary schools, from the Privy Council minutes. 
But there are great numbers of this class which enjoy no such 
advantage, because not everywhere. are persons to be found in no 
way locally connected with the population, who will exert them
selves to raise 70 per cent. of the cost of building schools, or charge 
themselves yearly with the task of raising many hundred pounds 
ill subscriptions. 

I would offer another illustration of my remark. The Ca~olic 
p,\pulation in Liverpool is better off, and has a fairer proportion of 
rich to poor than any other Catholic population in our great. cities, 
such as London, Manchester, Edinburgh, Glasgow, &c.: now it is 
precisely Liverpool which has most largely used the Privy Council 
annual grants. Again, the London Catholic population is the poorest 
we have, and it has used the Privy Council grants less in proportion 
than any other great town. 

QUESTION IV. 9 b. 

I shall speak of Catholic Reformatories only. The treatment of 
our reformatories is the result of a legislation later even than the 
Privy Council minutes, and accordingly, with one exception, where 
a difficulty has arisen, which I trust is in the. way of adjustment, 
the most liberal policy has been pursued. Catholics have raised 
considerable sums to provide suitable buildings for reformatories, 
and have been allowed to put them under the management which 
they thought would be most effective of the result proposed. In 
every instance a religious order has been taken. Thus at Blyth 
House, Hammersmith, the reformatory for boys is under the direc
tion of the Freres de Misericorde, a Belgian order, which has been 
entrusted with the public prisons in Belgium, ap-d met with great, 
even unequalled, success in the famous ¥enitencier de St. Hubert 
in the Ardennes. The Cistercian ,Abbey of S. Bernard, Leicester
shire, has undertaken a large boys' reformatory, against which, after 
much praise, the inspector, the Rev. Sydney Turner, makes an 
objection :-" The Fathers act up to the Emperor Napoleon's 
" description· of their order, they eat little and work much; but 
" they seem to reverse this rule for the boys, who eat much and 
" work little." At Holme on Spalding, Yorkshire, a boys'refor
matory has been placed.under the brothers of charity (Rosminians); 
at Hammersmith, and at Arnos's Vale, Bristol, the nuns of the 
Good Shepherd have reformatories for girls; others have been 
lately founded in Scotland. In all these institutions Catholics have 
acted on the 'view that the reformation of criminals, being a work 
of unusual difficulty, requires the most efficacious means to produce 
success. These means they judged to be the exhibition in the 
managers of the Christian life in its higher manifestations; that is, 
in those who, by voluntary self-denial, have resigned the pleasures, 
and cut themselves free from the cares of domestic life, and renounced 
the sway of the ordinary motives of praise and profit. They judged 
that this sort of charity, united with the self-chosen hardness of a 
penitential life on the part of those set over the work of their 
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refonnation, would tell most on the feelings of the youthful criminal ... 
1 believe that experience has fully confinned the justness of their 
view, and that these ;religious teachers do acquire very great, 
influence over the minds and hearts of those entrusted to them. 
For a full exemplification of these facts in their most interesting 
details, I beg to refer to Mr. Marshall's Report for the year 185(, 
in the Privy Council minutes, p. 600-9. 

The difficulty to which I have alluded above is this. These insti
tutions have a double character, that of prisons and that of schools.; 
As prisons, they have been inspected by an inspector of prisons, 
under the Home Office. As. schools, they were inspected by .the 
Catholic inspectors of elementary schools under the Privy Council~ 
up to March 1859; but now the mspector of prisons, who is actually 
a Protestant clergyman, claims to in!'pect the schools, from which 
the Privy C.()uncil has withdrawn, leaving them entirely under t\J,e 
Home Office. The Catholic authorities have represented that it is 
impossible for them to co-operate with a system by which their 
tlchoQls would be subjected to the inspection of a non-Catholic 
officer, and have suggested that a Catholic inspec:tor of prisons for 
Catholic refonnatories should be appointed. As Mr. Sydney Turner, 
reports, that on the 31st December 1858; there were 1,830 boys, 
and 854 girls in detention in English reformatories, of whom 1,364 
boys, and 224 girls were in Protestant, and 466 boys, and 130 girls 
in Catholic schools, it will be seen that the welfare of no inconsider.,. 
able amount of children is at stake. But a great principle is like
wise involved, to which homage is publicly pr<;>fe.ssed in t~is country. 
I earnestly hope that so great a work of Chnstian chanty may not 
be stopped by a conscientious objection not being listened to, th9 
whole principle of which has been conceded already in the Privy, 
Council minutes, and fonns indeed the basis on which the eo
operation of Catholics with that system rests. 

Supposing this difficulty solved, I have only praise to give to the 
just and wise liberality shown in the public treatment of Catholic 
refonnatories. 

QUESTION IV. 10. 
The facts given above seem to frove that, as .regards Catholic, 

schools, the existing Privy Counci system has very much stimu- ' 
lated voluntary liberality. I am not aware that any Catholics, either, 
among the clergy or laity, entertain conscientious objections'to it. 
1 think some few of the clergy dislike it, but none make it a matter 
of conscience to abstain from taking part in it. But thill opinion. 
rests on the principle of Catholic inspectors, appointed with the .. 
concurrence of the bishops, being preserved inviolate. Any attempt;, 
in the smallest degree, to encroach on this principle would put a 
stop to all co-operation on the part of Catholics. Viewing education, 
~ot as a giving of instructio~ more or less ~omplete, but as ,a mould.,.! 
109 of the whole moral and mtellectual bemg, they would consider, 
it not only as a violation of the rights of conscience that a Protestant 
should examine a Catholic school, but as a sheer impossibility that .. 
with the best intentions he could do it fairly. This is inherent in 
the nature of things; but there are special circumstances, peculia;r 
to this country, which must also be taken into account. In the last 
~n years,. by means of the Privy, Council. minutes, oUr clergy an4 
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people have been slowly realizing the fact that the State will not 
only allow them, but assist them without undue interference, to' 
educate their children in the Catholic faith. But other times are 
still fresh in remembrance. There is so great a transition from 
hanging, quartering, and boiling a priest for teaching his faith, on 
the one hand, 'to paying his pupil-teachers and making him a capi. 
tation grant, in order to assist him in educating his children in that 
faith, on the other, that if many still doubt whether the Privy 
Council system be not a deep-laid scheme to enslave, and subject, 
it mus~ not occasion surprise. And it is natural that a jealousy of 

, interference, and watchfulness against a grasping spirit of State 
control, should e:x.ist in the minds of all Catholics. 

QUESTION'VI. 12, 18. 
I would therefore suggest (a) the maintenance, and (b) the 

further development of the existing system. I consider its funda
mental principle to be that of helping the various religious commu
nities to carryon their schools on a more or less uniform systllm of 
secular instruction, without interference with their religious belief. 
In a realm so religiously divided as the United Kingdom, the only 
fair position for the State to hold is that of even-handed justice 
towards all religious convictions. In whatever points the present 
system does not faithfully carry out this principle, I would modify 
it. Wherever a rule, drawn from the~cumstances of a part of the 
population, is imposed as general, I would relax its application to 
those parts of the population for which it was not framed. Such a 
rule, certainly, is the exacting local contributions in all cases as the 
best test for building grants to Catholic elementary schools. I 
think that no system of rating could possibly be devised which would 
not issue in the grossest jobberr and in the sacrifice of the rights of, 
conscience of the minority in al parts of the kingdom. I am sure 
that Catholics, without a single exception, would view such a system· 
with abhorrence, would not only refuse all active co-operation with 
it, but would off6f it all resistance in their power. It would simply' 
be a brand of discord lighted up in the kingdom when we have 
more than ever need of union with each other, and of. that cordial 
sympathy with the State which is only produced by feeling in secure 
possession of equal rights and privileges. The voluntary principle, 
which enters largely and most beneficially into the present system, 
would be at once paralyzed. The sense which the various religious 
communillies at present have that they are carrying out in their' 
school their own religious convictions,-a sense which is actually 
the quickening leaven of the school,-would be changed for a dis
trust full of dispiriting anxiety. Religious ,unity is a priceless 
blessing, and a uniform system of education, which is one of its 
precious developments, has doubtless for every statesman great 
attractions. It saves a world of cross efforts, and a mint of money; 
and a ministry of public instruction would find in it a luxurious 
career of usefulness and power. But religious unity does not exist 
here, and I trust the people of England will ever reject a simulation 
of its results in a heathen system which would make religian, the 
only one great principle of authority, the only thing in the school, 
which should possess no authority. I am supposing, of course, that, 
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a rate would involve the separation of religious from secular instruc
tion, as, for instance, in the United States. On the contrary, treat 
the various religious communities with one weight and one measure.. 
Establish a few simple rules which shall secure efficiency, and pro
vide IlelYllinst abuse of the public fund, while they leave the religious 
body full liberty to carry out its own convictions. 7here will be 
an enormous gain in the energy and willingness of those engaged 
in the work and the maintenance of education. Some increase of 
expense over the cost of a general system there is and must be, but 
this freedom of action is in perfect unison with the constitution 
which has worked itself out in England through so many hundred 
years. Its force lies in individual exertion and ,.elf-government-it 
abhors centralisation-and the education of the poor cannot be an 
exception to every other great work carried on within iL 

And here I may be allowed to express my extreme regret that 
means were not found to enable the Royal Commission to judge by 
their own eyes and ears of the state of religious and secular teach
ing in our schools, more especially in those where religious teaching 
orders have applied the Privy Council system. Such in London are, 
for our ordinary poor children, the boys' schools of SL Patrick's 
under Irish Christian Brothers, and for the very poorest class the 
elementary and industrial schools for boys and girls at Charles 
Street, Drury Lane; the boys' conducted by the Brothers of SL 
Joseph Calasanctius, and the girls' by Sisters of Compassion, under 
Fathers of the Oratory. An excellent specimen, again, are the 
girls' schools under Sisters of Mercy at Blandford Square convent. 
Such again there are iilthe great cities of Liverpool, Sheffield, 
BirminO'bam, Wolverbampton, &c. The greatest favour which the 
Royal Q;mmission could have done to Catholics would have been 
a faithful and honest report upon the state of these schools. I am 
conscious of many deficiencies, especially in our boys' schools, but 
these deficiencies are mainly such as I should feel no shame in 
avowing, because they arise from the pressure of very peculiar 
circumstances. The immense majority of poor Catholics in Great 
Britain is either of Irish birth or Irish extraction. They have been 
expelled from their own country by abject wanL They have been 
thrown into a new atmosphere, most unfavourable to their habits 
and morals. Moreover,"the Catholic body in England, possessin ... 
a very restricted upper class, and scarcely any of that middle clas~ 
which forms the great mass of contributors to English charities, 
has had and has still the most extreme difficulty to procure either 
men or means for the education of this large mass. r:rhis great 
difficulty is shown in the fact that we have 547 female pupil-teachers 
against 233 male, our female being in the proportion of nearly 
1 in 11, our males of 1 in 33 to the whole number. Thus a male 
race of teachers not existing was hard to create; the non-existence 
of an already efficient class mnking the training of our male pupil
teachers much less effective than it would have been, and so retard
ing the improvement of the future growth. We have a large num
ber of schools which have be~n hitherto . unable, from poverty and 
the dearth of good lay teachers, to brmg themselves under the 
Privy Council minutes. . The aid these would afford would be of 
the very greatest service to them. 
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QUESTION VII. 14. 
Of our uncertificated lay teachers of both sexes I cannot speak 

with any confidence as competent for the work of instruction. In 
all but cases where ther~ is a natural bent united to self-denial, a 
course of training is absolutely necessary to make an efficient 
teacher of the poor. Now the above teachers among us have univer
sally had no training. It is sad to reflect on what such teachers 
WEre ten years ago. Out of this dismal slough the Privy Council 
system has raised us. It must be observed that I expressly exclude 
all teachers being religious from this remark; they, of course, were 
never in such a state. With regard to them I would hazard the 
observation that the.application of their special tradition in teach
ing, as religious; to the Privy Council system, has produced an 
admirable result,-a result which the Privy Council system of itself 
was utterly power ess to produce. And this is' what I regret that 
the Royal Commission has not had an opportunity of seeing • 

. QUESTION VII. 15. 
I have a very high opinion of the training given to masters and 

mistresses in our normal schools. I think. nevertheless, that the 
Privy Council system is in danger of setting too high a standard. 
If our Catholic children were to leave 'school good readers, good 
writers, good arithmeticians, the girls good needle-women, and all 
well grounded in the principles of their faith, I should think that a 
gre~t and glorious work had been acct>mplished, a work which no 
age and pation have yet seen. But let any' 'one look over the exa
mination papers, and judge whether they are constructed to produce 
teachers who should aim at this standard and be well satisfied with 
it. Will teachers, themselves highly accomplished, rest contented 
with the task of instructing children scarcely beyond the age of 
infants, in these primary bu~ most necesl'<arymatters? On the fall 
of Louis Philippe the country schoolmasters were found in large 
numbers in the ranks of the insurgents. Their work had become to 
them odious, their social position and task of instruction bearing no 
due proportion to the intellectual faculties which had been over
stimulated by their education. It is in accordance with this fact that 
I find an opinion just put forth by Privy Council inspectors that 
they hilve found holders of the third-class certificates the most 
effective teachers. It is, however, it comfort to reflect that there is 
a mighty difference between the standard suggested by the answers 
and that s~ggested by the· questions; otherwise we should be in 
danger of having a race of poor school-masters and mistresses too 
a<;complished to form our houses of legislature, and so the anathema 
might ensue that the tail should govern the head. 

1 believe th~ state. of our training institutions is most satisfactory. 
Our female teachers are perfectly satisfied with their I;lrofessionand 
social position; our male require a larger re!Duneration, and must 
cer~ainly soon obtain it. 

QUESTION VII. 16. 
I have already stated mJ belief that the good result of the pupil~ 

teacher system entirely depends on the joint influence of the 



clergyman and the teacher, and the amount of supervIsion, and the 
princIples of action which these bring to bel).r on the pupil In 
neither sex, I believe, 'will they turn out well, if they simply attend 
school and receive the amount of sp~cial instruction required by the 
rules. Their own moral formation is the. one thing needful; the 
instruction which the rules require is by no means sufficient for 
this; does not even tend towards it; besides which, a notion of their 
own importance, from the early authority given to them in the school, 
demands special counteractj.on. With this limitation I think, it. is 
the best scheme which has been devised for creating a race of 
teachers. Among us it has given occasion to most admirable acts 
of kindness and charity, which, but for the material aid supplied 
by this system, would not have found subjects to work upon •. 

In conclusion, let me refer to two admirable articles on "1'Edu, 
" cation populaire en Angleterre," contained in the "Corres: 
" pondant," May and September 1856, by M. Lorain~ The opinion 
of one 'perfectly familiar with the state of popular education in 
France IS worth knowing, as well as the judgment of a sagacious 
foreigner on a system which he has studied as a whole. I desire to 
acquiesce in his conclusion, which runs thus:-

"ED resume, l' Angleterre accomplit rapidement un grand travail. 
Elle avait trouve, eD ·1839, ses ecoles ·moins defectueuses, il est vrai, 
que les notres eD 1833, mais avec des analogies frappaDtes. Vinsou
ciaDce des familles pour l'instruction de leurs enfants, l'indigniM des 
Iocaux, Ie peDurie des livres, l'insuffisance des methodes; mais avant 
tout 1& deconsideration et· l'incapacite des maitres s'opposaient a tout 
progreso En quinze ans, sans autonti officielle et sans aucune con" 
trainte, Ie Comite d'education du Conseil de Ia Reine, par un respect 
absolll pour les principes des diverses communions religieuses qui se 
partageaient l'instruction, par une inspection soigneuse et eclairee, par 
des subventions bien placees, un plan bien arr~te, et suivi avee per .. 
!!Cverance, a commence a reg{inerer I'CducatioIf des classes pauvres. De 
bonnes mBisons d'ecole se sont elevees de toutes parts, l'institution de$ 
eleves-maitres, les avantages attaches au certificat de merite, raugmen~ 
tation des sal aires, ont fait a l'instituteur une place honorable dans Ies 
professions liMrales de son pays. Venseignement s'en est aussitot 
ressenti; Ia discipline moins rude et plus efficace, Ie cadre des· etudes 
agra.ndi, leur niveau releve avec l'instruction des maitres, l'esprit ~iMral 
du Comite d'{iducation se pr~tant a varier Ies formes des ecoles pour 
complaire au vwu des populations, ou satisfaire a. des inter~ts respect abIes; 
tout cela a opere, dans une grande partie du pays, une reforme prompte 
et sure. Cette reforme n'attend plus, pour etre complete, qu'une dis
position legislative qui range, a leur tour, dans cette harmonfe generale 
quelques provinces rlifractaires, quelques centres d'industrie reste~ 
jusqu'a present en dehors du grand mouvement imprime a l'enseigne.:. 
ment eIemcntaire. 

"L'Angleterre, par cette reforme, n'a pas seulement con suite ses 
interets, elle s'est f&it honneur. Tout homme et tout pays· qui fera 
faire un pas a l'Mucation populaire aura bien merite du genre humain." 

July 25, 185~. T. W. ALLIES •. 



Amwers to Questi81U. 

Mr. Moses AngeL 

PRELIMINARY. 

1. WHAT opport~ities have you had of gaining experience as 
to the state of popular education? To what localities 
and to what descriptions of persons does your experience 
apply? 

I have been engaged in the Jews' Free School for nearly 
twenty years. During that ,period I have visited some of the 
principal elementary schools in Lollrlon. The locality which is 
most familiar to me is Spitalfields. The children whom I know 
best are from all parts of London, and are the children of small 
tradesmen, artisans, pedlars, hawkers, ana"' persons depending 
almost entirely upon charity. 

I.-STANDARD OF EDUCATION. 

2. Up to what age do you consider it practicable and desirable 
for children of either sex to continue their attendance at 
school during the whole or part of the year, season, or day, 
regard being had to their parents' means of supporting 
them, and to the necessity of their thorough instruction 
in their future occu~ation, Ilooricultural, commercial, me-
chanical,or domestic. i 

I believe that there is so great a difference between the practica
bility and desirability of school attendance that no system of 
education can be successful which does .not, to a great extent, 
harmonise them. In my experience, the practice has been to re
move the generality of boys at 11 years, of girls at 1O~ or 11 years. 
Children so removed qave acquired but the very elements of edu
cation; and, as their removal has arisen from the want or value of 
their services (in the case of boys, the want, because of their wages; 
in the case of girls, the value, because of their nursing or cleaning 
capabilities), there is little probability of their improving sufficiently 
afterwards to qualify them for the proper discharge of their duties 
as adults. It is by all means desirohle that boys should remain in 
school till 14 and girls till 18 years Qf age, if any successful attempt 
is to be made to instruct them thoroughly up to the level of their 
future powers of usefulness or inefficiency as self-supporting or 
parasitical members of the community. But here the inability of 
parents to maintain children in what to them is idleness, because 
it produces nothing, steps in to oppose desirability. What, there
fore,· seems all essential to me is, to find some means to render 
parents willing to sacrifice the services of youth so tender by en
hancing the value of education to those children who remain' at 
school till a more advanced age. With girls this may be difficult, 
because there are few means of employing them; with boys there 
should be no insurmountable obstacle. Whereas now it is impos
sible to urge a parent to allow his son to remain in school till 14 if 
he (the parent) can show that the ignorant boy at 11 can earn as 
ll1uch as the intellectual lad of 14, and that, during the three neces
sary years of transition, he loses three yeari wa.,aes without the 
prospect of any atoning ulterior advantage. H under this question 
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it is not inappropriate to refer to school hours, I would point out 
that my experience shows me a great disadvantage and loss of time 
in the/resent ordinary way of dividing the day; say, from 9 till 
12, an from 2 till 5. First, two how:s are lost to teachers and 
pupils; secondly, children get into the streets t'O play, and are 
unwilling to return to afternoon duties. Hence the afternoon 
attendance is always considerably less than that of the morning. 
Teachers eat, perhaps, a hearty dinner, and feel a natural tendency 
to luxuriate after it. Hence their energies are relaxed, and addi
tionally, too, from the absenteeism before noticed.. I far prefer 
the six hours consecutively; say from 9 till 8, with per~aps a little 
allowance for luncheon, to be~conomized out of the time saved from 
the extra muster and dismissal required for the divided attendance. 
[The instruction of pupil-teachers could closely follow the termina
tion of school, and thus the duties of the day would end at 41 or 5, 
leaving ample aftertime for recreation or reading.] . 

8. What amount of education, religious and secular, could 
children of either sex be reasonably expected to obtain 
in the ;period which you have specified, and of what 
should It consist? How far do you consider it desirable 
to include music, drawing, and other matters of taste in 
the course of popular instruction which you would wish 
to see adopted? 

There seems little reason to doubt, that if children remained at 
school respectively till the ages of 18 and 14, boys at 14 might 
possess the following amount of knowledge:-

English history well known; general history tolerably so; geo-. 
graphy well known, more particularly the political, productive, and 
manufacturing condition of countries (say, after "Cornwall "), and 
the physical condition of the earth (say, after" Sullivan "). 

Gr!llllmar well enough to parse fluently, to read intellectually, 
tl1 wnte correctly. 

Arithmetic sufficiently to apply to all practical purposes; ele
mentary mathematics proportionate to the taste displayed, or to 
the probable want of tliem in a proposed future pursuit. 

Social economy, as a most important element, sufficiently to 
understand, appreciate, and apply the general laws which relate to 
man's conneXlOn with man as capitalist and labourer, as master a,nd 
servant; which govern capital, wages, monopolies, I;ent, price, &c.; 
which regulate taxation, direct and indirect, exports and imports, 
agricultural and ,manufacturing interests, &c.;. which practically 
inculcate honesty, industry, skill, sobriety, and economy as opposed 
to dishonesty, idleness, riot, and waste, by showing that the former 
qualities conduce not only to individual happiness and. well-doing, 
hut to the general prosperity and well-being ; which train bors to ' 
aspire to be rich, not so much because riches should be the mm of 
their life as because, in the endeavour to acquire them, they will be 
forced to develop those qualities which keep publichouses, work
houses, and prisons empty, and which therefore fill schools, places 
of worship, and literary associations; those laws, in short, which 
make men useful, productive, and well-informed citizens, and by 
conse'}uence God-fearing, because fellow-creature, loving members 
of society. , 
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Physics, in so far as relates to the primary laws of matter and 
motion; the air 'and its phenomena, including ventilatiou; fluids 
and their properties, with reference to drainage; physiology, as 
regards digestion, respiration, &c. ; heat and its phenomena. 

Natural history,. in so far as relates to the principal auim~ 
vegetable, and mineral productions; a knowledge of the most 
important articles of manufacture. ' 

Religious information enough to produce those practical virtues 
which bless society, such as charity in thought and deed, tolerance, 
sympathy, belief less' in the dogmas of sectarianism than in the 
beauty of all God-worship; a superstructure, in short, rising from 
this foundation-:-that an Eternal, Almighty, All-merciful, and All
perfect Being placed man in this world to perfect his own happiness 
through piety to Heaven and charity and love on earth; that to 
this' great end' less theory is necessary than practice, for that what 
man has to do i3, to strive, humbly, but earnestly and faithfully, to 
imitate the qualities which God Himself displays for man's example, 
and, instead of wasting his time in quarrelling about ways of belief~ 
to occupy it in showing what great qualities belief can produce. 

Biblical history well known. 
[In Jewish schools the study of Hebrew would have to be added. 

I know schools, also, in'which French and German have been 
"taught with very little additional expense.] 

For girls the standard should be lower; especially in arithmetic, 
social and physi<!al science; but cutting out,' sewing, and household 
work should form an essential part of th~ir teaching, and, where 
practicable, domestie economy should be superadded. [I know an 
-instance in which the duties of the laundry and the kitchen are 
introduced without much loss to the intellectual development.] 

Music, drawing, and any art which, by cultivating the taste, 
refines -the character, may fairly claim' to be introduced into an 
. extended system of education. It is a question, however, whether, 
being the luxuries of learuing, they should be permitted to inter
-fete with the necessaries, or whether, like the "iulded pudding," 
they should not form the treat for holidays. I would myself make 
the acquirement of apy accomplishment the occupation for half
'holidays, becauSe I think the ordinary school-hours can be employed 
'mOTe u.~efully. This plan would have the additional recommenda
tion of ensuring proper amusement for leisure hours. I always 
object to my pupils playing at marbles, buttons, or any game which 
fosters a spirit of acquisitiveness. 

4. Will you state your opinion as to the respective advantages 
and disadvantages of the following methods of prolonging 
the period of instruction, and ensuring the permanence of 
its resultS with respect to each sex? 

(a) Sunday schools. 
(b) Half-time systems. 
(c) Industrial and domestic traiuing. 
(d) Evening schools. 
(e) Lectures and mechauics' institutes. 
(f) Free and lending libraries. 
(g) Prize schemes or prize endowments. 
(h) Distribution of mino Sstate appointments on educa

tional grounds. 
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, Ca> I am not an advocate for special Sabbath schools. I believe 
that there may be such a thing as too much religious teaching, and 
that children, far from enjoying the mental rest which the calm of 
the Sabbath ought to give, may come to regard the confinement of 
divine service and school as tlO irksome that what should be the 
most delightful becomes the most troublesome. day of the week. 
Besides why inflict on children a penalty which does not attach.to 
adults? If education can ever be made to produce its proper 
results, the fireside reunions of the Sabbath must prove .no small 
element in social regeneration. . Parents, themselves trained 
through religious teaching and the doctrines of social science. to 
the proper discharge of their duties as citizens and as parents, will 
be glad on that da.r. to inquire into the progress of their children, 
to test ·their capabilities of mind and morals through unrestrained 
conversation, to encoura~e the diligent by a kindly word, a health
giving walk, a pleasurable visit; to enforce with all the weight ·of 
parental authority the doctrine and discipline of the schoolmaster. 
And this will be a far more effectual Sabbath training for children 
than all that the school could do, because it would come to them in 
the form of voluntary obedience, and not in that of constrained 
attendance. . 

It occurs, somewhat curiously, that although a Jew, I have had 
many' opportunities for knowing Sunday-school teachers; and 
while for many I entertain much respect, I am no less bound to 
say, that, as a body of men, I know none to whom I should feel 
less disposed to entrust the l?roper -education of children. They 
are mostly narrow-minded, bIgoted sectarianists, as incapable of 
instilling that universal charity and sympathy which. should per
meate all true religion as they are wilfully blind to all moral excel
lence without the pale of theIr own peculiar creed. I say this the 
more regretfully, because while I have not the slightest reason to 
doubt their sincerity and their conviction of the truth of their 
views, I have the gravest cause to believe that their teaching can 
only. tend to 'perpetuate the unhappy distinctions which alienate 
men mto partIes. 
, (b) The only arguments that have ever obtained with .me in 
favour of the half-time system are, first, a little· education is better 
than none; secondly, it is better to guide, a torrent that you ca.Imot 
stem than to permIt it to rush impetuously over everything in its 
way. Therefore, if the necessities of parents will claim and exact 
the services of children, even half-time may nndo some . of the 
wrongs which the premature intermixture of tender and inexpe
rienced youth with discontented, ignorant, and ill-conducted men 
and women must produce. . ' . 
- (c) I have always supported the plan of industrial and domestic 
traming. In the case of boys it might, under judicious manage
ment, be made the' means for continuing a boy's teaching till he 
stepped, a perfect man, into the arena of life. In this case, how
ever, there would be one great disadvantage in the total want of 
that worldly knowledge and experience wbich nothing but actual 
practice can give. Another disadvantage would be the narrowness 

. of the limit within which the industrial pursuits would necessarily 
he confined. I never admired those institutions in which boys are 
taught the outlines of those handicrafts which, may be necessa.t:y 
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for supplying their personal wants; e.g., tailoring,· shoemakinO', 
and the like. Who hunts two hares will not catch one, and will 
lose the other. The mechanic who is skilful at his particular' 
vocation will better b~ able to afford to pay an artizan to do the 
work he requires than to sacrifice his own earnings by doing the 
job himself. I do not know much of agricultural districts, , but I 
should think that an agricultural school might succeed where an 
ordinary industrial school would not. Industrial schools, too, 
always leave unprovided the large class of wants supplied by 
porters, footmeu, coachmen, &c. 

Domestic training for girls, who are one day to become mothers 
of families and mistresses of homes, cannot be carried too far. 
Every young woman is the better for knowing how to mend, wash, 
make, cleau,scour, polish, cook, &c.No lady· needs to be ashamed 
to know how to tell when such labour is properly done. Besides, 
.the circle of female industrial occupation (extra domestic) is con
tracted, and the work ill paid, and even those' within it' are often 
called on to perform some of the operations above quoted for them
selves. Hence, while girls are acquiring a knowledge of domestic 
economy they are not losing time which they can ever care to 
employ more profitably. 

(d) Evening schools have not any;disadvantage that I know of 
except that, in many cases, the pupUs do not begin to attend them 
till they have forgotten all they learned as children; and when they 
do attend, they do not stay long enough to ensure anything like 
a permanent improvement. I believe that the value of all kinds of 
schools must depend on the success "With which children shall be 
instructed in moral and social science, this being (except reading, 
writing, and a .little arithmetic) almost the only branch of know
ledge taken into the actual business of life. What becomes of all 
a boy's Euclid, algebra, 'physics,' &c. after he has laboured for 
seven years at a mechanical occupation, which has prostrated his 
body so much during the day as to leave him little inclination for 
any pursuit in the evening more studious than' the perusal of a 
newspaper or light publication? I have known music and drawing 
to answer admirably at evening schools. 

(e) Lectures and mechanics'institutes are valuable adjuncts for 
the J?romotion .of adult education.· Lecture.s m~y ~e a little too 
erudite or a little too flashy, and mechamcs' mstitutes may be 
managed by a· narrow-minded policy, but they are vast improve
ments on the tavern, the billiard-room, the cheap theatre, and the 
casino. Young men had better meet young persons of the opposite 

, sex whom they believe to be respectable, because they' are assem
bledfor the cultivation of the mind, than find themselves associating 
habitually with females whose presence is no restraint 'on the dete
rioration of the morals. The great objection to these institutes is 
the tendency they give to people at all socially inclined to indulge 
in company-keeping, and, thus; in extravagant habits. They do 
also sometimes convert half-educated men into ill-formed politicians 
(and, therefore, generally revolutionists, or at least democrats), or 

.. I never found much real skill in artizans so trained: lst, because the trade m ... ters 
have been very inferior i 2dly, because the inducement to excel, and so to obtain austom 
end IUCces&, i. wanting. 
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dogmatic, and even pragmatic, schoolmen. In the former case. 
they prove an injury to the state; in the latter, to the future goon, 
training of a family, and consequently also to the state. 

(f) l:ree lending libraries, if proper care be exercised in selecting 
the books, must prove beneficial, even with the risk of converting 
a few young men into dreamers, and a few girls into slatterns. I 
have known them to cultivate a taste for a better class of reading 
than Ainsworth's" Jack Sheppard" or Reynolds's prurient pub
lications, in cases, too, where such works had already acquired· 
influence. There are minds so constituted that reading is a. 'neces
sity to them. They seize everything in the form of type that 
comes within their reach; and, just as fire, wanting oxygen; will 
draw it from the chimney (smoke and all) if the room fail to supp'ly ~ 
it, so these minds will have their reading, even though the intkl .. -
lectualsmoke cloud the supply_ 

(g) If by prize schemes is meant the inviting of adults to com
pete, for premiums for intellectual superiority, there seems little 
objectionable in them. I should be disposed, however, to think 
that they are more applicable to country than to town districts, 
and better likely to succeed there. For large communities lfar 
prefer-. . 

(b) The distribution of minor state appointments on educational 
grounds, or any other analogous scheme which will hold out induce
ments to parents to continue children in school long enough to 
complete their education. Referring to Question 2, I repeat that 
the great obstacle to the practicability of' educating boys .beyond, 
lliears of age is the fact that their parents require their earnings,; 
an schoolmasters can promise. nothing equally remunerative. :For 
this reason I have ·always encouraged funds for apprenticeship,. 
premium-clerkships, &c. for the boys under my control; for I have; 
found them tend more than anything else to keep the lads in school 
till 14. Now the state has gigantic meansfor applying this scheme._ 
The dockyards, custom-houses, public-work: departments, and a 
host of other places could absorb some hundreds of deserving lads 

. nonuaU y, and to this end I would, in the cases of mechanical employ-. 
ments, suggest apprenticeship as part of the plan. What parent 
would oot suffer the privation of maintaining a hungry but profitless 
Bon from 11 till 14 it' he had the almost certain assurance that, ,the 
boy deserving, he would thereafter secure not only a higher walk 
of life, but a better paying one. The addition of India to the Go-
vemment resources has opened another· immense field for this 
system. Not to dwell at length on the subject., 1 would sum up by, 
say~ng, that, believing, as I do,. that the welfar~ and p!osper~~y of a 
natIOn must depend on the mental, moral, and Industrial excellence
of. its people," and. being convinced that this excellence can. be' 
attained only through education propedy given during at least a 
certain number of years, I earnestly recommend this distribution of 
state appointments as the most powerful lever that any Government' 
can employ, for securing the training of the people, and thus the 
well-bemg of the state. 

5. Should education be supplied to the poor gratuitous1y,- or 
~hould it ~e paid for ?y them partially or entirely?" 

I do not like gratUItous educatIon, because I have found people dis
posed to slight that which costs them nothing.' In mpchQol"c~<4"~~ 
W~~ D 
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" 
PilY, or are supposed to pay, ld. per week; they attend most regularly 
who pay most regularly, and I can almost invariably trace a boy's 
progress through the various classes by a reference to rnypence-book. 
On the other hand, I believe that it would be an impossibility to make 
the poor pay for their education, that is entirely; because either 
their, means would not enable them to find, the necessary charge, or 
the teachers must be so badly paid that none but inferior persons 
would be ~btained to fill the position, and the education, conse
quently, would not be worth even the little paid for it. Paying 
EWen a small fixed fee renders parents more . independent than 
pauperizing them by nonpayme.nt. Children respect their homes 
~ore who know that. everthing there is earned and paid for; this 
respect engenders selfcrespect, and this leads oftenest to those 
exertions which convert honest industrious youth into successful 
manhood. 

H.-ACTUAL STATE OF EDUCATION. 

6. How far does the present state of the education of children, 
of either sex, in the districts and classes with which you 
are acquainted, come up to the standard defined by your 
answers to the preceding questions? What is the nature 
and extent of any Deficiencies which may exist under any 
of the heads specified in them? 

Connecting the educational status of Jewish children especially 
with the,a.nswers under the last head, I am bound toconfe~s that 
the standard of education by no means,. as a general result, comes 
up 0 that laid down as desirable; there have been children under 
my care who have reached all that I have quotml in answer No.8, 
and of these several are now filling respectable positions in life, and 
are supporters of the institution to which they owe their training. 
But there exist many reasons why every child attending the Jews' 
Free School should not attain the desired standard; some of these 
reasons are peculiar, and may deserve attention. 

(1.) The Jewish community in' London is subject to a large 
annual and increasing influx of for~igners; these, besides their 
most abject poverty, .bring with them the vices, prejudices, and 
ignorance peculiar to their condition; the general standard of their 
characters being, that they leave Poland, Holland, or Germany 
without any means, and arrive in England with the hope of providing 
for their families by charity; their children are sent to school, in 
most cases, less to learn than to obtain clothing and food (often 
distributed at the Jews' Free School) ; they attend irregularly, and 
oeing totally unacquainted with English when they enter the 
school, they seldom acquire enough knowledge to fit, them for any 
but the elementary classes. Besides this, the unfortunate social 
condition of their parents, the indifferent home-training they re
ceive, and the demoralizing effects of their beggin~ livelihood, all 
contribute to render them peculiarly unimpressible to the benefits 
of education, and little likely therefore to profit by if. d.dvantages. 

(2.) Jews, by their religious and social distinction; are excep
tionally placed in regard to business; their Teligious scruples 
compel tliem to abstain from labour on Friday evenings, Sabbaths, 
and festivals, say about one-nfth of the year; this respect for 
social laws induces them to refrain from their occupations o~ 

, . 



Sundar, thus they lose' about one-third of the year. Hence, few 
Christian masters will take Jewish apprentices, and the circle 
of Jewish trades is contracted, becaus~ ofa Jew's .inability to 
compete againt men whose hours of work are so many more than 
his own. Hence too, the Jewish artisan or tradesman el!l'Ds less 
than the Christian artisan or tradesman, and hence arjs4ils a greattltr 
necessity for the earnings of children; thus Jewish children are 
often WIthdrawn from school at 9 or 10 years of age; and even 
while supposed to be on the school books, therare so often kept 
at home to assist at some domestic or industrIal labour, tl;lat they 
benefit but little by education. . 
. (3.) The study of Hebrew is anecessary part of Jewish edu .. 
cation, and as according to the manual of the Jews' FreeScho04 
pearly :half the ordinary school hour~ are given to this particular 
subject, much less progrest! in English can be made by boys of 
average abilities. In the face of this, Her Majesty's inspectot 
has more than once declared that the proficiency of the highesr 
class in my school seemed in po, way to suffer from the extra 
study j hence, 1 infer that. this opstac;le 'affectll only the propor
tionate number of scholars who rise, and not their scholarship. 
[See printed examination paper herewith sent.] 

Generally,,1 may say, that I ·al1l acquainted with very few 
~ewish youths of either sex. who cannot .read and write; the 
majority of exceptions are of the foreigners before mentioned. 
All Jewish men (women less so) can read their prayers in Hebrew. 
As regards grammar, geography, history, &c., the amount 'of 
knowledge is limited, because of the early withdrawalfrom school, 
and of the peculiar domestio and industrial avocations... Jewish 
girls are generally very domesticated, they kno.w how to cook and 
clean well, and are tolerably fair needlewomen; again the excep-
tion are the foreigners. . 

Four evening schools are doing successful wor~ in London in 
removing some of the ignorance of Jewish adults, and in restoring 
to young men and women the forgotten lessons of their earlier 
year!!; the same number of Sabbath schools exists, but I ·am not 
so sure of an equivalent success. . ' 
. Social economy', as a distinct branch of study applicable to the 
formation of character and habit, is but just being introduced into 
Jewish educational schemes; I anticipate very favourable results. 
!Fom its adoption. . 

III.-CAUSES OF DEFICIEACY (n<' ~NY)~ 
7. What are the causes of these deficiencies t and in particular,. 

how far may they be attributed to- , " ' 
(a) Want of schools, .whether ar!!ling from the de

ficiency of the funds necessary to. establish and 
support them, or from other causes. . 

(b) Deficient or unskllful teachin!!'~ ur bad choice of 
the subjects taught. . .' ., . 

(c) Want of interest ~n the Var', (If parents in their 
children's education. ' .. 

(d) ValUtl of the labour of children, inability of 
parents to pay school fees, or other economical 
cau~es. 
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(e) Bad management or bad organization of the 
schools. 

(f) Laws or social arrangements affecting the condition 
of the poor. ' 

(a) Want of schools among the Jews of England has never 
been the' cause of any deficiency in their, educational condition. 
Some Jewish schools date almost from the time of Cromwell. The 
Jews' Free School has been in operation over 40 years, and its 
managers have long undertaken to' supply with education every 
Jetvish child who asks it at' their hands. Two similar establish
ments (on a smaller scale) exist at the west end of London, and 
there is certainly therefore accommodation for all who desire 
to learn. . . 

(b) ,In times past, perhll:ps, Jewish sch~ols, like CJ:tristian schools, 
suffered' both from defiCIent. and unskdful teaching, and from 
the bad choice of subjects taught.· The progress 'of education 
as a science, the enlarged ideas of school managers, and the 
improved condition (intellectually and professionally) of school 
teachers, have all contributed. to forward Jewish schools. In 
the choice of teachers too, Jewish schools )lave an advantage,' in:' 
asmuch that they not ,only employ the best Jewish teachers that 
are to be had, but they select also the best Christian teachers, 
only requiring of them non-interference in the religious element. 
Another circumstance has also contributed to the special advan
tage of the Jews' ,Free School, -viz., when the managers placed 
the school under inspection, and thus created a staff of pupil
teachers, they felt that the time 'W'Ould an:ive when some pro": 
vision would have to b~ made for these youths' beyond that 
involved in their arrangements under Minutes of Council. This 
necessity was to arise from the fact the Queen's Scholarship, and 
the consequent' exhibitions at training colleges were not open to 
Jews, because of their reli~ious requirements. Accordingly in 
1857, when the first pupil-teachers'indentures expired.funds from 
private sources were placed at the disposal of the head master to 
enable those pupil-teachers to enter as students at University 
College, to engage for them a high-class classical and mathe
matical private tutor, to supply theI!! with means for studying 
French, German, and Hebrew, and to furnish them with every 
book that their curriculum, could possibly require. Meanwhile 
they were engaged as articled teachers in the Jews' Free School, 
and 'Were thus also under the supervision of the master to whom 
they -had setved their apprenticeship. The same plan has been 
Ilince continued and extended, and a staff of officers is thus being 
created (to have certificates under Minutes 'Of Council and degrees 
in arts), who ,will bring to their vocation abilities of a high order, 
knowledO'e to an extensive degree, and that practical acquaintance 
.with thee world and with their fellow-creature, which the training 
ccllege could nev~r give them. . . . . 

(C) To a certam extent JeWIsh parents have never been mdif
ferent to the education of their children; perhaps not one par~nt 
.in a thousand has so far forgot~en his duty as to neglect ~avmg 
at .east his sons taught Hebrew, as the language used. m the 
s)"nagogue. At the time (within memory) when th~ English lan
guage seemed to cont;ain no epithet too harsh formtolerance to 
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level a~ainst Jews and Judaism, it was scarcely to be wondered 
at that Ill-informed Jews should find little pleasure in its study; 
but with the diffusion of general information has come a better 
spirit on both sides, Christians forbear from insulting allusions, 
dictionaries no longer 'perpetuate a prejudiced accusation, an_d not 
only do English JeWIsh parents (as a body). take deep ,interest 
in their childrell's English education,. but even foreigners are 
improving in this respect.· There are, of course, exceptions, but 
they are rare, and are becoming rarer. Twenty years since the 
Jews' Free School did not contajn 600 children, it now has 1,750, 
an increase far beyond the proportionate increase in the Jewish 
population. 

(d) Perhaps no cause of deficiency presses so urgently ,as that' 
involved in the vabIe of the labour of children. Of the large 
number of foreign immigrants, few know any trade;, ot the 
native Jews, many, for reasons before stated, (actual state, of 
education,) do not learn any business; the consequence is, that 
the majority of both. classes become hawkers, and not only earn 
little, but have 3; prospect of earning less, because of the over .. 
crowding of the, craft. Hence the value of children's labour, 
either as assisGtnts in carrying packs, &c. (thus causing ab
senteeism during nominal school years), or as principals on. their 
own account (thus causing early withdrawal from school). There 
are large classes of boys who never enter the Jews' Free Sehool 
from Thursday morning till Monday morning, thus losing half the 
week, and there are hundreds of children under 11 earning some
thing to assist the family. 

(e) (f) The preceding an~werS render aU reply under these 
heads unnecessary. 

IV.-CHARACTER OF THE EXISTING:- SYSTEM OF GOVERNMENT 
AID AND INSPECTION. 

8. The Government at present makes grants in aid of various 
elementary schools and training colleges out of the general tax:
ation of the country, requiring, on the part of those who 'receive 
them, the fulfilment of certain conditions (especially the combi
nation of relipous with secular instruction and proportionllte local 
subscriptions), and i'eserving to itself the right of inspecting 'aU 
schools so assisted. 

What is ,Your opinion of this. system pursued at pr~sent· in 
relation to-:- . 

(a) Pauper schools? 
(b) Reformatory schools? , 

How would you pr?vide fol' the education of children crl
paupers and cnmmals, or, of the deserted and destitute 
children? . 

I think, this system wrong at its very foundation" (1) becaus~ 
to insist on religious instruction (as generally understood) is to 
render almost every school sectarian" and therefore . unchar.itabl~ 
and unjust; (2) because to require proportionate local subscrip
tions makes the rights of the people to education pa.):tially de
pendent on the liberality of those over whom they have no 
control; (3) because, on a broad principle of iustice"the burden~ 
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,of the country pressing eg~ally, or at least proportionately, on all 
.classes and all sects, it IS· not fair to, restrict the privileges con~ 
ferred from the revenJIe of the country; (4) because it is not tM 
func~ion of the statE! in any way to coerce'the sacred rights of 
conscience. 

Some years since I published the following remarks on inspec
tion, I -reproduce them here, because I see no reason to modify 
them:- . . 

"It had long bee? ~. !ecognized prin~i~le of' civili~ation that 
~he 'wron~s of the Il}dlVldual were the Injury O.f socIety; more 
recently·]t was admItted that Government, whICh exacted the 
penalty for crime, was equally bound to supply means for it~ 
prevention, just as now it is maintained' that appliances to 'ward 
off tl;Ie 'attacks of ·epidemic diseases are more essential to well~ 
.being, than the. appointment of boardliof health after plagues 
have supervened., Notwithstanding', the assertion of dreamers. 
that a state of semi-barbarism was; less antagonistic to happiness 
thim a: constantly refining civilization,-in spite of the arguments, 
based oli the acknowledged fact; that the higher the intellectuality 
the more systematic' and debased the ¢rimiftal, t'":"'-it was admitted 
that education, in. the broadest sense of the 'word, was the most 
~fficacious remedy against evil. doing; and hence that education, 
which should reach all c1a.Sses;was the business of every well~ 
<conditioned government;; The, following state of things then 
became patent ;-.popular education hi primary schools was in the 

'hands . of individual bodies, each of' which maintained its own 
. institutions for the promulgation of its own pecu.liarviews. 

" The British and Foreign School' Society require. no religious 
tests-taught no religious. dogmas; it demanded only the 'reading 
of the Bible. But this very principle of latitudinarianism, which 
"Was a high recommendation to some, was an especial objection to 
those who opine'd that no education could' be complete which had 
,not for its Qasis religious doctrines. . . 

~, The lS'ational SchoolSociE!ty provided most efficiently for the 
-<>pponents of the British system, so long only as they were mem
.bers of the, Established Church. Dissenters of all kinds sought and 
':filled their' own schools, and in process of time every sect had its 
.nurseries, wherein faith and prejudice, tolerant theory and intolerant 
practice, were cotemporarily instilled. 

"Thil'l division of interests necessarily entailed a separation.of 
means; the office of schoolmaster was consequently ill-paid, 
therefore ill-filled, as unworthy the notice of' properly-qualified 
men. Lancaster and Bell,-at once to supply education and to 
meet the necessity of the, case, cheapness '; but still education, in so 
far as reading, writing, and arithemetic were concerned,-devised 
the monitorial plan, and schools were set to work VIider the rod or 
the kiss, ~ccording to the bias of the master w~o hapJ?ened to hold 
the management. It must be .borne in mind, that thIS took place 
during a state of war, when bread was dear and taxes high; hence, 
perhaps, they who supported the new, educational movement did all 
their means would admit. Not must it be forgotten that, knowledge 
being so little diffused among even the middle classes, it wa~ hardly 

.. Southey'S co Colloquies," t 'Bulwer Lytton's" Lucretia.", 
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'fair to call upon school managers to provide masters whose erudition 
should shame that of their employers, or to instruct their social 
inferiors to be their intellectual superiors. Now, it will be under ... 
stood why schools for the humbler classes 'were' littlehetter than 
tidy bams; places with stone floors and rough or whitened brick 
waHs, ill-ventilated~, and worse ,varmed. wherein hundreds of 
children picked up the, scanty crumbs dropped from the meagre 
store of the master, through the medium of some dozens of marble
playing monitors. Books were a luxury beyond the hopes' of these 
n,:ophytes; sheet lessons mounted c;m boards, and cpnsistingof inter
mmable columns of words for spelling or of the' sunplest sentences 
for reading, supplied all their little wants. Parched indeed was toe 
fount which was to slake their, thirst for knowledge., Arid'the 
master, the man to whose care so many hundreds were to ,be trusted, 
what was he? Worth bis little hire, perhaps~ but "certainly that 
was aU. Some bankrupt or unsuccessful tradesman; some half
skilled mechanic; or the fool of a family; unfit for anything else; 
these were the antecedents of a vast'majority of masters. While a. 
boot that required mending must, be given to an artisan who had 
duly served an apprenticeship to the trade,"';""whileeven a domestic 
servant, whose highest office was'to clean the furniture, must needs 
bring a character for experience,-the schoolmaster alone wanted no 
training, he could jump ready made into his'desk; he could wield a 
cane, .read the Bible, and" do summing;" and as to all the' other 
unimportant qua1ifications, what could be expected for 501.·a year? 
Mental culture and moral training were alike ignored; children 
learned to read without gathering ~n idea; and the words of Holy 
Writ or of profane authors fell on leaden ears, or chilled unre-
sponding hearts. . 

; " Pestalozzi took the first great-step towards improving the Con-
dition of things hy the intro~u('tion of object lessons. Thill method 
of teaching was destined for abler hands than those into which it 
originally fell; witli those it degenerated into a' merecataloglie 
of ofb-repeated qualities: and although the eye as well as the ear 
came to be familiar with common things; it was simply with their 
externals, with their nature as distinct objects, and not as parts of 
one harmonious creation. How could it be otherwise with 'teachers 
such as before descrihed? The object lesson was drilled into the 
same objectless list of names that had }>reviously heen -called the 
spelling lesson. . ' 

"The second stage of educational development was the substi
tution of books for sheet lessons, originally of the simplest charac
ters, the Vyse and the Mavor, or the Walkingame 'or the Goldsmith, 
they gradually, and by almost imperceptible degrees, ascended to 
the more intellectual portions of knowledge; and, if they became 
too superficial, it was less, perhaps, because the writers were them
selves incompetent to better tbings, than because in the desire for 
condensing and cheapness, too much was attempted in· too little 
space. While Blair and Platt had a class-book that cost shillings, 
and was, therefore, unavailable, the Borough Road or British 
School Society issued their volumes at a few pence, and the Irish 
Commissioners puhlished their works even more cheaply. Now it 
was that the utter want of a proper staff was felt. The first gene
ration of schoolmasters had passed away, hut their successors were 
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, little better than themselves. The monitorial system,. that cheap 
,method of imparting the least possible amount of information to the 
smallest number of pupils in a large school, had served its purpose, 
in EO far as regarded reading and writing, but there its beneficial 
operation had ceased, and its evil tendency commenced. Attracted 
,by the !;;;tter,of a little brief authority, by communications with 
patrons of ,to higher order, by the scope for selfishness (always pre
.dominant in ill-regulated minds), afforded in the petty tyranny of 
· the school-room--:-:the grubs had passed into butterflies ; in other 
,words, the monitors had become masters, and although they brouO'ht 
.to the fulfilment of their duties little more real knowledO'e than 
their instructors, they at least had the advantage of bette~ habits 
of detail in discipline, manual, &c. Hence it was that incapacity 
was so fully displayed. New books on subjects involving at least 
· the principles cf .the physical sciences,' had. to be placed in the 
,hands of men unacquainted with even the alphabet of science. 
But to ,teach the simplest propositions of philosophy requires a 
mastery over the advanced problems; no man can impart correct 
ideas on the first book of Euclid, or the first laws of motion, who 

,,has, not read at least all EucFd's Elements, ,or some recondite 
treatise on ~Iynamics, &c.. ,The new class books were mere com

,pendiums, ,a few pages to each of a dozen different subjects; there
from the boys were taught just what the book contained, nothing 
mOl'E); for the master knew no more, and his little means, had he 
the desire, did not permit him to have access to proper resources. 
Education attracted more attention, and when occasionally a 
strange examiner or a real scholar came te> some' crack class,' and 
chanced upon an ,introductory question (omitted in the text book) 
he found pupils, who could repeat all the olo.qies and gruphies, 
acquainted with a few facts without reasons, but as completely 
ignorant of science as though they had lived when' George the 
Third was King.'" . 

",Meanwhile ,education, such as it was, spread in proportion as 
.the demand for it increased, schools multiplied proportionately, 
,and individual salaries, as a matter of course, either fell,. or, at 
least, did not augment. Society)s so constituted that there are 
few pittances which are not obje<!ts of ambition to some; and, 

, although. in many instances the, schoolmaster had learned the 
bitter truth, that his black coat did not always cover a cheerful 
heart, for that the butcher and the baker, to say nothing of the 

· remote wine merchant, made sad inroads into his scanty salary; 
.still candidl,ttes were always'found for vacant appointments. • 

". The most degrading of occupations someti!nes eftcites profes-
SIonal pride. Epaminondas drew honour from the office of public 

, ,scavenger; it is not, therefore, surpr~ing that among the many 
· hundreds of schoolmasters some few should have been found who, 
spite of. small pay and smaller thanks,. became proud of their 
.profession, and,. there(ore, desirous of excelling in it. Even the 
impressed man torn from his (thus pauperized) wife and children 
to serve in the Royal Navy, grew into a thorough sailor at last, 
delighting in the service which had been his degradation and was 
his glory. These. exceptions to the general rule am.ong school
masters were mostly teachers in the larger establIshments of 
large t.ownf;,. There the intellect of the managers was of an order 
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more likely to excite emulation in the employed by evincing more· 
sympathy with genuine merit. There the possession of greater 
resources enabled directors, as their generosity prompted' themJ 

to offer' a fair day's pay for a. fair day's labour.' There it did 
occasionally happen that Bome scholar, trained to a professional 
career, but havmg failed in it, brought to the school office at least 
a Buperior share of mental qualifications. And thus particularly 
in LOndon there, were long ago some bright examples among the 
many ordinary teachers--stars in the dark background of space"':'
men who had conquered, but not without a strrlggle, who had 
forced their way into the arcana of knowledge as sol~iers penetrate 
into a fortress, who had kept their vigils by the midnight lamp, 
and had been no lesB wakeful at the rising of the day star. . 

"The monitorial system had long been acknowledged to be 
inefficient, nay, more, to be utterly inadequate to supply the 
instruction demanded by the improved materials for·' education, by 
the advancing civilization of a prosperous peace. 'Here and there, 
where means permitted, if the lower classes in a school were still 
confided to their marble-playing monitors, the upper sections were 
confided to adults. Scnools began to change their barn-like 
appearance, stone pavements were replaced 'by boarded floors, 
and pictures, illustrative of science, history, &c. :covered the rough 
walls. Soon too the noise of simultaneous teaching was found 
incompatible with the study necessary to scientific 'attainmentl:t; 
class-rooms, really habitable rooms, began to multiply, and class 
was entirely isolated from class. Galleries, which gave the teacher 

. greater command over the eyes of his pupils-that feature so 
important to be watched by the teacher as indicating to him how 
far his lesson is penetrating through the' gates of the soul;' cur
tainst , which confined the ,attention of even spelling-classes; 
cabinets of .objects, musp.ums of apparatus, natural and artificial 
productions, &c.-these were among the next steps taken to 
lmprove education. And still the one thing remained unchanged 
-the condition of th~ .schoolmaster; he continued the same ill
paid, ill-thanked being. The dominie had changed. dresS'es, the 
lUner man was there still. . 

"Men are little apt to make radical changes, as nature .works. 
by imperceptible mechanism, and any deviation from the ordinary 
course is a convulsion, so society carries on its operations. Every
thing that is is taken for what must be. While many acknowledge 
that the human intellect is gradually progressing towards perfecti-

• ~i1ity, few admit that the ~elation~ .of social life are capable· or 
. Improvement. The respective posltIons of master and serVant 
remain unchanged: certain luxuries which ar~ valued for their 
ex~rinsic gli~ter,. rather than for any int~insic merit, still prevail in 
pomt of estimation over sohd necessarIes, because, such are the 
mutabilities or life, in every position, how humble soever, many 
candidates are to be found; tnerefore it is assumed that this object 
of ambition is sought for by those to whom it should be a deside
ratum. In no matter has this prevailed more than in education. 
many liberal-minded men have voluntarily paid more for one lesso~ 
from a fashionable pianist than has been wrung from them fora 
week's services by 'a classical and mathematical tutor. A master
ship of some twenty or twenty-five shillings per week has attracted 
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dozens of ' aspirants,· . andcharitr has doled' out ,!hat humanity 
. should have conceded to humamty. The great nustake has ever; 
,been that, in filling a post" it bas r;lther been the object to obtain 
as much as possible for ~oney, than to give as much as possible 
for. a reaDy valuable article: the standard by which goods are 
bought at a notorious 'ticketing shop' has been successfully 
applied to the barter of intellect, because dire necessity stood by, 
'compelling mind. to bow before· matter, the imperishable genius 
hefore the famishing body. ,Government determined that the 
people should be educated; but such is the temper of John Bull 
that the law which in some parts of the continent renders a man 
,amenable to punishment by a magistrate if he neglects to educate 
bis child would never be suffered to . exist in England. The spirit 
of liberty seems so inherent in British institutions that no branch 
'of legitimate competition is monopolised by Government., Althouah 
church and state are an integral portion of the constitution, nis
,senters, Unitarians" Catholics, and others form too large a party to 
,be safely coerced. Government, therefore,' in resolving on the 
education of the people, found itself compelled to take the existin{t 
materials, 'and to trust to time and indirect means for their amelicy 
,ration., On the continent a royal decree or . some analogous pro-' 
ceeding would have, reconstructed the whole system at once; in 
;England the machinery was to be -gradually set in motion by a 
:Lords' Committee of the Privy Council, assisted and guided by 
'some of the recognized educationalists of the day. Thus originated 
'~Minutes in Council;' 

",Their Lordships at once conceded the principleS that the moni
,torial system had exhausted its means of utility, or if they at all 
recognized 'it, it was only as a last resource, in schools wherein 
:funds or talent, or both, might be wanting.· The first, step was to 
provide an efficient substitute; and if that step was a false one, it 
was, perhaps, the only one :at their command under the existing 
'circumstances involved in a multiplicity of small schools (where a 
few larger establishments would have dqne better}, and the necessarily 
contracted salaries which effectually closed the door against properly 
qualified men. Still the first step was an improvement, and it had 
this. further advantage-it was, in military parlance, a tenab~e 
position which admitted of being strengthened. Pupil-teachers 
-replaced monitors; the steady habits of embryo men. and women 
were substituted for the playful flightiness of children. The error 
was not in the change, but in the manner of it. In England such 
are the business habits of the people, every vocation is regarded as' 
an investment. No man will apprehtice his son to a trade, or 
'article him to a profession, unless he think there is a prospect of a 
livelihood. Few tradesmen can afford to maintain their sons during 
a long apprenticeship without some assistance in, the shape of 
wages; except, at least, the future offer remarkable advantages. In 

'" An advertisement was recently inserted in the" Times" ab~ut!iOmesuchsituation. 
One of the candidates, who was a married man with a family, offered hi. se"ices at 
twelve shillings a week. possibly in the hope that the lowest tender would be a"""pted l a 
second would have taken still less (he was single). bl'Cause he actually wanted· decent 
'attire; he ultimately accepted a few shillings charitably given to him by tbe person 
rec.ivin~ the applicants, as a salve for his disappointed hopes; a third retained 
so strong an impression of ii'lut'r as to be almost unapproachable. These facts may be 
relied on. 
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the c8.tle of pupil-teachers, no such inducements were. presented ;
and if the candidates for these positions have been and are numerous, 
it can only be, that youths, 'attracted by the glitter of authority, or; 
perhaps, in some instances, greedy after knowledge~ have formed a 
predilectioR which 'parents have not cared to thwart.. 

" Theil' Lordships proposed to' apprentice youths to schoolmasters 
for the term of five years, at the following scale of wages or grants: 
-10/. for the first year; 121. lOs. for the second year ; 151. for the 
third year; '17 L 10,. for the fourth year; and 201. for the fifth year; 
with a smaIl extra annual aIIowance to the master by way of premimri. 
In return fol" these" grants their Lordships stipulated that masters 
should impart, and that pupil-teachers should acquire, a progressive 
amount of information;: and to secure this quid pro quo, inspectors 
were appointed (men of great practical experience and high intellec .. 
tual attainments), who were annually to examine schools ,and pupilo 
teachers, and on whose reports their Lordships accorded or refused 
their ~ants. The superiority of this system over the' monitorial 
plan IS so' evident as to require' no demonstration. A few facts; 
wit60ut reasoning,- will be apparent to even a 'superficial glanceJ 
An older, and therefore an' abler, set of teachers was, secured; the 
executive of a school became less liable 'to that'most. injurious :of 
all attacks, constant change; security was taken that others b~sides 
an indifferent board of management, or an'incompetent master, 
should be satisfied' that, the teachers not only knew more than the 
taught, but that 'they could properly impart their' knowledge,- andf 
hest of all, the foundation was laid by which the future race'of 
schoolmasters was to become amenable to the same training that 
was deemed indispensable for less important duties; " ' , 
• "Now came the first difficulty; one which may:readily be anti ... 

clpated. Masters were found to be not always, competent to in; 
struct their pupil-teachers in the required branches of knowledge~ 
Many students were compelled to find other teachers, or. to' scrape 
together for themselves fragments of,information; Inspectors, un .. 
willing at once to deprive a large body of men of their only means of 
Bubsistence, were content to exhort the ignorant masters to personal 
improvement (and, failing this, to threaten dismissal), and to pass' 
pupils whose attainments were a little below the mark.t The first 
race of pupil-teachers therefore was 'a partial failure. • 

" To permit the existence ot this fl,nomaly'wouid have been in .. 
consistent with .the object of the Minutes ,in Council, aiid incoIDr" 

• An nreption may be inade as regards females. Their wants being less"the I'ositio. 
of. schoulmi.tlt!tl!l is more adequate to supply them than is that ,of" master. Men who 
.sped boy. to provide for themsel"e. a~e cOhtent 10 keep their daughters (especially, if 
thE'Y can ~Iothe !hemselves a!,rI II nd a trlRe for (l~cket, money), in Ihe hope~ probably, 
that marriage Will end the difficulty. ' '. " 

I forb.ar fr"m nprE'ssing any opinion on pauper and refor01atory schools, hecause I 
have not had luffieimt opportunity for arquainting my.elf with their working.~See 
Addendum., . 

t Thi. is not asserted without due authority. Pupil-teachers are known to the writer 
'Who have lut'eessfully completed their apprenticeship, and who are yet ignorant of more 
than tbl! mecbanism of grammar i who know many facts in geography, but very few 
na.ans, and to whom the principles of history anc,\ science are as straege as Thucydidea 
and Plato. Tbe best among these teachers know just what tbeir peculiar te;t-books 
eontain; Ihe superficial compendia; the very head and front of their offending, halh 
that nlent, .. no more." , 
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patible with their' Lordships' dignity. The warning conveyed by 
the inspectors proved, efficacious only in exceptional cases; nor 
can this be a subject of doubt, when it is recollected that the 
majority of masters, and nearly all pupil-teachers, had sprQ.Dg from 
.the wrong class in the community. The small stipends attached 
to scholastic employments .had offered no iI!.ducement to men of 
the middle ranks to train 'their sons to offices so ill paid j children 
of the lower orders, therefore, or those who approximated thereto 
-children who had grown up in primary schools, and, had d'erived 
thence all their knowledge, both of books and of character-became 
the executive for .carrying on the education of the Dew generation. 
That such officers should little heed the admonition to improve is 
Dot astonishing. Deficient of,that gentleness of tone, of manner, 
and of companionship, which was alien to their early associations, 
all their ideas of respectability were borrowed from their pattern 
master. Banished by circumstances from the fellowship of those 
whose characters had been formed in a mould different <from thei? 
own, their acquaintanceship with men was limited to the narrow 
circle of their own ,families-rich, probably, in domestic virtues, 
but 'often driven to shifts which 'must tarnish the purity of mind 
that ought to be the first requisite in a te~her. Educated by men 
of little or no capacity, and ,familiar with only the few patent text 
books,-;the great world of letters, with its enthusiasm, its enlighten':' 
men4 its exp3.Il$ive influence, its beautifying powers, was all 
unknown to them. History had unfolded her page to afford facts, 
'not to develop causes: ,science, like an eastern ,woman, had un.;; 
veiled only her, eyes; her charms of feature and of form were still 
a mystery, shrouded in the all-covering garment: memory had 
been stored, intellect lay dormant. ThllY had just that little 
knowledge which is a dangerous thing, which taught them nothing 
better than that they were worth, their hire, meagre as it was; ,md 
which raising them but too often above the level of their domestic' 
associates, gave them overweening ideas of their own importancej 
and thus aided the power wielded in the schoolroom to make them 
alike, tyrannical to their inferiors, and impatient of control from 
their superiors., ' 

"Masters and pupil-teachers asa class were chosen from the 
wrong grade in the community, and thus Government inspection 
did little real service towa,rds rendering the scholastic profession 
respectable. A new step was necessary, therefore, to advance the 
educational system from the slough in which Minutes of Council 
had found it, but from which they had not removed it. This im,: 
petus was founded in two ways j first, in grants to school managers 
for buildings, books, and apparatus; secondly, in augmentation of 
the salaries of teachers .. Grants to school managers served a double 
purpose; they provided new school accommodation, or improved 
what already existed, without crippling private resources; and 
committees, if they had the desire, had now the means of holding 
out such ,remuneration to teachers as should secure a better class 
of applicants. Augmentations of. salaries. 5truc~ more closely at 
the roots of the evil, and, perhaps, were the most efficacious means 
that could be adopted towards ensuring a high tutorial character for 
primary SGhools. These augmentations, which were annual grants 
varying in amount below a maximum of 301. to teachers whose 
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salaries were at least 601., were made ~ depend on' the acquirement 
of a certificate of merit by men holding situations as schoolmasters. 
These certificates were awarded ilfter examinations institut~d by 
Her Majesty's inspectors,- examinations which tested not only 
the mental capabilities of teachers, but their knowledge of school 
discipline, their power of imparting information, and their means 
for judging character, and the class of certificate, as well as the 
scales of remuneration, depended on the manner in which the ques
tions propounded were answered. Reward sweetens labour,and 
there was something very business-like in this graduated or sliding 
scale of augmentation; the amount so apportioned was the deter~ 
min ate standard of a teacher's fitness for the office he held;bis 
character was pinned on his back, arid thereafter there was an end 
to assumption, to pretension, and to charlatanerie ; the Burleigh 
shake lost its mysterious portent. 

" An annual grant of SOl~ to a single man whose salary ,did not 
ex.ceed 601.,-fifty per cent. on his income, and still below the duty 
of h. 2d. in the pound,-was a material consideration~ The coat 
needed not to be so stained and glistening ; the lares and penates 
might occasionally smile in the radiance of an extra candle; neces:' 
t;ity no longer shouldered out domestic comfort; some few of the 
amenities of life might become substantial possessions lnstead' of 
dreamy phantoms; and if the mind would take a higher flight into 
the realms of literature, a'few shillings were now possible~ Happy 
change, rendered,too, still more fortunate if the certificated teacher 
'had the charge of apprentices; his means thus further increased~ 
he might hope' to discharge· one duty which seems to have been 
altogether overlooked in seeking masters' to train young men 
m~ral('1 as ,!ell as scholastically-he might ~spire to marry; he 
mIght learn 10 the hest of all schools (paternlty) the proper treat
ment of children; he might study fro;n the best of all models 
(children in whom all his nature was interested) the development 
of· youthful character. Fortunate individual! The solitary lamp 
that in the night had cast its beams over the deep, left at the dawn 
no deeper trace of its existence than had been possible to !the 
hitherto lone teacher. He needed no longer to ask, with thepa .. 
triarch of old, ' When shall I provide for my own hQuse ?' for now 
home, and all its sweet assoCIations, the domestic hearth, with all 
its disinterested confidence, its gentle solace, its supporting advice, 
-now these were all his own: himself a type from the past, he 
could write his name on the tablets of futurity; and if' olive 
branches should become too numerous, or a silk dress too unattain.:. 
able a luxury-if his salary did not permit him to gratify the natural 
desire of starting his offspring in life with a few more' advantages 
than he had possessed; if~ in short, there were still manywe.ighty 
objections, as there must ever be in all public measures involving 
taxation so long as the lion's share falls into the wrong hands~ so 
long as the fertili~ing showers spend their benefit on the highlands, 
leaving but the sweeping of the mountain side to permeate the 
valleys, still a step had been taken which was of all the most likely 
to secure the grand desideratum, a staff of reachers for the people. 
The step had not extended quite far enough; but motion having 
been once impressed, perhaps the vis inerti(JJ might ultimately bring 
about the rest. That a large proportion of the hitherto half-starving 
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primary schoolmasters should gladly avail themselves of any offer~ 
not involving an actual insult, for the purpose of ameliorating their 
«ondition, is not wo~derful ,'Put money in thy purse, honestly if 
thou canst; but, put money. III thy purse,' was the advice of a true 
.type of man. The steadfastness with which this counsel is followed 
is apparent in the course of every single day. That those teachers, 
therefore, who perhaps tacitly had long recognized their unfitness 
for office, should seize the tempting bait which was to benefit them. 
both intellectually and financially, was a source of congratulation 
to· the dieseminators of knowledge, and a decided improvement 
to schools in general But, as has been befpre stated, there were 
two classes of teachers, of which the one, certainly a minority, pos., 
sessed, long before. Lords' Committees existed, high qualifications 
for .the· posts they- held. These men, good and true, had in some 

, cases, conducted large establishments for many years; in all cases . 
had secured the well-doing of their pu,Pils, the approbation of their 
employers, and the ~atisfaction of theIr own consciences-the mens 
conscia 7'ecti. . Tpese saw the degradation implied by the want of ex
amination; they felt that to stoop to learn what· they had succeSs.. 
fully taught for so many years was to confess their lives a falsehood, 
their .career a fraud; they felt that to submit to an investigation 
~nto attainments and capabilities which had been continually under· 
going the severest of all tests, the daily wear and tear of intellectual 
questioning encouraged among their pupils, was to give no higher 
proof of superiority over the common herd than they had already 
afforded; they felt that to subject the firm and less pliant mind or 
mature age to the discipline and drill adapted to students fresh from 
the ranks, and still barely beyond the years of boyhood, was to insult 
their self·esteem, to wound their reputation, to destroy their prestige. 
To men such as these the additional stipend 'held· out was no in
ducement, and they therefore thankfully- acknowledged the con
sideration evinced for them in their Lordships' minutes, which left 
the possession of a certificate. optional. But, 'as in all human 
enactments, man implants the seed of his own nature,-the seeds 
of imperfection,-so here, 'what was destined to protect the few was 
used as a cloak by the many. Teachers who had lived on their 
wits, who by communications with unlearned employers, by affect
ing a mysterious superciliousness which always overawes the rude 
multitude, had acquired a certain ·amount of reputation-bearing 
the same relation to genuine merit that truth does to falsehood, 
fearless honour to hole-and-corner chicanery, sterling and solid 
gold to hollow plated ware,--'-shrank from a task for which nature 
and habit alike disqualified them, and preferred to lose the probable 
advantage of pecuniary gain for the certain discomfiture which 
would attend an investigation into their qualifications, conducted 
by competent judges, whum a few hard words or assumed superfi~ 
cialities could not dazzle, still less deceive.. . 
. "Here, therefore, another phase of development engendered 
further remedies. '{wo minutes were successively passed, which 
were effectually to reduce teachers to subjection. By the one 
masters of schools under inspection were forbidden from having any 
,employment other than that in their schools; by the second, the 
possession of a certificate was made compulsory on all teachers 
~esirous of having pupil-apprentices. The former of these minutes 
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18 a 'palpable jnjustice; it is worthy of the Emperor of all th~ 
Russlas, but is incompat~ble with an enlightened people, a liberal: 
constitution. It is oppressive. injustice, because it debars men. 
from the legitimate exercise of their talents,.from the' :Undoubted 
right they possess of honestly using their own time for their own. 
P?rposes: The plea set up, t~t a teacher properly dis<lhar~ing 
hls functions should have no leisure or health for other avocations,. 
is hollow and, unworthy; every man will .take care of his health' 
for his own sake, or for the sake of his family; and.far better thati 
the teacher should seek the comfort of an easy mind in pe~uniary. 
matters by extra labour than that his heart should be alienate~ 
from his daily work by the thoughts of to-morrow's subsistence" 
Few schools are open more than six hours a day, holidays excluded;. 
an hour and a half is to be given to pupil-teachers-in all seven 
and a half hours per day, (say including an hour's respite from 
nine a.m. till half-past five p.m.); and yet, while ten hours. are not' 
considered too much by the law for the tender nurselings of Man.:.' 
chester, full-grown, rob"9st men are to be left to the expensive 
luxury of leisure a~ half-past five p.m. The second of these 
lDinutes is not only&n injustice, but it comes upon teachers in the 
most objectionable form of legislation, ex post facto, or retrospective 
legislation ; a form which passed bilh of attainder, and made law 
the tumbril on which victims 'were led to execution, but which is 
an infringement of liberty akin to that for which Hampden bled 
and James -abdicated,-a reproach to civilization, and alien to the 
first principles of English liberty. It declared this,-that men, of 
whom inspectors, even under the newer· state of teaching qualifi ... 
cations, had reported that they were competent to' conduct th~ 
education of their apprentices, whose fitness for their posts boards 
of management had over and over again attested, whose schools 
had been several times satisfactorily inspected, and who had con
sequently, with their Lordships' sanction, already received. and 
successfully trained pupil-teachers,~that these men should: now 
procure a certificate declaring them qualified to do that which they 
had already been declared qualified to do. Far better had it been 
that inspectors had reported on the unfitness of the uncertificated 
than that the bad and the good should have fared alike. Evil men 
should be induced to confess their -err!)rs, but to force shame alike 
. en the virtuous and vicious is (he w(ork of opprel!ijion: it is affixing 
the yellow badge, confining in ghettos, enacting that Catholicism 
is criminal, or that to be a Jew is what Johnson declared it to be." 

[The rest of th~ published remarlts are suppressed, their spirit· 
existing in other paTts of these papers;] 

10. Does the existing Government system stimulate or 
. dimiIiish voluntary liberality? Are you aware whether 
any considerable number of persons entertain conscien-
tious objections to its existence? -

'I have not been able to observe" that the existing Government 
system in any way affects private liberality •. In the Jews'. :E'ree 
School the institution itself has derived so little benefit (oIily the 
capitation grant of 251.), that I know the Government system pro
duces no result on the subscriptions and donations. Here, too, 
it is the practice to pay pupil-teachers and assistant teachers fixed 
salaries (independently of their stipends from the Committee ot 

• 
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Council), a,nd, therefore, the grants awarded by Government not 
being considered· by the managers, provision is made without 
regard to their existence. The average annual expenditure. of the 
Jews' Free School is about 2,5001. The fixed Income is little 
over 1,0901.; but.the managers exert themselves, and always more 
than cov\ilr . the dIfference by the handsome collection made at the 
anniversary dinner. 

I know that a very'large number of conscientious persons object 
to the existence of the present system. . I mean the managers and 
supporters of what are called Birbeck Schools i and these persons 

.have the stronger 'ground Jortheir objection, because, wl?ile they 
are shut out from aid and' grants by their strict adherence to 
secular instruction only, they really give, through the' moral 
doctrines' of social economy, the' only religious' teaching which is 
practical in a mixed state of society, and they; therefore, deserve 
aid more than mere sectarians, who inculcate doctrine, and leave 
practice to take care of itself. ' 

V.-ENDOWED SCHOOLS. 

n. What is the result of your observations as to the efficiency 
of endowed schools, intended or available for popular 
education, and as to their adaptation to the existing 
condition of society? 

I have had . no opportunity for acquainting myself with endowed 
schools'sufficiently to form an opinion. I know one or two, and 
they are about the worst specimens of schools that one could 
possibly desire to see. 

VI.-SUGGESTIONS. 
12. Would you propose-

(a) The maintenance of the existing system of Govern-
·ment aid and inspection? 

(b) Its further development? 
(c) Any and what modification of it? 
(d) The substitution ?t ~dditio~ of any ~strict, or other 

system of publIc aId and Inspection? 
(e) The voluntary principle? 
(f) A system of rating; and, if so, how should the rate 

be assessed? Should it be obligatory on the rate
payers to make the rate? If so, how should the 
obligation be enforced if they were unwilling to 
make it? Upon what objects should it be lawful 
to expend the amount levied? How should the 
schools supported by rates be managed? 

(g) Any and what mode of dealing with existing charitable 
endowments, either already applicable by law, or 
which might be made available for purposes of 
education? 

(h) Will you make such suggestions as occur to you for 
the establishment, improvement, and extension of 
any of the methods of prolonging education, or' 
preserving its results, mentioned in Question 4, 
with particular reference to the requirements of the 
districts to which your experience applies? . 
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In all well-organized lltates the moral and social wellbeing or 
the people should be the duty of the Government. The greatest 
enemies to such wellbeing are the idle, the vicious, and the criminal. 
Hitherto governments have thought it right to legislate for the 
criminal only, and no expense has been spared either to bring him' 
to justice or to maintain him under punishment afterwarils. In 
this respect the convict has been far more costly than the pauper, ' 
and an indirect premium has thus been held out to sin. The idle 
beg or go to the union. The vicious degenerate through a sad 
career of folly, extravagance, drunkenness, and, rio,t, and ultimately 
verge into one of the other two classes. In every way this is 
an impolitic state of things. Large sums of public money are 
spent with little productive advantage to those who pay them. 
Large bodies of individuals who might conduce to ~he wellbeing of 
society, contribute to its injury by idleness or crime. No,care is 
taken to send into the world men and women qualified to contribute 
their share towards securing the general good. 

Thus it follows, that to economize, this waste of money, to pre
vent thil\ injury to society, and to send into the world properly 
trained men and women, some other system is' necessary. Now it· 
is universally admitted that education is the best means to form the 
character; and if this education be so, ,conducted that. it teaches 
children to overcome tendencies to idleness, to coerce inclinations 
to vice, and to eradicate propensities to crime, then it becomes the 
duty of the Government to pro-vide it. And this, too, not only on 
moral grounds, but~ven on economical grounds ; for, while it may 
cost more adequately to support schools than to maintain prisons, 
unions, and reformatories, the national resources will subsequently 
be benefited by the introduction into society of intelligent and 
productive members. . 

Education, then, should be the care ,of Government; but, from 
what I have already stated, it will be inferred that I'do not approve 
the Government system at present carriedouf, because I believe 
the religious element to be objectionable, and 'because I think the 
basis of the plan (reading, writing, and arithmetic,) to be insufficie,nt 
for what should be the object of education; viz., the production of 
intelligent, industrious, and moral members of society.. . 

Again, it occurs to 'me that as much, if not most, of the result 
of education must depend on the character of· those to whom the 
care of children is entrusted, one of the· .first considerations of all 
schemes should be the ~ttempt to render the position of a school
master at least equal to the. requirements of respectability, to the 
ideas likely to be engendered by intellectual superiority, to the 
status that might be acquired by other ordinary vocations. If tllis 

. be not the case, how can it be expected that parents of a right grade 
will permit their children to enter into a protession which condemns 
individuals with the feelings. and wants of gentility to the social 
condition (pecuniarily speaking) of mechanics. ,As regards the 
production of results, the schoolmaster and the clergyman are cer
tainly at least on a level; as a principle, therefore, to choose the 
latter from the well-born because their early home training, their 
domestic associations, their family connexions, are calculated to 
second 'their education, and the former from the humbler clallses, 
with whom these importaut relations are likely to be antagonistic 
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to the iievelopment of comprehensive and sincere views, is a grave 
error, and must be attended with grave results. I feel no hesitation 
in expressing my conviction that the majority of good teachers from 
those classes produced by the present Government system have 
oecome efficient from inherent strength of character, and in oppo
sition to circumstances, and that the withdrawal of so many young 
persons from the ,profession after the' completion of their pupil
teachership arises from the disappointment of, their, early hopes. 
For what are the facts? Our primary schools are filled with chil
dren whose parents are ~ertainly the sufferers of, society. 'Hollies' 
scantily provided, wants, inadequately, supplied, comforts, often 
altogether a~sent ,and seldom abundant, shifts eommonly resorted 
to', for makmg "ends meet;" falsehood ,not unknown, because' 
deemed excusable to avert pressure for the payment of inconve-' 
nient debts; piety not a habit, because the Sabbath is too frequently 
a day of cessation only, and not of devotion;~theseare some of 
the features of humble life; and, train people how you will, these· 
features, although modified, will always to some extent remain; 
for the divine wisdom, of Providence: has told us that '! poverty 
'Shall never cease.'" Comparing home, with school, one'may call 
the former the practice, the latter the theory of education, and so' 
long as these rem~in.in opposition progress is all but impossible. 
For the mental agttationsof a people resemble the phYSICal con-' 
vulsions' of a crowd,-TIow swaying to the right, now to the left; 
the !ltruggles of the individual impr~ss, but retard the multitude. 
To insure forward motion, the mass must benefit at the expense of 
each of its members,-'''partial evil,'universal good." Hence the 
necessity for harmonizing practice with theory. Poor mechanics 
and labourers- are glad if their.children develope a taste for some 
occupation that promises to be superior to their own. Youths with, 
a stock of school lore are attracted by the glitter of power involved 
in pupil-teachership, o~are persu~ed by their teach~r, (ill paid, 
and glad of the small stipend accrumg from an apprentice, or ovel'" 
~'prked, and wanting ,some assistance in the school, . which may be' 
had because it costs not.hing to the managers,) and thus.a contract 
is 'entered into which ultimately disappoints all parties. The ap-, 
prentice gains, through his annual gratuities, barely enough Jor 
clothing and maintenance,and' just when manhood renders the 
desire for independence most natural, he suddenly finds himself 
incapable of earning a penn¥, because, if he' gain a Queen's J!cholar-

, ship, his 251. goes to the 'I raining College, and if he strive for an 
assistant teachership he is met with a charge of incompleteness of 
education. Suppose, . however, eve~ this difficulty bome; the 
Queen's scholar remalDS two years at college~ and then takes a 
respectable certificate. He has, now served se'Ven years, but he 
must be fortunate enough to obtain 'a situation, and to hold it a 
year, before he becomei;l entitled to, his augmentation. Eight 
vears' service,and studies fit for a B.A.; result, perhaps 701~' a year and about 201. grant, with no reasonable prospect of ever 
acquiring very much more. Can the ,humbler classes be ex
pected to pass' the ordeal of such a servitude unscathed? Will 
the better class condescend to think of a profession which, after 
80 many sacrifices, yields so poor a harvest. I could adduce 
many additional arguments in support of my views, but I forbear, 
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because I fear that I have. already been profu:, and that I ,might 
become prosy.· ' . ' 

To meet the two great defects pointed out, viz., inefficie~cy of 
education to its end and want of character of teachers. I would 
suggest :---

lsdy. That the standard of education be raised. 
2dlr. That means be taken to I'ender the position ofa teacher 

an object worthy the ambition of the worthy. ' 
lsdy. Always bearing in mind the difficulties arising from dif

ferences of religious belief, I would altogether exclude what is 
termed the religious element from popular education. Its retention 
contracts the usefulness of schools, and multiplies their numbers 
to the detriment of their resources; it renders knowledge partial 
and sectarian, it infuses prejudice and bigotry, it widens the space 
which separates individuals of different creeds, instead of bringing 
all men into a bond of universal brotherhood; it deprives useful and 
intelligent teachers of a large field for the exercise of their abilities, 
and it de.prives school-managers of the opportunity for exercising 
80 extensive a selection as they otherwise might have; in short, it 
has a host of disadvantages, and, so far as I can see, not one benefit. 
In its place I would substitute the teaching of social econoIIiy,as 
based on the great moral laws of the Bible and Testament (which 
laws are identical), and as developed by the experience of every-day , 
life. I would by no means exclude the Great Book ofRev~lation, 
because I believe it to be the only genuine source of real morality, 
which is but another name for re,ligion in all its practical bearings; 
but I would exclude what are termed,ts spiritual interpretations, 
because 1 believe them to be some false, some fanciful and mystical 
without being useful, some uncharitable, and all positively inju
rioUs. 'Social economy properly taught would give children ·all the 
religious knowledge that they require. It would form their habits, 
and these would be, industrious, sober, economical, self-denying; 
it would regulate their minds, which would be reasonable, acute, 
and capable of a deliberate judgment from a knowledge of cause 
and effect; it would cultivate their hearts, and these would be 
loving because of their desire to copy the loving-kindness of the 
Divine Perfection, and because- of their conviction that upon' the 
mutualit,. ~nd genuineness of philanthropy social wellbeing de
pends; It would train their consciences, :which would be truthful, 
honest, honourable, incapable of wrong, because convinced not only 
of its criminality, but of its inexpediency; it would fix their belief 
in the existence of an Almighty, All-protecting, and All-perfect 
God, who has set his attributes before men for their imit!J.tion, and 
has not required them to dispute as to the manner of such imita
tion, but to contend only as to its faithfulness; it would so' fashiort 
. the child that he would take into the world every quality calculated 
to render him an intelligent, useful, and moral citizen. Surely, if 
anything else be wanted by those who are zealous for what is called 
their church, and its formulre, it might be left to the pulpit, and 
with the less doubt because even sectarianism would fail to incul
cate selfishness, bigotry, and uncharitableness in the being trained 
in the doctrines of social economy. . 
. As. by this s~bstit!ltion. of u!liversal for pe.culiar religious 

teachmg, everything like dlstmction of creed Dllght be left. out 
E 2 
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of consideration, <schools might be increased, in magnitude, so 
resources would be econbmized.and,.aa will-be shown hereafter, a 
step gained towards improving the condition of the teacher •. 

Besides sqcial' economy, I would have physiology as applied to 
health, and object teaching in its widest signification a part of 
education, because I believe that without these branches of know
ledge no sYlStem of instruction is complete. 

2dly. To improve' the condition of the teacher, I would 
suggest,-

1st. That Government aid be altogether withdrawn from sectarian 
schools,· because I am of opinion that if people will promulgate 
doctrines inimical' to their fellow citizens, they. ought to do so 
exclusively, at their own expense, and not with the assistance of 
public moneypartia1l1 paid by the very individuals whom their 
doctrines condemn. ' 

2d. rhat to all· mixed populations aid be refused wherever it 
shall be shown' that an unnecessary number of schools exist, say 
more than two to every 1,000 children within the pari~h or district.. 

84: That the stipends paid to all certificated teachers be in .. 
creased, and that they be further and successively augmented in 

. the cases of those teachers who shall have remained in the same 
school 5, 10, 15, or 20 years. 

4th. That all restrictions in respect to the employment of 
teachers' after hours be removed. 

The diminution of the number of schools will enable school 
managers to afford better salaries, and to employ a gradation in 
their teaching staff; both these circumstances 'will conduce to 
improve the teacher, the first socially, the second intellectually, in 
the hope of advancement. 

This'diminution will also improve the inspection. One visit in 
a year will ~carcely allow a fair opportunity far judging of the 
'usefulness of a school. The less the number of schools in a dis
trict the more frequently could an inspector visit and report on 
their condition. One set of statistical returns might be enough in 
even two years. 

I believe that one pupil-teacher to every 25 children, or one 
adult teacher to every 40 children, is a fair average,the powers 
of a teacher and the opportunities of the children being duly 
considered. I am certain that in reading classeS' and for the exa
mination of individual ciphering, dictation, and the like, even 
this is a high numerical standard, and that if real teaching (and 
therefore questions . from _ the children) be e~couraged· it is far 
too high. • . • 

In the Jews' Free School all pupil-teachers receive salaries 
besides their Government grants. I believe this to be a good 
system, and I think that an improvement in the usefulness of the. 
grants would be to hand them to the managers to be paid (where 
asked for) in monthly instalments to the apprentices. I have 
known parents experience' great difficulty in maintaining their 
children without aid, the receiving once a year of one round sum 

'not being half so serviceable as regular and more frllquent pay-

.. Jewish scbools would be excepted, 1st, because they are not sectarian as the tenn 
is here applien, and b.eause the time occupied in the teaching of Hebre"" rendel'S it 
little likely that other tllan Jewish children would attend tbem. . 
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menta. or course in this case the ~t year's grant would support 
the apprentice during his second year, and so on throughout; and 
thus, at the end of the fifth year, in case a' young person should 
decide on BOme other career, there would be 201. capital to start 
with, and no debts for maintenance outstanding. I 'have known 
such debts and othen which have accumulated (for clothing, &c.) 
during Queen's scholarships at a training college to press heavily 
on the earnings of certificated teachers, when first called on to 
support themselves on mea",are salaries. 

I am of opinion that the voluntary system, with efficient Govern
ment aid is the only one adapted to the genius and institutions of 
this country. In the past, where'all knowledge 'on tQe subject of 
education has been crude and undigested, this principle has induced 
the maintenance of many excellent schools. ·The same means econo
mized by centralization would have done still more good. In the 
future, if prejudice can be so far conquered that men will seek for 
points of concord instead of points of difference, still more may be 
expected, especially with im'proved ideas on education, and with 
increasing conviction that to It alone must we look for diminution 
in police rates, county rates, and other taxes for the punishment or 
prevention of crime; and I am confirmed in the opinion by, the ex
perience of the Jews' Free School It has a large and well:'paid 
staff of teachers; it is amply supplied with school materials of every 
kind; and although its income (from funded property and annual 
SUbscriptions is about 1,5001. less than its expenditure. the ma
nagers find little difficulty in obtaining, the necessary deficiency, 
because liberal supporters of education, they not only contribute 
themselves, but are enabled confidently to ask aid from others of 
all creeds to whom they would give for like purpose. * I believe 
this result to be partly due to the fact that the Jews' Free School 
i. the only Jewish school for the east, north, and south of London; 
funds are thus not squandered in supporting a number of little 
institutions; and the magnitude of Its operations '(it has 1,800 
pupils) gives it a claim which a school of minor· importance could 
not ad vance. 

A system of rating could only be tolerable upon the principle 
that schools should be for the general benefit, that is, upon the 
system of anti-sectarian teaching, a,nd even then great difficulties 
would present themselves. School management., which should 
have an interest in school welfare, would be ephemeral, and I 
have found permanence a good characteristic; it might be forced 
on individuals either unable or unwilling to undertake it, and in 
either case it would be injurio~ instead of beneficial; it might 
depend on political or other party prejudices, always. variable, 
and little calculated to ensure that uniformity of system so neces
sary to educational success. Further, rating would necessitate 
the supply of Decessary funds from the school parish or district. 
Now thiS is by DO means advisable, they who can afford to con
tribute, and who do contribute' most munificently to the support 
of education, are certainly not living in IOCl;l]iti~s where elementary 
schools are most wanting; taxation and spontaneous liberality will 

, • nul i, irrespective of private benevolence, which annually expends (from one family 
atune) a' least J,OOOl. in clothing, apprenticeship, and other benefits to the pupils. 
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not go iIi harness. together; 'poor neighbourhoods which require 
'good, large, and well-conditioned schools, will llot be able to pro
vide means;' rich' neighbourhoods, which, have the means, will not 
.be required to provide the schools, and thus education would suffer. 
Again, local taxation ~s already very hea~y. I live in the parish of 
St. Leonard's, Shoredltch. I pay .701. a year rent, and am rated at 
541.; my taxes are little short: of 20l. besides income tax, and to be 
compelled to pay an annual 'rate towards another want might be 
more than I could do. Tradesmen 'Would -perhaps feel this more 
than persons' of fixed income, especially in, bad seasons; any way 
there would be a :collision between duty and necessity, a dilemma 
always tQ be avoided. ' 

lam an enemy. to indirect taxation, but I· know. it to be more 
, acceptable to many than direct taxation;, whether it might be po&
sible to.renderrsuch 'a method of rating available for educational 
purposes 1 am unable to say~ .. , ' . ' " . 

Every'school which, under the name of a charitable endowment, 
Clothes boys in. leather smalls, and 'girls in hideous night-caps, or 
such like abominations, and which' atones for rendering' the body a 
deformity by storing the minds withcatechetical bigotry, I would 
at once. annihilate brAct of Parliament, and would make the funds 
so rendered disposable, available for the g~neral purposes of educa .. 
tion. I am not sure whether a like sweeping measure might not 
be beneficial in the case of such schools as Christ's Hospital, 
grammar schools, &c., by the dissemination of real usefuleduca
tion among masses, instead of its concentration, in a highly classical 
form, among the favoured, (or' perhaps ill-favoured)' few. In con
nexionwith 'all' education," I would see established free lending 
libraries, occasional lectures, reading-rooms, and, as I have already 
said, premiums for rEmderingknowledge worth something extrinsi
J)ally, &swell as intrinsically., Education instils the principles, 
manhood confirms' them; but between the two processes there ij! 
a. hiatus, during which passion speaks loudly, and meretricious 
pleasures lure with magnetic power. This hiatus, it should be the' 
duty of aU well-wishers of society usefully to fill up. I would see 
evening ,classes formed for teaching embryo tailors and boot-makers 
something of anatomy and physiology ; I would teach' mechanics 
the laws of motion; &c.; in short, each young tradesman' or artisan 
shoul~ h3;ve not only mariual t~ai~ng at his ,master's .during 1J;I~ \ 
day, but" if he wOllld, mental trammg, appropnate' to hIS wants, m 
the evening. Sociaf economy I, would have impressed on al4 
because I believe its lessons to' be important in all conditions, 
ages, .and phases of ]ife.·· ' 

'18, Would' you make school attendance compulsory?;' If'so; dli 
. whom would you impose, and how would 'ou enforce the 

, obligation of ensuring the. attendance. 0 the children? 

.. . 

\ 'W ould you wish for the establishment of schools' under 
'the direct '~ontrol of'the state ?Should the' education 
'givenin such schools be gratuitous or not? What subject~· 

'" AU indentures <?C "l'prent.\ceship bi law require a stamp and bind the apprentice.tl! 
certain useful regulations, why not introduce .. clause compelling him to attend an 
evening ... hool or other educatioualresort. at least during .. fixed number of hour& 
per week? 
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should be taught in ,them? You.are requested to give 
your plans upon the subjects referred to in Questions 12 
and 13, with as much detail as possible, and with particular 
reference to the manner in which you would deal with the 
difficulties arising' from differences of religious belief? 

I would not make school attendance compul~ory by ~w, although 
lam aware that such a system works well lD PrussIa. I am of 
opinion that the prime object of law is to restrain people from what 
is wrong, not to coerce them to what is right, and I would not 
therefore apply it to education. On the other hand, as in teaching 
social economy, I would endeavour to inculcate good principles, not 
only per ae, but because of their expediency; so, in education, I would 
do all I could to render parents willing to see their children ~ell
informed; not only because information would make them better 
'citizens, but also more prosperous ones. When Government can 
satisfactorily answer to the people, on the subject of education, the 
question, 'Cui bo'1UJ? all the difficulties of the problem will be solved. 
Not only will prize schemes, competitive examinations for all classes 
o{public employment, and the like, do much for this purprse, but 
masters, themselves intelligent, and impressed with the value of 
education, might be induced to offer small additional wages to the 
better class of apprentices. In short, while I wDuld spare no 
expense to persuade parents to educate their children, I would avoid 
all means to force them so to do. 
, , I would by no means like to see schools established under the 
'direct control of the Government, because I should fear the result, 
especially so long as there exists theconnexion between' Church 
and State. Besides, under the voluntary system, such control would 
be impossible. 

VII.-TEACHERS AND TRAINING COLLEGES. . . 
14. What is your .opinion as to the qualification of the masters 

or mistresses of public, private, or dames' schools for their 
duties, both generally, and with special reference to the 

.circumstances of. the districts and class to which your 
experience applies? 

Generally speaking, the teachers who come under my immediate 
observation are qualified for the discharge of their duties~ and in so 
far as I know discharge them faithfully. In the Spitalfields district 
the parents are for the most part so poor that c~ldren are required 
for the value of their services at a very. early age; h~nce the schools 
suffer. In the Jews' Free School_ which draws chIldren from all 
'parts of London, for reasons before stated, the same drawbacks 
exist. A very small per-centage of children stay at school beyond 
the age bf 'II years, and owing to this, and the prevalence of 
absenteeism, much of the labours of the teachers is futile. I have 
noticed, however, that teachers' as a body have a' very limited 
acquaintance with general reading; 'either thei,r studies have been 
exclusively devoted to the text-books required for their particular 
examinations, or for their peculiar class of lesson-giving, or, they 
have commenced the real business of knowledge-getting late in life; 
but the result is the same,-general history and literature are almost 
:sealed 'books ; poetry, and the refining· influence derivable' frOm 
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familiarity with the polished language and elevated ideas of ancient 
and modem classics, are all but unknown; and hence, in many 
instances, powers of composition are limited, or, if possessed, are 
confined to ordipary school su~jects. Abstract philos~phy 1 do not 
remember ever to have found lUany teacher of a prlIDary school, 
nor indeed much practical philosophy, beyond what is necessary 
for the discipline and organization of children. Instead, . 1 have 
met with many instances of perfect acquaintance with school-books 
and school-routine, and, better still, of honesty of purpose, and a 
desire to do as much as the circumstances of their position rendered 
possible. One very serious defect under which many teachers labour . 
15, the inability to· mingle with a class of society likely to elevate or 
expand their ideas ; their opinions are pretty nearly stereotyped, or, 
at most, revolve in a circle. Whether this result has arisen from 
early scantiness of means, from present pecuniary inability to cuI .. 
tivate social relations, or from long habit, 1 am unable to say. On 
the other hand, 1 have met with men who are an ornament to our 
profession, and who are certainly better informe<,l than the majority 
of people-but unfortunately they are the exceptions. My judg .. 
ment, influenced perhaps by my peculiar views on religious teaching, 
is dec~dedly favourable to those teachers who ar.e least imbued w~th 
sectarIan VIeWi!. . 

15. Is'the training given to masters and mistresses in normai 
schools and training colleges well a.dapted to its object? 
Can you suggest any points in which it requires improve
ment? Is the state of those institutions generally satis
factory? Are trained teachers usually satisfied with 
. their profession, and with their social positi0l!- ? . 

. 1 know training colleges only through teachers who have been 
brought -up in them, 1 am therefore not enabled to enter minutely 
"into the merits and demerits of their system. From what I have 
already written it may be inferred that I think unfavourably of the 
religious element, and of the exclusively school-like character of 
the studies. The gravest objection, however, that 1 entertain 
against them is the semi-monastic nature of their training. Young 
persons, with ideas already,limited to the sphere of their families 
and schools, find their opportunities for observation still further 
contracted bv .the seclusion of the collegl', and ,the const.rained 
nature of its· intercourse. Worldly knowledge, acquaintance with 
men and, Planners, habits of self:'reliance, capabilities to meet 
urgencies,and,act.on them, are wanting; and the result is, strength 
of principle but, weakness of practice, more power to think thaJ1, 
ability to. decide, abundance of theory but no experience., 1 far 
prefer the m!Jthod of training, before stated, to have been forced by 
religious ,convictions on the past pupil-teachers of the Jews', Free 
School. If it give less pedagogical system. it gives more generaJ 
;knowledge; if it give more opportunities for aberration, it gives 
more versatility ,of, character, more self-dependence, and more 
power for forming the minds and dispositions of children. 1 am 
of opinion, also, that to pre~ent young men and women from earning 
a livelihood, just when their feelings of independence are strongest, 
is a decided mistake. ' ' 

I believe that, generally speaking, trained teachers are,· with 
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reason, dissatisfied with their profession, and with. their social 
position. Their emoluments· are small; their prospect of rising, 
faint; they are unable to marry, or if married, they are always 
Itruggling, and often disappointed; they have no means for insuring 
their lives, or making other adequate provision for the future; they 
are altogether in a false position. To them I have always applied 
Dante's line,-

" Luciate ogni speranza voi ehe entrsle." . , 
16. What is your experience as to the working, and, as to the 

results, of the system of apprenticing pupil-teachers? 
My view80n the system of pupil-tea.chership will· have been 

gathered from the foregoing observations. If teachers are to be 
properly trained there must be some means for training them; but 
I am not quite sure whether it were not better to employ adult 
teachers in schools, and to send youths to training colleges, than to 
give boys the opportunities for dominion, and unskilful teaching 
afforded by their apprenticeship, and condemn men to vegetate like 
schoolboys. Parents could better dispense with the services of 
children from 14 to 17 years of age, than from 20 to 22, and three 
yearri application at a college could certainly do more than is 
required by the present standard for pupil-teachers; and. third.;. 
class certificates, higher class certificates could be obtained, while 
engaged in employment, reaping the benefit of past studies. Many 
young persons, who have devoted five years to their apprenticeship, 
either fail to obtain Que~m's scholarships, or, haying obtained them, 
cannot find accommodation in a training ,<ollege; thus they either 
abandon their profession, or enter on it under a disadvantage. The 
idea that their education will qualify them for mercantile or business 
life does not at all obtain with me, for my experience, which in this 
respect is extensive, proves the contrary to be the case. 

17. Should schoolmasters and mistresses be paid by,
ea) Stipends? 
(b) Fees? 
(c) A combination of ~e two? 

1 would in all cases pay schoolmasters and mistresses by fixed 
stipends. 1st, because teachers ought to know the exact amount 
of their incomes, that their minds may be at ease on that head; 2d, 
because to make masters or mistresses dependent on fees miuht be 
to foster a spirit of avarice, tO"crowd schools at the expense ~f dis
cipline and Improvement, and to encourage that sliding scale of 
payment which Government aid now so wisely forbids. A pliant, 
eBBY teacher would, if paid by fees, have better chance of a larae 
income than a disciplinarian determined to see t.he schoolwork w~ll 
done. I feel so strongly the necessity of keeping teacher and 
pupil independent of each other, as regards money transactions, that 
I ha'-e always in my school objected to the sale· of pencil, table 
books, &c., by which profit is made; and I equally dislike the 
custom of compelling pupils to use, as text or lesson books, bookS 
written by their teacher, and sold for his benefit. Many inferior 
works, compiled only to sell, thus supersede more useful productions, 
and men acquire a reputation for authorship whose only talent is 
money-making. . 
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VIII.-REsULTs. 

18. what is your experienc~of (a) the intellectual, (b) th~ 
moral effects of . education on the poor? Will you state 
as many specific facts as possible in support of your 
opinion, allowing fQr the influence which other causes' 
than ed~cation may have had in improving the condition 
of the poor? 

The social condition of the Jewish poor is so peculiar that there 
is little prospect of any child of humble Jewish parentage rising in 
this country above mediocrity. Hence, large numbers of youn ... 
men, desirous of breaking through the trammels of their early con': 
dition, emigrate, and, under new influences, often achieve an 
honourable and even important position in life. In this way the 
Australian colonies, the West Indies, and America have afforded a 
wide field for Jewish enterprise ; and many ministers, merchants, 
&c. in those places owe their first elements in knowledge to the 
Jews' Free SchooL In England also, in exceptional eases, analogous 
results have been produced. Some of the most intelligent of the 
Jewish clergy in this country. were educated in the Free School 
or other similar institution; and many subscribers to'· Jewish 
charities are men who, as boys, received the benefits which they 
now help to diffuse. 

A very large number of the Jewish poor in this. district habi
tually receive charity; as a principle they beg least who are best 
educated. 

The children of those parents who were themselves educated 
in my .school' are the most regular and the best educated of my 
pupils. . 

Occasionally some foreign immigrant, poor but well educated, is 
driven into this country by the fear of some persecution or to avoid 

, some oppressive law. If he is a parent, his children are in most 
cases capable of taking in a large share of information; if (as' often 
happens) he is single, he generally contrives ina short time to 
secure a decent position, at least above want. 

For some years past the teachers of the Jews' Free School, with 
very few exceptions, have been chosen from those' who were 
originally pupils in the establishn:J.ent. Generally speaking a more 
moral and intellectual body of young persons, male and female, it 
would be difficult to find, even among a higher class. Many so trained 
are now honourably filling private and public situations of responsi .. 
bility, many are still satisfactorily discharging their duties here. 

I know that the better a poor Jew is educa.ted the better he dis
charges his domestic duties to his. family; he observes a more 
sacred Sabbath; he does not use profane langua.:,o-e; he avoids 
public houses; he works cheerfully for a bare pittance, and is at 
all times willing to live on a dry crust that Iris children may not 
know the want that pinches him. ' , 

Drunkenness and prostitution are vices all bllt unknown among 
the Jewish poor. I attribute this immunity from two common evils 
partially to the influence of that species' of education which consists 
in the knowledge of prayers. . ' 

Four evening schools for adults are now at work for the benefit 
of the London Jewish poor. The most regular, attendants are 
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those who were the best educated as children. Whenever the dis
cipline of the school militates most against home convenience, it is 
always the best educated parents who make most ready sacrifices to 
support the authority of teachers. 

Not only among Jewish, but equally among Christian popr, I 
have observed that the better and more trustworthy servants, the 
most honest dealers, and the fairest traders are those whose educa
tion has been most brought into the business of life. Considering 
the unpractical nature. of all past educational schemes, and . the 
little, save reading (and that seldom a taste) that adults have had to 
retain for use, I often wonder that the results are so satisfactory. 
Perhaps Jews present better results than others, because their 
education introduces so much sound religious morality into, their 
domestic and business habits as children that they cannot quite 
carry out their duties as Jews without retaining and practising some 
of it as adults. 

ADDENDUM. 

I would provide for the education of children of all classes irre
spectively of the conditions of their parents. The children of 
paupers and criminals should find their homes in unions or some 
8imilar asylums, and their education should be paid for by the 
public. As the law recognizes what is termed a drain on the parish, 
perhaps it would be fairest that the necessary funds for such educa
tion should be provided ,out of the poor's rates; but in all cases, as 
well as in cases of deserted and destitute cbildreb, I should strongly 
recommend industrial training in preference to any other, as the 
means of rendering these unfortunate youths independent of their 
antecedents. Connecting the prejudices of society with the. status 
JJf such children, perhaps, as an extension of the premium idea, 
emigration, properly carried out, might be the readiest way of 
securing for them a fair starting in life. In the education of these 
classes, social economy must occupy a prominent position if the 
children of paupers are not themselves to be chargeable on theil' 
parish, if the children of criminals are not to 'tread in the footsteps 
of their parents. 

STANDARD OF EDUCATION, AND ACTUAL STATE OF EDUCApON. 

In order to afford some evidence of the present condition of the 
Jews' Free School, I annex five examination papers given to boys 
in that establishment last week. The questions were prepared by 
the examiners without any communication with either teachers or 
boys. All that the former knew were the subject of examination; 
all that the latter knew were the text-books. It is to be observed 
also, that this being the first year of the existence of the scholarship 
(which was only established three monthS since), little time has been 
had for preparation, and consequently a somewhat low standard has 
been kindly adopted by the examiners. Algebra has, from circum
stances, been omitted; it will hereafter form a subject, so toowiU 
physiology. 

MOSES ANGEL •. " 
Jewrf Fre~ School, June 1, 1859. 
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The Hon.and Rev. Samuel Best. Rural Dean, and 
Rector of Abbot's Ann. Hants. , . , 

-I. I AM rector of an agricultural parish in Hampshire. I have 
given considerable attention to education, having for 28 .years had 
the management of a school. As rural dean, I visit annually the 

,schools in 16 parishes. I am Secretary of the Hants, Wilts, and 
Dorset Adult Education Society. My experience applies to the 
classes indicated by the Commissioners. 

2. I think, that regard being had to the condition and circum~ 
stances of the parents, we ought to be satisfied if we can keep the 
boys until 12, and the girls until 14, in the day schooL This should, 
I think, be required, I might say enforced, by some legislative 
enactment protecting children. So valuable, as a basis of all special 
education, is a thoroughly good general education in principles, 
that I do not think the individual could be a sufferer by it, what
ever might be his business or occupation, while the public would 
gain greatly in more highly skilled workmen. This was admirably 
shown in M. Escher's evidence given before the first Poor Law
Commissioners. 

8. It is difficult to specify the amount 'of education children could 
be reasonably expected to receive in any given time, it is dependent 
on too many contingencies. Nothing should be spared to give to 
every child the best and highest class of education; a necessity 
overruling all our efforts will limit the quantum to the condition 
and circumstances of each, and thus, if it be necessary, redress the 
balance. Should it open the way to distinction, or admit into the 
higher classes those who are favoured and talented, it would do no 
more than our Constitution provides for, and contemplates. A 
mistaken view of education is often taken, and has of late years been 
supported by many whose opinions carry weight and authority; I 
refer to the opinion- that a. few things learnt thoroughly, which, 
under the conditions, I 'must deny to be possible, is a better educa..; 
tion than such a general acquaintance with principles as is spoken 
of disparagingly as a smattering. With this opinion I cannot agree, 
nor will it be borne out either by any just definition of education; 
its true nature and character, or by our practice. I contend that it 
is impossible we can learn anything thoroughly before 12 years of 
age., In every case, whether m higber or lower life, all such know~ 
ledge is rudimental and elementary! it is an outline merely, which 
is afterwards to be filled up-among the higher. orders at the uni
versity or in the pursuits of life, and among the lower in the work
shop, in the pursuits of labour; or in the special instruction which 
ought to form part 'of their education. , 

The shorter the time that is allowed for education, the more 
widely and generally should we sow the seed, that according to the 
tastes or circumstances of the recipient, some 'of it may hereafter 
come to maturity. The necessary work of division of labour in life 
may thus be done for us, and that not by cramping the eyer-varying 
intellect by uniform studies, which to many will be distasteful, but 
'by giving to all such a choice, that if there be energy and industry, 
they cannot fail to make, in some respects, a judicious selection. 

, There are, doubtless, subjects equally necessary to all; I would 
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specify religious knowledge and discipline, but I have yet to learn, 
after long experience, that these need be either special or sectarian. 
They must rather, ,on thecontrary~ of very' necessity, be rather 
simple and elementary. The catechism is obtrusively th~st forward, 
but this surely is rather'as a standard than a manual. It is offen
sive to speak of the catechism as elementary. If it mean the cate
chism by rote, it is trifling with it,-if it mean. the c2.techism in..; 
telligently understood and proved, it is far more than a child within 
the given ages is capable of'doing. There can be 'no reason why 
the children of all Protestant denominations should not be educated 
together, as far at least as elementary education is concerned. 
Other subjects, essential to all, are grammar, with a knowledge of 
our mother tougue, and arithmetic. Both of these are means of 
training and disciplining the mind, and iIt both we cultivate the 
media through which all other knowledge is to be conveyed. Let me 
add that I consider a know ledge of the principles of natural philosophy 
and chemistry of very great importance in awakening the intellect 
and laying ,the foundation of the work of life, and thatundeI' 
grammar and a knowledge of English we should include the deriva ... 
tion of our mother tongue, traced back to its sources, so as to render 
its use accurate and not conventional. I cannot see how this can' 
be, accomplished without a knowledge of the accidence of Latin. 

A further question is asked,-whether "music, drawing, and other: 
" matters of taste;', are important? I should answer, most im .. 
portant, but iu their· effect on education, and on the character 
formed by it, I would reverse this order and read it, drawing, matters 
of taste, and music, not undervaluing either, but giving a preference 
to drawing and matters of good taste over music, which has many 
advantages, but also some disadvantages in the encouragement of 
conceit and other failings, which tend to injure character. " 

4. These are all more or less means of providing for the shoH .. · 
comings of elementary education. ' 
. (a), Sunday schools can never be looked upon as areal or efficient· 

means of education; they fill a gap, and may perhaps supply the 
deficiencies of doctrinal teaching. With evening schools they may 
assist to make up the number of hours allotted to, education,but, 
Sunday schools are held at a great disadvantage, and are often very 
irksome to those who have no other day of rest. ' 

, (b) The half-time system can only be made applicable in agri
cultural districts, by shortening. the hours of boys' labour, and so; 
enabling them to attend evening schools. " 

( c) Industrial and domestic training are excellent, and I should 
like to see it applied to every workhouse, but it is to very few schools, 
and those only large ones, and ,under particular circumstances, that' 
it would be applicable. The schoolniaster is seldom efficient as &< 

trainer in industrial pursuits,.and to be carried out successfully it 
would require two teachers. ' . 
. (d) Good evening schools as a partial substitute for the daY' 

school, are great desiderata. They have sprung up very generallY' 
within the last few years in three counties, Hants,Wilts, and Dorset,; 
with which, as secretary of an adult education society, I have an 
educational connexion; but the movement is only yet in its infancy, 
and these schools by no means {)ccupy the position. they ought to' 
take up. Very few profess any~ng beyond scriptural knowledge~ 
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reading, writing, and the four first rules of arithmetic. The evening 
school to be efficient should be a continuation .'orclass of the day 
school. The difficulty is the second master. The society I speak 
of (and whose papers I send) -has endeavoured on a small scale to 
meet. this, and with some success. 

-, (e). Mechanics' institutes must be reconstituted before they can 
he ,efficient for -educational purposes. The lecture is looked on 
merely as a means of passing time pleasantly. Our society offers 
to examine on lectures with the hope of utilizing them, but it has 
only in very few instances succeeded. 

(f) There are lending libraries attached to almost all our reading 
rooms and institutes, but it is light reading that prevails. ' ' 

(g) The Hants, Wilts, and Dorset Society has a prize scheme 
which has been in operation now four years, and has I think produced' 
very good results. It is not competitive. If the candidate's papers' 
produce a certain number of marks a certificate is given. If they 
exceed that number of marks a prize is added in books, rising 
according to the excess; 88 have been examined this year, of whom 
52 have earned certificates~ I enclose the Report. 

(h) On this I think there can be np difference of opinion among 
educationists. At the same time I would submit that competition 
is both unequal and unsatisfactory. If a diploma from any recog
nizedbodies, as the Universities or the Society of A~ts, was re
quired from every candidate for office as a condition of nomination; 
the diploma. -would be generally sought and education would be 
proportionately extllnded, while the nomination might then be left 
free and unfettered in the hands of those with whom the patronage 
and responsibility rests. Many of the objections to the' present 
system would be thereby·removed. 

5. It should never be gratuitous; make its advantages so great 
that. it will be sought. Extend the scheme now embracing Govern
ment offices to all places of trust in public and quasi public establish.;, 
ments, as the railways and ·all companies incorporated with special 
privileges by royal charter; education would be thereby promoted 
and the lives of thousands saved from jeopardy, which are now 
risked by incompetency and ign.orance. There may be exceptional 
cases, but they are very few, as widows, and large families with 
di~abled parents. In any such, exceptional cas~s the payme~ts 
mIght be made from the rates, but there are two dangers to aVOId, 
1st, making education cheap, whicli is synonymous, in the eyes of 
the labourer, with undervaluing it; and, 2ndly, throwing it into the 
hands of the ratepayers, who, had they any control over it, would, 
iu a majority of instances, ·takeas their master the lowest bidder, 
and thereby defeat the object and wishes of the friends of improved 
education. If paid from the rates, it would be -difficult on constitu
tional grounds to take it out of the hands of the ratepayer. 

6. It falls very far below it; a good school, even of the o,rdinary 
and much lower standard than that which can be considered suffi
cient,. being the exception instead of the rule. In the district with 
which I am connected, out of 16 parishes there are but three schools 
under Government inspectiori. "The' nature and ext'ent of the 
". deficiencies" are, that in very few' of these schools are even 
reading, writing; and arithmetic with scriptural knowledge taught 
intelligently. . 
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,7.· I believe the caUses of these deficiencies to be mainly attribu
table to (a) "deficiency of funds." 

(b) "U nskilful teaching, and bad choice of subjects;" t~at is, 
rote teaching -on old methods, unintelligible and uninteres~JDg to 
the child, and subjects not of a practical nature? and havmg no 
bearing, in the judgment of the parents, o~ the life or advancement 
of the child. Consequent (c) "want of interest on the part of the 
" parents." 

(d) "The value of the labour of the children," from the very low 
and inadequate rate of 'wages of the parents. (e)" The bad 
" management and bad organization of the schools." 

(f) There can be no doubt, that the greatest social evil and 
obstacle in the way of all improvement is the condition of the cottages. 
On this the public-houses and beer-shops thrive. The conduct of 
the poor may, I think, in this be defended. They can seldom be said to 
have a home. In this country, the carters and carter's boys, hired 
from a distance, generally sleep in what is known as the tallet or 
loft over the cart stable, where they have no fire nor light, and go 
to the room of the public-house as the only place where they can 
spend the evening. An effort has been made to meet this by the 
establishment of reading-rooms, and has, I think, partially suc
ceeded. 

8. I consider the principle of the Government system of aid good. 
but its details faulty. It aids most the places which ought 'least 
to require it. The basis of assistance being numbers, it is evident_ 
that the largest places have the most assistance. They may be the 
poorest, but this by no means follows, and very often" as in towns, 
this is far from being the case. The efficiency of the school is made 
largeiy to depend upon this,-the master is paid for instructing 
the pupil-teachers; their number is determined by the number of 
the school, and its efficiency depends on the staff. No school, to be 
efficient, can be diVided, as age, &c. require, into less than 4 classes, 
at le3.!lt such is my experience; and each ought to have its teacher. 
It signifies not whether the school be 100 or 25. It is not on num
bers that the condition depends. Every school ought to have four 
teachers, i.e. a master and three pupil-teachers, and without this no 
comparison should be instituted between schools. Again, without 
this, it cannot be expected that the most efficient masters will hold 
village· schools, while, at the sanie time, the village' school' and 
country life will ever be by far the best training for the future 
masters, who are to grow up out of the pupil-teachers. The difficulty 
is, no doubt, financial; but this, I conceive, might be met by different 
arrangements. Each pupil-teacher now costs 75t. for his owri 
expenses, and at least 20L for his teacher. This at 101. for the first 
year is inadequate, and very often oblig~s the managers to put aside, 
the best and take an inferior boy whose parents can meet the first 
year's expense. If the age were raised to 14 or 15, and 151. a year 
paid for 4 years and in advance, the difficulty in the selection would 
be got over; the money would be sufficient for the boy's support, 
and 15L would be saved on each apprenticeship, ,while this money, 
spent·in paying the teacher some small sum for every child, capable 
of passing the pupil-teacher's .examination, would, at the same time, 
raise his salary, and tend to keeping children longer in school; The 
capitation payment has the same objections I have before mentioned, 
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as depending on .numbers only. The. training colleges are a most 
costly way of accomplishing an objec~ and even for that objec~ of 
doubtful efficiency. There ·is a very large number .of the poorer 
schools which can never derive any benefit from them. The masters 
trained in them are beyond the reach of more than one school in 
10. and it is the 9 we should endeavour to improve. Two or four' 
such . establishments might be desirable to provide for the higher 
class of schools in towns, &c., but for the lower class of country 
schools the pupil-teachers ought to provide a sufficient supply, par-
ticularly if they were to remain one or tw.oyears as assistant
masterS; and during that time aid in taking the evening schooL . It 
may be doubted'whether, for.· the management of a school, they 
would not go ... out practically better prepared than from a. college, 
where school practice is' only occasional They would afford most 
efficient aid, and be a great relief to the master. Having dwelt . 
thus long on the deficiencies oLthe system, let me make amends in 
a single sentence. The schools under Government inspection are, 
as a rule, the only good schools.in the country, and we cannot too 
highly appreciate the assistance the .system renders and has 
rendered. . 

9. Of pauper schools I have had no experience, and of reformatory 
schools very little. I should be glad to see the plan proposed for 
district schools in connexion with the workhouses revived. I con
ceive that in all cases they should be industrial. 

10. I believe it to stimulate and increase .voluntary liberality. I 
'do not believe there are any conscientious objections to the Govel'Jloo 
ment system. Want of co-operation proceeds from a jealousy of 
interference, and a misunderstanding .of the nature of the inter-. 
ference claimed. 
· 11. I hardly know_any endowed schools that are not more or less 

abused. They are generally most. inefficien~ and I entertain a' 
,:ery strong opinion that the legislature should interfere. 

12. (a). I would.. . 
(b) Yes. 
(c) I have entered into it fully in answer to No. 8. 

· (d) By district inspection I conceive that· time and expense 
might be saved. and the object more perfectly carried·out. 
· (e) No further than it at present exists aided by grants. 
· (f) I have before referred to' the question of rating. In the' 

general and· ordinary sense I consider it impracticable. It would· 
have all the, objections of the ·Church rate without its prestige,· 
'~Upon ·what objects it should. be lawful to expend" i~ and how' 
" the schools should be managed," would open endless questions of 
dispute. . ' 
· (g) As part of the public property of· the country set aside for 

charitable purposes, I ,should like to see a power given to the' 
Charity Commissioners of dealing with i~ and of forbidding the, 
salaries Or endowments being paid without the certificate of Her 
Majesty's inspectors.' _ . . . 

(h) In an agricultural district one chief reauirement is a good 
evenina' school. A·reading room ~ aiso as essentiai, and the tastes' 
resulti~g from: them are, l think, our best hope of Temed~ng the 
present degraded and demoralized state of our population, and, 
bringing about education ,in its proper sense. 
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18. I should like to see attendance at school made compulsory 
from 4 to 12 in boys, and 4 to 14 in girls, unless under special excep
tions, and both parents and employers made responsible. The other 
questions I have before answered. I have already spoken as to the 
difficulties of religious belief, and do not find them in :practice· to 
exist, unless raised by inconsiderate partisans or by lDjudicious 
treatment. It has been my own practice that the catechism should 
not be taught in the day school; it is confined to Sunday. The 
master is a churchman; the prayers are selected from the prayer 
book, and a passage of Scripture is read twice a day. In only one 
case, and there are many dissenters, has this been referred to. That 
case was that the children of a family were sent because the catechism 
was not taught; at the end of sixmonth$ they asked, with their 
father's full approbation, to come to Sunday school, and they 
continued to do so. 

14 and 15. The qualifications of masters and mistresses of schools 
and of dames' schools in this district·are generally very low. The 
Bchools under inspection are by far the best, indeed generally good, 
and there are a few good infant schools, but the teaching of very 
many is painfully below par. Of private schools I have but little 
experience, but from the boys who have come to us from them (1 
am referring to middle or commercial schools), and come under my' 
notice, I should form a very' unfavourable opinion of them. With 
respect to training colleges I have already spoken. The state and 
circumstances of our schools, and the probability of raising adequate 
Balaries, must be taken into consideration before the question can 
be raised. If the salary raised with difficulty for each school be 
.ascertained, and I think it is very desirable that it should be, the 
necessity of providing a lower class of teachers to take our lower 
class schools will be evident, and these I have already;said I think 
could be procured from the pupil-teachers without the· intervention 
or the expense of the training college. Under the present system, 
which is an admirable one, of determining or raising the certificate, 
or augmentation, by the state of the school, the successful teacher 
might be easily placed in his true position, and a great stimulus 
would be given to exertion. It should be always borne in mind 
that the cleverest and most talented is not alwa:rs, I might say very 
rarely, the best master, and therefore our exaDllnations and certifi
cates do not always indicate the excellence which we are most 
desirous of cultivating. I have heard complaints of masters being 
dil!satisfied with their position. I cannot say that I have found it 
so, and I fear that where it is so, it is too often the result of injudi
cious treatment, of which the master is sometimes the victim. 

16. It works well, and raises a very useful and intelligent class. 
It has heen my own practice never to take pupil-teachers from· my 
own parish, but to get my own boys out and take stranO'ers. The 
advantage of this is, that I have them all lodged togeth~r under a 
dame, placed there by me, JVho boards them, &c., &c. I advance 
the money for their first years, and repay myself when their money 
is paid; of course, on the completion of the apprenticeship, paying· 
over. the balance, which is sometimes considerable. It would· be a 
great boon in many cases, and remove difficulties, if this money were 
paid in advance. < 

VOL. V. F 
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'.17. (~), By a. combination of the two, the master having a certain 
portion of his salary fixed and half the school fees.· . 

18. i"cannot conceive that in theory or in practice a doubt can 
really be entertained as to the good effect, both morally and intel
lectually, of education. I deny the aphorism that 'f a little know
'~ ledge is a dangerous thing." However little, it is good, and rises 
tiJ. value in exact proportion to its extent. . It is unreasonable to 
suppose that education, or anyone meanS; will act as a panacea in 
removing all evils; but I education is a very important means of 
bringing all the better influences to bear, of enlargmg and liberating 
the faculties, in fact,· of giving the child. the power of discerning 
between good and evil, and without it there is little or no hope of 
leading him' to do anything for himself: Beyond the province of 
the educator,but intimately connected with it, are better houses I 

with good gardens, and a good and safe system of provident exertion. 
The·three combined have sO'altered the condition of this parish as 
to render their good effect very manifest to those who have watched 
ito· 1 do not now speak of it as by any means satisfactory, only as 
by comparison. At the passing of the Poor Law there was not a 
l8.bourer. or ,mechanic in the parisli who had not received relief; a 
large portion of the .children were .shoeless and stockingless; and 
the population was crowded, I may say huddled together; the school 
was, ·on the old-fashioned scale, and insufficient- The houses are 
now much· better, and most of them, have gardens attached, or 
allotments. The largest portion; if not all the population under 80, 
can, in a qualified sense, read and write, and very many have carried 
their education far enough to be able to read fluently and well,'and 
to make use of and enjoy a reading-room, which for the last four. 
years 1;Ias been open every evening; as a proof of this I would 
mention that they have read several plays of Shakespeare, taking 
parts. I mention these things to contrast them with what I have 
.before stated, and hereby prove that education has borne its fruits. 
It has not done what could be wished, and perhaps what the sanguine 
'Would expect; but, allowing for most of those who have been best 
·educated leaving the parish in quest of better .wages, and uneducated 
persons having been brought in to. take, their place, it has done as 
much as might be. in reason expected. With respect to provident 
-exertion. one of the means of improvement which I have indicated, 
I may say that out of a population of 580, a society on the principle 
,ofa minor savings' bank has existed for 28 years, that it numbers 
nearly 500 members, and has saved and funded 1,8001. I will not 
venture a thought or a judgment on the moral state of the parish 
tried by any standard; I am only anxious in auswering your ques
·tion to tender the facts in proof, and to attribute whatever result 
there may be under God's blessing to the three most prominent 
·causes, improved education, improved dwellings, provident exertion. 

SIR, Abbotts Ann, 8th July 1859. 
b forwarding these answers I beg to apologize for the 

length to which they have run. I enclose with them some papers 
.anI! the Report of the Hants, Wilts, and Dorset Adult Education 
Society to which I have referred, and the rules of the reading-room 
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and of the provident benefit club, in its latest form, to whiclll have 
also referred. I beg to subscribe myself, , , ... ' 

Very faithfully yours, 
To the Secretary"s. BEST. 

Education Commission. 

. , 

The Rev. 1. W. Blakesley, B.D., Vicar of Ware, Herts~ 
and formerly Fellow and Tutor of Trinity ,Col
lege, Cambridge., 

L- STANDARD OP EDUCATION. 

July 2, 1859>. " 
2. I TRINK it both practicable and desirable that the school 

~ducation of boys should continue to the age of 12, and that of 
girls to 13 or 14. 

3. Within the time just mentioned both sexes might be taught 
to write and read well, to cast accounts, and so much of geograph,. 
and history (English and sacred) as would enable them in'aftel 
life to read both the Bible and secular books of a popular character 
with pleasure and profit to themselves. Education in drawing I 
should confine to, the tracing the outlines of regular figures, simply 
88 a training for the eye. Vocal music, I think, might very often 
be added, if the power of giving instruction in it were common 
with schoolmasters. 'But everything beyond reading, writing, 
and arithm(>tic should, I think, be taught orally by an, intelligent 
'master, and in no other way. If the reading books are well 
selected (as, for instance, the National Irish books) nothing more 
is wanted than an intelligent teacher, but this is a very different 
thing from a trained master. 

In the case of girls, instruction in needlework appears to me 
essential, and that in the duties of domestic service highly desirable. 

4. r have not a very favourable opinion of the effect of Sunday 
schools, where the day school is efficient, and,where there isa 
reasonable expectation that the chil~ren will b~ taken to a place 
of worship by their parents. Where there is no good day school, 
and where the parents are altogether r(>gardless of their relilFious 
duties, the Sunday school is doubtless the best alternative. °But 
I think that nothing which tends to quench thesmould(>ring fire 
of family life in the poorer classes ,should be regarded ,as anything 
better than the lesser of two evils. The best social effect of the 
institution of the Sabbath is (in my opinion) the opportunity it 
gives for common enjoyment to all the members Qf the family. I 
would far rather see the children of my school go with their 
parents to a dissenting meeting, than take them without ,their' 
parents to church. 

(b) I have had no experience of the working of half-time 
systems. ; 

(c) I have no faith in industrial training for boys as a general 
system, but I believe domestic training for girls wherever it is 
possible, is likelytQ' do much good. 
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(d) Evening schools are, in my opinion, excellent things if they 
be confined to two objects. I, the elementary education of groW1l 
men, who have not been at school at all; 2, the Jurther education 
of youths who 'have made good use of elementary schools as boys. 
H they attempt any other object they become a discouragement 
to the ordinary schools, and very much increase the difficulty of 
enforcing regular attendance, which is the first condition of succpss~ 
in these. 

(e) Lectures and Mechanics' Institutes are excellent tliings,
not for teaching" but for exciting the desire for instruction. I 
set lip one of ~he latter some years ago in my parish, and it pros
pered much so long as I was able to Ipcture there myself. But 
upon my being compelled to give up this work by a bronchial 
affection, its character soon changed. The lectures (such as con
tinued to ·be given) became· perhaps more creditable to the 
lecturers, but certainly less adapted to the working classes; Sf) 

the fustian jackets gradually disappeared, and were succeeded by 
an audience of shopkeepers' wives and daughters. The institution 
has continued to exist as a cheap reading-room, where several 
newspapers are taken in ; but the ordinary members are in general 
not working men, but small shopkeepers. 

Cf) Free and lending libraries are no doubt beneficial, but in 
99 out of every 100 parishes the real problem is not to provide 
books, but to generate a taste for reading. 

(g) I have no faith whatever in prize schemes or prize endow
ments for producing any healthy advance in popular education, 
and very little in them for any other purpose. 

(h) This question is partly answered in the ]ast; but I think 
tbe principle of modified competition might be made to produce 
good results. This, however, would be (in my judgment) by a 
very different course than that which seems likely to be t'nterpd 
upon, and which appears to me pregnant with evils of many kinds. 
. Examiners as to profidency in every other kind of education 
tllan that of the very highest order (and in most cases even then) 
should not attempt 'to do more than classif!! the candidates who 
offer themselves. If they try to do more, i.e. to arrange them, 
they will exhibit differences where there is no real distinction, 
and lead the way to an universal degeneracy in the educati~n of 
the ~ountry. A good schoo] is conducted on altogether different 
principles from a racing stable; but if its merit is to be judged 
.by the places its pupils obtain in a "middle-class examination,'~ 
this will cease ·to be' the case; instead of the master making it 
his business to develop normally ·the faculties of his scholars, 
'Unequal as they may be, and to bring all the soils, poor as well as 
Ticb, to such degree of perfection as they are capable of, he will 
be tempted to neglect all ]lis boys but those who show some 
promise of distinction, and to train these with sole reference to 
their performances in the examination to which they are at some 
distant tiDle to be subjected. 

Some years ago I wrote a pamphlet upon the ill effects pro
.duced at the University of Cambridge by the undue stimulus of 
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excel\Sive f'1Dnlation even there; and I enclose a copy~ in the 'hope 
that the Education Commissioners will honour it with a perusal. 
If they will do that, and then reflect what aggravated bad effects 
are likely to follow when candidates are of the ages of 16 or 17 
instead of 21 or 22, and when the same kind of stimulus which 
now operatE'S on a few private tutors in the universities is brought 
to bear upon the t'normous class of private commercial school
masters throughout England, they will (I think) pause before they 
give any indirect sanction to a theory which seems to regard the 
producer of prize gooseberries at a horticultural meeting as the 
true type of a successful educator. 

My own ft'eling as to the proper course to be pursued with 
regard to minor state appointments may be expressed by some 
luch recommendation as the following: . 

Let all persons dt"sirous of GovE'rnment appointments for their 
Ions or wards send in the names and description of the candidates. 
at specified timt"s to any given board, whose duty it shan be as a 
preliminary to ascertain the general respectability of the parties. 
Supposing the inquiries satisfactory, and the conditions of age, 
health. &c. satisfied, let the candidates be subjected to an exami
nation in subjects not specified (other than generally) beforehand" 
and, after examination, distributed into three classes only. The 
first of these should contain only the names of those who, in 
the opinion of the examiners, are of decidedly distinguished 
ability, arranged- in alphabetical order. Let this list be .fur1 
nished to the heads of dt>partment~ simply as a recommendatio~ 
to them on the best authority of persons who promise (ceter~ 
pari/n4) to do the State better service than' most claimants for 
employment. The sf'cond class should contain, similarly arranged" 
the names of those who ha.ve shown themselves well or even fairly 
qualified for appointments, 'but whose abilities and attainments 
are not 10 much above the average as to place them in the number 
of those who ought to be spt>cially recommended. The third class. 
should be made up of such as are inferior to the last-described 
standard, and to these no appointments should be given. But I 
would leave the choice out of the first and second classes entirely 
to the heads of departmen~ who are responsible for their em.., 
ployes. The exclusion of the third class would prevent the nation 
from suffering wrong; the suggestion of the first class would bring 
decided ability under the notice of those with. whom the distri
bution of patronage rests; and the wide range of the two firs~ 
classes would allow a legitimate scope foJ;' the exercise of private 
judgment. And the mini&ter would be protected from the soli
citations of his supporters, while the rnndijied competition would 
prove a heahhystimulus to the industrious and middle classes 
without corrupting the practice of the schools .. where they are to 
he educated.. , 

5. My opinion is altogether against the supply of education t~ 
the poor gratuitously; but in most cases they will not be ablE' to 
do more than defray part of the expenses. The current expf'oses' 
of my own schools (boys, girls, and infants) for last year amounted 
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to 1951. '28. '&I., and of this sum, 51. 28. '1 d. was the' repayment of 
the school fees paid for more than two children belonging to the
same family; 'The school' fees for the same period amounted to. 
83! 138. Id., being 2d.' per week for each child whose parents are 
alive, and 111. per week for the same when the father is dead. But 
where tbere are' more thah two children in one family, the pay_ 
ments for all above two are returned at the end of the quarter,fO'l' 
every week ill, which the attendanceha8 been perfectly punctual anti 
regular. This regulation has a most admirable, effect in im
proving the discipline of the school, and indeed of the family also,' 
and diminishing the tendency to ask for leave of absence where the 
necessity is not cogent. 
, It cannot be expected, however, thllt,where there is no school, 

and the advantages of education are compuatively unknown, the 
working classes will be able or willing to set a school up. At the 
.ame time great caution is requisite not to forestal their wishes too. 
much.- When I came into this parish the schools were insolvent, 
the numbers very small, and the discipline miserable; the parents 
constantly threatening to take their children away if their humours 
were thwarted. There are now nearly 300 children on the books, 
there is an annual surplus, and a repair and building fund of nearly 
150l hll$ accumulated, although the salaries of the master and of 
the mistress of the girls have been in the meantime increased. The 
parents now consider it a misfortune to have a child turned from 
the schools, and do not dream of indulging in the complaints which 
tised to be habitual. The working class is now, with the excep
tion of the loosest and most disreputable characters, quite sensible 
of the advantage . of having elementary education at th,eir com
mand at so cheap a rate as 4d. a week for a family, however ]ar~ 
I have found by conversation with the older people, that 40 years 
ago, sOlDe few used 'to make' great sacrifices to get their children 
taught. 'One man especially told me that he bad been himself an 
ordinary labourer at 12s. a week. He had three sons, who became 
maltmakers, and tbese he had sent to school, paying for them tbe 
weekly sums of 8d.~ 9d.; and Is. respectively. Such strengtb of 
tharacter as this implies must of course be rare, but I am quite 
certain' that tbe same thing in kind is far more common than is 
generally imagined; and is too often impaired by ill-directed zeal 
on the part of promoters of education, who sometimes ('arry their 
efforts to the point of bribing the poor to send their children to 
schooL 

My view of the true policy to be pursued is, tbat where there 
is no school, one should be establisbed by private subscriptions,. 
aided by public grants, if necessary; that the private subscriptions 
sbould be continued for the purpose of setting the whole afloat, 
and, for a time, preventing its efficiency from being impaired; but 
that tbe managers sbould always keep in view the desirability of 
rendering. the system self-supporting, and consequently that the 
subscriptions should be allowed gradually to diminish as the school 
pence increase. Where the clergyman is allowed to have his way, 
he will, if judicious, endeavour to decrease the amount of subscripo 
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tWns, but to increase their number. It is a desirable thing to ind~c~ 
.'very .mall shopkeepers to subscribe their half,.crowns, or even 
ahillings, and thus promote an interest in the question of educatiol,1 
among very humble classes. Sometimes there arc "wo: or, three 
v..ery liberal people in a place, who. are willing t9 contribute large 
sums; but this should not be allowed if it can be helped, for·it 
.oocouragee those who wouldsubscribesmall,l!ums, and produces 
a vague impression that it is the exclusive business.of ,the rich t9 
paT for the education of the poor. 

, IL-ACl'u4L STATE Oil EDUCATION. 

6. In my own parish, ihe moderate standard I bave above defined 
is, I think, gradually being approached. The great obstacle to its 
attainment is the traditional taste for coarse and sensual enjoy
me?t which pervades. the population,partlyow.ing to the caus~s 
whIch 'have already been adverted 'to. If workIng men see thel,r 
employt-rs take little delight in' anything but eating and drinking, 
they'are not prone to form Ii higher ideal for themselves. The 
lowest class, therefore, 'will not be much elevated till. that imnie
~iatelyabove them is so'. Mal'lyemployers in my parish cannot 
read or wl'ite so well as some. of the boys in the National school. 
In cases such as this, the establishment ofa good JIliddle school 
is the proper step to be taken ; for it may be received as an axioqJ, 
that the s~ndard of education 'of the middle classes is, in every 
locality, a practical limit to the standard of the lowest. When 
'the latter treads too obviously on the beels of the .former, jealousy 
springs up; and subscriptions begin to be withdrawn.'.fhe old 
cant about over-education is renewed, and the managers soon 
become sensible that tllerEl is 1\ latent opposition to' their efforts. 
These remarks apply especially to elementary boys' schools; 
, As regards the girls' school, I find great difficulty in'obtaining 
a sufficient amount of work for the instruction of the children in 
sewing. J<'rom thl." nature of the case, they do their work badly 
at first, and when it is sent home its quality discourages the send~ 
ing a fresh supply. I think, too, that most schoolmistresses (espe
cially ihose who have been trained) are not in general willing to 
bestow the amount or pains they ought on teaching sewing 01' 

'domestic work, ('spen.ially the last. A very intelligent housemaid 
would make a better material for an elementary schoolmistteas 
than most of the young women I have seen in training colleges; . 

. IV.-CBJ.nAcTER 01' THE EXIS,:"NG SYSTEM OF. GOVERNMENT.An~. 
8. My opinion of the existing system is, that it is very good, 

.and can scarcely be mended consistently with the fundamental 
principles of equity in a country like England, in which religious 
.divisions are so strongly marked. I do not believe that conscieri
tious objections to it are entertained by a hundred persons.in all 
England who think for themselves, and whose opinion is worth 
having upon any subject. Of course there are many localities 
which are not benefited by it; but I see no help for ,this. It is 
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'impossible t~ Jay down any rule which will meet all cases~ The 
present system stimulates voluntary efforts in a way which. no 
other plan would. 

9. Of reformatory school,s 1 have too little experience to be able 
to offer remarks of any great valu~. What I have seen impresses 
on me the belief that their success will entirely depend on the zeal 
·and intelligence of the person who conducts them. He must pog.:. 
sess both these qualities in a very high degree, if he is to do good, 
and I greatly fear it is hopeless to expect a whole ulass of persons 
to spring up so qualified. 

Of pauper schools my opinion is mllch more decided. The 
present system is,.in my judgment, as bad as can be. I would 
unite the children of several unions in one good school by them
selves, and entirely separate them f!"Om aU contact with adult 
paupers. In the case of deserted and destitute children I would 
even pl"Oceed a step furtller; 1 would remove them by ship-loads 
to one of the colonies (say, New Zealand), and giv'e them a good 
industrial education, sending them, as it was completed, to a colony 
in which a career of prosperity would be opE'n to them. Each 
ship should be an infant 8chool, having no passengers but the 
'desE'l"tE'd children, nurses, and a good infant schoolmaster, so that 
their education should commence from the moment they embarked. 
Deserted children have, in fact, no relations and no country, and 
the State should provide these for them. . If they remain here, 
they remain without any of the wholE'some influencE'S which keep 
other children ,in the right way; their only acquaintances are those 
they. have made among the paupers, from whom they.imbibe 
pot bing but evil, and they almost invariably turn out ill. 

1 have not sufficient experience of the children of criminals to 
wan"ant me in offering any opinion all to their specific treatment, 
further than that any system that deals with them should (I 
imagine) include the precaution of separating them effectually from 
the influence of their connexions. 

v. andVI.-ENDO\VED SCHOOLS AND SUGGESTIONS. 

lI. The endowments which exist here and there for the purpose 
of education . might be rendered much more effective if large 
powers were given to aeentral Board to deal with. them. The 
natural tendency of the middle classes is to jobbing and local 
prejudices, and they are the worst possible repositories of power 
in matters of education. I think it would be an excellent thing 
to render all bread charities available for educational purposes; 
but the mode in which they should be applied ought to be decided 
by commissioners. Generally speaking, it would be well, where 
good schools exist, to make the thnds over to these, subject of course 
to conditions of 1nspE'ction. I am very desirous of seeing Go
vernment inspection of Middle schools; and this might reasonably 
be insisted upon, whenever either a grant from the consolidated 
fund was made, or the division·of the funds of a local charity 
llanctioned. ' 
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13. 1 should be lOrry to see a compulsory rate for educational 
purposes, 01' attendance at school enforced by compulsion,. or 
indeed any measure of any kind which would cause education 'to 
be looked upon with disfavour by. any class. Education should 
be invariably and in every res~ect treated as a great henefit, and 
DPithpr forced nor given gratUitously except where the gift.is 
obviously-as in the case of building a school-an act of extra
ordinary benevolence. To place education under the control of 
the State, (except 60 far as the right of inspection in return for 
pecuniary aid goes,) would be, in my opinion. a very great 
mistake. The advantages of knowledge to its possessor, and the 
zeal of benevolent individuals, are the two great moving springs 
of educational progress. What the State has to do is to afford as 
much scope as possible to the oppration of the fOrIDpr, (as, for 
instance, by insisting on an educational test for the enjoyment or 
some appointments, and, perhaps, for the possession of electoral 
right~). and to furnish guidance (as by inspection, by the creation 
of exhibitional dppots, by the circulation of. information, &c.) .to 
the Jatter. Whatever of this kind tends to make the people .eeTr. 
instruction is an unmixed good; whatever tends to supersede 
the necpssity for their seeking it is (in my judgment) an unmixed 
evil. 

VII.-TEACHERS AND TRAINING COLLEGES. 

13. I have little doubt that the Training Colleges produce a 
large balance or good: but at the same time they send oul a con
siderable Dumber of tpachers into the world whose talent for 
teaching bears the smallest possible ratio to . the amount of the 
instruction thpy have received. 

The object which all good education kepps in view is to develop 
and strengthen powers rather than to convey knowledge;~ but 
from the vpry nature of the case ,in the training schools, where a 
considerable "course" has to be completed, the secondary object 
is very apt to become primary, and the primary spcondary; and 
the pupil is at length turned out able to pass a very good examina
tion, but a very indifferent teacher. A rpally well-educated person 
has thought a great deal, has tabn the knowledge put before him 
to pieces, and recombined it. in many different ways; but there is 
DO time for a pupil in training to do> this, and~ in very ,many 
instances, he or she does nothlng more than "flower" at ,the 
time of the examination, and degenerate continuously afterwards. 
Indeed, it should be remembered that almost all examinations 
(certainly all conductpd by paper questions). test nothing but 
jndustry, perceptive inrelligence, and docility; whereas· a good 
teachpr must possess energy of character, adapiive intel1igence~ 
and that sort of mental constl'Uctiveness which very often in a 
learner takes for a time the guise of indocility, or eveu stupidity. 
The pupil who will afterwards become a teacher, is like the child 
who breaks his playthings to pipces; the merely successful exa,. 
minee is like the one that takes perfect care of all that are given 
'to him. • .' 
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·,·:rhe..only l'emedywhich I 'can .suggest as a partial check to the 
evil I have. adverted to, tis to increase, both in the training and the 
tinal examination of pupils, the amount of oral, and diminish, that 
of·writte1l·orprinted.,.co~munication~ ,Examinations by papers 
have·superseded all otherstpartly perhaps. from.thepowel' they 
give or·.examining large numhersin a short time,. and partly from 
the apparent fairness which results from them· in the assicrnment 
'of distinctions~ But their 1m·dominance is fatal to·the devel~pment 
ofthe.important faculties of ,readines8;.self-possession, clearness of 
thought, and, perspicuity. of expression (and those- qualities are, 
next·to hOllestyof purpose, the ,most valuable which a teacher cal) 
possess). and they.lead to .a style of instl'uction which is spiritless 
and mechanical. . "" 

'rrained teachers would be far moresatistied with their profes
'sion, and .theil! social; position than they usually are, if those who 
have ,to, do with them would., talk less about the high dignity of 
their. calling, and show more. by their practical conduct that they 
have areal sense of it. But it must be allowed that the half-,know
ledge of a great many things, of which the education of toe average 
trained leacher..consists,.is very apl$o produce social discontent. 
;17 •. No,general rule can .be .laid down· about the payment of 
schoolmasters and mistresses. PaymE'nt by' stipend has a tendency 
to . produce indolence in the master. Payment by fees has a 
tendellcy to relal{ ·hisdisciplint'. But neithpi' of these effects are 
certain to follow •. Judicious managers will endeavour to JDake 
the. JDaster feel a pride in .the .condition of bis school,and, where 
possible, will always JDake him a shal'er in its prosperity. 

VII I.--':RESUI,.TS. 

, .. 18. 'My opinion of the effect. of t'ducation upon the poor.is that 
almqst unmixed good results from it; and that the only question 
between rival systems is which pl'oduces the greater benefit. My 
own belief iS1.hat it is desirable to:make l'eligious instruction 
a. . part of; the ordinary business of an elementary school ; but a 
purely secular ~ducation (if such;. a.: thing is possible,-wbere all 
instruction must·;be in the vernacular language of a nation that. 
has been Christian. ever since it had a literature at all)" would in 
my judgment bean incomparably better thing than ignorance. 
" . Abstracting all consiqeration of the substance of the instruction 
given ina school, it is obvious toeVE'ry one that fl'om thE' mere 
discipline of it, habits of cleanliness, punctuality, order. obE'dience~ 
and self-control are generated in the scholars. This benefit would 
follow even. if the teacher were a Mahometan or a .Buddhist. 
Further, the intellectual powers which are developed, such as tbe 
power' of concentrating attention, the power of comparison, the 
memory; the logical faculty, are at any rate organs of intellectual 
enjoyment in a.fterlife; and their cultivation givE'S, if nothing else, 
a vantage ground for resisting theimI?ulses to se~sual gratifica
.tion, and increases dIE' chance of the chIld not growmg up a mere 
animal., But what is It'ftout of sight in ,disputes on the subject of 
education, is that even the most secular literature of this country 
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has a. Christian leaven; and that a moral standard is ,taken for 
granted in it which, if in one point it may differ from the Christian 
one, agrees with it in ninety-nine. Disputants suppose that, because' 
tbe character of a moral codt" is ultimately defined by.the religious 
ideas of the nation which accepts it, therefore moral habits cannot 
be inculcated without' the communication of thoee 'religious ideas., 
But the whole practice of life is a refutation, of this notioI1!'Everyt 
child is born into a certain moral atmosphere, and 'made to' accept! 
without hesitation as U good" or "bad" what passes current alt 
luch in its own circle. If tht" child of an English labourer tells 
a lie; the fathercorreds it without any, reference to 'the moral 
theory which regards truth as a virtue, or the religious 'ViewS; 
which are involved in that moral theory. If he were a Hindu he 
would not correct the child, but in abstaining from doing so, 
would just as Iit~le as an English parent be conscious of,the con .. 
nexionbetween his act and the moral and' reI igious. systems .to 
which he adhered. ,In other words, in the dealing withcommor, 
people and with all children, ,the current morality is and mustbd 
accpptl'd as axiomatic. In' a Christian. country this morality is 
Christian; in a non-Christian ~ountryit takes difi'erpntcolou,rg 
according to tbecharactl'r of the several religions. In England 
I believe it would be perfectly impossible, while English bookg 
were used, to give a pagan' education, let the instructor try as 
much as possible to do it. " , 

The whole qut'stion between religious and st'cular education has 
been popularly put upon an altogetht'r false issue. By expelling 
religious instruction from education you do not really at,onc~ 
secularize the latter, for all thl" materials you needs must use are 
imbued with the l'esu!ts uf Christianity: the morality of the 
literature is Christian, and so are the sympathies appealed t04 

Let us imagine that from this moment all religious jnsttuctioI\ 
'were to cease;, the moral deterioration .cor the next generlltic;m; 
and probably for several other generatiolls, would be very gradual, 
In the existing literature, and ,the existing public opinion ~herE\ 
is, so to speak, a' vast accumulation of Christian';thought;~nd 
feeling to be USM up, which would continue for ,a long time to 
exert t'normous infiuenct'.. What. you would, doby:expelling 
tbe religious element from your· educational system is to dr,}' 
up a.n important &ource from. which these beneficial. influences 
flow. . Hence it follows. that; while .it is a· most pernicious 
principle to lay down that education should be. separated ·fro~ 
religious instruction, it is; no Jess, an error to suppose that if 14 
achool happens to have been set up,on that principle, gom\ cannot 
proceed from such education as it furnishes, The true description 
of such a system would be that, so far as it goes, it forces the 
rising generation to live upon the existing moral. and religiou~ 
capital, and thus tends to bankruptcy in ~ome future generation. , 

J. W. BLAKESLEY, B.p., 
Vicar of Ware, Herts, and formerly Fel10w i1nd 

Tutor of Trinity College, Cambridge. 
, , 
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'!'he Rev. Samuel Bla.ckall. M.A., Perpetual Curate 
of Ixworth. Suffolk. 

SIB, Ixwortb, Suffolk, June IS, 1859. 
My enga",aements have prevented my attending until to-day 

to the questions contained in your letter of the 24th lIay. I now 
send answers to those on which my experience bas led me to form. 
an opinion. 

1. As pel'J?etual curate, for the last eleven years, of a country 
parish contaming about 1,200 persons, I haye had liDder my 
management a boys' school, taught by a master, and a girls' 
school, taught by a mistress, neither of whom are certificated. 
The population is chiefly agricultural, but there are also a few 
tradespeople. 

2. Labourers' sons should not leave the day school before the 
a"ae of 12, nor remain after. 14, their industrial training being in 
the fields. Girls should remain till 14, their industrial training 
being partly in the schooL This is what I think desirable; but 
it is seldom practicable, owing to children being employed in the 
fields earlier than they ought to be. 

3. The labourer's child receives no book learning whatever from 
its parents; therefore, if he leaves school at 12, we can teach him 
no more than the following,-to give some account of the contents 
of the Bible, and to answer fairly in sacred history, to say his 
catechism perfectly and with tolerable intelligence, to use his 
prayer--book, to read well, to write neatly from dictation, and to 
work correctly easy sums in commercial arithmetic as far as 
practice. This statement, howeyer, dOes not fairly represent the 
value of the school, unless the moral training and the benefit of 
daily intercourse with a religious and intelligent teacher are taken 
into accounL I think it desirable to include music in a course of 
popular instruction. 

4. (a)· Sunday schools are useful for keeping up the reading and 
continuing religious instruction, but the number of children who 
attend them after leaving the day school is very small 

(c) Industrial and domestic training for girls is very much 
wanted. Where respectable people will take them into their 
houses, and teach them to be good servants, the result is most 
satisfactory. 

{d} Evening schools answer well for those who attend them, 
but these are chiefly -very young. Boys from 15 to 20 seldom 
come. 

(e) Cottaoae lectures in the winter evenings answer better for 
the ignorant than lectures in a public room. 

(f) The majority of labourers in this neighbourhood cannot 
read well enough to make much use of a book. Where they can 
read, no doubt a lending library is useful; but little moral or 
religious impression is made, except where the book is lent with a 
view to the character and circumstances of the borrower; and in 
general the lending of a book is no sufficient substitute for the 
oral communications of the clergyman. 

{g} Small prizes to labouring boys of 14 and upwards, who 
baving left school two or three years, can bring satisfactory 
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testimonials from their employers, and pass a fair examination 
in subjects suitable to their age and statiol1, would induce them 
to keep up what tbey have been taught, and would encourage 
steadiness and industry. The plan has lately been tried in this 
parish, and has led to some increase in the attendance at the 
evening school. 

(b) I do not know wbat appointments arc meant. If it were 
understood that the letter-carriers employed by tbe Post-Office; 
and the policemen, whose wages exceed those of the labourer, 
would always be appointed on educational grounds, the desire 
for education in this place would probably be increased. . 
. 6. It is better that the poor should pay what they are able. 

The cbildren who are paid for by charitably disposed persons 
are tbe least regular in attendance. . 

6. Those children who star in the school till they reach the 
top of the first class, and remam there for a few months, approach 
pretty near the standard named in No.8; but the sons of the 
labourer seldom get beyond the second class, the first class con .. 
sisting chiefly of the sons of skilled workmen or small shop .. 
keepers. 

7. (c) Want of interest on the parents' part, even in the reli
gious instruction and moral training, is sadly common, and its 
consequence obvious enough. 

(d.) The value of the labour of the boys occasions their being 
withdrawn at nine, eight, and even seven years old, before the 
school can have done much for them. The parents make no 
difficulty about paying 1tl. a week. 

(f) Still, I think, any arrangement by which the condition of 
the labourer is improved increases his desire to educate his child, 
and enables him to keep the child at school longer.. Make him 
better and better off, and he will, in most cases, give his. child 
every advantage which the school offers. . 

8, 9,'10, 11. I ~ave had little experience ip the existing system 
of Government ald, &c. 

12. (a) I doubt whetber the benefit derived from inspection is 
commensurate with the expense. 

(d) In some {lafts of this county there is hoth a diocesan and 
a Government l!lsrection; whic~ seems ne~dless. Might not; 
Government avail Itself of the diocesan machinery for the inspec-
tion of Church schools? . 

(e) The more nearly self-supporting a school is the better. The 
labourers' wages should be high enough to enable him to educate 
his child. If not, the owner of the land and the employer of the 
labour should do it. 

(f) A system of rating is objectionable, because it gives the 
ratepayer a right and imf.oses upon him a responsibility in the 
management of the schoo, for which,' from his habits and mode 
of thought, he is in general but little qualified, 

(h) Something is needed for the guidance and management of 
the young as they advance from childhood to' mature age. The 
moral influence of the parent over the child is less among the poor 
than among the better educated, and parental control is relaxed 
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at an earlier ~e. . ,Moreover their narrow dweIlin.,as are nnfavour
able to the mamtenance of decency and self-respect in a growing 
fami! y of both sexes. . 

An establishment for training servant-girls, to which those wh& 
pass through the school with credit might be transferred, would 
be an important boon to the daughters of the labouring poor. . 

13. I do not think that the application of any law, for making 
school attendance compulsory, is desirable in a.,aricultural districts. 
. DisseI;lters are at present. contef1.t to send their children to 
Church schools, but if you compel them to do so, they will raise an 
outcry against it. " . • 

14. The. masters and mistresses of the schools for the poor, to 
which my remarks apply, are in general qualified to teach what I 
have stated in No.3, and sometimes to render their school more 
attractive, by lectures and experiments on a scale suitable to 
children.' Where there is a master, writing and arithmetic are 
better taught than where there is not. The teaching of the 
mistress as regards needlework, &c. is in general good. The 
instructioll' in religion and Bible history requires the assistance of 
the clergyman. . . 

15. The .masters and mistresses from normal schools and training 
colleges are competent to carry out the system in which they have 
been trained; but it is chiefly to larger schools that the system 
is adapted, and sufficient attention has not been given to the 
requirements of small schools in a.,aricultural districts. A .greater 
number of persons, able and willing to undertake such schools, is 
required. It will be well, perhaps, that they should have been 
taken from a.,aricultural districts themselves, that they may be the 
better acquainted with the character and peculiar position of the 
labourer's child. Moreover, speaking generally, I think ~he im
portance of . studying the disposition of each individual child, and 
applying the treatment suitable to it, should be more impressed 
upon the teachers than it has hitherto been; for the same treat
ment will not succeed with all, and this is apt to be forgotten by 
persons who have been trained chiefly with a view to collective 
teaching. . .. 

16. I have no experience as to the working of the system of 
pupil-teachers. 

17. I think schoolmasters and mistresses should be :{laid by a 
combination of stipend and feCE. The one secures a certain degree 
of independence; the other is a spur to exertion. . 

18. A course of instruction which usually terminates at 9 or 10 
cannot be expected to do all that is needed for the moral training 
of a child; and it is no disparagement to education, if the good 
effect on the morals of the lower classes is not so rapicJ or so general 
as its first promoters anticipated. As it is, much good is done, and 
more might be, if it were seconded by parental control, or if some 
method could be devised' for the guidance and instruction of the 
young between the ages of 15 and 20. 

As long as the connexion of the children with the school con
tinues, they are more decent and orderly, and their" condition 
is better than that of those who do not come to school; and 
in preparing. candidates for confirmation, we find that the num-

\ 
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ber of. those who can read and answer intelligently· is greater 
than it used to be; and those who can do so' are more accessible 
to instruction and more disposed to profit by it than those who 
cannoL 

I,have the honour to be, &c. 

To the Secretary o( the 
Education Commission. 

S. BUCKALL. 

The Rev. Righard 'Brown of Bishop Auckland. 
1. FOil upwards of 24 years I have been actively engaged in the 

Wesleyan ministry in Hertfordshire, Kent, Lancashire, Yorkshire, 
and for seven yejU"s (five of them, the last past,) in the county of 
Durham and on the north bank of the Tyne. During all this time 
I have taken an uninterrupted interest in the education of the 
working classes. On a rather large scale I had the charg~and 
oversight of Wesleyan schools in Liverpool and Manchester, and 
elsewhere, before the present Government scheme was in existence.. 
I have marked its development, and the extension and improve
ment of popular education under its auspices. Having been acting 
secretary, or committee-man, in other schools besides those of the 
Wesleyan body" I possess the means of rectifying any purely 
denominational ideas by a more enlarged experience. 

It is my purpose, on the present occasion, to address myself to 
the question of the education of the workin$ classes, and the poorer 
classes of shopkeepers, &c., in . the colueriesand ironworks of 
Durham and Northumberland. 

The seveR years I have spent in the northern mining district, 
though not passed exclusively in the society of colliers and work;. 
men in the great iron establishments, have seen me in a position 
'of close intimacy and ministerial friendship with working men, 
more especiallI with pitmen, and all grades of officials employed 
in collieries. have been in the confidence of such persons in a 
great number of collieries and in iron-foundries, under almost all 
circumstances. My knowledge embraces their private life, their 
daily habits, their prejudices, their great excellencies, their infir
mities, their dreadful vices. I have obse"ed them diligently when 
.at their work underground, or at. the furnace; and in ,the mill; I 
have noted their style of living in: respect of diet, personal cleanli .. 
ness, sleep, &c. &c. Doing this, I have contrasted the uncultivated 
and untaught with those who had derived some advantages, from 
partial education and religion, with the design and purpose of being 
always prepared to assist in elevating and blessing so large and im .. 
portant a class of my fellow-men. Of course I have seen them in 
prosperity and trouble, in sickness, and when suffering from acci
dents. r lived among pitmen, in the north of England, in the last 
great and dreadful strike of 1844, and endea,voured at the time ,to 
make myself acquainted with its causes, course, and end. 

L-STANDARD OJ!' EDUCATION. 

2. I think it is desirable and practicable, in the northern· mining 
district, for girls to continue at school tiJ..l14 years of age, wherever 
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a good school for popular education exists in the neighbburhood or 
their residence ... 

There appears to be a necessity for boys to go into the pits 
very early; boys also are wanted in the ironworks very young, 
but not at an age so early· as in the pits. In regard then to all 
boys employed in such employments, I would peremptorily require, 
by Act of Parliament, that they should pass half their time at school 
till 14 years of age. . Without such a law it is and will be impra.c
cable·.to obtain, in any great number of families, the continued 
attendance of boys at school after eight in the collieries, and 11 or 
12 in the ironworks.. ... . 

8. As to religious education, the children· might, in the time 
specified, learn to read "the Sacred Scriptures in the authorized 
version, and become acquainted with the principal historical facts 
of the Old and New TestamenL They might also be competently 
instructed in the catechisms, and other religious formularies, ap
proved by the school man3.0aers; provided always, that in any and 
every case, in which the parents or guardian of a child should object 
to the use of such catechisms, &c., the child, under such circum
stances, should not use them nor be required to learn what is 
.contained in them.· 

As to secular. education, all the children should learn reading, 
writing, elementary arithmetic, geography, and the rudiments of 
English grammar, without attempting its more refined and philo
sophical parts, which (I think) are very unprofitably introduced into 
schools for popular education. 

In additi~n, I would recommend that, in this northern mining 
district, boys should be instructed.-(I.) in elementary geology, so 
far as to give them an intelligent view of the formation, displace
ments, &c. of the strata in which so many of them will have ~ 
work in after life; (2.) in chemistry, to such an extent as would 
make them acquainted with the. nature, properties, anil means of 
contending against the gases, to which in mining they will bE 
.exposed; (3.) in. mechanics, so as to understand the causes of 
steam-engine explosions, and of the precautions to be taken to 
prevent such catastrophes; and. ·(4.) with very great care and 
exactness, in the modes of measuring and regulating work, espe
cially how to take levels under ground, to drive a straight-way, 
and how to compare standard measures, whether by inches, gallons, 
or weights. N.B .. The neglect of this l~t has left men exposed to 
many wrongs, and has caused a large portion of the misunderstand
ings in collieries, which end in strikes, and in other estrangements of 
masters and men in the miping districts. 

Girls should be taught plain sewing, darning of stockings, and 
mending of clothes. There is at first a strange unwillingness, on 
the part of the children, to submit to this necessary teaching; and 
there is nothing mothers are so unwilling to co-operate in till made 
practically to feel its advantages. The parents of this generation 
need education almost as much as theIr children. Fancy work 
should be peremptorily excluded from schools assisted by Govem-
menL . 

" Music, drawing,a nd· other' matters of taste" I would exclude 
from a system of popular education, excepting always the psalmody 
of.the religious community to which the school may belong. 
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Girls, I am satisfied, in the station of society for whose special 
benefit these schools. are designed, are not profited in eacly life as 
servants and shopwomen, and .in after-life as wives and mothers, 
by the very smattering knowledge they can acquire of matters of 
taste. Vanity and love of show, and not refinement, are invariably 
the result of the attempt to ~ultivate music, drawing, and other 
matter.-of taste in Illementary schools for the working classes. 
. Boys, who in after-life rise to a position that requires drawing, 
will be able to obtain the necessary assistance from eve~ng JChools, 
mechanics' institutes, &('. 

To sal the very least, that ought to b~- said, about" matters of 
" taste' in Government schools for the masses in this northern min
ing district, (I should hold a modified vieW' in the potteries and else
where,) it' appears to me, that' the introduction. of such subjects 
mllst exclude what will be much -more advantageous. 

(a) When properly conducted, Sunday schools have no disad
vantage I am aware of. They cannot, however, be regarded as 
" prolonging the period of instruction and insuring the permanence 
" of the results" of sound dar school education in any other way, 
than like other religious ordmances, their tendency is to impart 

moral stability and depth to the character, which will, of course 
cause young men and young women to go on improving in every 
good they may have acquired in childhood. . 

(b) In this aistrict some such plan is absolutely necessary. I 
know that it is said, "The pits cannot be worked, if the boys from 
" eight to 14 years of age are in the pits only three days a week." 
But after inquiries in all kinds of collieries, and of officers of all 
grades in the collieries, and of pitmen themselves, I have' not heard 
of any difficulty, which the application of skill and· capital would 
not easily surmount. All' parties allow that (if practicable) • this 
"half-tim~" is the desideratum 'o{coal mines. Most collieries would 
hail such 8. plan; none would oppose it in any serions, or permanently 
hurtful, form. • . • 

(c) Industrial and Domestic Training.-I do not think much more 
would be needed on this head, if coal owners, and the proprietors of 
iron mines and works, would universalli,-for in some lDstance what 
I wi&h is accomplished, or being brought about,-build'morecon
venient houses; and.if matters of taste, together with embroidery 
and fancr work, were kept out of schools. The style of" living in 
this distrlct, influenced by many of the wives having lived in domestic 
service in respectable families, would do all.t.hat is n.~cessary (In this 
point. -

(d) Evening Schools.-Evening schobls have been ·and are of 
immense· value in -this neighbourhood to a few steady and risit1g 
)'oung men; but they are of importance (in these parts) only to 

, those, who, having found the value and benefit of a little leainmg, 
are really anxious for improvement; otherwise~ after hard work, 
lads cannot be expected or induced to apply to lessons. 

(e) Lectures a1Jll Mechanici Institutes.-These are but little 
adapted to our population. Judicious lectures cannot do any. 
harm. I would, however,· for the present" leave institutes and 
lectures to take theIr courije out of' an improved educational state 
~~~ . 
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(f) Frieand Lending Libraries.~Their worth ~epends entirely 
upon the class of books contained in them. They maybe in-
estimably, useful, or very injurious. • 

(g) Prize Schemes or Prize Endowments. ~ I should not like to 
see' many of these, except for schools. Most men, and the more so 
as you descehd in society, are greatly influenced by the prospect 
of gaining prize3; and as ours should be a working population, 
I should deprecate anything that might tend to draw oft' the best 
hands from turning all their energies to the particular duties of 

. their calling, unless some compensating advan:tage could be very 
certainly foreseen. 

(h) Distributions if Minor State Appointments on Educational 
Grounds.-This would be a prize scheme, and has· been answered 
under (g). Still, I think it will, be beneficial, if it be known that 
no Government appointment will be given, except to a man who 
has reached a certain educational standard. 

5. The duty of Government appears to be the assisting of the 
. religiouS denominations of the country to provine a supply of 
fluitl1ble education. If you once begin to supply gratuitous edu
cation, where will you stop? Class after class will demand it for 
themselves. 

IT.-ACTUAL STATE of'EnucATION. 

6. In the northern mining district a very large portion of the 
population is untaught. Till a comparatively recent period there 
has been very little teaching, except in Sunday schools. • 

Where week-day schools exist above the grade of dames' schools, 
the children are generally taught reading and writing· sufficiently 
well; arithmetic tolerably; and most other thing~ noli at all. 

In the better class of schools recently introduced, there is usually, 
too much attentio"n. to a falsely philosophical teaching of grammar 
to boys, wasting much time to all, confounding many;and making 
a few ignorantly conceited. For instance, at an ex~ination lately, 
I heard a rather superior certificated teacher enlarge to a number 
of children on the meaning of "dominion" and "emperor." He 
explained, after his fashion, the idea, as he called it, of" domo" and 
"impero." I need scarcely to add the -teacher had no idea of the 
correct meaning of either word. In the same class of schools, 
girls are too commonly allowed to cultivate finery, to the exclusion 

,or neglect of what might be permanently useful when they become 
servants and wives. 

The four points I particularize under qu!)stion 3, and which I 
hold to be of prime importanc~, are entirely disregarded. 

III.-CAusES OF DEFICIENCY. 

7. (a) There is a great want of schools. Populations during 
the last 25 years have come so suddenly together, that it has been 
wholly beyond the means of loc111 liberality to overtake the neces
sities of the case, and society is not ,yet so established, and in 

, mining districts probably never will be, as to make the providing 
; of adequa.te means of education a ~r~bably remun.e:ating bu~ine~s . 
. ' There IS on tl~e part of many religIOUS cOqlmunlhes a deslre, III 
.;·some a healthy "h'ong desire, to .meet the necessities of the case, 

but pecuniary mea~s are walltillg. But th~re exists a life of bene-
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volence, in the religious men and women of the north of Engiand,. 
which, with the aid and nnder the supervision of Govemment,-ca.n 
accomplish the work of educating the masses, in the mining dis
tricts, more thoroughly and effectually, than the immediate action 
of Government could ever do. 

(b) It is not necessary to repeat what is stated under questions 
8 and 6 as to defective teaching and ill-chosen subjects; it must 

" be added, that there is a large number of ignorant and nnskilled " 
persons pretending to teach. . 

(c) Generally and almo~t universally the parents are aqxious 
for their children to be taught. They observe the material benefits 
conferred by education, by the opportUnities of advancement which 
it affords, even when they do not realize, as very many do, higher 
considerations. " 

(d) The value of the cbildren'slabour is an jnsup~rable difficulty 
without some legal enactment. 

Except the case of paupers ; and then it may be affirmed, that 
the people are able to pay for the children's education. The 
temptation of the large earnings of boys, however, is too great for 
all but a few. Even the prudent and soDer fall under its attrac
tions, in most instances. And in many, very many, families the 
mothers are compelled to depend greatly upon the boys' wages for 
the family support. The fathers" will waste in drinking, as soon 
as and as long as ther«: are boys to work, what ought to support 
and educate the family. Many· men· would work much more 
steadily, if the boys were on "half time" fol' education. 

(e) and (f) I do not think necessary to speak to, farther than 
has already been done. 

IVr-CHARACTER OF THE PRESENT SYSTEM OF GOVERNMENT 
AID AND INSPECTION. 

8. Throughly good where it can be applied. 
1. There is a tendency to do what is Called "raise the school," 

that is, to effect something seemingly grand in the girls'- work and 
in the boys' examinations ;. this tendency operates in managers, 
teachers, and inspectors, though most in the teachers, I think; 
and it tends to the Government schools for popular education,
where there is a class (as is often the case) of population differing 
in wealth and character from " that class for which the schools were 
originally designed, but not sufficiently above this latter class to be 
induced to seek the education of their children elsewhere,-becoming 
schools from which the really poor children are practically excluded, 
or made unsatisfied with their parent's station in life. I fear that 
in such 10cali~es as I am now referring to, we shall soon find tlie 
children for whom the schools were intended, absent from them 
almost entirely. At present it is an incipient evil. To prevent 
its growth, I would firmly maintain the slmpll'city of the school 
teaching, and quietly repress everything that was merely showy, 
or unfitting the daily life of artizans and the poorer class of shop
keepers and farmers. ~s is no wrong to thos~ who can afford to 
pay for what they requITe, and who can find It elsewhere. But 
·that which I now oppose is a grievous wrong to the POOl", and an 
e\""il to the nation. ". 

G'2 
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2. The districts which receive assistance are greatly benefited, 
and the neighbo:uring localities which are not assisted are fearfully 
injured, b.,Y.the present system; for the more considerate class of 
workmen pass, for their children's sake, to the locality where there 
is the better school; this necessarily drives the worst order of 
workmen into the neglected locality, and makes its destitution and 
degradation so much the worse. The operation of this cause will 
in time, if no .. remedy be applied, make the poor and scattered 
populations v~ry debased and heathenish. 

9. (a) Good as far as it goes. 
(b) Not acquainted with any. . 
1 •. I would only deal with the childrl}n of criminals when they 

were found among paupers; in aU other cases I would leave them 
to their natural guardians.- .' 

2. Children of pauper widows not in "the house," aud other 
deserted and destitute children, I would admit to the union school, 
if within a reasonable distance of their residence. In other cases 
I would pay school fees for them ata fixed price, which price 
should be liberal, without being extravagant, and compel managers 
of schools, receiving Go,,"ernment aid, to admit them; the children 
thus admitted must in everything comply with the regulatjons of 
the school, or be expelled. . 

3. In cases of temporary pauperism by accident or sickness, I 
would pay, out of the poor's rate, school fees for all. children 
attending at a Government school at the. time of the accident or 
sickness. . 
. 10. The Government system creates and sustains voluntary 

liberality on a very extended scale. In no instance have I known 
it diminish liberality previously put forth. . 

I do not think many persons conscientiously object to the Go
yernment scheme. Some of the dissenters, of course, grumble, 
and some very high churchmen do not like to see its operation in 
connexion with non-conformists Qf any class. Both these parties 
-are occasionally violent., They are not 'very numerous in the 
north of England, and on this subject I do not think they ought 
to be allowed to be very il!-Iluential. . 

V.-ENDOWED SCHOOLS. 

11. Schools that are- supported chiefly, or wholly, by endow
ments do not work. Unless they come into competition with well-

. managed schools, they are generally useless and often hurtful. 
. Endowments for schools for popular education do not work well 
as. a rule, unless they be expgsed to the. action of some powerful 
extraneous stimulant, or be associated with so much voluntary 
liberality as really swamps the endowment. 

vt-:SUGGESTIONS. 

12. (a) Certainly; yes. 
(b) Yes. 
(c) The. general wisdom and efficiency of the Government 

systelD .appeal" to me to be such as render it unnecessary to refer 
to ~y improvement of detail, which I think may be some day in
troduced. :M~ estimate of its excellency leads me to desire its 

\ 
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extension very wideiy over the land. What I at present suggest 
bears upon only one portion of the case, viz., that steps should be 
taken to assist poor scattered or scanty populations. By" scat
" tered or scanty populations," I mean small communities of inha
bitants away from towns and large villages, or,' the inhabitants of 
a number of solitary, or nearly solitary residences, within a,mile 
of one another, or thereabouts. 

There are many such populations in this district, and it appears 
to me impossible to reach their wants, under the present mode of 

. administering the Government assistance. , 
By way of experiment I propose;-
1. That Governmen't inspection should be extended. to all 

schools in such localities'seekiug to avail themselves of it. ' 
2. That all masters and mistresses of such schools should have 

an opportunity of being examined and certificated, either before 
entering upon their 'office, or when actually engaged in it. . 

01 course I anticipate, that the qualifications and· attainments 
of such masters and mistresses might be of a lower class than any 
at present acknowledged. I also imply, that these parties wQuld 
not necessarily, nor generally;have had the advantage of a training 
college. . ' , 

8. That the standard of reqlUnerati()D in such cases should be 
lower than in the schools at present assisted by Government; and 
that the Government should 'give capitation grant and augmenta
tion grant, as far as each particular locality may, on inquiry, be 
found to need. " 

4. That assistance be given to Tent or erect suitable buildings 
for educational purposes in such localities. . 

I do, not see that it is impracticable to deal with the case whieh 
I now l'resent, without interruptipg the edu~ationa.I movement 
alreruly lU progress, or I would not advocate It. Nor can I see 
how a very large portion of the popUlation iIi mining districts can 
ever possess the blessings of education, without some such plan., 

(d) No. I am satisfied the principle of the presen~ arrangement 
is sound, and only needs expansion. When the enterprise shall be 
too great for one Government department, and not till then, w'ould f 

I divide the kingdom into districts. 
(0 I cannot conceive any system of rating for school purposes, 

whICh would not excite all the' bitterness of the church-rates' 
strife, without'the alleviation derived from aricient prescription. . . 

(g) The Government, in assisting the schools, shoJ!!d treat all 
alike, endowed and unendowed; only they should "be informed 
of any endowment, large or small, and direct the attention of the
Chantable Trusts' Commissioners to the same. 'They should also 
direct the inspectors specially to see that endowed schools were 
not, by '!lean.s ~f thei~ endowment, ~irectly or indirectly perverted 
from theIr ongmal object of benefiting the poor. 

The Government's office, in respect of endowments, is to' see 
that they do not in any way thwart the plans of Government. 

(h.) At a future time it may be worth" while to deal with 
evening schools, lectures and institutes, and libraries. At present' 
it would be quite enough to introduce the "half-time system" for' 
boys till 14 years of age. , This latter I would urge upr.n the" 
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Education Commissioners, with all the earnestness and power I 
can command. . . ' 

18. Certainly I would not. It caunever in the long run, and 
on the main scale, benefit a nation, to substitute Government con
trol in the place of parental duty and responsibility, unless cir
cumstances arise too difficult for the powers of individuals, or 

. local communities, to contend against them. The employment of 
children in great working establishments. has practically produced 
such difficulties. Now, .as the Government has interposed, most 
wisely, iri the protection of children when thus_ employed, and 
thereby iricreased the inducement to send children to work. at an 
early age, I think the Ggvernment (acting in this' one matter in 
loco parentis) should say, "As we protect your children, with what 
" is tantamount to parental control when proceeding to, and 
" ,during the time of their daily work,we claim the authority of a 
" parent ov;er the children whom we thus assist,.and require their 
"attendance at schooL" With this ·reservation I would admit of 
no compulsion. . And this reservation is . no contradiction to the 
dem,al of compulsion; it is, in fact, part of.a bargain. 

Would you wish fOl: the establishment of schools under the 
direct control of the State? • 

No; The least evil of such schools would be, that they would -
act like the Government going into trade. There would be rna-. 
mentary prosperity, followed by utterfailul'Ei.· .. 

Moreover, one.of the greatest evils that could befala nation 
:nust follow, viz., the drying up of a most abundant stream of 
voluntary liberality towards o~e's own poorer. fellow-countrymen. 

VlJ . ..:..... TEACHERS' AND' TRAINING COLLEGES • 

. 14. Answered sufficiently under questions 8 and 6: , 
15. I think the masters and mistresses trained in the Wesleyan 

college are, as a whole, all I desire, and more than I ever expected. 
They are content with their POl;lition, and in eve,ry respect an 
honour to the Wesleyan body. . 

Of other colleges I do not know enough to justify me in uttering 
ail opiriion. . 

16. It answers well among us Wesleyan Methodists both as to' 
. the schools being more efficient than under the monitorial system, 
and as to the pupil-teachers being qualified at the conclusion of 
their apprenticeship, generally, to go forward, in their training to 
become teachers. -

17. I think that at a certain point it is prudent ·of managers to 
give their teachers a per-centage of the fees. 

VIII.-RESULTS. 

I think these are most satisfactory.. I should not hesitate to 
speak on this foint favourably and, at length, but duririg this 
present month cannot spare the time necessary to do so. 

RICHARD BROWN, 
July 4, 1859. Bishop Auckland. 
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Mrs. Bodichon. 
1. My father was a great supporter of B~tish schools,. and 

deputed me to see that the money he gave the schools at Hastings, 
Sussex, was well used. I was in the habit of visiting the schools, 
teaching sometimes; but gave most of my time to cultivating the 
teachers, and trying to help them. In London 1. have visited . 
National, British, secular, Catholic, ragged, and other schools, and 
for a year before I started the schoo~ in Carlisl~ Street, I studied 
the question of education in books,. and. discussed'it with many 
teachers and others interested in education. I came,to the con
clusion that what efforts I could give to fon:ard.education had best, 
be directed to help the girls of little shopKeepers, mechanics, &c. . 
I believe this class to be as destitute as any lower one. 

As :Mrs. Matteson, formerly teacher in the Portman Hall School, 
Carlisle Street, has answered the questions very much as I should 
.have answered them myself; I shall confine myself to certain points, . 
which I think ot great importance. 

IL-AcTUAL STATE OF EDUCATION • 

. 2. The education of girls is lamentably deficient. I do not think . 
• that, with the exception of two or three schools, there' are in London 

any schools where girls receive instruction or training, at all suffi-' 
cient to aid them in the ,hard struggle they must face. In'every 
school I know, the instruction given to girls is inferior to that given 
to the boys. The. teachers are, inferior and the pay lower. At 
the Peckham Birkbeck school and some few others the girls are . 
well trained in arithmetic and, drawing, but in general these two 
important branches of education are neglected in girls' schools, 
The teachers in· girls' schools do not, as a rule, think it worth while 
to teach girls drawing. 

III-CAUSES OF DEFICIENCY (IF ANY). 

I n fact all these causes, a, b, c, d" e, f; exist. With regard to 
girls' schools, the want of good female teachers is one cause. 
How to supply this deficiency? Fathers will not expend .capital 
in training girls as teachers, or in anf other profession ; it is not 
a good investment of capital they thInk, as the girl may marry 
and leave her profession, after exercising it a short, Wae, or. before 
exercising it at a1L Under this difficulty we would. recommend 
masters to girls' schools, and in many eases mired, schoou of girls ' 
and boys. In the country this plan answers well, and in Portman 
Hall, London, w«, have found no difficulty, being careful to have 
the boys younger than the :prls. -_ 

I believe the laws and social arrangements affecting the condition 
of wives in England, to' be one of the causes why good teachers. 
cannot be found for girls' schools; and why girls' schools deserve 
the bad character the Rev. J. P. Norris so truly gives them. I. 
believe that, until the law gives a mamed woman a right to her 
own wages, and an independent legal existence, some control over.' 
her children, and social arrangements admit a woman's right to 
more liberty of action, that the education of girls will be miserably 
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neglected. Fathers can hardly be blamed, in the present state of 
society, for expending time and money. on their boys, and neglect
ing their girls, for we : must not expect in the mass the highest 
motives will ever rule. . If girls' schools are to be good, whatever 
schemes Govermp.ent 'may have of prizes, endowments, and distri
bution of minor State appointment.s on educational grounds, must 
apply to women as well as men. We must have women admitted 
into all the educational offices, and the profession of teacher, made 
for women as for men, a progressive one. 

IV.-SUGGESTIONS. 

Although I do not ent~rely approve of the Government system. 
of'education, I think as it is established, it would be right to extend 
its aid to: all schools, including secular schools, and to offer to 
report on schools' which did not receive money aid, if the teachers 
WIsh it. I think it would' be a great help' to . many teachers to be 
under inspection. . . . . 

As the best schools I have seen either in England, America, or 
France have' been '''voluntary'' schools (those of Mr. Shields at 
Peckham), I am inclined to think that a Government system has a 
deadening effect on teachers and promoters of education. The· 
best" Government" schools I have seen are those of· Cincinnati, 
Ohio" U.S., and there the" government" is local, the collectors of 
the school ~rate, the payers, all in view of one another, and as nearly 
like a "voluntary system" as can be. I believe the greater freedom . 
given for each .district or parish' or school the better. Religious 
instruction. in schools is generally utterly useless. The Saturday 
and Sunday should be left free for Jewish and Christian children 
to receive it in their homes and places of worship from parents' and 
pastors. One great advantage of secular schools is, that children 
of different denominations being together, they learn toleration~ 
forbearance, and charity. . 

I think it could be highly useful to send reports of examinations, 
&c. &c. to all school teachers who might apply for them. 

V.-TEACHERS AND TR.AINING COLLEGES. 

I do not think that masters and mistresses -of National and 
British Schools are well qualified for their duties. The mistresses 
much less than the masters. 

The . profession is not respected sufficiently, the salaries are too 
low, and it is desirable that a higher class should be encouraged 
to enter the profession, and .everything done to make the profes
sion a progressive one. The teacher, if distinguished, should rise 
to be teacher in Normal school, inspector, &0., whether male or 
female. Then perhaps fathers tpight be induced to expend money 
in training their daughters, and "ladies" might enter the pro-
fession. . 

I believe that much good can be done by ladies of culture giving 
a few hours a week to teaching in schools, and I most earnestly 
recommend . the Commissioners to open an examination and 'give 
certificates to volfj:nfeer lady teachers. If the Commissioners would 
recommend this plan, I .believe it might do incalculable good in 
girls' schools. Cert#icates should be given to any lady applying 

, \ 
\ 
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for them in special branches of education, for instance, certificate 
that has been examined in physiology, and the laws 
of health, and is competent to ~ach; er examined in drawing or 
music, &e. 

The corps of volunteer teachers at Portman Hall School is unique, 
and the most successfUl part of the school~ Some children come 
many miles to school, and. when asked why their parents sellt' them 
80 far (from Tottenham Court Road to Paddington), answc;'~d 
because the parents thought the lessons on physiology and laws C':' 
health so good. These lessons are given by a volunteer. The same 
mifht be said of many other lessons. 

think also it a good plan to give every child who has attende4 
a certain time in a school, a card of membership, to give them the 
right to subscribe to school library, to attend lectures, tea meet
ings, &C., with certain restrictions, and to giv~ them the right, 
with restrictions, to be examined, and obtain certificates from the 
masters. _. Everything shoUld be done to keep up the school tie, 

. and make the children feel towaxds it as an Alma Mater. 
BARBARA L. SMITH BODICHON. 

5, Blandford Square, London, 
and Campagne du Pavinon, Algiers. 

August 1859. 

Herbert Birley, Esq. 
PRELIMUiARY. 

1. As a lay manager of National schools for the education of 
children of the labouring classes em'ployed in cotton and. ather 
manufactories, and in coalpits, in and abou~ Manchester. 

I.-STANDARD OF EDUCATION. 

2. From ten to fourteen years of age at day school, subject to 
being removed oc('.asionally to assist at home in cases of sickness, 
or to take charge of infants, or from the inability of the parents, 
from any cause,· to pay the usual school-fees.- . . 

s. The power ofreading and writing fairly, with-a general know
ledge of the Holy Scriptures, Church Catechism,and Liturgy; 
to be able to answer any ordinary question in simple 'arithmetic; 
and to have acquired some information in history, grammar, -and 
geo~a:phy. • .• 

Smgmg should be taught lU every school' of thiS character, and 
drawing' might be added, if required.. . 

4. (a) Generally unsatisfactory, from want of system and orga-: 
nization. The scholars are very dependent upon the. Capacity 
of an untrained teac;her fo,! im~arting_ inst:uc~i?n. 'Much good 
has doubtless been done lU thIS way by mdiVldual effort, and 
more- might be effected through trained teachers and improved 

. discifline~ 
(b Objectionable, on account of the power given to the em- . 

ployerto influence the religious training of the childreIL If this 
could be counteracted, by allowing the parents to select their schools 
to some extent, or otherwise, it might be highly beneficial. . .' 
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, (c) Useful in good hands. Trained teachers are much needed. 
(d) Of the utxpost importance" if carried but under such 

regulations as are provided ,by the Committee of Council on' 
-Education, and are generally adopted in day schools under Govern-
ment inspection. ' ',' _ ' 

Evening BC,hools may be ~e means of carrying on or keeping 
up the educatlOn commenced In the day school, or often of supply. 
ing the want of preVious instruction. They may also form a bond 
of union:betwef;)n the upper and labouring classes, and give employ-
ment to the latter in their leisure hours.' ' 

(e) Useful adjuncts for the more advanced classes. 
'(tj If carefully selected they may be very beneficial, and lendin'" 

libraries should, if possible, forma part of every schooL . 0 

,(g) and (h) W.ould prove stimulants 'for the better educated to 
further improvement, but scarcely available for the masses of the 
poor, who require elementary instruction. " 
_ ,5~ In !1ly ~pil'!-ion a ~im:{>le education iI?- reading, writing, and ' 

ar1thmetic, With Instruction In the Holy Scnptures according to the' 
doctrines of the Church of England, should be offered to the poor 
gratUitously, by the State, if possible, or at least that every in
ducement should be given in aid of private liberality for this object. 

• H.-AcTUAL'STATE OF EmicATioN. ' 

6. The state of education in thisdistrlct, so far as my own 
observation extends, and it is confirmed ,by the clergy and school 
inspect9rs whom I have consulted, is lamentably deficient. There 
is a want of school accommodation generally, but many of the 
schools in existence' are languishing for 'want of funds and active 
supervision. The children in these schools are taught but little, 
and the parents, valuing education accordingly" are .indifferent as 
to their attendance. 

/ 

lH.-CAUSES of'DEFICIENCY. 

(a) There is a want of schools from a deficiency of funds to 
establish and· support them. arising, probably, from a lack· of 
interest in the richer and better educated in tne subject.' 
, (b) Want of teaching power, and consequently not sufficient ' 
attention to the lower classes. .' : 

(c) The interest of the pare.nts in education must~ be much in
fluenced by results as made apparent to themselves in the conduct . 
and attainments of. their children. '. ,'., ' 
, (d) The value of children's labo.ur is certainly a drawback, but 
this rather affects the older scholars. 

The inability or indisposition of 'parents, to pay the school fees 
is a greater difficulty, as, the masses will ',on this account be 
neglected. , . . .' '. ' 

. (e) Bad management l1nd the want of organization and effective 
teaching affect the children attending the school, and deter others -
from coming in. '. . . ,,' ' ' . 

(tj There is ,much difficult}" in many localities in bringing in 
those who are very poor and ill-clothed; :and for such children the 
extension of "free schools" would be a great boon. 
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IV.-CRABACTER OF THE EXISTING SYSTEM OF GOVERNMENT 
AID AND INSPECTION. 

S. The combination orreli~ous with secular Instruction is in my 
. opinion essential; in fact, it IS impossible entirely to' separate them 

without propagating infidelity.. ..' 
The reqUirement of proportionate local SUbscriptions presses very 

hardly upon poor districts. 
<9. I know nothing of the system pursued in pauperorrefor.;, 

matory schools. . . 
.10. The present Government system does, I believe, great}y' 

stimulate pnvate efforts, and very few persons seem to entertam . 
conscientious objections to it. . '. 

V.-ENDOWED SCHOOLS. 

11. I have no personal experience of the working of endowed .. 
schools. So far, however, as I can judge by report, they are of very 
great value, and it. is with me a matter of sincere regret that the 
Committee of Council on Education discourage. the endowment of 
schools for the labouring classes. . . 

VI..--SUGGESTIONS. 

12. '(b) I woul~ prop~se the further develop,m;nt of the Govern",: 
ment system of aid and lDspectIon. . 

1. By increasing the number of pupil. or assistant teachers. 
It is essential to the success of a school that an efficient staff' of 
teachers be maintained. The Committee of Council's allowallce 
of one apprentice to 40 scholars is quite inadequate to meet the re
quirements, alld without rresuming to determine by whom additional, 
teachers are to he paid, should suggest that there be ~. teacher to 
each class of 20 to 25 scholars. 

Where the childrell are removed from school at a yery early age, 
it is important to pay as much attention as possible to aU the 
scholars, and particularly to those who have not had the advalltage 
of being trained previously i~ an infants' schooL If there be not 
amyJe teaching power the· more backward and ignorant children 
will probably be neglected. . '. 

The poor cannot be expected to value education unless they find 
a beneficial result from it, and a well-trained apprentice, even in his 
first year, will be quite competent to give elementary instruction 
in reading, writing .. and the four rulesofsimplearithmetic. 

2. The extension of capitation grants to: "free JJ scholars and 
the payment of a smallfee for the children of those who 'are unable' 
to pay for themselves, provided the inspectors be satisfied as to the 
circumstances and the general efficiency of the schooL 

In providing for the education of the children of the labouring 
population, the Committee of Council seem to have overlooked two 
claSses which need most careful attention, viz., those who from 
poverty, not brought on by misconduct, are unable.to pay the 
ordinary school fees, but are anxious to have their children edu ... 
cated; and the children of careless or unsteady parents, who may 
be induced 'to enter the school if admitted without charge. 

According to the Committee of Council's regulations now in force, 
the capitation grant is withheld if a fee of one peDDy' per .week at , 
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- least has not been paid by the par'ent or natural guardian of the 
child. If the fee be paid by a friend or charitable society, or board 
of guardians of the poor, the claim for capitation is forfeitt!d, and 
the loss falls upon the managers of the schooL 

The cases in this neighbourhood of parents or guardians bein ... 
themselves unable to pay the smallest fee, or even to provide fo'; 
the more pressing wants of food and clothing for their falniIies, are 
so numerous that a National school (known to my Lords at the 
Council Office as the coSt. Philip's, Hulme, Free National School,") 
was opened about five years ago for the gratuitous education- of 
such children, and has been maintained during that period with 
much success, the average attendance being upwards of 150 boys. 

The Committee of Council, however, have invariably declined 
the application of the managers for capitation allowance. 

The children in this school are neither " criminals," -nor 
" VlloDTaIlts," so called~ They are not fed in the school, but merely 
taught without charge, consequently the school does not come 
under the denomination of a " reformatory" or "ragged schooL" 

The foregoing remarks are equally applicable to the cases of 
children taken into the National schools generally, either free of 
charge, or paid for by a friend or neighbour. 

The evasion of the Committee of Council's rule would be com
paratively easy, by passing the amount of the fee through the 
bands of the parents, but such a course would be inconvenient and -
liable to abuse" besides being a manifest fraud. 

(b) Half-yearly inspections, and half-yearly payments of grants 
and allowances to teachers would be most acceptable. 

(b) Greater encollrllo"'ement and aid -to evening classes and 
Sunday schools, by the supply of trained organizing masters and 
mistresses, in the first instance, and allowances to assistant teachers 
after passing examination. These schools should of course be 
inspected. . 

18. School attendance ought not and cannot be made com
pulsory. If schools be established under the direct control of the 
State, they must be conducted as Church of England schools 
strictly; and 110 gratuitouS education-should -be offered in them to 
those who need it. 

The State cannot profess to teach more than one Creed, and it 
must teach one or tlOj;hing~'·;" ' 

VII.-TEACHERS AND TRAINING Co1-LEGES. 

14. So far as I can judge, the' masters and mistresses of the 
National schools are well qualified for their duties, but require 
supervision. Many of them are young, and want experience and ' 
temper. 

I have reason to think that the training giv~n to masters and 
Inistresses in normal schools and training colleges is well adapted 
to its object, and that trained teachers, if suceessful,in their pro
fession, are generally satisfied with it and with their social posi
tion. It may be observed, however, that the Inistresses often leave 
the profession after marriage, and the masters, who have no 
decided taste for teaching, after a time will seek some more lucra
tive and less harassing occupation for which their education fully 
qualifies them. 
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16. In the' manufacturing districts, 'where children's labour is 
valuable, it is . often difficult to find candidates for apprenticeship, 
and this difficulty is increased by the Committee of Council's 
payments being only made annually. . 

Many of the apprentices, from inability or distaste for the pro
fession or from misconduct, never enter a training college, or 
complete the term of apprenticeship; and of those who gain cer
tificates of merit, some will be found incompetent afterwards to 
eonduct a schooL 

The extension of the monitorial system would, to a certain 
degree, meet the difficulty, by providing a larger number of can
didates, and testing their qualifications before binding them as 
apprentices. 

17. (a) Fixed stipends are preferable, wherelhere is an efficient 
and actil"e board of management. ' 

(b). Fees tnay be preferred, if the principal teacher be little 
superintepded br aided by the managers.' 

(c) Combination of the two may be adopted, if the managers 
take a partial supervisiop. . 

VIII.~RESULTS. 

18. It is difficult to trace beneficial results of .education indepen
dendyof religious training. My experience being only of a few 
years, and in National, i.e., Church of England schools, has led me 
to observe the result of the religious training especially, upon the . 
scholars themselves and the neighbourhood, and it ·is such as to 
give much encouragement for increased efforts. 

In the evening schools and Sunday schools there is a remark
able difference in the discipline and intellectual" powers of those 
who have previously been educated in the day schoo], and this 
superiority is felt more or less in their families and by their 
employers. 

HERBERT BIRLEY. 
July 27, ~859. 

Miss Carpenter. 
" By 'Popular Education' the Commissioners understand the 

" education of the families of day labourers, mechanics, and the 
" poorer classes Qf farmers and' shopkeepers." In the following 
remarks I have not included the last two classes, not having had 

. any experience among them, because the day schools with which 
I have been connected have seldom, if ever, received such. On the 
other hand, I have included a large class of the population who are 
klow mechanics and day labourers., This class consists of persons 
whose means are precarious,' whose habits are' desultory, ~nd who 
are unable or unwilling to give their children any education unless 
it is provided for them. To these the benefits ofa good popular 
education are especially important. . , 

PRELIMINARY. 

1. For about 80 years. I have pllid considerable attention to 
the state of education of the working ~lasses. I have especially 
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srudiedthe Eritish Schools connected with ~the religious denomi
nation to which 1 belong, which are inspected by the Committee 

. of Council on Education. I have taken opportunities as thev 
occurred of studying other schools. Twenty-five years ago l 
began to visit the parents of many of the children attending these 
schools, and the experience thus gained led me to see the necessity 

. of bringing educational aid to bear OJ! a class not touched bv 
existing institutions. In order to act on them, I began a ragged 
school in the same district 13 years ago. The study of this led 

. me to see the necessity of a reformatory school, which was esta
lished at Kingswood, near Bristol, seven years ago, in 1852~ I 
subsequently established. the Red Lodge Girls' Reformatory, in 
1854. I am now.commencing a certified industrial school, to act 
on children who cannot be touched by the ragged schoQls. 
Although my special attention has been directed to the develop
ment of all those schools which are situated- in and near Lewin's 
Mead, Bristol, and to the condition of the persons' whose children 
attend them, yet I have availed myself of every opportunity of 
maldng myself acquainted with the working of different systems, 
both in this country and in America, and have endeavoured also to 
understand the operation of pauper schools and factory schools, as 
well as of industrial feeding schools, especially in their bearing on 
the education of the country. . _ 

L-STANDARD OF EDUCA.TION. 

2. It is impossible in this and other cases to draw an absolute 
'line, so ·much must depend on the condition and circumstances of 
the child. I have known a boy of 16 years of age, who professed 
to have been at school five y~ars, yet who could barely tell his 
letters; and, on the other hand, I have known highly respectable 
persons, and fairly educated for their line of life, who had left 
school at 10 years of age. I should wish all. children to stay at 
school until 11 or 12 years of age, but would keep them there 
until 18 or 14, if practicable. . 

It is better to keep children regularly at school through the 
wlwle year; but where, owing to the poverty of the parents or 
other circumstances, this cannot be done, an occasional attendance 
should be encouraged, rather tban none. 

I do not think that instruction in their future occupation in 
life is to be given to children in ordinary schools, nor is it 
needed. Such /whits of application and observation, and such 
mental training, are to be given them as will enable the children 
to acquire readily special industrial arts when they leave school 

3. All children should be expected to have a full command of 
reading, writing, and arithmetic, with such knowledge of geo
graphy as would enable them to understand ordinary books. A 
religious element, but not sectarian teaching, should be intro
d~ced into the school, and instruction should be given in the prac
tical aild historical parts of Scripture. The most important part 
of education is to teach children to think, and to use the powers 
that God has given them. When this is done e,ffec.tua/l!], the real 
education will continue after the child leaves school I consider 
vocal music an essential part of education, on moral grounds." . I • 
.should not cousidep other matters of taste as adapted to an ordinary 
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COU1'Se. of pOllular education, though they may occasionally be 
mperaJJeJ to it as rewards to the more advanced • 

.. (a) Sunday Schools I consider very valuable and. important, if . 
well carried on, especially as establishing a bond of sympathy ·in 
the highest matters between people of different positions in life and 
age. They are not to be relied on for secular knowledge. 

(b) Half-titM '!Isinn8 I consider very valuable, and solving 
many problems. Were _they generally adopted in all large towns 
in connexion with factories, and in country places ,in connexion 
with farms, such children having a preference of admission who 
had acquired rudimentary knowledge, children would be kept at 
school for a very much longer period than they are at present, 
probably until IS, instead of 10k. A child's body and mind would 
then be equally and healthfully trained, without either being over
taxed. Three hours of schooling thus given would be more bene
ficial than the four at present allowed to his intellectual culture, 
and .. superior industrial training wonld be given by real, profitable 
work, than by any artificial contrivance. The parent would thns 
have some help towards the maintenance of his child, and would 
not grudge the lengthened schooling, until the young person 
should be prepared to work the whole day, attending a night school 
or mechanics' institution class in the evenings. These results are 
produced in a well-ordered factory school, and I believe that the 
system might be generally carried out with great advantage. 

(c) Industriol training is very important in all schools where 
good habits of industry cannot be, presumed to be taught in the 
homes. I should not recommend it to form a part of the ordinary 
system of a British or National School for boys, the intellectual 
training being more important for their future pursuits in life. 
Needlework is so essential to women in their future domestic 
position, that I would always make it a part of their school training. 
It is essential in schools for children of the ragged-school class, in 
whom the formation of steady habits of industry is of the first 
importance. Dome.stic training cannot be. generally or efficiently 
carried out in a day school; it should always be made an essential 
part of the training of a boarding school, which takes the place of a 
home. . 

(d) Evening .chools are very valuable for young persons who .are 
at work d~g the day, and should be encouraged and helped. 

(e) Lecture. and Jlechanid Institutiow are very valuable for 
young persons who have had sufficient previous training t<J appre
ciate them, especially if aided by the sympathy and help of superior 
persons. . 

(1) These also are very valuable for the educated portion of the 
labouring part of the population, care being taken to provide books 
of a healthy moral tone, containing useful and entertaining matter. 
I should advise a trifling admittance fee. The more people are 
taught to rely on their own exertions, the better for themselves i 
the more self-supporting institutions can be made; the more pernia-
nent are they likely to be. . 

(g) I do not believe that prize schemes or prize endowmtnts effect 
the end intended: they excite and stimulate those only who would 
otherwise do well, and the masses, especially the lower parts of 
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them, remain untouched. I object, besides, to the general principle 
of applring such artificial stimuli. Knowledge m~st be sought for 
its GWtl'8ake, and the teacher must rely only on his own zeal and 
skill in communicating it. ' 

(h), All State appointments ought to depend on FITNESS, and 
fitness lnust include educational acquirements. ' 
, 5. All ~ho can educate their children ought to do so as a matter 
of p8.~~tal duty. The position of the labouring classes does not 
enable them to give a good education to their children, but. they 
should be induced to fulfil their responsibility, and give what' the! 
can. A partial payment for schooling by the· labouring classes IS 
therefore advisable. On the other hand, it is right, both in the 
Christian and the economical point of view, that those who are in a 
higher position in society, and possess the means of superior educa
tion, should assist in enabling others who are not favoured with the 
s~e means to obtain it. I believe that the help now given by the 
State, and by enlightened and benevolent persons, to improve the 
education of the lower and working classes, is very important, not 
only in the direct result of raising the educational status, of the 
country, but also in the indirect effect of increasing mutual depen
dence, and the sympathy of different classes with each €lthe,l'. It is 

. not for the ·good of the individual, nor of society in general, that 
any child sliould grow up Without education; therefore, in cases 
~here parents co:nnot pay for the education ·of their children, this 
qpght to be given gratuitously, as in other cases by the combined 
e'lfort of the State and of individual effort. 

H.-ACTUAL STATE 'OF EDUCATION. 

. 6. In the districts with which I am. acquainted I believe' that 
abundance of schools exist for those who are ooZe and'willinuto paY' 
a small weekly fee, and to attend them. I believe also that the 
necessary 'subjects are in general fairly Ulught in these schools, and 
that they are, at any rate, quite sufficient to supply those With 
eduQation who desire to obtain it. But I know that in this and in 
all large cities, probably also in many rural districts, there are a 
lar~e riumber of children w~o neither can !lor do attend any school 
This was strongly set forth III the Educational Conference of 18$7. 
The numbers were there spoken of by H.R.lL the Prince Consort 
as "2,861,848 who received no education whatever." Of these, he 
stated that there were 2,200,000 "whose absence cannot be traced 
" to aay ascer~ed employment or other l~gitimate cause." The 
bulk of these WIll be found to be the children of parents who, 
in" many cases from extreme p()verty" but in most from an irregular 
and precarious mOde of life, or even from vicious habits, allow their 
children to ~ow up without edlolcation, and utterlyuqprepared to 
gain their livelihoOd in an honest way. The children of such 
parents must remain to form a separate and inferior class of the 
community, dragging down those immediately above them, and 
lowering the, general standard of education, ~ess special means 
for their education are adopted. Schools for them must be abso
lutely free. There are not at pre,sent a sufficient number of good 
free schools so generally operating as to act on this part of the, 

. pop~tion.'· . 
. ' 
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IlL-CAUSES OF DEFICIENCY. 

(~) The want of good schools for what have been termed the 
perishing and dangerous classes of the community, who form the 
bulk of the two million uneducated children spoken of above, is 
very greatly owing to the want of appropriate State assistance, 
which is not given to these schools as to others, though requiring it 
more. I believe that were such aid granted, and judicious inspec
tion exercised, the philanthropic public would not be backward in 
establishing such schools. I have stated above that I do not believe 
that there is any general deficiency of schools for the labouring part 
of the population: many schools are not as full as they might be ; 
and wherever the want of more schools is felt, voluntary effort is 
ready to supply the defieiency. 

(b) In the free or ragged schools existing there is frequently 
deficient teaching, arising partly from want of pecuniary means to 
support a lIuflicient teaching power. 

(c) I have not found want of interest in the parents of the 
children attending the British school with which I am connected, 

·in the education of their children. I believe that in general, where 
the education given is good, the labouring classes value the 
means thus afforded to their children of rising in the world. The 
parents of the ragged-school class are on the contrary very indif
ferent about education, and take no ;pains to control their children. 

(d) The poverty of the last-mentIOned class, and their improvi- • 
dence, or even vicious indulgence, makes them anxious to employ 
the labours of their children as soon as they can do so profitably. 
This feeling sometimes leads to the early withdrawal from school 
of the children of the poorer of the labouring classes. The evil 
would be met in both cases by the establishment of half-.time 
schools, mentioned above. 

(e) Possibly in many cases, but not in thosP, I know. 
(f) Drunkenness of parents is the chief obstacle to the education 

of the children. This is greatly encouraged by the number and 
defective arrangements of places where drink is sold. Throughout 
my long experience, I have seldom found a case of ahject misery 
where drunkenness was not the cause of it. 

IV.--CHAR_\CTER OF THE EXISTING SYSTEM OF GOVERNMENT 
AID AND INSPECTION. 

S: I think that the- general principle of Government' educa
tional aid to voluntary effor t, with inspection, is good; but that in 
the gradual extension and development of it many errors have 
arisen, and especially that aid is given in a very disproportionate 
manner to those who can and ought to aid themselves, while it is 
almost entirely withdrawn from the clasH that 'cannot obtain 
education without help, and in which thP. most voluntary effort . 
is made. 

V ide the accompanying pamphlet, " Claims of Ragged Schools," 
po 12 and elsewhere. 

9. (a) I believe that the pauper school system is not in gener!ll---
well carried out, and carinot be so under existing regulation~ 

(b) Reformatory schools, are now excluded from the ai~ 
Committee of Council on Education. I think it right 

VOL. v. B 
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maintenance of conv.icted children should be paid from the Trea
sury, leaving the schools to be partly supported by voluntary effort. 
1. should not object to t11e educational department of these schools 
being under ,the inspection of the Committee of Council, under 
certain conditions necessary for the free and effective working of 
the schools. 

Oonvicted·children ate of course to be sent to reformatory schools. 
The children of paupers, and .deserted or orphan children, I would 
send to .90od industrial schools. I never WIsh to sever the. family 
tie, unless in cases where such a course is necessary for the wel
fare of society and of the individual. It cannot be for the advantage 
of either, for children to receive out-door relief, and roam about the 
streets, leading a life of idleness, and preparing to grow up paupers; 
nor can it be so for them to be placed in a union school, where 
they are not prepared to maintain themselves honestly. It should, 
be made law that ALL children receiving parish relief should not 
only receive also intellectual education, but industrial training. 
This might be done by means of an industrial school within the 
union for in-door paupers, if such could be properly managed, and 
another without for day, scholars. I should, however, decidedly 
prefer their all being setlf to II. good industrial school under volun
t!try management, the parish paying for each as a boarder or a day 

. /fcholar. Such an arrangement would prevent the continuance 
·of a "pauper class of children." Were proposals to this effect to 

'. emanate from the parish guardians, there can be no doubt that, with 
proper aid from the Committee of Council, a stimulus would be 
given which would lead to the establishment of a sufficient number
of good industrial schools. To these all children should be sent, 
under magisterial sentence, who are habitual street vagabonds~ 
even if they are not pauper children. 

10. I believe .that the Government system stimulates liberality 
when carried out in the spirit of its principle. In the day schools 
(British) with which I am connected there has been no diminution. 
of subscriptions owing to the Government aid; this has been ap
plied to improving the schools. Many persons do object to .this aid~ 
but I know several instances of persons who had previously objected,. 
when induced to try, acknowledging its beneficial operation. 

V.--':'ENDoWED SCHOOLS. 

11. All endowed schools have a tendency to degenerate, because 
though money may be invested to maintain them, continued, 
watchful, conscientious superintendence cannot be secured. Expe
rience has also proved that they have a tendency to rise in the 
class to which they are opened, so that after the lapse of time the 
objects originally intended to be relieved are quite cut off from 
them. All endowed schools at present existing should be placed 
under close inspection, and adapted to the existing wants of society. 
I would not establish ~ew ones, but let each generation provide for 
its own wants. . 

VI.-SUGGl!:STIONS. 

12. (a) Yes, with some modificltion!1. '. 
(b) Yes~ 
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(c) I would have a complete revision of the numerous minutes 
which have been issued during the last 12 year;;, and one -clear 
simple code prepared, which should give Ilnity to the whole system. 
The general principle adopted should be, as at present, to stimulate 
and help voluntary effort, and especially to direct aid to raise those 
classes of the population which cannot help themselves. The lu:curies 
of knowledge I would leave to be provided by voluntary effort, 
directing the State assistance only to providing for the education of 
the people in those matters which are essential to a civilized nation. 
In the accompanying pamphlet, "Claims of Ragged Schools," I 
have proved that the very reverse of this is the system pursued in 
recent minutes. The cumbrous nature of the minutes, and. their 
having been framed at various times, gives rise to a diversity ~f 
action in different districts, with various other evils. 

Evening schools should be aided without being encumbered with 
the restrictions which make the· minute unavailable for the greater 
number, and especially for eveniIJg ragged schools. . 

The religious instruction should be left in all schools, Church as 
well as Dissenting, to the managers. The Church clergyman could 
doubtless be relied on to examine the religious instruction in the 
Parish schools. Such an arrangemen,-would remove many-diffi
culties now existing, and greatly simplify the system. 

(d) There should be an inspector for all the schools in :One 
district, excepting the boarding schools, which require special atten,
tion in domestic matters and industrial training. Much diversitf 
of management has arisen from the present system, as well as a 
great increase of expense, which might usefully be employed for 
other purposes. 

(e) The voluntary principle, fostered and aided, when desired, by 
Government help, through the Committee of Council, if modified as 
suggested above, will prove sufficient for the educational require-
ments of the country. -

(f) As carried out in the United States a rate may be good, but 
I believe that in England, with existing institutions, it could not be 
carried out so as to secure perfect religio!1s freedom and impartial 
distribution. I would therefore rather extend and improve the 
present system than make any radical change in it. 

(g) I am not aware how a change can be made by law, but I 
believe that changes ought to be made. Many endowed charity 
schools are now employed by respectable tradesmen, or even persons 
in a higher grade of society, which ought, in order to carry out the 
intentions of the testator, to be changed into good industrial schools 
for the- poorest classes. 

(h) Great increase of stimuluB and help in the education of the 
very poorest and lowest class is needed. Within my own recolle~ 
tion and observation a very great change has taken place in the
condition of the children attending the pay schools. The first large 
British or Lancasterian school (as it was then called) ~ Bristol was 
established expressly for the lowest class of children, and the most 
wretched lanes and alleys were searched for them. It has now 
risen above that class, and is an excellent school, enriched with all 
the new improvements for the children of the working classes, while 
the neighbouring streets and courts swarm with wretched children, 
who BrQ "dragged up," rather than brought up, in utter ignorance. 

. H2 
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The same is true of the other British schools with which I am hest 
acquainted. Let this very lowe.ft clas., be vigorously grappled with, 
and the best stimulus will be given to the present pay schools, just 
as the middle-class schools . are now being urged on by the schools 
under Government inspection. Let schools for the workin ... classes 
be really good, and let the educated classes afford their sympathy 
and encouragement to them. and there will be no complaint of want 
of attendants, or of too early withdrawal of children, under ordinary 
circumstances. But public prize schemes, and bribery of the chil
dren to attend school by capitation grants on attendance, are an 
unnatural, and therefore unwholesome, stimulus. 

13. I would not make attendance compulsory, except in such 
cases as are contemplated by the Industrial Schools Bill, viz., where 
the child is frequenting the streets, and growing up in bad habits 
which must render him a burden to society, either as a pauper or a 
criminal. I would not establish any'schools under the direct control 
of the State, as they necessaril!/ preclude voluntary effort and indi
vidual influence, which are the soul of education" The education 
given in those schools in which the attendanc.e is compulsory, viz .. 
the reformatory and certified industrial schools, should be such as I 
have already described as desirable for schools for the working 
classes, with the addition of industrial training, as insisted on for 
pauper schools,-the object being, in all, to bring up useful members 
or society. I would make the education thus givcn gratuitous, but 
oWould compel the parent to pay for the maintentJ.TlCt! of his child, 
this being his natural duty. . This compulsory payment should be 
enforced on the parent by legal authonty ;-in the case of reforma
tory schools, by an officer authorized by the Secretary of State; in 
the case of industrial schools. by magisterial authority, in cases 
which do not come under parochial interference. 

With respect to "the difficulties arising from differences of re
ligious belief," I would thus proceed :-When schools are exclusively 
denominational, whether Church or Dissenting (Catholic schools 
are always to be included under this head), the managers will of 
course be free to maintain their own religious opinions. Where (as 
in the British schools, and many others) the schools are supported 
bf and intended for persons of different denominations, there should 
be simple practicol religious teaching only, and a strict avoidance 
of theolOgical dogmas. There is no practical difficulty iii this plan, 
which has been proved in several~hools which have been under 
my care, in which persons of various religious persuasions have 
worked harmoniously together. 

VIL-TEACHERS AND TRAINING CoLLEGES. 

14. I cannot speak from personal knowledge of many teachers, 
but believe that there is a great deficiency of really good ones. 
I have always had great difficulty in obtaining any for such schools 
especially 113 required the exercise of a high moral influence in the 
!eac;her. 

15. I have never closely examined any training college or 
normal school, and cannot therefore give an opinion. I doubt 
whether real and efficient preparation for the varied ~uties of a 
teacher can be given in a training school, though the mtellectual 
training there afforded may be valuable. There must Ftieu-
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larly be this deflciency where the young persons who are being 
trained as teachers have been previously pupil-teachers. These 
have not had the varied experience of life, nor even the training 
¢ven by domestic duties or indUstrial employment, which are very 
lDlportant to the due development of the character. 

16. The foregoing remark applies here. The pupil-teacher 
trainin... cuts the young person off at an early age from the 
natur;J' development of character which young persons of that 
class would otherwise have in the home or the workshop. The 
intellectual powers are too exclusively fostered. A tendency is 
induced to arrogance and conceit by habits of command too 
early allowed. This unnatural mental strain is injurious both 
to the bodies and to the minds of young persons. I have known 
one die of decline, and one become deranged, from this over~ 
excitement, the health of others being seriously impaired. I 
have understood that these results are not uncommon. Again, 
it is impossible for young persons at 14 to form a correct judg
ment, or their friends for them, whether they will in mature 
years be fitted br taste, character, or natural power for the busi
ness of teacher. Hence it arises tAat man'y young persons, espe.;. 
ciaIly females,. who have gone through a long training at the' 
expense of the country, eventually adopt other modes of life. 
There are advantages in some parts of the system, but expe
rience points out many evils. One of these is the amount ..,f 
time, liibour, and responsibility required from J;llasters and rilis:
tresses in the training of pupil-teachers. This must materially 
diminish the effort which they can throw on the school. If they 
conscientiously discharge both duties, they frequently overwork 
themselves. I have known instances of this •• 

I am not prepared to propose a complete syste~ to take the 
place of this; but, from the 'Superior results which I have observed 
lD another school, where there were assistants of 16 years of age 
or upwards, not pupil-teachers, I should recommend that the 
present system should be greatly modified, and tbat young per
sons who had gone through an ordinary school education satis
factorily, and who at 16 or upwards wished to train for teachers, 
should be selected as paid assistants in schools, under certain 
relltrictions, for a few years, and then admitted to a training college 
for a year or two. . 

17. (a, b, c) I would pay teachers in day schools by a com
bination of stipends arid fees, thus giving them a pecuniary interest 
in 'satisfying both managers and scholars. 

VIII.-REsuLTs. 
. 18. My general impression, from the intercourse r have had 
with the labouring classes of the population', is, that very great 
progress has been made in their, intellectual culture during the 
last 20 or 80 years. I infer this,. not only from the increased 
number and superior condition of schools for the working classes, 
but from the fact that I have very frequently met with labour
ing persons who were brought up, 80 or 40 years ago who caL. 
neither read nor write, but very seldom persons in that' condition 
who had been brought up more recently; Uneducated persons 
of good character I have found anxious to obtain the advantages 
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of education for their children. I am not prepared to give an 
opinion respecting the moral results. The social position, both 
of individuals and of families, has, however, greatly depended on 
the degree in which they have dvailed themselves of the intel
lectual advantag~s within their reach"providing always that their 
moral character IS good. 

I might bring very numerous facts in illustration of this, but will 
limit myself to the following. 

Mr. B. was a working carpeuter, whose wages averaged about 
ll. Is. a week. The wife earned nothing in addition, devoting 
herself to the care of her family. They had both had an ordinary 
education, and were respected in their position in life. They had 
above 12 children; rearing about eight, and had the ordinary 
drawbacks of illness, without any help beyond assistance in the 
education of their children; which was decidedly superior to .. their 
own. They have all turned out very well, and fill a higher station 
in life than that of their parents, chiefly owing to the education 
they received, aided by parental care. 

Mr. C. was a labouring man, earning, when first I knew him, 
only 12s. a week. He and his wife were uneducated persons, but 
of respectable character. They had then five children, and had 
buried two, but were never in debt. Mrs. C. scrubbed a school
room to pay for her children's schooling. They afterwards had 
a free and superior education in a charity schooL The sons have 
emigrated at their own expense, having previously obtained fair 
situations owing to thEl education they had received. They are 
doing well in Australia. One of the daughters is an esteemed 
schoolmistress, the other is a dressmaker. 'The parents now live 
in a comfortable houSf, instead of a room in one of the worst parts 
of Bristol. 

Mrs. P. had a drunken husband, 'and would have esteemed 
herself happy .if .he had given her lOs. a week. When he died 
she had a hard struggle to maintain herself and four sons by the 
mangle, but she did it, and sent them from early infancy regu
larly to school When old enough, they were admitted to the 
charity school, where they received a superior education. This 
fitted them for better situations than they would otherwise have 
:Uad, and they are all doing well.· The two eldest are now resp~ct
able mechanics, one of them carrying on a business of his own. 
Mr8. P. still lives in the same low neighbourhood, but has preserved 
her sons from being contaminated by it through· the influence of a 
virtuous home. 

The following instances are from the ragged-school class. But 
it must be remarked in these, that the actual school learning 
would have been of little value had it not been cOIPbined with 
a strong personal influence on the individual, which is an essen
tial part of the ragged-school system. These are a very few from 
among many. 

G. P. is a poor orphan. His grandmother took charge of him, 
and induced him to attend the ragged school. There he steadily 
improved, and was at last apprenticed to a shoemaker, where he 
has been doinO' well for some years. 

The three Eo's wele miserable ragged little boys, their father, 
who was a clever painter, being a drunkard. Efforts were made 
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by friends to keep them in a pay school, by paying for them, but 
in vain. They were, however, induced to attend the ragged school, 
where they gradually improved, and got into situations. They 
are now all maintaining themselves honestly. , 

J. II. was left without education, and fell into evil' ways. He 
was twice in prison. Still he obtained, at intervals, some educa
tion in the evenipg ragged schoo), and was brought under some 
goodinftuence there. When he afterwards enlisted, and was sent 
out to India, he wrote home excellent letters, did very well, and 
was promoted. His brother l\L was sent from early childhood to 
the ragged schooL He obtained there a very fair education, never 
became wild, and has been for some time apprenticed to a carpenter, 
to whom he gives great satisfaction. The father is a day labourer 
of low character. 

Ht. M. was a very low girl, who was induced to attend the 
ragged schooL She there made progress, and was employed as 
monitor, and then as assistant teacher. She has since kept a school 
herself; and given .satisfaction. 

Red Lodge House, Bristol, 
1\1ay 28, 1859. 

MARY CARPENTER. 

The Lord Bishop of Carlisle. 
Rose Castle, Carlisle, 

GENTLEMEN, June 30, 1859. 
I HAVE read the paper of questions on the subject of 

popular education which you have· done ·me ·the favour to send. 
I feel that, with questiollS so numerous, and so very wide in their 
general bearing, it would be impossible to do justice to you, to 
your questions, or to. myself, without writing a p'aper' far too 
voluminous for you to read or for me to undertake to prepare. 

I must, therefore, request you will forgive me for sending very 
ahort replies, which may be considered either as asserting facts, 
or as declaring my own opinions formed· from data too long to 
enumerate. Without further preface I take the paper' in its 
order. 

PnELUllNARY. 

1. J have had opportunities of observing schools in a rural dis
trict, in a mining district, and in a large metropolitan parish. 

I.-STAloo-nARD OF EDUCATION. 

2. Tbjs question appears to me to be very nearly impossible to 
be answered shortly. 

(1.) As to ~mes and seasons. Every schopl that I have seen 
shortens the time of attendance when the days themselves become 
shorter. It is manifest that where parents have not the means of 
making payments, or of being able to maintain a family without 
adding to their income by insisting upon every member contri
buting their earnings to the general stock, that, however desirable 
it may appear to keep children at school, it is altogether imprac-
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ticable. If, however, the question be intended to inquire as to 
the standard of education itself, I would venture to express my 
very decided opinion. that there is a great danger of educating a 
few minds which will perhaps, from some fortunate circumstances, 
be enabled to pursue their studies to some profitable end, while, 
at the same time, there will be numbers pressed forward to learn 
a little of many things, and nothing perfectly, so .that on leaving 

. the school their smattering vanishes away very quickly. 
My general reply would therefore be that, except in cases 

where. great talent is manifested, it js desirable that the children 
of the poor should leave school as soon as they can take part in 
those duties which belong to their own particular station of life; 
and that, keeping this period in view, it is better to give them' 
that practical education in those things which they can make use 
of for the rest of their lives, and which may easily and constantly 
be retained; for. instance (I do not now dwell upon the all 
importance of religion), rea,ding, writing, and arithmetic, and the 
rudiments of geography, not, of course, taught mechanically, but 
intelligently :_ . .' 

That thus 'they may read with pleasure and profit to themselves 
and others; 

That they may carry on communication with their absent friends, 
and with this view composition in the style of letters should be 
taught; 

That they may be able to keep the simple accounts which con
cern their family or the 9ffice they may hold. 

S. 1 think music is very desirable, taught simply, rather than 
scientifically. 

Drawing is so useful to mechanics that, when opportunity 
presents itself, it would be wise to cultivate the taste. 

Both might be taught on half-holidays, lather as a reward than 
as an interruption to the more necessary studies alluded to in the 
preceding answer. 

'/. 4. Sunday Schools are, in' my opinion, necess.ary evils: necessary, 
'b'ecause the parents cannot and will not teach the children; evils, 

. because they break up the family union on the only day on which 
. the parent, being a working man, can see his children. The evil. 
~would . be partially remedied by allowing parents to call for their I 
,children and to sit with them in the church. ' . 

Half-time 8!Jstems I have' no experience of, but I feel quite sure 
the whole day three times a week would 'be better in agricultural 
districts than half a day six times a week. 

Industrial and Domestic Training.-Most useful; the benefits 
may be seen in an excellent school under the care of the Hon. 
Mrs. A. Kinnaird. . 

5. EVP.'fIinq Schools.-:;-One of the best methods of keeping up the 
knowledge which, as children, they have acquired in the National 
and Infant 'schools. 

Lectures' and llfechanid Institutes. - The value of the lecture 
)Dust depend upon the character and power of the lecturer. 
Speaking generally, I would encourage lectures in every parish. 

\ 
I would not limit these lectures to religious su. bjects, but rather 
the contrary, leavening them with religion. Of mechanics' insti-
tutes I cannot speak positively. • 
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. Libraries, Free and Lendi7I!J.-To be encouraged, with a careful 
supervision of books, not to the admission only of religious works, I 
but to the exclusion of all of an immoral tendency. 

Prize Scheme&-After careful consideration and examination of 
this new plan, I approve of it. Care has to be taken that the school 
at large has attained to a general state of efficiency before it is 
allowed to select any number of pupils to contend for prizes. 

This will in a great measure, the many being sacrificed to the 
pressing onwards of the few, be for the honour and glory of the 
masters.; The prize scheme will awaken not only the sleepy school, 
but the sleepy neighbourhood. . 

MiTUJr State Appointments.-I have no, decided opinion. 

IL-AcTUAL STATE OF EDUCATION. 

Limiting my remarks to a school in London which was under 
my care, 1 thought it had a very great fault; lads of ten years of 
age had a most accurate knowledge of the early English history, 
which was' of no use to them, when in a few months they were to 
leave school and become butchers, and bakers, and grocers' boys. 
I think a general knowledge of a few leading historical facts pf the 
earlier periods, with a more accurate knowledge of events of a more 
recent occurrence, would have been more usefuL Less time should 
be spent on the philosophy of grammar, and more might be given 
to the communication of facts connected with the products of 
different countries and their adaptation to particular ends, or in 
conveying elementary knowledge of certain trades, which might be 
applied by the scholars in after-life. 

ilL-CAUSES OF DEFICIENCY. 

These causes necessarily vary. 
In Cumberland, at least, in many parts of the county, 

1. The funds are too small to secure good buildings and good 
teachers, and the parishes so scattered it is difficult to collect 
the scholars. 

2. The teaching is unskilfuL 
8. I do not believe the parents are deficient in interest they 

take in the state of their children's education, but they like 
to see a show of knowledge rather than the existence of a 
good foundation. 

4. Economical causes affect the rural districts • . , 
lV.-CHARACTER OF THE EXISTING SYSTEM OF GOVERNMENT 

AlD. 
1. As a whole, I like the character of the existing system. The 

fault that I find is the never deviating from the rule of insisting 
on local subscription; this operates badly in two ways,-

1. It gives aid where no aid is really required; where there is 
not only the power but the 'will to help themselves. 

2. It refuses aid in cases such as in the poorer districts of 
London and in many parts of the diocese of Carlisle, where 
no local subscriptions (~an by any means be obtained. 

, The right of inspection is not only desirable where Government 
gives assistance"but I wish it were possible to insist upon it in 
every Church schooL . 
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With regard' to paupers, criminals, deserted and destitute chil
dren. If the country is compelled to support them, I conceive that 
the country has a fair right to compel the education of such chil
dren, if it were only on the plea that religious education secures 
the best and most,useful suqjects to the Queen; the country would 
then consiste~tly appear in loco parentis. 

V.-ENDOWED SCHOOLS. 

I refer solely to schools with small endowments, such as abound 
in the counties of Westmoreland and Cumberland. I believe I 
state a fact, which admits of no controversy, that as it whole those 
schools are worse than any others, and that either their endow
ments should be consolidated so as to make from the funds of 
many, one good middle-class school, or confiscated .as hindrances 
tothe real work which ought to be secured. 

VI.-SUGGESTIONS. 

1. 'Maintain existing system. 
2., No need of further development. 
s. Modify it by refusing aid when neighbourhoods are really 

wealthy; by granting aid when it can be proved that means cio 
not exist for raising local SUbscriptions. The difficulty of deciding 
on this point is great, but might, I think, be partially overcome. 

4. I would, as far as possible, encourage Government inspection 
in, preference to district or diocesan. Local influences more or' 
less cramp the excellence of local inspectors. 

5. This is more or less answered by S. 
6. No rates. 
7. There should be a thorough sifting of endowments. 
8. Night schools for prolonging education and preserving the 

results. 
Establish, lectures. United action of laity and clergy. 'Com

petitive examinations and prize schemes for attendants at night 
schools who have ceased to be attendants at day schools. 

Perhaps a' competitive scheme might be instituted for masters, 
the prizes being awarded in proportion to the knowledge, disci
pline, and general' excellence of the school, not to the possession 
of knowledge by the master himself." , 

9. Attendance should only be compulsory on paupers, crimin.als, 
deserted and destitute children;. except· as now In the case of 
factories and mines. 

10. Schools not to be so under the direct control of the State 
as to be taken from the clergy and local bodies; for then local 
interest would diminish; pastoral ties would be broken. The 
general work would suffer," and I believe then that the carrying 
on the work witho~t rates would be. impracticable. 

VII.-TEACHERS A~D TRAINING COLLEGES. 

My fears are, that masters and mistresses are led to be dissatis
fied with their social position. They are too much educated for 
their equals in rank. They are not of a class with whom the 
more educated will associate~ If there be real grace in the heart, 
pride will be kept down; if not, I am not sure you are not raising 
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'a body of' tilen who, to sa., the 1east, may be unprofitable to the 
State. The isolated positIOn of schoolmistresses is a very great 
evil in itself, and full of danger to the young women. . The pupil
teachers are a body which time alone will test. They are chosen 
too often, not because they are the best for the purpose, but 
because they are the only children the parents will allow to take 
the work. Their age makes it almost impossible to judge of their 
religious state. I fear, therefore, lest there should be children 
educated for teachers who are not religious teachers, and thus, 
,that the religious education of our National schools should materi-
allx degenerate. . . . 

The teachers should be paId by fees and stipend combmed. 

VIII.-RESULTS. 

I will not attempt to give any opinion on these po~nts. 

GENTLEMEN, ' 
. I am aware how very imperfect this rapid sketch must be. I 

was unwilling to pass by your questions. I believe that practically 
the educational system is working great and steady improvement 
in the country. 

. I am, 
Your faithful servant, 

H. MONTAGU CARLI.8LE. 

The Rev. Francis Close, D.D., Dean of Carlisle. 
PRELIMINARY. 

1. I have had very considerable opportunities for observing the 
operation of existing systems of education, and have been particu ... 
larly engaged in the work ever since the year 1820. 

I.-STANDARD OF EDUCATION. 

2. In my judgment the standard ca~not be made too high. There 
is not the smallest danger of over-education; the obstacles; social, , 
civil, and reliiPous, are too numerous. ' 

" The age' to which education may be extended can surely be 
limited only by the capacity or inclinlltion of the parents to send 
their children. I have known grown-up persons and mothers to 
attend Sunday schools, from unwillingness to leave them. The 
q,.uestion admits of as many answers as there are varietiesm the' 
CIrcumstances of the population. , 

S. "The amount of education" which may be imparted is, again, 
quite incalculahle. It will depend on the regularity of attendance, 
on the ability of the child, and the talent and devotedness of the 
master. I do not see how any T1IO.:ximum could be drawn; a minimum 
might be calculated with more probability. • 

In the present average of attenaance, miserable as it is, every 
child that :passes through our schools ought to be able to reaa 
fairly, to WTlte tolerably, and to be acquainted with the first rules 
of arithmetic. Not one in twenty attains to this standard, chiefly 
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because through irregularity or idleness so few reach the upper 
classes. 

I would introduce '! matters of taste," and the more liberal 
sciences, as far as I possibly could, consistently with a solid educa
tion, imparting t,hat chieflY'as rewards, and stimulants to industry 
in drier studies. I was for years of an opposite opinion, but for the 

, last 20 years of my life I have become more and' more persuaded 
that the operatives and other children must be won and elevated by 
the attractions of science, literature, and the fine arts. 

4. (a) Sunday schools should be confined to those children who 
are not trained in our improved day schools. I am confident that 
the Sunday school is just a faggot above a load in many instances. 
The Sunday-school teachers, as a body, however pious and well
intentioned, are inferior even in Scripture knowledge to the day., 
school teachers, and they are generally wholly unskilled in the art 
of training. I have seen the children of a class laughing at the 
blunders of their Sunday-school teachers. I firmly believe that 
the subsequent irreligion of so many who have been through our 
schools is to be traced to the injudicious amount and quality of the 
whole Sabbath-day instruction. Sunday, instead of being a day of 
rest and relaxation, is the heaviest and dullest day of the seven to 
the poor children. The clergy in general differ from me on this 
point; but every year's experience confirms me in my opinion. 

I. 
4. (b) and (c) I have had but little experience in these systems. 

Of" domestic training" I should conceive there is none. 
(d) Of evening schools I have the highest opinion, especially in 

manufacturing districts. I have one myself in this city, and there 
are several others. There are young people of all ages in them; 
but I am inclined to' think that they are chiefly sought by those 
whose education has been totally neglected, and ,who become con
scious of their loss, while those schools which profess to carry on 
pupils who have left our day schools to higher branches of study d(} 
wt answer s(} well. I have about 90 young people, male and female, 
in my night schools, and not one in 20' could read words of two 
syllables when they entered. ' 

(e) "Mechanics"institutes" rarely meet the classes we aim at, 
and "lectures," except by some very celebrated persons, are gene
rally failures. ' 

On (f, g, and h) I offer no opinion. 
5. I consider it always an evil if the poor do not pay something 

for their education. ,That which costs nothing they value little~, 
Very, very few are too poor to pay one penny. 

II. 
6. I think that any answer that can be given to these questions. 

must be so vague or so partial as to be of no value. 

III. 
7. The cause: of deficiency in education are nearly exha.usted 

in the list given under this head. One or other of them WIll be 
found at the root of all failures. .. Deficient and unskilful teaching" 
is~' we hope, fast diminishing. The utter indifference of the parents, 

~ . \. . . 
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generally, remains, and their improvidence in sacrificing their chil
dren's education for remunerative labour, hQwever low. 

I do wt believe that tlte children f!f tMs country will ever be educated I 
unless lome lort of compulsion is used. 

IV. 
8. I have ever been an advocate for the existing system of 

Government aid and inspection, not because it . is perfect, nor 
because I approve of every detail or order, but because it is right in 
principle, because it is the only rational andlracticable scheme yet 
propounded, and because it _ has done an is doing incalculable 
good. It fails totally in poor districts, and where it is most wanted; 
but I cannot see why a margin might not be left for such cases, even 
at the hazard bf breaking in on the great principle of aid. I am 
quite content with the religious arrangements involved in it, and I 
believe them to be the only plans which can by possibility be 
adjusted with the circumstances of the country. Any universal, 
or common, or national system of education, could only be secular, 
and would have my hearty opposition, and that of nine tenths of all 
the religionists of every sect in the country, excepting always the 
Unitarians. I should consider the disturbance of the present system 

. the greatest educational calamity which could befall the country. 
Extend it, enlarge it,-make it a little more plastic,-burn its red 
tape,-and little more would be desired. 
. 9. If by "pauper schools" workhouse schools are intended, they 
are (when under Government inspection) among the best schools 
in the country ; and so they ought to be~ in spite of the stupid 
and ignorant ~uardians who for the most part lord it over them, 
because the children are withdrawn from the bad in1iuence of their 
parents, if they have any, and there is nothing to interfere with 
moral and intellectual training. Of" Reformatories" I have no 
experience. The children of absolute paupers, criminals, &c., 
should be taken up by the State, and formed into model schools. It 
would be a great boon to attach such schools to training colleges, who 
often jind it difficult to retaia children in t.heir TWrmal schools. 

10. The Government system, to my certain knowledge, has 
stimulated voluntary liberality to a vast extent, to an amount many 
times larger than the grants in aid. No one would be more jealous 
than I should be of anything which tended to diminish voluntary 
effort. All that the Government bas hitherto done has had a 
directly opposite tendency. . 

I do not believe in any" conscientious objections" against the 
Government system; at least to any important extent. There may 
be a little knot of ultra-voluntaries on the one side, and of priestly 
absolutists ·on the other, who view every effort of the party as 
" Erastianism," but neither party is numerous or· in1iuential. The 
Government scheme shows such honest respect for all the great 
and important diversities of religious opinions, that in this respect, 
in my Judgment, it cannot be improved. . . . 

V. 
11. "Endowments," at least in connexion with the schools of 

the working classes, are, generally speaking, unmitigated evils. 
Perhaps I speak too strongly, influenced by a large acquaintance 
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with the parochial schools of this diocese. In most cases the evils 
of endo'W"lllents are so great that parishes would be far better without 
any such schools at all. The endowment makes the master idle 
and indolen~ and in many cases occasions the exclusion of the 
clergyman from'all influence in the school ' 

VI. 
12. I think I have answered from (a) to (e) in this list of 

questions; And so we come to,-
(f.) The rating question.-"-Here the Commissioners must pardon 

any strength of language which. I may use, considering, as I do, 
from large acquaintance with rate-payers and rate-administrators 
in town and country, that to connect education with the system of 
rates in any way whatever would be the greatest curse which could 
be inflicted on the country. I stand aghast at any man in the least 
acquainted with the subject who could propose such a thing. . 

18. I have already stated my conviction, that unless some scheme 
of a compulsory character can be struck out the great bulk of the 
people will remain uneducated; but to suggest one is a most diffi
cult matter. If the Commissioners would care to have any thoughts 
of mine upon these momentous points, 12 and 18, I would give the 
Bubject inore thought, and reply to them again. 

VIt. 
14. There can be but one opinion of the general demerits of 

private schools, especiallyJor tbe middle classes and those imme
diately below them. The. secular instruction is meagre,-mere 
book work,~technical and senseless; and of moral training and 
religious instruction tbere is none. All this applies in fullest form 
to dames' schools. Even those for infants are as pernicious as 
tbey can be, both for· the bodies and for the minds and tempers of 
the little ones. • 

15. 'The training given to masters and mistresses in normal 
schools and colleges is in many respects well adapted for the object 
in view. Perhaps of all such colleges, certainly of all with which 
I am acquainted, the fault is, that the teachi11!J is more attended to 
than the training. This is a fatal necessity, caused by the present 
organization of those schools, and their connexion with Govern
ment. Most of them depend chiefly for their support upon the 
Government grants, certificates, &c., and these depend upon the 
knowledge of the students; knowledge, therefore, rather than the 
faculty of teaching, becomes the necessity of these institutions. 

It is not possible for the students to devote sufficient time to the 
art of teaching and training, if. they are to cram the amount of 
knowledge required for a good position in the classes. Hence there 
is a constant temptation offered, both to the professors and to the 
students, to neglect that which ought to be the leading feature of 
their education, for the mere acquirement of knowledge. 

I am not one of those who grudge. any amount of knowledge 
attainable by the students,-the future 'masters and 'mistresses 
of our scbools. Would that they had all knowledge, and on every 
subject; but I hold that the science of imparti11!J knowledge, and of 

'traini11!J minds, and /ormin'l character, and managing schools, should 
be the first, . the chlefes~ and the ~ost important part of their 

, .. • I 
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acquirements in a training college. It is a fact that some of the 
highest ckus men make inferior masters,. while some of those who 
have stood much lower in the classes make far. better masters. 
:Mere book work and paper excellence will not secure active, clever, 
energetic, vivacious schoolmasters. 

How this evil is to be abated, except by totally striking out 'of 
the examinations all the high mbjects, I don't know. 

Owing to the Queen scholar system, the evil i~ incr~ased, because 
the colleges scramble for the cleverest, who will brmg them the 
most credit and money, and no respect is had to the" aptness to 
teach j" I mean in the choice' of candidates. 

I am by no means objecting to any essential character in the 
whole lIystem j but I am pointing out an evil sensibly felt by all 
who have practical knowledge of this pa\·t of the subject. 

Hundreds of schools are languishing for masters and mistresses 
moderately gifted with lcnowledge, possessed of teaching and training 
powers, and who would be contented with a moderate salary. 

I hear it said that the supp(v of teachers is exceeding the demand. 
I do Mt believe it. The mp-ply does. not mit the demo:nd. Schools 
cannot afford to give the pnce of the first-rate master, and so this 
will cure itself. He will seek other employment and better pay, 
and you must give us a humhler race of teachers. In too many cases 
the "knowledge" of these men does "puff them up," and being on 
many common mbjects far better instructed than their employers, even 
than many of the clergy themselves, this result is very natural. 

Something must be done to remedy this great evil What that 
should be I am hardly prepared to say, unless it were to give higher 
classification to those skilled in the science of training than to mere 
paper work and book knowledge. 

It rests with the Committee of Council. The training col(eges will 
ever produce the article whioh will pay best. If the inspectors gave 
the highest premium to the best cook all the students would be disciples 
qf Soyer. . 

16. I think the pupil-teacher system works admirably j it is 
a heavy strain upon the time and strength of the master and 
mistress, in one way, but, if judiciously managed, it is a relief: to 
them in another war' . 

17. The mode 0 paP.Dent must vary with local peculiarities. 
A real good master Will work as well without the stimulant of 
head money, though there may be many to whom it might be 
advantageous. In all the schools, both in· Gloucestershire and 
Cumberland, with which I have been connected, the teachers have 
had fixed salaries. 

VIII. 
18. On results I reallY' can give no opinion, and I do not know 

any o~e who is co~petent to do so j at least none whose opinion 
I should value. 

One good plan is not alluded to,-schoolmasteri associations. 
Under good management I think them very beneficial. 

Apologizing for prolixity,. 

(Signed) 
June 7, 1859. 

I have, &c. 
FRANCIS CLOSE, .' 

Dean of Car1isl~ 
-----------------------------------
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The Rev. John CundiIl, B.D., Incumbent. of St. 
Margaret's, Durham, and the Rev. J. G. Cromwell, 
M.A., Principal of tbe Diocesan Training School, 
Durham. • 

PRELIMINARY. 

1. Many years ago I inspected schools in the counties of Durham 
and Northumberland for Government and the National Society. I 
was the first Principal of the Durham Diocesan Training School for 
masters, and continued in that situation for upwards of 10 years. 
I have long been a member of the managing committee of a large 
central school in DUrham, and have taken an active part in the 
transaction of the business of the Durham Diocesan School 
Society. Since 1842 I have been the incumbent of a populous 
town parish in the city of Durham, principally inhabited by the 
poorer classes. 

My experience applies to the diocese of Durham, and principally 
to the children of pitmen, and of the working and. industrial 
classes resident in a town. 

, JOHN CUNDlLL, 

July 18,1859. Incumbent of St. Margaret's, Durham. 

PRELIMINARY. 

1. Ten years ago I became the Vice-Principal ot the Durham 
Diocesan Training School, and seven years ago· I succeeded the 
Rev. John Cundill in the office of Principal of the same institution. 
During the whole of my residence in Durham I have been the 
acting manager of larae central schools containing between 400 
and 500 scholars. I ~ve visited nearly every training school 
of importance in Great Britain and Ireland, and I have some 
slight personal knowledge of schools in France and Belgium. As 
president of a schoolmasters' association, I have visited num,erous 
schools in many parts of the diocese of Durham, and from frequent 
intercourse with school managers, schoolmasters, and inspectors, 
I have had many opportunities for obtaining information on 
elementary school matters. 

J. G. CROMWELL, 

Principal of the Durham Diocesan Training 
July 18, 1859. School for Schoolmasters. 

I_STANDARD OF EDUCATION. 

We consider it practicable (without compulsory education) for 
boys to continue at school up to the age of ten or eleven, and for 
girls up to the ~e of eleven or twelve. But the irregularity of the 
attendance of guls is always much greater than that of boys, as 
they are much more nseful at home. 

We considet it desirable for boys and girls to continue at school 
up to the age of twelve or thirteen. 

S. We consider that children of twelve or thirteen years of age 
might reasonably be expected to acquire a knowledge of the 
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elements of religion, and of the more important secular subjects, 
i:e. reading, writing, and arithmetic, together with, an introduc
tion to grammar, history, and geography.. We thmk that vocal 
music should be taught both to boys'and girls, but that drawing 
need be taught only to boys who are·intended for mechanical 
occupations. 

4. (a) Our opinion is that Sunday schools are useful for im
parting religious knowledge, and for the formation of good habits 
lU both sexes. 

(b ) We think that the result of the half-time system. is doubtful ; 
for we understand that under its operation there are not a few 
parents who evade the object of the law by keeping their children 
at home until the legal working age. . 

Cc) We think that a system of industrial and domestic training, 
wherever it is practicable, would be highly desirable,. but the 
difficulty of raising the requisite funds, not to mention other serious. 
obstacles, will always be a bar against its general adoption. 

(d) We firmly believe that the most practicable method of 
prolonging the period of instruction in this country among the 
working classes, will be found to be that of evening schools. Such 
schools do not interfere. with the industrial occupations of the 
pop.ulation, and wherever a thoroughly able, earnest,. an~ ex
perIenced master can be procured, they are almost mvanably 
successfuL 

(e) Experience has proved that Lectures and Mechanics' 
Institutes have generally failed. 

(f) The advantages of free' and lending libraries have been in 
some large towns so conspicuous, that we should wish to see them 
much more generally adopted. . 

(g) Prize schemes have been useful only to a very limited 
extent. The inducements that can be offered are not sufficient to 
keep children at school beyond the usual age i and the competitors 
would probably, for the most part, have remained at sch001 under 
any circumstances. . 

(h) The distribution- of minor State appointments. on educa-
tional grounds would, in our opinion, be highly impolitic. ' 

D. Education should not be supplied to the poor gratuitously, 
for several obvious reasons; but it should be paid for by them 
partially-or we would say entirely-(with the exception of 
Government grants, and the cost of the erection of school buildings) 
whenever the rate of wages would enable them to do so. 

I1.-ACTUAL STATE OF EDUCATION. 

6. Owing to the early age at which children of the working classes 
generally leave school, and to their very irregular attendance whilst 
they profess to be at sch~ol (the latter remark is especially true in 
the case of girls), the standard indicated in the answer to question S 
is not generally attained; and much that has been attained i.s 
afterwards forgotten. . . . 

. III.-CAUSES OF DEFICIENCY (IF ANY). • 

'1 (a.) The causes of the deficiency. of education cannot, with 
much show of reason, be attributed to deficiency in the number of 
schools, though it may b~ admitted that their efficiency would be . 

VOL. V. ' . I 
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increased if the funds necessary for their' support could be 'more 
easily and more largely obtained. . . 

(b) We do not think that"unskilful teaching or wrong choice of 
subjects do at present much impede the progress of education. 

(c) But the want of interest on the part of parents in their 
children's education is one of the greatest obstacles with which we 
have to contend. . 

(d) To the value of the labour of children, especially in niining 
and manufacturing districts, we are inclined to attribute one of the 
chief causes of the present deficiency of education; but we do not 
believe that the inability of parents to pay school fees has much to: 
do with the questio~. Girls, and sometimes' boys, have to. attend 
to younger children, to assist in household duties, and to run 
errands. . .. 

(e) We cannot· attribute any deficiency to the bad management 
or to the bad organization of schools i and, in the majority of cases 
within our own knowledge, no fault can be found. ' 

(f) See our answer to question marked (d) above. 

IV.-CHARACTER OF THE EXISTING SYSTEM OF GOVERNMENT' 
AID AND INSPECTION. 

8. Our opinion of the existing system of Government aid and 
iIispection is on the whole favourable. Poor districts, however, do, 
not obtain under the operation o( its Minutes so much assistance 
as the more wealthy ones, and in some cases they are altogether~ 
excluded from participation in the. Parliamentary Grants. In some 
of· the remoter districts inspection is still looked upon with suspicion; 
but this feeling is disappearing. The success of inspection depends 
to a very great ~xtent, perhaps more than is desirable, on the per
sonal disposition and qualification of the Inspectors. Districts in. 
which the Government system is in operation are undoubtedly 
benefited by it; and those in which it is not yet adopted are 
relatively, as·to the t:ace of life, in a worse position than they were 
before. 

9. (a) It is a question whether schools maintained exclusively for 
paupers do not deepen and propagate the spirit of pauperism; but 
large schools .entirely separated from union workhouses (~ the 
Swinton school near Manchester is) seem to be less mischievous in 
this respect than schools which are held within th~ precincts of a 
union workhouse. 

(b ) We have had no experience in the operation of reformatory 
schools. We should be disposed to send the' children of paupers, 
and deserted and destitute children, to the schools of their respec
tive districts; the cost of their education to be paid out of the 
poor's rate. Children who are criminals we would send to refor
matory schools. 

10. The existing system of Government aid and inspection does 
undoubtedly stimulate voluntary- liberality; ·We do not know of 
any persons who entertain CONSCIENTIOUS objections to its 
existence. 

V.-ENDOWED SCHOOLS. 
ll. The appointment of masters to endowed schools ~s sometimes 

made a job of, and difficulty not unfrequently arises in gt:tting rid 
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of inefficient or improper masters. The knowledge of this difficulty 
sometimes leads masters to slur or neglect their duty; and if their 
whole salary arises from endowment, this temptation is the, more 
powerful No doubt in some cases the conditions inserted: in 
founders" wills do interfere with the adaptation of endowed schools 
to the ~xisting condition of society. ' 

VI.-SUGGESTIONS. 

12. (a) We are' certainly in favour of maintaining the existing, 
system of Government aid and inspection, subject to the alterations 
which we suggest in our answers marked below (c) and (d). 

(b) We should wish to see the existing system further developed. 
(c) We would suggest that some relaxation of the present rules 

as to grants in cases of poor, suburban, and rural districts would 
be productive of.very great good, and would remoye some dis-
satisfaction. , 

(d.) We would suggest that local boards, associated with Govern
ment inspectors, might with advantage be established for the con
sideration of applications for grants of money. And it might be 
desirable that local inspectors should be associated in the work of -
inspection with those appointed by Government, if such an arrange
ment could be effected. At any rate, the reports of the Government . 
inspectors should always be accompanied by those of the resident 
managers. , 

(e) We should decfdedly object to the adoption of the voluntary 
principle in relation to the maintenance of schools. Wherever they 
are inefficient at present the fault may generally be traced to a want 
of the necessary funds, and the volUntary principle would simply 
augment our present difficulties. ' 

(f) We should decidedly object to a system of rating, for many 
reasons, and more especially because the management of schools 
would thereby fall into the' hands of persons either incapable of 
dealing with them" oJ," not personally interested iIi their welfare. , 

(g) As to existing chan table endowments, already applicable to 
the purposes of ~ducation, we would suggest that \ greater powers 
should be 'given to the Charity Commissioners, in whose pro
ceedinO's there is now great and serious delay. But we object 
'alto~ether to any perversion ot charitable endowments from theV 
origmal objects, when these are not from circumstances either 
impracticable or wntra bonos mores. 

With r~ference to' t~e ef!icient maintenance of Sunday schools we 
would suggest grants In IUd of voluntary local efforts for the pur~ 
chase of books, prizes, &c., and for the payment of superintendent. 

(h) With respect to the methods ot prolonging education and 
preservin$ its results, we would s~ggest an extension of the present 
system 01 grants ot money to evenmg schools for general purposes, 
and. we would suggest that the same system should be extended in 
aid of volun~ary local efforts to tree and lending libraries. We are 
ot opinion that the Act enabling Town Councils to rate borouO'hs 
for this purpose is inoperati~e, nor, does it apply to the country at 
large • 
• ' 13. We would make attendance at school compulsory; and we 
would impose upon the parents the obligation of insuring the 
attendance of their children at school, and we would make the 

I 2 
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non-fulfilment of this obligation a misdemeanor. We do not 
wish for' the establishment of schools under the direct control 
of the State. . 

As to the difficulties arising from the differences of religious 
belief, we have to remark in general that these are much 
exaggerated in the minds of some people; we have never met 
with an instance (except in the case of Roman Catholics) in 
which difficulty has arisen from the cause. 

NOTE.-We have made our answers as brief as is consistent 
with perspicuity; but should the Commissioners wish for further 
information as to any particular. points, we shall be happy. to 
supply all we can. 

VIl.-TEACHERS AND TRADiITNG COLLEGES. 

14. The qualifications of masters and mistresses of public schools 
in this district are generally sufficient., and the deficiencies yet 
existing are fast disappearing. 

We cannot say the same of the qualifications of masters and 
mistresses of private schools; but more may be said in favour of 
the mistresses of dames' schools. 

15. See answer to this ad jinf!lTl. Mr. Cromwell, being Prin
cipal of the Durham Diocesan: TIaining School, for obvious reasons 
declines to give an opinion on the several points of this question. 

16. Due care is not always used in the selection of pupil
teachers, nor is their special training always so carefully attended 
to as it might and ought to be. 

17. We think that schoolmasters and mistresses should not be 
paid entirely either by fixed' stipends or by fees, but by a com.;. 
bination of the two. 

18. The steps taken to improve and extend education are, as 
we conceive, of too recent a date to justify us in giving a decided 
opinion on these points. 

JOHN CL'NDILL, 

Incumbent of St. Margaret's, Durham, and late Prin
cipal of the Durham Diocesan Training SchooL 

, J. G. CROMWELL, 

Principal of the Diocesan Training School, Durham. 
Durham, July 18, 1859. 

VIl.-TEACHERS AND TRAINING .COLLEGES. 

15. I am of opinion that in training colleges there is too much 
instruction and too little education. Too many and too advanced 
subjects are taught., especially in mathematics. Hence superficial 
acquirements, conceit., and discontent on the part of those trained. 
On the whole, the training should be more industrial and of a 
more practical and elementary character. I think it also eztremely 
important that the principal of each training school should be 
associated with the Government inspectors in the examinations of 
the institution over which he presides. .. 

The training school for masters in the diocese of Durham is in a 
highly satisfactory condition, and will bear comparison with any in 
the kingdom. 

That for mistresses has been but a short time in operation. 
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Not always.. The youngest are usually the most conceited, self
willed, and discontented, which, in addition to what is said above, 
may partly arise from their being suddenly put in possession of an 
independent position, and of what is to them a large income. 

Durham, 
July 18, 18.59. 

JOHN CUNDlLL, 
Incumbent of St. Margaret's, Durham, 

and late Principal of the Durham 
Diocesan Training School. 

In addition to what has been said in answer to question 13, I 
beg to say that I should desire to see some test applied under the 
compulsory system, which should aim at discovering, by an official 
examination, whether every child of a certain age (say 11 years) 
had made lIome definite acquirements. If any child should fail 
to pass the specified examination, it should not be legal to remove 
such child from school till the next periodical examination should 
have been held; and if a child should fail a second time, then the 
examiners should have power to decide whether such child should 
be required to appear again at a third examination or not. 

. J. G. CROMWELL, 

Principal of the Durham Diocesan 
Durham, July 18, 1859. Training School. 

The Rev. Derwent Coleridge, M.A., Prebendary of St. 
Paul's, Principal of st. Mark's College, Chelsea. 

PRELIMINARY. 

1. IN early life I had some acquaintance with the high schools, 
" Latin" schools, or free schools of Cumherland and Westmoreland, 
where the children of the yeomen, boys and girls, and of their 
labourers were taught together; the former receiVing elementary, 
the latter in some cases more advanced instruction. The master 
was commonly a good practical mathematician, with some knowle!tge 
of Latin, and perhaps of Greek-enough to construe the Greek 
Testament. In these schools particular youths might be prepared 
for St. Bees, with a view to holy orders, while the general run of 
the education did not go beyond reading, writing, and arithmetic. 
The more advanced scholars were well fitted for places in the 
excise, clerkships, and the like. I think the lads did more for them
selves, and at the same time received more individual instruction 
than is common under the modern systems of popular education. 
Such schools, however, are only adequate to the wants of a sparse 
population, and in the north of England, as in Scotland, are or 
were specially adapted to the prevailing state of manners; the 
owner of the soil and his wife associating on nearly equal terms 
with the farm-servants of both sexes. Still the precedent is in
structive. Besides its bearing on the general question of " endowed 
schools" -:-of which I will say a few words under the proper head 
-it tells, as far as it goes, in favour of educating the m3$ter 
even of an elementary school above the level of the subjects which 
be will commonly be required to teach; wh~le it points to the 
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advantage of, adapting the parochial school to m~re ,than one 
class of ~hildren. Under what circumstances this may be advan. 
tageously effected, and what precautions'. are required, must be 
discussed elsewher~. It"was from these schools that Dr. Bell took 
his first masters. . ' . 

From l,826'to 1840,' I was head master of au ancient grammar 
school, With a small, endowment, where the sons of the upper 
tradesmen attended with those of the country gentlemen and pr~ 
fessional men, the instruction being strictly, though not exclusively 
classical. The want, however; or' at least the desire, of a distinc
tivelycOinmercial',educatio~ was beginning to be felt intha toWn, 
leading to a separation, not jn my opinio~, altogether advantageous 
to the commercial' class-but this belongs to a different branch of 
the subject. At the, same time and in the same place I assisted' 
in'establishmg parochial schools for both sexes, which, however, 
passed eventually from under my ,control. '. . , 

From the year 1840 to the presen~ time, I have been principal 
of, the National Society's training t:ollege· fo/.", schoolmasteI'$ at 
Chelsea, which was commenced, under my superintendence: Ac
cordingly my ~xperience dates from a period prior to the formation 
of the Committee of Council on Education, 01' to the introduction 
of the pupil-teacher s~ste~~ 'Tc;> the college a,large practising 
school IS attached, which IS carnedoI\ under one head master 
in two deparLmeut&,conesponding generally to two classes of 
children. The upper department approaches to the character of a 
middle school. 

I • ....,:.STANDARD OF EDucATI~N. 
2. The preCIse age ;will differ in diff~rent localities, and must 

always be left to be determinedbv the exigencies of the case. 
The master,the clergyman, and the inspector will do all they can 
py fair means to prolong the period of instruction, either during 
the whole or of half of th~ usual school hours, or even at intervals; 
but ,I amq,verse to any compulsory measures, direct or indirect. 
I, should not even be disposed to encourage 'complaints on this 
score as a plea for shortcoming, though doubtless the limit of in· 
atruction will ordi~arily ,be contracted, and its permanent effect 
weakened, in some proportion to the age of the child when he 
leaves school. The necessities, of labour, the future prospects of 
the child ,as, a labourer, and ,the pr~sent need of his parents must 
be considered first. 'Let this be accepted as a fixed condition of the 
problem, and let the educator be made to feel that he must grapple 
with the difficulty as it starids~ Let hJrn see what can be done to 
improve the time, of.school instruction while it lasts, and tq supple,. 
ment it when it,is over. Say that ,in, rural districts the childre~ 
leave sqhool, as a rule, in their eleventh year (soon after they are 
ten years old). ,'J'hey may then have been taught in the infant and 
National school for a period of five or six years. ,', ' , 

8. Say that in the infant school, to which great attention should 
be 'paid, they have learnt, to read words of one syllable1 to form 
theIr letters on a slate or otherwise, to have gone over the addition 
!lnd mul,tiplication tables~ besides haying received ~he usual reli,gious 
lDstruction proper for chIldren, ,and to have acqUIred some SImple 
notions of" common things," while they 'have ,been' committing 
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their hymns and little songs to memory, and have had their ears 
trained to the ,perception, and their voices to the utterance, of 
musical tmunds (all of which, and more, is accomplished in a good 
infant school, the children of which leave at or before seven years 
old). There will then be three years to spend at the National 
school, at the end of which, with a child so prepared (if the process 
be natural, and not overstrained), a fair knowle.dge of reading, 
writing, and arithmetic, with the outlines of English and Scripture 
history and geography, may very well have been mastered. Almost 
every child may have been taugh~ to read the narrative portions of 
the Bible fluently, to write a fair round hand, and to work addition 
of money, with the elements of religious knowleoge. This is a 
minimum standard, and has regard to the manifold difficul~ies with 
which the master has often to contend, in particular irregular 
attendance, and an almost entire absence of a favourable influence 
at home. Something too may have been done to correct his temper, 
,and to teach him self-control; and till this much has been accom
plished it will be well to see what hindrances lie behind, and try to 
remove them, rather than .to attempt to pass the harrier which appears 
to he fixed in.front. Wherever a class of elder children can pe,kept 
.together, ana more can be done in the way of teaching, let It be 
done by all means-:-the more the better, so . that it be done well. 
Let there be more and higher reading, more and higher arithmetic, 
with the elements of mathematical and physical knowledge, and 
English grammar well ,taught, but do not let anything be forced. 
The practice of composition in connexion with useful knowledge, 
statement of facts, and the like, should be carefully attended to; a 
little knowledge of music may be gained early, which may be con
tinually improved; but I do not think that much drawing can be 
taught in schools where the chilgren leave at ten years old. Under 
. more favourable circumstances, with elder children at school; as 
well as by every supplementary method that can be devised, I think 
that drawing should be made an integral part of education, and that 
the cultivation of the taste should be encouraged; but it is not the 
one thing needful in popular education as it stands at present. 

In every school the practice of reading, even with the youngest 
children, should be encouraged, and, as far as may be, enforced. 
Little story-books of the simplest kind, and the more amusing the 
better. should be read, not only at school, but at home. If once 
the habit shall have been gained, and the habit formed of inde
pendent reading, if once any pleasure has been experienced in 
this occupation, the great difficulty has been overcome;' an instru
ment of self-culture has been secured, the use of which may be 
~ncouraged and assisted out of school, and after the school has been 
left for labour. Surely in small places ~uch may he done, by 
following the' boy or youth ,to his home, with benefit both to him
self and to his family. Any how, there should be more reading, 
not the process merely-learning to read-but reading itself, the 
result. If the day-labourer can read fur his amusement, he will 
doubtless be able to eXJ.>ress himself sufficiently well in writinO" 
if a soldier or sailor. hIS letters will be much to the ,point; hi~ 
spelling .and gramm!ll' w!ll improve, though this is not a matter of 
the last lIDportance m hIS case. The amount of school-teachinO' 
necessary to produce this, result, with a sufficient knowledge of 
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accounts for petty commerce, may, I believe, in almost every case, 
have been given, ·if the time before ten years old has been well 
employed, though I am far from intimating that the Sunday school, 
and, if possible, the night ~cqool, will not. be always desirable, and 
often necellsary, to carryon what has been begun in the day 
school. . 

4. My particular experience does not enable me to speak with 
authority on the various. methods of supplementing school instruc
tion named in the 4th question; each and all will doubtless be 
found useful under certain circumstances and within certain limits. 
Thus much is certain-(l) thellon of the laboUrer, if not his 
daughter, will almost always be a mere child when be leaves 
school, with th~ modicum of learning above indicated, supposing 
that' even this has been attained; and (2) that in the absence of 
home teaching (to which Scotland has owed so much) he must be . 
dependent, generally speaking, upon help from without, not merely 
for the advancement, but for the preservation of his acquirements: 
and this is more or less tru'e of other classes ranking higher in 
society. To this point, therefore, I think the attention of educa
tionists should be anxiously directed, for I believe the moral 
effects of such after studies to be no less certain than the in
tellectual. 

III.-CAUSES OF DEFICIENCY. 

'1. I believe that all the causes of deficiency enumerated iIr this 
section operate in different parts of the country, and to these must 
be added, in many places, the want of churches, or other centres of 
religious teaching, on which the foundation, support, and efficient 
management of schools is' mainly dependent. 1 believe that very 
much has been done and·is doing, with considerable success, to 
remedy these evils, and that what is mainly wanted is to persevere 
hopefully, oatiently, and zealously in the same course. 

gr.-CHARACTER OF THE EXISTING SYSTEM OF GOVERNMENT 
AID AND INSPECTIOY. 

8. Putting aside all questions of detail, my opinion is decidedly 
and warmly in favour of the existingllystem of Government aid and 
inspection. That it affords most help to those who are most able 
and willing to help themselves, though still unable to dispense 

'with its aid, is according to the nature and inevitable order of 
things. If there. be some districts which fall below its direct 
operation, these are not worse off than they were before, in many 
cases they are much better. Of this I can ·speak with distinct 
recollection, having. repeatedly examined the masters of rural 
schools before the systeIJI came into operation. They have now 
harvest meetings, organizing masters, clerical inspection, and other 
aids not derived from Government, but acting with it~ and even to 
some extent aided by it, to say. nothing of general emulation and 
example. Accordingly the masters, as a class, are more respectable, 
and the schools more efficient than formerly, but the want which 
undoubtedly exists is now felt <lnd etrpressed. This is as it should 
be, let it be seen what can be. done to meet it, .but not at the 
exp~nseof the good already done or doing. 
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1<J. I believe the Government system does stimulate private 
liberality, upon the whole, to an immense extent, and -if in some 
cases it may appear almost to supersede it, as perhaps in the case 
of training schools (the annual maintenance, not the building), this 
has resulted from the proved inadequacy of private support for 
this object. Even here, however, the Joss is more apparent than 
reaL More money, on the whole, is snbscribed for the maintenance 
of training schools than would have been forthcoming if no aid had 
been given by Government, only what has been concentrated in a 
very few training schools is noW- divided among many; not to 
mention that the SUbscription which may be withheld from the 
institutions so largely aided is in almost every case transferred to 
the' schooL A large proportion moreover of the sums collected 
from the lower orders for the education of their children is due to 
Government, without which the schools would either not have 
existed or not have been efficient. 

I have known a good many clergymen who have been unwilling 
on one ground or the other to receive Government aid, but I have 
generally found them open to conviction; and in fact their schools 
are now in most cases under Government inspection. 1 believe 
any oP1?osition now existing on conscientious grounds to be very 
partial mdeed. . 

V.~ENDOWED SCHOOLS. 

11. Many endowed schools have been supplied with masters on 
my recommendation, with whom I have afterwards communicated 
on. the subject; ot their appointment, and very many others I have 
been unable to assist from the inadequate provision' which they 
afforded, whether for the master or for the general maintenance of 
the schooL I believe that they might be rendered extremely 
useful for the purposes of popular edu.cation, but that as now 
constituted they frequently act as a hindrance. The trusteeship 
too often interferes with the appointment of a good master or the 
removal of a bad one, and generally with the efficient management 
of the schooL The endowmeht itself, even if theitchool be under 
Government inspection, may be too high to admit of Government 
augmentations, and below the emoluments of a good National 
schooL If this restriction were removed, or the limit placed con
siderably higher, the objections of the trustees to Government 
inspection would almost always be overruled. The best masters 
would then seek these appointments, as offering higher advantages, 
while the risk of forfeiting their augmentation grant would still act 
upon them as a useful stimulus. Thus, instead of being amonO' 
the worst, these schools might be made among the best in th~ 
conn try, and this, without any interference with existIng rights. I 
should be strongly in favour of retaining, when practicable, any 
ancient usage or dlStinctive features which they may have retained 
or which may probably belong to them; as, on the one hand, 
the teaching of grammar in the old sense of the term, and on the' 
other the clothing and apprenticement of the children. By the 
acceptance of Government aid they would be thrown open to the 
labouring population, who would be benefited rather than injured 
by the admixture of scholars from the classes immediately above 
them. Education, in my opinion, should be studied as a whole. 
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.before it is considered in parts, and a sharp division between the 

.several portions" corresponding to the. manifold gradations of social 
rank, is, I venture to assert, inexpedient in practice. 

VI.-SUGGESTTONS • 

. 12. (a) Yes.' , 
(b) Yes .. 1 would gladly see it developed, both ;tS to, the extent 

of its operations, and the class of schools to which it is applied. 
It should, if possible, descend somewhat lower in its range. Per
haps the sole. charge of small schools might be. offered to pupil
teachers of more than 20 years of age, and to assistant masters 
of one year's standing. For this suggestion, 1 am indebted to 
Mr. Clark, the principal of Battersea, who also fully agrees with 
me as to the desirableness of increased liberality.in the case of 
small endowments. . .' . 

(c) Alterations in matters of detail may be required, and are 
in fact constantly being made; but I am not disposed to' recom
mend any importaht or general modification of the scheme for its 
present objects. ' . 

(d) The visits of inspectors are complained of by those interested 
in particular schoolS as too short, hurried, and occasional. I think 
a system of preparator,. inspection under the control and direction 
of the chief inspector, might be attended with the best effects. 
The inspector would thus be enabled to form his judgment upon 
fuller and .more certain data; and in very many cases the mistakes 
and short-comings of which he has to complain might be pre,. 
vented;· His influence would have gone before him. Moreover, 
if the post of sub-inspector were open to, National schoolmasters, 
say of seven years' standing, and to the subordinate officers of. 
training schools at a commencing salary of 1501., or 200/. a year, 
it would do much to recommend this calling to young men of 
talent and energy. What is wanted. is a suitable career of 
advancement within the limits of. the calling itself. Something 
has already been done to supply this defect, and more is to be 
desired. The. stimulus would act beneficially upon the whole 
.class, including the pupil-teachers., The office of the sub-inspector 
should not, however, in any degree be allowed to supersede that of 
the chief inspector. This would be a r~trograde. movement. . The 
visits of the sub-inspector should be simply preparatory to that of 
the chief inspector, and be of a helpful and encouraging, rather 
than of a critical character; arid be directed rather to the smaller 
and less efficient schools than to those of established position. 

VII.-TEACHERS AND TRaINING COLLEGES. 

'H. Thus much 1 may be permitted to state from my own ex
perience, that the qualifications of schoolmasters, whether regard 
be had 'to attainments, power of teaching, or zeal in the exercise of 
their calling, are immeasurably higher than they were before the 
establishment of training colleges. I am not prepared to assert 
that-nothing more remains to be done, but I think that the efforts 
which have been made have been well considered, are in the right 
direction, and have been as successful as could reasonably have 
been anticipated. It is surely some proof of the success of the 
experiment that the services of the men 80 trained are in full and 
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steady demand for educational pos'ts connected with popular educaj 
tion, not only in England, but throughout the BrItish empire
preferential demand, the men so trained being found better fitted 
for their work than any other class of candidates. 

15. A very wide field of usefulness lies open before the training 
colleges, and it would be no ground for discouragement, and little 
for blame, if they shou4l not yet be found to cover the whole of it. 
The first object was to improve the quality of popular education, 
and, as a means thereto, to raise the character of the -National 
schoolmaster; . for which end, it was necessary to improve his social 
position, and to provide him with a suitable education. That the 
more important schools, which as a rule, offer larger emoluments, 
should have been first provided with competent masters, can be no 
ground of complaint. Much more than· this, however, has been 
effected. Tramed masters are finding their way into rural districts 
and villages every year in considerable numbers, and if, after all, 
the exigencies of the cases should not be fully met (though I believe 
that much more will be effected by the present arrangements, if 
sufficient "time be allowed,) let some supplementary measure be 
devised, hut lteep 11,hat :'1ou have .qot. Thus I reply~arnestly, if 
not anxiously, to the present inquiry.· , 

As regards the contentment of the men with their appointments 
and position of life, it is full as great as that of any other body of 
men in the country. Who is quite content? . 

There may be, Indeed, too much repose of this kind, too little 
desire of change or advancement, and, as a consequence, a. want of 
life and activity; but that the men educated at St. Mark's College 
(and I doubt not that the same will be affirmed generally) are well 
satisfied with their calling is evinced by the fact that the number 
of those who seek to quit it is quite inconsiderable, Md in almost 
every particular case, when it occurs, admits of a satisfactory ex-
planatIOn. ' 

16. The pupil-teacher system is, in my opinion, capable of being 
worked more effectively than it has hitherto been; but as it stands 
at present, my experience of its effects is highly favourable. It lS 
in the first place, a necessary supplement to the training of masters; 
it is also, under prorer management, a tnost useful auxiliary in the 
conduct ofparochia and other popular schools. But I am disposed 
to rate the mdirect benefits of the system even more highly. As a 
body, these young men are very decidedly above their class, not 
only in intellectual, but in moral and religious culture. . 

At all events, looking at the question in a national point of view, 
. they are fairly well educated, and whether they become school
masters or no, the effect of their example and influence in their own 
families and elsewhere cannot but operate beneficially, and this in 
a wide scale. " 

17. A sufficient stipend should be provided as a minimum re
muneration, and whatever is more than this should depend on fees' 
this, I think, is the best course, but no uniform rule can' be laid 
down. The system of fixed stipends is, to some extent, necessary, 
the popular schoolmaster being, for the most part, without resources 
for his bare maintenance; he cannot wait for his income ;-,-but it 
tends to prevent enterprise. It is a great error~ even where it is 
not an injustice,. to withhold from the master a share in the results 
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~f hi~ own exertions, when the revenues' of the school have been 
increased through his efficiency. 

NIGHT SCHOOLS. 

Of the modes hitherto proposed, or likely to be proposed, of 
supplementing the existing machinery of popular education, the 
most obvious and the most effectual is the night school; but on this 
subject I cannot speak from experience, and am loth to trouble the 
Commissioners with mere speculation. It is more easy to pornt out 
the difficulties, the expense being the most formidable, by which 
any general scheme for the' establishment of night schools is en:' 
cumbered, than to suggest any plan by which these difficulties may 
be overcome. Exceptional cases may be put out of the question. 
When the clergyman, or any other zealous individual possessing 
educational talent, is able and willing to devote himself to -the work, 
a night school may be carried on for a while with no other than 
voluntary assistance; but this will go a very little way towards' 
educating the country. Such efforts may, however, be useful as 
proving what may be done with adequate machinery; a foundation 
will have bee!llaid, but ifleft to itself the undertaking will gradually 
languish, and end in neglect and disheartenment. It is neither to 
be expected nor desired that the clergy should, as a rule, have 
leisure for more than general supervision and occasional assistance. 

In populous and flourishing districts a night school may, I should 
iinagine, be made nearly or altogether self-supporting. In this 
Case, a regular master and assistant should be provided, with the 
usual, aid from Government, without reference to the day schools. 
Voluntary assistance may, from time to time, add to the efficacy of 
the work, and should be encouraged; but the school should not be 
absolutely dependent upon such assistance. If successful, the im
portance of such a school will he fully adequate to the required 
outlay. It may be worth consideration, whether a reading-room 
and library might not be attached to the school; and perhaps a cup 
of coffee procurable, at a cheap rate, by the elder scholars. If it 
can be made a rival to the public-house,-if light, warmth, society, 
and refreshment can be offered, much good might surely be effected. 

In other cases, where the children are of both sexes, and a. 
mistress or even a respectable work-woman can be provided (taking 
care that the infant school is not omitted or scanted), the master 
might take the school in the morning, his pupil-teachers in the 
afternoon (leaving the school to the mistress), and the night school 
in the evening. This will, however, require a master of more than 
ordinary skill and energy, not only from the amount of labour, but 
because, he will have two spheres of 1abo'!l"' each requiring a dif
ferent sort and degree of talent and expenence,-the night school 
being the more arduous, demanding IDOre tact, and, generally 
speaking, an older man. It is, in fact, a new business, for which he 
has to be prepared; and, moreover, it takes up the evening,-a 
'Part of the day on which most schoolmasters set a high value, and 
which, to the young schoolmaster, is, or ought to be, truly valuable. 
Such a post, therefore, should be proportionally remunerated. 
Unfortunately, in all the proposals which come under my notice, 
the pay is in an inverse ratio to the work; and this from obvious 
causes: most is wallted where the means are least. 

\ 
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I do not recommend the plan of entrusting the school during 
any portion of the day to pupil-teachers,-'--at least, for a con"; 
tinuance,-if it can possibly be avoided; first, because the pupil
teachers will often be too young, a succession of advanced pupil
teachers being only practicable in large schools, too important to 
be left in subordinate hands; and, secondly, because their own 
education would thus be impeded and rendered onerous, both to 
themselves and to the master, whose time and ene..;gy would have 
to be resen'ed for the evening. The pupil-teachers may, indeed, 
attend the night school, and the labour of the master be, to some 
extent, lessened; but this will require careful watching, lest the 
one object should interfere with the other. The work of' the night 
sc~ool will often ~e too eleme.ntary •. ,!he p~pil-tea~her both !e .. 
qwres and has a right to recelve mdlVldual mstruction; but WIth 
judicious management the pupil-teacher might join in. the upper and 
more select classes of a mght school, especially if it be of a high 
order, with advantage to all parties. 

The education of the pupil-teacher must on no account be slurred 
over, as is too often the case. 

or the above plans the first, which is the most complete, might, 
I imagine, be carried out in many of our manufacturing towns 
and villages; the second in agricultural districts, where the oJ?" 
portunities of educ~tion are not below the average and a farr 
provision can be made. In cases of greater destitution and 
difficulty, it may be worth considering whether the dayschools, 
or some of them, may not he intrusted to a mistress, and a central 
night school established, the master of which, having no pupil
teachers, might serve as a sub-inspector or organizing master to' a 
small district. 

On the whole, whatever may be thought of the above plans,I 
attach great importance to the following principles - First, that 
whatever may be the value of the night school, and it can hardly 
be rated too highly, it is nev,ertheless a secondary consideration 
(notwithstanding the higher character which it may assume),' to the 
dar school, the latter being more certain in its operation, more 
uruversally applicable, and, moreover, essential as a preparation for 
the former. Let there be no retrograde movement as regards our 
day schools, either with respect to the help given to the school 
itself, or to the education or training of the master. As I have 
elsewhere said, let everything be done to educate the child from 
infancy to the age when he is wanted for labour,-during the years 
when he is most teachable, and when be can most surely be got at. 
The better be is taught during the time be is at the day school, 
the more likely he is, not, I regret to say, to remain,at scbool, but 
to return of hIS own accord to the instruction gf the .night school. 

My second principle is a corollary from the former. The night 
school cannot be mamtained by the leavings of the day school, and 
it is a false economy to make the attempt. You may injure the day 
school, but you will not succeed in establisbing any night school 
worth keeping up, unless you provide for it a machinery of its own, 
at least as efficient as that which has been found to be necessary for 
young children. . 

December 18.59. 
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The Lord Bishop otDurham. 
SIR, . August 11, 1859. 

I HAVE had the honour"of receiving the 'circular from the 
Education ComlIlission, in which they draw my attention to various 
questions bearing upon their inquiry. . . . 

The present system of Government grants in aid, and of Govern
ment inspection of schools, having been introduced since I· was a 
parochial minister, there are many questions of detail proposed 
which I do not feel myself competent to answer. But there is one' 
point ,()ll w~ch I am ~lad of fln, opportunity of deliverin~ my opinio~ 
I believe It to be ImpOSSIble to secure for the children of the 
poorer classes a really good education under the present system. 
Until some· effectual means be discovered for prolonging the period 
of instruction, and insuring in Some degree the permanence of its 
results, the issue of all our efforts must be unsatisfactory. Prize 
schemes are but feeble in their influence in inducing a prolonged 
stay at school. Evening schools deserve every encouragement, but 
they are only a partial palliative of a great evil. The half-time 
system has, I am inclined to believe, worked on the whole well, and 
my own wish would,be to see that system' extended, at any rate, to 
the children engaged in mining work, as is already the case with 
those employed in' factory work; nor do I see why it might not 
be· satisfactorily introduced in behalf of children who are employed 
in agriculture. It does seem to me that children require protection 
against the cupidity of their parents, who sacrifice· their education 
with the view of increasing the weekly earnings of the family. 

Having been conversant for twenty years as Bishop of Ripon, . 
with the factory population of Yorkshire, and. having now to deal 
with the mining population in the counties of Durham and Northum
berland, I feel strongly the need of some such aid from 'legislation 
in behalf of the boys employed in mines as the factory children 
enjoy; and when . it shall have been granted to them, I trust the 
time will soon arrive when no child below 14 years of age shall be 
allowed to work whQ is not required to give a certain portion of his 
time to educational instruction. 

To the Secretary 
to the 

. Education COmmission. 

I have the honour to be, 
Sir, 

Your faithful and 
obedient Servant, 

C. T. DUNELM. 

Lady Dukinfield. 
1. TWELVE years passed at St. Martin's in the Fields, London, 

with the benefit of Sir Henry Dukinfield's experience of 14 years 
in 'that parish, and 18' years previously at St. Giles's, Reading, 
and in the parish of Waltham St. Lawrence, in Berkshire; 

I.~STANDARD OF EDUCATION. 
2 .. I think 14 years of age to be the highest age to which girls in 

a National school will be allowed to remain, and few will be left 
so long. 
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I think it not desimble that they should remain longer. Tho'se 
who have been p~rsuaded to go on till 15 have, in general, not 
turned out so well, unless indeed they have remained as servants 
or assistants to the' schoolmistress. 

In schools where they are lodged and trained to house work, 
washing, and cooking, it is very much to be wished that they should 
remain ti1115 or even 16. 

My experience induces me to say that. girls whose mothers are 
respectable are better fitted to meet the trials of life when brought 
up at a good National school than at a school w here they are 
lodged, and boarded, and clothed. . ' 

But I think that if girls could be taken from the National school 
at or before 14 years of age, or placed in an industrial school for a 
year or 18 months, the advantages would be very great. . 

In that case it would, generally speaki:pg, be neqessary to main
tain them entirely. 

8. A girl of 14, who has attended school with tolerable regularity, 
may be expected to read well, write well, and be perfect in the four 
first rules of arithmetic; some will have learnt the rule of three 
alSo. She ought to spell correctly in writing from dictation, but 
many fail in this respect. She ought to be thoroughly well 
acquainted with the four Gospels and the .Acts of the Apostles, and 
four out of five of the books of the Pentateuch, omitting Leviticus;. 
and she ou~ht to be more or less acquainted with the outline of the 
history of tne Jews, and all the principal Scripture characters. She 
may have .learned the doctrines and precepts of Christianity suffi-_ 
ciently well to enable her to make them the rule of her conduct 
and the comfort of her life. 

She may have become a proficient in the art of plain needle
work, and this I consider most essential, not only,as a means of 
obtaining her bread in future, not only as making her valuable as' 
a wife and a mother, but because a proficiency in this art requires 
patience, perseverance, attention, industry, and neatness. No girl 
can' be a really'good needlewoman without these qualities, and 
therefore the practice of it is excellent discipline for the mind of 
a poor girL . 

Knitting, crochet, and fancy works are very objectionable in a 
school, because they occupy the time that ought to De better 
employed. ' 

The girl may also have a general knowledge of the shape of the 
earth and the relative size and position of the various nations, 
together with some notion of the heavenly bodies, their motions, 
the seasons of the year, &c. &c., but only as much as can be 
imparted by a clever mistress in explaining the reading lessons. 
There' can ~e no time for special lessons in geography, neither 
can there be for grammar. 

Singing enlivens a school very much, -pleases the children and 
keeps them alive and in good spirits. It is very desirable that the 
mistress should sing herself, and be able to direct a class, and to 
teach the notes and divisions of time. on a black board. But 1 
would only have this done as a relief from other lessons when the 
school is weary, and in very hot· weather, when it is difficult for 
the children to work. I would not gire up any valuable time to 
singing lessons. . 
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~ (a) Sunday schools are excellent things~ when judiciously 
• carried out, and especially successful in the country. 

In town parishes I have found it difficlMt ~o .get the elder 
girls to come 'If they are in'place, the mistreiiiJVill seldom spare 
them; and if, they work, at shops, they are apt to be tired and 
late on Sundays. The younger may come; of course it is better 
than nothing. ,-, " 

Those who are at school all the week should ,have very little to 
do on Sundays. Let them say the lessons that they have learnt at 
home on Saturday, hymns, and the collect for the day. The collects 
learnt by heart are very valuable as prayers in after life. They 
come back to the mind when people get into trouble. Let them 
find the places in the prayer book. and Bible ready for church. 
Let them read the Gospel, or the Epistle, or one of the lessons for 
the day, and try to make them understand it. They will read it in 
church with .more profit, and be enabled to carry something away 
with them. 

(b) It is much better to leta girl come for three days in the 
week, if her mother cannot spare her for six, than to refuse her 
admittance at all. You will have, in appearance, a less perfect 
schoo], but you will do more good. So, if a mother· says my 
child may go in the morning, ,but not the whole day, let her come, 
and try to teach her something. Girls should be taught that, it is 
their duty to help their mother, and mothers should be persuaded 
not to deprive their children of the advantage. of education more 
than is absolutely necessary. ' , 

(c) There is no time in -Il' National day school for any industrial 
occupation but plain needlework. 

(d) Evening schools are not desirable for girls of any age. 
(f) Lending libraries are most useful The poor of all classes, 

young and old, in town and in country, are most willing to profit 
by them. ! 

, They are the most efficacious means p( keeping .up the power of 
reading, which now both boys and girls are very apt to lose as soon 
as they leave school' . 

(g) D,ur experience-both Sir Henry Dukinfield's and mine
led us to object very much to giving prizes in schools; we thought 
it did very little good, some harm, and was very hard upon some of 
the children who really deserved reward as well or better than those 
who received the prizes. They were an annual 'annoyance to us 
at St. Martin's. 

'Especially so was, a legacy of about 14l.,or 161.~I forget the 
exact sum-to each of three girls, of 21 years of age, who, having 
been brought up in St. Martin's parochial school, could produce a 
good character for the intervening period since they had left it. 
This was repeated every Ascension day. The money was seldom 
given to our entire satisfaction, arid the resqlt was still less often a 
good one. 

5. Education should decidedly not be given gratuitonsly, but a 
penny a week is 'quite as much as' the majority of the frequenters 
of National schools can afford to, pay; and it has been found well, 
in some cases, at the discretion of the managel' of the school, to 
allow three children to be sent for twopence. I 
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. Ragged and free schools are good onl}" as exceptional cases, and 
should always be'discouraged where others are possible. 

~ir HenrY V.llkinfi~ld sometimes allowed ~armers to send 
children' and to pay sixpence a week. They hked to do so, as 
they then felt that they were not obliged to the cnarity of the 
gentry, and the children were much better educat.ed than they 
would have been at the smaller schools where sixpence a week 
is charged. 

IV..-CHARACTER OF THE EXISTING SYS,TEM OF GOVERNMENT 
AID AND INSPECTION. 

I have had no connexion with any schools aided by Government; 
but by all that I can learn from diligent inquiry amongst those who 
have, it appears that too much is required. 

The health of the mistress frequently fails from over-exertion, 
and the general efficiency of the school is impaired. The educa
tion given is more superficial, less solid, and less beneficial than in 
the good schools of the old sort. 

V.-ENDOWED SCHOOLS. 

I I. The parochial school at St. Martin's was partly endowed 
and partly supported by SUbscriptions. . Endowments are usually 
clogged with rules and practices that become obsolete. Sir Henry 
Dukinfield used to think that the money would have been better 
spent upon good National or infant schools. But orphans he was 
always glad to get into a school where they could be lodged and, 
boarded. ' 

VI.-SUGGESTIONS. 

12. A modification of the present system of Government aid and 
inspection would be best. 

Let the standard of the qualification of the mistress and of the 
education given be lowered on the points unessential to the poorer 
classes, and let aid be giv,en to those parishes in which there are no 
gentry to lupport the IChool, and where usually the whole of the 
expense falls upon the clergyman, who is almost always a very poor 
man. These parishes, at present, are refused assistance, though 
th~ need it more than others. 

Let no notice of inspection be given to the mistress, or at any 
rate not more than a day or two, for they sometimes make very
improper preparation for the reception of the inspector. 

IS. I would certainly not make the attendance of girls compulsory. 

VII.-TEACHERS AND TRAINING COLLEGES.' 

15. Highly trained teachers are very apt to become weary of 
their daily labour, and to wish to rise in social position. 

17. It is best that the mistresses should be paid by stipend. 
Fees are liable to abuse. One of our mistresses had a share of the 
money received for' needlework, and needlework becamp. unduly 
the great object in the first class, to the neglect of the smaller 
children. One had all the pence above so many, and she contrived 
at once to raise the number of the school in an extraordinary 
manner; but the school was not improved~ 

VOL. V. x 
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, VIII.-REsuLTs. 

18. There ca~ be no doubt that a certain amount of secular 
instruction has a good effe~t upon the morals of the poor; but that 
effect is not increased by the addition of general knowledD'e and 
cultivation of taste. Music, drawing, and popular literatl~re are 
often snares rather than advantages to those who have to gain 
their daily bread by manual labour: " 

JANE DuKiNFIELD. 
83, Eaton Place, July 20, 1859. 

Rev. T. W. Davi,ds •. 

(iENTLEMEN, CoJchester, June 3, 1859. 
, I HAVE the honour to be in receipt of your circular dated' 

the 24th of May. When it arrived I was' unfortunately from 
home;, I now embrace the earliest opportunity of answering the 
vari?us questions which it propose!!, to the b,est of my ability. 

PltELIMINARY. 

1. l have. now been residen~ in this county foJ' eighteen years, 
dQ.ring the whole of whichperiod I have always taken an active, 
part i~ the educational and ;religious mov(>ments 9f the body with 
which lam connected,-'-the Congregational. 

011 the defeat of Sir James Graham's well-known measure, an 
effort was made by ,us to promote day schools on broad and 
unsectarian "principles, in connexion with our numerous con
gregations. A committee was appointed for that purpose, and I 
acted as Secretary of that organization. 111 that capacity I 
eauRed statistical inquiries to be made into the state of education 
and educational appliances in every parish in the county. I also 
visited, and in conjunction with the officers of the Congregational 
~oard of Education, held public meetings in almost every district, 
with a view to' the establishment of new day schools where 
previously there were no institutions of the kind, and the revival 
of existing schools which we, found' in a languishing condition; 
and our eWorts were most successful. A large number of new 
school-rooms were erected, and new schools set on foot, and a still 
greater number of existing schools were revived at an expense of 
from 12,0001. to 15,OOOl., the whole of which.:sum was raised by 
voluntary contributions only, and in this county alone. With but 
one or two exceptions, all these schools are still in Y~gorous and 
efficient operation; and I have always had them all more or less 
under my eye ever since that time, In connexiol1 with my own 
church I have three d;ty schools, one of which is self-supporting, 
and the others are partly so. 

In Sunday schools also I have had large experience. I have 
in connexion with .my own church five Sunday schools, which 
have now some 90,0 children and young people in attendance. 
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All my dperience of both day and Sunday schools has been 
for the most part limited to agricultural districts ami smaller 
country lowns. 

I.-STANDAn:~·OF EDUCATION'. 

2. In districts such as these it seems Ilardly practicable to 
retail'! boya in our day schools much· beyond the age of 10 
years, and with but few exceptions, next to impossible to retain 
them bt>yond the age of 12. Girls in many casE'S may be retained . 
tIOmewhat longer than boys. The means of the parents are so 
limited, that their poverty compels them to seek employment for 
tht>ir childrt>n as soon as ever they are able to command anything 
to assist in the maintenance of the household. That it would 
be "desirable" to pxtend the school PE'rio& to, at least, the· age 
of 15 ypars fOf childreu of both sexes, is much too obvious to 
be argut>d; and this might be done with safety and with great 
advantage eVE'ry. way,. if the means of the parents would but 
allow of it. Both boys and girls would be much the better for 
such an extended school period, w~atever the occupations they 
mi~ht follow in after life. -

3. Little, genprally indeed, nothing, can be taught tfficiently in 
our day schools beyond· rt>ading and writing a.nd the elements of 
biblical knowledge and arithmetic, unlpss it be the primary facts 
of history and geography. . The main burden of the rpligious 
teaching had even better be left to the Sunday schools, attendance 
at some of which should therefore constitute a . leading object of 
the influence exerted by the teachers and managers of the day 
school on the children nnder tht'ir care. The inclusion -of too 
many subjects in the school course is fatal to any rE'al proficiency 
in eithf'r. Such things as music, drawing, and" other matters of 
taste," if introduced at all should be introduced very sparingly, 
and always rather as a recreation or as a. reward for diligE'nce and 

. general good conduct, than as ordinary school lessons. There' is 
80 much to be dont', and the time to do it in is so short, that, the 
bt'st or our energies should be given, with as little interruption as 
may ht', to thoroughness in what is indispensable, if the sohool is 
to be followed up in after life with any profit. 

4. (a) In Sunday schools that are well conducted such -is the 
character of the instruction that is convE'yed, and such are the 
associations into which young people are brought, that their 
attenelance' on them cannot be too much prolon<red. Indepen
dently of otht'r considerations, the value of Su~day schools as 
the complement of the day school is incalculable. 

(b) My comparathely small .experience of the "half-time 
systt'm .. is anything but satisfactory. I have neVE'r known much 
good comf' of it in any form, unless it was in cases where the 
foundations of general knowledgE' having been previously Jaid in a 
compE'tent ordinary day school, " half time" was resorted to for the 
purpose of attaining greater proficit'ncy in some special branch of 
study, such as geometry or mathematics, for example. 

x2 
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. (c) 'Where "industrial and domestic training, ,r have been con
ducted by voluntary agents, I have known the effort to issue in 
valuable results; but any attempt to connect such things with 
the ordinary schoo], especially to make them part of the school 
course, with which I have thus far been acquainted, has, on the 
whole, proved a great failure. Within the very short time that 
the children of the masses can command for school attendance, in 
any case, to attempL to blend anything with the teaching of such 
elementary things as I have already indicated, is such an inter
ference with their progress, and at the same time so dlstnn:ting, 
that it renders all efficiency in the school course alniost impossible. 
No advantages, rea] or supposed, derived from such traininO', is 
-sufficient to counterbalance the strong temptation presented" by 
the poverty of parents to take their children away from school 
at the earliest possible period. 

(d) "Evening schools" I have always found to be of the very 
highest value. But I have seldom, if ever, found them to succeed 
in the hands of paid teachers. It would appear that voluntary 
·agency is the only one that can command success. 
. (e)" Lectures >i are or are not of se.-"ice, according to their 
character. The greater part of those which have hitherto· been 
popular, I, should hold, not only to be worthless, but even 

'positively injurious. They teach nothing. Indeed, their ofdect 
does not seem to. be to teach, it is rather to amuse, and in the 
effort to amuse they encourage a morbid appetite for adventitious 
and sensuous exCitement, which is almost fatal to habits of thought
ful and patient inquiry into any subject. Courses of lectures 
thoughtfully conceived and rendered interesting by the earnestness 
of their tone and the elevation of their purpose could not but be 
of the greatest service. 
. "Mechanics' Institutes," within the sphere of my observation, 
are in almost all cases conveniences for the middle class rather than 
helps for the working man; their object too is mainly, if not only,. 
to supply their supporters with newspapers and innocent recrea
tion at a moderate expense. As tducational institutions, in this 
district, certainly, I 'cannot'account them of any great value. 

Neither at the lectures that have hitherto been popular, nor at 
the Mechanics'Institutes, are the masses e"er seen in any numbers 
in this district. So that as supplements to the day scllOol, they are 
neither of them to be thought of much, if indeed at all. 

(t) Personally, I have little confidence in the ultimate efficiency 
of "free" anything -of "free libraries" among the number. 
Self-supporting libraries, in the selection and in the manage
ment of which the people themselves took some part, and towards 
the support of which they personally contributed, and of their 
own free will, however small a sum, with plain but comfortable 
rooms attached to them, for the use of those who have no con
venience for reading at their own homps, would be one d the 
most valuable aids to the education of the people that has ever 
been' devised. In the long run the "people" tire, and become 
suspicious of things that are done for them; what they require 
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js, seasonable aid and kindly counsel in doing what they want for 
, Ihemselvea. 

(g) Everything depends upon the conditions under which' 
~'prize schemes" and "prize endowments" are administered • 
.If the examinations are set too high and the range of subjects 
included by them'is set too wide, they may promote the interests 
~f education among the middle and higher classes, but they will 
not reach the poor, or if th~y do, they will only divert the attention 
of the more ambitious among them from that which is of greatest 
6l.'rvice in common life, to other things for the sake ,of acqui)-ing 
,distinction or obtaining reward. There is also great danger lest 
we should encourage l,edantry at the expense of sound practical 
.knowledge. 

(h) The "distribution of minor State appointments on educa
tional grounds" appears to me to be the only way in which the 
Government can interfere with the education of the people at all, 
without sea-iollS injury 1;/) the cautle of education itself, and still 
more IIt'rious prejudice to the inlt'rests of civil and religious liberty. 
But here again great caution is necessary, or, on the one hand, the 
.masses of the peuple will be practically excluded from the compe
tition,and on the other, the education' of 'the country generally 
will be lowered and depraved. 

5. In no case should education be supplied to anyone "gra
tuitously;" parents should always be required to pay something, and 
what they cannot pay themselves should be supplied if poss~ble 
by individuals a-ather than from public funds, evep though such 
funds are raised by voluntary contributions. The children whose 
parents or fdends pay most for their school instruction are a1wal'1J 
the mOilt regular ill tbeir attendance, and always those who have 
the g)-eatest home stimulus to industry and progress. Those whose 
friendil and parents pay notlting or but very little for them, are 
both irregular and careless too. 

II.-AcTUAL STATE OF EDUCATION. 

6. The standard which'l have already indicated is not high, and 
I have reason to believe that the state of education in this district 
is quite equal to the average of the country generally;' still; I 
think it to be lamentably deficient, especially in the fundamental 
matters of the art of reading with facility and with intelligence, 
and writing. easily and with comfort.. The consequence is, that 
multitudes of young people very shortly after they leave our day 
schools give up the a~tempt to write altogether, and but very 
sparsely exercise themselves even in the art of reading. 

lII.-CAUSES OF DEFICIENCY~ 

(a) I cannot think that it is the want of schools. There .are 
but few districts in Essex in which schools are not even numerous; 
in many districts the supply of school accommodation is greatly 
'overdone; nor can 1 think that it is in any measure attributable 
to the want of adequate funds for the maintenance of the schools 
in competent efficiency. Good .Schools, schools that are conducted 
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"by earnest and self-denying' teachers, schools that are not over 
managed,-schools that are not worked for the aggrandisement of 
a sect or a party, the promotion of the interests of a congregatil)n~ 
.or. the gratifying of the .vanity of their palrons,but palpably and 
confessecUy Jor' the J'eal and practical welfare of the' distt'icts in 
:which they are locat,ed,-where there is therefore honest and earnest 
educational work in progress,-such schools seldom want for the 
necessary funds. ' They are commonlypoprilar as well with parents 
and children as with the neighbourhood generally, and not only 
'command considerable numbers, but considerable numbers of 
those who can afford and are willing to pay' for the advantages 
which they offer. The necessary current expenses are thus, in 
a great measure, met from the proceeds of the schools themselves. 
It is the inferior school,-the sectarian, patronizing, over-managed . 
school,~the school which is therefore neither popular with 
parents and ,children, nor with the neighbourhood generally, that 
is usually wanting in means for its support. The good school 
practically costs but little; it is the bad school,-the school that 
is sectarian, and patronizing, the school that is not generally 
popular,-which involves a large annual expenditure for its suste
nance.The good school 'costs but little in' comparison with the 
bad one. The amount of money which a school requires to keep 
it in operation is frequently, and, indeed, generally no bad criterion 
of its efficiency. 

(b) The ~ant of interest on the part of parents in the educa
tion of their, children, is indeed most painful; but it is at least 
questionable whether this 'does not arise in great part from the 
unpractical' character of the instruction too commonly given in 
our schools, Few parents among the humbler classes can appre
ciate many of the subjects that are taught, and therefore do not 
care for them; such things as the ability to read and fondness 
for reading, the ability to write with ease and pleasure in writing .. 
and aptness at ordinary calculation ill their children of both sexes. 
and handyness at plain needle-work in the case of girls, they can 
appreciate; and were the childt'en trained in our schools more 
generally profiCient in such things. I 'cannot but believe that 
much of the existing want of sympat~y would be o,vercome. 

(c) Deficient or un skilful teaching, and especially bad choice 
of the subjects taught, has much to do with the deticiencies that 
subsist. Our schools generally attempt too much, anil ,are much 
too much in haste to rear the superstructure of "special knowledge 
of special things. They are also far too negligent of employing 
the arts of reading and writing in their methods of imparting 
instruction: this, causes these fundamental and indispensable 
acquirements to be kept in abeyance during a good part of the 
daily teaching, it being throughout too hastily assumed that such 
things are sufficiently mastel'ed when J'eally they have not been. 

(d) The value of the labour of children and the inability of 
parents to pay school fees and other economical causes are a serious 
hindrance in our way j but they constitu~e additional reasons 
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why. inasmuch as we cannot detain the children long, we should 
Dot attempt to do too much with them. 

(e) The worst management is over-management. The sarno 
remark applies to organization.. The most successful schools are 
those which are left most in the hands of the teachers. If a teacher 
cannot" manage" lor himself, no one can help him; and as for 
organization, as commonly understood, the less of it tbebetler. 

: Many of our schools suffer greatly from "Committees I, and 
" plans." . ' 

(f) The subject of "laws or social arrangements affecting the 
· condition of the poor" is so very wide, and at tl.te same time so 
very grave, that I dare not trust myself to enter upon it .. ~hat 

· there is a disheartening want of sympathy between the wealthier 
and the poorer classes of the country is but too evident, and that 
this interferes greatly witb the success of an educational effort is 
scarcely le~8 so. But this does not. arise, I think, so much from 
. any thing that is within the reach of legislation to amend, as from 
the wallt of a more considerate and loving spirit in what inter
course the higher classes hold with tbose which are beneath them. 
The state of things which 'at present subsists in this respect will 
never be greatly improved until men shall learn to be "brothers" 
irre~pective of any relations in which they otherwise stand to 0Ile 
another. 

IV.-CUARACfER OF THE EXISTING SYSTEM 01' . GOVERNMENT 

AID AND INSPEC'l'lON. 

8. Admitting any interference on the part of the Governmen.t 
·with the education of the people to be even desirable, much less 
lE'gitimate,-iu some respects,-no system could well be adopted 
with less injury to the cause of education' itself, or with less pre
judice to the interests of civil and religious liberty, than that 
which is in presE.'nt operation; at the same time much. of its 

· alleged SUCCE.'SS is much more- apparent than real 
. (a) As it relates to elemental'y schools, which ~re benefited by 

" grants in aid," I am strongly of opinion that they do 110t so 
• much advantage the classes for which they are ostensibly dE.'signed 

as those which are able and e\'en willing to . P I"Ovi de education for 
themsel \'es, The proportion of the children of the poor that is found 
in such schools is generally very small, while that of. the children 
of small trad~men ami the higher class of mechanics is very !al'ge. 

(b) As it relates to·" training colleges," I believe that their 
· greater service rendered to the middle classes and the mox:e 
ambitious among the mechanics, in the way of fitting them for 
higher social positions and more lucrative employments than 

· they could otherwise command, The proportion of young per
sons who on leaving the "colleges" ever become teachel's, much 
less continue in that position for any' length of time, is small 
indeed, and of those who do give themselves to the work of 
teaching but few are of the character that is most required. 
-Not that th('y are generally deficient in technical .knowledae. 
or evell in official aptitude, perhaps, but the-y· are much too 
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greatly addicted to mere routine, and much too supl'rficial, both 
in their habits and in their purpose, to be of any great value; 
besides which, they have but little sympathy with the people as 
such. They al"e anxious rather to conciliate the good will of 
inspectors, and the satisfaction of committees and supporters, than 
to acquire the confidence of the parents and to gain the affections 
of the children. In their school work, too, they are apt to be 
cold, heartless, and mechanical. The school is seldom regarded 
by' them as a "mission," it is more. frequently wrought mel"elyas 
a means of obtaining a respectable livelihood. The consequence 
is that they make but little way with the people., and are con
stantly obliged to be proppl'd up and sustained by adventitious 
aids to popularity and infiuC::'nce. The best tl'achers I have known 
are young men and young women who owe but little to the 
" training school" beyond a general insight into school plans and 
school disciplille,~who have given themselves to their work from 
an honest and earnest dl'sire to be useful~ and who, from the first, 
have set their hearts on self-relianc,e as their only hope of ultimate 
success. 

(c) In relation to the" inspection," I believe that it bas fre
quently proved of great value, especially in the way of protecting 
the teachers from over-interfer,ence on the part of committees and 
managers" It bas also done good service in keeping the teachers, 
in the main, industriously at work" Beyond this I do not appre
hend that inspection bas really accomplished much; judging from 
the reports of the in'spectol"s themselves, I incline strongly to the 
opinion that their influence, as a whole, has not greatly tended to 
adapt the schools or the teacbers to the work that has to be done. 
The inspectors generally, though able and accomplished men, some 
of them distinguished even for their gifts and their acquirements, 
do not appeal" to me to be 'sufficiently conversant with the people
either to have any great sympathy with them or to understand 
their real wants. I fear that thl'y often al ienate the schools and the 
teachers from the classes for whose .benefit they avowedly exist, 
by making the 'schools too scholastic, and the teachers, if I may be 
allowed the phrase, " too fine." 

I think the "system" as a whole has also tended rather to the 
benl'fit of our larger populations, where there are abundant means 
available for the education of the people, thun those districts which 
are more scantily inhabited. The poorest districts of all ar~ 
those which the system has benefitl'd least. 

9. I am not sufficiently conversant with tlle working either of 
" pauper" or "reformatory sch~ols" to feel justified in offering any 
rl'ply to this question. 

Wito regard to such children as those of paupers and criminals, 
or such as are "deserted and destitute," the State must stand to 
them "in loco parentis," but the pl"eferable way of providing for 
them would b~ by paying the school fees required for them, and 
sending them to some of the existing public schools. Schools 
,especially provided for them I I:l~ould hold to be objectionable on 
many grounds. 
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10. All my experience of the working of. the Government 
system convinces me that it "diminishes. voluntary liberality;" 
indeed, one great reason of the readiness with which it is acceded 
to, when it is so, is the opportunity which it seems to afFurd 
managers and patrons of schools of escaping burdens which they 
would otherwise have to bear themselves. 

Conscientious objection. to the present system must be co-ex
tensive with conscientious objections to the existence of a State 
church, the same principle being involved in either case.-

1r.--ENDoWEn ScHOOL& 

11. Endowed schools generally are doing little or nothing 
for the poor. They have fallen almost entirely into the hands of 
the middle and higher classes. They are also for the most part 
wrought exclusively under sectarian auspices and for sectarian 
~nd8. 

VI.-S VGGESTIONS. 

12, I should propose neither of the measures suggested in the 
paper with which I am honoured, with the exception of such as 
would fall under the character of those indicated by the letter (g). 
Either of the other measures I am persuaded would, in the 
course of time, most seriously hinder the cause of education, and 
in the meantime entail mischief which once incurred could not be 
easily got rid of. 

"Existing charitable endowments for purposes of education, 
should forthwith be investigated, and their revenues appropriated 
to their legitimate pUI'poses, under conditions which would render 
,them available only for those whose poverty requires the aid 
which they are intended to furnish. The preferable way of doing 
this, I venture to suggest, would be, by means of these resources, 
to pay the whole or part of the school fees of such children as could 
not afford to pay for themselves, leaving the choice of the schools 
to which the children went to their parents or friends. This choice, 
however, ought to be limited to such schools as had received a 
certificate of their eligibility, based upon an open inquiry into 
their efficiency. Thus administered, these endowments would be 
prevented from falling into the hands of a party or a clique, and 
could be made available for, the people as such, while they would 
at the same time have the effect of giving an immense stimulus to 
the cause of education generally, and to the competing schools iIi 
particular. Where the existing endowments only to be wisely and 
honestly applied, there are but few districts,' if indeed there are 
any, in which the poorest of the poor might not command the 
very best education that the neighbourhood afforded. . 

] 3. I should hold compulsion in the manner of school attendance 
to be so intolerable a despotism, that it would not be suffered even' 
if it were in some respects desirable. Schools under the direct . 
control of the State I am satisfied would soon become the least 
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efficient schools in the country. The Government is no school
master, and was never intended to be o~e. 

VlI.-":'TEACHERS OF TRAINING COLLEGES. 

14. It is indispensable that 'wasters and mistresses should be 
earnestly religious persons, of high principle, affectionate and sym
pathising dispositions, and of energetic habits. Not less indispen
sable is it that they should have an. honest love, for their work as 
such. I·'or sO!De time to come, at least, the teacher will have to be 
an educalional missionary, and .nothing shOJ·t of the self-denying 
and enterprising spil;it of the missionary will secure his success. 
,Let the moral qualifications be" secured, and the technical and 
"official may easily be attained. We do not want a high" standa~d 
:0£ culture in the teacher; it is possible, indeed, that the standard 
.realized by him may be too high. T~e great· thing is, that the 
teacher should know whatever he does know thoroughly, so as to 
be able to teach it thoroughly. If the teacher be a good reader, 
understands his own !anguage etymologieally and gral,llmatically, 
has.a competent acquaintance with English literature generally, 
juid can write well, beyond. being a good arithmetician, and being 
somewhat conversant with general knowledge, he requh'ea little or 
nothing in the way of attainments. It is of some importance also, 
that "the teacher should be able to sing well, and if he possesses the 
elemen ts of musical science all the better. Female teachers should 
also be good workwomen, thorough mistresses especially of" plain 
needle:-work." Any such accomplishments as drawing and the like 
'are very well and useful in their way; but,. personally, I should 
not esteem them of much importance in such schools as I have 
kept In view throughout· this paper,-elementary schools for the 
phildren of the poor. 

15. My experience of the reault of training in ;NOt'mal SchoQls 
~nd Colleges, as I have already hinted, generally, has no~ been 
,favourable. The training is no~ sufficiently practicol. Too many 
subjec~, ~lso !LI'e embraced by it for ~he pupils to ~e thoroughly . 
masters (If ltny. The personal habits and sympathies, too, whicb 
:a,..e commonly engen~ered in such establishments have a tendency 
,to make the teachers s)lperficial, pedanti~, .and vain. My expe
rience also shows that the teachers who come from our training 
schools al'e geneJ'allyso much dissatisfied with their position, that 
,at almost the earliest opportunity they abandon their work for 
something else; 

16.. I believe the wOl'king of the" system of apprenticing pupil
teachel's" to have proved a great failure, so far as it relates to its 
.ostensible purpose. Those who are benefited by it do not often 
become teachers, but on the expiring of their appl'enticeship the 
pupils generally seek and obtain some other employment. 

17. I ha~e long felt that neither of the existing methods of 
raising a sufficient income for our teacher~. is, in practice, 
,satisfactory. 
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(a) When the teachers have a: "fixed stipend," they are apt to 
become indifferent to anything but the goodwill of committees 
and supporters,~so long as their supporters give no practical proof 
of tliuatisfaclion the teachers are prone to be perfectly content. 

(b) When the teachers are paid exclus~vely by "fees" the 
,school charge mnst almost alw,ys needs beloo high to all9w of 
·the schools embracing the poor; the consequence is, that the 
achool becomes a convenience for those classes who are. able and 
.who ought to educale themselves. 

(c) And any. effort to combine the two methods of a fixed 
.tipend and payment by fees, that I have hitherto found in 
operation, works anything but well. 

I incline, therefore, to some such scheme ~ this :-Provide a: 
'Suitahle building in an eligible situation; let it be sufficiently 
furnished with all needful school appliances-desks, forms, maps> 
black boards, and the like. Then let such a fee be charged as 
will secure the teacher a competent income; the amount of the 
fee per child per week being determined by the result of calcula
'tion or experience as to the number of children that are ,likely to 
attend. The circumstC!-nces of different localities will thus have 
much to do with thl' amount of the school fee. Where the num
bers that may be fairly calculated on are large. it may hI.' fixed at. 
a lower rate, and when they are fewer it will have to be fixed at a. 
higher. Let no child be admitted withQut payment. of the fun 
acbool fee. Let all school books and school materials be alsq pur
cllased and paid for by the children themselves, the stock Of such 
things being provided by themanagl'rs, and every article being 
c:hargl'd at prime cost. Let the teachers be entirely deppndent on 
the school fees~ Then ll't an annual fund be raised for the purpose 
of assisting those parents to pay tlJe school fees who can neither 
do so themselves nor obtain the personal help of anyone to do It 
for them; and let the distribution of this fund be in the hands or 
a committee, to bl' appointt'd for that purpose, who shall make it 
their business to investigate each application for aid severally~ and 
to administer aid in such proportions as it may seem to require. 
Let the committee also make l.t an indispensable condition of the 
continuance of such aid that the childl'l'n sball'be punctual and 
regular in their atlendancl", and also that' they shall ,pass such 
examinations as, they may institute from time to, time, to their 
satisfaction. ' 

On some such plan as this, a competent income might be secured 
to a s,!itable ~eac~er. in almost .any.district of the country. The 
liberalIty whIch IS mtended to benefit the poor, would not be 
misapplied to the' advantage of other classes. Independence and 
self-respect would be encouraged on all hands. The inefficient 
teacher would not be able to maintain his ground; and all con
nected with the school would have a common interest in makino
it as popular as possible with the whole neighbourhood in which 
it was located. 
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VII I.-REsuLTs. 

I will not venture to dilate on so large a topic as . the results in 
which our efforts for the education of the poor have th~s far issued. 
We may not have accomplished all that some may say ·we have; 
'we may not have accompIlshed all we hoped: still, sufficient and 
more than sufficient has been real~ed to cheer us and to stimulate 
'us to greater energy than ever in our work. One great reason of 
'What failure we have met with has arisen from ourselves. We 
llitve attempted too much. We have set the standard too high. 
And we have not' attached sufficient value to the personal 
confidence (If Pl!l'ents, and the personal affection ot' children. 
Our methods of working have also been much too cumbersome 
and too expensive. We have thought too much about fine build
ings, handsome furniture, and lavish appliances of all kinds. 
I am by no means sure that we have not also greatly erred in 
the matter of our teachers,-fine gentlemen' and ladies are not 
.of much use as teachers of schools for the poor. To b& success
ful with the poor, the teacher must feel himself at home with 
them, and they with him. We should do far better and do far 
more with simpler methods and less expensive plans than those 
which hitherto ,have been considered almost indisp~nsable. We 
,have also erred, perhaps, in :another way. , Have we not gone to 
a great excess in the matter of size of our establishments? Are 
not many of our school. buildings much too large ?-Instead of 
antralizing our operatiolls", by erecting one large building in a 
small town, for example, and expecting the children to come to 
that from all quarters, should we not be rather anxious to distribute 
them, by carrying the school-room so far as possible to the doors 
.of the children, and satisfying ourselves with such buildings as are 
plain and of small capacity? Might we not, and even with ad
vantage too, content ourselves with a humbler class of teachers? 
Simple methods in eVel"y way, and plans that are every way less 
expensive, more contentedness with what is. practically possible~ 
and less 9[. the theoretic, the ostent8:tious, and the ideal, seem to be 
the great thi~gs ,that we now require. Let us give ourselves to 
4i!uch things wisely and with thoughtfulness, and, with even average 
industry and. average liberality, the close of the century will 
witness great things indeed as the result of the labours in which so 
many are engaged. 

I have to apologise for the tedious length to which my answers 
have extended, 

And have the honour to subscribe myself, 
Gentlemen, 

Your obedient and humble servant, 
T. W. DAVIDS. 
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Sir Arthur Hallam Elton, Bart. 
Clevedon Court., Somerset, 

June 9, 1859. 

PRELp!INARY. 

1. I have resided many years in the parish of Clevedon, 
Scmersetshire. It is partlya.,aricultural, partly a watering-plac~ 
presenting some of the characteristics of a small town. The 
National school has always enga.,o-ed my attention. Also, through 
a society called the " Schoolmasters' Union,» to which I belong~ 
as well as. by other means, I have gained acquaintance with the 
general state of education in the deanery in which Clevedon is 
situate, though I do not pretend to be thoruoghly and completely 
informed on the subject. 

I_STANDARD OF EDUCATION. 

2. Early familiarity with the habits and employments of farm 
labourers, and with the management of various kinds of stock is, 
as a ~neral rule, a necessary qualification for future usefulness 
in children of a.,aricultural labourers. The body must be trained 
imperceptibly, and the mental faculties habituated, day by day, to 
the work that is to come. Now, children at an onlinary villa.,ae 
school are not withdrawn from country sights and country scenes,. 
as is the case with children at a boarding school, or a work
house schooL They are always picking up, at their own homes,. 
in the gardens or allotments of their par~nts, in the road-side 
fields and thoroughfares, knowledge, experience, and manual 
dexterity in matters connected with country life. If, however, 
they were separated from their parents, and lodged and boarded 
at school, with no employment but book learning, no play but 
that of ordinary school boys, the case would be widely different. 
Children so brought up would turn out very indifferent labourers 
if kept at school belond 9 or 10 years of a.,o-e. Take, for instance, 
the management 0 horses. It requires in most lads an early, 
though it may be only a casual apprenticeship, to feel at ease 
in a stabJe, and ride, drive, and groom a horse with average skill 
and vigour. 

But I believe regular attendance at a National school, coupled 
with the usual holidays at particular seasons of the year, such as a 
fortnight in spring, and another in autumn, with all the Saturdays, 
is quite compatible with future fitness for the work of an a.,ari
cuiturallabourer, even if the child remains at school until 14: years 
of age. The real objection to the child's remaining until that age 
is not that he becomes disqualified for usefulness as a labourer, 
but that he can earn weekly wa.,o-es to an amount that the striving 
ill-fed parents cannot afford to lose. Looking at the present rate 
of wages in the 8Ouili.west of England, and the tone of thought 
prevalent amongst farmers, and I may add landowners, I am 
doubtful whether in this part of the country it would be practicable 
to debar the working classes from turning their children's labour 
to account, except to the extent of prohibiting the employment of 
children at any work for any wl1oo-es under the a.,o-e of 8 years. On 
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this point, however, I propose to touch more fully under the head 
of "Suggestions.~' . 

S. Children may obtain a fair amount of instruction under the 
eaN! of really competent teachers, even at a very tender age. 
For instance,at 12 years old, probably the average age when 
agricultural labourers' children are removed from school, a boy 
should be able at the least to read fluently, and with pretty 
(lorrectemphasis; to write a good legible hand without much 
effort; to .work the foUl' first rules of 3;rithmetic accurately; to 
have at hIS . fingers' ends the broad .outlines of geography, such 
as the great· divisions of the earth,. both continents and seas, 
together with the, leading features of his own country. In his. 
religious knowledge should be included not ·only, supposing the 
school to be Church of England, the Catechism, the Apostles' Creed, 
and th~ principal Collects, but a fair acquaintance With the simpler 
portions of the Old and New Testament. He should be able to. 
produce texts from. Scripture in confirmation of the Articles of the 
Creed, and should show that he has some comprehension of the 
weakness. and sinfulness of man's nature, and of the means. of 
redemption and restoration which the Gospel offers. .I see no 
difficulty in a child of 12 acquiring, in the hands of an earnest and. 
intelligent teacher; religious knowledge to this extent. 

,As regards music, drawing, and other "matters of taste," no 
general rule . can, I think, . be laid down. The. nature of the 

. locality, .' the habits of, the. labouring class resident there, and 
the qualifications· of the teacher, must determine whether atten
tion to these' points should form part {)f the regular school 
routine. The subject isa .large one, but I would wish to make 
an exception in favour of music. . My persuasion is that children 
should be thoroughly instructed in vocal music, so far as to enable 
them to sing' simple tunes, religious and secular, in parts. The 
practice of. singing thus acquired is a strong indirect means of 
eounteracting the temptations· offered by beer shops and public 
houses to lads and young men. It is sociable, it is interesting, 
and it tends to civilize the coarsest minds. 

To teach music or singing in most parts of the south of 
England ,is· up;-hiUwork, because the adult population are not 
generally musical, and have, no great relish for singing. Once 
thoroughly awaken and maintain a musical taste in the rising 
generation, and it will become, unless' circumstances are very 
unfavourable, an hereditary talent. Parents will unconsciously 
teach their children almost from the cradle, and what is now more 
or less artificial, will become a second nature. Mr. Hullah's 
system has produced only a temporary effect in. many places, 
because it is, inefficiently taught. The books are too costly for 
general use in a village school, and, even if reasonably cheap, the 
result would probably be the same. What is really needed for 
the promotion of singing as a national custom and recreation is 
this,-a teacher who can both sing and teach singing. 

It is rare to find a schoolmaster or schoolmistress of a National 
or British school who can do either thoroughly well. It is 
suggested that a' competent teacher might· be appointed by the 
Committee of Council on Education, for the instruction of schools 
in singing, in every district where the managers of a certain 
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number of schools guaranteed the payment of a small sum per 
annum in addition to the salary to be allowed by Government.· 
One lesson a week would suffice in all schools of which the regular 
teachers were able in some degree to second the exertions of the 
teacher of singing. It would not be difficult, therefore, for the 
latter to give weekly lessons to ten or twelve different schools, pro- . 
vided the schools were not too distant one from the other. Two, 
shillings a lesson would produce an aggregate amount, theref~re,: 
of from 20& to 24& a week, to which the Committee of Council 
might fairly be expected to add an equal amount, making 
altogether a salary ample to secure an efficient teacher, who 
would pay all his own expenses, and yet be in possession of ~' 
comfortable income. • 

The power thus acquired of singing, in parts, secular and religious 
pieces, would afford healthy and innocent recreation, ~f which the· 
working classes of the south of England have now next to nothing; 
would tend to enliven, and to sweeten, so to say, the character, of! 
the population; would afford, what is much needed in this country, 
a means of drawing together, for a common object, different £lasses 
of society; and, lastly, would prove of imJ?ortant aid in rendering 
the public services of religion more impreSSIve and more attractive •. 
I do not pretend that much can be done in the ~ase of small rmal 
parishes, but in the larger parishes, 'and especially where there 
obtains a manufacturing as well as an agricultural element,: 
much benefit would accrue from teaching and training the young 
to sing. 

4. 1 believe. that in agricultural districts. the great means ,0£ 
supplementing the National school system of education is to be 
found in evening schools. It is true. that such schools can only 
be worked during. three or four months of the year, when. the 
evenings close in early, and the labourer has not only more time 
to himself, but is not too fatigued to use that time in improving 
his mind. 

I think that Government and the friends 1)f education generally 
should systematically direct their attention to this mode of. in
fiuencing for good the lads and young men of country villages. 

The difficulty is to find effective teachers. 
The schoolmaster has plenty of work. on his hands already., 

Voluntary assistance can do much, but I believe a paid teacher is 
almost essential for the permanent success of evening schools. 

The clergyman's co-operation is of the greatest moral benefit; 
but you want a man who has the faculty of teaching one or two 
things thoroughly well, so that a lad may have something to show 
for the time he has sacrificed, and the trouble he has taken. 
A lad who, after a few months' attendance at an evening school, 
writes a really good hand, is a sort of standing advertisement of 
the utility of the school. He draws other lads after him, and 
makes the school popular. In an evening school with which· I am 
acquainted, the master, who is in receipt of a small salary, 'uses 
the cane pretty freely. This may excite disapprobation; but it is 
not to be denied, that the fact of lads voluntarily frequentinO' a 
school of this kind, whe~e the. institution of the c.ane is i~ full pLty, 
affords strong presumptive eVIdence that they thmk the lDstructioD. 
obtained there is worth having. 
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, I think, in the long run, you will not get efficient instruction 
'Unless you have paid instructors. The Committee of Education 
render assistance on a liberal scale to the promoters of evening 
schools, but 'upon conditions which might, be advantao-eously 
relaxed. For instance, an addition to the teacher's salary, of 
from 51. to H>,1. per annum, is granted, but only on condition that 
the pence paId by the scholars amount to 5L per annum. This, 
I run informed on good authority, places the benefit out of the 
reach of a large number of evening schools in country villao-es. 

Lectures, mechanics' institutes, free and lending librarie~ are, in 
my opinion, for the most pint unsuited to the capacity and the 
tastes of country villages. The standard of education must be 
raised several degrees higher before books or even newspapers will 
be generally read, or mechanics' institutes compete successfully 
with the beer shop. 

In respect to lectures, I would, however, draw a distinction. I 
believe that. anyone who can read with spirit, and throw ever so 
little dramatic expression into his voice and manner, will do much 
good, and certainly give great pleasure, by' reading well-selected 
tales, or delivering simple lectijres on simple subjects in our -
country villages. 

A clergyman in Warwickshire has tried this expedient with 
great success. He gives a lecture OIice or. twice a week. The 
lecture consists sometimes of selections from a book of biography 
or travels, sometimes from works of fiction. His audience are 
rude uncultivated peasants, addicted to poaching, partial to liquor, 
generally enjoying a very' unpleasant reputation. These men 
come in crowds to listen to him. They laugh, weep, sit wrapped 
in motionless attention, according to the nature of the subject on 
whi.ch he is addressing them. Indirectly he is winning their 
hearts, and drawing them away from evil courses. It is right to 
add that the clergyman is gifted with a large share of dramatic 
talent; but I' am convinced that a very moderate share would 
secure satisfactory results under circumstances equally trying. 
The secret is to select narratives with plenty of. incident, not 
too far removed from the narrow sphere of the labouring man's 
experience,at all events in the first instance, and to read 
them in a'conversational tone. If you can relate the story, or 
describe the scene without a book, so much the better. But a 
little practice will enable most men to quit the book from time to 
time, and address the audience, as it were, point blank. Such 
lectures have certainly had a beneficial influence in: many parishes, 
and strengthen the schoolmaster's as well as the clergyman's 
hands. 

Prize schemes or prize endowments, and the distribution of 
minor Civil Service appointments are,'no doubt, salutary auxiliaries 
to the cause of education. 

I would prefer, however, in country districts a method of 
inducing parents to keep their children at school suggested by the 
late Rev. ThoIIJas Wolley, of Portishead in this county, whose 
opinion on this subject was greatly valued in the neighbourhood. 

Mr. Wolley proposed the following mode of inducing, or, if you 
will, tempting, parents to keep their children at school later than 
is commonly the case in agricultural districts. Apprenticeships 
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to various trades to be held out as prizes to boys of a specified age, 
who should have made most progress in study, and obtained a 
certificate of good moral conduct. . 

These apprenticeships are not costly. Nine or ten pounds, or 
even less, will cover the expense of an apprentice premi,um to most 
trades. A boy who should gain this prize might be allowed to 
choose his own trade. By this means you secure that freedom 
of choice which is usually· favourable to subsequent success in 
lifc. Pupil-teacherships are, .no doubt, prizes of a similar 
character, and tend to retain boys at school later than the age 'of 
twelve. But many parents, and many boys also, do not like the 
work or vocation of a pupil-teacher or schoolmaSter. To such, 
the prize is no strong temptation; and, even if obtained, it will 
often be found that the young men in after life abandon their 
profession as soon as they can, and turn their attention to other 
employments. Prize~ should be adapted to various habits and 
various tastes; and it is thus only that you c~n draw the older 
children to school, and keep them there. Moreover, you can send 
year by year into different localities, as apprentices to useful 
trades, some of the best children of the schools in each district; 
thus ben~fiting, in no slight degree, the employers of labour, their 
customers, and the public. 

/). Our great aim should be to educate the rising generation 
of the present day by all means in our power, without too strict 
subserviency to the maxims of political economy. Because, 
if the boys and girls we have now in our schools· are thoroughly 
educated, they will, when afterwards settled in life, natur~lly 
endeavour to give their. children the advantages enjoyed by 
themselves. At present, we are dealing with children whose 
parents are mostly uneducated, and who, therefOJ;e, do not 
appreciate' education. The emergency is peculiar, and requires 
peculiar remedies. 

In the Clevedon National school we have different classes of 
school children, some paying sixpence a week, and some paying 
only a penny. It is perhaps best to admit the children of 
labouring men without payment, if the parents plead poverty. 
The indulgence must be explained to be an act of charity or 
an alms; and it might be hoped that when the weekly Bum . 
required is small, the parents would be induced by a feeling 
of proper pride to pay it. At the commencement of each year, 
lists should be prepared of three classes of parents; .those of the 
highest class paying, say, sixpence a week, for their children; 
the next paying one penny or twopence; and the lowest, excused 
on the score of poverty from paying anything. I cannot speak 

. respectin~ very poor and struggling districts, but I think that in 
most panshes, only the really destitute and. distressed would ask 
to be Included in the excused list. . 

At present, in large parishes, it often happens that the parents 
of school children pay nothing, though the school children are 
duly paid for. . Well-to-do neighbours, charitably disposed, take 
the burden off their shoulders. This is much the same. as if the. 
school managers made no charge for schooling, but inVited the 
supporters of the school to give higher subscriptions. . 

Where there is °a Church of England school, and a dissenting 
VOL. v. L 
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school competing one against the other in a parish, the patrons of 
either are apt to bribe parents to send their children to the one 
they support by offering to pay for their schooling. This is a 
mischievous and unbecoming practice, and would be obviated by 
establishing an excused list, such as has been referred to above. 
If parents can escafe payment in this way, it becomes a farce to 
affect to exact it. . may add here, that I ha,ve known persons in 
humble life exercise an independent judgment in the choice of a. 
school for their children, guided by their own estimate of the 
merits of the different schools in the parish. I have known a. 
carter, earning twelve shillings a week, remove his boy from a. 
National school where he paid twopence a week and place him at 
a private school 'where he paid sixpence. His motive was, as he 
told me himself, that the boy was much better taught at the latter 
school than at the former. 

H.-AcTUAL STATE OF EDUCATION. 

6. Speaking generally on this head, I would observe that in 
the agricultural districts of the south-west of England, the fruits . 
of education are not strikingly conspicuous. The valuable reports 
of Her Majesty's Inspectors of Schools speak favourably of the 
progress made in schools under inspection, and of the satisfactory 
condition of many of them; but there is, as a general rule, a lack 
of ultimate results. Children go through an examination in some 
schools with credit. They answer questions-they read certain 
school books -,-they exhibit copybooks full of large text hand
writing tidily written. It seems, however, that in most cases 
this is superficial The: information soon vanishes from their 
minds, their' faculty of reading is not applicable, or at least is not. 
applied to books .'in general, their skill in writing is not suffi
CIently a matter of habit to be readily available in after life. 
Ta,ke the subject of reading, for instance. A child leaves school 
knowing 'how to read. So it is said. But, in most cases he can ' 
only read with facility the books he has been familiar with at 
school The difference between him, and a child who can read 
any book not beyond. his intellect with as little consciousness of 
labour as ; we. 'draw our breath in breathing, is the difference 
between a performer on a barrel-organ with half a dozen tune~ 
and a performer on a finger-organ who can play any piece you 
place before him. What we want in village schools, and what 
we have aright to expect, is, that children of twelve years old 
should be able to read with ease and fluency; and, not only SOt 

but should in the majority of cases, have a taste for reading. 
Once secure these points, and, intellectually speaking, the child's 
education is secure. A taste for reading is seldom, perhaps nevert 

lost; , it thrives in despite of every variety of outward hindrance 
and disadvantage; it is not merely a source of mental recreation, 
and a solace in trouble. It is a motive to exertion and self-denial,. 
and an important means of self-improvement and advancement. 

Now it is rare to find children of the labouring class thoroug~ly 
at home in reading, or exhibiting that keen relish for amusmg 
books which is natural to children, and quite compatible with a. 
life of industry and even hardship . 
. As regards writing, . there is more difficu1ty. in an agricultural 
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'labourer keeping it up in after life. As a fact, it is most rare to 
find such an one write even his own name decently. A few 
years since, some forty allotment tenants attended at my house 
to sign their names to the printed rules under which the allotments 
.vere granted. A large proportion of these men had been to school, 
but only two or three wrote their names, the others made their 
mark instead. 1, at first, thought 'that the latter eould riot write, 
but found that some of them could manage when put to it to write 
their names; they pt:eferred, however, to make the mark of a 
cross, as the shortest and simplest operation of the two. The 
conclusion is, that they had so far forgotten what they had learnt 
at school, as to derive the smallest possible advantage from ~t. 

lII.-CAusES OF DEFICIENCY. 

7. I will confine my remarks chiefly to the subject of reading. 
It seems paradoxical, yet I believe it is true, that a vast number 
of schoolmasters do not know how to teach children to read. Now 
it is a fact that it is quite possible to teach children of the humbler 
classes to read perfectly well, and to inspire them with a taste 
for reading. 

Without referring to Scotland, or to distant parts of England 
for examples, I will instance the case of the National school of 
Portishead, near Clevedon, when the Rev. T. Wolley, already 
referred to, was rector of the parish. The children of this school 
could read books of all kinds in prose and verse, not merely 
with fluency, but with an accuracy and a force of expression not 
always exhibited in the families of the aristocracy. It is true that 
Mr. Wolley possessed great aptitude for teaching, and great zeal 
for the cause of education, but I contend that efficient teachers, 
male or female, who went the right way to work, CQuld produce 
the same results approximately, in any parish in this part of 
England. 

One principle in the management of the Portishead school is 
worthy of attention. When Mr. Wolley entered the school, and 
assembled the first class for reading OL instruction, the teacher or 
governess of the school, as it is now the fashion to term her, took 
her place in the class as a scholar, and for the time being .her 
authority la'psed in his. Many may not approve of this regulation, 
but it certainly had the effect of rendering the teachers docile, in
telligent, and free from the peculiar conceit observable in many of 
that class. 

There is no doubt then, judging from the instance of Portishead, 
that ordinary village children in the agricultural districts of the 
south-west of. England, notwithstanding the drawbacks so often 
complained of, such as want of interest on the part of parents, 
poverty, value of children's labour, &c., can be trained and edn
cated so far as to read prose and poetry with admirable spirit atid 
effect. What is needed is a proper system of instruction adminis-
tered in a proper way. ' 

IV .-CHARACTER OF THE EXISTING SY3TEM OF GOVERN!IENT 
AID. ' 

8. I would aiaJn repeat, that to educate the labouring classes 
we' must make a great effort with the present generation of 

L 2 
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children, and expend money, a:tid exercise superintendence, which 
in proportion as those classes are raised in the scale of intelliO'ence 
may be gradually dispensed with.. I regard the present sys~m of 
Government aid as a scaffoldjng, by the' am of which the structure 
we stand in need of may be gradually reared. The value and im
portance of that system cannot well, in my opinion, be overrated. 
By i~ the Legislature, holds out.a hand, to ,the ignorant and 
suffermg masses, and endeavours WIth more or less success to lift 
them.to a higher and safer position .. It is an act of self-interest, 
as well as of. duty, and it were much to be wished, that .similar 
aid. could be granted. towards mi.tigating th~ s~itarl evils under 
whICh . the poorer. classes, that IS, the majOrIty 0 the nation, 
extensively labour. The moral and material welfare of the people 
are closely intertwined, and neither can safely be neglected by 
the State in an old-established and thickly-peopled country 
'such as ours. 

We have waked up to find oW'selves hemmed in by evils of 
ancient growth, and with wide-spread ramifications, the malignity 
of which tends to increase at an accelerating ratio. Startirlg 
afresh in a new country, with all the experience of the past to 
guide us, the necessity. of State aid and State interference might 
well be questioned. But the condition of England is, I contend, 
below what it ought to be, both in an educational and sanitary 
point of view. There is greater misery, greater ignorance, greater 
suffering than there need be • 

. To open the way to improvement, to lay the foundations for a 
better state of things, extraordinary measures are demanded, and 
the wealthy few are as much interested in their adoption as the 
,destitute many. Waste of human intellect and of human life, 
however masked and concealed by the stir and bustle of the more 
iconspicuous sections of, society, and the manifold comforts and 
luxuries enjoyed by the upper and middle classes, must sooner or 
later prove the cause of serious mischief and calamity' to the 
.nation at large. . 

There is no doubt, however, that the present system of Govern
ment aids does not adequately tell upon the condition of very poor 
parishes where local, contributions to meet Government grants are 
.either very scanty or absent altogether. . 

Various conyessions have been made by the Committee of 
. Council on Education in this direction, such· as capitation grants, 
the augmentation of schoolmasters' salaries on condition of regis

. tration, &c., from which we may fairly anticipate useful results. 
'.In my opinion, however, the educational deJiciencies of many of 
these very poor parishes would be more successfully attacked. by 
indirect means. Forinstance, the abolition of the law of "Settle
" ment and Removal of. the poor" .would tend to equalize the 
distribution of the laboW'ing class, and open an outlet to the 
suffering. poor now crowded into parishes and districts where there 
is neither adequate demand for labour, nor adequate house room, 
and where each man's misery aggravates that of his neighbour. 

9. Pauper Schools.-'-These schools are generally unsatisfactory 
in a moral as . well as in a physical point of view. I refer to 
schools in workhouses. The children are prisoners. They are 
brought up in a wholly unnatural manner, like animals from dIStant 
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parts in the Zoological gardens. Children in the country play in 
the fields and roads. Children in towns play about the streets: no 
matter where, they are for the time happy, because they are free. 
Workhouse children are never free except on special occasions. 
How can they indulge in the joyous recklessness of children when 
the schoolmaster or the governor is all day long within an easy 
distance of the walled courtyard that is called a playground? 
Again, all wholesome pride and self-respect is burnt out of their 
minds by their early familiarity with pauperism. I believe that a 
large proportion, after having been sent into the world, ultimately 
fall back upon the workhouse again. Official reports provtl that 
an undue number of boys and girls reared in workhouses turn out 
badly; too many boys become thieves or paupers; too many girls 
prostitutes. There should be no workhouse schools, but separate 
mdustrial establishments. Boards of guardians have power by law 
to fonn district industrial schools, but will rarely use their power 
whilst it remains a matter of option. 

10. I consider that the Government system of aiding education 
works well and stimulates voluntary liberality to a remarkable 
degree, in all parishes where people have money to spare. I believe 
persons objecting to the system on conscientious grounds are very 
. few in number. . 

VI~--SUGGESTIONS. 

12. I would propose,- . 
(a) The maintenance of the existing system of Government aid 

and inspection. Without inspection the grants allotted to' schools 
would, 1 believe, be often abused or misapplied. 

I would advocate its further development, but to what degree, 
or in what direction, should, in my opinion, be largely confided to 
the judgment of the Committee of the Council on Education, aided 
by their Secretary, and by Her Majesty's Inspectors of Schools. 
:Mr. Lingen, the present secretary, possesses experience, zeal for 
the cause, and great . abilities. The inspectors bring to the con
sideration of the question many advantages, natural and acquired; 
more especially I would instance the practical knowledge derived 
from many years' fumiliarity with the working of a multiplicity 
of schools, in all parts of the country, under a great variety of 
conditions. . 

I should regret it: the Legislature, with whatever good inten
tions, forced npon the Committee of Council on Education changes 
in the existing system '\fhich did not meet the. approval. not 
merely of their LOrdships, but of the secretary and the inspectors 
generally. 

I think that a system of rating for educational purposes, by 
'Which I understand the levying a rate upon the occupiers of pro
pe~'ty in a parish or district to meet the cost of educating the 
children of the poorer classes resident there, is open to grave 
objections. 

If you levy an education rate, those who pay the rate must 
have the management or disposal of the fund so produced. We 
can fonn some notion how such a fund would be administered by 
the operation of the poor laws. Would the friends of education 
approve of a local board of education pre'cisely analogous in 
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temper, in spirit, and in motives, to the existing -boards of poor 
law guardians? The great proportion· of ratepayers would- be 
governed in the selection of members- of the education Qoard 
solely by a desire to secure the smallest degree of expenditure, or 
very possibly to p'revent any expenditure whatever. My remarks 
generally refer to a..:,uricultural districts, but I am -much mistaken 
if what I allege would not hold good in a vast number of towns 

, when you come to poll the ratepayers. 
Again, supposing your rates made, and your money collected, 

fresh difficulties would start up. The board elected to manage 
the fund would be embarrassed by an element of confusion and 
discord from which a board of guardiaus is exempt, I mean 
difference of religious opinions. 

In many places you would kindle a perfect blaze of sectarian 
animosity, and the members of your education board would 
wrangle and dispute over the funds entrusted to their charge like' 
brigands quarrelling over their plunder. 

What I have said applies to an education rate levied upou 
occupiers of property, who by means of an elected board of 
education regulate the distribution of the fund so raised. But 
an educatiou rate levied on owners of property, and applied as I 
am about to explain, would be far less open to objection. In 
the first place the rate should be levied only in· parishes where 
the consent of a majority of owners of property, in value, had 
been signified in vestry or otherwise. The appointment of a 
local board of education should be dispensed with. The' parish 
officers or rate ·collector w.ould collect the rate, and simply hand 
the amount of each rate to the managers of such school in the 
parish under Government inspection as the ratepayer might 
select. It would rarely happen that a ratepayer did not approve of 
any, but in that case he must select a school in some neighboUr
ing parish. Owners of property ought to have a plurality of 
vote& according to the value of their property. The rate should 
be recoverable from the tenant, who should, however, be entitled 
to deduct the amount with interest, and any expenses incurred,' 
.from the rent due to the owner. I am far from 'confident that 
even this cautions form of educational rating would be extensively 
adopted, except in rural districts where the larger_ portion of 
landlords were anxious to support a school, and naturally desired 
to compel the smaller portion to do their duty, and take their. 
fair share of the burden. In order to encourage' the system 
of educational rating; grants from Government in aid of the fund 
so obtained might be made on a more liberal scale· in parishes 
where it had been adopted, than where the purely voluntary 
system prevailed. , 

18. I think school attendance might be made compulsory' 
within certain specified limits. For example, it might be enacted; 
that to employ any child under twelve years old at any work, 
whether agricultural or manufacturing, should be an offence 
punishable by a fine of moderate amount, unless the child shows 
a certificate of having attended school three days a week, or what' 
would be more convenient; six days a fortnight, during the month· 
last past. This certificate being signed by the schoolmaster, and 
countersigned by a minister o~ religion every month, would be a 
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standing anthority for the employment of the child, at once simple 
and conclusive, whilst the general enforcement of such a law 
would probably render the value of the child's labour, which must 
not be put out of sight, during the three days a week or six days 
a fortnight; nearly equivalent to what it was when turned to 
account every day of the week. There· would be fewer c;:hildren 
by one-half to compete for employment, since, on the average, one'
half must be always at school. Of course there would be nothing 
to prevent a child who holds a certificate of school attendance for 
the previous month going to work six dayS' a week for·a whole 
month; but then at the end of that month, it would by the 
Jjroposed enactment be penal to employ the child at all until it 
had gained another monthly certificate by the specified attendance 
at school . 

On the whole then a certain amount of schooling per annum 
would be secured for the child. This is merely submitted asa 
rough outline of a plan for compulsory attendance at school, 
which appears least open to objection, and most likely to work. 
You might carry it still further, and attach a penalty to the 
employment of any boy under fourteen who had not attended., 
either a day school or an evening school three da,Ys a week or six 
days a fortnight, from November to March inclUSIve, in the year 
previous to ~uch employment. 

More than this it would seem hopeless to attempt, but as before 
intimated an enactment of the legislature might very properly 
prohibit the employment of children under eight at weekly wag-eSt 
whether in town or country, under any circumstances whatever. 
Attendance at a Sunday school might be made a condition of 
eligibility for employment in the case of all children under four
teen, but I express myself with diffidence on this subject. The 
managers of the local schools would be -the best parties to lay an 
information against employers committing a breach of these 
enactments. 

, I 

VII.-TEACHERS AND TRAINING COLLEGES. 

14. I duly appreciate the difficulties and trials of masters and 
. mistresses, and am convinced that a very large proportion deserve 
the sympathy and esteem of the friends of equcation,but referring 
most particularly to the agricultural districts, they are not in my 
opinion very efficient teachers, though I have known exceptions. 

15. It has occurred to me that young men and women· at our 
training colleges might be sent out, for three or four months at a 
time, to any parish where the school managers are desirous of 
improving the efficiency of the local school teacher, and raising 
the tone of the school By this means two objects would be' 
secured. First, local school teachers and their schools would 
derive advantage. Secondly, young persons at the training college 
would gain a real practical insight into their profession. The. 
children regularly placed under their instruction at the training 
college are of course very different from those they will probably 
have· to teach when they go out into the world, and the con
sequence is that they often, notwithstanding their. theoretical 
knowledge, come raw to their work, waste time in learning it, and 
get disgu;;ted and disheartened.. ' 
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At present there are means of obtaining assistant or organizing 
masters, but ,the conditions are either too precise or involve too 
,heavy an expense. . , 

16. The system of apprenticing pupil,.teachers is, in my opinion,' 
productive of great advantage to school children, to schoolmasters, 
to the parents of the pupil-teacher, and to the pupil-teachers 
themselves. 

VIII·7 RESULTs. 

18. Judging from the general tenor of the reports of Her 
Majesty's Inspectors of Schools, there has been an improvement 
in the quality of parochial schools for the last ten or eleven 
years. ' . 

My own experience, so far as it extends, would lead me to 
concur in the correctness of this view, but I still maintain that 
the children of the labouring class do not leave school as well 
educate<;i as they might be, and as they ought to be.' Nor are 
adequate means adopted for retaining a hold upon them after they 
have left, and carrying on, by means of evening schools or other
wise, that course of education. so abruptly ,and prematurely broken 
off at an age when the children of the middle and upper classes 
are sent out to boarding schools to begin their studies in earnest. 

Conspicuous' results are not therefore to . be expected from the 
action of parochial schools, either in a moral or intellectual point 
{)f view, looking n<!t so much to individuals, as to the population 
at large. , 

Where schools of high efficiency have been established and 
maintained for several 'yea:rs, it is natural to expect that the 
character of the inhabitants: of the district will have improved. 
But schools of high efficiency are rare. Perhaps one noticeable 
result of the continued working of a school of this kind is that an 
unusual number of young persons obtain good situations either in 
the locality itself or in other parts of England. Of this I can 
speak with some degree of confidence. The effect of a good school 
is to bring forward children whom nature has endowed with talents 
above the average, foster and strengthen those talents, and turn 
them to practical account. ' 

In my own parish I have seen this happen in the case of a whole 
family. One brother'after another has gone to school, made pro
gress, attracted notice, and obtained a situation far superior to that 
which usually falls to the lot of the children of a la,bouring man 
working at low wages. I mentioned the case of a carter earning 
HIs. a week who removed his son from a ,National school, and 
sent him to a· private school, where the weekly payment was 
comparatively high, because he thought the boy would be better 
taught there. ' This man's daughter was a pupil-teacher in a. 
National school. On leaving school she went to a training college 
near Bristol. Here she gave so much satisfaction that the mana
gers of the college engaged her as an assistant teacher, and she is 
now· settled there at a comfortable salary. Again, a country 
carpenter in this neighbourhood has expressed to me his deep 
sense of the value of a good education ; his own children having 
greatly benefited by attendance at the National school, and 
havin~ thus made a good posi~ion for themselves in life. 
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It may be urged that the object of a parochial school is not to 
eliminate from the mass of children in each parish a few. of the 
cleverest, and enable them to make their f9rtunes~ But where 
we find these visible results from the working of such a school, we 
are entitled to conclude that other results of a beneficial-though 
less decisive nature have been secured. I think also that the 
throwing open of avenues to a better position is a tegitimate func
tion of schools, whether for rich or poor, though not the only nor 
the highest function. 

The moral results of education on the whole population of a 
given place, are of course somewhat indefinite and intangible. 

I repeat, that the common run of children are not so far in
structed, and mentally awakened, as to go into the world provided 
with means of self:'improvement, without which the working. 
class must as a body remain ignorant of its own interests, and 
prone to seek recreation in the beer-shop. 

It Cannot be doubted, however, that in country parishes, espe
cially where the clergyman takes an active interest in education, 
the parochial school exercises a salutary influence on the morals of 
the parish. Suppose all our schools were. on a sudden extinguished, 
and the children allowed to run loose. The consequences may be 
pretty well imagined. But we have now a contrivance for keeping 
children out of mischief, and an agency for quickening their mental 
faculties, training them to habits of obedience, instructing them in 
the truths of Christ's religio~, and bringing those truths to bear, 
to some extent at least, upon their hearts. It is true that too 
often the effects thus produced are,· for various reasons, some of 
which I have touched upon, of evanescent character. It is true 
that on some of these children the traces of education are to· all 
appearance no more lasting than figures drawn· on the sand by the 
sea shore. Yet I am much mistaken if in the majority of cases the 
child's heart and mind have not received permanent benefit. I 
think young men and women who have attended school when 
children will be found more open to religious and moral im- . 
pressions and more amenable to reason, than those utterly neg
lected, although all their technical acquirements, all their secular 
and most of their religious knowledge, .may, to all appearance, 
have evaporated. This seems indeed a truism, but sometimes 
the visible trace of early instruction is so completely lost that 
it is well to call attention to the indirect benefits conferred. 

I am not hopeful of very great results accruing from education 
• in cities and towns, as long as the dwellings of the poor continue 

as they are now, horribly destructive of the comfort, the morality,: 
the health, and the very lives of their inmates. Again, I am not 
hopeful of very great results as long as the law of settlement 
mischievously checks the natural distribution of the la:bourinll" 
class, and practically subjects to punishment the man who venture~ 
to leave the parish of his settlement. In the country districts it is 
onlT the latter of th.ese two evils which ~aterially affects th~ pros
perIty of the workmg class, and the mfluence of educatIOn is 
probably felt by a larger per-centage of the population here than in 
cities or towns. 1Jlls may seem contrary to the general notion, .but 
it must be remembered that in our large cities there are thousands 
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who obtain no instruction whatever, except instruction in lawless 
criminality and vicious indulgence. ' 

It is therefore in .country districts that I should be inclined to 
look for the greatest relative improvement in the mental and 
moral cGnditi'on of·the population from the increasing influence of 
education . 

.I would hazard a suggestion, by. way of a specific proof, that 
this influence is really at work. 

The ranks of our army are mostly recruited from the agri
cultural classes. May we not attribute the marked improvement 
in the moral and intellectual character of our soldiers, partly 
indeed' to the increased attention paid to their welfare by the 
authorities, but' partly also t6 the great extension of education 
throughout the rural districts· during the last thirty years? 

The manners of the labouring class in this neighbourhood are 
less coarse and reckless than was the case in the recollection of the 
older inhabitants. On Sundays it was common '. forty or fifty 
:years ago, for large gatherings to be held for the purpose of play .. 
mg singlestick' and other games. I am happy to say that the 
Wedmore men retain their reputation for strength and skill in the 
nse of the !linglestick, but they do not, as formerly, ,visit this 
parish on Sundays for the purpose of .fighting either the natives 
or one another. 

As an instance of the religious status of this parish at the period 
named, I may mention that one of our farmers had a family of nine 
sons and daughters, none oLwhom had been christened. He was 
at length indeed persuaded to bring them to church, and drove them 
thither in his waggon, like so many calves going to market. 

The condition of the people hereabouts in the latter part of last 
'century is largely touched upon in her published letters by 
Hannah 'More, ,who laboured 'zealously for their benefit, and whose 
name is still remembered with affection at Nailsea andelsewher61 
At Cheddar, a large village near the cathedral city of Wells, 

. Hannah More asserts that only one copy of the Bible was' to be 
found, and this was used to prop' up a flower pot in a cottage 
window. 

There is~ I .suppose, no doubt that the wealthier classes of society 
have made greater progress, morally and intellectually, than the 
poorer. They are more open to the influences of a rapidly ad~ 
vancingcivilization, and the spread of a purer and higher tone. 
of thought and feeling. They suffer few of those heavy and bitter 
hindrances to which the poor are subject, and of which I have • 
already spoken. If then we could relieve the working classes, I 
will not 'say from hardships incidental to poverty, but from pre-
ventible' evils, which no civilized nation should suffer to exist, 
the fruits of education would, I am convinced, become year by 
year more plentiful. At present the chief results of the existing 
system of education maybe summed up thus:---

It atl'ords in each' parish~ani opportunit~ for clever and pains
taking children to better their condition' In life,· benefiting the 
children' and their' parents, 'whilst it· bridges over the gulph that 
separates the poor from the middle and 'upper classes. 

It produces a certain permanent effect upon the hearts and 
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minds of the ordinary run of children. Knowledge for the most: 
part evaporates, but there remains greater aptitude for acquiring 
knowledge thereafter, greater quickness of apprehension, a kindlier 
feeling towards the wealthier classes of the community, deeper 
religious impressions, than "ill be found in those who have never 
attended scnooL These results, though limited, are substantial, 
and likely to become more so. Parents must appreciate education 
ml\St understand the meaning of it, before they will make an effort 
to send their children regularly to school. Unless parents co
operate with the schoolmaster and the school managers, education 
must be always up-hill work. There is a prospect, then, that when 
the present generation of school children shall have.grown up and 
have become parents themselves, they will appreciate education 
better than their parents now do. An increasing sense of the' 
value of education promotes the spread of education, and grows 
with its growth. I think, then, that the prospects of the cause of 
education are moderately hopeful; but I mUlit reiterate my con~ 
riction that, to give education fair play, the material welfare of 
the working c1asses must obtain more serious attention from the 
Legislature, as well as from local authorities, than has as yet beeD' 
the case. 

ARTHUR l,IALLAM ELTON. 

Rev. Irvin Eller, Rector of Faldingworth, Lincoln
shire. 

• PRELIMINAIlY. 

:" ,1. My professional experience of more than thirty years has been' 
,gained in rural districts. 

I.-STANDARD OF EDUCATION. 

2. It is desirable that the children of the labouring class should: 
continue regular attendance at school tiJI a.t least 12 years of age;! 
but from tht" age of 5 or 6, their services in rural districts become 
valuable to their pal"ellts, either as tending stock, bean-dropping, 
harvesting, or otht'r light unskilled labour. The parents would 
not forego -these opportunities of adding to the family means of 
~upport, for the sake of gratuitous or even (!!emiated education; 
unless the pecuniary advantage of the latter amounted to the 
wages foregone. Light and unskilled labour of the kind described 
would still have to be done, and at a higher rat~ of remuneration, 
an alteration which must eventually materially affect owners
and occupiel'S. It' these were the only reasons when attendance' 
at school was intermitted, the disadvantage ·might be thooght 
compensated by the fact that the children were at least learning 
the elementary work of tht'ir probable occupation in after life; 
~ut snch illter~issions, invo~ving, as they do, comparative liberty 
lD the open air, render distasteful the confinement, enforced 
quietude, and other disciplinary restraints of the schoolroom.. 
and parents are Oflt'D willing, on any or no pretence of th~ 
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children, to neglect insisting upon regular attendance in other 
portions of the year, provided only that the children do not 
become an incumbrance to them. So that if a child continue an 
intermitted attendance, at school of the above kinds up to the 
age of 12, 'the school period is partly an unwilling struggle to 
regain what was lost or uncared for in the intermissions of 
attendance, thus necessarily diminishing the time for continued 
progress. 

Education, religious and secular.-All children ourtht to have 
acquired when they l,eave school a tolerably accurat~ knowledrre 
of gospel history and teaching, of the principal facts and perso~ 
of Old Testament history, English history, geography, so as to 
be able to point out in a map of tbe world the sevl'ral continents, 
kingdoms, oceans, seas, &c., in, a map of the British Isles the 
niain divisions, towns, rivers, &c., the first four rules of arithmetic, 
simple and compound, rule of three, practice, book-keeping to 
the extent of being able to keep a simple debtor and creditor 
account, surveying, to at least the capacity of measuring cropping, 
to be able to write a good clear hand, spell correctly, and avoid 
any gross mistake in syntax. The talent and taste for music and 
drawing appear to belong to but a few in this country; and in the 
rural districts there would be no time for their cultivation if more 
practical subjects were sufficiently attended to. Where the indi
vidual has taste and talent for music and drawing he will probably 
create for himself opportunities of learning them. In large popu
lations it may be desirable that these accomplishments should form 
a portion of instruction. 

4. (a) Sunday Schools. Much time cannot, and ought not, to be 
spent by children in Sunday Schools, if they are to be saved from 
weariness and disgust with the day itself, and are expected to attend 
church with an orderly spil·iL 

(b) Hall-time' Systems. I am wholly destitute of experience; 
but I can conceive that they would answer very well among 
manufacturing populations, where close , confinement is the normal 
state of existence; not in rural districts; where it is the 
exception. 

(c) Industrial and Domestic Training. Most desirable}. but I do 
not see how to be attaine'd except by public institutions; and if an 
analogy be'permitted, thelr success is extremely problematical As 
member of visiting committees of two boards of guardians, I 
learned, that notwithstan'ding industrial and domestic training 
forms a portion of the system, the young people of both sexes 
rarely turned out good servants, and either threw themselves on 
their own resources, often discreditable enough, -or applie(l for 
re-admission into the house. Besides, public institutions have 

• necessarily to deal with the maxima of managerilent; whereas the 
requirement is, to know how to deal economically and efficiently 
with the minima of social life. 

(d, e) E~n;ng Scho(Jis, Lectures, and Mechanics'lnstitutes. It is, 
Ibelieve, admitted as a fact by those competent to judge, that 
these educational institutions have failed to attract, or at least 
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to preserve, tIte adequate appreciation of a JDajority of those 
for whose benefit they were established. The parent of these 
systems of instruction, the .Lqndon Mechanics' Institute, is said 
to be all but deserted and hopelessly in debt. For a similar 
reason, only a small minority is likely to avail itself permanentiy 
of evening schools. After being engaged all day in their several 
callings, both mind and body of the employed crave for and 
require relaxation. Why should more tension and energy in a 
O1I""tally improving direction be expected from this class than 
from many of their bettl"rs in worldly circumstances? And is it 
not likely that an enforced strain in this direction would lead to 
physical degeneracy? At the same time, for the sake of the 
willing ,minority, however small, such means of self-improvement 
deserve encouragement. . 

(r, g. h) Promi!e much advantage. 
5. To supply education gratuitously to th~ labouring classes, 

which I presume the Commissioners mean by the term poor, would 
be practically to pauperise a vast majority .of the population; and 
be unjust to the middle and upper classes, to the former especially, 
as contributing the largest amount to the national revenues, who 
would, by the gratuitous system, not only have still to provide 
out of their own re.sources for the education pf their own children, 
but to be taxed for the education of the 'children of their servants 
and labourers. And would it not fOl'm a tempting precedent 
upon which to found demands for opportunities of still further 
abnegation of self-dependence? Neither do I think the labouring 
classes value gratuitous ,assistance of any kind, systematically 
appIied.. 

Il.-ACTUAL STATE OF EDUCATION. 

Dt'low what it ought to be; . by no means generally reaching, in 
small rural districts, 

6. The. not high standard pointed out under Section I., No.2. 

IlI.-CAUSES OF DEFICIENCY. 

(a) So far as my experience extends, the deficiency arises not 
80 much fl'om a want of schools, or the causes inferred under (b). 
Lut from those suggested in (c, d), and enlarged upon in my 
remarks upon Section I., No.2, and perhaps from an apathy on 
the subject on the part of occupiers and employers of labour. 

(f) J am not able to say whether the laws relating to the 
labouring classes are the cause of apathy on their part; though 
it may be infened that some social arrangements beyond their 
control contribute to this result. While living in service they 
ba\'e little opportunity or encouragement to keep -up the know~ 
ledge they may have acquired at school. much less to increase it. 
They have often no fireside to sit by in their leisure time except 
that occupied by the employer and his family, and thus they are 
in a manner compelled to idle away their time in the yard or the 
streets, if tempted to' nothing wors.e. Another contributing ca.use 
to apathy, and to a dt'adening of the moral sense in other respects, 
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is the ,domestic arrangements 'Of the labouring class. Take an 
exemplification :-:-A labourer and his wife, three daughters 'Of the 
ages of from 15 to 21, one dying of consumption, three younger 
children 'Of both sexes, had but 'One sleeping room, 16 feet 10nO', 
6 feet wide, . and 5 feet high to the eaves. So long as there is 
neither ordinary decency nor comfort· attainable in their domestic, 
arrangements, it seems almost hopeless to expect from them higher 
aspirations; S'Omekinds of rel~gious instruction. in our rural 
districts, bY' encouraging a love of excitement rather than 'Of 
thoughtful consideration; seem to effeminate,· as it wet"e, mental 
power. The nature of some rural employments tends to' lessen 
the facility of- cultivating 'One or :more of the common branches 
of.education. It is within the range of my own experienfle that 
chIldren 'Of both sexes wh'O could read and write tolerably well 
when they left school were able to do neither without much diffi
culty some years afterwards, as was proved by their subscribing a 
cross (1-) in the marriage register. In fact, the hand that is 
continually empl'Oyed in work requiring physical strength chiefly, 
loses its cunning when resuming the pen. The' eye and the 
undet·standing, which are seldom, even in church, exercised in 
reading '(in other places of worship there is but little opportunity 
given to exercise them), lose a facility; and .therefore a relish for 
the work. Of the fact of the former dE'preciation of 'power, any 
literary man may convince himself by an experiment of only short 
duration. Let him handle for a fortnight nothing but the rake, 
the hoe, or the spade"in his own garden, and most pl"Obablya 
drawback of some hours; if not days, will occur before he can again 
write currente calamo; and from an obvi'OUS cause; that if not a. 
different set of muscles, a very different application of them, 
is required in the two employments. The present paper has been 

# \vritten under the influence of this very dt·awback. 

IV.-CHARACTER OF· THE EXISTING SYSTEM 'OF GOVERNMENT 

, AID AND INSPECTION. 

8. The Government system, however benevolently in~ended, 
and originating, perhaps, 'under the pressure of those periodical 
overflows of philanthropy which in an interval of calm from other 
.causes ofexciteinent of ten' arise; is said to aim aUoo much, and 
to be unjust to those who contribute the largest amount to the 
national revenues, and wh'O, as has been before observed, have 
not only to provide 'Out of their 'resources for the education of 
their own children, but to be taxed (moderately and partially at 
present, but the principle is the same,) for the education of the 
children of their servants and labourers. Nor is this allowed to 
be the extent of the injustice. By the -present systE'm of compe
titive examinations, - children wh'O- have been educated at the 
expense of ;their parents are placed at a disadvantage ill competi
tionwith children chiefly educated at the expense 'Of the State; 

, and for the simple reason' that tIle State, with its widely diffused, 
highly aimed, and amply endowed machinery, can command much 
higher qualifications in teachers than the teachers of middle-class 
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schools gt'nerally have bad an opportunity of obtaining. lam 
unable satisfactorily either to affirm or deny the justice of. tbese 
objections. 

Whatever'Dlay be thought of the policy of commencing the. 
present system of Government aid and inspection, yet being esta
blished, the faith of Government seems pledgt'd to its continoance 
in some shape or other. Inspection per se is of unmixed advan
tage, and should be insisted on as a condi~ion of aid. But 
inspection as carried out under the instructions or the Educational 
Committee of Council, is too hard and unbending to admit· of 
universal application. Not more ct'rtainly do' men's fact'S and 
physical and intellt'ctual powers vllry than do the educational, 
capabilities of different localities. The following is not an ima~i
nary exemplification. Three parishes, A, B, C,· say in the marsh 
of this country, are grouped together for the purposes of educa
tion. The three incumbents have given a cOlisiderable portion of 
their glebt", which happened to . lie conveniently ill ming, as it is 
termed, for a garden and the site of a schoolhouse, pave sub
Icribed libt>rally, and solicited friends not territorially interested 
in the group in aid of building. Probably there are not a dozen 
resident occupiers besides the incumbents who would give, or 
perhaps be able to give, more than five shillings annually towards 
the support of the school The united population· of the group 
amounts to about 500, its acreage to 4,190, its rentaLto nearly 
8,000/. The land is in great measure occupied by persons called 
outneTII, for summer feeding, or by persons represt"nted by a resi
dent bailiff. The subdivision of the land in the smallest of these 
parishes (1,1l0 acres) may be imagined when it is stated that 70 
or 80 individuals are assessed to the tithe corn rent. 

The single parish of N, in the same county, has a population of 
900, and 3,275 acres, at a rental of nearly 6,0001. Schoolrooms 
and dwellings have been built at a cost of nearly 1,0001.; indivi
duals interested in the parish, resident or otherwise, subscribe 
70L or 801. a year towards their support, met in the usual propor
~ion by Government aid. The capabilities of, this parish and of 
the first-mentioned group being so different; can the same educa
tional dliciency be rE'asonably expE'cted? In· other words, ought 
there not to be a much lower staJldard of judgment applied to the 
forme~? And yet the inspector is bound to report its educa
tional status as much below that aimed at ill ,his instructions. His 
report is published; unfavourable comparisons are made,and 
apathy rather than inability is ascribed. to the few promoters 
of education in the parish group, to their still further dis-
couragement. . 

9. (a> Jf by pauper schools are meant Poor Law Un,ion schools, 
I believe the instl'Uction given in them is of a suitable character. 
If, howevE'r, the establishment of district pauper schools in build
ings separate from the. union house, such as lVas contemplated 
some years ago, is intt"nded,· thE'Y migh£ be attended with somt", 
but not adequate benefit. The childrt'n, though removed· from 
the corrupting intJuencE's of the uuion house, would st~Il be treated, 
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and feel themselves content to be treated, .as paupers. The 
expense necf'ssary for the establishment and maintenance of such 
schools wou'ld be enormous. . . . . 

(b) Of reformatory ~chools I know .nothing, except from th~ 
ordinary sources of information. There may be such a thing as 
hereditary tendencJ to criminality as well as to pauperism, .and 
it seemS justifiabl~ to cut off the entail, as it were, of either •. by 
any available mean~. At the same time, the subject seems to be 
att~ri.ded with immense difficulties; the chief of which is to 
determine whether the experiment should not be first tried by 
Vlliuntary effortB rather than by Government interference in the 
shape of taxation or rating • 

. 10. I am not aware that the existing Government system dimi
nishes voluntary liberality.in those places which ask for its aid; 
perhaps, the contrary. Since some of the regulations of the Edu
cational Committee of Council have been relaxed or altered, the 
number Of such places has, 1 believe, in,creased, . 

There are, however, still managers of schools who object. to 
Government aid. Some, because they dislike State interference 
with their schools; others, bt'cause they .believe they a\'e bound 
by their school Qeed to conduct their schools entirely on the prin
ciples of the Established Church; othel's again, for reasons stated 
in Section IV.; perhaps not unreasonably thinking that a standard 
of education fixed so high, must be in great measure useless, to 
the largest portion of the population, and may tend to dissatisfy 
them with their inevitable Jot in life., , " 

V . ..-ENDOWED'SCHOOLS. 
n, It is supposed that a vast improvement "has taken' place in 

endowltd schools during the last 30 years, to make them available 
for 'popular education. . 

VI.-SUGGESTIONS 
have been offered in answers to (a), (b), (c), in previous sections. 

(d) An atiemptwill be made to answer this question under (f). 
(e) The voluntary system has not the element of perpetuity. 
(f) A compulsory system of rating in aid of pluents' fees, and 

other permanent local resources applicable to the purposes of 
education, would be attended with difficulties of detail; but would 
be in some districts preferable to that founded on national taxa
tion. Districts co-extensive with the union, but' conforming in 
that l'espect only, might be rated for such a purpose. According 
to the present system of Government aid being given only in 
proportion to local contributions, the most populous places, ,being 
also generally the poorest, are the most 'neglected in regard to 
education, A rate upon property would primarily affect the 
owner, and, with other measures, 'would discourage the tendency 
to speculation in dwelling~ unfit for human habitalions.. It should 
be lawful to expend such educational rate in building, kef>ping in 
repair, and' contributing annunl support' to schools, In case of ' 
huildinjl. a Da.rish. or district mi!!:ht be empowered '0 borrow 
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of the Exchequer Loan Commissioners on mortgage of the educa. 
tional rate, The existing corporate officers of each parish, incum
bent, churchwardens, overseers, or ollicial representatives of select 
vestries, should be managers, subject to the jurilldictioll or control 
?f a distl'ict auditor appointed for that purp~e, assisted by the 
lDspector as assessor. .. 

(g) Charitable endowments might fairly forcthe most part, i,e., 
where already applicable 01' where founded oIPobsolete views, be 
made available for educational purposes, reserving existing rights; 
and wilen free, a preference should be given,· if soug~t for or 
needed, to the parish or locality from which the charitable rent. 
charge is derived. 

(h) Partly answered in previous sections; and fUl,ther considered 
under, 

13. It might be expedient to make a cel'tain amount of ignorance 
the subject of various civil and social disqualifications, but not to 
the extent and in the inquisitorial and despotic manner of the 
Prussian system, This expedient would in time accomplish what 
is aimed at in a compulsory system of attendance, and yet appa
rently leave a freedom of will to the individllal. Its working in a 
particular class is illustrated by what is called at Cambridge the 
voluntary theological examination, which most bishops make a 
~Iecessary condition of entering into holy orders. 

I am not prepared to say that all schools should be placed under 
the control cf the State. Such a position would paralyze and p~o
bably extinguish local enel'gies. It is only in a very few cases- , 
that self-dependence and social progress can . be insured under a 
sYltem of centralization. 

The lubject of gratuitous education. has heen considered in· 
Section I., No.5, and will be briefly noticed in Sectioll VII., 
No. 17, at b, c. 

The subjects taugTtt in schoola for the children of the Jabouring 
classes should be at least those mentioned in Section I., No.3, 
Bnd a higber amount of efficiency aimed at when practicable and 
desirable, The suggestions expected to be made in answer to, 
Nos. 12 and 13 have, to the best of my ability, been already given, 
with the exception of the reference to diificulties arising from· 
differences cf religious belief. It is my impressioll, as one merely 
wishing.to arrive at honest conclusions, and with but little under
standing of the pressUI'e of expediency in public matters, that 
diff~rences of religious belief would not have acquired the impor
tance they now possess if they had been ignored so far as it was 
safe and charitable HO 1'0 do. An illustration is at hand in the 
now much-vexed question of church-rates, which derives its im
portance not from the number of cases in which they have been 
treated and refused as a violation of th(' rights of conscience, but 
f .. om parliamer.tary and judicial indecision. No llnprejudiced man 
can deny that, like every other rate, church-I'ates are not a strictly 
legal charge, for a national purpose, upon property and not occu-
piers, and that the owner not the occupier would be benefited bv 
their abolition. Had a decision of the Court of Queen's Bench of 

VOL. Y. M 
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some years Itgo been established by 3: short declaratOl'Y Act, the 
agitation'might have ceased; or if church-rates had been con~ 
vet'ted, like tithe; into a rentcharge, the charge would most likely 
have been a,ccepted in, the same quit't manner. The analogy, 
according to the argumt'nt of Dissl'nters, is pl'rfect. They 
maintain their owd ministers, as well as tht'ir own placl's gf 
~or8hip. • 

Differences of religious'belief have, however, beenrecognizeu 
by the State as part of the established order of things; and in 
the case of education are assisted by pecuniaryadvanct's out of the 
national revenues j we have, thel'efOl'e, no longer to deal with an 
abstract pdnciple, but a State system to which. th~ faith of the 
Government would appear to be pledged. If then the system of 
a compulsory educational rate be established, the option of a. volun
tary rate for such a purpose would be for the most part abortivt', 
especially in those PQPulous pla.ces most requiring aig. Dis~ 
senters may reasonably expect to have, as at present under a more 
limited system. of aid, their proportion of the educational ratt'o 
In a large majority of t'ural parishes the school must be in aU 
essential points a church-school, if the sympathies of the only 
persons likely to take Itt permant'nt interest IIrt' to be t'tlgaged 
in its behalf. It is very rarely, unless the subjt'ct of religious 
differences is injudicioui>ly made prominent by him, oi' by other 
person of influence in the JocalitYt that Dissenters themsel ves 
raise any question on the tone of school teaching. In point of 

• facf, rural dissent is ever varying, dividing, and sub-dividing, 
lWwell as remarkably liabl,e to alternations of excitt'ment and 
apathy. It is' only by exaggerating -its impOl·tance or violently 
QPposing it, that it acquires the power belonging to union and 
concentration. ' 

VII.-Teachers and Traininfl CoUefles. 

14. The encouragement given by Government: to education is 
contributing'to raise the qualifications ot all classes of tt'achers;. 
and· must necessarily supersede the il1t'fficiency of fotmt'r times, 

15. Normal Schools and Training Collefles are most desirable, if 
they do not aim afl, too much, Their present tendency appears 
to be to encourage in teacht'rs a contempt for and a dislike of 
small and elementary work, demonstrative self-sufficiency in the 
social,circle, lind an apparent consciousness of superiority to the 
clergyman in point of knowledge, which in regard to tt'chuical 
information tht'y generally do 1'05S6SIl.· I can only judge from 
the ordinary sources 'Of information whether tt'achers are usually 
satisfied with their profession and social position. It is an 
arduous, and must be to a. great extent, an isolated position. I 
am therefore not surprised at learning that a. large number of 
teachers, including pupil.teachers, frequt'ntly change their situa-
tion or profession. '. 

16. 1 am unable to suggest a substitute for the systt'm of pupil
teachers. But supposing that all eventually follow the profession 
to. leal'n which they are apprenticed. must. it not be over-
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stocked in the course of a iew years? It is'said, however, that 
many after thE' termination of their apprenticeship seek for other 
means of livelihood, hitherto enjoyed by the children of the 
middle classes educated for the purpose at the expense of their 
parents. 

17. By a combination of the two; fees forming an encourage
ment to the teacher to increase his meilns by increased efficiency 
in hill school. A minimum of numbers of scbolars ought, how,,; 
ever, to be fixed for this purpose; the fees of all above which, to 
be considered an unquestioned portion of his remuneration. 

VlII.~Results. 

18 •. Improvement in the intellectual and moral condition of 
the labouring class, by an improved system . of education, is, 
and must necessarily be, slow. There is not, perhaps, so much 
disorderly conduct arising from intemperance and other causes; 
and criminality liable to legal notice appears to be on the 
decrease. In rural districts there must always be this want of 
stimulus to intellectual improvement, that it finds but little scope 
fot its exercise in the ealling to which a majority is destined; 
and that, as is the social position of the parents such will be, 
with few exce)'ltions, the social position of their child ret!. Na
tural tendencies and domestic drawbacks appear to have still 
Do strong counteracting power. Take away the latter, Bnd a 
Bound religious and secular education must have a proportionate 
influence. ' 

lst June 1859. 

Silt, 

I have, &0., 
(Signed) IRVIN ELLER, 

Rector of aldingworth; 
Market Uasen, Linconshire. 

William ElliS, Esq. 
6, Lancaster Terrace, Regent's Park, 

14th April, 1859. 

IN reply to your communication of the 2d inst., I beg 
to assure you that I am most anxious to place at the disposal 
of the Commissioners any results of "experience and reflection" 
bearing upon popular education that I may be supposed to have 
become possessed ot 

Upon details connected with the management of schools, I feel 
that I am scarcely qualified to offer an opinion ; but the Commi&. 
sioners cannot be at a loss to obtain all the information needful, for 
the purposes of their inquiry from persons who have been devoting 
their attention to such matters. 

I shall, therefore, in answering your -inquiries, confine myself 
almost exclusively to the first and concluding qilestions contained 
in the paper which accompanied your letter. '" 

:M 2' 
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I. My, opportunities for gaining experience' al!· ,to the" state of 
popular education have rather been from the outside than the 
inside of schools. , During a long commercial life ill the city of 
London, particularly f!om the year 1824 to.the present time, I 
have taken a deep mterest in observing and reflecting upon the 
()c~urrence~ of daily life-public, local, and individual. Passing 
over political agitations and disturbances, I have taken note of the 
evils which have affiicted society during that eventful period.· 
Many of those evils continue in great force, although I bear un
hesitating testimony to the improvement which I have observed, 
and to' the future improvement of which, I think, I can discern 
the signs and the promise. 

Of the evils 'to 'which I refer, some appear to abide with us un
interruptedly, while others are more or less intermittent. Among 
the first may be enumerated the notoriously destitute condition of 
large masses of the people, as e.xemplified in their inadequate, 
over-crowded, and ill-provided dwellings, in the scenes at our 
police courts, in the reports of district 'Visitors and charitable in
stitutions, and in the poor law returns. Among the second may 
be enumerated th~ suspens~on or diminution of work and wages 
consequent upon commercial panics and industrial convulsions, 
combinations, strikes, and other occurrences, some supposed to be 
unavoidable and others self-imposed, but all bringing with them 
aggravations of, ordinary sufferings already too great to be endured 
without constant efforts to, cOIitrive some means of relief or escape 
from them. 

My opportunities would have been thrown away upon me, had 
• I contented myself with simply noting the evils which I have 

mentioned without attempting to make myself master of the causes 
which gave rise to them. I have not been thus neglectfuL I 
must leave it to others to judge how far I hllve succeeded in 
forming a correct estimate of many of the principal causes of these 
evils, and whether I am justified or not in declar~ng that most of 
them are removable by educational means. 

In describing to you the current of my own thoughts, I beg 
you will understand that I am laying claim to no originality. I 
wish to make a plain statement of my views in reply to your 
questions. Indeed, I believe that something like unanimity of 
acquiescence quite independent of any exposition from me, would 
welcome my preliminary averment, that ignorance and ill-conduct, 
in some of their many forms, are the causes of much of the, human 
misery generally admitted and deplored, and that ignorance and 
ill-conduct may be largely prevented by education. 

It is at this point that I would humbly and yet earnestly solicit 
attention, not to ignorance and ill-conduct in general, but to the 
special kinds of ignorance and ill-conduct which have to be pre
vented, and to the special kinds of instruction and discipline which 
can alone efficiently cope with them. 

To begin with ill-conduct; , Can anybody doubt, if the prevail
ing improvidence, drunkenness, dishonesty, idleness, and recklessA 

,ness could be materially diminished, that the prevailing misery 
would not also be greatly diminished. 

Training, judi~iously adapted to its purpose, must of c:ourse be 
mainly relied upon for guarding against the bad habits which lead 
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. to ill-eo;duc.t f but such irauung will hardly be forthcoming, 
unless 3CCOtl\pIDlied by instruction in (to use the title of the' Dean 
of Hereford's little elementary work) "The Phenomena of Indus
trial Life and the Conditions of Industrial Success." This in
struction, if conduct6fl merely as well as our present limited 
experience has shown it may be, will so far prevent ignorance as 
to make all children thoroughly acquainted with-

1. The sources of wealth, industry, knowledge, skill, and 
economy. 

2. The connexion between capital and labour, the reciprocal 
duties of employer and employed, master and servant, and the 
circumstances which determine the rates of wages and profits. 

3. The importance of respect for property, and the necessity of 
government and laws for enforcing this respect where not other~ 
wise lIufficiently felt. 

4. The advanta",ooes of division of labour and the new respon
sibilities incurred by its adoption, the causes and consequences of 
fluctuations of value, and the more urgent call for integrity, 
perseverance, punctuality, order, and forbearance to allow all the 
operations of Interchange to be satisfactorily conducted. 

5. The uses of money; the causes and consequences of fluctua~ 
rions of prices and wages; the suicidal folly of opposing prices in 
harmony with supplies-actual and contingent; of organizing 
("()mbinations, strikes, and turn-outs, of impeding the introduction 
of machinery, and of other improved methods of production, and 
the free flow of capital and labour from one trade, district, and 
country to others where a more profitable employment for them is 
expected. . 

6. The use of credit in distributing capital and placing it under 
the control of those most competent to employ it; the functions of 
banks and bankers; the new responsibilities incurred by the use 
of credit; the causes of bankruptcies, commercial panics, stop
page of works, and the precautions through which the suffering 
from these calamities may be mitigated. 

Did I not fear to exhaust your patience, and thereby to lose all 
~hance of being favourably listened to, I might amplify under 
each of these heads, as well as add to their number. But I 
abstain, remarking only that my experience of life has convinced 
me that ignorance upon the matters above enumerated, prevails 
widely among all classes; and that much of the ill conduct and of 
the misery consequent upon it is attributable to this ignorance •. 

7. and 8.-If I am right in my estimate of the causes of the 
destitution and crime that afHict society, the educational question 
,,·hich suggests itself is, What is being done in our schools to 
prevent the continuance of like ignorance and ill conduct, and 
of the misery consequent upon them? 

I hope I may be mistaken; but I fear that the instruction of 
which 1 have endeavoured to give an outline, and the discipline 
corresponding to it, are rarely to be met with in our schools, and 
that the teachers wit!t all the exeII?plary devotion shown by so 
many of them to theIr arduous dutuJS, are not possessed of the 
information which I contend ought to be imparted to the younO', 
and of course cannot have acquired the expertness requisite fgr 
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communicating it efficiently. I also fear that, at this very 'moment, 
the principals of training schools. are not alive to th& necessity ofe 

sending for their new teachers, year by year, embued with the 
information essential for keeping destitution at bay, practised in 
t~aching it,' and deeply impressed with a se~se of the duty towards 
themselves and their pupils of exemplifying in their lives and 
conduct the advantage of a steady compliance with the rules of 
conduct deducible from the information daily expounded, illustrated, 
and enforced by them in their schools. 

The commissioners will, of course, have ample opportunities of 
judging from the reports of their assistant commissioners whether 
my fears are w,ell grounded. ' 

Should it appear that the kind of instruction which must be 
incorporated with the other kinds of instruction ordinarily pro
vided in our schools, to make them thoroughly reliable places of 
education, is seldom or never to be found in them, and should it 
also appear that it is no part of the aim of training schools to 
supJ?ly the omission in future, where are we to look for the furtlter 
dimmution of misery and crime, unless it be to the recognition 
and exposure of these fatal defects in our educational machinery, 
as the first steps to their rectification. 

Supposing the comlllissioners to be of opinion that the kind of 
instruction already described ought, if possible, to be universally 
supplied, while there are few teachers competent to give it, and no 
training schools from which such teachers are to be expected, they 
may naturally infer that difficulties almost insuperable prevent t~ 
accomplishment of what is so obviously called for. That there are 
difficulties is undeniable; but they are far from insuperable. The 
supply of qualified teachers must necessarily be very limited for 
some time, even after the principals of training schools have taken 
steps to rectify an omission calcu1ated to impair the efficiency of 
all their othl,lr efforts. . 

Even in our present unfavourable circumstances a few teachers 
are to be found, more or less qualified to carry out the kind at 
instruction which I am contending ought to be universal. This 
'you; will of course have learned through other channels. The 
inspection of schools in which this instruction is proceeding would 
have more weight than any description that I could give of the 
methods of conducting it, or of the effect produced upon the 
discipline of the school and the depaotment of the scholars. 

If, however, I have omitted or too slightly touched matters 
concerning which the commissioners think I can give more infor
mation of a kind likely to promote the object of their inquiry, I 
shall be most happy to do my best to meet their wishes by attending 
to any further application that they may please to honour me 
with. 

The Secretary to the 
Education Commission~ 

I am, &c. 
WI:p.IAM ELLIS. 
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Rev. Samuel ;EarnShaw, M.A., Chaplain of St. Peter's, 
Sheffield 

1. I have been 40 yea.n connected with education; half the 
time in Cambridge, as a member of the Univen;ity, and the re
mainder of the time in Sheffield and Doncaster, in connexion 
with national and middle-class schools. I am connected with the 
management of seven schools for the poor in this town; and it is 
to this town my remarks will directly apply. The characteristicj; 
or this town are these: there is comparatively no machinery of a 
complex nature, and the trades are such as require skilled artizans. 
This has a marked influence on the intellectual character of the 
workmen, rendering them remarkably quick and intelligent. 

2. I do not think it generally practicable or desirable for poor 
boys to be kept at school beyond IS years of age, and poor gUls 
beyond 14 yearB. Boys might bere be required to attend scbpol 
five days a week, because there is no demand for their services at 
home. 

Girl» might be required to attend four days, or at the least, 
three days and a half a week. There is a demand for girls at 
home to nurse the baby and mind the younger children, while the 
mother" washes and irons, and cleans the ·house." 

A mother cannot spare her daugbters so much as her ions; boys 
are in the way at home, but girls assist in domestic work. 

It is not desirable to keep boys at I:lchool beyond the ag~ of 13, 
because at 14 years a boy must he apprenticed, and as the trades 
here require skill, he must go un trial for a few months, and tPen 
choose another trade if found inapt at the first. Also many trades 
require peculiar bodily qualifications, and some are very unhealthy 
and very objectionable to youths of certain constitution!!, so that a 
margin must necessarily be left for change of trade before tbe age 
of 14 years.-

It is de.irable to keep boys at school up to 13 years, beC<l,Q1!e 
kuling moral impressions, and jized habits of reading and writing 
"wit/, ease, cannot be in general formed under tbat age. 'I'biJ is 
very important, for it i. found to be a general rule, with ve~ few 
exceptions, that persons who left scbool before they CQuld read 
and write with erue, do not now read and write at all if they' can 
possibly avoid doing so. Manual labour harden!! the han<l'iIlld 
.tiffen. the fingers, I!IO that they find they can scarcely write 
legibly, and therefore they refuse to write at aU. And rea.4ing 
ia laid aside for a ~imilar reason, if they have ofteQ to spell ~ word 
and find any difficulty of that kind. '. 

Boy. should therefore re~ain 10 long at ~chool IU$ to mit of 
their leaving school so well taugbt in reading, writing. aritlunetic, 
and composition that, after allowing a liberal ducount upon each 
of th~se at~nmenta fro~ subsequent neglect, enough .may still 
remam av;ulable to qualify tbem to execute these things 'With 
tolerable ease. . . 

What I have !laid. on the subject of writing I find continually 
verified by persons, both male and fewale, bl,lt especially the 
former, refusing to sign the Plarriage-bQo]t when they ('!oIDe tQ be 
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married, on the ground that they cannot now write, though they 
could write a little when they left school . 

8. If they have heen at a good school, children of both sexes 
ought, at the ages named above, to leave school able to read, write, 
and compose well and 'easily. And boys should also be familiar 
with the ordinary rules of arithmetic up to rule of three and prac~ 
tice. But in the .case of girls, instead of the rule of three and 
practice, a little mental arithmetic should be substituted, so as to 
qualify them for making purchases at the shops of butchers, 
bakers, drapers, &c. Girls should also be able to sew, knit, mark 
linen, and ~t out, make and mend body linen. 

With regard to religious education, both boys and girls should, 
at leaving school, be able to give a fair :,Lecount of the antedilu
vian )?eril)d of the Bible, and the history of the Patriarchs, and 
Israelites in Egypt and Canaan; they should also have been well 
instructed in the gospels and be able to repeat the catechism. 
Boys may be taught a little geography, particularly of England, 
and so as to give them a general notion of the distribution of land 
and water; but it is neither necessary nor possible (except in 
particular cases) to push this branch farther at schooL 

It is a general principle, very commonly lost sight of, that unless 
the education given to the poor at school, in any branch, be pushed 
to a certain point (which I call the stand-point), it will be lost 
afterwards. A certain familiarity and practical ease in the acqui
sitions obtained in that branch must determine the point. To read 
well, to write witlt ease, to compose readily, are the stand-points, so 
that he who has once reached these points will not afterwards lose 
all, but will retain a practicable portion of them to the end of 
his life. ' 

Hence it is not tksirable to include music and drawing in the 
general course of popul,ar inst.r.uction, though they may be taught 
as a reward to certain boys and girls selected for general profi~ 
ciency and good conduct: for a boy leaving school at 18 would 
have learnt so little of drawing and music that all would be for
gotten in a few months. Not enough time can be devoted by poor 
children at school to such subjects to enable them to reach a stand~ 
point in them. . 

Nevertheless it is desirable and practicable to teach them to sing 
very well, but not scientifically. 

Besides, drawing is a useless accomplishment to a boy whose 
hand will soon become horny and stiff when he has left school, and 
to a girl who will have to make nails, polish spoons, or perform the 

. duties of a domestic servant. 
, And with respect to "other matters of taste," as a general rule 
. (and the workmen themselves acknowledge the truth of this) it is 
, not desirahle too much to elevate the tastes of the class whose life 

is to be passed amid a perpetual occurrence of rebuffs, rough usage, 
and coarse work. The poor of necessity meet with much and 
endure much, which greater refinement of feeling (the necessary 
consequence of elevated taste) would unfit them to undergo, and 
which they now undergo without feeling too keenly. And too 
much refinement of the taste shows itself, as I have in many cases 
observed, by creating a distaste for the ordinary work of the lower 
class, . and a too eaqer daire to obtain a li"ing hy otller means than. 
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Iohour; and leads to dissatisfaction, talking and speech-making at 
. trades.-unions, neglect of work, and misdirected and mistaken 
efforts to live by other means more refined but less useful and 
proper than ordinary work. 

Also, it the education of girls be extended at school to fancr 
work, it is useful to a few afterwards, but injurious to the many, 
by its tendency to create a distaste for the homely work of making, 
mending, and patching common articles of dress. 

4. (a.) Sunday schools have the effect of prolonging the period 
of education, but not on so large a scale as is commonly 
sUp'posed, the majority of children at Sunday schools being 
children yet going to day schools. They are nevertheless 
very useful as supplying ~ too general deficiency in day 
schools, viz., that of religious instruction. 

(/.) Free and lending libraries have great power here, and 
assist the poor in keeping up what they learned at school. 
I consider them as very valuable auxiJ.ia.ries· in the work of 
educating the poor and middle classes. Their effect is not 
yet developed. 

(g.) It is now considered here that prize schemes are a failure. 
For it is found by experience that the children of the really 
poor are rather disheartened than induced by the prize in
ducement; for the really poor cannot afford to keep their 
children, even were they inclined, at school long enough to 
contend with the children of the small tradesmen and 
higher classes of artizans; so that the prizes fall into the 
hands of those who need no such inducement, and would 
probably in most cases remain at school long enough witb
out any such inducement. 

(h.) The distribution of minor State appointments, &c.;is likely 
to produce its chief effect in the middle class, small trades
men's class, clerks, and well-to-do mechanics. It is not 
likely to have any farther effects on national schools than 
that of inducing boys to offer themselves as pupil-teachers 
who otherwise would not; as it is chiefly by ex-pupil
teachers these appointments will be won in connexiotl with 
national schools. 

Also, the distribution of minor State appointments on educa
tional grounds will be found a most powerful auxiliary in elevating 
the education afforded at the common private middle-class schools, 
which, in this town, is a matter of great necessity, for the children 
of the »Oor are here better .educated, at least t~ey haye a better 
education offered to them m the schools under mspection, than is 
to be had in the common private schools to which the middle-class . 
children are sent. And as a proof that the middl~class parents 
are becoming sensible of this, I may state that I have been 
several times requested by middle-class parents to form classes in 
the national schools for the education of their children, that they 
may have the same advantage as the poor as to education. By 
middle-class, I here mean parents who think themselves able to 
pay a higher price for the education of their children than the poor 
pay; and it includes the highest class of artuans, clerks, shop
keepers, small tradesmen, and such like. 
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. 5. ·Education should not be supplied to the poor gratuitousl1 
but paid for by them at such a rate as with some effort they ca 
afford. I have found· in national schools that a graduated charg 
for school pence, according to class, acts very benefiially. Paren! 
feel that their children' are getting on at school when they 'rise int 
a class where they have more to pay, and they pay the increasel 
charge with pride and pleasure, and boast of it among their neigl 
bours that their lad has got into the threepenny class, or fourpenn 
class, as the case may be, evidently looking down upon those whm 
children are still paying twopence. There is a prejudice in' tb 
~inds of poor people, that the higher the charge for schooling, tll 
better the schooling and the more pains taken with their childrel 

I have also found that raising the pence-charge from twopem 
to threepence a week doe!,! not diminish the number of childrel 
but produces a striking improvement .in regularity of attendanci 
The increase to fourpence effects an equally marked improvemer 
iu the attentiveness of the children to their lessons, as though tll 
parents themselves, feeling the presure of the fourpence weekI 
payment, impressed the children with the necessity of not wastin 
such a sum by, inattention. 

Making education gratuitous would not. increase the numbers i 
regular attendance, but diminish them; for parents will not tak 
the trouble to enforce the attendance of their children whe 
absence has lost the appearance of being to themselves a pecuniar 
loss. 

6. Education among the poor is yet in a very unsatisfactor 
state, and for several reasons, some of which appear to be insu 
perable. 

i. There is a per-centage of poor who will not consent to l 
educated j who hate the confinement and restraint which i 
necessitates; who do not choose to come into such elos 
contact with respectable society as they would come int 
b]' sending their children to school 

ii. 'fhere is another per-centage wh~ canrwt afford to let thei 
children be educa.ted, because they require their labour an 
cannot dispense with it. 

iii. There is another per-centage who will rwt, though the 
can afford, let their children remain at school long enoug 
to reach a stand-p.oint of education; all these children whe 
they grow up are but little distinguishable from the unedu 
cated; and education cannot be answerable for them. 

iv. In our national schools; only about one-fifth of the childre: 
actually present in. school at any moment will have attainel 
the stand-point of education at the time of leaving schoo: 
For these education is responsible; and those children whel 
they leave school will, on an average, have been unde 
instruction 5, years, not including the time any of then 
may have spent at an infant school. 

v. The lower class of private schools are the weak point 0 

popular education; they do little better than waste the tim. 
of life allotted for the education of the poor child; ~( 
the instruction they give hardly even reaches a stand-pomt 

. except in the case of writinO'. 
Hence it is easily seeD. that education among the poor fall: 
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much below the proper ltandarrlt and that but a very small per .. 
centage receive such an education at school as will be afterwards 
of much practical use. 

The education of girls, on account of their early employment in 
factories, is very defective in knitting, sewing, and household 
knowledge. 

The defectiveness in religious instruction is in some degree 
remedied by Sunday schools; and reading is encouraged by the 
free library and cheap periodicals. 

7. (a.) There is no sensible want of schools here. The chief 
want is, co-operation on the part of parents, and personal 
zeal and attention on the part of the laity in working the 
schools already established. 

(b.) In private schools for the poor, deficient and unskilful 
teaching, and bad choice of subjects and books, a~ the 
chief causes of their glaring inefficiency; these schools 
want inspection. But there are no such causes of complaint 
in the schools under inspection. 

(c.) Many parents among the £oor are very much interested 
and anxious about their children's education, and make 
great sacrifices to secure it ; but an overwhelming majority 
of them care very little, or not at all, about it; and some 
send their children to school only to be out of harm's way, 
and out of mischief, and care but little how they are 
instructed. 

(d.) The value of children's labour is here one of the chief 
causes of their being removed from school full two years 
before they ought to be taken away. 

11lahility to pay school fees has very little effect here. 
Private benevolence steps in when there is a real 
inability to pay school fees. Large families, domestic 
difficulties, parental improvidence, mismanagement, 
ignorance, drunkenness, and indifference to their chil~ 
dren's welfare, are, among the poor, the great impedi. 
menta to the education of children, and th~ chief causes 
of too early removals £rom school 

8. It appears to me, from the experience I have harlt that upon 
the whole a better system cannot be deviped than the present one 
of Government aid an~ inspection. I sincerely believe it has done 
more for popular education than could have been effected in the 
lame time by any other meanB. Its fixed normal results have not, 
however, been yet attained. It has diffused a sound system of 
education for superior to anything the poor could have obtained, 
or private and local exertions brought to pass; and it urges its 
details with such vigour amf authority, by means of constant 
inspection, that already methods of teaching are approaching per
fection, and two year, of schooling saved to each hoy; i.e., at the 
age of 12 a boy is now as well taught in our national· schopls as 
he would have been at 14 under the previous systemless methods. 
The disposition of parents to remove their children from school to 
school is diminishing, from a feeling of confidence in the Inspector's 
reports. 

Government 'system is found to have a tendency . to render 
-natioJlal Ichools self-supporting; by r~ndering them really good, 
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and keeping them up to the mark ; and thus more money Temains 
in the hands of the charitable, for the erection of new schools and 
thE! general extension of education. 

More money is also spent by the poor themselves in education 
:now than formerly, in tlie form of school fees. 

There is found to be great difficulty in carrying on the only 
school in. Sheffield supported on the . voluntary principle,' without 
Government aid. There are two schools in this town which receive 
no aid from Government, but one of them has an endowment of 
property' which supplies' the place of Government aid; so that 
there is only one which is wholly dependent on voluntary 
contributions; and this school finds great difficulty in maintaining 
its' existence,and has applied for Government help. One or two 
schools belonging to the advocates of voluntaryism have been 
lately given up. . 

Those schools which receive assistance from Government are 
able to give a much better education, from being better suppied 
with good books and the best teaching apparatus. . . 

10. I do 'not think the assistance rendered by Government has 
diminished, but increased the amount of money voluntarily con
tributed. It has greatly stimulated the building of new schools; 
and persons who formerly would have given two guineas a year to 
the one school in their district, now give a guinea to each of several 
schools which have grown up about them; and so the whole sum 
contributed is increased" though the support given to anyone 
Bchool is diminished: besides which, the same persons have ad· 
vanced the money to meet the Government grants for the erection 
of new schools. 

The friends of education find it much easier now than it was 
formerly to obtain funds for the erection of new schools; and, 
with the prospect of a grant from Government, undertake to 
collect funds for. a .new school, in circumstances which would have 
been too disheartening without the grant from Government in the 
distance. 

Some persons think that, under the present system of inspec
tion, the children of the workmen have within reach a better and 
sounder education than the children of the employer; and they 
complain -of this, and would abolish the system. But the remedy 
seems to be. to improve the education of Jhe middle classes; by 
putting their schools under some system (voluntary of course) 
of examination and inspection. The examinations of Oxford and 
Cambridge are acting beneficially in this direction. It is a very 
.rare circumstance in this town to hear a person complain of 
the Government system on religious grounds. 

12. (a.) I should very decidedly propose the \naintenance of 
the existing Government system, and 

(b.) Its further development. . 
(o.) The number of pupil-teachers is now so great, that it:! a 

short time the supply ·-of certificated teachers will be too 
great; means should therefore be adopted for checking the 
increase of pupil-teachers, which might be done by ra. 
quiring the managers of large schools to employ assistant 
masters in the place of pupil-teachers, at the rate of one 
master for . .two pupil-teachers; and the number of pupil-
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teachers in any s~hool might be limited to two. But this 
is a matter rather for the consideration of the Committee 
of Council on Education. 

(eo) I certainly could not carryon the schools in which I now 
take a part as manager on the voluntary system. The 
quality of the education given would have to be lowered, 
and I should have to fall back upon the monitorial system, 
which I consider to be a complete failure. 

(It.) There are in this town a Mechanics' Institute and Library, 
a Church of England Institute, Library, and Museum; 
a Young Man's Christ;ian Association, giving lectures; a. 
People's College, giving instruction to classes, and some 
few evening schools; also a free library; aU of which have 
for their object the extension of the period of education of 
the lower class. They have sprung out of the demand and 
necessities of the times, and seem to answer their intention 
in Bome degree. But compared with the whole number who 
have not been previously educated up to the stand.point, 
the number who make use of these means of perfecting 
their education is very small. In fact, it can hardly be 
otherwise, for, after spending the day in the close and 
poisoned atmosphere of a workshop, very few youths are 
disposed to spend the evening in a school or lecture-room. 

I have found the following plan answer well with youths 
of a certain class. They form themselves iIito a small 
society, and meet together once a week to hear a lecture 
by une of themselves, in order,. under a president. A society 
of this kind has existed above a year among youths· from 
14 to 20 years of age, and appears as vigorous and healthy 
as at the beginning. I think it is deserving of more exten
sive trial. The number of members is so regulated that 
each member's turn to lecture. comes round about once in 
four months, so that each lecture is the result of four 
months' reading. 

18. I would not make school attendance compuThlory,.for this 
simple reason, that it could not be enforced. The poor would 
always find ways of evading any law on the subject. -

Nothing, not even an Act of Parliament, can induce a large 
number of mothers to take the trouble of daily preparing their 
children for school, by s·eeing that they are washed and have their 
meals in time. They infinitely prefer letting their children run 
about the streets unwashed, and prefer their coming into the 
house and snatching off the table anything eatable at any time, to 
the trouble of preparing a regular meal, and seeing that the 
children sit down to it at a proper time ;-an Act of Parliament 
cannot remedy this. 

I would not wish for schools under the direct control of the 
State. It would hardly be possible to suit such schools sufficiently 
to varying local circumstances. Private exertions, private interest, 
and superintendence would be destroyed, and it would. be ex
tremely difficult to avoid most glaring abuses and evasions in the 
management and appropriation of funds and performance of 
duties. 

The education of the poor needs not to be gratuitous, except 
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in exceptional cases, which privlI-te benevolence is always ready 
to meet. 

There is no' practical difficulty in educating the poor in con
nexion with religion, except when religious differences are stirred 
up, and paraded by religious parties one· against another. Not 
one J?oor man in 20 has any partizan feeling on the subject of 
religIOn, strong enough to make him object on religious grounds 
to send his child to a good national schooL In proof of this I 
find the children of dissenters of all denominations, and even of 
Roman Catholics, in our national schools j and some of our pupil
teachers are the children of dissenting ministers. 

14. The national schools in this town are in a. very gqod state, 
and the masters and mistresses well qualified for their duties; but 
the lower class of private schoolmasters and mistresses are nearly 
all unfit for their work. They know very little of the art of 
teaching, have not the necessary apparatus to accomplish their 
work well, have no system and plan of instruction, and do but little 
more than waste the time which can be afforded for a poor child's 
schooling. 

15. The theoretical training given in normal schools and training 
colleges is, I believe, now very satisfactory, and well suited to its 
object; but it wants improvement in one point of great impor
tance, and that is in opportunities afforded to the students for 
trying in practice the theory which they learn. They receive 
lessons on the art of teaching, but have not sufficient opportunities 
of putting the lessons in practice. It is desirable that with each 
t.raining college there should be connected COMMON sohools, where 
the students may practise their lessons. 

Masters and mIstresses who have been trained, all without ex
ception, as far as my experience goes, speak well and affectionately 
of the college in which they were trained. 

Trained teachers, like the members of every other profession, 
are some of them satisfied and some dissatisfied with their pro
fession and position. I find the teachers in this town generally 
satisfied •. 

16. I have found the system of apprenticing pupil-teachers 
work very well in all the schools with which I am connect~d. 
:An infinitely,' better education can, by this means, be imparted 
than by the monitorial or any other system, when only young 
children are employed as teachers. 

I think that in general pupil-teachers are too young at the time 
of apprenticeship. As near 16 years for girls, and 15 for boys, 
as possible, would be the best age for apprenticeship. 

There is a tendency to overstock the market with young mas
ters and mistresses. Nevertheless really good masters and mis
tresses are still, and perhaps ever will be, a scarce article. Many 
pupil-teachers are very badly trained, and want experience. Small 
schools have an injurious tendency in this respect. 

When I want an assistant master or mistress there is an abun
dance of applications, but I find it a real difficulty to suit myself 
out of a lot of 50 • 
. To a certain extent I 'consider the pupil-teacher system a failure 

in this particular; it does not send many of them forth well 
q~alified to be schoolmasters and mistresses. 
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17. (eo) I have found the best and fairest method of paying 
schoolmasters and mistresses to be the following:--

A fixed salary of £ per annum; and in addition to this, a 
proportion of the school fees for all the children in atten
dance above 100. 

That it, I take all the pence of 100 children, but only a 
certain portion of· the pence of the other children; the 
master keep. the rest for himself, and I pay him besides a 
fixed salary.. If there be fewer than 100 children in 
attendance· he receives only his fixed salary without any of 
the children'B pence. . 

18. In two schools for poor children with which I am connected 
as one of the managers, the children are clothed, boarded, and 
educated, the boys between the ages of 8 and 13, and the girls 
between 8 and 14. The children are generally orphans, taken out 
of the lowest class. After an average of about 4-! years' instru(}o 
tion they are Bent out, the bqya as apprentices and the girls as 
domestic servants. In these schools, education, I consider, has a 
fair chance, and their results show what is the tendency of educa
tion in all cases. Now it is a fact that the boys are eagerly sought 
after by masters as apprenti~es, because of their intellectual and 
moral qualities, and in after life many of them become eminent, 
all of them most respectable members of their class. 

The girls are not so distinguished, but even in their case the 
managers are satisfied that much permanent good is effected, and 
both the schools are liberally and readily supported by voluntary 
subscriptions, benefactions, and legacies,-the best proof that can 
be given that they are producing good results. 

Take the cases of national schools and other schools; it is not 
easy to separate the tendencies and effects of school education from 
the thousand other influences by which the children of the poor 
are surrounded; but nevertheless I think, and herein I am confirmed 
by other judges, that the manners of the educated poor are more 
gentle, and themselves less under the control and influence of 
Itrong passions, than the uneducated. There is a manifest im
provement in their demeanour at public places, and they seem 
more open to reason and good motives. There is more real know. 
ledge among the poor. School books are now of such an improved 
character that a boy must retain much that is worth knowin ... 
upon many subjects, and that will exert a beneficial influence o~ 
bIB after }ife. 

November 1859. 
S. EARNSHAW. 

Rev • .John Freeman, M..A... Rural De~ Rector. of. 
Ashwicken, Norfolk. 

PRELUIINARY. 

I 1IA n: been for 16 years Secretary to a local board of Education, 
exercising its influence in about 50 parishes. • 

I have been also a Diocesan Inspector for the deanery of Lyim 
Norfolk, embracing 28 parishes. My experience has been cbiefly 
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in rural parishes, but occasionally I have had an. insight into the 
working of town schools. 

The employment of this district is strictly agricultural, and 
farming is caITied on with great spitit and enterprise. . 

From having had the man~ement of a " Society for Promoting 
Industry and good Conduct In Labourers and Cottagers," I have 
become acquainted with their habits, social condition, &c. 

I have also, as secretary to a "Society for the Private Regis
tration of Servants," been able to obtain information as' to the 
state of education in the country, and have had my attention 
called to some of the defects in the present system of school 
management. 

I.-STANDARD Of EDUCATION. 

I consider that boys destined for farm labourers should be kept 
at a day school until they are nine years of age, never later than 
ten. The work of husbandry must be commenced at an early age. 
It is only by this early training that boys acquire confidence and 
self-possession, which are often called for in a farm servant. This, 
especially applies to· handling horses, and dealing with cattle 
generally. The 'work of a labouret' varies very much from day 
to day; there must therefore be an aptness to turn from one 
thing to another. This can only be acquired by early habit. 
The strength of the frame and the development of the muscle 
must also be taken into account. Parents can rarely afford to 
}Jay for schooling after the age I have named, as there are 
frequently other children coming on, who need to be cared for. 
In the greater number of cases they cannot forego the earnings of 
the boy, as the expenditure for food aI;ld clothing becomes every 
day a more import.ant item as he advances. 

Six hours a day is the time I should recommend for daily in
struction. 

When arrived at ten 'years, the boy should, during the winter 
months, be in an evening school for two hours and a half, three 
times a week; ·oftener than this will interfere with his liberty and 
tire .him. This should .be continued until he is 17, or longer if 
necessary. 

If boys are intended for mechanics, they ·should remain at 
school until 14 years of age; they must, however, in this case, 
have more attention paid to subjects likely to be useful to them 
in their future occupation; they must, for the last two years, be 
taken from the ordinary school drill, and taught in a more liberal 
manner in a class-room. I am satisfied that in many schools, 
excellent in other respects, this kind of teaching is too much 
neglected. 

Arithmetic and Mensuration were at one time better taught 
than they are now. It is true that it was only a few favoured ones 
that left school thus instructed, but gallery and object lessons 
have had a tendency to throw into the background studies which 
call for thought and practical work in the pupil. 

I think girls should be at school until 18 years of age, and 
Ulen they should be removed to an Industrial School If this 
cannot be done, they should remain until 14 or 15 years old, and 
the best means must he used to supply the lack of industrial 



training.- Evening schopls, except in rare instances,..are not to bl. 
recommended for girlt'. Morning schools in the summer would be 
-practicable and useful. Although I ·think .thatgir~ should be 
kept at school until 14 or·ll) yean ol~ l fear· the Dumber of 
parents who eouId afford it is very small . 

.Amount ,n}" Educali07l.-'Boys' leaving school at 10. years old 
ought to be able to read fluently simple narrative, and some parts 
of the Old and New TestalOellt; to answer questions in the early 
part oC the Old, and have a· general knowledge of the leading 
events· in the New Testament; to ,answer questions directly 
arising out of the Church Catechism; to have a slight knowledge 
of Geography, and to be able to work the first compound rules in 
Arithmetic. Boys leaving at 14 should, of course, have these 
more perfectly, and, in addition to them, should have a knowledge 
of Grammar and History, write from dictation, do easy composition, 
and, work fractions, practice, and the rule of three, and have some 
knowledge of, Mensuration. . .. . 

Girls should be able to read fluently and with intelligence, have 
a good knowledge of Bible History, be acquainted with elementary 
Grammar and Geography, work compound rules and bills of 
parcels, write from dictation,' and do easy. composition; .be· able to 
do plain, needle work, including darning, mending, and fitting. 
They should ,be. able to make bread; and perform some· of the 
minor· operations in. house work, i.e., if there has been industrial 
trainin~.. '. ' . 
. . )lUSlC, Drawing, &c., are desirable, having a tendency to- raise 

the moral tone, but are scarcely to be admitted as part of a system 
in -such schools· as I have described, except free hand and. plan 
drawing, for boys destined for mechanical labour., 

Question 4--Sunday schools are not of much service as bearing 
upon general education; they are, however, better than nothing, 
8.11 they bring the children under the influence of the clei'gyman~ 
They are Ite.nerally conducted by unpaid and ofteniincompetent 
teachers. 1 think it necessary that the teacher of the day school 
.hould have JDental repose 00; the Sunday.- There is, another 
objection, the ~ind of a child is fatigued with. schoob in additioD 
to the services, and the latter! which are of course of first impol'trl 
anee. are neglected./ : There IS &. tendency to. remove the, respon
sibility both of the parent and child as to attendance at: church; . 
it is one of the eonclitions of the Sunday school, and so attendance 
becomes compulsory. -The. habit of going to. church from choice, 
or lenseo! duty, is not, acquired: this is abundantly shown by the 
irregularity of the attendance of young people. at church as soon 
as they have left the. Sunday schooL, Where religious inl!truction 
forms a part of the daily course, nothing more appears to 'me to be 
necessary than the instruction through the sermon, or by a very 
briefcat.echizing, after rather than before the service. . A Sunday 
school has the advantage of. collecting . children· for church; and 
seating them in the most economical manner, but 1 think:the elder 
children should be allowed to take their seats among the general 
congregation, to avoid the evil 1 have referred to,. of ,attending 
cl~urch undet: r~traint of schooL. - - . ~ ; , '. • 

lIalf Time.-I. have, not had any experience as to HalfTime. 
~ .. Y01. V •. , " ll' 
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I cannot see how it canb.\l carned out in all agricultural district, 
~or~ especially in .small parishes. . . 

It fr~quep,t1y '1;lappen~ that there are not more' than enough 
boys to do the requisite work of the farm, or if they are sufficient 
in number. they are by no means ~qual in capacity. It is not the 
same in agricultural and manufacturing districts; in the latter the 
substitution of one boy for another may make a difference as to 
the amount of work d6ne, but ripon a farm it may be a very 
serious question as to whether th~ work can be done at all; and 
her~ everything 4~pends. UPOll the farmer being able to take hold 
of opportunities of seW!on. A boy who had been to work in the 
morning would ,be in an unfit state, from dirt necessary to his 
occupation, to go tp school in the afternoon; and often much 
time would be lost in going lloma to change his clothes • 
. It would be pO!lsible in many places of large population to make 

arrangements for working and going to school upon alternate days •. 
Industrial Training.-For agricultural labourers I can see no 

necellsity fot: adopting any system. Tpe J,"eal tra.4ling of the field 
sUq>W!ses every other kinp. If there is time for industrial training 
i~ should be applied to greater mental cultivation, Gardening and 
sucll like employment is all very well, pqt at the best it can only 
introduce a boyJp a limited aII\ountpf manual labour. The only 
schpols forl>oys in whicp I would have industrial labour, would 
be union alld reformatory scqo,?ls. I would not' have -even here 
any great variety of teaching. In agricultu..ral parishes 1 would 
take the bOy$ in, ;10 clW!s to ~. farmer's field to do some usefql work, 
t1;1e farmer paying the u.nion for the services rendered. 

In tllls uD,lon t,he boys;- are u~terly worthlesa for labour when 
they leave the house • 

. j)o7Tl#tia Training.~As far as lads are concerned, openings for 
dome!!tic training generally o~er fOf as many lUi are likely to make 
servants, !lnd certainly for as many as J.Ilay reW!onably be expected 
t9 finll places. . . . 

For Girk.-There is great 'need. of industrial and: domestio 
tJ:'ain,ing for girls if I understand these terms rightly. I suppose 
them to rffer to a training ,which will place girls in a. position to 
earll th~irlivelihood by their own energy and industr}', at least for 
the, early portio~. of their lives, and subsequently to manage.3 
cottage and famIly in a. manne~' creditable to themselves, and 
b~neficial to th~ir neighbours. _ . 

The former can be carried out only in a limited degree in an 
ordinary school, the ll\.tter only very partijl,lly through the means 
of the hall, the parsonage, or the residences of the more wealthy 
inhabitants of a parish.. . . 

Tl;le inqustrial part of train.~ng has lIot in our schools kept pace 
with the intellec~ual. 

The· great anxiety to make a good appearance on the day ot 
examill~tion,. especially in scl;lools under Government inspection, 
has, in maqy cases, thrown indqstrial training on one side. I speak. 
particulru;ly of needlework. I do not ..1Dean to impute any blame 
to the Inspectors, or to imply that fault .attaches to the managers; 
it is simply a natural result of an examination being instituted. in 
ol}ed.epaJ.'t~e~t anq,not in another. 
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EVe1ling Schools.-These are excellent when under good manage
ment; many of those in existence are merely nominal, from want 
of efficient teachers. They cannot be carried on upon the same 
principle as day schools, for the ages and attainments of the pupils 
vary 80 much, that classification is next to impossible. Having 
put themselves to school with a wish- and desire to get on, every 
one feels the deficiency of his neighbour a hindrance to him. 
Individual attention ~ required, and an immediate answer ill .ex
pected to every question as it is asked by the pupil. It is true that 
this difficulty will partially vanish in time, as at present a large . 
number of adults have received little or no previous education, or 
a long period has elapsed since they were at a day school. We may 
hope that., after a few years, the evening school will follow imme
diately upon the day schooL Though valuable in their way, evening 
schools cannot be expected to take the place of day schools; -they 
can only be of lilDlted operation, for it is only in the l'rinter 
months that attendance can be given. In the summer time, the 
inftuence of weather would prevent the mind giving the requisite 
attention to study of any kind; besides, farm work is carried on to 
a much later hour (in this neighbourhood until 7 p.~) TPere is 
moreover, or should be, evening employment in the cottage garden 
or allotment. The time for evening school being thus contracted, 
there arises a difficulty as to the master. To find a person qualified 
to conduct an evening school in the winter months, and tum his 
hand to some other employment nearly three parts of the year, is 
no easy matter. It now generally falls to the clergyman of the. 
parish, occasionally to the schoolmaster, if there be one. The 
attendance of the former must necessarily be somewhat irregular, 
and though he may have the will, it not unfrequently happens 
that he is without the power of imparting instruction in this form. 
It is, I think, wrong to tax the strength of one who has been 
employed in teaching all day, by increasing his hours of work, and 
therefore I should never allow a schoolmaster to keep an evening, 
as well as a day schooL 

Lecturu.--Lectures are very well once in a while, especially 
if accompanied with objects in natural history, or illustrations of 
any science. The occupation, however, of labourers is sueh as to . 
unfit them for attendance in a lighted room; besides they carry 
very little away with them, and are soon disappointed. 

Mechanics' Institutes are good in towns, but unsuited to country 
villages. 

Libraries.-Libraries have not ftourished in the country villages 
as one might have expected, but I think it arises in a great 
measure from the manner in which they have been kept. There 
is some little difficulty in getting a book; the applicant has to go 
to the parsonage, it may be, or to the school; about this he feels a 
little awkward or shy, and does not like to intrude. The library 
should be near the church, and facilities given for changing books 
on Sunday; one borrower would thus be enticed by another. 

But., after all, the main reason why libraries have not been in 
favour is, that comparatively few readers have· been found suffi
ciently educated to enjoy works of general literature. 

Prize Schemes.-I do not quite know what is meant by a prize 
scheme, whether it refers to prizes given within the schools,' or 

N2 
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prizes given after competition· between children from.' several 
schools. . 

'. In the first place,-as to pizes· within tlte scTtools. There can 
be no doubt that there is a certain amoutlt of benefit derived from 
this kind of encouragement; but I cannot conceive that any scheme 
of prizes could be devised which would have any influence upon 
the children or parents, 110 as to cause -them to prolong their stay 
at schooL They might, with great advantage, be applied so as to 
have some influence upon home teaching; prizes given, for instance, 
amongst the elder girls, for industrial work; the best washer, best 
scourer, best baker, &c. . . 
. As to prizes to be cO,mpeted for by children of one school against 
those of another, taken bybundreds or deaneries., About four 
years' ago, I prevailed upon an agricultural association to give 
prizes for needlework from the several schQ.ols in this hundred. 
The firlit year, notwithstanding great .competition, the work. was 
,'ery faulty" even from the best schools; the second year the 
improvement was most striking, and has steadily continued. It 
may be safely said, that the best prize-work of the first 'year was 
not superior to some of tlj.e worst of the second. Additional care 
and attention to needlework need not necessarily interfere with 
othetstudies, as much information may be orally imparted during 
the needlew,ork hours: . 

l hope someday to see this prize scheme carried further, as I 
have already intimated, viz., in baking, &c. . 

~ have great doubt as to whether it would be desirable to extend 
it 'to the ordinary studies of school, as reading, writing, &c. 

It must be carried out with care and caution. There is danger 
lest a spirit of rivalry, passing the bounds of legitimate emu
lation, should be engendered. One school might obtain an undue 
degree of celebrity, and draw the children from the neighbouring 
schools, or lead the parents to consider the school of their parish 
not properly managed, . as their children never obtained prizes; 
forgetting that it does not follow that. the best conducted school 
would carry off the prize; it would very often depend upon the 
class of pupils, and the· home, advantages they possess •. Yaluable 
prizes were offered in the town of Lynn, by the corporation. and a. 
nobleman who takes great interest in the borough. They were to· 
be open for, competition to. all the schools within the town.: The 
schoolmasters had a meeting, and. one and all of them. spoke of 
the evil which would arise, and prayed that the money might be 
divided, and competed .for in the schools severally. The latter 
plan was adopted. 

State Appointments.-I' see no objection to minor appointments 
being placed at the disposal of schools from. time .. to time. The 
plan, liow~ver, could have lit~leeffect upon the time ~f boys 
continuin... at school, because It would soon be known which was 
the boy. likely to carry off the. prize, and the others would be 
removed in the ordinary course. Great care would haTe to be, 
taken to ascertain the fitness of the candidates as to health, tem-
perament, &c. . . . 

ShOUld Education be gratuitous.-Nothing . should be. done whICh 
has tho l!)ast tendency to pauperize the Engli~h laboure~; there- , 
fpre education' should not, fI!l a rule, be gratUitouS. Neither, on 
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the other hand, should the regulation of a school be' such 'as to 
exclude any on the score of not being able to pay the fee. This 
must be: left to the management of the committee. It is no doubt· 
necessary in some cases that some member of a family should b,e 

,admitted free. 
I do not believe there is much truth in the objection, that is 

raised to gratuitous education, viz., that' nothing is valued which 
costs nothing. The weekly payment no doubt brings the school, 
and the value of education, more frequently to the fnind of the 
parent, but the influence goes no further. Payments 'should be 
quarterly. Many parents if they keep the child at home one day, 
think that if they send it the rest of the week, they' have only a 
part of the return due for their money; thus great irregularity 
ensues; whereas if they pay whether there or not, they will not 
lose even half a day, if they can help it. These payments shoul<;li 
be smaller than weekly payments in proportion, and must be made 
at the end of the quarter. Jt is true there would be some bad 
debts, but the poor are very sensitive about matters of credit, and 
what is lost in bad debts would be more than made up for by 
increased capitation money, and the general results attending this 
mode of payment., ' 

The children of paupers should have their education paid for by 
the parish to which they belong. There is a rille I believe 
existmg, which gives the guardians the power of paying for 
pauper children; but I would make it imperative upon them to 
see that all of this class were educated until they were' of an age 
to eam,or could get employment. In estimating a pauPlilr's 
expenditure, I have never known the school fee taken Into 
account. 

II..--ACTUAL STATE OF EnucA'£ION. 

Neither boys nor girls come up to . my standard,' especially in 
reading and cyphering. Too much attention has been paid to 
ffc11lery work, or simultaneous teaching. 'It has quickened the 
mtelligence, but it is carried too far. 

In a large school in this district only two boys, 18 years of age, 
could write a short piece of easy dictation without mistakes, three 
on!y knew anything about fractlOns. 

Their geography, history, and scripture' knowledge was very 
good indeed, and in other respects the school waS most excellent. 

In many parishes there are yet to be found large numbers of 
lads and girls who can scarcely read or write. ' 

III.-CAUSES OF DEFICIENCY. 

(a.) The l<?w. state of education as regards persons above 20 
years of age, IS lU great part to be accounted for from paSt want 
of schools;, there has been great increase in th.e l.ast 10 years, and 
I do not thmk more than one or two school bUlldings are required 
now in this. district: W~nt of funds is the great hindrance and 
drawback; It tells lU varlous ways. Masters and mistresses are 
being overtax~d in many of the schools, no assistance .of any kind 
to ~e met wlth. Infants ~our, and even three years of age, are 
admItted for the ~ke of ~hell' ~ence: , these occupy, a large amount 
of the teacher's time, besldes dlStracting the attention of the other 
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·,t!hildren. Often from want of funds schools are destitute of even 
Common apparatus. ' 

(b.) In some 'places unskilful,teaching,-but .this. not to any 
great extent. In some schools where the teaching IS good there 
has been, as I have already observed, undue attention paid to a 
certain class of sUbjects. ' 
• (c.) I.do not think the deficiency can be charged to want of 
Interest m ,the parents, certainly not in this district, except in a 
few cases. 

(d.) The greatest cause of all is the value of the child's labour' 
of course a school fee placed in the scale makes the balanc~ 
''Worse. 

(e.) The better the management of a school, the greater are 
~he efforts made by parents to keep their children there. The 
mterest of the child being awakened and kept up by an intelligent 
teacher, the child becomes anxious to keep its place, and the 
anxiety of the child naturally influences the parent. 
Th~ relative position of employer and employed affects the 

questIOn deeply. The farmers will have the children for the minor 
operations of the farm, or, if not the children; the mother is called ' 
away, and one of 'the children must remain to take care' of the 
smaller ones. 

IV.-CHARACTER OF THE EXISTING SYSTEM OF GOVERN-
, MENT AID AND INSPECTION., 

' .. 
On the, whole, the Go-yernmentplan has worked well With 

respect to the combination oflreligious with secular instruction, 
there is, I believe, a very general opinion, even amongst dissenters, 
that education is of no value unless this combination is observed. 

The requirement of proportionate local subscriptions is some
times carried too far. There are cases in which some individual 
proprietor .has 'so large a stake as to give him the power of ex
cluding education altogether, if the local subscription is made a 
sine quit, non of Government aid. No doubt, districts which are 
inhabited by the wealthy have an advantage over those in which 
there are only a few residing who can /lfford to contribute to 
schools. 

Pauper Schools.-I have not had any experience in pauper 
schools beyond that of our Union, which is small. I should have 
all boys and girls who, from loss of parents or other causes, are 
likely to become permanent paupers, i.e. until old enough to work, 
removed from our Union houses and placed in central institutions, 
where the same kind of treatment as is afforded in ordinary Unions 
should be applied. The expenses sQould be charged in the usual 
way, upon the parishes or unions, ~ the case may be, to which 
the pauper children belong. Nothmg can be worse' than the 
influence of the union house upon children. The girls are espe
cially damaged from the amount of vice by which they are sur
rounded. Although they are not mixed up with the profligate 
and idle, the greatest vi&ilance cannot protect them from conta-

Ref~to;.y Schools.-I know nothing of them, except by report. 
The utmost judgment is requited in selecting the superintendent 
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and officerS. No man, with merely the qualification·. of..a school
master, let him be ever so good in that capacity, will do. Juvenile 
criminals fall into vice from various causes; sometimes it is frolIlllf 
exuberance of spirits which brooks no control; sometimes it is 
from innate vicious propensities. To detect the J!lluse must be the 
~eat secret of success in administering the remedy. A man of 
Judgment is, therefore, requisite: one who is superior to every one 
around him in intellectual attainments, as well as in social quali
fications; OI~e who can.command in;Iplicit obedience, addyet inspire 
the boys WIth a feeling of gratItude and esteem. From some 
reports which I have seen I fear sufficient care is not taken about 
industrial training. For i!lstarlce, I observe that those who show 

. a taste for shoemaking in the reformatory at A., are removed to a 
reformatory at B., where shoemaking is especially attended to. I 
have no book of reference, but I think I remember to have sEJen it 
stated, that shoemakers swell the list of criminals and insane 
persons more than any other body. If there be any truth in this, 
It surely is the worst trade to put a lad to, who shows early symp
toms of a tendency to fall into the one class or the other. Whether 
I am right about the statistics or not, the trade seems to me a very 
doubtful one. It is gloomy, very monotonous, easily learnt, gives 
no scope for enterprise, and, moreover, is one of a precarious 
nature; a Journeymen being sometimes full of work and money, 
at other times destitute; so that, positively in one case, and 
negatively in another, it appears to me a bad training for a juvenile 
criminal. I mention this, not to condemn one particular branch of 
trade, but to illustrate my meaning, when I say the choice of in
dustrial training is of the highest importance. For all who have 
sufficient constitution, the more laborious trades, such as that of a 
smith, with other trades· atTording more variety, and calling for 
greater activity, should be selected. A naval reformatory, in many 
instances, would surpass all others. 

The Government Sgstem.-Government aid, without a doubt, 
stimulates voluntary liberality. From many causes, the under
takin~ of school buildings would be hopeless without the prospect 
of tius assistance; but there are many persons who object to 
putting their schools under Government inspection, fearing that it 
may eventually prove a step towards Government t!ontr6L 

I think very few object to the manner in which the system has 
been carried out, up to the present time. There ate many mana
gers who would like to have the Government inspection, who, at 
the same time, would hesitate to accept a trust deed with the 
insertion of any clause which would assign to Government the right 
of inspectio~ 

V.-ENDOWED SCHOOLS. 

The endowed schools with which I am acquainted are not saris-· 
factory. .. . . .. 

In some cases the benefit falls upon those for whout itriever was 
intended.· . 

Too often in our country schools the master feels that he ha$ a 
firm hold, cannot eas!ly be ~pl~ced, and is not resl!0nsib!e to any 
one, unless absolute lDsuffiClency can be brought against hun. . 

In some cases, the eilitetice of an . endowed school, although 
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inadequ~te from want of fun~s and other .reasons,. prevents an 
effort bemg made for the establishment of another. . :. 
. It is only in a' few instances that the trustees take a real interest 

'in the school, and the master feels. himself somewhat. independent· 
olthe clergyman, and everyone else. 

SUGGESTIONS. 

. (a:) I sh?U1d maintain the ~xisting s),stem of Government aid 
and mspeetxon. 

(b.).l should endeavour still, further to develope it, especially 
in poordishicts, or in places under peculiar disadvantages.. .1 know 
several. installces ·in which the school. presses most severely upon 
the clergy;; in many cases curates pay :from 15 to 20 per cent. of 
their stipend towards the school. . . 

(c:) I should modify the system, as 'i have just observed, to 
meet the exigencies of special cases. In some of .the details of 
requirement J should relax; in others I should recommend greater 
stringency. For instance',· in the first building of a school I 
should require a.certificate..from a school inspector, or if a church 
school :from the rural dean, that. the. proposed site waS eligible. 
I should J;lot require tlie value of the land to be certi,fied by two 
valuers; one would be sufficient. Instead of taking a certificate 
from a builder, ,stating that the work .was properly executed, I 
should. send a competent person to, visit, the spot. An officer of 
this description would. be very useful, and mIght· be employed, 
:from time' to time,. in visiting the buildings of a district, and 
making a report upon them.. He might make suggestions for im
provement, point out any.threatened dilapidation, and thus by 
timely attention save much outlay. There is considerable mischief 
going on in some schools, and if lIJoney has to be found for repairs, 
the school apparatus is sure to suffer for it. . 

,One school with, which I am acquainted was constructed in a 
manner ·so faulty that within twelve mon€hs it showed evident 
signs that something was.seriously wrong .. In two years a large 
sumoC. ,money was obliged to be laid out, and beams were added, 
much to the disfigurement of the building; and Government money 
was granted to meet the outlay occasioned by this misf;ake. Now 
a personal visit from a builder, or clerk of the works, would have 
prevented .this. An ·.oversight is more easily' made with a plan,. 
than it is in a personal inspection .of a building. 

I should recommend local commissioners, corresponding some-. 
what.to assistant poor-law commissioners. Their duty would be 
~ ,make themselv~s thoroughly acq~ainted. with a given district, 
Its wants and 'reqmrements, and also Its aVallable resources.' The 
office would ,be distinct from that ·of an inspector. They might 

. be either laymen or clergymen. . ' . 
. I would also recommend .a staff of. organizing. or improving 
masters to be .kept up. They should be partly, paid by Govern
mentmoney, and partly by the respective schools or educational 
boards by whom they were employed. I 

.With regard to Inspectors, 1 would observe that the number 
euiployed by Government. is )Dot sufficient to· undertake the visi

( tation . of, all 'scho.ol~ :There are also some placeil where, from 
I 

• 
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prejudice, they are not admitted, whereas an Inspector directly 
appointed by the bishop of the diocese is. I would therefore have 
the Government and diocesan inspection work together. The" 
statistica· and general information obtained by the diocesan . in
spector should be at the disposal of the Government inspector, and· 
the fol'Ul8 made use of should correspond. The inspectors should 
receive their appointment from the bishop, which should be con
firmed by the Committee of Council. The funds required for the 
payment of these officers should be paid partly by Government 
and partly by diocesan boards. Similar officers might be a~ 
pointed for schools not connected with the Church, if required. 
The expense need not be grea4 as many efficient men could be 
found who would underta~e a considerable district.. provided they 
had a curate to supply their place when absent from home, and 
enou~h to pay al1 their expenses. . 

(8./ Our schools never would'have been raised if the voluntary 
prinCiple had been the only resource for funds. It would -assuredly 
fail if capitation and augmentation money was withdrawn. 

(t:) I approve of the scheme which would give. to a parish, 
fairly assessed, greater help than to one in which the weight 
fell unduly on some, and escaped others,-always supposing a 
right reserved to the Committee of Council to make exceptional 
cases in poor parishes. • 

Compuls0IY. rating would not be of servic~, but attended with 
great difficultIes. All the {last troubles which have beset the 
education question would reVive in tenfold force. Every dissenter 
rated for education would object that he was assisting Church 
IIchools, and mee versa. If a rate is ever resorted to, there must be 
two funds: one for Church of England; the other for secular 
education schools, or IIchools without any teaching of the doctrines 
of the Church of England; and each man rated must have the 
choice of paying to whichever fund he prefers. . 

(g.) I should make it compulsory upon endowed school. to have 
inspection. Where they are for education in the principles of 
the Church of England, I should have the inspectors appointed by 
the bishop of the diocese, with the sanction of the Coml'nittee of 
Council. A report unfavourable to the management of the school 
should· form a prim/' facie ground for further inquiry as to the 
competency of the master. A board of investigation should be 
constituted of Government and diocesan inspectors. The trustees 
or governo.rs of the school should be bound to abide by their 
decision. . 

A. regards the question of opening endowed schools to dissen
ters, I should be disJ?OSed to meet the case halr way. If (as I have 
already suggested IS the case SOinetimes) the existence of aD 
endowed Church of England school prevents the opening of another 
with fair prospect of success, some conscientious <lissenters may 
consider tliemselves aggrieved.·· I would, therefore, upon this point 
being proved, allow the admission of their children to the school, 
without requiring them to learn· the Church Catechism, or in any 
way having their religious opinions influenced by the master. 
In all cases I should require for these schools, that the master 

• should be a Ixmis fole member of the ·Church of England; and 
also that the principles of the Church of. England should be 
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tau~ht to all who did not declare themselves dissenters through 
theIr parents. 

Where dissenters have a school of their own, or where the 
number of them is suffic~ent to warrant the idea that they could 
prOvide education for their children, as in ordinary parishes, I 
should not allow their admission to the endowed school 

Suggestions and Tlwughts on Question 4.-1 have assumed that 
boys are to leave school, in agricultural districts, at 10 years of 
age', and girls at 13. Now; I believe it is possible in many places 
to work alternate days, and attend school on the intermediate days. 
This could be done by a modification of what in this neighbour
hood is calle~ thega1l!J S!{stem: I¥therto it has beenl?oked upon 
as a great evil, but I believe It mIght be made the basIS of much 
good. The scheme originated here,- from the great demand for 
what is called occasional labour. The farms are generally large, 
froni 500 to 1,500 acres, sometimes' more~ Frequently there will 
be a pressing call for labourers of a cheap character. It would 
not answer to keep Ii. sufficient nutnber of regular workmen, as 
there would be seasons when they would be unemployed. 

Women and children are therefore assembled together in'agang. 
There is a master over them, who communicates with' the farmer, 
making a bargain by the day, or by the acre, as the case may be. 
He accompanies them to the field, and directs their work. He 
makes his' bargain so as to gain a penny or twopence a head per 
day. The women and children earn from 6d. to 9d. a day. 

They are employed in, a vanety of ways-haymaking, weeding, 
stone-picking, thinning turnips, and topping and tailing them in 
the winter. The manners of these people are very tough, and the 
language u[<ed by them frequently of the grossest kind. This, 
however, may be overcome, as I can testify from experience. It 
would be possible sometimes to divide a gang into two parts, to be 
at work and school on alternate days. The girls and boys might, 
at all events, receive some in~ction in the morning before going 
to work, or on the days when there is no work to be done. They 
'must, however; be in a class-room, as the independent habits of 
the field would unfit them for mixing with the other children. 

The education in this case must be gratuitous, as they work froni 
necessity, and many have not one penny to spare. 

Their hours of work are from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. For a great 
part of the year they might work from 9 a.m. to 7 p.m. Many of 
them have told me they would gladly go to school at 6, or even at 
5 a.m., 1£ they had the opportunity. The difficulty to be con
tended with is the wattt of funds. I should be glad to see Govern
ment money offered to carry out, experiments of this, and a 
similar character, in oile or more places, as might be thought 

, desirable. ' , 
When once a plan has been hit upon which is found to be prac

ticable and good, there' is little difficulty in collecting the funds. 
It is the uncertainty about the success of a scheme which makes 
subscribers hesitate about taking it tip. In these experiments, not 
only a grant to meet a subscription should be made, but the whole 
expense and responsibility should be borne by the Committee of 
Council, and ,the result, when satisfactory, made known to the 
public. In some' schools an arrangement might be made for the 
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elder girls, during the last six montns, to enable them to gain some 
knowledge of cleaning and' scouring. A superior kind of char
woman might be engaged, at a small cost, to superintend the work. 
This should take place in some outer building, and plans might be 
devised for obtaimng articles that really wanted cleaning, as kettles, 
saucepans, &c., from some of the inhabitants. An allowance of so 
much per head might be made by the Committee of Council, for 
every girl thus in training, to meet the expense of the superinten
dent. I do not think that much can be learnt in the 'way of 
domestic work, unless it presents itself in a natural form. There 
should be no attempt at getting superior apparatus, but only the 
utensils in general use. 

Industrial schools on a larger scale would be very valuable. 
There is at the present time great difficulty in getting servants, 
es;>ecia,lly kitchen and dairy maids; cooks are scarcely to be met 
"'11th, except for high wages, and good places. There are val'ious 
reasons assigned for this difficulty; amongst others, over education 
is said to be the cause, and' I am inclined to think that there is 
some truth in this, or rather the present system has something to 
do with it. I would not have the amount of knowledge lessened, 
or any portion of the education now given reduced, but I would 
endeavour to adjust the balance. There are other reasons, no 
doubt, to be assigned for the lack of servants, but if, even in a 
small degree, it can be traced to over school-work, it seems im-
perative upon the friends of education to come forward. ' 
- It must be remembered, too, that there is not now existing that 
great school for industrial and domestic training that used to be 
found in the farmhouses and tradesmen's families. 

A few years ago the farmer's da~ghter was carefully taught all 
the ordinary work of a house, and knew in her turn how to tratn 
others. Accomplishments take the place of this instruction now. 
and farmers' daughters are kept at school until 'a late period. 
Even the establishment of a parsonage house is now frequently 
presided over by a mistress utterly ignorant of domestic economy. 

The farmers' and tradesmen have a perfect right thus to bring 
up their children, if they will, in habits of refinement, but it is 
not too much to ask the middle classes to assist in supplying to 
society an advantage which it was once their privilege to give, 
viz., the ,domestic and industrial training' of young people. Every 
one now wants an experienced servant; this haS created a demand 
far beyond the supply. Even those who are obliged to take 
beginners, for lack of means, find themselves continually obliged 
to change. The fact is they caunot teach the art, and so the girl 
finds it one constant struggle; she does nothing right, and finds 
no one to impart to ber the secret of method and order. AIiother 
cause of the lack of servants for the situations' I have -noticed 
arises from the refinement given to children iIi ,OUr schools; they 
are taught to be 'clean and neat in their appearance, to be gentle 
in their manner, and careful in their dialect. Their friends aIid 
parents immediately think that they ought to seek for occupations 
suitable to their education. Too often the managers of schools 
themselves, though perhaps unintentionally, foster this ambition. 

. Thed again the atmosphere and confinement of large schools has 
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a tendency t~ prevent that development of a robust frame which 
is required for the work of the kitchen; waShhouse, or dairy. 

1 have spoken ofa ~'Private Registration Society for Servants." 
During the past year 170 entries were made in the, boob, taken 
from all parts, of. the county. A very large proportion of the 
young'persons, th,mi entered had their qualifications announced by 
ladies interested,about them· in these or similar terms:-'--

" A nice intelligent girl with good manners and pleasing appear~ 
" ance, good tempered~ and desires a place in a nursery, or to 
" wait on young ladies." Numbers in this form :-" Not strong 
" enough for hard wor~' 

It appears 'to me not only desirable as an improvement to our 
schools, that some' steps should be taken for the establishment of 
a system by which industrial training can be carried out, but that 
the time is near at band when it will be necessary, in 'order to 
supply to society' a most important element. Girls trained to 
their work would enter upon it with pleasure, instead of with 
dread;, as they too 'often do under existing circumstances; and 
would moreover ,acquire strength of constitution and limb by exer
cise and training. 

Let then an experimental school, for industrial and domestic 
training be established. And in order that there may be no 
difficulty in framing rules or altering them, if reql,lired, or adjust
ing the buildings requisite, I would have them maintained altogether 
by public money, instead of upon the present plan ,of making 
grants to meet private contributionsr' This 1- should recommend 
until the problem was solved, "What is the best and most econo
" mical plan of carrying on industrial and domestic training?" 

The detail of the plan I will not enter upon, further, than to 
observe, that the arrangements should be of such a character that 
the results arrived at in the schools should proceed from individual, 
and not from -collective labour, i.e. each girl should be taught to' 
do ,her work as nearly as possible in the manner in which she 
would have to do it in after life. There should be variety in the 
apparatus and appliances, but the use of simple utensils should be' 
the great study. 

But how are the pupils to be provided for this model institution ?, 
I should adopt some ;such plan as this: let the Government in
spectors have the first appointments, and let them be instructed to; 
select girls fi:om schools, where some effort has been made towards 
industrial training, thus making the admission to the model school 
~ kind of pri~e. The children must be k~pt i.n board and clothi!lg 
m the expenmental school. After a while, if any plan was dis
covered which was of general practicability, the experimental schools 
might well be converted into industrial training institutions for the 
purpose of training matrons for future establishments. 

But again it might be said; how are these, ~ls to have work 
fomid for them? Employment for such as were mtended for ho~ 
maids might in a great measure be provided by the institutIon 
itsel£. There must be the superintendent's room, and alSQ other 
parts of the establishment which would require attention. Some
times employment might be· found in houses at no great distance, 
for a part of a day. There might, too, be iDStitutiOns graduated, as 
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it were, 80 that the girls might be removed as they showed them ... 
selves worthy of further education. ' ' , 

Washing could easily be procured, and made partially'remu
nerative. It iii true that there might be an objection raised, that 
few would trust fine linen to be experimented upon by young 
hands; but a good superintendent, a low scale of payment, and an 
assurance of no deleterious matters being used, would soon have a 
favourable effect. ' 

Cooking must be taught in almost every branch. The wants 
of the establishment will give scope for that of a simple character~ 
Arrangements might be made to insure a market for that' kind. of 
cookery ,which belongs to the tables of the rich. It might not 
indeed be found close at hand; butin these days there ought to 
be no greater difficulty in disposing of the produce of the kitchen" 
than there is in finding means of disposing of the produce of the 
garden. A shop, for instance, in London or some great town; 
might be opened, somewhat similar to a pastry cook's, without any 
great risk. Dairy work can be managed in almost any locality. 

13. I, should not make school attendance compulsory; much 
hardship would attend it. , 

I should be sorry to see schools under the direct control of the 
State. Without entering upon the objections arising, from a 
consideration of the political constitution of our <!ountry; 1 would 
observe that it would be utterly subversive of a system which, 
more than any other, brings the minister of a parish to take an' 
interest in the moral, social, and spiritual welfare of the people. 

With regard to differences in re1igious belief, 1 see, nothing in 
this part of the country which calls for interference. The dis..: 
senters in the county do hot object to send their children to schools 
under the clergy; they may in some cases object to their learning 
the Church,Catechism, but no great difficulty is' experienced even 
in this matter. 

In towns, the Briti6h and Foreign School supplies the dissenter 
with. what he requircs,-:-instruction without ministerial inter
ference. 

If any class of dissenters could show themselves numerous 
enough to support a denominational school, I should grant them 
assistance, as in' the case of Church of England or British . and ' 
Foreign schools: this, however, I would not do unless'the number 
of schools of this description was sufficient to warrant the appoint;...· 
ment of an inspector over them. . 

VIl.~'l'EACHERS AND T.RAI~ING C()LLEGES.,' 

14 .. In this district, the greater number of the masters bf public' 
schools are competent men; the mistresses· are 'not So good in; 
proportion, and this especially applies' to . their power of teaching 
arithmetic, and enforcing obedience and order. ' . 

Of private schools I cannot say much from'persOnalknowledge;· 
my impression of them is unfavourable.- The 'mastet or nllstress' 
is willing to' overlook the faults. of the children, and disposed to: 
htter the parents; an attempt is ,made at a' showy rather than a' 
useful education. Most of the masters of private schools are meD" 
wh~ hav:e failed iJl som~ other c~g, or they are unable to; get· 
testlmomals so as to obtain a public schooL . 
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Dame schools are, of very little use; indeed, in many cases, 
worse than nothing, as children contract bad habits which are not 
easily broken. ~ . 

16. From the resultS found in schools under trained masters 
and mistress,es, compared· with those given by the untrained, I 
should speak favourably of the system. There are, I doubt not,· 
improvements to be made. I should recommend that no one 
should be allowed to leave the institution with a certificate, or with 
a view to obtaining one, until they had gaineq practical knowledge 
of the working of a schooL . 

I know an instance of a clever girl who was. one year in a 
training institution, and at her examination was placed in the 
second class; upon' entering on her duties, she showed the 
greatest possible ignorance of order and arrangement, and to this 
day she greatly suffers, in matters of discipline, from want of this 
training. 

I have not had any reason to suppose that trained mast;ers or 
mistresses are dissatisfied with their position. I have read letters 
in educational papers which· would lead one to suppose it was the 
case; but a little examiuation into the matter would probably 
show. that those letters emanated from writers who would value 
themselves above any place in which they might find themselves: 
it is true that they have their trials to encounter and sometimes 
they will speak of them. They are isolated beings, beneath the 
educated portion of the community in social rank, and unwilling 
to lower themselves to that of mechanics, and besides this, there is 
little sympathy between men of such different callings. School
masters are not generally men who have much variety of resource· 
within themselves; they have had a struggle to get hold of their 
knowledge, and still have a struggle to keep it. Their education 
has. been too confined for their own comfort. Schoolmasters' 
unions and associations should be encouraged; as the number of 
the body increases they will find themselves. less lonely. Meet
ings of this kind lead to intercourse with others interested in 
education. The presence of the clergy is generally courted, and 
to these the masters will frequently look for suggestions and 
advice. - . 

16. The great objection to the apprenticeship system is the 
fear of cramping the mind, and making the teacher too much of an 
automaton; I wQuld rather have a liberal education given first, 
and let the intended teacher enter upon direct school training at a 
later period. . 

This plan would be more expensive, but there would be less 
risk of spending money upon lads and girls who eventually prove 
themselves ill-adapted to the profession." A much ~more valuable 

~ staff would be obtained. . 
Part of ~ the expense of substituting assistant masters for pupil

teachers, might be set off against the opportunity offered for 
carrying on the evening adult school. The master might leave 
his day school J>art of the time under the assistant, and spare 
himself for evewng work. It :must be observed that an assistant 

.. In .. small pamphlet, .. The Sch~Imaster," I have stated the points that ought to 
show themselves in one st'lected for the office of a teacher; 
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ia better qualified to take charge of 100 children than he i$ to 
take care of the education of 10 adults. " 

No one trained for a schoolmaster at the expense of the public 
shoul<t he allowed to use that training for the purpose of obtaining 
any post under GOTemment. If this restriction should be thought, 
to have a tendency to keep young persons from elltering the 
profession, as an equivalent, certain offices might be assigned to 
deserviD~ schoolmasters at a later period of life. 

To raJSe the standard of the profession, I should award hand~ 
some augmentations to men who could give proof of their 
having received a liberal education, including classics, natural 
philosophy, and mathematics; always provided their schools were 
10 good o1'<1er. These men would be very useful to their neigh
bours. 

17. In a I!erfect system of education masters and mistresses 
should- be paid by stipend. 

Fees appeal' .to claim the first place, since they stiJQulate the 
exertiolls of the teacher: but these to remunerate' must be large, 
indeed, more than the parents could pay. There is another serious 
objection, the managers would often have difficulty in framing and 
c:a.ITying out their rules, and would sometimes find but little help 
fro~ the master or .mistress, from fear of the consequence as 
regards their incomes. ' 

The same objection holds in 'part to the combination of stipend 
an<t fee; yet, on the whole, I Imagine it is practically the best 
plan, although, as I haye remarked, in a perfect system the stipend 
IS the proper mode of payment, as it raises the master or mistress, 
and places them upon a much more honourable footing. 

VIII.~REsULTS. 

The intellectual results are exhibited in improved taste for 
music and pi~tures. '. 

At village gatherings and entertainments, instead of the plough
man's monotonous drawl we hear some favourite song, "The light' 
of other days," "Flow on thou shining river;" true, these may 
be picked for the occasion, but they must have been learnt in the 
cottage or public house. The taste for pictures is greatly improved ~ 
although the cottage walls have still many absurdities, yet bette: 
thing$ are preferred. The labouring classes have much more idea 
of proportIOn than they once had; hence, their cottages are fur~ 
nilihed in better taste, and their dress, even though it may be, 
thought above their station, yet is consistent throughout. Book~ 
from which somethin~ can be learned are more in request. The 
"Illustrated News" IS eagerly looked for in this parish. Letters 
are much better written than they w~re formerly; from those. 
who go abroad and write home 1<? th,eir fri~nds, it can be clearly 
seen that they make use of thelr education, and give descrip
tions of places and events which formerly would have been passed 
over. 

Education has unquestionably had something to do with the 
abatement of drunkenness, and as this has been said to be the 
foundation of the greater part of crime, it must be allowed that 
the moral effect has been cons~derable. . . , 

The Chairman of the Quarter Sessions at Norwich has repeatedly 
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spoken of the steady and progressive diminution of crime; and the 
same remarks ilre continually called for" at Swaffham, the cause, 
assigned being the improved state of' education. '.' . " 

Vice. and crime still remain and ever will; but in the case of 
th()se'who have fallen into bad ways, and been brought under my 
notice~ whether as a clergyman or a magistrate, I have always 
found it easier: to . treat with the educated than with the ignorant. 
The conduct of the labouring classes at fairs and similar places is 
more orderly' thin ituse!l to be.; this I should, attribute, in part,' 
to that habit of self-respect which education tends to produce. 
Under the head of intellectual improvement I might have brought 
forward the better taste that is shown in the selection of places of 
amusement. 

In some respects the moral tope of this district has not greatly" 
advanced, but here education has had great obstacles' to contend' 
with; I refer to the number "of illegitimate children registered in 
this part of Norfolk: There is some improvement the last few 
years, and I think it 'may be generally affirmed that the fall takes 
place in 'spite of education, certainly not through it. . 

It is no small thing to be able to say (which I believe we may 
without contradiction) that education" based, upon religious prin
ciples assists the fallen to rise again, and to seek ,the light of 
reason and divine revelation. . 

(Signed) .JOHN FREEMAN, 
Aug. 19, 1,859. Rector of Ashwicken, near Lynn, 

Norfolk. . 

Rev. ,H. Fearon,. B.D., Honorary Canon ,of Peter
borough~' and Rector of Loughborough,.Leicester
shire." 

PRELIMllURY. . . 
1. I have been rector ~f this parish, Loughborough, in Leicester

shire, for .eleven years, and was previously. occupied for many 
years in private tuition, as a Fellow of Emmanuel College in 
Cambridge, and elsewhere. During my incumbency in this place 
I have, as trustee of. a largely endowed charity, assisted at, the 
remodelling of middle schools for boys and for girls, as well as 
Lancastrian schools, under a scheme of the Court of Chancery, 
and, I have watched the' operation of. these schools. .The poor 
population of this town, where my experience has ,been gained, 
consists mainly of framework knitters, with however a considerable 
number of agricultural '. labo:urers and boatmen on the canals, 
and also of workers in iron. The town contains about .12,000 
inhabitants. 

I.-STANDARD 01' ED'uCATION. 

2. If we could t:eep children until they are 18 'years of age, 
we could teach ,them all that is requh:ed to fit them ,to become 
operatives or mechanics, except those things which are better 
learned in the days. of their apprenticeship, or w::ben ac~ually at 
theirwcrk. We could make them good readers, ~nters, clpherers, 
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and give the habit or fixing the thougbts and exercising-the min~ 
This would supply them with the means of progressi\re' improv~ 
ment, whatever might be their future occupation. .' ' 

As for any distinctive teaching for their future trades, I conceive 
that to be impossible, even if it were' desirable. Up to the age of 
13, I should say that the teaching for all trades 'Ought to be ~he 
saml'. -Give them instrnction in elementary principles; let such 
information as you can impart to them be of universal utility and 
value, and which may be made available for any occupation. To 
confine a boy at that age to distinctive instruction in order to pre-
pare him for his future trade win be to dwaifhis mind. . 

8. By 18 yeara of age, in children of ordinary cleverness, we 
could give concurrently with the above a competent knowledge of 
Scripture history, and (what is, in my opinion, of more conse
quence) we could impress on them the precepts of the gospel as 
the guide of their conduct in life. Any doctririal teaching beyond 
those simple points which are absolutely required for the under
standing of Christianity at all, .I hold to be quite unnecessary at 
that a~e, and undesirable. . 

If I added anything to the subjects of secular teaching already 
stated, it should be a little geography, easy lessons in geometry, 
and drawing; music, that is class singing, ought, I think,'to form 
a part of the education of every boy and girl who has ami natural 
ear. This makes a pleasing change in the routine of school wQrk; 
the only difficulty attending it in practice is, that those who sing 
must have the schoolroom to themselves; so, unless you have a 
class-room well shut off, the lesson can only take place out of 
school hours. Nevertheless, those children who are at all fond of 
music, will generally sacrifice the time cheerfully. 

4. (a.) Sunday schools have great advantages and great defects. 
Among the advantages they offer are these:- . 

(1.) They give some knowledge of the Christian religion to' a. 
class of children who would have none otherwise. Thus 
they confer on them a most important benefit. ' 

(2.) They give to the clergyman an opportunity of oral ra-
)i~ious teaching by a Service or short address in the school, 
wnich he may make suitable to the age of the childreri, 
which in church cannot be done.' . 

(3.) They prevent a good deal of idleness, and perhaps evil 
habits among children on a Sunday. 

The following are among their defects:~ 
(1.) There is very little discipline. -The master of the 'week~ 

day school, except in some cases, does not attend the Sun04 
day school; and I a.m sure he ought not to be required to 
attend; and the voluntary teachers rather prefer to have the 
management. Discipline, therefore, cannot' be very strict 
or uniform; you cannot, moreover, when you are just going 
to church or returned from it, resort ,to punishments ; 
punishment seems so unsuitable to the day, to the occasion 
for which you meet. The children know, this, and know 
that punishment is not likel:y'to be inflicted; yet· some 
children cannot be managed Without it; a system of kind~ 
liness and lo\"e is ,lost upon them. So this is your dilemma. 
I have observed boys more iII-behaved on' a Monday 

VOl •. V. 0 
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morning, at· the week-day school, than on any other day 
"ig the week, and lcertamly think it attributable, in some 
. cases, to a certain disregard of discipline caugltt at a Sunday 
schoQL . 

(2.) The teachers of Sunday schools are inclined to keep the 
childreg tOQ long. Morning and afternoon school and morn
ing and afternoon church is too much; it wearies the chil
dren. We should be very careful of doing anything which 
may prevent a child from feeling Sunday to be a day of 
relit and happiness. 

A voiding these errors as far as pOllsible, Sunday schools will con
tinue to be valuable institutions. 

(b.) The halftime system is highly worthy of the trial it is re
ceiving. Possibly it may be found that the half-time boys at the 
end of the year will have learned or at least retained as much as 
the whole-qme boys. . ' 

This is a part of. a wide and, I think, a, very important question,' 
whether it be expedient to work the minl,i of a young person 
severely or continuously. 

(0.) 
(d.) Evening school/5 are very good for adults, not for children, 

in my opinion. Their minds get tired before evening and require 
rest: 

(e.), (f.) All are good. 
(g.) Prize schemes and prize endowments are valuable, but 

,partial in their operation, not influencing the great bulk of learners, 
because above their expectations. . 

(h.) I thiD.k that educational tests' may be most properly used in 
the appointment to all minor offices bl the State. Yet, if they are 
to be the sole grounds, great care must be taken as to what are the 
f)ubjects of education. To confine it to bookwork, or even head
work" would be, I think, to injure the rising generation of candidates 
by too much cerebral excitement. Care should be taken, lest, by 
exciting young ;persons to premature an~ severe competitive ex
~rtions, we imp3J1' their future' strength of mind and physical health 
and efficiency. . 

There is no excess of studious labour to which an earnest young 
man will not put himself, in a matter on which his future bread 
depends, or his ambition is excited. The question is, whether we 
are justified in encouraging such a heavy strain upon the brain, just 
at the critical period of life when nature requires ·to be recruited 
from the exhaustion of bodily growth. Experience, if its directions 
are rarefully noted, does not warrant us in concluding that the 
laborious studies which keenly contested examinations necessitate 
in early life are b~neficial to the mind ultimately, but that they 
rather Impair its strength in its maturer years; and ~ertainly they 
debilitate tqe body. I think, therefore, that the distribution of 
even the minor State appointments on exclusively educational 
grounds, in the sense in which education' is at present understood, 

'would be an error, the results of which are not sufficiently foreseen. 
And it· must be remembered that the danger adverted to, if it be 
one, will be greater as the number of competing candidates in
crease, and consequently the mental struggle becomes more 
arduous. 
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5. I have no doubt that when a small sum is paid for schooling, 
the parents feel more interest in the sc~ooL Wherever it ~s 
pollfihle, I would recommend that the chil~en purchas~ theIr 
own books. They will take' more care of them than if they 
were sch!,ol property. ~ey can ~o take the}r books home in 
the' evenmg, aild thus mterest theU' parents m what they are 
learning. This, I think, one means. of insinuating a respect for 
education, and an appreciation of it among the humbler class of 
parents. 

II.-ACTUAL STATE OF EDUCATION. 

G. The actual state of education does, so far as I can judge, 
come up to the standard defined in the preceding questions. But 
the practice, which seems increasing, of taking children away from 
school at too early an age will, if it continues, render it impossible 
for that standard to 'be reached. . 

IlL-CAUSES OF DEFICIENCY, IF' ANY. 

7. (a.), (b.), (c.) . 
(d.) The value of the labour, even of very young children, in 

the manufacturing districts, operates very much against their being
kept at schooL The parents would not mind the school fee, ,gene-
rally small, but they cannot be prevailed on to dispense with the 
child's earnings. 

(e.), (f.) 

IV.-CHARACTER, &c. 
8. My opinion is highly favourable to the present Government 

system.· . 
9. (a.), (b.) 
10. I believe it stimulates voluntary, liberality in ten cases for' 

one where it prevents it. I collected 200/. to build a wing to a 
school, on the understavding that a grant to assist the contributions 
would be obtained. The Privy Council gave 1501., and the wing 
was built. Whether it would have been erected without that 
stimulus is verr q~estiona~le. . 

The only objectIons whICh I ever hear urged agaIDst the present 
t!ystem are those based on the opinion that secular education might 
be given without connexion with any religious denoininational 
bodies. These. even I do not often hear spoken of; but I think. 
myself they are deserving of consideration. 

V.-ENDOWED SCHOOLS. 

11. Endowed schools cannot but increase the educational strength 
of the distritt to which they belong. Yet they require to be care
fully watched. The master of an endowed school cannot be sup
posed to be so sensitively alive to the success of his establishment 
as if his bread depended solely on that success. The question, in 
what cases a power of ehanging the master should reside in the 
trustees, is a difficult one. -But I do not think we could improve 
the present law, which provides that the master of an endowed 
school may be removed by the trustees, if the (J/zarity Commis-
noners confirm their decision. , 

02 
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VI.~SUGCES'l·]ONS. 

l~.' (a.) I .\vQulq maintain the existing system of Government 
inspection.. ,. . \. _ . '.. _ .' • 

(b.) I do npt 'see any'other mode of Increasmg the schools m 
the country except by the development of the present Government 
system; and, so far as I can see, it is very popular. ' 

~d.» Certainly not. . 
(e.) Not by itself. , 
(f.) I do not think the country is prepared for any general 

system of rating fo1' educational purposes. ' 
(g.) Besides the endowments originally bequeath~d for educa

tioJ;l, others, _ whose purposes had become obsolete, have been 
appropriated, and mQst rightly, to the foundatio~ of schools. But 
before any endowment is handed over to a 'purpose different from 
what the testator intended, some competent authority (the Charity 
Commissioners) ought to be . consulted on the individual case. A 
sweeping meas)ll'e for, the diversion of any fund~, even for so 
import!lnt a purpose as education, ought not, in my opinion, to be 
thought of. ". . . _ ' ,. 
, . (h.)' I fear that I cannot make any such suggestions. _ It seems 
t6 me that it is,and must remain, Ii question much connected with 
the state of the lahour market. 

13. I should' rather trust to the growing sense of the value of 
education in the humbler classes than to any compulsory enact
ment.' It is questionable whether the right ,of a parent over his 
child could in any way be properly interfered with. 

To the latter paragraph in this highly important question I will 
only venture to offer a few woids in reply. , 

It certainly does seem to me that the present system has one 
pbjectionable tendency;' it 'rather keeps up than assists in soothing 
down denominational differences and rivalries. The minister of 
each'deliomination desires, ,in common with th~' clergyman of the 
Church, to increase his congregation and the number of adherents 
to his creed. The school is the most powerful means of doing 
this. Without pretending to' speak with much experience on this 
particular, because in this town a large week-day endowed school, 
open to all se~ts of religion, absorbs other' schools ; yetI feel 
persuaded that a necessary effect 9f denominational schools, where 
they prevail, must be to stereotype ,eligious differences. 

VII.-TEACH~RS AND TRAINING COLLEGES. 

14, 15. ' " -
16. The pupil-teacher system, I believe, works excellently. It 

raises up a body of well-conducted young men and -women, who, 
besides their utility afterwards as conductors of schools,' are a good 
example, speaking generally, to the other young persons in their 
locality, both intellectually, and' morally. Trained teachers and 
masters are, so far as I have observed, satisfied with their social 
position. Public opinion will, I.am b'Il.tisfied~ as . time goes on, 
assign them abigher one" . , ' 

17. (a.), (b.), (c.) The payment by fee and stipenq eombinedly is 
better than by ,either separately. 
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VlII ....... REsuLTs .. 
18. This question judiciously calls attention to the many causes, 

besides education, which may have contributed of-late. years, to 
improve the condition of the poor. These causes seem to me to 
be principally,-:-

1. Cheaper food. 
2. Bettel wa~es. 
3. Cheaper hterature, the publications which find favour with 

the working classes being for the most part of good ten
dency.' 

4. A more friendly and frequent communication with them on 
the part of. the classes above them. 

5. Facilityt f locomotion by railway. 
The last, by varying the monotony of a working man's life, has 

become a great element in his happiness. It has rendered him 
less liable to moody discontent. It is also a great means of im
provement to him and his family, by enabling them to see, other 
places and the habits of other people, and so gain information. 
But then it must be borne in mind, that it is only be,cause he is, 
at least, moderately well educated, that he can appreciate or enjoy 
these advantages; and in proportion as his mind is instru(!t~d, they 
will become to him an increasing source of moral and social 
improvement. 

December 1859. H. FEARON. 

Rev. John Guthrie, M.A., Canon of Bristol, and Vicar 
of CaIne, Wiltshire. 

PRELIMINARY. 

1. My experience in schools has been gained by experience in 
different parishes, more especially during the last 20 years as 
vicar of CaIne, with a population of 5,000 people, where are 
five schools, under my own superintendence, containing 450 
children as an average attendance, besides two or three other 
schools in ~ut]ying districts of the parish. 

I.-STANDARD .. 

2. I can give no general answer to these questions. 
S. I find that by giving to the oldest and most advanced boys 

separate desks, where' they can work by themselves, many boys 
are induced by this distinction to stay six or 12 months later 
in the school; but it is .seldom that we can keep them beyond ' 
18 years of age; by thM time I am surprised to see what an 
amount of knowledge intelligent boys have obtained in _our 
National school; their proficiency and expertness in· arithmetic 
are very great, also in history; English grammar, geography~ 
.and history of the Bible. Their knowledge by comparison. of 
what their state was some few years back; astonishes one; the 
misfortune is that this very proficiency is made too often an excuse 
for their being withdrawn at so early an age from school. I think 
it highly 'desirable that· music, drawing, &<;., should be. intro
duced, but the difficulties from want of time and want of meant> 
are great, except in large towns and cities. , . 

4. (a.) Of the advantage of Sunday schools for .religious :in .. 
struction no one can doubt. ' 
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(c.) As to the practicability of introducing much industrial and' 
domestic training into National schools I much doubt, as a 
gener81 sys~em. I . considered the. matter ,:ery attentively some 
years ago III reference, to our gIrls' school'; and after much 

\ deliberation decided to set up an industrial school under the super
intendence of Mrs. Guthrie, where the best girls' might be trained 
for domestic service after lea'Ding school; and, after the experience 
of many years, I am thankful in being able to say that the attempt 
has been most succes!:!ful, and that the training school is now, in 

. full operation, and receives a warm support of all the Inspectors 
who examine our schools for Her Majesty's Privy Council. 

(d.) Of evening schools I think most highly. As to lectures, 
&c., &c., these are good by way of adjuncts; but I cannot say 
that I have perceived the benefits to the community from these 
experiments which once I hoped to see. 

IV. 
9. (a.) As to pauper schools, my opinion has always been in 

favour of one central school for different unions; the bOyll would 
then be removed from the baneful influence exercised by various 
forms of pauperism, mendicancy, &c., and might be trained. at a 
cheaper rate to various handicrafts. . -

(b.) My attention has been more directed to the want!:! of the 
working population than to the reformation of criminals. Pre
vention is the first duty. Remedy, the second. 

V.-ENDOWED SCHOOLS. 

11. I can speak very decidedly in favour of a small endowment. 
I found in my parish a school endowed, where education was given 
to a certain number of boys gratis: they paid nothing, and they 
learned nothing. At my persuasion th,e trustees placed the school 
on a new footing; and the endowment, small as it was, has been 
the means of raising an admirable middle school, where the 
children of tradesmen, farmers, and mechanics receive a thoroughly 
good practical English education for about two.guineas per annum. 
This school has been in operation for about 12 years, or more, and 
in regard to its efficiency I must refer, you to 'the Reports of Her 
Majesty's Inspectors, or of Rev. Canon Moseley, who knows the 
s'chool well; but I consider that the small endowment at fost was 
the means. to enable us to place the school on its present footing; 
the 'plan was strongly resisted at firllt, but the -school is now 
mucli liked and become very popular in town and neighbourhood. 

VI. 
I .do not wish to see the' existing system of Government aid 

and inspection altered, but extended if possible. . 
(f.) A system of rating seem!:! a mere /impossibility, and there-. 

fore, however useful and just, it seems. useless to discuss it. 
(g.) That a large amount of charitable endowments, and of 

charitable bequests, now frittered away i!n useless or rather mis
chievous doles to the poor, producing more evil than good to the 
recipients themselves, that these might be made available for 
educational purposes is most· clear. But it would be no easy matter 
to pass any legislative measure that woulid be of much avail; mere 

,permissive legislation is not enough; t~e responsibility of a most 

{ 
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unpopular act would be thrown on the clergyman of the parish, 
as the general rule; and it is not fair to place him in such a position, 
for he would be accused of public robbery of the poor. But some 
machinery might easily be provided (as in the Tithe Commutation 
Act), and a greater boon for the promotion of education cannot be 
given than the adaptation of casual charities for this great object. 

~3. Co!D·Pul.s~~ ~ttendance ~y. law ~ppears, like a. school rate, 
a Ilimple lmposslbility under eXlstmg clrcumstan~es.. ' 

The best way to ensure attendance at school IS to .Improve the 
condition and management of the school itself, to give the instruc
tion as much of a practical character as possible, and one suited 
to the wants of the district in which it is established. 

VII.-TEACHERS AND TRAINING COLLEGES. 

I wish that the education both of masters and mistresses was of 
a more practical character at training colleEes. The cultivation of 
the intellect and the acqu4-ement of knowledge, and the best mode 
of communicating it to others, these form the chief, and too 
l!ftm the only object sought and attained in training colleges. 

The consequence i,s that both masters and mistresses commence 
their duties in a state of profound ignorance of so many common 
things of a domestic nature, household affairs, management of a 
garden, .and things rela,ting to the. actual business and affairs of 
life, as to make them somewhat ridiculous from the very helpless
De!!!! they show in what all other people know but themselves. 

Ther are & very helpless set of bemgs taken out of their school, 
and th18 subjects them to many inconveniences. 

It is my firm 'Conviction that in regard to many essential points, "
such as manners, dress, practical knowledge of life in common 
~ngs, many great imfrovements in training colleges might ~ 
mtroduced; as to schoo learning, &c., I have no fault to find. 

16. :My own impression has been gaining ground, that the 
system of pupil-teachers might with advantage be gradually 
replaced by havin~ second masters, &c., instead; but on this head 
I must admit that J. am quite in .the minority. . 

17. There can be no doubt to my mind that the best mode of 
payment is by a combination of stipend.o.nd· Bchool fees; but here we 
are met by the most strenuous' opposition of managers of the 
training colleges, who refuse to let theil: best teachers go, unless we 
guarantee a certain fixed sum, which sum appears to me needlessly 
large for a mere untried ,prJ, who mayor may not turn out a 
good mistress: this oppositIOn neutralizes our wishes. ' 

. My boys' National school was formerly very ill attended; we 
now make the masters' salary depend partly on fixed payment, 
partly on fees; and the attendance is the most numerous and most 
punctual of any school in the town. 

I have thrown together these few hints; had I been at home 
I ~ould have given some statistics, 'bht being now in residence at 
Dnstol, I have no access to my school papers. 

, Allow me to remain, 

CaIne, Wiltshire, 
July 20, 1869. 

Gentlemen, . 
Your obedient Servant, 

JOHN GUTH1tIE. 
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,.,Miss Hope • 

. 1. i' HAVE iong felt a deep interest in the subject ofcducation 
for the lower classes. I,have bad many.occasipnal opportunities 
of seeing and examining schools in 'different parts of England and 
Sqotland. For some years I had the chi~f control of a school in 
London, in wbich there were- separate teachers for boys, girls, 
and infants. Of .la~e years my residence has heen chiefly in 
Scotland, and I bave now under mv Own management two 
schools, both taught by mistresses, one ~ontaining girls of all ages 
and young boys, the other more of the nature of an infant school 
for both b~ys and girls. The fir'st of these schools has been irt 
existe~ce about fOl;ty years, tbe other nearly twenty. For both 
new. school-bouses have been erected within. the last few years by 
my brother, one on his own estate, the other on a piece of ground 
feued from a relative. Besides these there 'are two other. schools 
in the pa;rish, taught by masters, andnrious schools hi fOllr neigh
bouring pal"lshes which I bayebad occasion to visit from time to 
time, and of theil," systems and . proceedings I have a prettyaccu
rde knowledge. These schools are all composed of children 
belonging to the class of lal;lourers or mechanics. Six of them 
.are under Government inspection. Although my. expel"ience 
latterly relates. chiefly to Scotland, and the sphere of the Com
mission seems to be limited to England, yet there are many points 
on, which what applies to one country must, I presume, be equally 
true of the other. . 

2. I should say that about 1401" 15 is the age up to which it is 
· desirable that attendance at school should be continued. It will 
generally cease: before 15, or 500nel' still If it has been tolerably 
regular till 14, an amount of knowledge ought to be attained sufl,i
cient flll' all practical purposes in the future life of children of 
the .working classes; and at iliat age they ought, wbether boys or 
girls; to b.e entering upon the special preparation l'equired for the 
occupations. in which theil' life is' to he spent. Boys may obtain 
employment in the lighter parts of farmwork, or, jf intended for 
· trades, they are' old enough to he apprenticed; and girls are 
ready for service in farmhouses or families of the middling 
classes. ~ The attendance at school will be prolonged when· boys 
.are destined for employment as clerks 01' shopmen, and girls mean 
to gain theil' bread by needlework only, or to live at home simply 
to assist their parents. Xhis class will be more numerous ill 
country towns than in stdctly rural districts. 

3. At t~e age I have mentioned chilrlren should be well 
acquainted with their Bibles,. and thoroughly instructed in the 

· doctrines of Christianity. They should be aLle to read 50 as to 
understand and enjoy any common book, Rlld so as to be intelli
gible and give pleasure to others if they read aloud. They should 
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be sufficiently versed in arithmetic to enable them to keep ac
counts cOlTectly and with ease; they should write a fair hand, and 
be able to compose a letter with tolerable accuracy and propriety. 
The elements of grammar and geography may be acquired, also 
some knowledge of history and some acquaintancE." with the 
nature alid properties of common things, both in their original 
state and manufactured. Some instruction in 'vocal ·music·will 
be advantageous both to boys and girls; and if they Jearn tQ 
sing from notes it will prepare them for joining a village choir~ 
More than this is not desirable for girls, nor is it advisable that 
they should learndrawinp:, except so far as to trace the outline. of 
a map, or a familiar object, with chalk on the black board. But 
if boys have any taste for music, such further instruction as may 
enable thl'm afterv.'ards to take up some instruml'nt, as the violin 
or flute, may prove the means of supplying an innocent amuse
mtmt which may prevent their formin~ idle habits. I have st-en a 
band of 6fes formed among the elder boys of a school as a prepa
ration for other instruments. Some acquaintance with drawing 
may have the same good effect, and tend to keep them at home 
instpad of spending their evenings elsewhere, added to which a 
facility in handling a ppncil, and the power of drawing outlines 
and plans, and of sketching from nature, how('ver roughly, may 
turn to good account in the various callings of their aftel' life. 
Girls ought to be thorough proficients in plain needlework in all 
its. branches. The importance of this cannot· be too strongly 
insisted on. There is a gl'owing desire for fancy work in pre
ference to plain work among both teachers and scholars, which 
should be resolutely discountenanced, both as taking up time 
rpquired for more llscful . purposes, and ~;s leading to vanity and 
frivolity. 

With rpgard to those who prolong theil' attendance at school, as 
noticl'd at the· t'nd of last answer, provision may be made for 
carrying their rducstion a little further. Boys may proceed to 
algebra and practical mathematics, and inScotIand thev will 
t'xpect to learn Latin and. perhaps Greek, Girls may be more 
thoroughly taught and carried forward in the studies already 
mentioned; but it is I!0t desirable that they should be encouraged 
to Bttl'rript those accomplishml'nts which they are too apt to aspire 
to, snch 8S French and instrdmental music. With respect to the 
former, whenever it is taught in thpse elementary schools, the 
aeet-nt and pronunciation al'e so bad that :1. native Frenchman 
would fail to rl'Cognizt' bis own tonguE', and the smatterino of the 
Janguage thus aequired would be perfectly use)pss in co'nv~rsation. 
And aa to music, unless some instrument could be found less 
expensivt', and requiring less· practice to master than the piano, 
alJ tht' time and monpy bestowed in this way is more likely to be 
thrown away than. to lurn to any profitable account. Ii any of 
th~sc young girls ar.e in circumstances such as· to make i,t really 
SUItable and expedient that they. lihould learn these thlDgs, it 
will be far bette ... to take a course of lessons from masters spa-
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cially devoted to these branches than to attempt learning' them 
imperfectly in school. . 

4.' (a.) Sunday schools are most important and valuable means 
of,imparting religious insti'uction,but should be confined to that, 
and not made 'use of as an· opportunity for conveying secular 
learning, or even for teaching reading as a mechanical process. 
When young people can be induced to continue their attendance 
at Sunday· schools after they have left the weekly school,. the 
happiest results maybe expected in their character and conduct. 
I have seen them stay on, till from pupils they became teachers, 
and as a natural and necessary consequence, settled down into 
steady, useful members of society. 

(c.) Industrial and doinestic training in girls' schools should be 
carried on in the higher classes simultaneously with other teaching. 
It can hardly be expected to prolong the period of instruction, 
but should turn the pupils out at its close much better fitted· to 
enter on the active duties of life, whether at home or in service. 
1 beg to refer to a small pamphlet hereto appended, which de
scribes. the system of industrial training carried on at one of the 
schools I have mentioned, and which was printed about a vear 
ago at the request of friends. (Appendix I.) • 

(d.) Evening· schools are ..,ery desirable for boys and young 
men employed throughout the day. They will probably be better 
attended in winter than in summer, and are therefore in some 
places only opened in winter. They are more questionable for 
girls and young women, yet a class for sewing only may prove a 
means of benefit to girls engaged throughout the day in handi
work of a different description, such as potteries, tamboUl'ing, lace
making, &c. I have seen good effected by one such class, held 
for two hours twice a week in a village inhabited by colliers, and 
where, owing to the system of school payments in operation there, 
which will b~ presently described, the girls had attended 11 school 
taught by a master only, and bad consequently received no 
instruction in needlework. At the same time I consider it a very 
imperfect substitute for the regular training which girls ought 
from the earliest' age to receive in that important part of a 
woman's business, and it was only resorted to in this instance, 
because, without it, these girls would have had no instruction of 
the kind at all. 

(f.) Lending libraries where a sum is paid, however small, say 
even 6d. quarterly, I shovJd consider preferable to those entirely 

. free. 
• 5. E~ucation i~ inuch more. likely to be .val!led if:paid for, than 
If supphed gratUltously'; but In country dIstrIcts and among the 
lower classes in towns, the . school fees which the parents can 
reasonably afford will probably. nnt suffice to make the school self
supporting, and in so far they may be said to pay only partially. 
In the two schools I have mentioned as under my direction, the 
fees vary from lel. to 2cl. per week. This alone would not main
(ain tbe teachers and defray otber curl"ent expenses . 

.. 

.... 
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6. I am not at all prepared to say that all the children who pass 
through our schools, or even the majority of them, come np to the 
standard I have laid down as to be aimed at; still I hope that a 
fair proportion do 80, and that all, unless from some cause pre
maturely removed, acquire enough of reading and writing for both 
use and comfort in after life. As already stated, and from a cause 
to be more fully explained further on, the girls of the mining 
population are very deficient in needlework. 

7. In this parish· tbere is an ample supply of schools. The 
teachers are good. The attendance of children bears a full pro
portion to the amount of population. There is no want of iuterest 
on the part of the parents; they seem fully alive to the value of 
education. . 

Notwithstanding this, the attendance cannot be said to be as 
regular as it ought to be. This may be accounted for in various 
ways. 

(1.) There is a temptation to irregularity of attendance, and also 
to early removal, when employment can be obtained for tbem, or 
when, by keeping them at home to take care of younger children, 
the mothers can go out to work. The population of this parish 
is partly agricultural and partly mining. 'These two classes are 
very distinct in character and habits. In neither case, however, is 
there any very strong inducement to early removal of the children 
from school, not such, at least, as exists in the manufacturing dis
tricts, but in both cases occasional employment for children may 
be obtained after 12 years old, and therefore, when the parents 
are very poor, or have Jarge families, it must be expected that the 
attendance, if iL does not cease altogether, will after that age 
become irregular. 

(2.) In country districts there must always be a falling off of 
Rttendance in winter among those wbo come from a distance. 
Thi. will cbieOy aftect the younger children. 

(3.) There is frequently a· degree of waywardness and perver
sityabout the lower orders in the country, which proves a very 
disturbing element in this, as in all other dea1ings with them. 
Thull, perhaps, they will take exception at some of the rules of the 
ecbool; they wi1l make an effort to get tbem entirely set aside in 
favour of their children, or they will be offended by somethinlJ' the 
teacher has done; possibly some little want or judgment 0; the 
part of the latter may haTe given some colour to the umbrage 
taken, though much beyond the occasion. In Buch cases the cbil
dren are suddenly removed, and others wi1l be apt to follow the 
lead, sometimes to Bucb an extent as almost to empty the school 
for a timt'. All who have to do with country scbools must be pre
pared for tbese 6u.ctuatioDS, and it will not always be possible to 
ferret out the parucular cause of offence, much less to remove it. 
ThE'y must be prepared too for this pervt'rsity displaying itself in a 
still more vexatious form, \'iz., that of opposition for its own sake. 
'There are people who seem unable to comprehend disinterested 
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exprtions for th~ welfare of otbers,' and when any very strong 
efforts are plltforth on behalf of a benevolent undertaking,.they 

. at· once susppct a selfish motive, or, without· going quite so far; 
, they still feel that thpy Ju~ve the power of causing annoyance by 

thwarting those measurps on which they see the heart is set. 
and ,they take a pleasure in exercising that power. Thus, some 
cross-grained parents, if thpythink the patrons and teachers of a 
school are anxious to, see it full, 'will hope to gain a point by • 
threawning to remove their chil?ren, and failing, will make good 
their threat, and enjoy tbe satisfaction of having done their best 
to dpfeat and disappoint those wishes. 

Whenever, :from whatpver cause,and at whatever stage the 
t:our~e of education is interrupted, tbechildren must suffer, and 
whether blame attacht's, to anyone on this account or not, tlwy 
will naturally and inevitably faU bplow th~ mark. 

S., I have seen a good deal of tbesystt'm of Governmt'nt aid 
andinsppction, and have been led to form a very high opinion in 
favour of it. I consider ~t one of tlle,' wisest plans ever adopted 
for the benefit of this conntrj·. I believe that the education of 
the lower classes has made an iPlmt'nst" stride since it has come 
into c>peration.' , ' , ' . 

The inspectorship, as far as I hal'e haeI an opportunity of obser
vation, is most judiciously al,d beneficially exercised. There, is no 
interference at allwith local' rule)! and j'('gulations, while yet the 
annual ovel'hauling and :investigation acts most ppwerfnllyas a 
stiniulus, alike on: patr(1I1s andmanagel's. teacht'rs and scholars. . , 

As to the mode. in which the system affects diffe,rent districts, • 
should say that those which 'do receive assistance enjoy a manifest 
advantage over, those which do not, inasmuch as their schoolsaT~ 
of a "ery superior description. ., 

9. I have' no, personal experience .of either pauper or reforma
tory schools, but I think that in a ,country district the children of 
paup«;-rs ought to ',be allowe,Lto attend the common schools, and 
mix with otherchildl·en. and not to be treated as a distinct and 
outcast' race. EV~l;.if ill a .workhouse it is better tbey should 
be sent .out daily to .schools in the neighbourhood tIlan have one 
for themselves within the walls. This is, Ule plan adopted in a.' 
poor's, house in this neighboUl"hood with the best results, the daily' 
walk of a mile going and coming being in' itself a benefit. 

1 must observe, however, that the, whole system being so diffe
rent in this couutry from what it is in England, it is quite possible 
that what answers,h~re might not bE." found to work at all well 
l.here. The difference consists in the able-bodied not, bping con ... 
sidered ,a's .entitled to parochial relief, and in ,the poor's house 
being more viewed as an asylum for OI'phan and destitute children, 
and fore]!:treme eases of age and infirmity. and much It'Ss USM as 
a general means of giving relief: It is also mad~ use of, howe\'er, 
as a test'in eases of doubtful desel·t, and it derives. its efficiency 
as sur:h from' ·the extreme dislike felt by the poor to gO'within its 
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waUL Th~ house I refer to was built to meet the wants of.. e-ight 
parishes. comprising a population of 26,000. ,Although calcttlawd 
to Be,commodate 262 inmaws, there bave never, been more ,than 
180. The prescnt number is 104!, of whom 4L are children, and 
Ii lunatics and imlwcile. 

A. to criminal i:hildren, ,by far, the best arrangement: would be 
• legislative provision for theil" being confined for a lengthened 
period'to 8:l1ne boarding institution of an industrial and reforma
tory character. There is an enactment giving' to magistrates the 
power of committing children, to these institutions instead of to 
pri'Jon, but there seems to, be a difficulty in bringing it into fOl'ee 
ill country districts. Instead of leaving it optional ,it should lIe 
made compulsory on . the. magistrate -thus to dispose of them, and 
when there is no sucb school in the district, pt'ovision should; be 
made for their being &>nt to the neal'est av .. ilable in~titutioD. 
Facilities should also be given for disposing in the same way, with 
the consent of their parents 01' guardians, of those who, ,though not 
actually amenable to the law, are yet conducting themselyes ill 
&uch a manner as to show that if unchecked they will become the 
pests of their neighbourhood, . 

10. 1'he Government system most decidedly stimulates private 
liberality, Far more has been spent in improving bur own schools 
sinct" thcy lla\'e received Government aid, than wouldha\"e been 
expended under other circumstances. Individuals al'e induced to 
establish schools in the hope of being assisted in suppOl~ting them 
by this means, :tad many schools have been raised from & very 
poor state of efficiency into respectability and vigoul', I know a' 
case at this moment in which 'what has hitherto been an'adveliture 
school, contingent on the life and' labours of the teacher, is likely 
h be converted into a permanent institution. This mistress was 
induced to send her daughter to a normal school to study for a 
ct"rtificate. The inspector has paid his first visit, 'and swpsare in 
contemplation to. form a committee, and furnish-such securities as 
will establish a claim for Government aid. As respects the grants 
given· towal,ds the erection ot' school buildings, the conditions as 
to spact', structure, &c. are such that I think in most cases' there 
it little laving to the local fuuds l·ff'ected. The difference is . that 
much superior pl'emises are obtainecl at the . same· cost td the 
patrons and subscribers as \\~ouJd otherwise have procured vel'Y 
indifferent accommodation. , . 

(11&\'e not met with any objections to the system among persons 
who really understand it and have watched its' operation. Some 
who have not seen it working, and ll&ve only a vague idea of the 
conditions and requirements, seem to have undefined, suspicions of 
t'vil, a dread of centralization, a Jear that Govt'rnment influence 
will gain too much the 8\vay, local authOl'ity be St't at nounht, 
teachers become independent of their superiors, &c" &c,' &c. 0 

A small endowm~nt at~ched to a s~hoolis th~ meansot' making 
that permanent "Illch mIght otherwIse drop WIth' the 1ife of an 
individual. In the tl\'O schools to' which I have tefel'red· an .. , 
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endowment of 101. per annum each has' been founded, which will 
come into. operation after ,the present generation. But there is 
this disadvantage attending such institutions, that they necessitate 
the creation of a trust, and that trustees, when irresponsible, are 
very apt to become careless and negligent of their duties. I may 
cite, as an instance in point, the case of a girls' school in a country 
town Dot far from hence. It was built some thirty years ago.by a 
lady, who left, in addition 5001. to endow it. The school-house, 
includiug a dwelling for the mistress, is an excellent one, I!-nd 
there is a large playground attached. The set of rules drawn up 
by the founder are admirable and explicit. The trustees are, the 
local authorities, including the clergyman. Everything is com
bined that should make the school first-rate, and for a number of 
years it was so, the trustees having been induced to appoint a very 
superior teacher. But about two years ago, the mistress having 
resigned suddenly, a young person was allowed to take the charge, 
temporarily, as il was then said, in order to keep the children 
together. She was quite unsuitt'd fOl· the permanent occupation 
of the post, but, from that day to this it has been impossible to 
induce the trustees to take any steps to secure the services of an 
'efficient mistress. Some do not like the trouble, others seem to 
think it would be acting unkindly to the young woman in qut'stion 
to dislodge her. The result.is that all the advantages of the en
.dowment are thrown away on a ·school which is the mere shadow 
of what it ought to be. 'rhe rules, meanwhile, are virtually 
ignored, and practically disrt'garded. As. the' trustees are men 
who have neither leisure nor inclination for taking any active 
charge of the schoo], it has been rt'peatedly urged upon them to 
form a ladies' commiuee, with power to choose and superintend 
the tt'acher, but this' they will not. do, assigning as a reason that, as 
tl'ustees, they are not at liberty to delegate their power to others. 
As they will not exercise it themselvt's, it follows that the school 
is in a worse state than if there had been no trust deed and no 
endowment at aU. 

12. (a.) Most unhesitatingly would I uphold the existing systt'm 
of Government aid and inspection. 

- (b.) I would heartily advocatt' its further development in the 
gradual and natural manner in which it is now going on, viz.
by more and more people becoming aware of its merits, and 
anxious to secure its advantages for their own localities. It is 
better, on all accounts, that tbe process should be a gradualont'. 
I 'see some individuals connt'cted with educational societies in 
England have lately exprt'ssed an opinion that the turning point 
is nearly rt'ached, and that there will soon be more' certificated 
teachers than can find employmt'nt. As it is, howevt'r, stated 
that there are upwards- of 15,000 schools in England, in which 
the tt'achers are not certificaled, it appears to me that we are still 
far from· the limit of progressive absorption. Judging from the 
schools that have come. under my own obst'rvation, wllert', one 
after auother; certificated teachera have, as vacancit's OCCUlTed, 
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succeeded those who were' not so, I should expect that, in a few 
year., a great proportion of those 15,000 Rchoolswill,' in like 
manner, have changed hands. But, of course, managers do not 
like to displace teachers who are doing their duty up to' the 
Inea&ure of their capabilities, nor would it be fair to take any 
8ummary steps in the matter; it is beRt to wait till, in the natural 
course of events, an opportunity presents itsel£ In the volume of 
Privy Council Minutes for last year the number of certificated; 
teachers employed at the close of 1857 in Great Britain is stated, 
at 5,166. Comparing this number with the 15,000 uncerlifi
cated, we may infer that there is considerablt1 room still left for 
expansion. . 

(c.) There is one modification of the system I should be glad to, 
see adopted, and that is, lome sort of female inspectorship brought 
to bear upon the needlework department in girls' schools. It 
is quite impossible that any gentleman inspector can really 
thoroughll investigate this part of the 'subject. He may very 
easily be Imposed upon by the plausible array of specimens, which, 
a mistress will have no difficulty in getting up, however ullsatis
factory the state of this department may be in reality. Or he 
will devolve his responsibility on any lady visitors who may be 
present at the examination, and who will probably be unwilling 
to assume the ungracious office of fault-finders. The consequence . 
ii, that the teacher will be tempted to pay far less attention to 
this portion of the school routine than to those which she knows 
will have to undergo a close and searching scrutiny. The recent 
circular of Privy Council Committee on the subject of needlework 
has produced some good effects, but a further move in the same 
direction may still be made with advantage. I know there are 
difficulties in the way. It would add considerably to the expenses' 
of inspection if every gids' school were to be visited by a ladYf 
as well al by tlie gentleman inspector, whose investigations, as' 
ftspects everything else, I have no wish to see superseded, 
Perhaps, however, it might be possible to introduce this addition 
at the district collective e.xaminations of pupil teachers. A 
properly qualified lady might be found, willing to give her 
assistance, professionally, on these occasions. She would :make 
the young people perform in her presence 'various exercises ill' 
needlework, and also in cutting out articles of clothing, and ir 
preparing and fixing work as for classes. This would be a far 
better criterion of their acquirements and practical skill than the
mere production of certified specimens JDanufactured at, home. 
The same lady might conduct the exercises in needlework of the' 
student' and schoolmistresses who are examined for certificates 
annually at the normal schools. ~ 

There are one or two suggestions I may offer on matters of 
minor detail, although, as they hardly deserve the name ofmodi6-, 
tions, 1 am not sure whether they .fall strictly within the· scope 
of this inquiry. " , 

(1.) The tabulated statement of the inspectors'reports on all~ the' 
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Government schools throughout ,the counu'y, hilhel'to. l'rinte<l and 
circulated.among patrons audJeac!lI,>I's, was last ye~r suspended, and 
in place. thel'eof only the report on each school in manuscript Was 
fOl'warded to its managers... I hope the suspension will prove to 
have been but tempo~ary. . The p.llblicity of the fOl'mer plan, the 
knowledge 'each,teachel' had that the report respecting his ,school 
would appear in print, would attract notice in his neighbourhood. 
and be scanned by all his acquaintances and fOl'mer fellow students 
throughout the country, was a mos.tpowerful stimulus' to exertion .. 

(2.) The questions'given in former examinations 101' certificates 
and scattered through the volume:! of minl,ltes, would, if collected 
and published in a condensed form, prove a most valuable manual 
for the use of teachel',s who are studying fOl' certi.ficates themselves, 
or'who are educating plipil 'teachers. They sugge;;t the practical 
application of the knowledge already. acquired, , 

(3.) It would be a great favour to teachel's and students who 
lJave failed iii :their examination lor certificates, if, on receiving 
intimation of their failUl'e, they, wei'e informed as to the subjects in 
which their papers were found defective. MallY of them endeavour, . 
by hard and patient study, to fit themselves for another trial, and 
this inforrilation would enable them, to' turn their chief attention .. 
to those points on wh~cll they 'are weakest. . 

(4.) h would be a great convenience if depots were established 
in different parts of the country containing a specimen cOPl ~f 
each of the books namE'd in the, PI'ivy Council catalogue •. The 
gl'ants to\\~ard~ the purchase of school books are a' great and 
valuable assistapce; bl;~ at pl'~sent' it is often l'ather at random 
that the selection is mad!,! f\'Om ,the list, and when the parcel 
al'rives it is found that the. ohoice is not so judicious as i~lJlight 
have been, ha~ there been un 9Pportunity, in tll.efirstinstanc:e., 
of comparing the val'iom! manuals on the same subject, and,so, 
discovering whIch we\'e brst adapted to the particular end inview., 
These depots might beformed in ,evel'y ~wn ,where there is a 
training school, and at all the head quarters of the different 
inspecto\'s,., . , . ' , 

(f.) Thel'e is a system of rating aJopted in this neighbourhood 
among the. mining population ,and the workmen employ~d ~n the 
ironworks, which I believe is common in other localities similarly' 
circum~tanced. Twopence a week is kept back by their employers 
from the wages of eyery.workman, young and .'old, married and 
sipgle, lor' the. purpose of forming a school fund. mile. those 
who have no children receive,of cQurse; no return ~or their money, 
those who have; enjoy, on the contrary, the privilege o( sending 
thei,r whole family to school fOl: this model'ate payme!1t. This, 
plan possesses the advantage of sec~rillg n, very fllllattendance of 
children a~ school, as tile parents seem: to consider it .Ull object to 
make the most they can out of the compulsory payment, . and 
therefore send as. mUllY ,children as they can muSkr, a,nd, at, the 
carliest age possible. On the other httnd, there is this disadvll.ll
tage~ trat they have no choice ,as. to the school; they must se?d 
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them to that to which their employer gives the pay, or else incur 
the extra cost of paying the usual fees at another school This is. 
felt as a bardship when. as is sometimes the case, very young 
children have to pass the doors of a. school near their homeS, in 
order to walk a considerable distance to the one supported by the 

, school fund. It is also a hardship in' the case of girls.. when the 
school in question is taught by a master only, in whkh ,case they 
have no opportunity of learning needlework. Some parents do 
scnd them to a girls' school, but they naturally grud~e paying 
twice, as they consider it, and the greater number therefore allow 
things to take their course, and the girls al'e left to pick up 
needlework anyhow, or nohow, as thpy bpst can. 

In t.his parish there is a school of this description, entirely sup
ported by the school fund, togpther with the Govprnment allow
ances. It is taught by a certificatpd master, assisted by pupil 
teach£'l'!, and it is attended by tlte boys and girls of the families 
connected with the pits. An evening school is also held during 
part or the year for the lads and young m£'n employed during the 
day. At one time there was a class. of these youths so far ad
vanced as to be reading the Gr£'ek Testament. 

Sometimes, instead of providing a separate school for the 
chiidren of the workmen, an agreement is made by their masters 
with one ormore of the schools already existing in the neigllbour
hood, and the children are admitted .into them on the t£'rms 
mentioned above. The following' particulars have been com
municated to me by a person .well acquaint£'d with the loca
lity to which they r£'fer; Some y£'ars ago large ironwOl"ks were 
erelded \here, and an additional population of. upwards of 
2,000 suddenly introduC£'d. Hous£'s were built for them, but 
neither church nor school. The town possessed a very good 
parish school, and one or two private ones, sufficient but not 
more tban sufficient for its old population. The edurational 
.ystem, as above described, was brought into op£'ration, and an 
agreement ent£'red into with the parish schoolmaster. The con
ilequence was, that his school was at once completely swamp£'d by 
the children of the new coiners, and the old class of. scholars 
have e,er since been' nearly jostled out of it~ . Both sets are. dis
satisfied, (or n£'ither is properly accommodated. 1\Iy informant 
ltates tbat there are about 1,300 workmen emploY£'d in conn£'D.on . 
with those works, and paying to the fund. This will give, upwards 
of soot per annum. It has been going on in this way for more 
than twel ve years. The agreement originally made with the 
parish school has since been extended .in Ii. smal1er degree to one 
or two other schools in the neighbourhood. My informant is not 
acquainted with the details of the arrang£'ment, but tIle presump~' 
tion is. that only a portion of the fund is. divided amoD(J' these 
teachers. There has long been a talk of building s~hool~ expres~ly 
for the. children oC the wOI'kmen, and the surplus fund may 
possibly be lying by, in'1he hands of the company, and accumu
lating for this purpose. ' But, meanwhile, generations of children 

roL~ p 
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are growing up under the disadl'antages oithe' present very ina..: 
dequatt' provision for their wants. , . ' . 

As the systt'm I· have· described has certainly the. effect of in~ 
ducing parents to avail' themselves of the opportunities afforded 
to the utmost, it might be well, perhaps, if, with some modi .. 
fications, it could be brought into more general operation. But 
ample securities against mal-appropriation, should be devised. 
in order that men mulcted of their pay may have no colour for 
imagining that it is done utJder false pretences, or the proceeds 
diverted from tht'ir right use~ There should be full proof that 
the mone~ raised is fairly expended in providing for the education 
of the chIldren, and an ample return rendered for the whole 
amount. It should also be an ·essential condition of the plan, 
that sufficient school accommodation, within a reasonable distance 
of their homes, shall be provided for the whole number of children~ 
and that the girls shaH be enabled, under all circumstances, to 
receive the instructions of a mistress. It is not the best arrange .. 
ment, when it can be avoided, for children of anyone class' to 
herd exclusively together, and tht'rerore whenever the circum
stances of the locality -are such, that tIJe children of a· mining or 
factory population can he distributed in schools where' those of 
the agricultural labourers are also educated, it will be the most 
salutary arrangement for themselves. Where this population is 
not, very dense or numerous such a plan may be carried out 
without difficulty. But when the contrary is the case it will 
probably be found impossible to efFcct it satisfactorily, and special 
schools must be provided. In this case, the amount of the popu
lation will yield so large an educational fund, as ought, by proper 
management, to go far towards. the ert'ction of the necessary 
ouildings, besides paying the teachers, and providing in the most 
efficient manner for all the current expenses of the school , 

Wheth~r they become more general or not, I think· that aU 
schoois conducted on this system ought to be visited by the 
Government inspector, and that be should be t'mpowered and 
directed to make such inquiries as ~ould elicit the actual state of 
matters on all the points above adverted to. This investigation 
would itself be an important step towards -attaining the ends 

, d.!!sired. It may be urged against such a course that the engage
ment is, in some sense, a voluntary one between master alld 
servant, since .every man who takes employment in these wOl·ks 
knows that the weekly 'tax of 2d. is a condition. The same 
argument might he used· on behalf of the truck system, yet that 
was thought a fit subject for legislative interference~ 

(g.) Had the schooll have referred to in answt'r to Question II 
been ullder Government inspection, it would pl·obably never have 
fallen into its present condition, as, in the face of printed reports 
and public opinion, the trustees could scarce have actt'd as they have 
done. It appears to mt', therefOl"e, that the preventative or remedy 
for such evils would be an enactment requiring that all endowed 
schools shall beant;tually ~isited 'and repor,ted~ upon by the 
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Government inspector. Although his power .will not extend, beyond 
the expression of an opinion, yet that opinion might be conveyed 
to the trustees in a formal manner, and mighll b~ printed and 
published so as to ~e well known ill the neighbourhood. This 
would, in most cases, probably prove an effectual check and safe
guard. Whether any more stringent measures could be employed 
to compel trustees either to fulfil their duties or to resign their 
office might be matter for consideration' if this moral pressure, 
"'ere found insufficient. 

(b.) I will offer a few suggestions on thtee of the methods men.:. 
tioned in Question 4. 

(1.) Industrial Training.-This is a subject to which myatten;. 
tion has been particularly directed, and the pamphlet which ac
companies these pages will show the manner in which I have 
endt'8voured practically to carry out my views. I would further 
suggest that a great encouragement to similar .attempts would be 
the insertion of a cla.use in the Privy Council regulations, pro
viding for the admission of additional pupil-teachers wherever 
industrial training is introduced into weekly,schools. As regards 
the school described in the pamphlet, their Lordships have, in 
~ompliance with the reconllIlendation of the inspector, kindly 
acted on this principle; that is to' say, last 'year, when the old 
apprenticeships terminated and the new ones were applied for, it 
was found that the average attendance of girls during the previous 
year was rather below the number for which two pupil-teachers 
are allowed, notwithstanding which, a second was admitted, a rigid 
adherence to the exact letter of the law being waived in c6nsider~ 
tion of the industrial departm~nt. A specific rule to the effect 
that no extra pupil-teacher will always be granted for industrial 
work would probably induce others to adopt the same plan. The 
assistance of pupil-teachers is a main feature in the' scheme, as 
carrit'd out here, so much so, that we have found it necessary to 
obtain the services of a third. in order to accomplish the whole 
satisfactol'ily; and therefore, by the help of other arrangements; 
IlndBome assistance from the" Scottish Ladies' Association for 
Promoting Industrial Education," a small salary has been provided 
foranother promising girl, who is entered un'der the designation 
of" Honorary pupil-teacher" in the report to Government. In 
my reply to Question 16 will be found a suggestion respecting 
lIuch additions to the regular staff. 

(2.) Lending Libraries.-As'a meansof improvement to indi':' 
viduals already desirous of carryhlg on their self-education, these 
are most valuable; but something more' seems to, be ,required to 
bring a wholesome literature to the very door of those who, 
though they have acquired the power to profit by it, yet will not be 
at the pains to seek itfor themselves. Something too is required 
to snpply an antidote to that low and pernicious trash in the shape 
of cheap periodicnl publications ,vith which the \ower classes are 
deluged. Such an agency has lately been called out into the field 
in this eoimtry in the Coll"orteur system under the a.uspices of 

p2 
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the Edinburgh Religious Tract and Book Society.' That society 
has now about fifty of these .valuable men employed in different 
parts of the country. One of them is located in this neighbourhood, 
and hissales, which cOrisist almost entirely of very cheap publica
tions, average about 7L in the month. H~ has about 120 regular 
subscribers for small monthly periodicals, besides selling a great 
number of these to persons who do not put down their names as 
subscribers. As the district through which he goes his rounds 
contains a population of some 6,000 or 7,000, this may seem after 
a,ll a mere drop in the ocean. But it must be remembered that 
such as it is, t~e publications thus dispersed-have found their way 
into hands where otherwise they would not have been at all; that 
they are duly bought and paid for, therefore much more prized, hi 
all probability, than if gratuitously bestowed; and, lastly, that it 
is not· at the outset of a new undertaking that we' can fairly 
calculate what may be the amount of its benefits or the extent of 

, its ultimate results. I believe that a similar agt'ncy is carried on 
in England und~r the .patronage of the Society for the Diffusion of 
. ,Pure Liteloature. Any encouragement that can be given to such 
efforts will be well bestowed. 

(30) Prize Schemes.-The institut10n of special prizes, with the 
view of encouraging a taste for natural history, gardening, &c. 
among school-children, might be taken into consideration. A 
horticultural society in this neighbourhood offers prizes for the 
best bouquet of wild flowers and the best basket of wild fruit 
produced 011 the days of exhibition by any boy or girl attending 
school. also for the best garden plot kept by any boy or girl 
under 15. Something of the same kind might be done. in con:' 
nexion with the visits of the Government inspector, both among 
pupil-teachers and scholars. Various other subjects for competi
tion might be suggested,such as collections of dried flowers, with 
the names attached, or of shells and sea-weeds in places near the 
coast, garden baskets or bee-hives of their own manufacture, &c. 

. &0.. As the honour of the prize will constitute its chief value, a 
very small pecuniary amount will suffice i, or, bett,er still, some 
useful boole o~ implement.. . 

13. However strong may be the arguments in favour of com
pulsory school attendance, and however well the system may 
answer in other countl'ies, such a direct interference with the 
liberty of the subject, with his domestic relations, and the pri\"ate
arrangements of his home is so opposed to all the ideas and 
feelings and habits of this nation, that I do not think it would 
ever be tolerated in Bl·itain. Rut the screw might be applied 
indirectly in some such way as' the plan describt'tl in answer t~ 
quo 12 (f.), which) while leaving full freedom of choice as to whether 
the children shall be educated or not, enlists in favour of the first 
altemative that powerful motive in the human breast, the desire 
to obtain the greatest possible return for all outlay incurred. . 

The latter part of this question reren-ing to difficulti.es arising 
from differences 'of religious belief does not apply to Scotland in 
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the way that it may do to England; The middling and lower 
~lasses IIt're, '\\'ith very few exceptions, aTe all Presbyterians, 
although divided into the three sections of Established Ch\lrch, 
Free Church, and United Presbyterian. These bodies all hold 
~he same doctrines and teach the same catechism, their differ:ences 
being merely on matters of ecclesiastical government- and church 
patronage. As there is no interference with the place of worship 
tile cllildren attend, there is no obstacle whatever against the 
youth of all these denominations being taught in the same schOol 
during the week, and in point of fact the parents in this part of 
the country at least have no sort offeeling on the subject. Whether 
'he school is called Established Church, Free, United Presbyterian, 
·or llndenominational, the religious character of the.teachingbeing 
precisely the same in all, it will generally be found that children 
of alJ three bodies attend it, and that the parents are guided in 
their selection of it by their opinion of the teacher, or by considera
tions of local convenience, and not by denominational preference. 

,There may be more feeling on the subject on the part of th(' 
ministers of the different churches, and I believe that in some 
parts of the country, this has occasionally shown itself rather 
strongly; but I feel convinced that if the people were left to 
themselves, there would be no pI'actical difficulty whatever. 

15. I must premise that the following remarks on mistresses 
trained in normal schools refer only to those who have neither 
gone through a previous apprenticeship as pupil-teachers, nor had 
any ~rior experience of school-keeping; but those ~ special '.: 
trailllng for their profession has been acquired within the walls of 
one of these institutions. I should also observe that my own 
personal' experience is almost entirely limited to the teachers 
trained in one such school, although I have reason to believe that 
tl)e same strictures would apply in nearly equal measure to the 
other training schools in Scotland. It is very possible that they 
may seem quite irrele\'ant as regards English normal schools. 
With respect to those young persons who have ~njoyed theadvan
tage' of an early preparation for their work as pupil-teachers, 
my opinion will appear in the answer to the next question. 

9wing to the changes of teachers t)J.at in the course of years 
have occurred in the schools more immedia~ely under my dil'ection, 
8S well as in otht'l's with which I am acquainted, I have had' the 
opportunity of comparing the teachers coming out of a normal 
school at different pel'iods, and during' what may be termed a 
transition statt', dating t>ack to the time previous to the introduc
tion of pupil-teachers, Queen's scholarships, and certificates. While 
I have seen a very decided advance in the attainments of these 
young women, and consider them much b~tter grounded and more 
thoroughly taught students now than in former days, I have beeu 
reluctantly brought to see that 11 change in the opposite direction 
has taken place in their capabilities as teachers. Whereas formerly 
they used to enter on their office well able to impart to others the 
knowledge they possessed themselves, whatever its ex~ent' might 
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be, it'now takes'8 year's practice' intbe schools, or thereabouts; 
before they lc;>arn how to set abont their business properly, OJ; 
handJe the .classes skilfully; during which year many blunders 
are committed, especiapy as they are generally somewhat -sel(
ilufficient and not willingl to take. advice. They have in fact tQ 
undel'go an apprenticeship in the art of teaching, which they ought 
to have gone through, and which formerly they did go through, at 
the normal school; and the patrons of the local school, if they 
take a personal interest in- its proceedings, have to do the work 
which the preceptors of the normal school ought to have completed 
before sending their neophytes forth into the world. . 

I attribute this:change to two causes :...,...lst,to the great anxiety 
to take a high certificate which prevails among the students, and 
is fostered .by their superiors, and the severe study which: thi!; 
necessitates, leaving little time for anything out actual stUdy; 
2ndly, to- the intl'oduction of pupil-teachers into the normal 
schools, who now do the work there which was formerly done by 
the students. ~wing to these two causes very much less: time 
than of old is now spent by the students in teaching classes, or in 
hearing the masters teach. In the particular normal school 'with 
which lam best acquainted, the female students never ·take any 
part .at all in teaching needlework to the girls, and never even 
assist the'superintendent in cutting out or preparing. it for'the 
classes. I rather think they do not so much as cross the threshold 
of the girls' class-rooms when needlework is going on. The 
normal school has thus as~umE>d much more of the character of a 
college for' students, than of a training place for teachers. 

Although, as will appear under the n~xt question, I approve 
most highly. of the system of pupil-teachers ascame'd out ill' 
elementary schools, I think they are out of place ina normal 

,school, and,without wishing to interfere with those who are now 
going through their course, I should consider it an improvement 
if there were a stop put to their admission henceforward into any 
school which professes to train teachers. In all such institutions 
the day school should be considered 'simply in the light 'of a 
practising school for the students; all the arrangements as to hours, 
numbers, &c., should be made so as best to promote this end,and 
if the interests of the children and those' of the students are 
found to clash, the former must give way.' I do not believe, how~ 
ever, that this would be the case. The teaching would always. be 
under the eye and control of an experienced superior, and would 
therefOl'e suffer no detriment from the constant change of under 
teachers. ..AJJ I have already said, I am speaking of students who 
have' had no previous .experiencein teaching~thosewho have, 
may be less likely .to suffer from their time at the normal school 
being almost exclusively devoted to study-yet even they would 
be all the better of keeping up the habit, and also of seeing and 
practising different methods and other plans than those they have 
been accustom~d to; 

Ithink it should be made imperative that all femalestudents~ 
, .. -
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or at least !1llof them who'are Queen's scholars, shall be .lodged 
withill the walls of normal schools, or in boarding houses connected 
with them. except .those whose part>nts livt> in the immediate 
neighbourhood.. 1 do not know whetht>r such a. regulation is in 
. force in England-in Scotland it certainly is not. Some of the 
training schools have no means at all for lodging the students, and 
even where there is a boarding house in connt>xionwith. the 
institution, it is left to their option whether or not to. enter it. 
Again, while it is' very desirable that in these boarding houses 
there should be every appliance for imparting to the inmates.a 
thorough practi~al knowledge of domestic economy. and ample 
time allowed for carrying OUt this portion of tht>ir training, it is 
also l'ssential that evt>rything should be arranged in the most 
limple and frugal manner, so as not to ·raise them out of their 
station, or above the habits and daily dutit>s which will hereafter 
fall to their lot. It IIhoulJ be required of all young ·women.in 
an institution of this description to perform every common duty 
for themselvps, such as making their beds, brushing their shoes, 
changing their plates at dinner, washing t~eir tea-cups, &c.. When 
they are exempted from such offices it tends greatly to filster 
the spidt of conceit and self-sufficit>ncy of which I have spoken, 
aud to. make them slovt>nly, untidy, and indolent.in tht>ir habits 
when tht>y go to their own schools. I have witnessed these ill 
eff~cts, and have wished that the managt>rs of .nOl·mal schools 
were more alive. to the danger of youngpt>ople's heads being 
turned by injudicious kindness, and more aware how disagreeable 
they make themselves in consequence to their superiors and their 
neighbours, and how much they have themselves to suffel'"as the 
;reiult of this, till they find their ~roper levt>l, and shake down 
into th('ir right place. . 

I.have llad many difficulties to battle with in dealing with 
these. young, raw, and inexperienced teachers. A reluCtance to 
submit to authority is by no. means uncommon. Some have trit>d 
to set mles. II.t nought, although an agreement. to observe. them 
had been SIgned when. the engagement was made. In more than 
one case great efforts hav~ been made to introduce lessons of 
Fl"encb and fancy work, though in direct opposition to these rul~s. 
One teacher b~o.ught a. piano with ht>r, and tbough sht> had little 
knowledge of music, and neither voice nor ear for singing" much 
time Wll$ spt>nt ill practising upon it, which would have been 
bettt>r bestowed in preparation. for her. school duties.· Ihave 
found more than olle miserably deficient in needlt>work, unable to 
c;ut out. the most ~ommon garment, and witbout an idea how to· 
prepare Or arrange work for the .classes, or how to tt>ach the 
children to do the plaines~ . and coarsest work w~th even common 
nt>atness. They have plainly ownc? that they could not. make 
the children wO\·k, and seemed to think it was unreasonable to 
eJ'pect that tht>y should do so. / I have asked what they wo.~ld 
thin.k of a teacht>r who said she could notmakt> her scholars spell. 
l~·would unduubtedly proye her to be totallyuI}fit for ber .. office,· 
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and not less so does the incapacity which they think it no disgrace 
to avow. • 

I hope aneL believe that the new regulations ,of the Privy 
~Council Committee ~re)ikely, in a great measure, to meet and 
remedy the serious defect to which I have )ast adverted. ,It was, 
indeed, high time that some such steps should be taken~ for there 
is no question that there has been a woful deterioration in female 
schools of late years, as, regardsneedlewOl'k; just as tl1£'Y have 
advanced in other respects they have gone back in this, and there 
is the greatest, difference now between the work turned out of a 
school possessing all the modern appliances, and taught by a fir8t
class certificated, teacher, ,and tbat executed in' one of tbq still 
remaining old.,fashioned schools, presided over by a mistress herself, 
'literally OF THE OLD SCHOOL, I have one such not far off in 
my mind's eye;' all her pupils whom I have come across do her 
credit, and aU are excellent needlewomen, III her school, 'and 
such as hets, the work is clean, neat, and well finished, fit to take 
its place at once in a gentleman's wardrobe, In a school of the 
other, and in most ,ways higher class, it is too often soiled and 
puckered, cobbled together anyhow, tacking threads not pulled 
out, ra.w edges, sticking out from the seams, sleeves put in wrong 
side outwards. On one occasion a gentleman's shirt was, sent 
home with the long flap in front, the mistress never having 
,even discovered that ther~ was anything wl"Ong about it; yet 
she had come from the normal school with the character of being 
at the very ,top of the class: of female students of her year. . 

In estimating ;the relati"e importance of needlework in a girls· 
school, it must not be forgotten that it is to this that many" of 
these young sempstresses will have to look for their livelihood, 
.or fo).' advancement in life, • a~d that vel'y .few will have any 
opportunity fOl' improvement after they leave school. A girl goes 
to service, probably, immediately on leaving scbool, and the degree 
of skill she has gained with her neE'dlemay make all the differt'llce 
whether she remains a. dl'udge all her days, or rises to the highest 
ral1~ in that line of life. A .nursery maid ,01', housemaid, wh() 
is handy with her needle,is open to promotion as head nurse" or 
lady'S maid; one who is not so will stick where she is, however 
good ,a grammarian and geographer she may be. Even if they 
remain at home and marry, those who can take in plain work and 
execute it. neatly possess the advantage over their more unskilful 
nei~h bours of being able . to add. considerably to the earnings of 
the househoJd, and' how valuable this powel' is in the 'not unfre
quent contingency- of widowhood it is needless to enlarge ·on. 
Masters of [lormal schools, and ~entlemen inspectors are too apt 
tQ overlook all this" and to view needlework as just one of II; girl's 
ordinary studies, like grammar or hist01·Y. They,. therefore, think 
it quite sufficient to put it on the, same footing, and will some~ 

, times mercilessly propose curtailing it. to one hour daily in the 
time-table of all. elementary school. .Let. it be again repeated, 

,that while many girl~ will, have to depend upon needlework for 
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their bread, allonght to be able to fallback upon it if neces
sary. There is nothing analogous to this in a boys' school, 
lor al1 boys begin the special training for the employments or 
handicrafts by which they are to win their livelihood after they 
leaye school. This is one of the poiuts on which the influence of 
a lady inspector would loon make itself felt, by placing things in 
their right position. 

If the tone of this answer should seem to be too exclusively 
that of Censure, I hope it will be borne in mind that the nature of 
the subject has led me to dwell chiefly on those points in our 
normal &Chool system which demand improvement. It would be 
yery easy. and far more pleasaut, to enumerate and dilate on the 
many solid sterling benefits for which the country is indebted to 
those valuable institutions. -' 

16. In answering this question, I beg leave to append the copy 
of a letwr which I addressed to a Scoteh newspaper, in reply to 
one containing an attack on the pupil-teacher system. A copy of 
tbat letter is also given (Appendix II.) Feeling deeply indebted 
«In behalf of the schools in which I am more immediately iIite-:
ft'8ted, for the benefits they had derived from the pupil-teacher 
grants, I could not help bearing my testimony in favour of the 
.yswm when I saw it assailed by' one, who. though evidently' 
knowing little about it himself, might yet be the means of preju-

. dicing others against it. In my opinion, it is an admirable sys
tem,' calcwated to produce the very best results. To the same 
effect I may quote the words of a friend in the north of England, 
well qualified to judge-" I cannot imagine anyone having any
" thing to do with tbe working of village and otlier schools, 
"having a doubt ~s to tbe benE'fit of the grants to pupil-teachers. 
" Oilly let them comeo and look at the schools in K--<--, which 
f6 have, and have not, these grants. I hope' all wiII be aroused to 
", the grievous injury' that would rE'sult were they withdrawn. 
CC,. It has bad a most beneficial effect wherever it has been tried 
c, jq this neighbourhood. acting as a. stimulus to the teacher, as 
" well as to the pupil-assistants. in a most healthful way, keepinfl' 
" the mind of the former well filled and gaining instructiOJ~ 
" instead of resorting to sometimes very fatiguing and dt'tlimental 
" employment to gain an increase of funds. to improve the salary. 
" If the wish of Government is to educate the people, I do not see 
., how a better plan could have been devised for calling out those 
" who have talent without tbe means, as WE'll as stimulating those 
a who have the means, to devote themselves to the work. It 
II would be a deplorable Joss It) have this aid withdrawn." 

I ft'member some time ago reading the report of a. speech on 
educational subjects, in which it was asserted that a great propor
tion oC the pupil-wachers deserted the profession at the close of 
their apprenticeship, and the proof given was some calculation of 
the number who entered normal schools as Queen's scholars, thus 
taking it for granted, that all ,who did not do so, turned to othpr • 
employments. 'NoW', in- answer 10 this, I may state that eight 
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pupil-teachers, viz .. two girls and six boys, have pas~d out ofi ,b~:, 
two s~hool~ referrt:d to in th.e letter, having completed ~heir. ap:
prl'ntlCeshlp. Of the' two gll"ls, one went to a normal sch!)ol, .as 
Qul'en's scholar, gained a first-class certificate, and is now tl'achinO' 

. a Goverll,,?l'nt school. in Engl~nd. The othl'r l'migrated to Uppe~ 
Canada wIth her family, and IS now head female tl'acher in a large 
school in that colony, rl'ceiving a salary of SOl. per annum.. Of 
the six boys, two went direct to a normal school as Queen's scholars, 
one of whom has gainl'd a certificate, and is' now master of.& 
school in the north of Scotland, the other is still in traininO'. Two 
more took employml'nt as assistant teachers, and after thr~ years, 
in accordance with the Privy Council regulations, claimed'thl'ir 
Qul'en's scholarships. .One of these has obtained a certificatl', and. 
is in charge of a school, the pthl'r is for the prl'~ent laid aside by 
ill health. The remaining two obmined engagl'ments as teachers 
in schools, and have continued so employed ever since. The whole, 
numbl'r have turnl'd out satisfactorily, 'and iue likely to do credit tQ. 
their training. Now,as, out of these eight, only three wl'nt direct 
to the normal school, according to the above-mentionl'd calculation,. 
it would have been argued that the other five had been lost to the 
profession, whereas, in fact, they have all stuck faithfully hy it. 

Some people, on the other 'hand, seem afraid that thl're will 
soon be a glut of pupil-teach!.'rs, and that the numb!.'r applying for 
Queen's. scholarships will far exceed the demimd for them as 
teachers afterwards. I cannot say I share in this fear, for the 
extension of education io this country and the colonies appl'ars, as 
yet, fully to kel'p pace with the supply of teachers. . If, however~ 
thl're should be any syml?tomsof this excess it will furnish an' 
additional reason in support of the suggestion I have offered as. to 
abolishing pupil-tl'acherships in normal scnools. It would seem 
the most obvious and the easiest ml'thod of checking the red un" 
dancy to take them away from schools which would gain rather 
than lose by the change (since the students would then be com.:. 
pelll'd to practise teaching), rather than impose any restriction' 
on the ,employment of pupil~tl'achers in elellll'ntary schools, where 
they are in their true and legitimate plncl', and where their assis
tance is bl'commg more and more appreciated, and, indeed, has 
already become absolutely necessary if the teaching is to be kept 
up to the standard now deemed essential. . 

Pupil-teachers are a very interesting class of ,young people; 
alid as regards the female portion in particular, it is in the power 
of ladies who take an interest in them to do a good deal for their 
improvement and benefit, Without interfering with or super.:.
seding the lessons of the schoolmistress, they may give them 
additional instruction at extra hours on subjects with which she is 

_~ less likl'ly to be conversant. This kind of intercourse will tt'nd 
to impart a highel' torie of principle and fel'ling, as well ,as a re
finement of mind and propriety of manner which they might. not 

. otherwise attain, and which will tell with good effect on their 
sub!lt'quent career. I have witnessed:more than one insta~ce of 
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satisfactory results from the adoption of such' Ii plan; and the 
gratitude felt and expre$sed by these young persons. would alone 
have proved a sufficient reward for all the trouble that had been
taken. 

1 ouaht also to mention, in their favour, the testimonylati-Iy 
borne by the superintendent of a boardillg house connected with a 
normal school. She told me that those who have been pupil- ! 
teachers are far mOl'e agreeable inmates than the other students. : 
They are mort' docile, and more ready to conform to the regula- ; 

, tions of the establishment, because previoiIsly accustomed to rule: 
and discipline. . ' 
, In connexion with this subject may be taken that of Queen's 
scholarships. When given as the sequel and reward of merito .. 
,.i~ulJ pupil-teacherships, they form an important and appropriate 
addition to the system, carrying on to a succes!;ful close what had 
been auspiciously begun; but I have some doubts as to those 
w~ich are· called open scholarships, those, namely, -for which young 
persolls above. eighteen who have not been pupil-teachers are 
allowed to compete. I think there is, more danger of a waste of 
the public money in this case than in the former, for this reason, 
that while, in both alikE', tIlere is no obligation incurre~ that 
Queen's scholars shall eventually become teachers, those who, 
from their childhood, have gone through many years of prepara" 
tion for this life are far more likelv to continue in it than those 
who have only taken to it at the ~ild of their education, having 
had no previous expel'ience of its duties and trials. A pupil .. 
teacher, like an apprentice to any -mechanical trade, may be 
presumed to have his heart in the business to which he has been 
brought up, and to be better fitted for it than for any o~her, and 
therefore .not mOl:e likely to turn aside to another employment 
than a young carpenter or blacksmith would be. Such cases do 
occur in all trades, but they are the excE'ption, not the rule, 
nere spems, therefore, 110 g:ea,t ri~k of the public monE'Y being 
thrown away on them; but It IS dlfferent as regards those young 
persons who have not gone through this apprenticeship, and who 
by merely passing .the necessa~y examination sati~factorily, obtain 
an excellent gratUltous educatlOn for two years Without renderin ... 
any service in return while receiving it, and without any pledg~ 
as to their subsequent proceedings. Young men might avail 
themselves of this means of completing their course of education 
thereby to qualify themselves for becoming clerks in mercantil;' 
establishments, o~ filling other pos~. of a like. description; and . 
young women might do the same 1D order to take situations of 
governesses in private families, or simply for the purpose of 
attaining &' higher degree of mental culture than they could 
otherwise command,. without a view to remunerative, employment 
of any kind. Some check against the possibility of these abuses 
seems to be required. 
_. The superintendent or one of the training schools in London 
told me, lately, that he. understood the-regulation respe<:ting open 
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Queen's scholarships to be only a temporary ml.'asure, intellded, to 
meet the great demand for teachers, which some time ago far' 
exceeded the supply. 'He added, that at thatlraining school they 
were already declining to ~dmi~ Queen's scholars who had not 
been pupil-teachers. If his account is correct, the state 'of thinO's 
which appears to me objectionable will Boon come to an end. 0 

One exception might, however, still most legitimately be made 
in favour of It.onorary pupi!-teachers, by which I mean young 
pE'l'sons who, wlthOl-!t receiving the allowance from Government, 
have gone through the salI!e course of training 'and performed the 
same work as those regularly apprenticed in accordance with the 
Pdvy Council rules; The Govt'rnment allowance is, vl.'ry pro':' 
perly. liinited to a certain proportion to the number of children; 
viz., one pupil-teacher to 40 scholars, calculated on the aVt'rage 
attendancl.', not the number on the' roll. But' it is 'Sometimes 
found that a larger number of pupil-teachers than this proportion 
could be t'mplojed. in a school with advantage both to the head 
teacher and the children. I have mt'ntioned one such case in 
answt'r to Question 12 (h). It also happt'ns,somt'timt's, that 
parents are willing to make an effort themselves to maintain their 
~hildren while thus employed, in order to secure for them the 
adva~t'ages of education which the pupil-teachers enjoy without 
having to pay for it, and also the prospect of a fa~ourable t'ntrance 
on the prolessionofr a teacher. In other cases, benevolent indi..; 
viduals, interested on behalf of promising children, may be found 
willing to contl'ibute the funds necessary for their support in 
whole or in part. It would be a great encouragement to ~uch . 
efforts if it were a recognized arrangement that these honorary 
pupil-teachers, provided they go through the inspector's yearly 
examinations along with the Government pupil-~eachers, and 
receive a certificate from the managers of the school to the effect 
that they ,have bontLjide acted as such, shall, :l.t the conclusion 
of their five years' training, -be considered ona par, with the 
regular apprentices, and entitled equally tocompeie for Queen's 
scholarships. There are some endowed schools to which these 
remarks are applicable. Such, are the schools in Edinburgh 
connected with Heriot.'~ Hospital.. The liberal foundation by 
which they are supported renders it' unnecessary that their young 
assistant teachers should rect'ive the Government allowances; but 
I understand that,' under the designation of honorary. they go 
through t~e pupil-teacher examinations. Possibly others may do 
the same elsewhere, and more might -be willing to do so, if invited 
and encomaged bY.a special enactment in their favour. 

There is anotht'r circumstance that must be taken into account 
when weighing the t'xpenditure of public money on Queen's 
scholarships, and that is the probability that, iu ,many cast'S, the 
career of female teachers will be. cut short by marriage. It is not 
so with male teachers; this event, in their case. instead of making 
any change in their profession, will be more likely to settle them 
firmly in it. - But thpugh a female 'teacher may sometimes be 

\ 

\ 
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found ';'ho has pursued her occupation after marriage, and this 
happens, I believe, more frequently in· England than in Scotland, 
the contrary must be the usual COI\sequence to be looked for, 
owing to change of residence, the cart's of a family, her husband's 
circumstances, or some other· contingency attendant on the step 
she has taken. Two considerations appear naturally to suggest 
themselves-lst, that a greater supply, in proportion, of female 
teachers is required to meet the demand, since a shorter average 
of years must be calculated on as the durati~n of their service. 
2dly, that a smaller return must be expected for value bestowed
I mean, of course, bestowed on Queen's. scholars; that spent on 
pupil-teachers does receive a return in the ,,:"ork performed by 
them in .. If'mentary schools during their apprenticeship. But 
Queen's scholars make no such return. The teaching given by 
them in normal schools is not only very little in. amount, but, such 
as it is, ia given for their own benefit, not that of the schoot,· 
In fact, the school itself exists for their benefit (in common with 
the other students), and to give them the opportunity of practising. 
Under these circumstances, I own it does appear to me that two 
years' maintenance as Queen's scholars (from 34/. to 40/.) .is a 
large amount to risk. ] am inelined to think that, ill the case of 
female stud .. nts, Queen's scholarships mfght, 110t improperly, be 
limited to one year. I think that pupil-teac~ers who have been 
~elltaught and trained ought to find this period sufficient for aU 
useful purposes, and that if a longer time is wished for, it sho}Ild 
be at their own expense. If this alteration were made, it would 
involve a c,orresponding alteration in the rule which prevf'nt~ 
students of one year's standing, however well qualified, frorn 
taking as high a certificate as those of the second year. 

17. (c) 1 consider a combination of stipends and fees to be the 
bt'llt arrangt'ment for the payment of teachers. They are more 
lilu·ly to exert themselves if their remuneration depends, in some 
mea.surt', on the number of their scholars, and they are ,more dis'-, 

I posed to attend to the rules of the school, and the directions of 
\ their lIuperiora, if they are paid, in part, by a stipend from them~ 

\ 
In fl'male schools under private management in this country, a 
very common arrangement is, that the mistress receivf'sthe fees 

1, and a salary of· 101. or 121., besides a free house and garden; 
'The Government allowances, when, the teacher is certificated, are 
additional. l'erhaps in England, where the expenses of living 
.. re higher, and habits less frugal, this might 'not be deemed 
*ufficient. . 

18. Fully to do justice to the concluding question would open 
a wider' field than I can enter upori: While, in one sense, it is 

: impossible to o\'er·estimate the benefits of education, iIi another~ 

\ 

it is quite possible not only to ·mistake the' means for the end, but 
also, one kind br means, for ~notller, viz. :!-,>. attl-ibuteto purely 
external and maternal machlDery that whIch belonD's' alone or 
cbieOy, to the inward vivifying power. . 1:1 ..~. 

. . 
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But. without ascribing. to man's unaided instrumentality that 
which requires a higher. influence and a mightiet· arm, I thi~k it 
may be admitted that, by education, the faculties of the mind are 
brought into a favourable condition to receive that.influence, and 
that when it' does act upon the soul, a superior class of beings; 
better filted to wield their, new-horn energieS for good, may be 
expected, than among :thosewho have grown up little cared for 
and untaught; _ . , 

(a) As to the intellectual effects ·ofeducation on thelowet 
classes, to judge fairly wettnust look for, them among II population 
who, for two or three generations at least, have· heen ,in the enjoy~ 
ment of its advantages. However well the children of one gpne;. 
ration may be educated, if it is greatly in advance of the instruc.
tion their parents have received,.there is so much of a disadvan!. 
tageous nature in this difference to conterrd with, that they, iIi 
point of faet, labour under far greater difficulties than are at first 
si~ht apparent, and, consequently, cannot be expected to reap the 
fuU benefit which ought to result from this education. Toillus.; 
trate my meaning, I may mention that an English friend of mine, 
on visiting a country school for young children in a part ~f 
Scotland where she happened to be staying, was surprised at the 
words made use of by the children iii answel"ing questions on the 
meaning of what, they were reading. They ,were not fine words, 
but they were such as ed,ncated people are in the habit of using; 
or rather such as must be used by people who talk in telligently 
on subjects of general information. It was evident the children 
understood them, because they employed them of their, own 
choice, and correctly, in giving explanations asked for ·at ,the 
moment, without previous· notice or preparation. The visitor 
allud,ed to this afterwards, remarking that in the schools to which 
she had been accustomed, these words would have been so un
familiar to the children tllat, instead of helping them to explain, 
~hey would have required themselves tll be explained. The. reply 
of the person' to whom, .this observation was addressed was, that 
these children had been in' the habit of hearing such words in the 
conversation of their parents and friends in their own homes, and 
therefore they were well acquainted ,with them, as also with the 
ideas they conveyed. It is evident that such children come ~o 
school far better able to profit by the instruction they receive 
'there than those whose parents (though it may be without fault of 
their own) are altogether ignorant and illiterate. It is almost like 
the difference bet~een being taught in our own familiar mother 
tongue, and having to master a foreign language contempora
neously with and'in addition to the knowledge imparted in that 
language. 

Where a population has been receiving education under the 
favourable circumstances to which I have adverted, I shquld 
expect to find a shrewd intelligent set of people, with their ey:s 

, open to all that is going Oli around, whether in .the cit'cle of'tlle.lr 
own pursuits and local interests, or th"oughout the' country,. or In 
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tbe world at lar~e. They will take an interest in all passing 
events. and be able to form an independent judgment, and pro
bably a very correct opinion respecting them.' There will often 
be much of pithy raciness in their remarks, and of dry humour in 
their jokes. In proportion as their talk among themselves is 
intelligent and sensible) there will be an absence of what' may 
properly be termed vulgarity, even when, in outward bearin~ and 
manner, there is a good deal of rough uncouthness. They WIll be 

. prepared to take advantage of any opportunity of advancement in 
their respective employments that. may fall in their way, and will 
~rtainly be far more likely than those brought up under darker 
influences, both to advance their own interests, and to make them
aelves USE'ful to society by the knowledge which they always have 
tn. storf; ready to bring to bear 'on every matter in hand, as 
occasion offers. Of cours~ all this implies the proviso "other 
things being equaL" Men of genius like George Stephenson are 
exceptions to every rule; they will burst all barriers, and soar 
above their fellows, Ilowever relativeiy circumstanced at the outset 
of their career. 

I think that the rural population of Scotland, who have for 
gE'nerations enjoyed the advantages of such education as is given 
in thpir parochial school!, do answer very fairly to the description 
I have given. I could point out many instances niore or less 
'Verifying it among the agricultural labourers in this neighbourhood, 

, althougb I do not consider our people particularly good specimens, ' 
or at all an agreeable or attractive set as compared with some who 
may be found in other parts of the country. The mining portion 
of our neighbour~ are a more unsatisfactory class. In some parts 
of the country, as, for instance, the lead mines of Lanarkshire, 
the miners area superior and well educated set of men; buthereit 
is not so; they are more properly colliers, who are always I believe; 
the lowest description of miners; they are often unsettled and 
migtatory in their habits and unsteady in their conduct. Thej 
take their houses not for any lengthened period, but with their 
work by the fortnight. Thus constantly on the movE', or liable to .. 
be 80, they have few induc~ments to multiply home comforts, are 
Jess likely to come under stated ministerial influence, and in past 
times have been little inclined to avail themselves of the means of 
education within their reach. Now indeed the children are 
recei\'ing a good education; but as their fa.thers and mothers are 
so much below -par in this respect, they are, for tbe reasons I have . 
stilted, less favourably circumstanced for profiting by it, and 
another generation must arise before the full benefit of this change 
can be expected to appear.· .. 

I am sorry to say that good manners have hitherto unfortunately 
not been counted as forming a necessary part of school traininO' 
in this neighbourhood. T-here is consequE'ntly an awkward 
rudeness of d~pol't~ent about our people of both classes, which 
does not tell lli thelf favour .. especially in the eyes of strangers. 
Those who know them well can better make allowances for what, , 
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it is to be hoped, proceeds from ignorance, rather than intention. 
I f'ear that the new· race of' teachers issuing from the normal 
schools are not likely to turn out an improvement on their prede
cessors in this respect. They do not seem to have a notion that it 

" is ,a part of their d~ty to train, their pupils in the practice of the 
common courtesies of life. Some of' the preceptors in the normal 
colleges are, I have heen informed, themselves rathE'r dE'ficient in 

, these qualifications, and therefore the less likely to instil thE'm 
into their students. I speak of' Scotland only; our southern· 
nl'ighboQrs I am well awar" excel 'us in that gentle breedin<J'. and 
those amenities of manner which, at so cheap a cost, throw aOlight 
and grace about the rude realities- of a workday world. It is a 
mistake to suppose that these are the peculiar privileges' of rank 
and station; th(',y befit the peasant as well as the peer, and ought 
to be as much at home in the cottage .as in the haU. 

In alluding to the parochial schools of Scotland, and the in
lluE'nce of the education the."e recE'ived on the character of our 
pt'ople, I have spoken of the intellectual effects only, and it is 
thererore unnecessary to enter at large on the union of religious 
and secular inst~'uction, which has always formed a part of that, 
system. I may just observe.in passing, however, that I am per~ 
suaded eVE'n that kind of influence could not have been attained,: 
as it 113S, without this uuion. The rl'ligious instruction given may 
often have been cold and formal, the lessons above the compre
hension of the children at the time, and little' attempt made to 
bring them down to their capacity, still thE'ir authority was 
rt'cognized as paramount-they formed essentially a part and 
parcel of the moulding of the mind, and they fastened th~mselves 
in the memory, to come forth with power in after' . years, speaking 
in a voice that cannot be misunderstood, and asserting a claim 
that will not be gainsaid. 

(b.) The effects of education on the inoral character, and on 
social conduct, I leave to abler hands. I will only say that, 

-bt>lieving fully, as I do, that to turn the heart of man is the pro
,vince and prerogative of a Power that "bloweth wherE' it listeth." 
I beliE've also that that Divine Spirit commonly works by means. 
and through human instrumt'ntality. and that one of those means ' 
He has, by the inspired lips of the wisest of our racE', declared to 
bt'--" Train up a child in the way he should go" and when he is 
old he will not depart.from iL" 

I cannot better sum up my opinion of the effects and value or 
education than in the words of the same sacred writer, himself 
the best entitled of the sons of men to strike the balance on such 
a question; and though aware that the "wisdom" and .. under
standing" of which he speaks, are, in their full meaning, such as 
it belongs to no council of earthly monarch to deal with or dispense" 
I. yE't am convinced that, in each lower sense in which_ we caD 
apply the terms to human lore, provided it be pure and genuine 
of its kind, the description will ever be found correct, and the 
results and reward alike inherent and abiding. 
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"Happy is the mall that findeth wisdom, and the man that 
" getteth understanding." 

" For the merchandise of it is better than the merchandise of 
" silver. and the gain thereof than fine gold." 

" She is more precious than rubies, and all the things tholJ 
" canst desire are not to J>e compared unto her," 

H.H. 
June 9, 1859. 

APPENDIX. 

APPE~DIX I. 

ON INDUSTRIAL TRAINING FOR GIlJ.LS IN VILLAGE SCHOOLS. 

The following Letter, addressed to the Editor of one of the London papers, is 
reprinted, with some additions, for private circulation. 

bmU8TRIAL TRAINING IN VILLAGE SCHOOLS. 

SIR, 
A GOOD deal of attention has of late been directed to the subject of 

Female Industrial Schools, and various articles have appeared in the publie 
journals and elsewhere, advocating their extension, and giving details as to the 
working 'of some of those already organized. While containing many hints 
applicable to all circumstanees, these plans seem to have been framed chiefly 
with reference to schools in towns, or where there is a committee or large body 
of lubscribers interested in their support, and are, consequently, on a scale both 
as to primary fittings and permanent expenditure, beyond the reach of most 
patrone of quiet village schools.* It remains to be shown how the scheme can 
be modified so as to meet the circumstances of these schools and the means of 
those by whom they are maintained; and it is with this view that the following 
history of what has been effected in one such school has been drawn up. Its 
object will be attained, if anyone else is thereby encouraged to try a similar 
plan, in the same quiet and gradual manner, which has, in this case, proved so 
luccessful. . 

The school in question, it should be premised, is one receiving Government 
aid. We have a certificated mistress and two articled pupil-teachers. A.third 
hae been recently added as a volunteer, i.e., doing the work and sharing the 
instruction of the others, but without receiving Government pay. 

The first step taken was the introduction of washing and ironing. A kind of 
cellar nnder the school was fitted up as a wash-house, with a. boiler, tubs, and 
an ir.)ning-board. A cistern was added to receive the rain-water from the roof.t 

• See, for instance, an excellent letter to the editor of the " Times," by Rev. J . 
.Armitstead, of Sandbach, Cheshire, now reprinted as a tract. When it is stated that 
his wash·honse is fitted np with twelve washing-boxes, three boilers, a tank, and a 
well; that his laundry (a separate apartment) is furnished with a drying-closet heated 
by hot-water pipes. a ~le, &c_; and that his kitehen fire is a gas stove fitted to 
cook a dinner for twenty people, it will be sufficiently apparent that his establishment 
is on a scale nnattainable in the generality of country schools. He states the cost of 
meat, &c., for the cnlinary department during the year at 451. 118., the Communton 
alma being judiciously expended in providing, through this instrumentality, for the 
wants of the sick and needy poor. Those who have similar means at command will 
find Mr. Armitstead's tract a valuable guide. . 

t A water-barrel placed outside will answer the same »urpose at less expense. 
Even this will not be needed where there is a running brook, or other supply of soft 
water. 
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'The two pupil-teachers then received a few lessons from the laundrymaid in a 
private family, and were thus qualified to superintend and teach the other girls. 
Four hours every alternate week were allotted to this work, ,·iz., two on the 
Tuesday afternoon to washing, and two on the Thursday to ironing, the clothes 
being on the intermediate day, in summer, bleached and dried in a small dryinu 
ground attached to the premises, and in winter hung to dry on a screen hefo;;; 
the stove which heats the school, that being in the wash-house. The work 
don,e in the school was the material first available for practising upon-it was 
now always washed and ironed before it was sent home. The round towels and 
dus~~ "used in the school. and the mistress' table-cloths, were also put in 
reqUISltion. . 

When this plan had been tried for about three years, and had been found to 
answer well. and to be popular with both parents and children, it was resolved 
to extend it further. It so happened that a former mistress, now married and 
living under the same roof as the school, was well fitted for the charge of this 
department, and able practically to teach all the different parts of household 
work. She was therefore constituted Industrial Teacher; and a cow-house, 
and small closet to serve as a dairy, were added to the premises. 

The system which is now in operation is as follows i-There is no compulsion 
exercised, and no additional charge made; but all the girls in the two npper 
classes have the oll'er of going through a course of industrial training, the only 
condition insisted on being, that if they learn any portion, they must learn the 
whole. The consequence of its being ~hus left to their own option is, that they 
all do choose to learn, and that if there is ever any demur about scrubbing the 
school-room floor (the only job which is at all unpopular), their free choice can 
be brought to remembrance. The volunteers for industrial work are taken into 
training in rotation, six at a time. Of these, two are employed in the laundry 
and house work; two in cooking and baking; and two in the dairy. The 
school meets for general purposes at ten o'clock; but these six come at eight 
o'clock in summer and nine in winter. The two housemaids then "clean out 
and put in order pne room in the house. s\tting-room and bedroom alternately; 
the two cooks do what is required to prepare for the teacher's dinner; and the 
two dairymaida milk the cow, clean the dairy utensils, and also feed the chickens 
belonging to the teacher. Butter is, churned once a week, i.e., on Wednesday 
morning, and curd is made three times a week in summer, the cheese being put 
in the mould when enongh is collected. Two afternoons in the week, Tuesday 
and Thursday, are appropriated to washing and ironing as formerly, only that 
it is now every week; and that, in addition to the work done in school, the girls 
are able to wash and get up the teacher's clothes and her husband's shirts. On 
1Vednesday afternoon bread is made, or rather the sponge is set, the bread being 
baked in the oven the following moming. All the culinary operations take 
p'lace in the teacher's kitchen, where the oven is. The girls are, howe,·er, taught 
&\so to bake bread in an· earthenware pan, tumed over on the hearth, a method 
which will be always practicable in their cottage homes. They make the yesst 
for their bread, and learn to brew small beer and spruce beer.- The difficulty 
of finding materials to work upon, which often prevents this branch of house
hold work from being introduced into school training is thus obviated, by the 
girls assisting the teacher to prepare her own and her husband's food. They 
are also employed in making gruel, arrowroot, and other messes for the sick. 
when there are poor invalids requiring such assistance. Soup for the same 
purpose is also occasionally made by them. An account book, detailing what 
is thus given out, is kept by one of the pupil-teachers. One of -these. in turn. 
is always in attendance in the kitchen or laundry. on industrial afternoons, to 
assist the teacher in superintending what is going on. The girls take it in tum 
to sweep out the school daily, and the whole six are employed together, in 
giving it a thorough cleaning and scouring at the end of the week. 

Another newly introduced practice may be mentioned, as connected with the 

'" Although this part of the scheme has only been in operation about a year, its 
results are already becoming apparent in the neighbourhood. Baking house~?ld 
bread has been introduced into several cottages. Two or three mothers of 1iunilies 
have requested, as a fuvour, printe instruction in this art from the industrial teacher j 
and many applications have been made for-directions how to mnke spruce beer from 
the young branches of the spruce fir. " 
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lame object, viz., that of futroducing habitl of domestic neatness ~d order. 
The children who come from a distance bring their dinner, and were formerly 
in thlf habit of ewallowing it, anyhow, in the playground. A long deal table 
bee been placed in the waah-house, which is covered with a white cloth, and , 
lupplied with baaens, plates, knives, forks, and spoons. At this the children' 
are placed in order, their own food being tidily arranged in the baaens or plates." 
There are generally two parties, the younger set dining first. One of the pupil
teachers presides at each dinner; and glace is regularly said or sung. The girls 
of the elder party take it in turn to set the table in order, and waah up the' 
plates, clean the knives, &c. A small sink, for washing plates, haa been added' 
to the furnishings of the apartment, together with a plate-rack, and shelves for
the baaona and other utensils.· 

Such is a brief outline of the plan, which has been found to work well, and 
to approve itlelf to both parents and children. The daily is regarded with
especial favour, and there are always more candidates for admission into this 
department than can be received, in accordance with the system of rotation' 
that haa been adopted. Two girls go oft' duty every mOnth, and two fresh otleil" 
are admitted to the house and laundry, the other four paasing from laundry to' 
kitchen, and from kitchen to dairf. Each girl is thus three months under in
Itruction, one month in each department, and twenty-fom' girls should, on this 
calculation, go through the whole course completely during the year. Owing 
to changes and unavoidable absences, however, a large number do, in· fact, go.
through ~he training more or le~8 thoroughly during this period. When ,the' 
whole list of industrial volunteers have had their turn, those at the top begin. 

ag~~ng to our having so suitable a person close at hand, the industrial de--' 
~e~t waa p~d un~er a .separate teacher, and. no doubt one .well qualified 
for gIVlDg such mstruction might often be found m a countrY village; an old" 
servant, for instance, who haa settled down in a home of her "own. . There 
would be no difficulty, however, in placing the whole under the direction of the" 
schoolmistress, provided that one of the pupil.teachers were old enough to take: 
her place in the school-room occasionally, and at other times to superintend, 
alone, the domestic occupations; and provided also, that the mistress 'were
herself an adept in practical household work, and 1w.d the success of the scheme 
thoroughly at heart. Here, probably, the chief obstacle is to ,be apprehended. 
Much aa there is to commend in the institutions for training teachers, and, 
greatly as the country is indebted to them for having raised the standard of edu
cation, and for furnishing a constant supply of qualified agentl, it is impossible, 
to ignore the fact that, owing to the propensity in human nature to run into 
extremes, there is no~ a danger of their over-shooting the mark. The spirit, 
gaining ground in some of these institutions, at least, is 'too likely to make 
these Toung women forget the station to which they belong themselves, and 
in which their scholars are to be brought up. They are very apt to despise 01'", 

under-value all homely occupations, and when the time allotted to their' 
intellectual studies is over, to devote their whole leisure to useless accom-. 
plishments, ~uch as pianoforte pl~ying, French, and fancy-work. Even plain 
needlework 18 not attended to as It ought to ~ These remarks may appear 
inconsistent, seeing that the individual whose services have been' found 110 
efficient in the school above described is a retired mistress'; but she had the 
advantage of a very good and thorough training in household work at home, 
and when she went through her course of school trainin'g, the tendency alluded 
to was not 80 strongly developed as it now is. If industrial schools should 
become more general, and the ability to conduct them be made an essenti&l in 
engaging a schoolmistress. this tendency may, perhaps. be counteracted.t 

• A small round tub will do U; place of a sink. The plan . detailed above was sog-' 
gested by an interestiog letter on Girls' Schools, by Mrs. Austin, which appeared' 
first in the « Atherueum,- and is now published aa a pamphlet by Chapman lind Hall. 
Ita merita will be appreciated by those who have witnessed the awkwardness of young 
girls on first entering a gentleman's hoose. They have often to be taught how to i 
hold and use a knife and fork, and to sit properly at table. . 

t Much might be added on this head, were this the proper place. One remark may' 
be permitted. The granta so liberally made by the Privy CounCil Committee to the' 
.mOUl normal schools are given expressly to raise up a set of teachers for the 
lower classes. and thus to facilitate the' multiplication of schools for those classes' 

Q2 
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\And now &8 to tM 1in~ncia.1 part of the question. There will be·: 
. 1st. The fitting up of the premises and purchase of utensils. 

2dly. The annual expense c:>f carrying out the scheme. 
The. last head . may be taken first,. and it will not be found very alarming. 

The trifling cost of' keeping up the stock of necessary utensils need hardly. 
enter into account,'since the most perishable articles, brooms, brushes, &c., must 
be provided, in some way, for every school. The remuneration of the industrial 
.teacher consists, in our case, of the capitation money allowed by Govemment 
for industrial scholars (5e. per head, per annum, for all under training,) and 
of half the milk of the cow, the value of which, to her, may be reckoned at 
about 7Z. per annum. The' other half is reserved by agreement; 1st, for rearing 
the calf until weaned; 2ndly, for the use of the industrial department (i.e. for 
thll children to 'practise upon,. for the invalid cookery, and some is occasionally 
given to the children themselves). The keep of a cow may be reckoned, on an 
average" at 101. per annum; 'but from this must be deducted ·the value of the 
calf when weaned, and of the manure (i.e., about 31. lOs.,) leaving 6l. lOs. as the 
cost of this part of ·the Bcheme." 'Where there is a co=on on which the 
cow can graze in s=er, it will of course, be less. The dairy part of the esta
blishment seems to be so highly appreciated, that, wherever practicallle, it 
will be'well worth ·a trial. In many cases, however, it will be impossible to 
attempt it; and then, the time and trouble being less, the capitation money, 
alone, will be sufficient remuneratjpn for the teacher. When the schoolmistress 
superintends the industrial department, it may be made part of her regular 
duty when she is engaged, upon the usual terms as- to salary. Only half the 
amount of capitation money (viz. 2s. 6d. per head) is allowed by Government. 
when there is not a separate teacher; but in both cases the disposal of it is left 
to the managers; so' that, if not required for the teacher's. salary, it may be 
appropriated to the current expenses of the school; 

The cost of 'setting the ,scheme afloat is a heavier matter; but then it is· 
an outlay incurred once for all. An estimate of the various fittings is sub
joined, from which it may be seen that 101. ought to cover all that is absolutely 
necessary for thll laundry work, house work, and dinner-table. Cooking 
utensils are not required, as the girls -work in the teacher's kitchen, and use 
hers.. About 31. will provide the dairy, utensils, to which must be added the 
value of the cow, varying from 101. to 161. A cistern or water barrel, if re
quired,·will be an extra charge.. No estimate is given of building expenses, 

throughout the country. This is also the object of those whose contributions are 
collected by the committees which manage these institutions. The young women 
who receive a training there are consequently educated, for one or two years, specially 
for this object, at the public expense. Even when. they pay for their board this is the 
case as respects the teaching. Much more so when they obtain Queen's scholarships, 
and ,-are maintained, as well as taught, free of all cost to themselves. Now. that 
Queen's scholarships are thrown open to others beside pupil-teachers, some vigilance 
on the part of the authorities will be needful, to insure that none obtain this great 
boon, ·but those who do mean to be bonli fide schoolmistresses. It would clearly be 
an abuse of the public generosity, and a fraud upon the public purse, were persons 
to avail themselves of this means of obtaining a sound English education, expend 
their own money, thus saved, in private lessons in French, the piano, &0., and then 
make a country school secondary to obtaining pupils in these so-called accomplish
ments; or, instead of becoming schoolmistresses at an. seek situations as nursery 
governesses. 

In. one well-known training institution, there has al'fays been a separate depart
ment, professedly for nursery governesses, from whom a higher rate of payment is 
demanded. To such an arrangement these strictures, of c·ourse, do not apply . 

.. The value of the milk used in the invalid cookery might also be deducted, since 
this, strictly speaking, comes under a: different head of charitable expenditure; but 
as this forms, in more ways thJm one, a very desirable element in the training of the 
children, it is best to leave it as it is. Small supplies of rice, arrowroot, oatmeal. 
&c., for the same purpose, must from time to time be placed in charge. of the teacher, 
and about sixpence worth of meat once a week, with spare vegetables from the garden • 

. will make several portions of good soup. The young cooks on the day it is made, 
should have some for their dinner as an encouragement. An extension of the plan 
would be to provide' a dinner at cost price, for thO$e c!hildren who come from a 
distance, and whose. parents are willing to avail themselves of this opportunity of 
obtaining good and wholesome food for them. No doubt many would gladly do ·so. 
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.. they will depend I!O much on the present atate of the p!emi8es, and the kind 
of Btructure erected. ·A room. with brick floor, about 12 feet square, will. 
answer all the purposes of wash-house. laundry, and. dining rOOQl; . and if 
dairy-work ia introduced, there must be a shed for the cow, and ~ place for 
keeping the milk. In OUl' case a lumber-room or cellar, under the schoo~ was . 
turned into wash-house, &c., and the dairy was formed by closing in one end. 
of. verandah on the gable of the school-house, so as to form a. closet 5 feet 
Iquare. The open part of the verandah is a suitable place for performing 
many of the dairy operatWll8. The more simply and inexperutively everything' 
is done the better, .. the girls will thull best be trained to make available. the 
resources of their· own homes, or of the small households in which they will 
probably firat be employed .. servantll; and it may be well to proceed gradually. 
&I we have done, for then, as experience grows, facilities will increase, and 
improvements suggest themselves. . ., 

Jam, &c. 

ESTIKATB 0. NECESSARY ITEMS. 

Boiler, with fittings, fiue, and building in 
Two washing-tubs and stools -
Small ditto for dishes . --
Dining table, 9 feet by 21, and benches -
Small ditto at tubs -- -
Shelves and plate·rack - - - "-
Four smoothing-irons, clothes-horse, and basket 
Italian-iron and board for ironing shirts 
Two scrubbing-pails - -
Brooms, brushes, dust-pan, fiannel, &c. 
One tin water-jug or can, and six mugs 
Two dozen plates and basins' - - - -
One and &; half dozen knives and forks, two dozen hom spoons 
Two table cloths (coarse disper), two round towels, six dusters 

(for both of these, old pack-sheets will do), ironing-blanket 
(old), &c. . 

DAIRY UTENSILS. 

Two. tin milk-pails and six pans (brown earthenware) 
Small tub, butter-spoon, beater, and skimmer _ 
Box-churn 
Cheese-press and 'mould 

EXTRA ITEMS. 

X.Y.Z. 

£ 8. rl. 
- 2 10 0 
- 1 0 0 
- 0 4 6, 
- 1 8 0 

o 2. 6. 
- 014 0 
- 010 0, 
,. 0 3 0' 
- .0 5,0 
- 010 0 
- 0 2 .. 6 
- 0 7 O' 

0136 

- 1 0 0 

£910.0 

.. 0 8 6 
- 0 6 6 
- 1 0 0 
- I 5 () 

£3 0 ;0 

Cistern to hold 220 gallons, lined with zinc and pip~ about. - 4 0 .0 
Water-barrel and fittings (an oil or turpentine cask from a drysalter 

holding 190 galloll8) _ 1 10 0 
Two fixed tubs, with lid to serve as ironing-board, and waste pipe - 1 f3 0 
Small sink and waste pipe - - - - - - 0 15 0 

LIST 0. BOOKS .,ORMING PART OP THE SCHOOL LIBRARY, AND' 
KADE USB 0. IN INDUSTRIAL. DEPARTMENT. 

Tel{etJ?1eier" :Manual o~ Domestic Economy.-Home and Colonial ·School 
. SOClet,y. , 

Instructions on Household Matters. By a Lady.--Parker. 
Lessons on Housewifery. By John Childs.-Groombridge. 
Cottage Cookery.-Wertheim. . . 
Plain Cookery • .;..c}uistian Knowledge Society. 
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Soyer's Cookeri'for the People.-Routledge. ) 
Young Cook's A8sistant.~ohnstone & Hunter. 
Young Servant.-Religious Tract Society. '. 
'Working-Man's Wife.-Religiolls Tract Society. 
A Word to Parents. By Esther Copley. Groombridge. 
Manual of School Ga.rdening.-NationaJ. Society. 
Sunbeams in the Cottage. By Miss Brewster . ..:...constable. 
Hosue):lold Economy. By do. do • 

.A.prilI859.~The plan suggested at page 244 (foot-note) was 
brought into operation some months ago, and arrangements made 
for providing a warm dinner for those childteh who co~e from a 
'distance, and who choose to avail themselves of the opportunity; 
Tbere was no difficulty in introducing the plan, as it was found 
to be the custom among them, instead of bringing actual food for 
their dinners, to receive a penny from their parents, which they ex'" 
pended in dry bread or biscuit at the village shop. It was arranged 
that they ~should',pay a"halfpe"Imy each for a warm dinner, consisting 
gen~ral1y.of broth or soup, but sometimes of pudding of different 
kinds, rice and ·tlpples. &c. A list is added of the various dishes 
they have' thus learned to make- and eat. For another halrpenny 
they are supplie'~, if they like, with-apiece of home-baked bread. 
One of the pupil-teachers acts as treasurer and storekeeper, 
entering in all account- book,· regularly, aU the money received 
and paid. The children, on" arriving at school in the morning, 
giv~ in th,eir nam,es if they wish for dinner that day, and pay their 
money. no credit being 1l,.1lowed. The proper quantity,is then 
prepared. 

The plan has been fouQd to work weIl, and to be "ery' popular 
among tne children. From 20 to 30 names have been generally 
on the roll for dinner. The funds received have proved amply 
suffiCient for the purpose, indeed there has be.en a small surplus, 
sufficient to admit of an extra good dinner at Christmas, and' on 
thp occasion of the Government Inspector's visit. The dinner is 
.cooked bl' the girls who are passing through the kitchen depart
ment of the indllstrial..school. As more time is thus take~ up in 
this department than formerly, the girls are more frequently 
changed, and a larger Dumber have thus the opportunity of going 
through the training. Vegetables' have been supplied from the 
garden free of chargE', but not potatoes and' apples, which are 
paid for. Milk is given free of charge, in consequence of the 
dairy forming part of the industrial establishment.' In many 
country places these or similar helps can easily be'given. Without 
them, it will probably be found necessary to· charge a little more 
to make, the scheme self-supporting. It will .be well. to Illake 
a change of diet at different spasons, giving more of soup in 
winter, and of preparations of milk in summer, and an occasional 
interruption for a few wepks may make the. privilege all the 
more prized . 
. ' One good result of the plan must not be omitted, viz., the 
opp~rtl1nity it affords for the exercise of kindly feelings. The 



children of len share their broth with companions who are, unable 
to pay for it. They' haveoccasioilall; bf'stowed some ona poor 
beggar at the gatf'. They fee,l that it' is their ow~ to give, and it 
is a pleasure to them to have and use this privilege. 

, LIST 01' DISHEil COOKED FOB THE SC~OOL DIN,NERS, ONE AT. 

A. TIME. 

SovPs.-Ox-tail-sheep·s bead and trotters-meat, various
fish-potatoes~peas-hodge-podge-rbarley broth.. ' ., , 
. Stewed beef-beef and greens-beef steak pie-Scotchhaggis~ 

DUMPLINGS, - Plain suet - apple and vegetable marrow
£urrant8 and raisius-plain rice-rice and milk~stewedapples 
and bread crumbs. ' . 
, VEGETABLES used in the soups.-Cabbage-greens-cottagers' 
kale-Brussels sprouts-turnip sprouts-parsley-celery-Ieeks.....; 
onions-kohl-rabbi-turnips-carrots-parsnips-PQtatoes. 
. Some of these vegetables were quite new to .the-children, 

. 
APPENDIX, II. 

TH& PRIVY COUNCIL GRANTS. 

To the Editor of the Daily E:cpress. 
&~ . . 

IN the present crisis of political affairs, when we are likely soon again to, 
have brought into the arena of parliamentary debate another' education bill; '1 
beg, through your colU1nns, to bring before :four readers a few statements 
'regarding the system of Privy Council grants." It may not be known to ~ny, 
-and I believe the most may have overlooked or but very little th!lught of the 
,vast lums 80 lavishly wasted and inefficiently applied in carrying on that 
u~iversally reprobated project of salarying pupil-teachers. Will it be believed 
that 40,000/. are expended yearly upon the pupil-teachers'{ Yet such is the 
ease. In. parish of from 1,000 to 1,200 of a population, w~ch we can point to, 
there have been regularly two pupil-teachers in a school for the last ten- years, 
educated at the average rate of ,391. a year, including 91. to the teacher of the 
school. Now, I have no hesitation in affirming that for this yearly sum forty 
children in that parish might have been instructed every year in all the branches 
which have been taught to these pupil-teachers, the branches being only the 
common English branches, with one or two trifling exceptions, chiefly at the 
end of the apprenticeship; and these, be it observed, too, gone into only to a very 
limited extent, without Latin, Greek, or French, or any modem language. Now 
this is only an example of hundreds similar. What rllI1ders, the system\ still 
'more objectionable further is, that it is found in a great number of cases· that 
'these pupil-teachera are the sons and daughters of parents who are in circum
lltances to give them the same 'or a better education than that required by the 
Government. Even Sir J. K. Shuttleworth, the author of the system, lately 

'declared that it was not intended for Scotland, and that it was quite unnecess~ 
and improper then:.. With luch testimony, and the t:vidences of its intolerable 

'absurdity, it is matter of.wonder that such a state of things should have been 
allowed to exist so long; and surely, it is high time that the modes of bestowing 
~these grants was thoroughly, and in all its enormity, fully exposed, and that". 
'system involving such a shameful waste of public money, introduced through 
the hole-and-corner innovation of the Privy. Council, was for ever abolished. 

I am, &c. 
,March 9,1859. SCRUTATOR. 
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.Answer, to >Qtiutio1U. 

PRIVY COlJNCIL_,GRANTS., ' 

To the Editor of the Daily ;E:Cpress. 

WILL you have the kindness to give insertion in your columns to a few 
remarks in reply to "Scrutator's" communication on the system of Privy 
Council grants, which appeared in y011l' paper of the lith instant? He speaks 
of the" universally reprobated project of salarying pupil-teachers!' Of C01ll'Se 
..he would -not use such strong language without strong ground to go upon; 
therefore I conclude this reprobation is universal in the circle of his acquain
tance. I can only say that I have never come iwross any such feeling; on the 
cOntrary, all with whom I am acquainted, who have any practical knowledge of 
the working of that' system, consider it as one of, the greatest boons ever 
bestowed, one of the happiest -expedients ever devised. to stimulate the progress 
of education throughout -the country. I have in my eye now two schools in 
particn1ar--one of boys, the other of girls. I remember what they were before 
the pupil-tescher system was introduced, and I know what they are now, and 
can truly say that the transformation is marvellous. Were the grant withdrawn, 
I am well assured that they would speedily sink back into their former inferiOl.· 
position. Like 'y'tlur, correspondent, I may MY, ",these are only examples of 
" hundreds similar." From the way in which his letter is worded, those who 
are not acquainted with the details of the system Inight imagine that the money 
is given simply to provide education for those pupil-teschers. It is not so. The 
object of the grant is twofold-1st, to pay them for their services now as assis.
tant teachers; 2d, to train them to become efficient head-teachers hereafter. 

First, take a case such as that of the school which "Scrutator" refers to, 
where there are "two pupil~teschers educated at the average rate of 39Z. 
or a year, including 9l. to the teacher of the school." By the Privy Council 
regulations, in order to obtain an allowance for two, pupil-teachers, there 
must be an average daily attendance throughout the year of eighty 
children-that is to say, that as the attendance at so'me periods of the year 
will probably, fall to sixty or lower, it must at other times rise to 100 01' 
higher. This is a specimen, at least, of the variation; it will differ considerably 
according to the circumstances of the locality, but the register must show 
an average of eighty before the grant can be obtained. _ Now, I think that all 
'Who know anything about the matter will agree, that, consisting as the 
school probably does of at least six or eight classes, comprising children of 
all ages, and at all stages of progress, this is a number which no tescher, 
single-handed, could manage properly-assistance of some kind he must ha~ 
and this assistance the pupil-teachers supply. During the whole of the regular 
school hours they are engaged in this way, their o~ studies being carried on 
at extra hours, for which extra time and instruction the teacher is remunerated 
by the allowance of 91. referred to above. Your correspondent says, .. For this 
',r yearly sl1m (391.) forty children Inight have been instructed every year." 
I agree with him, they miglit-and I further add, they art!. Deduct forty from 
the number I have stated as attending that school, and you have a number 
which a single teacher Inight, unaided, do justice to. The additional forty he 
is able to overtake by the help of his two assistants, the pupil-teachers. I 
may add that the whole of the children receive a superior education in con
sequence of this arrangement; because the help of these assistants,.and the 
addition to his salary which he receives for instructing them, are inducements 
which secure the services of a teacher of higher calibre than could otherwise 
be obtained. Such, at least, is the case in all' the schools which have come 
under my observation. I think, therefore, that the money would be well spent 
if nothing more were gained than the services of the pupil-teachers during the 
period of their apprenticeship. 

But there is, secondly, a further end in view. and that is, to prepare them 
or the charge of schools hereafter. I do not, know whether any record is 
k~pt of the number of pupil-teachers who pursue the professi?n, as co~p~d 
WIth those who leave it for other employment at the end of thell" apprenticeship, 
My belief is that the latter class bear a very small proportion to the former. I 
havEI never myself met with & single instance. All whom I have known have, 
at the expiration of their five years' service, either gone to a normal school in 
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order to perf'ect their training, or at once entered on the active duties of their 
ealling. In the former CMe they have,' on the completion of this further coune 
of preparation, become very first-rate teachers. In the latter, though their 
attainments are less advanced, they have proved very valuable and· efficient, 
IlIIpecially well adapted for the charge of what are termed side schools, or of 
those under private patronage, where the numbers are small. They are un
doubtedly a far superior class of teachers to those who were formerly av~ble 
for luch purposes. It stands to reason that young persons who are tramed' 
and practised for five yearl in . teaching 'must be better fitted for their business 
than those who, however well educated themselves, enter on the charge of a. 
IChool without any experience in the art of imparting knowledge to others, 
I have known more than one instance of a school having suffered materially 
for two or three years, while the teacher who' had come with the' highest 

- recommendations as a student, was finding out how to give out the stores of 
knowledge that had been taken in, as well as how to deal with character· and 
manage human beingll-practising and experimentalising upon the scholars; 
in fact, going through that apprenticeship alone which the pupil-teachers go 
through under the eye, and subject to the control of an experienced superior. . 

40,0001. may sound a large sum, as compared with the expenditure of an 
Individual; it is a mere drop in that of a nation. And when we consider 
that thil Bum paye for the services of 2,000 assistant teachers throughout the 
land, and is training 2,000 efficient head-teachers in prospect, I think it may 
be admitted that there are few ~tems in the yearly budget that will show It. 
better return for value received. Let the system have fair play. It has 
hardly had time yet to unfold its results, for it is only within It. recent period, 
comparatively, that the trained :pupil-teachers have entered on their work 
throughout the country, and the schools under their charge are only just 
beginning to give evidence of what may be' expected from masters and 
mistresses thus educated for their office. 

There is yet another object attained by the grant of;pupil-teacherships to a. 
achool which must not pass unnoticed. Like scholarships or bursaries in 
Ichools of higher grade, they are most valuable boons held out as rewards 
to industry and merit. Aptitude and inclination for the scholastic profession 
being required as essentiallqualifications, let these appointments be allotted 
as the highest prizes to the most deserving scholars, and they will act as a 
:powerful incentive to diligence and good- conduct. All human systems are, 
mdeed, liable to abuse, and if there are instances as "Scrutator" asserts, of 
parenti availing themselves of this mode of obtaining education for their 
children who are in circumstances to do better for them, it is an abuse against 
which managers of schools and inspectors ou/tht to guard. But I think these 
instances must be very rare; for as all who receive the emoluments must do 
the work of pupil-teachers. and are bound by regular articles of indenture till 
the age of eighteen at earliest, parents who have higher views for their children 
are not more likely to consent to their becoming pupil-teachers than fathers in' 
the upper elasses are to send their sons to Cambridge as sizars, if they can 
afford to let them go as fellow-commoners. 

I am, &c. 
X. Y.z. 

I have taken Scrutator's figures as· they stand. . They' apply 
to Scotland only, and I believe them to be pretty near the mark, 
since, from the Minntes of Council, it appears, that at the close 
Qf 1857. the number of pupil-teachers in Scotland was 1,853. 



.Answ,erlf tf/Questions. 

Mrs. Harries, Manager of· the Fishguard National; 
Schools. 

1. I have had nine years' experience as the sole manager of 
national schools, containing more. than 200 children. Fishguar<J. 
is situated on the sea-coast, to the porth of Pembroke shire, and its 
population is chiefly employed in maritime affairs; seafaring. men 
and fishermen. They speak the Welsh language colloquially; but 
En~lish has become more prevalent since the .introduction of edu
cation. 
It . 

. 2. When a part of the support of a family can be derived from 
the earnings of any member of it, it seems just and right that such 
should be the case; and in many instances boys go'to sea or assist 
in the fishing during the summer months, returning to school while 
:they are out of employment during the winter. . 

8. In the state of popula:r education in this locality, any matter 
of taste in education would be completely thrown away; sound 
~lementary instruction in speaking, reading, and writing English 
~orrectly, together with a good knowledge of arithmetic,.so as to 
give power and ability to acquire further information in after-life, 
are the really useful parts of education; and music and drawing 
f?r 'boys, or crochet and embroidery for girls, are only so much 
.tIme and labour wasted. 

II. 
6. I think the education offered to the children of both sexes 

'by our national schools quite equal to any need for education in 
their after lives;· that is, qualifies them to make use of such 
{)pportunities of improvement as may fall in their way. The 
deficiency does not exist on the side of the givers of education, but 
on the receiverS of it. 

III. 
7. I can only refer the causes of deficiency of educatio~ to o~e 

head, marked c., ."Want of interest on the part of parents ill theIr 
" children's education." No trouble or expense has been spared 
to make our schools as good as possible; the staff of teachers and 
apparatus might serve for double the number who attend, and who 
are only idling in the streets; but the indolence and indifference 
of the mothers are unconquerable. The fathers are at sea or at 
·their day's work; but nothing will induce the mothers to make the 
:;lightest exertion to send their children regularly to schooL I 
have wasted a great amount of time and labour upon the vain 
endeavour. I do not deny that there are exceptional cases; ther~ 
are some children who love learning; but as a general rule, the 
grand drawback to the education of the rising generation is the 
listlessness, the indifference, or the indolence of the parents. 

VL 
12. (a.) It seems to me tha~ the present system of Gove!Dment 

aid and inspection works very well In our case the dlffe~ent 
religious bodies of the community. accept our secular and religlO~ 
education on the week-days, but gathering the children of theIr 



respective members under their own instruction on Sundays for 
teaching their peculiar doctrines. . '.... 

(e.) The existing Government system stimulates voluritary 
liberality, inasmuch as we should have no sUbscriptions, and, con
sequently no school without it, having no endowment, and very 
little kind feeling towards the poor among our. popUlation. ~s far 
as my limited experience goes, I hear of no conscIentious objection, 
to the Government scheme. 

I do most earnestly wish the maintenance of the existing 
.ystem of Government aid and inspection, which seems to me, as 
far as human institutions can go, to offer the benefit of a. sound 
useful education to all who will accept it. Any rate for school 
purposes would leai to disputes as to the mode of· distribution, 
while now the whole affair turns on the progress of the school" 
and lies betw~en the inspector and the Commi~tee of Council, whQ 
Understand the subject better than a parcel of IgJ;lOrant ratepayers. 

13. I would, if such a thing were possible in our free country~ 
make schoal attendance compulsory, although I cannot point· out 
the means of compulsion, unless by a legislative enactment similar 
to that for vaccination. . Under the present sylltem plans can be 
adapted to circumstances with more ease than if a1J. schoolswer~ 
under State control; for the kind of education which suffices 
and is most useful to our maritime and bi-lingual population would 
be insufficient for cities and manufacturing towns,'where a higher 
grade of education is requisite. In the district iIJ. which I reside 
preference is given to ignorant and inefficient masters, fI1lm a 
feeling that it is'more respectable to go to a private school, as 'the 
wife of the master of a little coasting .vessel said to me, " We dQ 
II not like our childreJ;l to associate so much with th~ poor." _ 

VII. 
15. From my experience I should say the working of the pupil

teacher system is good, and I should be sorry to see much change 
in it. 

16. The trained teachers whom I have known were dissatisfied 
because they were not familiarly admitted into the higher grades 
of society in their respective localities, and for which they thought 
their education qualiied them. . ,. , 

VIIL 
From long experience in Wales and in Wiltshire I should say 

education has '!rought a wonderful chan~e in th~ feelings of the 
people; there' IS far more order and qUIet obedIence to laws and 
rules than there was forty years ago, when radical speeches and 
chartist meetin~s found approval everywhere. That the manual 
exercise in national sCQ,ools is :productive of prompt obedienc'e I 
have no doubt; and this feeling 18 carried into after-life, as a habit 
insensibly acquired in childhood continues part and parcel of, the 
individual. - t 

Castle Hill, Fishguard, 
July 19, 1859. 

L. Me HARRIES, 

Manager of the 
Fisbguard National Schools. 
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, Rev~ . Geo. Hans Hamilton,. M.A., Rural Dean and \ 
'Vlca~ of ,Berwick-upon-Tweed.· 

PRELIMINARY. 

1. I was for two' 'years curate of the populous parish of Sun
derland, and for six years chaplain to the Durham county prisons 
(during which time I was brought into close and personal contact 
with 12,000 prisoners). There were three week-day schools and 
two Sunday schools in these prisons. I have been vicar of Berwick 
for 'upwards ',of five years, and have acted during that time as 
chairman of the Berwick-upon-Tweed Charity Schools, and for 
three years I have been "Correspondent" with the Committee of 
Council on Education. We have built a school for 200 girls at 
a cost, of 1,7001., and 'enlarged our boys' schooL We have now 
upwards of 400 children npon our books. ' I conduct a Sunday 
school in addition to the above, at which about 200 children attend. 
I have been twice elected by the guardians 'chairman of the school 
committee for Berwick nnion, and am now acting as such. I am 
also chaplain· to the Borough gaol; Berwick, a member of the 
cotnmitteeof management of the North-Eastern Reformatory, a 
justice of the peace for the county of Northumberland, and Rural 
Dean for the Deanery of N orham East. . . ' 

c'Localities?"-The counties of Durham and Northumberland, 
and the borough of Berwick-upon-Tweed. 

"Descriptions cf Persons ?"-All the poorer classes, paupers, 
and criminals. (See Evidence given' before Select Committe of 
the House of Commons on Criminal and Destitute Children, 1858. 
Blue Book No. 674; page 127.) 

L-STANDARD OF EDUCATION. 

2. ".Age to continue at Sclwol?"-Fourteen years, if school of' 
right description) combining with mbral training an industrial 
element. Where children are'really attached to their teachers and 
school; parents will make any sacrifice to enable them to remain 
under instruction until 14 years old. . 

3., "Amount cf Education ?"-Sufficient for purposes of their 
domestic happiness and social well-being. It should consist of 
reading, so as to be able to read a book and nnderstand it for 
themselves, writing, spelling, geography (siIp.ple outlines oQ, 
grammar, and arithmetic. The advance made in these subjects 
will of conrse vary with the capacity of the child. Church music 
may be taught with good moral effect. 

4. "111 ethods cf prolonging the period of instruction?" 
(a.) "Sunday schools" are of the highest importance asd of 

best means of .reviving the moral impressions of school, an nd 
keeping young persons who have lately left school from evil a 
idle companions. ' ' 

(b.) 'I have no experience of the half-time system. 
(c.) Industrial and domestic training ought to be undertaken 

while boys and girls are attending day schools. In connexion with 
our charity school for boys we have "a marine c1ass," in which 
40 boys are taught to be sailors by a retired man-of-war's m8.I4 
They learn how to splice ropes, make fenders, mats, &c. in their 
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marine class.-room, and a 'Six-oared boat is kept for them on the. 
Tweed, in which they learn, to row. . They ar.e,a)s~ taught. tq 
swim, and prizes have been given'to the best ~wimmers. 

(d.) Evening schools are very useful, both for making up the
deficiencies of former education, and for giving to more advanced 
classes further instruction in arithmetic, drawing, mathematics, 
and knowledge of nautical affairs. 

(e.) Lectures and mechanics' institutes must be independent of. 
schools, and self-sustaining. , 

(f.) Free and lending libraries are not so much valued.as they 
ought to be by the lower classes. I suspect this arises from . the' 
general deficiency in school!! in the art of teaching reading. ,Many 
who have been at school for years forget, how to read within two, 
years after they leave school; and this I attribute to . their never. 
having been taught to read'so as to be able to interest themselves. 
in an amusing book, and they forget the art of reading for ,want 
of practice. It is of the greatest importance that attention be. 
given to the art of teaching to read. Classes might be formed in. 
the winter evenings in our school-rooms, where 10 or 20 young 
persons might assemble, and in the presence of a teacher read 
woud to each other in tum such a book as "Uncle Tom's Cabin," 
or the" Pilgrim's Progress." The others might be drawing, or if 
girls, working with the needle, &c. 

(g.) Prize schemes, &c. are very useful for the encouragement 
ot' large bodies of pupil-teachers to compete~ or for the. first 
classes of several schools to try'each other's powers. H. M. In
structors might be allowed to distribute a limited number of prizes. 
annually in ,their districts, with good effect. 

(h.) The competitive examinations for minor State appoint;.. 
ments havb already givell an impetus to education, but this cannot 
be carried' 80 far as to be felt in every school, for the appointments 
are 80 few that we must not tempt a multitude of young, persons 
to tum their whole attention, to a source from whence disappoint;.. 
ment must come' to the greater number of expectants. Let a714 
educational franchise be established, and the number of rewards 
will not be limited, and these rewards would cost the country 
little or nothing, and at ,the same time would be .most, highly 
prized by all classes. (The details of a national system for giving, 
an educational franchise can be supplied.) 

I may add, that I have observed evils to arise from young men. 
directing their whole attention to fit themselves far some minor 
State appointments, and not succeeding, they are too, late, to ente~ 
other business; and discouraged, they become idle and worthless .. 

5. Education ought to be supplied at a eheap rate to the indus." 
trial classes; and free, to all pauper children.' , 

I 

H.-ACTUAL STATE OF EDUCATION. 

The standard of Bound elementary education is, not what, it., 
, ought to be, especially in country districts. .But L think. tha 
llrogress of improve~ent is. as rapid as, the demand. , 

The greatest defiCiency 1U our present system arises from its; 
being too "mechanicaL" " The interchange of mznd, between th~ 
teacher and the taught" is not acquired, and the power of forming 
the moral character is weak, because. the influence, frQm attach-

.. ~ - . ' • • " I .... • I 



ment, -arid the 'mutual interest from' affectiori are deficient: 'Thus' 
I observe that many boys, who have' been at our schools for-years, 
when they have left, and are' working for themselves; avoid, rather 
than centre roUnd; their teachers and their schools. • 

III.-·CAusES OF DEFICIENCY. 
(a.) There are many pla~es where school accommodation is still; 

very deficient. ' " , , " 
(b.) Teachers require a higher moral religious tone, and greaterl 

humility. ' , '. 
, (c.), Parents are becoming" more and more alive to the impor-' 
tance'of education, and are the best judges of their children's 
progress. The greatest hindrance we, experience is in the irre'-

'gular attendance, 'occasioned by the domestic necessities of large 
families. This is especially applicable to the older girls. , ' 
'.(d.) My experience tends to show that parents will generally: ' 

IDake very great personal sacrifices to keep their children at school,~ 
provid,ed the children themselves are really interested in their work 
and have an attachment to the school and teachers, arising from a 
moral sense of duty, and a personal desire to improve. ' 

·(e.) Bad'management, &c. will rectify itself, as the present, 
system of the Committee of Council becomes developed. , " 

(£) Want of clothing, and the wretched state'of dirt in which 
many of the poor live, form a great hindrance, to the advancement 
of education and moral habits. 'Ihis may be counteracted, in some, 
sinall 'degree, by establishing, in connexion with each school, a' 
"penny clothing bank." We have collected from the girls of one 
school last year 66!. 78. 6d. by this means, and added, as interest,' 
41. Is. 4d.; which sums were expended in the purchase of service
able'clothing for the girls, under the direction of their parents and 
the ladies' committee. (I enclose rules and card. 1 may add, tbat'. 
the boys and girls. attending our charity. schools have, deposited: 
upwards of 1201. In the "Penny Clothmg Bank" thIS year.-, 
Dec. 1859;) , , 
, IV. - " 
, The system of Government aid and inspection works well,as a 

whole, and has certainly raised the standard of' education through
out the whole country. 'Iherequirements of the Committee of' 
Couhcil, however, are too unbending to suit both town and country. 
I lately, for example, was consulted by Ii neighbouring clergyman; 
how best to obtain a schoolmaster's house for a small village, and 
recommended him to apply to the Committee of CounciL, This', 
he did, but found that if he adopted their plans and size of house, 
it would cost three times as much as was necessary, and that the 
schoolmaster's house would be better than the parsonage. 

9. (a.) Pauper Schools 1-1 -bad the honour, in 1858, to recom
mend to the Select Committee of the' House of Commons "on 
Criminal and Destitute Children," that all pauperchildIen should: 
be ,:educated at t~e expe~se of the ratepayers, and brorder of each' 
board of guardians; Smce then the 18 & 19 VlCt. c. 84, has 
given a permissive power to boards of- guardians to pay the school 
wages (i.e. school pence) of outdocr' pauper childreN. This Act 
has been adopted and carried out in the Berwick-upon-Tweed union 
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for several years; and, taking the. last halI-year as the basis of the' 
calculation, 100 outdoor pauper children have received a good 
education at the rate of 57 L 18& 2d. per annum. 'I his Act 
(18 & 19 VicL c.~) ought to be made cmnpulsory on all boards or' 
guardians. These hundred children are all the out;door pauper 
children in the country districts of the union of Berwick. The town 
children of the parishes of Berwick and Tweedmouth attend the, 
union 6CIwol in the fDOTlJwuse. Seventy of these children were present 
last week, and 17 indoor pauper children formed a good school of-
87 scholars, sufficient to employ and interest a schoolmaster, an 
inCant schoolmistress, and a pupil-teacher. The union school is: 
thus f1ILUle a good one, and the indoor pauper children receive in
struction "iTt common things," from their daily intercourse with the 
outdoor pauper cluldren who are admitted to the school The' 
children are admited free, and cost the union very little, while the 
increased numbers secure better teachers, with larger grants from 
the Committee of Council on Education. 

The admission of ontdoor pauper children to union workhouse 
schools is not at present allowed by the Poor Law Board, and they' 
objected to our practice, but. 'gave way as an exception, upon 
proof being given by the board <if guardians of the usefulness of 
their system. I Mr01l91y recommend that this practice be made uni'CeTsol 
and enforce"- by legal powers. Juvenile criminals are very fre-' 
quently recruited from the ranks of out door pauper children.~ 
These have generally lost their father, and are under strong, 
temptation, from their poverty and other social circumstances.. 
They feel, more or less, that they form a class towards whom' 
there is but little I:!ympathy shown, and this feeling causes them
them to lose respect for themselves and for the property of others~' 

(b.) Reformatories are )Vorking out their own amendment in 
system. A chaplain, ought to be attached to every reformatory, 
and relilPous improvement made the foundation of the criininals' 
reCormatlon; if it be otherwise attempted it will fail. I take the 
liberty of sending herewith a copy of a pamphlet which I transJ 
lated (in conjunction with two friends), printed in 1853, giving 
an account of the reCormatory instit.ution at Mettray, in France. 

10. The Government system tends to stimulate voluntary efforts, 
and I do not know of anyone who entertains eunscientious objec-i 
tions to iL Some persons are cautious in adopting the Govern
ment systelD, lest Parliament might, at some future time, interfere~ 
with their local managemebt and religious teaching, founding theii 
right to interfere upon the ground. of the school havin.,. accepted' 
national funds. This appears to me the great cause ~f want of 
confidence on the part of school managers who still refuse to' 
accept Government aid. 

V.-El."])OWED SCHOOLS. 

_ Always have an advanta.:,ooe over those supported by annuai su})..: 
scriptions, beca. use they can educate children of the poo7e7'classes 
at a cheaper rate, and can assist in clothing some of these. 

SUGGESTIONS. 

. Question' (a.) Certainly. 
(b.), (c.), and (d.) Inspectors have not time to become thoroughly' 



acquainted with, the different ~ in large schools. They can. 
onlyexamine the:first class, and 1001: how the others are getting OD.. 
Their number ought to be in~ so as to allow of their giving' 
tnonl time to each school The present system encoUl'3o<re9 teachers 
to prepare the first class esPecially for the Inspector, whereas 
mana.,aers of. schools wish .to know ~m the Inspector the Condition 
of erery class, and,. the improvements which he would su.,ogest in 
the ;mode and kind of teaching. to be given throughout therchole 
school . 

(e.) The voluntary principle is necessary to ensnre good local 
management, and ought.to be encoUl'3oaed and not superseded by 
Government grants. 

(f.) 1 would confine the system of rating to pauper and criminal 
children, as sugge$ted above.. This applies to nearl,. .300,000 
children, including all persons under 16 years receiVIng indoor 
or outdoor reliet; and all criminals of the same a"ae. . 

(g.) Existing endowments ought to be left to local mana",aement.. 
Government and parliamentary interference' 'with them' (beyond, 
what is exercised by the Charity Commissioners) would tend to 
r.Pse further distrust in a system which would be considered cen-
tralizing with the object of ICc,oislative .change. . 

(h.) To prolong education with effect, the pupils must be attached 
by moral principles to the centre of learning, and by affection, 
generated . by . the .exhibition of high principle in the teachers.. 
Where this is attained, the desire for prolonged education will 
be selH1cting, and will require hut the opportunity to secure it.: 
Locally, a class for teaching such marine studies as are required, 
to pass as.a mateor captain in the ~erchant service would. be; 
attractive. . 

18. 1 would not make school attendance· compulsory; it would· 
not suit the ideas of .freedom entertained in this country, and mUst 
end in separating religious and secular education, and thus de:."lroy 
local interest. Besides, education. is now. mhwl by every class, 
and its value in their estimation is increasing. H it were made 
compulsory, the,public. mind ~ould ~t it, ~d its,value would 
decrease in their estimation.· . ' . ' 

. 14.. The 'llresent system .of schools connected with . various 
religious bodies, ~d receiving Government aid in proportion. u. 
their efficiency, works well . Parents desire that . their children 
should have religious as well as secular education,~and·1 belie,·, if. 
there were Government secular free sch()()ls throughout the country,; 
they would fail principally because it is impossible for Government. 
teachers to exercise that domeStic influence which is necessary to: 
assist in. the formation of the character, and which.·is nowexer
cised by the parochial clergy and other ministers of religion., The 
school and the home influences are thus connected together, and 
:produce the best results; where either influence is wanting, there 
IS a correspo~ding deficiency in the formation of the character. . 

VIL. ", 
15. Teachers trained ino~r-· colleges· are sadly deficient, as a. 

generahule, in moral po~ of. character. .They think they know, 
~uch more than they do, .beca~ they know much more th~ tht;y 
did, and more .than. t¥u .Jlelghbo~ of th~, saple 'pOSltJ.!JIl. ~ 
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society; they are not ~uinble minded or. contented wit!t the!r lot, 
and the consequence IS, that they do not take to theIr dutIes as' 
teachers with that hearty interest' which is necessary to impress 
the taught with the character of the teacher. 

This presents our greatest deficiency, and causes young persons 
to leave school, that they may avoid its discipline and be more 
free; whereas, a higher tone or honest moral power would tend 
to attach the older pUJ>ils to the teachers-, and to retain them at 
school as a pleasure. To this deficiency I attribute the careless
ness of so many young men after they leave school; they then 
frequentl], leave Sunday school and church also, and join the idle 
and worthless. . 

16. The system or pupil-teachers works well; but if masters 
possessed more generally the higher qualifications mentioned 
above, a better tone would soon be observable in pupil-teachers. 

17. The payment of school masters and mistresses is generally 
best by salary: and 'school-pence, but committees of management 
know best in their own locality how to arrange these details. 

VIII.-REsULTS~ 

18. I am not satisfied with the results of education on the poor; 
home influences have not kept pace with school improvement. 
The uncomfortable, and frequently most unwholesome, state of the' 
houses (or, perhaps,' single room) of· the poor, counteracts the 
moral inftuences of the school. Want of clothing and of clean': 
liness are great domestic hindrances to improvement. " School 
penny clothing banks" and keeping school-rooms and premises: 
always perfectly clean (which is almost universally neglected) will 
tend to produce an improvement in these matters. ' 

June 14, 1859. QEO. HANS HAMILTON, 
, Vicar of Berwick. 

Rev. John Howard Hinton, M.A. 
As a minister of religion I have been conversant with the man:' 

agement and operation of Sunday schools for fifty years. I have 
been from its origin secretary to the Committee for the Promotion 
of Education on the Voluntary Principle, formed in. London in 1852, 
and. in this capacity I ~ave faid considerable attention to the 
subJect of popular educatIon. am also the author of two pam
phlets, copies of which I enclose; and I gave evidence before the 
Educational Committee, appointed by the House of Commc>ns' in 
1852 and 1853. 

On a question antecedent to all those proposed by the Commis
sioners I nave a strong opinion. I do not think popular education 
is the proper business of the State. That education universally is 
so, I suppose no one, at least in the Eastern hemisphere, would 
affirmj and from this it logically follows that the sphere of State 
action, in respect of educat.ion, is not a normal, but an exceptional 
one, created, not by the value or importance or education itself, but 
by peculiar necessities in some part of the people. What those 
necessities are isa question I will answer presently. 

ftL~ R 



.Answers: to Questions. 

As a general reason for affirming that ,education is not thebusi-, 
ness o£the State"it may be alleged that there is obviously another, 
party whose business it is,- namely, the parents, whose prior obliga
tion and right, as well ~s their greater ifitpess, will scarcely be. 
disputed. If, ,then, there be any portion of the community in which' 
this parental obligation is not, adequately fulfilled, the remedy is, 
not to' be found,. at . least in. the first instance, ~nthe direct and 
immediate action of the State, but in endeavours to awaken parental 
feeling and to engage parental activity; In this respect the present 
Government system has been egregiously wanting. It takes the 
education of the poorer classes out of the hands of parents by.' 
professing to do it for them, and it thus at once fosters a social vice" 
which should much .rather have been, corrected, and 'throws' aside' 
a divinely, appointed educational machinery for one ,of vastly 
inferior adaptation. On this part of; the subject I lay it :down as. 
a,. princ~ple, that Government should do '.nothing in education~ 
until every effort has been made to induce parents to educate their
own children. 

Undoubtedly there is a portion of the community who either 
cannot or will not fulfil the parental obligation ; and this gives rise 
to the following pertinent question by the Qommissioners :--; 
, "9~ How would you provide for the education of the children ,of' 
paupers and criminals, or of deserted and destitute children ?". 

To this I answer, without hesitation or quali~cation, let the State: 
educate them, either through the p~ochial authorities, or.otherwise. 
Practically, without parents, they are henceforth the -children of 
the State, and let the State :do a parent's part by them; but let the 
State stop here. . . 

The State, howevel",has already gone much further than this ;. 
and it will perhaps be deemed too late to undo all that has been done. 
1 proceed, therefore. to advert to the Commissioners' 8th question, 
which relates to the existing Government system. 

To the question, "What is your opinion of this system?" I 
answer frankly, that, believing it"to be wrong in principle, I do 
not think it is beneficial in practice. J am not disposed to say. 
however, that all it does is mischief; It were strange indeed if so 
large and sO'well intended Q,n outlay of money should have done'no 
good. Admitting, however, everything. that can fairly be allege~ 
qn this side of the question"I think the amount of good is liable to 
serious drawba!!ks. .On the one hand, a great deal that it doe~ 
)Vould, be done without it,alJd so far its action is. unnecessary;, 
while, on the other hand, )Vhere help is most wanted none is given. 
It thus, to a great extent, ,misses its professed aim, and, instead of 
providing education for those who c!lnnot pay for it, merely facili-
tates the education of those who call.. .' " 
. . As to .w:hether the. ,Government. system diminishes. voluntary 
liberality. on the )"hole, ; I .can· give no opinioll;but I am sure that 
it-subjects all,educatiomiLefforts which are unaided by Govern
ment to a.most unequal /lnd trying competition, tbe,effect of whic~ 
is to , create iIl!med!ate emba~ra~sment, a~d, perhaps,ultim~tely to 
compel a resIgnatIon of theIr mdependence. . The result . IS, that 
~while 'some ·l!chools -are enriched others are pauperized, the self'7 
supporting spirit is crushed, and the very best element in them is 
ma~e to wither .and gie. . . 
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The "conscientious objection" to the Government system, that, 
namely, which arises from the required. combination of religious 
with seculat .instruction, is, I believe, entertained by English n()n-
conformists, not universally, but generally. It is but consistent! 
that it should be so, a State-paid religious schoolmaster . being. 
in princi~le identicilwith a State-paid religiou!;! ministet. Such., 
schools, mdeed, palpably constitute a subsidiaty religious esta-. 
blishment. . .. . 

The question, what I would propose to-do with the vovernmetlt· 
system, is not easily answered. The sudden demolition of so. ela
borate a system would doubtless be trying and unadvisable j b~t 1 
can have no difficulty in immediately deprecating its further deve.... 
lopment, or in recommending its ultimate cessation. Its eXPen:", 
diture of public money is great at· present, and is prospectively 
enormous and intolerable. It.is spreading a .netwo~k of political 
influence over the community" by directly subjecting a very 
important body of men to Government control; in proof of whic~ 
witness the recent proposal to confel;' the electoral franchiseo.J;J:; 
certificated schoolmasters. . The capitation grant, a part of the sys.., 
tem capable of unlimited e~tension, and already Qf "ery mi.schievouSi 
operation, is, in my opinion, highly objectionable, I. should bope~ 
therefore, that the administrators of the Government system would; 
at once proceed ·cautiously, and rather, slackeI) than. quicken thei!,.. 
pace, and. this, with' a view to a gradual retll,m, t() an enth:ely 
voluntary system.. .. . 

To "a system ot'rating,"I feel the very st;rongest Qbjecti,onsl 
but I think that existing educational endowments might be, I madeo: 
much more available than now. 

1 think that. the system pursued by normal schools and colleges 
is vitiated by a serious and fundameI)tal mistake;. namely, . that tile 
standard of instruction is too high. Men so. train~d are, jn fact,. 
rather unfitted than fitted for their subsequent employ; and instead 
of being either useful in it. or satisfied with' it, they generally pine 
from the beginnin~ aftel;' something more, congenial, and regard thtt 
training school chiefly as a stepp\ngstone to the l,lDiversity'and the 
church. . .. ~ . 

A similar mistake, I think,·has beel\'made in the management of 
schools; that is,. the standard has been fixed too high. In reply to 
the question, "Of what should the (secular) education of the". classes 
,~ contemplated consist ?" .1 ,observe ~hat its main objects are three2 
first, to obtain the means of information by the . art pC r(!ading;; 
Icc.ondly, to obtain the means of communication ;,by the art of 
writing;. and thirdly, ·toobtain. the means of 'transacting dailY' 
affairs by the art of arithmetic. .. . , 

Reading, writing, and arithmetic 8:re~ consequently, the first and 
most essential elements bf popular education, and of so much 
greater importance than anything which, 'can be ,added. to them,. 
that no comparison can be instituted... They constitute an educa~ 
tion of themselves, provided only fhat they be not only, taught, but: 
mastCl'ed, 'and made so easy and· familiar as to afford a pleasure in; 
t~eir exercise, instea~ of being only so far learned as to be alwayS. 
difficult, and, on leavmg school, of Freference forgotten. I could 
DOt, of course, object to so much 0 "music, drawing, and other 
~, matters of taste," as might serve to enliven and diversify. the 

R. 2 
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scholastic routine; but I do not think any of these should become, 
principal objects. They very easily become seductive. ' 

I would not. "make school attendance compulsory." It would 
be an infringement on the liberty of the person, indignantly 
resisted, I cannot doubt,· by all' Englishmen; an annexation to a 
process in itself honourable and beneficial, of a disgrace which 
oUght to be attached only to crime; and an infusion of bitterness 
into what should be a source of unmingled pleasure. It may be 
added, that the details of such a method would be of insuperable 

diffiTh~t~ to which it is' either practicable or desirable for children 
. of either sex to continue their attendance at school is, in my opinion, 
too variable to be defined. Experience has already shown that 
parents will not send their children to school after they have got as 
much learning as they think worth while, so that the attempts 
made by the teacher to hasten the advance of education has been 
'met by the parents shortening the duration of it. One method, 
therefore, of mducing a longer attendance at school, would obviously 
be to proceed' more gently, and not to make the children such 
precocious scholars. 1 should rather try, however, to inspire a love 
of knowledge, and a thirst for improvement after leaving school, 
than to detain them for a very long period in it. The latter plan 
tends to force the school to too high a leveL ' 

or the Sunday school I cannot speak too highly. The system 
possesses every element of adaptation and of power, and has already 
been, as it assuredly will hereafter be; productive of inestimable 
benefit. The highest talent ill incessantly and devotedly applied to 
its culture and improvement. 

De Beauvoir Town, London, 
July, 25, 1859. 

J. H. HINTON. 

L. Horner, Esq., one of Her Majesty's Inspectors of 
Factories. 

17, Queen's Road, West, Regent's Park, 
SIR, June 18, 1859. 
. • I 'BEG leave to transmit to you, for the information of the 
Commissioners appointed' by Her Majesty to inquire into the 
state of popular education in England, the following answers to 
the questions which they have done me the honour to transmit to 
me, so far as my experience has enabled me to form opinions on 
the important object of this inquiry. 

PRELIlIlINARY. 
i. I nave frc.m early life taken a warm interest in the education 

of the humbler classes, and, as one of Her lIajesty's Inspectors 
of }'actories, I have for the last 25 years had my attention con
stantly directed to· the schools attended by children employed in 
factories and print works. 

In the year 1821 I took an active part in establishing, and for 
six years in the management of the School of Arts of Edinburgh. 
" for the education of mechanics in those branches of physical 
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" science ,,:hich are of practical. app~cationintheir severaltrad~s:'. 
It led the way to the formation, m 1~22, of the ," M;~c;hanlts' 
Institution" in Glasgow, the first of . those, establishments so 
designated, and which was soon Ilfter fono\Yed by. thatfoundedi~ 
London by the exertions of Dr. Birkbeck and, ,Lord Brougham,; 
which was the forerunner of all those ,in other. parts Qf A'nglan,d. 
The Edinburgh School of Arts has contin1,led ill ~nintE1n:upte~ 
activity to the present time. By the copies of the. reportsof,the, 
directors for the years 1857 and 1858, which I now send, it wil~ b~ 
seen that the number of students in the former of those y~ars was 
039, in the latter 622. . '. . , . 

,An account of the origin of this school, of.the plan ()~ which' i~ 
was established, and of . the subjects taught, .will .l>e. found, in . the, 
rust Repo'rt on Science and Art, published'PY the Board.ofTrade: 
10 1854, page 885. . 

I.-STA.NDARD OF EDUCA.TION. 

2~ It would be very. desirable that the; chiidre.ll, of ,the. humpleJ,"( 
classes should attend.flchool for a. certain n",mberj()f,hollrs::every, 
week .until they are 14 years of age; .but the practtcability .of their. 
doing so is at least very ,doubtful. . . ' .... , .. 

Until we have a gemirationof. well instructed, parents.,whQ,ha.Vd. 
experience~ the advantages of .having been educated, it, is va.ill to 
expect that the 'ignorant will take. pains ~o send. tb,eir,:<;hild,reQ·tQ.: 
school.. Many such parents will do so from. the 'Pest motives, but! 
a great majority will Qnly,send their chi~dren to sch()ol wheIJ. they, 
become troublesome and are" in the waYe. at. home, ' and, p.re .. top. 
youn.8'. ,to ge~ ;money by their labour. There are few' above the 
condition of paupers who keep them aw;tyoq 3f!cQllPt; Qf, th,e, school 
pence. , 

We have had ample experience that so soon as the children can 
earn weekly wages, even although it be a very small sum, they are 
:;~~a~ fro~ is~h~oll and:. ~e~ .. lf1e f~und, the~e, .~fte~ . .ll, (;rr!U'~:t 

I believe, therefore, that althohgii schools of the best kind were 
multiplied to the fullest extent requiredJ,)y the population, until 
we have educated 'parent~.~ very large proportion of children 'Vill~ 
receive no education tbatwill l1ave any ~ffect. upon;their future 
conduct in life, morally or inte.ll.ectually, so long llS ,the parents <!1IlX ) 
make money by their labour.·. . • .'. 

,We are thus, I fear, doomed, to have at;!. imm~ns~ proportion, of:. 
uneducate~ children, .wqo, when they become . parents" will pe,or.; 
petuate the evil, unless by some legislative meailsit, be made!' 
obligatory upon them to send their children to school. This 
obligation must, however, seCUl'e 1 perfect' freedom from all inter- . 
fer~nce with th~ reli,gious opi~on8 of the parents, and give aamuch 
latitude as pOSSible In the chOIce.of the,schoal. , ; .. l' ..:1" 

Much has been said about interference . with.·what .are I callE!cL. 
"parental rights." .It. is, surely one of, the most important 'of,:&'" 
parent's duties, that his child should have . as.' great.a. chance'a8.l.\ 
possible of advancement in. life, by earlymotaLand intellectual 
training. and if the parent does·,not satisfy this . first: 'claim of.his;· 
olfspring, the State ought to become,.,so 1ar;tOO guardian of, that ,. 
child. ' Even as a IDatter of police, the State bas a right to inter-
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iere'to prevent children growing up to be an injury t.o the com.;: 
munity, by the vice which ignorance is sure to engender. 

But the questions as to what the nature of the obligation shall 
be, and how it shall be enforced, are 'surrounded with many and, 
great practical difficulties. ,: ,,' 

The obligat~ry daily attendan~e atsc~ool imposed by the Factorr 
Acts, on all chlldren employed m factones, between 8 and 13 years 
of age, has been proved by the experience of '25 years to have, 
been eminently successful whenever the children attend a good 
school; and this good work has been accomplished without the 
slightest disadvantage to the prosperity of any branch' of the 
m~nufactures subject to this .legislative control, as I have shown 
by my report for the half-year ended the 31st of October 1858, 
p. 8, a copy' of which I now' senli There are, I believe, many' 
trades in which children are employed, to which the principle' of 
wages-yielding labour, combined with daily school attendance, for 
.a certam number of years, might be applied, under modifications 
.adapted to the nature of the occupation. But as the law would 
'Speedily become' a dead letter, unless strictly looked after by paid 
()fficers, bound to see to its observance, and to report to Parliament, 
.at least twice a year, any legislative interference of this kind would 
necessarily involve a very heavy annual expense. 

3. Reading, writing, common arithmetic, and geography. 
Religion, adapted to the capacity of children. 
Elementary history of their own country. 
Music and drawing, as so'urces of amusement in their leisure 

houri. They are both popular with children. 
,Lessons on objects, 'judiciously selected from their bearing on 

common life. 
4. (a.) 1. believe. that Sunday schools do much good, but they 

might be greatly improved. , 
1st.; By having better instructed teachers. In too many cases 

their zeal vastly preponderates over their knowledge .. If the, 
teachers were, in each week, to be instructed in the meaning 
of the less common worda: in the chapter of the Bible they 
were to read the' ensuing Sunday, and were prepared by com
mentson the chapter by the 'minister, or other competent 
person, they would then be able to give some useful instruction 
to the scholars. ' ' 

~nd. By doing away with the cruel penal servitude of the poor 
children' attending the long Church services twice a-day, and 
substituting some short ,service of prayers, and an address 
suited to their capacities. " ' 

4; (b.) I have already given my opinion on the half-time 
'System. , ' 

4. (c.) If some instruction were given to boys in the use of 
-carpenters' ordinary tools, and in mending shoes and clothes, it 
:would be found advantageous in their after-life; so also, if girls' 
were taught to sew and to darn. But stockings can now be bought 
so cheaply, that knitting is of less lise than formerly.' , 

It would certainly be useful if they were taught common 
-cooking; but where are the materials to come from that are to be 
'Subject to the experiments? ' So also it would be well, if the girls 
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were taught t() wash and iron; but who would trust their clothes 
to be washed and ironed by children? . . . . 
• 4.. (d.) I believe that nothing would tend to advance education 
among the labouring classes more than the multiplicatiori of evening 
schools. But they must be specially organized. Young persons 
and adults cannot be taught as children are. ·It must be borne in. 
mind, that in evening schools the pupils come, in children's schools 
the,. are Bent. If. therefore, the evening pupil does not feel that 
he 18 getting some good, he will not return. To be sensible of this, 
be must come daily in direct communication with a teacher; and 
the teacher must have more patience than is usual with the teachers 
of children; he must take into account the shyness natural to a. 
grown· up person who is ignorant. 
. It will never do to make the master, who teacIies a children's 
school in the morning, also the master of the e\-ening school He 
is, in the first place, to a great degree exhausted, and he comes 
with all the habttsof the teacher of children. . 
. 4. (e.) Occasional lectures on a variety of subjects are an inno
cent, and, to a certain extent, a useful amusement; but they never 
can give sound practical instruction. There must be a continuous 
course on a given subject, attended by examinations, and accom
l>anied by reading at home, to produce any solid advantage. . From 
not attending to this, most mechanics' institutes have failed. to 
do much good as places of available instruction. In forming the 
plan on which a mechanics' institute-(and by that 1 mean an 
lDstitution for the education of those engaged iIi mecha.nical 
trades)-should be conducted, the first thing to be considered is the 
nature of the instruction most likely to be useful to mechanics in 
the particular locality; and next the practicability of obtaining 
competent teachers. . 

In determining the subjects to be taught, the necessity for 
limiting them to a very small number will be at once apparent, by 
recollecting how very short a time a working mechanic has at his 
disposal for study. He can do nothing in the daytime, for he is 
occupied with his work and meals for at least 12 hours; and when 
he leaves oft' work, he has to go home, get some refreshment, and 
generally to wash and make some chauge in his dress, so that from 
an hour and a half to two hours a day is the utmost that the most 
zealoul student can give, for lectures and reading during the 
working days. 

4. (f.) There can be no question of the immense importance of 
lending libraries; a fixed establishment in towns, and itinerant 
libraries for country places. 

4. (g.) In all schools it has ever been found useful to have some 
object to be aimed at· as a stimulus to exertion, and the same 
pImciple is applicable in p'laces of instruction for YOGn'" persons 
.and adults, as well as in children's schools. 0 

4. (b.) The best proofs of the advantages of such inducements 
are to be found in the reports of the Civil Service Commissioners. 

5. Whenever it is possible to obtain it, there should be a moderate 
school-fee. It is important to encourage a feeling in parents that 
they are Qiving their children the "advantages of education. The 
fichool will be more ,"alup.d, and the attendance of the children will 
be better looked after_ " .. 
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It-AcTUAL STATE OF E~UCATION. 
6., My experience satisfies me that the present state of education 

of the children of either sex among the humbler classes, falls very 
far short indeed of the 'standard defined.by my answers to the 
preceding questions. , 

III.-C~usES OF DEFIcrENC.y. 

(a.) Want of good schools in many places, especially in country 
situations, and insufficient funds in a great proportion of those that 
exist. . . . ' , 

'(b.), In a. large proportion, and'especially in private schools,the 
incompetency of the teachers. .. '. " 

The lrogress of education among the humbler classes. will be 
retarde so long as any person, man or· woman, . however ignorant 
or incompetent, may open a school. Uneducated parents, being 
incapable of judging, are influenced in their choice often by com
passion for the teacher, often by a low school-fee. 

I consider that it would be a perfectly justifiable interference on 
the part of the Legislature, that no one should be allowed to open 
a school who had not obtained, from certain authorized examiners, 
a certificate of competency to teach the subjects he professed to do. 
There might be various certificates, according to the subjects which 
the applicant considered himself to be competent to teach, and 
which he had the intention to teach in his school 

This principle has heen. long acted upon by the legislature of 
l{olland, and is recognized in the law passed in 1857 .• • 

(c.) Want of interest in parents, who themselves have never had 
the advantages of education. . 

(d.) Very few parents, not absolutely paupers, are so poor as not 
to be able to pay a moderate school fee. .. . . 

'IV.-CHARACTER OF THE EXISTING SYSTEM OF GOVERNMENT 
AID AND INSPECTION. . 

I think it is impossible to overrate the advantages ~hich th~ 
country has derived, and is deriving, from the Committee of 
Council on Education. I know but one part of their system 
which is defective, but I at the same time admit that to remedy 
that defect there certainly exists great difficulties. What I refer 
to is, the fundamental rule; that DO assistance is given except in aid 
of local subscriptions. . 

There are many situations where there is ,a large population, in 
which it has been found, and ever will be found, impossible to raise 
local subscriptions; and the consequence often is, that where 
education is most wanted, there is none of any value. A school 
rate ,is probably the only remedy, and I cannot think that it would 
be found impracticable to frame enactments which would secure its 
impartial appropriation. 

• A translation or ·this law is in my pO!l!lession, and I will lend it ",ilh pleasure to 
the Commissioners, if they wish to see it. . , . 
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(9.) and (10.) and Section V._EXDO~D ~CHOOLS. 

l\Iy experience does not enable me to offer any observations on 
those heads. 

VI_SUGGESTIONS. 

(a and b.) Most certainly. 
(c and d.) I have none to suggest beyond what I have above 

hinted, as to the importance of not neglecting districts where local 
subseiptions cannot be raised. . ' 

(e.) I consider that this has been proved to be an entire' failure, 
whercver it has been looked to as a permanent source of support. 

(t.) The reasonableness and the practicability, with perfect im
partiality, of a school rate has been proved beyond ;111 doubt by the 
New England States. 

(g.) The Charity Commissioners, years ago, proved that vast 
sums of money now wasted, and even mischievously applied, might 
be set free for the education of the humbler classe~ 

I have the honour to be, 
Sir, 

Your ~bedient servant, 
F. Stephen, Esq., Secretary, LEONARD HORNER. 

Education Commission. 

Rev. Charles Edmund Ruck Keene, M.A., of 
Swyncombe House, Henley-on-Thames. 

PRELIMINARY. 

1. Such experience as I have has becn gained chiefly in rural 
districts, or in towns connected with them. Circumstances have 
also brought me into contact with some endowed schools of rather 
a high order, but still not beyond the reach of those for whom 
popular education is designed. . 

L-Stanaard of Education. 

2. I am of opinion that though it often happens that childre~ 
at a very early period make great progress at school, they must 
remain a certain time and to a certain age before the teacher's 
moral influence and the know ledge acquired can make any lasting 
iml'ression upon them. It is seldoID, under any ordinary con
dibons of schools, that circumstances will admit of their being 
retained long enough for this purpose, either from the inability of 
the parents to afford the means for their unproductive maintenance, 
or from the general necessity, where there are not indUstrial schools, 
of associating them with the labours and other incidents of. their 
future employments. . . . 

In the case of boys in rural districts, and where the exceptional 
case of the above-named schools does not exist, it is hardlyprao
ticable, however desirable it would otherwise be, to retain them 
after 12 years of age; but it is obvious that great results cannot 
be looked for when education ceases at that period; and it must 
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not be, forgotten ,that -the traces· of silch, training are. soon lost 
unless subsequent means are taken ,tol).eep them up and improve 
upon them. . ' 

With regard to the girls, J think that though in sotnerespects 
they are quicker' in apprehending than the boys, and therefore 
often more advanced in proportion to their age, y~~ th~iI; condition 
iSBo different in every respect, and their means of assisting their 
parents by their early earnings so much less,' whilst' there is . an 
obvious advantage in detaining them as long as possible Under the 
control and guardianship of their preceptors, that a longer period 
of detention should be assigned to them. I am -of opinion that, 
]lIlder all the circumstances, 15,is the ear~est period at. which we 
should contemplate their leaving school, !lSsuming, as an admitte4 
fact, that to pass from a well-ordered school with its high inculcated 
morals and conduct, to be associated with the uncivilized youth of 
the other sex, and the coarse habits too frequently incidental, to the 
ordinary employments in field husbandry, is not. only undesirable 
but most pernicious in its effects upon the character and feelings of 
those, who in future are. to exercise so much influence for good or 
bad in family life; and that they should rather look to domestic 
service, or to share with their mothers in the charge of the family 
and other household pursuits. . 

8. With regard to the amdunt of education attainable in this 
'limited period. . 

The great features of our Christian faith, a general knowledge 
of the Bible history, a sufficient acquaintance with our own history. 
in the outline, with geography, good writing, and the COlIl-mon rules 
·of arithmetic, with at least the rudiments, of grammar. In the 
girls' school, in addition to this,' aJ.I kinds of useful needlework, 
with cutting-out and fixing. ' 

With'regard to what. may be called matters of taste, in the rural 
schools, the singing, which is usually connected with,psalmody'anq 
the. congregational service, tries the capacity of the children, and 
may, under certain circumstances, lead to other branches of music, 
to which I can see no objection. Drawing I apprehend must be 
deemed rather the exception than the rule of any ordinary rural 
school; but in endowed schools, where generally more time is 
obviously to be reckoned upon, this and other ,accomplishments 
should be made the rule. I think that in such schools, and indeed 
wherever drawing can be effectually inti"oduced, it will be more 
useful to adopt that description which will give facilities in design 
and plans than that which affects landscape or other kindred efforts. 
Any facility which a boy can attain' in handling a pencil will 
'materially affect his situation in any trade to which he may be 
called. The addition of poetry even in the Tural schools, where 
time allows the children to commit it to memory, cannot be without 
its use in refining to some extent their minds,without making poets 
'of them: 

4. As to the effects of the follo~ing methods :--:-
(a.) Sunday schools are very valuable, as they afford tha means 

'of keeping alive the knowledge of religious truth already taught; 
as they extend the period wheI;l the adult, after quitting the weekly 
school, may still profit by the ,teacher's care, and continue. the 
edifying pursuits of Sunday employments; or it may be, as an 
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exceptional case, as they offer to the utterly uninstructed a know-
,I l~dge of Christian duty. But I would not, with some marked 

exceptions, make them the instruments or occasions of elementary 
instruction, or of doing more than enforcing the simple lessons of 
faith and duty, by illustration from" Scripture, or by attractive 
narrative drawn chiefly from the same source; I should be unwilling 
to assimilate them in ordinary teaching to the . engagements of the 
daily schools. 

(b.) I approve of any combination which can be made between 
the mental and manual employments, either by the ordinary 
arrangements of industrial teaching, or by any schemes in which 
«!rtain fixed hours can be allowed for school business by permission 
of their employers. 

With girls, the necessity of learning needle and other work 
fitted for domestic purposes necessarily divides the day in ordinary 
schools, and but little time is lost practically for mental improve,.. 
meDt, when the teacher knows how to bring before them instruction 
and edifying information, by reading to them or giving them a f:iva 
voce lecture whilst at work. " 
" With boys of the labouring class, to continue the school studies 
during the whole day will not give a result in proportion to the 
hours so occupied, as the mind is more capable of exertion when 
it is relieved by active work; and for this reason, the occupation 
"which will prepare the children for laborious, and perhaps skilful 
business, upon which they must have to depend in after-life, is 
consistent with the chief object of school learning. 
. I am of opinion that wherever the system of industrial and 

domestic training can be adopted, great advantages will follow. 
Besides the clear' advantage of blending the moral and religious 
education with the employments which are to engage the children 
more or less afterwards, there is this obvious advantage in practice, 
that the very industrial work itself may be made the means of 
enabling the poor parents to continue their children longer under 
1!chool infl.uences when remuneration is given for the value of the 
work. 

(d.) The evening schools are most valuable for boys and young 
men. Even if they only afforded a harmless opportunity of filling 
up, as it were, the interval between the hour when the daily labour 
ceases and the time for going to rest, during the winter evenings, 
it would be very desirable to encourage them; but inasmuch as 
they seem to offer the only means of continuing the'scant period 
usually allotted to learning in the day schools, and as there appears 
to be a growing disl?osition to profit by any moments of leisure, 
where the means of lDstruction are at hand, I feel that they claim 
eveIf encouragement which can be given to them. 

(e.) Lectures are often found very attractive in the country; 
where the people can be easily assembled; and there seems to be 
little doubt but that, as schools improve and education advances, 
there will be a growing desire for such mode of instruction. 

At present, such lectures as are generally given are of necessity 
somewhat desultory, but it may be fairly presumed, that·when the 
auditors become more sensible of the value of the knowledge thus 
sugO'ested to them, they will have their attention ready for a more 
con;ecutive process of mstruction than they can at present bear. 
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. Mechanics' institutes,undel' 'proper regulations, are very useful, 
hut the ordinary 'condition' of the. rural populations, seems hardly 
prepared as yet to profit by them. , . 

, (f.) Lending libraries are everywhere popular, and may be made 
very beneficial bya 'proper but not too restrictive selection of 
books, so that a wide scope'should be allowed to meet the varied 

,tastes. of. the readers,.and only to exclude immoral, irreligious, and 
frivolous, publications. ,Where some little sUbscriptiollcan be 
obtained from .the readers,' it should be claimed ; but I would not 
allow the failure' of such subscription to prevent·the establishment 
of such useful institutions. 

(q.) Though jtmay be desirable, on certain occasions of general 
examinations, to give som~ prizes 'as encouragement to great exer
tions; ;or; it may be, 'to give some animation to the ordinary move-' 
ments oCa school; yet 1 am of. opinion that the general mode of 
distributing. rewards upon other occasions is more apt' to' produce 
discontent and jealousy ina school than sound 'emulation. The 
encouragement which is sometimes given to a child, after a certain 
continuance in the school with credit, by remitting his or her usual 
weekly payment, is not open to this objection, and is to be recom
mended on many grounds,· , especially that which makes. the' con
tinuance there less difficult.· 

. (h.). The 'very fact that the minor State endowments are supposed . 
to,be dependent upon a certain progress in learning'isproducing aD. 
effect generally in favour of schools which may aid the candidate~ . 
Those who have left school without duly profiting by them, or who' 
ha,ve,beenlideprivedJof such advantages' from various' causes, are. 
now often trying to make'up fodost opportunities, or the opportu- . 
nities which have been out of their reach, by attendance at evening' . 
schools; .the, difficulties ithese, meet' with,' and' the -regrets· about 
situations lost from want of sufficient education,' all tend' 1.0 show.' 
tb,e advan~ae of elementary ,schools, and t<icreatea. desire.~ profit· 
by them.. ' . . ' ':. " 

,li.: The education of the poor 'Should not be entirely gratmtous. 
Under present circumstances, I dO,not see how schools ingeneral" 
cQuId. be"maLie self-supporting; if they are to be: efficient; but I . 
feel: confident that, to the extent· of the parents· ability to pay 
(which is greater than they are disposed generally to admit), they' 
should contribute, lIotonly with the view of' aiding the school funds, 
but as &' recognition of their -responsibility to do what they ~n for 
their children in this most essential case. . 

·lI.:...:....AciUal "State of Education... . 

:6)Itii\im~ossibleto say that, g~nerally speaki~g, :the schools 
within. ~y ~nowledge .are in a state' so favourable as to justify 
expectations of any great results. There are, undoubtedly, many, 
and these are on the increase, which are well,managed, adapted to 
the requirements of the place, and' are doing much good. There 
are,mallY causes which make these exceptional. . . 

" , 
: '" IlI ........ CalUeB bjDefo:iency. , 

7. ' {a.;} There' ca'n ., be : no 1 doubt' 'that T in' :.niany . cases' tbe. funds . 
necessary for 'Very . efficient· schools 'cannot 'be' raised, sometimes 
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from real inability,. but as often from the prejudices which still exist 
to a great extent, in' the country against .a course of education, 
which require I! time to carry out, and whose :advantages are, as yet, 
not so generally apparent" or, if in any ,way apparent, do not seem 
reciprocal as between those who are . to- be 80 educated and those 
who are call~ upon to assist. . 

(be) I should say that the mode of handling the subjects' to be' 
taught has more to do with the failure than the subjects themselves, 
though I believe that the aim at a uniform system may be often 
carried too far, So as to preclude the adoption of one varied accord
ing to certain peculiarities of the children in training, or, perhaps 
according to some local feeling, which should be respected. 

The difficulty must always be great in finding capable teaChers; 
but with the smaller and more numerous schools that. difficulty is 
greatly enhanced by the wan~ of adequate supply, not only of the' 
means of remuneration, but of teachers' from which to select; an& 
many are engaged for these smaller schools who are no less deficient 

, in. mental acquirements than in other qualifications, and hence 
unfavourable results may be anticipated. 

. (c.) Parents too often require extraneous influence to be' coli. 
'stantly exercised over them to send their children to school, to 
acquiesce in the discipline required, and to abstain, from with· 
drawing them either altogether or on frequent and often frivolous 
pretences. This is concurrent with avery general ,admissioD"in' 
the abstract of the advantages of education. The great difficultY' 
in the way of real progress has hitherto been found to arise from' 
an insufficient appreciation on the part of the parents of the benefit, 
of education when. weighed with the personal sacrifice required to, 
carry it out. 

(d.) In the poorer districts, the value of ·the children's labour 
atl'ectl! materially their attendance at school after a certain age; but 
I do not think that the ordinary fees are a sufficient· impediment; . 
indeed, I feel persuaded that they are not so. 

(t.) The discipline and the good organization so essential to the 
success of a school" and indirectly to the comfort and happiness of 
the children, are too often wanting; whilst harshness in some cases; 
and a want of attractiveness in others, create an unfavourable im", 
pression upon the pupils towards the school and its work., . 

(f.} The Poor Law Amendment Act produced this immediate 
effect, viL, that parents withdraw their children· at an early age. 
froni ~chool when the allowance system ceased. It has failed lto 
subdue the pauper spirit, which relies so much UpOIJ, extraneous 
sources to relieve theu own duties, or to imv.ress ripon the labour;.. 
ing population the real and natural responSIbilities of parents, fnd 
the sel1:'sacrifice inherent in such relation. The matters connected 
with the education of children certainly present no exception to this 
lamentable state of things. ' 

~V;-ClUl1'acter of the malin!! ,System of Guvernrn.enJ, tc~ 
8. The system under which grants are made seem in the main to 

be good, and where inspection is judiciously exercised, it is equally 
sound in principle as practically valuable to the schooL But when 
we consider that the grant may be recalled t~on ~herepresenta .. 
tion of the inspector, and that concurrently WIth such representa~ 
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tion the most serious consequences may ensue to a. school, conducted 
often uIider' very great disadvantages, where the·manner of the-, 
person inspect!ng; the. mo~eof putting his qu~stions, and the very' 
character of hIS exammat,lon may have such dISastrous results, it is, 
impossible not to see that the very .end of the Government and of: 
the country's benevolence may be neutralized by some mistake or, 
peculiarity of the inspector~ I state this, not to disparage inspec
tion, but to point· out how serious may be its misdirection" and' 
how rare'should be' the ,discretionbf the individual employed .in' 
handling . the well-considered rules and directions of the Board of, 
Education, so .as not to limit the operation of the grant whilst it is.: 
protec~ed from abuse. 

There is no doubt but that many parishes cannot meet the 
requ,irements of the Privy Council conditions; but it must be con"': 
sidered, that any great relaxation of tlie present system of granting. 
aid .would add materially to the publiC. charge, whilst in· reference! 
ta the peculiar cirbumstances of such. parishes, it might be more 
congenial to their present condition to be content with more humble 
schools for a time, and to look. forward, to their future sympathy; 
with 'a higher scale of education and a consequent application for 
the Government aid, subject to its conditions. " 

9. The opinion in relation 1;0--'--
, .(a.) The pauper work:llOuse .schools are, "perhaps, on the whole, 

as useful as any we have at present, as.in the country at least" 
tlley generally combine a large element of industrial training in all 
its branches with mental teaching, under circumstances favourable 
fol' the· children's learning. The union pauper district schools, if 
more generally adopted, would effect much good. Besides those 
children who would naturally 'be transferred to them from the work-, 
house, I would give licence to admit certain portions of fanrilies, not 
paupers technically, and I would vest the discretionary power ill'; 
the officers of each parish for the ,time being, to make the selection~ 
with any limit deemed requisite.· . . 
. The reformatory schools . are the only practicable means, at. 

present within our reach, for dealing with children who have come' 
under the cognizance of the law, without tainting other schools, and: 
deserves all the encouragement which can be given to them. . 

I think that one or other of these different description of schools 
would. proVide for the pauper and criminal, or the deserted, desti
tute, and neglected children. . . 

10. I should think that the Government grants cannot do 9the~ 
wise than stimulate, in general, the 'voluntary liberality. It may. 
in some instances assist, where otherwise a strong sense of duty 
an<J.ample means would have supplied all that was required without 
such aid •. But on the other hand, willing contributions have been 
made, and are making, whe~e the Government aid has rendered the
benevolent scheme possible, which otherwise would have appeared 
too unpromising to be entertained, .and therefore woul4 have been 
abandoned.· In neithet case can we regret that the resources of thlt 
country should have. been thus taxed. .' . . . 

I know of maIiyobjections which, of course, must be expected: 
from the 'different ways in which the Government conditions are 
viewed, or 'according as the 'actual mode of inspection seems to 
work;' . I· am' aware also, in that· generally admitted necessity of 
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combining religion with secular education, there are plany dim .. r 
culties to be overcome in the execution, and that in pa:risheswber~, 
much conflict of religious ~pinion' prevails, there is .ofteumore 
forbearance called for than is found, and concessions demlPlded very" 
distasteful to many; and therefore resisted. ' , , : 
, Any comprehensive scheme which may be called national. must.

expect to meet with much objection anQ cavil arising from,such li~e· 
circumstances, but within my own experience I am not acquainted; 
with auy Jarge number of persons who profess to entertain serious,. 
and conscientious scruples on the subject of , the Government !!y.stetp.! 
under which schools. are assisted. 

V.-Endotced Schools. 
11. My experience of endowed schools, under which denomina:" 

tion I do not now include grammar schools, leads me to'think' 
highly of them, and that they only want further development to-: 
extend their usefulness.' Though by no means beyond the scope 
of "popular education," they may reasonably be expected; from', 
their independent resources, to stand somewhat higher than th& 
common established schools, and. to offer advantages to those whO' 
have intelligence and ambition; perhaps, beyond the teaching of 
such schools, and so toay be made auxiliary to them,whilst ,they' 
secure a sound and religious education for a class but little removed 
from the labourer in means, though somewhat in' position, andwhot 
have, without such establishments, the greatest difficulty in finding" 
suitable places for bringing up their children. . 

VI;,-Suggestion; • 

. ' i2. (a.{ I would maintain. the prit;tciple upon ~hich the'qovern~ 
ment aid is granted, with sufficient inspection. . ~ . . '~ 
. ,(b.) The development of the same would be as the wane (rom: 
ti~e to time ill made to appear; j~dee~ there, may be,expected t~ 
anse cases of It. somewhat experlmenta~ character, thQug'Q, wjtli 
.ufficient promise to justify temporary . encouragement,. In Olle. 
case, at all events, I would now recommend consideration. 'asfQ~ 
new objects; in others only an extension ·pf ~d. .'. ."" 

(0.) In the case of endowed schools to whicq I llnw allude, a. 
modification of th~ rules of the Privy Council, might be rp.ade; so 
as to include them under its protection. ,The funds' are oftenquii; 
inadequate to their purpose, and; if they could be assisted,' and 
uhibitions granted for some limited period to the 'best, scholars, l, 
believe. great benefit would ~crue. The introduction of Govern ... 
ment.inspec~rs, conseque~tupon grants of thi~ des~riptil>!l' to'b~ 
jlSsoclated WIth the trustees,. woulll be often v~ry desIrable.' • 

(d.) .The addition or substitution of district .schools~ excep~ to~ 
pauper purposes, pr ,for, temporary use of panshes whose mean~ 
have failed for home establishments, is undesirable. I believe that 
parish schools, where the interests of the inhabitants, 1l1ay b~ con'; 
centrated, are on aln;tost all accounts preferable...;-

(~).lca~not appro.ve of , any P?t the ,volun~ry pnnClple, iu~e4 
as It now IS by public graIl-ts,wIth ~o more mterference than is 
absolutely necessary. The difficult question of religious,' dis-:. 
tinction, w~ch now. can be often splved »1.a, little mutual'for';' 
'. .. '. ~. ". ... . ,.' 
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bearance, would· be rendered ahriostunmanageable' under" anY" 
other system.' , ' . 

(f.) The rating $ystem might answer under particular circum
stances, where ·there is. a pretty general uniform opinion on the' 
subject of education for mechanical and other like purposes, and 
where, in short, the secular system is in vogue; but In general the 
prejudices which still exist on the question of any sound education 
would be infinitely augmented, every compulsory payment or' 
restriction consequent upon it would raise' a; feeling very adverse 
to it;. from which popular education would be 'retarded, and the' 
sympathies of those who devote their time; and money to that· 
object would be paralyze<L 

(g ). In many cases the original design of the founders of cha
ritable institutions cannot be carried out, and very often the 
distribution'cf these bequests is distinguished more by. the dis

I satisfaction 'and the improvidence gendered by them than by any 
apparent advantage to the recipients; and I am of opinion ·that if 
a,discretion was given, with sufficient limitation" to apply those 
lunds to' such-purposes of common interest as education, good 
'Would result. ' 

(h.) I think that there are now opportunities open, and only 
wanting encouragement, for the improvement and extension of 
education, whilst to their further development we must look in part, 
to .the judicious and liberal manner in which they are treated, and 
stm. more to the progress, 'of that spirit which craves for more 
knowledge. With regard to the most prominent of these' oppor
tunities, I should certainly mention the schools for industrial 
training, which should be liberally supported, and not discouraged 
by too stringent conditions. The remuneration to be given to the 
childrl;ln should be sufficient to cover the school expenses, and to 
supply a balance approximating to the price of their labour i 
otherwise employed. The effect is obvious, that besides having 
acquired more learning, the children on leaving' school will be 
entitled 'to higher wages when they offer .their skilled labour in the 
market, wh!lst the school is' everr way strengthened by a class of 
more experIence. . 

Another opportunity of great consequence presents itself in the 
shape of the evening school. These are chiefly superintended bY' 
unpaid teachers, from the. difficulty of securing suitable persons to 
undertake the charge, except at an inconvenient expense; and as 
these schools are intended principally for adults, it is obvious that 
peculiar qualifications are required, with salary in proportion. As 
these offer the best promise' of extended education, and as they 
must be subject to great variation of circumstance, great favour 
shoUld be accorded to them, and an ample discretion allowed to 
the promoters of such schools in the application of the grants, when 
made. With regard to the other points already spoken of, I can 
only repeat that .they are all entitled, to consid~ration .as the 
means for promotmg the great end of popular Instruction. I 
must, however, observe in relation to the question touching 
differences' of religious belief, that I have not hitherto found any 
great difficulties. Whatever difficulties I have -experienced have 
arisen only from the point'! of S'Jnday teaching and the place of 
~orship selected by the parents. Having been connected with many 
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who proress toiditfer from me, I have found a concession on 'these 
pointS has removed all questions about the ordinary instruction of 
the week days. whilst practically the· parents of the ,children have 
not taken advantage of the privilege to the extent which might have 
been expected. 

13. I think that in this country any attempt. at compulsory 
attendance would be found. impracticable. . All .that is required, 
with any reasonable hopes of success, is to .found. good schools,. 
adapted to the peculiai requirements of. the place, keep them in. 
a state of efficiency, and then wait the natural result; all other· 
schools, founded under any other circumstances whatever,· will fade 
away when exposed to the competition of higher merit. 

VII.--:-TE~CHERS AND, TRAINING COLLEGES. 

14. ·1 am of opinion that the general qualifications of masters and 
mistresses are too often unsuited to the -circumstances ofthe schools 
for which they are required. 

There are, without doubt, a great .many teachers admirably 
fitted. for. their· work 'and, for the higher class i of schools, but I 
am not prepared to say that they are in proportion·to the. demand; 
whilst with regard to the inferior but more numerous schools, there 
seems, as 1 have before remarked, 8. great difficulty in providing for, 
them. . . . 

; With respect to the teachers of; dames' schools, it is to be ~. 
marked that the recent changes which have :taken place in. the 
~eneral education" of. the. people there bas. been. a dispositiolL' to 
Ignore that class of teachers beyond what is expedient; for I be.. 
lieve . that in country parishes, if not elsewhere,. they may be.made 
under proper inspection most valuable primary and elementary in~-
structors. . 

The requirements of the dames' school may be often sufficiently 
satisfied by ;some sensible and well-ordered woman,. ;who' cannot. 
boast of touch book-learning; but.who has. the' confidence. of .the. 
parents, and this. is a far better ground of ,selection. than. to. rely; 
upon the leavings of :other schools.for; elementary teaching.: Fan' 
however desirable it may be to combine some literary qualifications 
with other recommendations for this class of ~.teachers, it· must ;be 
obvious that the temper and kindly disposition, and-the good sense 
which can make due discipline an4 method palatable to the young,. 
and especially the youngest, can never be dispensed with, and must 
always take precedence of all other desiderata for an infant school. 
teacher.' . . ., . '. . . 

'18. In reference. to this question, I should say that my, opinions. 
have. been more' based. npon the knowledge. of results; and." upon. 
secondary means, than from any continued and accurate personal. 
experience in the internal working of the normal schools and train"': 
iog colleges; .but in reference; to the last: question I must repeat,· 
my impression, that the requirementS· of schools in 'general, are not.; 
~ikel~ to be adequately supplied by the training establishmentsnown 
m eX18tence.' . . ; . .. . .: 
~e teachers should undoubtedly be very far in advance'of their:· 

pupils in general intelligence and learning,' but: the. i!tudywhich.; is ~. 
requisite for high attainments, adapted to the high'class:of schools, . 
requires a. much, longer time to. mature thaq· is; generally·aij,owed, 
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for the purpose, and certainly leaves no room for the more humble 
but not less necessary knowledge in detail, which should. be at the 
command of every teacher, and is absolutely essential for the smaller 
schools. Where all ar,e to be trained together, there will be a. 
natural disposition to aim at the highest range, with a view to the 
supposed emoluments attached to its attainment; and in this vain 
pursuit, which .requires much time at all events to reach, many 
may be reasonably expected to gain neither the higher nor the 
more humble qualifications of a good teacher. It may be asserted 
that hitherto a large proportion of those who have presented them
selves as candidates for instruction at the training establishments 
consists of persons who have either relinquished other employments 
for the supposed lucrative office of a .teacher, or who have suddenly 
adopted this step from want of other employment, and they have 
taken this course at a period of life when the opportunities and 
capabilities of laying the foundation necessary for an accomplished 
preceptor are wanting. Now we may anticipate some circum* 
stances of future improvement in this respect when the Queen's 
scholars and pupil-teachers have, to a certain extent, supplied a 
list of approved candidates for the training establishments; but I 
cannot still think that, taking the resources of parish schools into 
account, the rapidly increasing demand for them,' and the practical 
sort of education which'may conciliate their supporters, within any 
reasonable period; the existing establishments can supply enough 
teachers for the schools. . 

There is an element of great difficulty in the present day, which 
it is important to consider, affecting the training establishments, 
arising from the different church views, and perhaps the exagge... 
rated feelings engendered by them; but wherever the greatest care 
has not been taken to exclude marked and peculiar opinions from 
the administration of the training school or college, suspicions of 
a very serious character have been entertained with regard to the 
opinions and views of the teachers who may have been educated 
there. To meet this case, the greatest caution should be taken 
in the management of training institutions, perhaps greater than 
is sometimes felt necessary, to exclude everything which by pos
ll,ibility might be construed into a leaning towards a sectarian cha
racter or to any of the peculiar party views of the day. 

As to the question of an increased sUJ?ply, it should be con
sidered· whether the establishment of additional training schools 
more suited to the more humble wants of small parishes might not 
be desirable, either independent of or supplementary to those now 
in existence, but where the studies more exclusively confined to 
what is suited to small schools would be carried on. The remune... 
ration of· the teachers would also undergo a modification accord
ingly. But perhaps the simplest and most practicable mode of 
preparing a large number of useful and sufficiently trained teachers 
for the minor schools would follow the larger encouragement of 
those who might be induced to remain in the first-class schools a 
sufficient time to be fit to take their places as teachers of schools. 
They would thus be more cheaply trained, not only theoretically 
but practically, whilst the accomplished masters and mistresses 
,!ould derive gl'eat advantage to themselves from their appren
tices. 
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With regard to the question affecting the social condition of 
teachers, I may observe, that those who have entered upon the 
employment with more thought about the emolument than their 
fitness for the business; those who have hastily and superficially 
crammed for the situation, and have given little consideration to 
the irksomeness of the duties belonging to the profession, where it 
is not heartily undertaken; those who have entertained false.notions 
about keeping up appearances disproportioned to their means, and 
have cla.ixDed a position beyond what is reasonable to expect; 
under such circumstances many have become discontented, and 
bad r('sults have followed. It is not to be expected that, however 
valuable a teacher may be, in relation to his or her professional 
duties, generally speaking, such degree of refinement, and such 
scope of intelligence will have been attained as to qualify them to 
be companions of those who are drawn from a different condition 
of life, who have had a 10n~ and careful education from the earliest 
days, and who have assoClations of a different character. But a 
man or woman of sense and conduct would never want the sym
pathy of the !lociety around them, whilst the intelligence of their 
conversation, and the conscientious discharge of their useful duties, 
would, at least, .put him or her on a par with those who, from 
their more J?rosperous circumstances, would otherwise be deemed 
above them m social rank. 

16. The advantage of this system is great. There is an object 
constantly before the school, of position to be gained by diligence, 
and remaining long enough to gain the necessary knowledge; there 
is the valuable assistance secured to the master and mistress, not 
to be obtained in any other way, in the great majority of cases; 
and there is the great benefit, which every day will be more fully 
recognized, of securing a body of useful teachers who will be 
seasoned and trained to office by gradual steps, with the opportu .. 
nity of satisfying others of their general qualifications, and (what 
is, perhaps, of less importance) of proving to their own satisfaction 
that they have the taste and inclination for such permanent em-
ployment. . 

17. Masters and mistresses should be paid by fixed stipends, 
with a small capitation fee for all children beyond a certain 
number. I do not think that the general dependence upon salary 
from any source but that of the employers is good, whilst the 
small advantage derived from every addition to the school has a 
tendency to promote the energy of the teachers in facing fresh 
labour, without tempting them to evade duties for the sake of 
income. 

VIII.-RESULTs. 

18. (a) There can be little doubt that, from the date of the 
. great movement in favour oC popular education, much intellectual 

progress has been made, though not in proportion to the money 
expended, or the anxiety bestowed upon the subject. That pro
gress, however, may not be so much out of proportion to the cir.;. 
~umstances under which education has been promoted, when we 
take into account the. short. time allotted to each child; the agents, 
and the means used, 1D which there have been so many failures; 
and the great difficulties encountered frpm the· prejudices of all 
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parties concerned, and from the vast labour of impressing tho!:€' 
most affected by the question, with the great advantages tlowina 
from sound education. 0 

(b) 1 have no doubt also, that the moral effects produced by 
these efforts have been good. even beyond the .intellectual ad .. 
vance, though the same difficulties have had a corresponding in
fluence.. 

It ,seems to be a self-evident consequence of the work done, by 
means uncontradicted by facts, that many have had the· germs of 
truth, and sound knowledge implanted, of which otherwise they 
must have remained it) utter ignorance ;-:-that many have learnt,· 
even in the s40rt time of tuition, something of their own respon
sibility, and their duties to God and man ;"":'-that many have thus 
acquired the first rudiments of knowledge, which have been of 
!Duch avail to them afterwards, whilst. the very process of teach",: 
mg has afforded a lesson of wholesome self-restraint, of oroer, and 
of discipline, even when the lesson taught has escaped the pupil's 
recollection. These obvious results only want further development 
and further care, perhaps, sometimes in more eligible form, to 
realize the effects of popular education, such as we ·desire to 
see. But amongst the· moral effects produced aud to be extended,
we musl not for&,et how the labour and assiduity expended .upon 
an object in whiCh there is no apparent interest, but that of bene
volence to the children taught, and how the patience and kindness • 

. and the good qualities of the teachers, have impressed the child" 
and called for a corresponding. and permanent goodwill to all con
cerned in its training. . 

But if it should appear, as is but too true, that all t.hese results 
have not abounded in the time past to the extent to be hoped for 
ultimately, we must observe, that the acknowledged deficiency of 
some of the means used in favour of popular education will account 
sufficiently for much failure; and I look to the iml?rovement of 
these means and to the accelerating process which wIll take place 
when all learning is more coveted by. the people, for those great 
results which time will develop, and which wholesome knowledge 
is calculated to give. ' 

CHAS.EDMD. RUCK KEENE. 

Swyncombe House, Henley-on-Thames, . 
. Oct. 5, 1859. 

ltight Hon, Lord Lyttelton. 
1. THE National School at Hagley has for above 20 years been· 

wholly under my control, and I have always paid great attention 
to it. . I have fi)l' that time constantly taught, in the Sunday 
school d('pal"tlll(,llt of it, the- upper class of boys. . 

I have- also ror that time- been mthet" an active member of the 
Diocesan Board of Education. 

III other respects I have haa no peculiar opportunities or gain. 
ing expt'rience on the subject, heyond what is natu"aIlyacquired 
by a person ill my position living mostly ill the count,·y, and 
taking much interest ill the matter. 
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1 bave.no particular knowledge of other parts of ,the .country 
thaD this, from experience •. 

A large proportion of the children in this. school (Hagley) be-. 
long to the lowE'r part of the middle class (such as mechanics, 
email fannns, Relieving Officers, &c.) as well as to labourE'rs. 

2. It &eE'ml to me that, as the general rule, in agricultural dis
trictl, boys should attend school entirely till their twelfth birth
day, end girls till their thirteenth. No doubt thE-re are several 
exc£'1>tions to this, on account of domestic circumstances; bur 
there are also some, though fewer, on the other sidE', in which 
children can attend for a somewhat longer pcriod. 

But the question points to avery important modification ot 
the system, ill the words" a part of the year, &c." At this school' 
we have for some time availed ourselves of what is kpown a!l the 
Half-time or Short-time Minute of the Committee .of Privy 
Cquncil, 118 applicable to the country ~enerally. 

The Commissioners, I believe, would learn from that Depart
ment, that this school is one of rather a small number in which 
that Minute has beeD acted on. I believe· there is still a good. 
deal of ignorance nnd misconception abroad as to the existence 
and the scope of it. 

I have found thp. Committee very ready to give that Minnte 
effect by a .Iiberal construction of its terms. They require no 
precise apportionment of time or definition of occupation, and 
only demand to be furnished with a list at the beginning of each 
year of boys, (1 have not applied it to gil'ls,) to be allowed to 
remain in the school on the short-time system; specifying gene. 
rally the sort of work for which he is wanted away trom school· 
(al "to work with his father on his land," &c.) •. and about the 
time to be so employed. (as '~tWO days in the week," "a week or 
two in the autumn,"&c.)· . 

We have not yet bad full experience; 'but for about two year~ 
we have had twelve or thirteell boys on short-time, who have. 
rl'Dlained till the age of 14 or 15.* It seems to work very 
favourably, and I see no reason why boys should not sometimes 
remain even longer. 

3. I shall not attempt to answer the first part of this question 
in minute detaiL Generally, whE'n the children are of averaO'e 
capacity, with a well-qualified master, and with a school fairly 
supplied with the modern ,appliances of pupil-teachel's, proper: 
apparatus, s.c. (all which Inust be assumed thl·oughout). I should 
say that they before leaving school may be~xpected to know,in 
a solid manner the ordinary elements (sufficient for theiragei 
and sufficient for furlheJ' progress after leaving, if, they will· 
attend to it,) of religious knowleflge, reading, writing, arithmetic, 
history, and geography. I would add what .has. been so much 
noticed lately as " common things," but to a great extent rather: 
as included jn ;one. pr other of tl)e above branches than. as a 

-', 

. • Thereia llttle doubi that mosi ot the~ 'Would otherwise have wholl11~fL. 



Mparate ~ubject. Thus history sllOuld include a'competent 
knowledge-of the actual state of the world and of their own 
neighbourhood 1 geography, a good topographical knowledge of 
the district, &0.. " 

Thel'e are, however, some very important matters, such as 
sanitary science and political economy, ~he' popular and practical 
elements of which may, with great advantage, be taught to 
children. There are some books with this view; but it must be 
admitted that they require rather special faculties to teach them 
well and simply. It would probably be found in most cases 
almost indispensable that the schoolmaster should have the aid 
in such matters of some educated persons, as the parochial clergy
man. 

Wilh regard 'to music, I apprehend it always can and ought to 
be taught; I mean merely simple vocal music. "Drawing. arid 
other matters of taste," I think can be taught with results of 
unmixed good in themselves; hut I should say that the time to 
be given to them should be carefully limited, ·and that they had 
better be taught only to children with evident aptitude for them. 

Some other points in this question may, be better answered 
under the next. 

4. (a) Sunday schools, I apprehend, have somewhat lost their 
relative importance, with the general improvement in week-day 
education. ' The present Bishop of Newfoundland, when Inspector 
of Schools, about 20 yeal's agol said in a Report, that Sunday' 
schools were the very salt of the land. They may be so still 
in crowded places, and where parents are at once actuated by 
the wish that their children should be instructed and by the 
desire to turn their labour to, account at a very early age; but it 
seems to me, that, in the first plRce, Ii hour is the very outside 
time that a child ought to be required to give on a Sunday, when 
he has to attend church, if we would avoid the much greatel' evil 
of disgusting him with the day and its services altogether; an(l 
in the next place, that that amount of weekly teaching can have 
no very marked effect. 

, Parents, however, when well disposed. seem to value the Sun.,. 
day school; and it' undoubteply has a good general effect, when 
not forced on the children. But with a good' week-school, and 
still more if we have evening- classes well attended, I should not 
consider it well to throw much weight on the Sunday school. 

(b) See answer to Question 2, . 
(c) I am not sure that I rightly understand the words "domestio 

training." If they mean. instmction in household work~ I appre
hend they relate chiefly to girls, and to work such as washing, 
cooking, and housemaid's work, and distinct from the common 
needlework univ{'rsally taught in schools, 

With regard to them, and to boys' industrial work, such as 
gardening and carpentering, I am not able, fl'ommy own judg
ment or observation, to agree with those who think that any 
material pa.rt of the time tsay from 5 to 6 hours) devoted to 
ordinary schQQl work, should be transferred' to them. It seems 
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to me that that . time js not more than is wantE)d for .itll usual 
objects. 

Bat we h;1ve found her~ . very satisfactory results, though Jlot 
very great onee, first from teaching the boys (i.e., a dozt'u or SQ 
of the bigger oues, who have some time for it,) a little· carpenters· 
work for a few hours in the week, by the means of a skilled 
artisan who comes for the purpose; and secondly, from small 
garden allotments to about 15 boys, above the age of 10, culti
vated wholly out of school hourIS. On this las~ system th~ Com
missioners, if worth while, would find full information in 
Mr. Bellaire' Reports for several years past. 

I have no doubt both these have a perceptible effect in pro· 
longing the boys' stay at school. 

I have nevel' been able to do more than a very little in girls' 
industrial training, as we do not find that before leaving school 
they bave gained strength enough for it to any purpos~. 

(d) Evening /:Ichools seem to me of excellent effect, so far as 
young people can be got to attend thent; but as far as I have 
observed, it is very difficult to keep up that attendance. 

Boys who have left school will attend them for a time; and in 
this place, as long as there was some novelty in the system, the 
numbers were pretty good, but they soon fell off. 

FoJ;' giving elementary instruc.tion they ought never to pe 
wanted, where there is a good ordinary school; but for keeping 
it up, and for keeping up a general connexion with those who 
have left school, they are of great value, if only they were better 
attended. 

(e) The system of popular lectures On all sorts of subjects 
has very largely extended itself, and is constantly extending 
still more in this country, as well as elsewhere. It is difficult 
to estimate its precise effects j but I feel no doubt that they are 
very good, tbough of a very general, indirect, and indefinitE! 
kind. They have, however, many effects not properly· educa
tional, of which tb~ is not the place to speak. Educationally, I 
doubt if they can canvt!!J instruction in a direct form, except of 
a very fragmentary and desultory kind; but they unquestionably 
raise much interest in their subjects, which may be afterwards 
more effectively followed up; and they give a good general bias 
to the habits of tho~e who attend them. 

Mechanics'Institutes, if really well worked by means of teaching~ 
classes and examinations, have a much more solid effect; but,as 
far as I have observed, they have but an imperfect bearing on 
the prt'sent questions, for they too often pass over the heads of 
the real working class (as usually understood), and deal only 
with the lower middle class. 

(r) I have no eXpt'rience of Free Libraries, as distinct from 
Lending Libraries. The latter SE'em to me to work. very well, 
both 8S confined to the children of a school, and when open tQ 
the parish generally; though, as before, it is difficult to trace 
their exact effects. " 

(g) Of prize endowments I have no knowledge. 
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, Prize-schemes, i.e.~ prizes for ~ good condnct and a.ttainments, 
for all the scllOoIsof a district, have been .established with the best 
results.in ,South Staffordshire, Worcestershire, and ~irmingham. 
On .the former J .need" perhaps, hardly refer the Commissioners to 
Mr. Norris's Reports. 'On the Worcestershir~ schE'me I may refer 
to the annual ,Reports of the Diocesan Board of Education; and' 
I can say of my own knowledge, with ,:respect to it (and to. Bir ... 
mingham to a less> extent). that, the; 'results have been very pE'r~ 
ceptible in, prolouging the school-attendance, or, which is near1y 
the> same thing, in· incre>asing the average age> of the school 
children; and that the recipie>ntll; of prizes have almost always 
be>en the best ~nd most promising children. . 

,(h) 1 hllye the strongest opinion, in favour of tbis snggestion. 
I ventnre~ to .send to the Commissioners a copy of a pamphlet 

of mine on these qUE'stions, to which I shall take the 1iberty of 
again referring on other parts of the subjE'ct. At present I. wishe 
to draw thE'ir attention to the letter of Dr. Booth, adverted to 
in the note on p. J 0, and which Sl;le.ms to me nearly to exhaust 
the question put in the Query now before me. , 

5. On this point, too, I have a strong ·conviction that gratui
tous education, as the general rule, and of course allowing for 
such provisions as special and exceptional fl'ee endowmE'nts, is 
wholly .indefensible. On this point I have nothing to add to 
what I have said in pp~ 3-6 of the accompanying pamphlet; 
~xcept, indeE'd, to obsel've, that the 'principle that all men ought 
to pay for the education of theil' children is not infringed when, 
as no doubt is the case in all good schools, the grtater part of the 
expense is borue by others. 

A man ought to pay for Ilis child's schooling. Bnt if he is 
simply left to do so, he must of course be allowed to do it in 
his own way, and to such an extent as he chooses. Now if that 
were done with respect to the poor .• t.hey would be content with 
an.education wholly inferior in every way to that which is now 
providedj and it is so provided,not in order to help them, but 
fi'om general grounds concerning the welfare of sociE'ty. 

The principle is saved if the parent is required to pay what he 
naturally would if left to himself~ or thereabouts. 

6. Before discussing this question, I should observe, that thel'e 
is no distinct reference in these questions to the important point 
of the time when ·instrnction should begin, as \\'ell as when it 
should end. The main importance, in respect of instl'uction, of 
the Infant School, is as an adjunct and preliminary to the ordinary 
elementary school, ,by which, the superiol' teaching power of the 
lattE'r is spared the waste of time and labour needed for i,mparting 
the first rudiments of learning. 

I fear.- that the average, state of education, in this as in other 
pal·ts of the country, is materially below the standard here referred 
to, fmm neglect of the early training just specified, or from the 
very inadequate recoul'se had to the educational advantages now 
within I'each of the poor •.. 
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, Their good results can be but most· imperfectly obtained, 
except by the lJest of our scholars; not by the average. 

That children of fair capacity, who do to a fair extent avail 
themselves of our system, do to a very gr~at degree enjoy those 
advantagE's, I have no doubt, from my own observation. 

Duc upon this I will venture t() quote an admirable· passage 
from a pamphlet published in 1857, intituled "Our 'Vork," by 
the Rev. W. Gover, Principal of the Worcpster Diocesan Training 
School near Birmingham, a man intimately acquaintpd with- the 
laboUl'ing classes in that great town : a place which ·is far from 
being a too fa"onrable instance as to the effects of parly 
education :-

"The rt>maining quarter or 24 pel' cent. are found at day or 
evening ichoo]s bptween thl" ages of 11 and 13. These coine 
from the famnies of the most respectable artisans; the efforts of 
the tt'llcht>r~ art' seconded at home; the power of gaining fl'esh· 
knowledge has· been given; the thirst for posspssing it excited; 
situations of Il betrer kind are obtained for them by their parents, 
and the school {'nd home in8uencehas thus the prospect of being 
permanent. 

"These mainly supplyonr pupil-teachers; the elder class in our 
Sunday schools; the candidates for Confirmation; our. Sunday. 
~chool reachers; the mE'mbers of Young Men's Associations, and of 
Provident Societies; the frequentel's of our lectures and reading 
rooms; the agents in many a work of Christian IIsefulness among 
thpir fellows. From thpse are thus trai~ed that body of whom Bir
mingham has happily many, and for whose lpading influence among 
the working c1assps it has reason to be deeply thankful; men 
exercising self-control and self-relianet', indl1su'ious, intelligent, 
and .fl'ank, whose sterling worth can only be known to the full 
by those who have learnt them well. Let those who deem 
education ,'esultle5s study such men as thpse." 

'Vith regard to the nature and extent of the deficiency, I 
should fear it was pretty equally diffused, in the majority or iq 
the average class of children, o\'er even the t'lementary branches 
of instruction, and that they seldom retain any knowledge worth 
mentioning, if any, beyond reading, writing, and al'ithmetic. 

I should conceive, however, that they are mostly able, before 
leaving school (and after it, unless they wholly fail to keep it up,) 
both to read and write and do. simple sums, as far as is nef!essa1'!J 
for them, and, to some limited extent, to read even as a pleasure 
andoccupntion. ' 

7. (a) 1\ly impression is, that there. are very few parts_ of the 
country, and those only in crowded districts, where parents actually 
find it impo.,sible to get school educa~ion, of one sortor another, for 
their childl'en. . -

In my school, "hE'n children come to it above the BITe when 
schooling commonly bpgins, and when they come .fro~ .other 
districts to setde here (which is very frequent), they have almost 
invariably been at some school previously. ' 
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'-(b) "Deficient or unskilful teaching,", unquestionably, to an 
immense E'xtent. 

5' Bad choice of the subjects taught." I should say not, to any 
serious amount; For, there is hardly any range of. choice; all 
schools must teach the ordinary! E'lements, and not many can go 
much beyond. See also on 4. (c). 

(c ) Undoubtedly this has very great effect. Almost· all parpnts 
like to see their children taught to a certain extent, .when they 
have nothing else to do with them; but a very slight weight on 
the other side will mostly turn the scale. 

(d) The "value of the labour 'of children "is of course the 
chief of such. elements; but that it is m~re than a powerful 
inducement, which ought to be resisted by proper self-denial
that the labour is necessary to thE:' parents, so as to compel them 
to, forego ~ rE'asonable amount of schooling--on these points, as 
the general rule, I am altogether incredulous. 

I venture to refer to my pamphlet, pp. 7 and 13. . 
The well-known habits of the Scotch, too, seem to negative the 

supposed" inability." I have a Scotch woodman, who, out of 11 • 
. a week wages, and with 8 or 9 children, paid for 5 of them at 
school, at 3d. a week each. 

( e) The answer to th~s is the same as to (b). 
(f) I am not sure if this question points to any particular 

"laws or social arrangements" of which I am not aware. I can 
only say, generally, that whatever laws may still remain bearing 
injuriously on the condjtion of the poor must no doubt have a 
very unfavourable effect .on the E'ducational state of their children. 
Such laws may be suggested, according to the different opinions 
of persons on those subjects; such laws as relate to the system 
of parochial settlement; or, again, parts of our financial system. 
But to go into detail on those questions would SE'em beyond the 
scope of this papE'r. 

My own impression is, that our laws are more in fault in the 
·way of omission than of commission in this rE'spect. But on this 
point I may better speak below, to the question about compulsory 
education • 

. 8. In my judgment the present Government system, as far as 
it gOE'S, is almost entirely right and good, both in principle and 
detail. 

This seemS to be the answer to the further part of the question, 
as to the- effect of the system on the districts which do receive 
assistance. But with regard to those which do not, it is un
doubted that there are still immense tracts of the countrv in 
which the Government Kystem is almost entirely unknown· and 
unfelt. I doubt whether thE'se can be said to be "affected" by 
it at all, to any perceptible extent. My belief is, that what are 
.called schools in such districts are still very much what they were 
OO~~~~~ . -

9. (a) Concerning Pauper Schools, and the concluding part of 
this qneStio~,. I venture to refer to my pamphlet, pp. 11, 12, 
21,22. 
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I will only add, that on this subject I agree almost entirely 
with the ample remarks to be found in the Reports of Mr. Jelinger 
Symonll, Inspector of Workhouse Schools. 

(b) My opinion ill, that if we had to begin over again, the best 
way would have been to establish Reformatory Schools by law 
in every couoty. But the voluntary system to ~hich effect has 
been given has had so powerful and extended an operation that 
no one would now think of interfering with it. I believe. that 
Reformatory Schools have already had a very perceptible effect 
in diminishing the amount of juvenile crime; for instance, Ilt 
Birmingham, and in the county of Gloucester. 

10. 1 believe that the Government system acts almost entirely 
in stimulation of. voluntary liberality, and that to a very great 
extent. ' 

I apprehend that "conscientious" objections to it hardly exist 
now. 

11. I have not much experience on this question; but I am 
inclined to think, that endowed schools for the lower classes are 
deciderlly below the average of schools under Government inspec
tion, and not very much above the average of those which are 
not so. 

12. (a, b, c) It seems to me that for schools which can come 
within reach of the Government system, its maintenance is all 
that is needed. 
. But I think the Government· should keep steadily in view the 
fact above referred to, that there are, and are likely to be, large 
parts of the country, chiefly in poor and thinly-peopled TUral dis
tricts, and where the parishes are numerous, small, ill-endowed, 
and with few wealthy resident gentry (as the county of Hereford), 
but also in new Rnd crowded manufacturing districts, which 
their system doe~ not in fact touch. 

I do not profess to offer detailed suggestions on this question ; 
.but I am disposed to think that no" development" or " modifica
tion" (properly 80 called) of the existing system will adequately 
meet these eases. . I should rather say, that an additi,!"al system, 
running, as it were, parallel with the present one, should be 
introduced. 

I venture to point out this as self-evident, that in a very small 
parish a school up to the Government mark of efficiency is, almost 
always, simply impossible. 
. There is one, and only one~ way to overcome this difficultv. 
viz., by combinations of parishes Rnd District SchoMs. Even this _ 
from topographical reasons, wouid be often impossible, and vel·; 
seldom oompl£'tely effectual But the fatal objection is, that a 
combination of parishes for any conceivable purpose requires an 
amount of local energy, co-operativeness, and business habits 
which, it is quite certain, will never be found, but in a feV: 
scattered and exceptional cases. Nothing 1ike the" present Poor 
Law system would ever have been created but by the IUitual 
coercion of law. Compare the existing Unions with the number 
that ever came into operation und('r. Gilbert's Act. And such 
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iE·gal intervention :and coercion is not in question for our present 
purpose. , , , 

I. bE'lieve that in such districts altogether helow.the range of 
the present system, the:Government must be content with humble 
schools, mostly dames' schools, and where more perceptible effect 
must,he looked, for from, the. mOJ,'al infiuE'nce of the clergy and 
teachers ,on .the ,characters of the .children .than from any great 

.intellectual progress that is attainable. 
F'or ;thE'se,llVould have a st'parate class of Insppctors, one of 

w,hosednties wOllld be to watch .every opportunity by . which such 
inferior schools may J>e raised, and passjnto the class now nnder 
the ordinary Government system. 

I um not much acquainted with the syst.em of Rf'gistered 
teachers, as distjnct li'om Certificated: but I 'apprehend that, in 
principl{', it aipls to a grE'at extent at what.l have .indicated, and 
that it has had bl,lt. a very slight E'ffect rathE'r from errors in 
detail, which I be~ie\"e are J() some degrre in course of removal, 
than from anything elst ... 

I think the Government should persevere in their course with 
respect to this Registered class. , '. 

(d) . ~ am not sure that I understand this question; but, sub. 
ject to the above remarks, I see no, occasion, for any" <lililtipct" 
.or other new ." system of public .aid and inspection." 

,(e) It ,is hardly necessary to, anSWE'r this question in the 
negative, after what has been said .before. 

(f) I am against the. rating system, for the I'easons stated in 
rnypamphlet, pp. 14'-21. . . 

(g) I have no doubt a good deal might be, done in, this way 
in various parts .of the country; . but the manner and extentof 
it depends on large and delicate questions of public policy and. 
right, the degree in which founderl!' wills may be: departed from' 
or' modified, interference with trust . deeds, &e, into which this .is 
not the place to enter at length, , . 

Assuming that ,through' eXl'cutive powers (much larger than 
they now have) .to . be conferred upon the Charity ,Commissioners, 
(ot some such. body,).the State. may lawfully take in hand the re~ 
modelling, to some extent, of endowed schools, I should say that 
at least 'so ,much as this might be donC',,.,...the fulIE'st resoUl:ces 
hroughtout from- the endowment (speaking only of educational 
endowments) for i,s actual object Where the class of society in, 
the view of the founder has come to be otherwise sufficiently pro-
vided for,.and 'btherclasses in (hedistl'ict ;nl'ed it more, the latte!: 
might he, included. ,together with ,or even to the exclusion of the, 
former; and where the l'ndowment has been .broughtby cir~tlm~ 
stances~ to b~: palpably.in excess. with reference tQ itl!:l1Ctual 
sphere of action (of, which l, believe there are some strong 
instances),. that sphere might be largely opened and extended, on 
the- principle of the Chancery. doctrine. ofey pres., ., . 
. (h) Ido not think .. thatmuch can be done ab,extr?t for the 

improvement of any of the systems and expedients ml'ntioned.iIl 
Question .4, frpm(a) to (g~ "". . ' ." . ;. f 

• 
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They all depend on Vllrely vutuntaryeftcrts; and, their 'em.,. 
ciency in fact arist>s from, and must always be proportione~ to,: 
the amount of local intelligence and benevolence which' originates 
and sustains 'tht'm. I' think the present amount' of direct en
courag-ement and aid given to' them by the State is as'much a,g-, 
it ought to be; and 1 do not know that more can be done,-except 
that the Inspectors should be direCted to be sedulous in making 
Anown'to local managt>rs of schools tIle full extent of the Gove~n:" 
ment system. From its unavoidable intricacy and nUmerOllS and 
complex ramificatiolls, it is ulllioubtedly not riE-ar so well known, 
as it might be, and the oral communications of Inspectors on 
their proti>~sional tours are much the 1l1osteft'ectual manner~f 
lIIaking it so. 

On Question 4 (h), however, I would speak very differently.' 
I am myself ill favoUl' of the utmost extension' of the ,presel)t 

, system of Civil Service ExaminatioIlli, and that on' the compe
titive principle. If that is objected to, tl1l.>n let it be on t~at of 
fixed standards of qualification. And with regard to popular 
education, I should approve of the system pl'()posed by ',Dr. Booth, 
in the pamphlet above quoted, to its fl,lll extent; 

13. I have a.dvocated compulsory education in my pamphlet, 
pp'. 1-13.1 am still of opinion that what I have there proposed; 
is practicable, would in\'olve fewer difficulties than most other 
plans, Bnd would be to a gl'pat ~xtent eft't>ctuaI. But I· must 
admit that since its publication, not only bave I seen n~ con';', 
siderable signs of adhesion to that particular plan, but the course 
of public opinion has seemed to tend away f!"Om the principle of 
compulsion ratllt'f than towards it. . , 

Assuming, however, that no direct COOl pulsion can be attempted" 
I should still bt' in favour or some system of indh'ect cOinpulsion. 
Such a system might not be, on' the face of it,a general sysfe'm,' 
but yet might ha\'e so extE'Dsive a scope that practically it'should 
almost be so ~alled. . 

Such a systt'm, as involving legislation; or actiOli 01J the part 
of the Govemn;t'Dt, would be that suggested by Dr. 'Booth; thie': 
Factory School SystE'Dl is such; and slIch a' systt'm' I is iti fOl'ce in 
some parIs of the continent, ill respect of admission to the an:n".! 

A part from legislation, employel's of labour of course have in' 
their hands a very large pown in'this dil'ection, according 'to' 
what is known as the "Ct'rtificate System:' It has indeed been 
proposed to IE'gislate in 'this' sense, requiring, at least irisome 
branches of labour,'that such educational certificates should be: a: 
necessary condition of employment; but such an enactment 
would probably be resisted or evaded. 

With respect to Of schools under the direct control of the Statet 
the religious difficulty alone, not to mention others seems to be 
conclusive against them, and on grounds nearly the saine as applyi 
to an Education Ratt'. (Question 12 (f).· , , . . 

14. I nndel'Stand this distinction here to mean, thai 'all 
National and other ordinary' parish schools, 'and generally all 
schools in which the teacher is undel· someextel'Oal authority',. 
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are called public sclwols; and that private (and dames') schools 
mean what in theN orth are called adventure schools. " 

Of this latter I have but little t'xperimentalknowledge. My 
belief, however, is, that the cases where the teachers of such schools 
for the poor 'are intellectually weH qualified are exceedingly rare; 
and I apprehend that it itt very much fromaccidE'ntal circum
stances, and but little connected with· such qualifications, that 
they are undertaken. ' 

But my i~pression is also, that in many such cases,according 
to what I said above, p. 284, ,the teachers of the schools, espl'ciall)' 
when they are women, exercise a very beneficial moral influence' 
over the children. , 

I believe that the masters and mistresses of public schools 
,have much improved, and are 'improving; thtough the greatly 
hlCl'cased pecuniary value of their office, through 'the highel: 
social consideration they ('njoy, and particularly through the 
special training for their work which they so often receive through' 
the Training Colleges. 

These al'e new featutl's in the case, and are mainly due to the 
Government measures of the last 20 years. 

I believe that on the whole the teachers whe have had the 
full advantage of those measures may be said to be ~ell qualifil'd ; 
and that when properly supported and aided by the Clergy and 
other local influences, anY' short-comings are far more to ,be attl'i
bllted to the inadequate way in which children attend the schools, 
than to any defect in the teachel°So 

15. I have hardly any personal acquaintance with any Training' 
College, except the WOl"Cester Diocesan one at Saltley, near Bir
mingham. With that I have been intimately connected and 
acquainted from its beginning. 

I have. however, always been familiar with the Reports of the 
Inspectors about all the Training Schools in the country. 

I beli~ve that substantially the work done in them is very n~arly 
the same in theory; as is natural, from their being all so dependent 
on the Government for their very existence, and that it only varies 
in practice and effect from the necessary varieties of character in 
those who are at their head . 

. I believe they are on the whole very well adapted to their object. 
Evert with the, ample support they receive from public funds 
(which is fully equal to what it ought to be), their cost is so large, 
the private means of the students who attend thpm so small, and 
the annual subscriptions from local sourcpsso difficult to keep up, 
that there are very few of them which do not seem more or less 
to suffer from pecuniary embarrassmE,lnts. The more fully they 
carry into effect their proposed purposes, I believe the more good 
they will do. 

I believe that the teachers 'they send forth are generally well 
satisfied with their position. I can say with some confidence that 
this has bpen the case hitherto with nearly all those who Imve gone 
from Saltlej.' 
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16. As relates to my ow:Q experil;!nce, the Pupil-Tea,cht\r system 
is entirely satisfactory. . 

1 have often heard and r~ad, especially as ~oncernl! the North of 
England, of the difficulty of obtaining ,the serviceBt all; l'upil. 
Teachers, of really clever and promising boys. 1t is certain that 
jf the Government in those parts mean. to compete effectually ,~n. 
that respect with tile demands of trade, they must, beprepare~ 
greatly to increase the stipends of Pupil. Teachers, which I.!ore l\ever, 
more than adequate to their mainte/lance; but it is not desirable 
that young persons should be attracted to the teacher's office wholly; 

• by its money value, or that parents should n~t rather be led to 
exercise some little self-d~nial in order to raise their children's 
social position, and embark them in a career so favourable' to 
virtue and religious principle as that of the schoolmaster. , 

10 my own school ,we have never had any difficulty in finding 
apprentices from among the best boys in it, and I peIieve the same, 
may be said of the district generally. , 

One specific point Iwould notice in the" results" of the Pupil ... 
Teacher system. It is sometimes mentioned with regret, occa
eionally with censure, that many Pupil-Teachers, at the end of 
their apprenticeship, betake themselves to other, lines of Ufe than 
that of a school master. 

Some ground for regret there IS lD this, no doubt, as Pupil-, 
Teachers, generally speaking, make the best schoolmasters; put. 
even this is only true in a very qualified sense, uniess, indeed, the 
matter complained of prevailed to a £'1.r greater extent than, iG. does 
or is likely to do. 

The middle class of life in this country, the large body which 
occupies the subordinate region of our mercantile and commercial 
community, are not so imbued with the principles of good order; of 
self-control, of intellectual industry, of moral and religIOUS culture 
and discipline, from their early years, as to make us feel much 
regret at the fact that a few htc're and there enter into that class, 
a.fter .an education which, though more specifically directed to 
another object, ho.s been eminently fi tted to produce and strengthen 
those invaluable qualities. 

Ground for censure I conceive there is absolutely none. The 
first object of the Pupil-Teacher system, as I apprehend, was tila 
improvement of elementary schools, through a modification or 
rather transformation of the monitorial system; and it was only 
the secondary (though very important) object, to produce a bettel' 
race of head-masters. . 

At all events the Pupil-Teacher. by the close of.his appre~tice~ 
ship, has amply repaid, by his work in the school, what bas been 
done for him from public funds; and, as it seems to JIle, he is 
as free morally, as he is legally, to choose thereafter his own 
occupation. .. 

Of courso the case alters entirely when a boy enters a TraininO' 
College, especially if he has a Queen's Scholarship. 0 

11. (a, b, c) It is unquestionably a very satisfactory .thing when 
any system is self-supporting, as schools fOl' the poor would be, if 
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the fees paid by those wflom they primarily benefit were sufficient 
,fol" theil' dut" maintenance; but this can hardly t'Vt'r be the case, 

fOI' the reasons indicated above, p. 280. The poor would maintain, 
and do maintain, schoplsfor the education of their children; but 
such schools are altogether below what the necessities of the 
countl'Y requil·e. And, OQ account of those necessities, I conceive 
there is no ~bject whatevel' to which public funds or charitable 
contributions are more If'gitimatf'ly or more usefully applicable, 
than to that of supplementing what the poor themselves are willing 
and able to pay for education. 

Teachers should, thel'efore, be paid by a combination of fees ami 
stipends, The best system appears to me to be, that a liberal stipend 
should be guaranteed to the teacher by the local managers; and 
that they should indemnify themselves by taking the fees up to 
that amount, leaving the teacher to benefit by them in the event 
of their exceeding it. Bolh managel' and teachel', on that system, 
have the strongest inducement to keep up the numbers of the 

. school, and to promote punctuality of attendance and regularity of 
payment. 

1 may just allude to the .remarkable case of King's Somborne 
School (unless it is altered since the days when it was uuder the 
care of the present Dean of Hereford). That was a self-sup
porting school; but it was so because the fal'mel's and others 
of the middle class in lar~e numbers sent their children to th~ 
schoo], being at the same time the ordinary school' for the poor of 
the parish; and for those middle-class childl'en a payment so much 
higher than that made by the pOOl' was given, that the total of the 
two reached anarnount fully equal to the demand of a superior 
schoolmaster. 

But. in the'first place, it is certain that such a mixture of classes 
wm never bp g~neral in our schools, and that it requires the 
unusual combination of qualities which Mr, Dawes brought to bear 
upon that school. 

And, in the next place, supposing that the master was not paid 
more than his services were worth, and that the fees of the poorer 
classes were below wl1at those services are worth to them, it is 
cleal' that the richer part of the community which supported the 
school was paying for the schooling of their own children,and also 
partly for that of the pOOl'el' ones; which was, in fact, an indirect 
way of subscribing to the school-funds. Nothing can be inferred 
from that as to the question whetht'I'schools wholly for the poor 
can be made self-supporting. 

18. I cannot undertake to answer this question in a manner 
sufficiently specific ; fOI' it is difficult, without the operation of 
some special machinery, such a,s 1 do not happen -to have 
witnessed, to trace the results of education in a definite manner. 

But I can confidently say that, with rare exceptions, in this 
place the· children who have best availed themselves of the 
benefits offered to them in the school, ha.ve turned out the best 
in after life. 

I can also say, .with ,refereiCt" to the distinction. suggested .in 

. \ 
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the qut'Stio!1, that" I believe that the 'intellectual 'aD~ morai; 
benefits 'derived from school education are nearly alike; of' 
course, with occasional exceptions. I have no' doubt, how~ver" 
that that depends on the maintenance of our present' system iIi 
its integrity, by which intellectual instruction is ilever separated 
from moral and religious culture and discipline. , ' 

The atatistics of this qut>stion are more 'available to the' 
CommissioDt>rs from other and more public sources; 'but I may 
say that I have never set>D a Criminal Calendat at Worcestl:'r 
Assizes. ill which prisoners who had any trace of having 'been 
tolerably instructed (to say nothing of the moral effects of 
education). wt>re more than the most insignificant fraction 
of the whole number. I doubt their being mor,e than 1 or 2' 
per cent. 

LYTTEL'l'ON. 

Hagley, March 18, 1859. 

The Honourable Charles Langdille. 
PRELUUNARY. 

I. My experience is limited to Roman Catholic schools, and
arises from communications connected with the Catholic Poor 
School Committee. 

I.-STANDARD OF EDUCATION. 

2. I think it would be desiraole that children should continue 
their attendance at school until the age of 14, but there can be, 

• little doubt that even 12 would be a high estimat~ of attendance 
in most schools, at least with any degree of regularity. The, 
labour of the child after that age becomes a consideration, which' 
few parents are found willing to forego. In BoO'J'icultural districts 
6d. and 8d. per day may, be realized during a great part of the· 
spring, summer, and autumn, by children aoove the age of 12, 
both male and female, whilst the assistance of the latter, especially l 
in a numerous family, is but too often a plea for detaining girls at 
home, even under the age of 12, for domesti~ purposes. In'the' 
manufacturing districts employment even at an earlier age operates 
against the child's continuance at schooL 

&. By the age of 12, where attendance has been tolerably regular" 
the children, and I ought perhaps to add. especially girls, from .the. ' 
special character of our female teachers, will have acquired a con:" 
slderable proficiency in the knowledge of their religion and in the 
regular practice of their religiQus duties. ' Their secular knowledge, 
though probably embracing a certain degree of acquaintance with 
grammar and geography, Will, I believe, as &lermanent benefit,. be. 
p~incipally limited to. reading, writing, . an account~and. in the' 
gIrls to the use of thell' needle. , ' . 

Could the' education be continued froni 12 to 14,the advantages, 
I believe,' would be inestimable, not only in adding a higher class· 
of i!ltellectu~ accom~lishments, ~ut I, would. say still mo~e by 
addmg a lasting profiCiency to thell' earlier acq1llrement~, l!.rid above 

vor. V. 'T 
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all by the formation of 'sound religious principles, which may con-
tinue their character through life. - . 
- 4. (a) Without- \\'ishing to express an opinion hostile to Sunday 
schools, I must considerth~m 'as very inefficient, unless as an 
assistant to the regular attendance on daily schools. ' 

( c) In some of pur Catholic schools industrial training is carried 
on with the happiest l'esults, especially amongst young females 
between the ages of 14 and 20, affording not only useful but profit
able employment, attended at the same time with moral instruction, 
and preparing them for entering on different situations of life with 
every prospect of gaining a respectable" independence. 
, (d) Of the "importance of evening schools, both for male and 
female young people, too much can hardly be said, or too great 
encouragement given to them. Hundreds" of both sexes may be 
found in regular attendance at many of the night schools in the 
populous manufacturing districts. , , 

(e) I believe that lectures, and still more mechanics' institutes, 
are not without their danger to the moral well-being of the middle 
classes, who are their principal attendants. That such is a neces
sary consequence I will not assert, but I have a strong conviction 
that not only the course of reading in the latter, but even the 
subject-matter of the former, require a close supervision against 
the infidel principles which form but too ordinarily an element both 
in the one and the other. 

5~ Though a portion of the poor may require under certain cir
cumstances and at certain periods of the year gratuitous education" 
I hope and believe that this should be the exception, and that it is 
desirable that the parent should have the additional interest in the, 
education of his child afforded by his own contribution towards its 
supply. 

H.-ACTUAL STATE OF EDUC4TION. 

6. I am not prepared to give any general opinion on this point, 
save in so far as it is mentioned above. ' 

IH.-CAUSES OF DEFICIENCY. 

7. Perhaps in the metropolis more than in any other part: of the 
kingdom; from the precarious nature of the employments of that 
class of poor with whom I am principally acquainted, and conse
quently their great poverty, additional schools may be required, 
whilst the extreme poverty of certain districts where these' poor 
principally reside render it difficult or indeed impossible to fuInl the 
conditions required by the Committee of Education of meeting 
their grants by local contributions. " 

IV.-CHARACTER.' OF THE EXISTING SYSTEM OJ! GOVERNMENT 
- AID AND INSPECTION. 

S.There can be no doubt that, the requirements by the Privy 
Council of meeting' their grants by proportionate local subscrip
tions is felt more injuriously by Roman Catholics than any other 
portion of the community, from the greater number of their poor 
m comparison, with the more wealthy, and from these poor being 
;brought together by external circumstances quite independent of 
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the gradual and ordinary increase of the population. 'With the 
exception of those rules of the Committee of Council which seem 
to exact the largest local contributions where there are the least 
resources for raising them, I believe the system, including. inspec
tion. generally beneficial. 

9. (a) It by pauper schools is ,meant th~' congregating together 
the children from a number of distant parishes and work.houses, I 
cannot too strongly express my reprobation of a system equally 
cruel to the parent and the child; utterly alienating the latter from 
any feeling of affection or respect towards those whom' the law 
both of nature and of God command them to love and reverence. 

I believe no system of rearing or plea of instruction can justify 
such a violation of every human feeling, and I may add, too, 
generally of ever1 principle of the rights of conscience. 

(b) My experience of a large reformatory school in my imme
diate neighbourhood has afforded me a conviction of the moral 
reformation wrought in the poor children subject to the control of 
that establishment. 

10. Inasmuch as several schools might not have been built with
out aid from the Government. such assistance must have called out 
corresponding efforts from other sources. 

In some quarters there exists an unwillingness to connect them
selves with the Government system, especially by receiving building 
grants, but I can hardly call these conscientious objections as long 
as the ecclesiastical authorities of the Catholic church in England 
sanction such connexion, which is at present the case. I 

V.-ENDOWED SCHOOLS. 

11. I have no experience in endowed schools, and such amongst 
the Roman Catholic body must be small in number and of small 
amount. 

VI.-SUGGESTJOl!'S. 

12. (a) I believe the existing system of Government aid and 
inspection, which I would especially distinguish as affording the 
different religious bodies the means of carrying on the' education of 
the children of their poor in their own religious creeds and under 
inspecting officers of their own approval, is the only system that 
.can be satisfactory to the conscientious feelin&,s of all classes of the 
community differing, as they materially dO, in their religious 
opinions, and yet earnest in the support of the creeds which they 
resp~ctively profess. . 

(c) I have already expressed an opinion in favour of some modi
fication of the rule' requiring proportionate local subscriptions to 
the amount of the grant made, such rule pressing injuriously and 
unjustly on the poorest districts where schools are most wanted, 
and where yet local resources are least available. . 

(0 I cannot too strongly express my opposition to any system 
of rating. You cannot have rating without local administration, and 
I have the deepest conviction that sectarian differences would be 
the inevitable consequence. I should indeed be concealina' my 
sentiments if I did not candidly state that with respect to R~man 
Catholics in particular such a system would be fraught with the 
most prejudicial consequences. A painful experience has long pro-

T 2 . 
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duced a 'Conviction that where a religious principle may be in any 
way inyolved, Catholic feeling is so utterly at variance with Protes
tant prejudice, that the sacrifice of conscience must inevitably ar,ise 
from any mixedsyst;em in educational matters. 

(h) TJ:le encouragement and aid of night schools is the only 
suggestions I could offer towards supplying the defective, education 
of the earlier years as well ,as for preserving and confirming 
such education as has been already acquired. 

13. I believe compulsory school attendance to be impracticable 
in this country. Schools under the direct control of the State would 
be incompatible with that religious superintendence which the 
ministers of ;religion ought to have over the children of their re-
spective creeds. -

. , VII.-TEACHERS AND 'TRAINING COLLEGES. 
14,15. lean have no hesitation in pointing to teachers under 

religious profession as most effectual for the education of Roman 
Catholic children; but the excellence of our female communities, 
devoted to the education of the poor, whether in normal schools or 
training colleges,needs no comment from me. ' 

16. The results of the system of apprenticing pupil-teacher& 
,correspond so closely to ,the ,character of the teachers, that the 
reply t& one must depend upon the reply to the other. 

11. I should give a decided preference to paying the teacher by 
stipend, withou4 however, inferring thereby that fees should not ba . 
exacted in all cases, except extreme destitution. 

·VIII.~REsuLTs. 

18.' I believe you cannot have education, properly so·termed, 
without religion. You may indeed haye instruction, but without 
religion I cannot but consider this valueless, and but too often 
worse than. valueless. 1 would especially point out the conduct of 
many of our young women who have had the benefit of education 
within the walls of some of our religious communities, as exempli
fying the permanent benefit of the principles so earnestly there 
instilled into the minds of those under their charge. 

July 4, 1859 .. 

The Countess of Macclesfield.. 
PRELIMINARY. 

,I. EXPERIENCE very limited. Residence among a poor agricul
'tural feople, with schools for the labourers' children. 

2. consider it impracticable for boys to remain at day schools 
beyond the age of 11; nor do I think it would be desirable to retain 
them longer, as they must acquire practice in the labourers' calling, 
and too much learning might render them discontented with their 
natural position and occupation. 

If possible, I would induce them to be regular at the Sunday 
school till they are confirmed, and at the evening school both before 
and after thp. age of 16. , 
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Girls seldom remain at school bey~lDd the age of 18, when they 
become useful to their mothers at home. 

Girls receiving parish relief cannot remain beyond the age of 14, 
as the guardians of the poor then expect them t~ do something 
towards earning their own living. 

S. By the time a boy leaves school at 11, he ought, (if he began 
early) to read with tolerable fluency, to write a legible hand, and to 
have a knowledge of the first four rules of arithmetic, He should 
be well impressed with the great truths of religion, and have acquired 
an outline of the principal facts in Bible history. This is the utmost 
that can be expected. 

Girls remaining till 13 or 14 would, of course, be further advanced 
in the same subjects, and should have acquired a very respectable 
proficiency in needlework, quite enough to render them 'very useful 
as domestic servants. . . 

Drawing and other matters of taste would be quite out of place 
among us. Singing is useful for psalms and hymns, and gives the 
children a greater interest in the Church services. It also makes 
a little variety and amusement during school hours. 

4. (a) Sunday schools are unquestionably good, and should be 
encouraged as much as possible. . 

It is much to be lamented that at some of the training schools, 
the young women going out as schoolmistresses are advise'll not to 
take charge of the Sunday schooL The consequence is that great 
difficulty is often entailed on the man~ooers. Voluntary teachers, 
however willing, are often inefficient. Their authority is not 
respected by the children, who take advantage of the absence of 
the person whom they have been trained to look up to, and who 
alone could enforce punishment for any misconduct or breach of 
discipline. 

A schoolmistress is quite capable of undertaking the superinten
dence of the Sunday school, and it is no greater hardship to require 
her presence than that of the pupil-teachers, who are always ex
pected to attend. 

(d.) .Evening schools are very much appreciated by the poor, 
and are of great value in more ways than one. The small amount 
of knowledge acquired by boys in the day school may be greatly 
increased by attendance at the night schooL It affords an oppor
tunity to the clergyman of becoming better acquainted with the 
characters of those lads who, being employed in labour all day, 
would not otherwise come under his notice, and it enables him (or 

. others interested in the parish) to bring forward any subjects of 
interest which may be considered profitable for the enlargement of 
their minds. . 

The evenings devoted to the school or to the reading-rooms may 
be reckoned as 80 many gained fl'om the temptations of the beer
house. 

In rural districts the evening school can only 'be kept up throuO"h· 
the winter months, when the labourers leave work early, a~d 
when they can &ttend the school for two hours after dark, without 
interference ,wit~ ~heir practice of' going to bed early. And 
even othel'Wlse, It IS more than doubtful whether the spirit with 
which they attend the school during the winter months would not 

, flag if it were open to them the whole year round. For the same 
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reason. it would hardly. be advisable ·to hold it. for more than 
three evenings in the week, where the population of the parish is 
small~ 

. Evening Ilchools carried on in this manner might be promoted by I 
a'small Government grant; but the majority of those now existing . 
are unable. to avail. themselves of Government· aid, owing t{) the 
stringency of the conditions annexed.. .: . 
. 5. According to the requirements of. the PriVY' Council, every 

child must pay.a penny per'week at the dayschools; amtI should. 
say no better scheme could be devised. '.. 

In the night schools tuition is sometimes gratuitously supplied, as . 
it is not 1llways 'poBsiblefor the' young· ~en to attend regularly 
wherefarmjng opeI:ations may :interfere; :and they' would perhaps' 
attend once'or twice in the week, free' of expense,whereas if pay-. 
ment were enforced they would not care' about coming,' unless they' 
could be present every school night.: . ; 

Many persons, however, are of opinion that education inllight 
s~hools shoul4 not l>e ,gratuitous. . , . 

6. Doubtless there are deficiencies, and they ate well accounted, 
for in No. 7;' ' I. 

7. (a) Where 'there is a want of schools, it is'more likelyattri-, 
. butable to want of local energy than· to . any other cause, Where 
there istany real desire for the object, funds are ' generally forth .. , 
coming... , . . ' , " . 

(by There. is frequently unskilful teaching,' and a want of real·, 
and personal interest in.the children on the teacher'.!! part. Irregu
larity of attendance· and a diminution of scholars are:the immediate '. 
consequences. 'I , ' 

(c) Want of interest on· the· part of parents in their children's 
education is one of the greatest difficulties. They often' think they. 
are doing a. favour to the managers by' sending their children to 
schooL The least. domestic hindrance , or occupation is.an excuse 
(or keeping them at home; and ,uneducated persons do,not seem to. 
understand tpe advantage of education to their children.. . 

(d) The value of the ehildrens' labour.js a reason that must be 
respecte4 in count;ies ~here wages, are very low, and it prevents the. 
possjl;lility of keeping the; children at: school when they, are old. 
enough to ,e~ 2s. or 8s, a week, .', '" . 

I have never heard parents plead inability to pay the school fees • 
. 8~ The ,combination o( -religious with secular education, is the. 
main~tayofthis country. May we never see the day when they 
Will be seVered, as ·education from which the teligious element was 
banished would be far more baneful than general ignorance • 
. (The remainder of No.8 is answered under No. 12.) 

9. , The orphan children of paupers, deserted, ·and destitute chil
dren, 'are. best placed in the workhouse, where the schools afford' 
them a very good education, and they are not in dan get of being 
raised above their natural grade iIi life. I . 

10. I should imagine the. Government system would be more 
likely to. stimulate than to diminish voluntary liberality; and I have 
not met .with, persons who. object to its existence upon conscientious 
grounds. .. . ' ' 

11. Large endowments are valuable and profitable. Small ones 
are hindrances and stumbling-blocks. . 
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12. The Government system is of undouhted excellence and 
utility, in many ways and in many :places. Where many persons of' 
different views and conflicting oplDlons (as regards matters ofdetail) 
desire to combine in forming and maintaining a . school, it. foimS a 
basis which promotes harmony and prevents the exercise of indivi~ 
dual caprice. It appears to answer. best where the population "is 
sufficiently large to make it worth while to pay the large salaries 
required· by trained schoolmasters and mIstresses. To small. 
parishes with small. means, it is of no advantage whatever. For' 
private schools, many excellent schoolmistresses may be had for 
about 251"a year, and althoug~ they would not pass for a third':' 
class certificate, . their. acquirements are amply sufficient for the 
class of persons .whom they are called. upon to instruct. They have. 
often less self-conceit, are more easily satisfied with their position, 
and more patient and painstaking with the very dull and ignorani
children who form their school, and who are taken from them 
as soon as' a slender stock of rudimental knowledge. has baEm 
acquired. ' .. 
. In schools such as these for the children of-the labouring poOr,. 

what can possibly be the use of a 'certificated schoolmistress, versed 
in Algebra,: Physical Science, Church History, and Anatomy? " 

The complaint is loudly made 'all over the eountry,and ~arinot. 
be too emphatically repeated, that the standard of acquirepient for 
masters and .mistresses intended for the poorer classes is absurdly 
high, and that the subjects which they are compelled to study are· 
utterly unprofitable for village schools. . . 

. If a high standard be imperatively necessary for . mechanics' 
schools, wh1 should not a lower one be created to meet the wants: 
and intellects of a lower class of sch.olars ? . . 

There is no reason why the Government grants should not also be 
diminished in proportion.. A small premium might be granted aft~. 
some preliminary examination and registration, to the. efficient mig.' 

• tress o~ a village 8Choo~ de.p~nding of C?urse upon the annualrep!>rt' 
of the lDspector.· Capltation grants IDlght be allowed on a reduced 
scale; or a weekly payment to.an assistant teacher.' . 

. Some such arrangement would .. be, sufficient to inl!pire a: whole-. 
some energy, and would keep her up to the mark in the'inanage;.;: 
ment of her school, and in the teaching of the following sUbjects::....:,c; 

A thorough knowledge of the Bible. . . ..... 
Reading with sense and intelligence, expression, 'and' correct 

pronunciation. 
Accurate spelling. 
Writing. . 
Arithmetic asf~ as Fractions~ 

. Rudimental Geography and Gr8;IDIDar, 
And needlework, which is perforce negl,ected; in,. Government. 

institutions, owing to the vast amop,nt. of headwork req~red~ but 
which is of more practical use to young women than half the subjects 
now tauO'ht. . . ' " ' . 
. In thi~ way many schools would be brought into connexionwith 
Government which now keep aloof, partly on account of the extra. 
expense which would be entailed, and partly from the conviction that 
the Government requirements would' be troublesome. and' useles!! ~ 
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considering the circumstances of the place, and the vocation of its 
inhabitants. 

18. I would not make attendance compulsory. Nor would I 
wish for the establishment of schools under the direct control of the 
State. 

14. Answered under No. 12. 
15. The training in colleges is extremely overdone. The amount. 

of study required is prodigious, and only those/youngiJVomen who' 
have unusually strong constitutions can stand it. 
, The report of the examination of Queen's scholars is enough to 

show the extraordinary amount of knowledge required" and the 
extreme severity of the study needful to acquire it. Where and in 
what manner are they to apply it when acquired? 

I am persuaded that not one of the best educated women among 
the higher classes in England could answer half the questions put to 
a Queen's scholar., . 

With regard to the strain upon the intellect and health, I can' 
mention three cases, which have come under my notice within the 
last three years :-:-:- . 

The first, a. most promising schoolmistress from the Home and 
Colonial Institution, died of low fever, proceeding from extreme 
debility, two months after leaving the college. ' 

The second, from the same place, engaged for a girls' school, was 
continually in the docto~ hands, owing to her nervous system having 
been overstrained and shaken. 

The third, after being pupil-teacher for five and a half years, was 
rejected at Whitelands, as not being strong enough, and was recom
mended to enter the training college at Brighton. Sie remained 
there six months, studying nine hours a day, but abandoned it at 
the end of that time, finding her health and strength would not 
stand it. She is now in charge of a private' school, exempt from 
Government inspection, and is as good and efficient a schoolmistress 
as could possibly be desired. , 

16. The system of apprenticing pupil-teachers appears to answer 
exceedingly well. 

17. A~combination of stipends and fees is perhaps the best mode 
of payment for schoolmasters and mistresses. The prospect of fees 
in addition to a fixed stipend would act as a stimulus to increased 
exertion and energy. 

Nov. 17, 1859. 

Rev. F. D. Maurice, M.A., of Lincoln's Inn. 
Ockham Rectory, Augus~ 6, 1859. 

:My LORDS AND GENTLEMEN, 
As I have scarcely any rural experience, and only a very 

limited experience of the London poor, I was reluctant to trouble 
Her :Majesty's Commissioners with answers to their questions. 
Mere thoughts and speculations they must ha"e more ~f t~an 
they desire. If I have determined, not !'ithout great he.sltatlOn, 
to send mine, it is only lest I should appear to be neglIgent of 
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their request, or indilferent to the momentous subje~t w~th which 
they are occupied. . ' 

I.-STANDARD OF EDUCATION. 

The ideal which one sets before oneself in the education of the 
poor as well as the rich, is that schooling should never cease, that 

·the lessons of life .and the lessons of books should always go on 
together, iIlftstrating and interpreting each other. If this is.alY 
idle dream anywhe"e, one's .first imp"ession would be that it is 
nowhere so idle and so impossible a d"eam as in England at.this. 
time. The evidence from all quarters, that children cannot be 
bpt at school after they have become useful to,their parents, 
even to frighten crOWB, being quite irresistible; the difficulty of 
recovering boys and girls after they have once left their schools 
being generally conft'ssed, and the attempts to retain them by, 
bribes being very expensive, and, on other grounds, inconvenient; 
it would seem as if the problem were becoming every day more 
hopeless, and as if we must content· ourselves with the smaIIt'st 
results. And yet, perhaps, this very state of things in which no 
one is ready t.O acquiesce, may be the means of bringing us to a 
higher appreciation of what education is, and to a nearer reali
zation of the standard we have proposed to ourselves than we have 
hitherto attained. If circumstances oblige us to connect the' 
school with the field and. the factory, or practically to abandon it, 
I can conceive no more satisfactory issue of all our differeqt. expe;" 
riments. The great difficulty, I believe, with English children 
and Englishmen (it may be otherwise in France and Germany) is 
to connect the words in books with the facts of life. All the most· 
amusing stories, amusing and tragical both, which are contained 
in Ihe reports of Inspectors, and other documents, respecting the 
ignorance displayed by the pupils in schools, will be found to tU'rn 
upon this difficulty. Oftentimes we cannot help feeling that the 
most triumphant accounts of successes in school feats only dis· 
guise it. The complaint that the good scholar is not always the 
good workman, however exaggerated and however much contra
dicted by frequent experience, is a sign that something is wanted 
which perhaps tbeperplexities of our present position may be the 
very means of supplying. . 

In making these remarks, I have anticipated the answer to the . 
question (b), respecting half-time systems. If I understand that 
phrase some such system seems to me not merely a remedy, but 
the only remedy for the, evil which is so notorious. I do not in 
th~ least presume to declare what the system should be, or how it 
should be worked, or to wbat degree the Government might. 
compel the working of it. The principle up to a certain point is 
recognized in the recent factory legislation. The possibility of its 
extension to agricultural districts has been publicly affil"lned by; 
the Bishop of Winchester, and, if I .do not mistake, by the Dean, 
of Hereford. Of course the dilference between. the application's. 
of the principle in the town and in the c~untry· would be, 
immense. It must adapt itself to the cil'cumstances of each 
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different locality. The number of local ohjections· and the oPP'" 
sition of !ocal interests may be greater than anyone can calculate; 
still if we are quite satisfied that the end is at once the best that 
could be obtained, and the only one which can prevent English 
education from sinking not in an inverse but a direct ratio with the 
increase of the means of employing capital, and the demand for 
labour, we cannot doubt that the hindrances will be overcome 
as others not less .serious in former times have been ove'tcome. 

4 .. Though fully recognizing the objections to Sunday Schools· 
(a) which . have been raised by Mrs. A.ustin and other eminent 
authorities respecting education, 1 apprehend that they must. be. 
regarded in many places as indispensable though most inadequate 
means· of providing for the present emergency. About Industrial 
Schools Cc), I have observed a great change in the minds of 
thoughtful and experienced persons. I am residing at this tinie 
in a. parish which contains an unusually.excellent middle-school) 
chiefly for boarders, which was established originally by Lady Noel 
Byron, She intended it to be a place at which trades should be 
taught as well as the usual school lessons. . While the rest of the 
institution has prospered, that part of it has been abandoned, not· 
the least from any indifference on the part of those who . have 
superintended the school, but simply from the discovery that it 
was not anewering, or likely to answer, the intention of its 
foundress. The boys hav~ patches of garden in which they work 
with great interest, and there are some acres of ground which they 
cultivate for the school. The girls are taught cooking, washing, 
and ,the work of the house; but the tailoring, carpentering; &c. are, 
given up.. It would be extremely absurd to generalize from a. 
single instance of this kind; but I believe it is an illustration of 
the way in which many wise and benevolent persons in different 
parts of the country have been led to discover that this method· of. 
joining labour with learning is artificial and unsatisfactory. The 
employments of the girls in th(> house are genuine1 because the· 
house actually requires to be kept in order by some persons, and 
the'victuals must be cooked. Tlle ,gardening and field wOi"k -of 
the boys are genuine, if it were merely as supplying a healthful 
exercise. But I doubt whether either the parents or the boys
will ever believe that the trade work is anything but play work, 
and such, I am afraid, it has always a tendency to becQme. 
Nevertheless, industrial schools, it . seems to me, have been a 
valuable witness for a half-time system, though they do not at' 
aU create such a system, Of any real substitute for it. 

Cd) Evening schools, (e) Lectures and Mechanics' Institutes, 
are real experiments to supply sllch a system, seeing they assume 
that the day is given up to work. Evening school.~ and what are 
called evening classes fOl" the adult ,population are at present, so 
far as I know, the only means of encountering the great difficulty 
of modern English education. I think the evidence is decisive 
that they have been successful attempts. It does not appear that 
the students, young or old, in town or country ~ give any signs of 
the exhaustion which it had been supposed tha.t those who haye 
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been engaged all day in mechanical toils must exhibit. In general 
they collie fresh enough to their change of occupation, if their 
teachers are fresh. A schoolmaste.· who has been exhausted all 
day in the same occupation cannot have this freshness, and must 
destroy it in those whom he tries to t;>ach. For this reasou the 
Mechanics' Institutes and general Lectures often appear to be of 
greater interest. ~cientific men, men of letters, professional men, 
travellers, find an interest in telling what they know to the assem
blyin some town hall or ,institute. Their names, and probably, 
their acquaintance with the suhject, and their liveliness, ofl"t>r 
a great contrast to the. sleepiness d· the hard-worked school 
teacher. But apart from that advantage, the greatness of 'Which 
I do not wish to underrate, he, it strikes me, is far ·the more. 
valuable person. Continuous bona fide lessons must be of more' 
worth than occasional and desultory discourses; and taken alto.;. 
gether I believe they will be found more popular, at least with 
our working, classes. The oldest of all the mechanics' institutes, 
one which Dr. Birckbeck himself founded in Southal!Jpton Build
ings, has begged for assistance from the Government to save it 
f.·om sinking into a, mere place for concerts and dancing.. The 
mechanics' institutes throughout the country may be preserved by. 
the earnest and praiseworthy efforts of the Society of Artsfrol11 
falling into that condition; They may be raised into very valuable 
instruments for cultivating a class above that for which they were 
originally designed, and perhaps many of that class also; ,but I 
suspect it will be by a gradual' assimilation of these institutes to 
evening classes, by their becoming more continuous and less 
desultory in ,their' teaching. It may be necessary now and then: 
to have a show-actor whose name may be' advertised in great 
letters, but on the whole those who look for results only from work 
day by day in their fields and at their looms will not be content 
with the produce which they can earn from these loose and 
occasional operations. 

The experiments which have been made of evening classes in 
London, especially at Crosby Hall, appear to combine many of 
the advantages of the institute with those of the school. They' 
are conducted by men of general intelligence and knowledge, 
not· by professional and overtasked 'schoolmasters. The instmc
tion given in them is regular, and not accidentai, They are much 
frequented by that important class of men, the clerks in offices; 
and they appear to have awakened a zeal for knowledge in many 
who' have not benefited directly by their lessons. The experi
ment of the same kind on a still larger scale at King's College 
shows that there is a desire for instruction of all kinds among the 
members of this class, and that they would willingly forego the 
recreation to which they have earned a right for the sake of it. 
AU the best work then that has been done for education in th~se 
latter days proceeds upon the assumption that something like a 
half-time system is possible, that great approximations may be, 
made to it without any legislative interference at aU, and that the 
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more it is adopted the more ,hope there is of any steady improv&o 
JIlent in th~ different classes of our community. 

An application of the same principle has been attempted in the 
WorkingMen's Colleges,' the first of which was established at 
Sheffield,and, was noticed in a lecture by Professor Playfair 
delivered in the -year 1853., This 'college was set on foot by 
the people themselves. Those in London" Cambridge, Oxford, 
Manchester, Salford, Halifax, Wolverhampton, have been insti. 
tuted for, theinost part by professional men. They difft'r from 
t.he Mechanics' Institutes- in' the points in which the evening 
classes differ from them;'only that .they make a greater effort to 
organize their studies, so tl1l1t though the pupil may only enter for 
one or two subjects· he may feel that those subjeetsbelong. to a 
course of discipline. The other and more important difference is, 
that :they aim at communicating to both the teaChers and the stu· 
dents a corporate feeling, like at least in kind to that which exist.$ 
in-our.older schools or collegeS. There being not only in London 
but in every provincial town of England young men of the upper 
or middle class, possessing a certain amount of education which is 
likely togo to waste if there is not some worthy use.to be made 
of. it; there being also a great and increasing desire among these 
young . men to cultivate sympathies with the working people, 
which : desire is likely to become fantastical or even mischipvous 
if no scope is provided for it, and no reasonable direction given to 
it, the project of bringing such teachel's into a college together with 
those of a lower·class, who should be willing to learn from them, 
appeared likely to be beneficial to the one as much as to the other! 
Experience will of -course be necessary to make them understan<l 
their. relations to each other. In each locality different maxims 
may he adopted as to the government of the College, whetht'r it 
shall be. more vested in the teachers or the student~ all the usual 
difficulties, with a demand for wisdom and good-temper to meet 
them, must arise before the best arrangements are disco,:ered. 
But the principle, so ·far as it has been. teste~ has not I believe 
disappointed those who as teachers or pupils have taken part in 
these institutions, They nre, inclined to hope much from it, the 
more they have discovered of their own blunders and inefficiency 
in ;working it out. Some.Qf the difficulties which give most 
trouble to'educational. theorists have been found in these institu.
tions to .be capable of a practical solution. . Theological instruction· 
for. instance may.be offered by the teachers if they ·canagree 
among themselves who shall conduct it, without any offence to 
the particular ~pinions of the ~tudents, or any compromise 011 bis 
part, seeing that' they may accept or refuse it as they likE'. And 
to take anothel' instance. the desire which has sometimes proved 
fatal to mechanics' institutes, for mere amusements 01' l'ecreations,' 
may be naturally gJ;'atified and take a healthy and manly fOl'lD in 
a College, where the cricket club or the occasional excursion may 
promote, not hinder. the.regulat'lwork of the evening". 

(f) -Free or lending libraries, I conceive, area! excee~ing "alue 
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81 adjuncts to education. Whether they are prized when they are 
separated from it I think is uncertain. The' inost successful 
library in England, I pre~ume; is that which is attathed to-' the 
Peel Park and Museum In Salford. If the mere books were 
Beparated from the treasures of art and nature which are collected 
there, and did not recall the noble sympathy and care for the en
joyments of the people, which is exhibited in the whole design,. I 
cannot imagine that they would be sought for with the eagerness 
of ~hich the reports speak. I saw men· almost in rags getting out 
books on a morning of last winter, and heard from the librarian of 
the perfect lucceas of the very simple precautions which he- took 
to prevE'nt the loss of any of thE' numerous volumes which pass 
into the hands of the same class in the course of the year~ But I 
could not help recollecting in contrast to this fact a scene which 
I once witnessed at a Vestry Meetirig in one of the largest 
parishes in London, where the proposition for the' E'stablishment 
of a free library under the provisions of Mr. Ewart's Bill.was re
jected amidst hootings and howlings by a majority of certainly a 
hundred to one. 

(g) Prize schemes or prize endowments, I conceive, would 
stimulate certain kinds of study for a time. On the general 
course and tenor of education I suspect they will operate as 
bounties have operated upon trade. But 1 speak with hesitation, 
kno\ring that 1 am dissenting £i'om the judgment of wiser and 
more experienced people~ 

(h) The distribution of minor State appointment;s on educa
tional ground~, would, I have no doubt, give confidence to the 
middle classes, and perhaps also to the working classes in the 
general equity of the Government and its willingness to dispense 
with the use of patronage for discreditable purposes. Regarding 
the measure with reference to education merely and not to its 
political advantages, I should think its importance had been over .. 
rated. The proportion'of those who become clerks by profession 
would be greatly increased. I do not see how it could materially 
improve the education of those who continue to be field labourers, 
shoemakers, tailors. And surely this question is the serionsone 
for UI to consider. 

I believe in my answer "to question (4) in its several divisions, 
I bave indicated better than I could have expressed, my opinion 

. respecting the points whi~h are touched upon in (2) and (3), so far 
a. I have any means of forming an opinion about them. I should 
-find it exceedingly difficult to define the amount of e~ucation, 
religious or secular, which children or men might be expected to 
receive within any given time. Nor have'} been able to fix:, any 
time at which the education should begin or should terminate. 
My own inclination would be rather to limit than to increase the 
number of subjects eommo~ly introduced into our primary schools; 
and, un the other hand, to ofter adults a very wide choice, it beina 
always presumed that the teachers are competent to assist the~ 
in making the choice, that they understand something of the re
lation betwef'n one study and another, and that they are con-
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,,scie:p.tiously anxious to discourage in: their pupils a desire for the 
.om7le scibile. I cannothav~ the least .doubt that it is desirable to 
-include. both music and ,dl'awingamong the subjects taught in 
'adult,as well as inpriaiary schools. The advantage of cultivating 
both the hand and the eye,'as well as' the ear and the voice in 
children, must,be very great for the sake oftheir after life, if thpy 

.. should ,neverbt'come either .. d raughtsmen' or singt'rs. N everthe
dess, I suppose it has been proved by Mr~ Hullah in one of 
these studies,...--:.arid I think I may I;ay, confidently from the expe

. l'ience oran institutioJ? in l which I have the honour of taking a 
'part, it, has been proved' by,Mr. Ruskin and several emint'nt 
I.-artists in the other-that even those who have had nO earlyadvan
: tages can acquire both theol'etical knowledge and practical ability, 
in mature age~ , " 

Withor'eference to' the question in No.5; I should answer that 
I cannot doubt that there are poor 'who must receive education 

· gratuitously or not at all: At what point of poverty the necessity 
• hegins, Oil what local circumstances may determine it, I do not 
feel myself competent to affirm. 

II.-..ACTUA,L SUTE OF EDUCATION. 

IlI.-CA,USES OF DEFICIENCY. 

I :do not think that any general obsE'rvations of mine· upon 
either of ,these; heads would be of much worth. Her Majt'sty!s 

. Commissioners will no doubt, be supplied with a grt'at \'ariE'ty of 
~ details which I do not possess and which might entirely alter my 
, conclusions. 

'IV.-CHARACTER OF THE EXISTING SYSTEM OF GovER~n\IENT AID 

AND INSPECTION. 

It seems to me ~hatthe present Government Systt'lIl of aid and 
,iqspection ha~ this great test of worth, and of adaptation to our 

, circumstances, that it was reluctantly accepted. by those who 
established it, after a number of experiments to construct a different 

,one; and that n~ ,scheme which hu.s been prpposedas a substitute 
for it has bt'en able to make the least head against the opposition 

· of thEl different pal·tieli into which the country.is divided. Nothing 
;.I think causes such despair in the mind of any practical friend of 
education in this day as the announcement of a motion in Padia-
mentf~r the intr()ductioll of some more pt'rfect arrangement, So 
far as J can see there is less of.compromise, more of a. frank 
Ilodmission of facts as they are, in the present method o(granting 
help to alr who can prove that theyare,helping themst'lves, than in 

, any of the. plans, however ingenious and ,howevel' many valuable 
hints they may contain, ~hat. ,have, been ,imagined by those 'who 

· are impatient Qf the il"reguladties and inco}lerencies in our social 
state ",hich the grants ()f the Committee of Privy Council disclose 

· to, us. As, long as we are, a nation of sects it is surely more 
, hpnest to OWll. the truth than to ignore it. By,taking the last 
· ~()urse we. dQ not abate the evil in the least; we do not mak.e 
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· sectarianism the least less rampant or less injudous to education. 
· We deprive ourselves of.some of the forces which might contribute 
; at least their quota to the removal of ignorance; we produce ·an 
· artificial cohesion of parties which the first energetic movement 
· in anyone of these utterly destroys. 

I should wish to' see the maxim upon which our grants are 
at present distributed faithfully acted out. I do not. understand 

· the need of the restriction rf'specting the union of religious. with 
secular instruction in every school which receives a grant. The 
secularists have a definite creed of their own. Why should they 
not be recognized as a sect t lIuch more, it seems to me, than 

· a mere theoretical consistency would be gained. by tbis expansion 
of t~ rule, much more than the mere concession, which I hold to 
be very important, that any knowledge however obtained and by 

· whomsovercommunicated is better (and especially is more 
.favourable to the reception of Christian truth) than the ignorance 
·.which it .displaces. I believe that the whole question between 
the secularists and those who differ from them, as radically and 
fundamentally as I do, would be placed on a much safer and more 
satisfactory footiug. They would have a fair field for their 
experiment; it would be seen whether practically they are not 

· obliged to appeal to some other principle in human beings than a 
regard for their material interests before they can educate at all, 

· and what is involved in that appeal Till this justice is done to 
· the secularists, I do not think any real justice will be done to the 
'principle of those who hold· that theology is at the foundation of 
:all education; or to the convictions of the English people,. which 
vibrate uneasily between these two beliefs, and are still seeking 

. for a resting-place. With these remarks, I will proceed at once 
to VI. 

VI.-SUGGESTIONS. 

·12. I have said all that is necessary in answer to (a), (b), (c), (d), 
.80 far as they refei· to Government aid. In reference to inspection, 
,I cannot wish that that which is local or conducted. by different 
;religious communities over their own schools should be merged in 
lbat which is ordained by the Committee of Privy Council. But 
on .. the other hand, I cannot imagine any which will be a substitute 
·for that or will be OB the whole as good. Experience proves that 
the Government commands the services ofa body of exceedingly 

.accomplished and impartial men, able to throw light 'upon the 
Jlondition of the country generally, as well as to improve the 
.character of particular schools. No doubt they have great temp-
· tations, even when all these qualities are in exercise, nay, from 
the very strength of some· of them. They often may not allow 

I{or the great amount of stupidity in. the mere dealing with books . 
. which CCH'xists in the minds of English children and Englisbmen 
~with practical ,sagacity. They may make clenr exposures of the 

. ·one when they would be doing more good by bringing out or 
.helping the teacher to bring out the other, the onlyeffectuai 
correction of iL. ;rhey ~ay come with .. too-well arrailgedrubric 
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of subjects and of questions. They may sometimes be very unjust 
in the judgments which they pass upon really earnest school
masters; as unjust in their panegyrics upon clever superficial men 
who have a knack of cramming children for examinations. But., 
notwithstanding these objections, which c~n only he removed so 
far as I see by .such ra~ional conceptions respecting education 
throughout the country. as wouldguard the guardians and deprive 
their words, when they we.'e not just, of 'any power or sting, the 
introduction of these inspectors into our schools will be regarded, 
I think, as an era in English education. 

(e) I need scarcely repeat what has so often been said, that the 
phrase voluntary) principle, when it takes a mere negative shape, 
leads to innumerable confusions, No one, I suppose, doub1& 
that any system must be bad which tends to crush, that any 
system must be inefficient which does not help to awaken, the wills 
of those upon whom it acts, either to receive or to impart know
ledge. The question between the supportera and opposers of any 
plan is, do they tend to C1·ush, are they likely to awaken the 
energies of different classes, including under that word their 
liberality as givers of money; the zeal and faculty of those who 
have the gift of teaching, the sense of responsibility in those who 
as landlords, parents, neighbours, can influence others to learn. 
So far as I can judge, the experience of the last twenty years 
shows very decidedly that the interest of the Government in 
education has stimulated all kinds of men, and none more . ~han 
those who describe themselves as voluntaries to efforts which they 
would not otherwise have made, and to a more ,wholesome, less 
merely party, direction of those efforts. The evidence from the 
same fdcts is, it strikes me, as clear, that any experiments what
ever to make the GovernmE'nt itself (except in some very special 
.cases) the teacher- of the land, would have the effect of exasperating 
party feeling, not of awakening the honest and healthy zeal which 
is dormant in every party, and of leading those who belong to no 
party or make an ostentatious profession of belonging to none, to 
become angry champions for a scheme which should combine. 
the weaknesses and not the forces of all that are now striving with 
each other. , 

I have alluded to exceptional cases. Those of pauper and 
reformatory schools, _ to which allusion is made in No.4, suggest 
themselves as the most obvious. And yet, after the experiment of 
Kneller Hall, I scarcely know how it is possible to introduce a 
direct Government education even where the call for it seems the 
greatest and most obvious. No better method of making Govern .. 
ment cl)utrol felt when it is' wanted tban that of establishing a 
training school. for the masters of pauper schools could perhaps 
have been devised. The management of it was committed to one 
of the most conscientious and wisest men who could have beeD 
found in England; no expense was spared. And yet the failure 
is notorious. I do not know to what possible cause it can be 
attributed but to some unsuitableness in the conception of such a 
school to the habits andcha.ra~ter of Englishmen. 
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(C) The desire for a system of r~ting has I presume two main 
supports; one the dislike to centralization, the other the hope that 
some arrangement will be found in each distliet for combining 
the schools and diminishing the inOuE-nee or preponderance of 
religious parties; while the Committee of Council or the President 
of Education can only take what they find, and may strength ell 
rather than abate existing divisions. With respect to the first 
point I have already indicated my aversion to any system which 
shall anake the Government anything else than the awakener of 
local activities. So far as it is this, it cannot be centralizing in 
any evil sense of that word. It absorbs nothing into itself; it 
men·ly sends forth the powers which it has, to encourage- those 
which it has not. With respect to the second point, I should fear 
that all party virulence would be immensely strongE-r, more obsti
nate, and more obstructive in small circles than in a large one; 
that whatever difficulties are found in coming to a settiE-ment in 
the House of Commons, wouM be renewed and aggravated in each 
separate constituency i that the triumph of a majority, however the 
Jocal education board might be constituted, would be purchased 
by enfeebling compromises, and would always give rise to the rival 
schemes of one or of several minorities; that so the course of 
education would really be thrown back many years; and that 
possibly in disgust and despair the country would be d.·iven to 
accept a s}·stem of very despotic centralization. These fears may 
be groondlE'Ss, but Ithiuk they ought to be seriously considered 
before we change the ills that we know of for others that may be 
much more st'riOUs. " , 

13. The question of compulsory education ought not to ,be 
discussed by any person who IS not prepared to meet the dt'mands 
of Her Majesty's Commissioners, by t'xplaining whom they would 
compel, and how they would enforce the obligation of ensuring 
tht' attendance of the children. I do not see my way upon 
either of these particular points, and therefore anything I might 
say upon the general matter would be liltle to the purpose • 

• , The diffic~lties arising from difference~ of rC'ligious belief It 
ought to be discussed with the greatest carefulness and minute
nt'ss by any person who rt'commended a departure from the 
system upon which the country is acting now., As I have merely 
urged tho continuance, and in one instance the enlargement or 
that systt'm, aU, my obserVations upon this subject are contained 
in t~e answer to qUl'Stion 4. 

VIr..-.:TEACHERS AND TRA,INING COLLEGES. 

So far as I have been able- to observe, tIle Training Colleges 
are the greatest blessings that have been conferred on the land in 
the last quarter of a century. In their present form they came
into existence nearly at the same time ",itb the Government sys
tem of Inspection~ That systt'm, I doubt not, has added much to 
their efficiency, but I suspect ,they have done sti1l more to counter-. . 
act some of th~ evils which attach themselves almost inevitably to 
it. An efficient teachel" trained ill one of tbese institutions, has' 

W~~ U 
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aCquired certain maxims andllabits, and a corporate feeling, which 
incline him, I should hope, in general, to accept with much thank
fulness, the reproofs and. corrections of the Inspector, but which 
also enable him to 'hold his own gronnd, and to feel that he, not 
the Inspector, is rl,'sponsible for the well-being of the school, and 
ofllis pupils. I do not believe that Training Colleges can have 
in' the least dis~ppointed the hopes of those who thought they 
would give our' schoolmasters a position whiCh had in general 
been wanting to them before. The fears of those whO said the 
schoolmasters so educated would be likely to forsake their pro
fession and seek for more gainful positions, as clE'rks or govern~ 
ment officials, have been confutpd by the statistics of all' our 
training schools.' Pecuniary motives could not tempt them to . 
forsake their office that they might become curates; the desire of 
a higher position in some cases might. But the discretion or tile 
bishops and their unwillingnE'ss. to ordain those who have not 1i 
superior education are sufficient checks upon this ambitiolL That 
there will be many instancps of self-sufficiency ,in the new race 

,of schoolmasters, that the consciousnE'ss of the efforts to giv~ 
them a higher position and a more enlarged culture may' som~ 
tim('s throw this self-sufficiency into a form which is specially 
disagreeable to those whose minds have been formed in the habits, 
good and evil, of an older time, I make no doubt; but on the whole 
I believe 'fiery much is done at these training institutions tocht"ck 
any sueh tendencies. The higher and more really refined the 
culture there· the more they will be restrained, and. the more fitte~ 
I believe, the teacher will be for the very poorest and roughest 
scholars; I mean, of course, if refinement is connected with manli
ness and not effeminacy, with genuine and not affected reverenc~; 
It is so, I am satisfied, in all the colleges with the conductors of 
which I am acquainted. ' 

VIll.-RESULTS. 

"I do not think that the mere fact of passing through a certain 
intellectual drill, even if it be 00. the whole a well-conducted 
drill, necessal'ily p,oduces any harmonising effect on .the mannel'!i 
of boys or. girls. . ~eo or, women. I think very considerable 
results may be pro~uced and .feats of ,remarkable dexterity per
formed at eX/lminations by those who exhibit no special iidelity 
in their work, and do not ultimately proye good -citizens. ' . Th.&: 
directly opposite statistics which are brought forward to prove 
that the increase of education checks the increase of crime, or 
goes on pari pass/( with it, may all, I conceive, be true, and would 
aU deserve attention if one were. able by further examination to 
ascertain the quality of the education imparted in either .case. 
As this must be nearly impossiblE', and as the attempt would 
ioyolve a number of hasty and illiberal generalisations, I do not 
see what conclusion we can come to which is on the whole safer 
than this,-that the moral character and tone of the teacher will 
have more infiut'nce than anything else upon the moral tone an<\ 
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character or th~ pupils; that ihis moral tone and characterwill15e 
displayed in every part 'of his behaviour to them, but in' nothing 
more than in his determination 'thai their intellectual trainillg 
shall Le, lSimple and manly, ,not pointing to display but , to 
practi~al results; so at last the two merits' will be foun~ 
to coincide in him and for the most part in his school J'hat 
which produces the best moral results will produce the 'best 
intellectual. ' 

I have the honour to be, 
My Lords and,Gentlemen, 

Y Qur obedient servant, 
'FREDERICK D. MAP RICE. 

The Education Commissioners. 

Rev. G. Marshall, M.A., Vicar of Pyrton, Oxfordshire, 
Rural Dean, and late Censor of Christ Church: 

PREI.IMINARY. , 

My immediate opportunities of obtaining information personallJ" 
upon this subject have been limited to the last three years that I 
have been in charge of an agricultural parish, but my attention has 
been directed for -many years to education in' general. In, the 
present instance, I am largely indebted to my neighbours, who 
have given me the benefit of their experience, subject to my own 
observation. Some of the hints suggested below were kindly fur .. 
nished me by the clergy of the rural deanery, who took into con.; 
sideration various questions proposed by the Commissioners. 

I. 2. In country schools the limit of age is practically about If Limit of age 
for boys and 18 for girls. After that time the services of both, wbat,: ~fw 
either at home or in the field, become too valuable for their parents ~~;~:d.Y 
to leave t~em longer at school. If ,the boys can be kept in the " 
Sunday school, which must generally be managed by the induce ... 
ment of a clothing club, or something of the kind connected with 
the Sunday school, or if, as is sometimes the, case, they return to 
the day school for the winter, after being' employed in farm work 
during the summer months, there is no great reason to complain: 
Evening schools, as far as my experience goes,. are a most useful 
auxiliary to the parish school. Girls have 'not generll.llythe ad~ 
vantage of attending such schools; 'but they can be kept' on an 
average about two years longer at school in the first instance •. 

8. Girls and boys may easily acquire,· at a' school properly Religious in
managed, a s?und acquain!&nce with the principal parts of the Old stru~tioll given 
Testament h~story, and. Wl'th the Gospels and Churcb Catechi~ni. :I::!~:ge 
I should be disposed to InSIst much 'upon the advantage of learIlllig . 
by heart a certain number of texts and the collects of the Prayer 
Book, and a few well-chosen hymns. . It is, in. my- opinion, im'.. 
po~tan~ to store the memor~ ofpoor.childr~n ~th suc~ knowledge, 
as It Will not be wholly lost m later life,while mformation'ofamore 
~eneral .kind is apt to ~e forg~tten.. • .- . . . . .' . 

In pomt of secular lnstructlOn, readmg,wrltmg, al'lthmetlC, anq Secular 
the' elements of geography, are as much as can generally be ex- instruction. 

u2 • 
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pected. With girls, needlework and household work are generally 
substituted for part of the time given to writing and arithmetic 
by tbe boys. The degree in which girls can be fitted at village 
schools to take places as domestic servants must del?end upon local 
circumstances. Where judicious superintendence IS exercised by 
a lady visitor much can be done in this respect. From some' 
country schools 'girls obtain good places without difficulty as soon 
as they are ready to take them. Some of the children who have a 
tolerable ear may be taught the notes of music with advantage, so 
as to join in the church singing, in which they generally take 
pleasure. Beyond this it would not at present be practicable to 
extend the education given to agricultural parishes in general. 

Amount of 3 •. cont. I add some remarks upon this head which have been 
instruction in a forwarded to me. " By 12 years of age, on an average, children 
good school. ",in a good school' are up to the general standard required by 

" Government for candidate pupil-teachers. They have also a 
" general knowledge of English' history, and have attained a higher 
" standard of religious knowledge. Vocal music should be taught 
" to all children from their infancy. Time .could hardly be found 
" for drawing, even for boys, when they leave school under 12 years 
" of age. In towns, drawing would prove valuable for most trades, 
" and in the country very beneficial to young men as an innocent. 
" home amusement." 

Sunday scbools 4. (a) Sunday schools, more especially for boys, are of great ser
bow u~ful: 'vice in keeping up any knowledge already acquired, and of adding 

to it in some degre.e. Where suitable teachers are found, and 
proper classes formed, boys can be kept at the Sunday school from 
11 years old, when they generally leave the day school, to the age 
of 15 or 16. To ensure this result, however, it is desirable that 
some sort of advantage should be held out to the older boys, who 
would generally form the clergyman's class, which they would 
forfeit by not attending the Sunday school; this is generally in 
the shape of a clothing club. Th,e instruction given by means of 
Sunday schools to the children who attend the day school is not 
of much moment; but it is of great value .to those who have left 
the day school, as, besides the knowledge conveyed, their attendance. 

especially in 
maintaining a 
good under .. 
standing be
tween teacher 
and scholar 
afterwaTd .. 

at church is secured, and they are kept out of harm's way. 
The chief advantage, however, to be derived, in my opinion, from 

the attendence of the elder boys in the Sunday school is, that a 
good understanding is kept up between the clergyman and the 
young men of the village at an age when they are rather difficult 
to deal with; and when they leave the Sunday school an amount of 
influence is retained, or at least a knowledge of character acquired, 
which may afterwards prove very serviceable. In the case of girls, 
the same advantages are secured in a less degree; but in both 
sexeS the senior class of a Sunday school is a very important link 
between the older and younger portion of the parish. 

(b) Upon half-tim~ systems I,hl!-ve had no experience person~ly, 
but I beg to submIt the follo\vmg remarks upon the half-tIme 
system, as applied to an agricultural school, furniShed me by a 
family better conversant with industrial schools than any other I 
am acquainted with, and whose opinion is entitled to great respect, 
as they have largely contributed, both in money and personal 
exertions, to the education of the poor in six parishes with which 
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they have been connected. Their statements are as follows:-,-
" Having bad an agriculturall!chool for boys for 11 years, we can Half-time 
" speak most favourably of the good effect produced by taking system. 
" boys at the age they usually leave the day school, say 9 or 10, 
" and letting them be half their time at school, half employed in 
" gardening, &c., entirely removed from their homes, li,ving under 
" an industrial master and matron till they are 16 years of age, 
" when they can take good places as gentlemen's servants at home 
", or in the colonies. At present the master and 18 boys cultivate Agricultural 
" 16 acres with very little extra help at busy times. If such a school, hoyt 

" school was objected to by the farmers, that difficulty might at ~or"ed ; 
" onc.e be removed by allowin~ a gang of the boys, al~ays un~er 
" theIr master to work occasIonally for the farmers m c1eaIllng 
" land, hay-making, &c. They would be very serviceable and 
" lOOn show the value of their training. Besides, selecting oniy 
" the most promising boys from the National school, plenty of 
" drudges would always be left. The first establishment of such 
" a school is the great expense, though it never becomes remune-
" rative, but it might be tried wherever there exists an old endow-
"ment. The Goverhment assists considerably in such a school 
" withont imposing any conditions. When there are not funds for 
" an industrial boarding school, considerable good has been done 
" by giving all the elder boys in school gardens, which they 
" cultivate three or four afternoons in the week (instead of being 
" in school) under the eye of the master, who has his garden near 
"their&.- By selling their produce, and gaining prizes at a horti-
" cultural show, sufficient money comes in to the parents to induce 
" them to keep the boys longer at school, while the boys are 
" trained in useful industrial habits, and when they finally leave 
" school they look higher than being mere ploughboys. In this case 
" the master's wife 'and the pupil-teachers take charge of the girls 
" and the younger boys in the afternoon. In Government schools 
" where there was an assistant master, or in schools not under 
" Government, where the master's wife could assist, the industrial 
" hours mi.,.ht be, extended, so that the master and boys might 
" work half a day for the farmers without the expense of a separate 
" industriill master. In towns, even more benefit would accrue to 
" the boys by teaching them trades, &c., viz., some of the best 
" union schools, where the boys' education is carried on till about 
" 15, when they are able to support themselves by means of some 
" trade which they have learnt at the same time." 

'Vith reference to union schools, the establishment or' agricu _ beneficiall, 
tural schools would seem there to be highly desirable, since the att.lched

b
,., 1 

. f h . . 1 ad h UDlon Be 00 s; malDtenance 0 t e mmates'ls a re y a necessjl.ry c arge upon the 
county. At the Henley Union, to which we belong, this system 
js acted upon in some degree. Four acres are cultivated by the 
boys of the union workhouse, under proper superintendence, and 
although this quantity of land only admits of spade husbandry, the 
boys are much sought for and obtain places more easily than others 
.not so trained., It is thought that this experiment might be usefully 
extended, and persons entrusted T"ery much with the management 
of the system assure me that, considering the cost nece!lsarily in-
'c~ed in anr case. such a plan would be economical jn working 



. 
and. beneficial in its effects upon .the boys so trained, if kept within: 
reasonable limits and under. proper supervision. . .. 

Dot iself-sup- But there isa.general agreement among the friends and oppo" 
porting. I).ent& of the system, that a half-time farm school, i.e., where farm 

work occupies part of the time, and the rest is given to the business 
of the scl:!.ool, will not pay. its expenses, nor will the farmers con
sent to ~mploy boys for half the time, nor can they be expected, as 
such a_plan would cause great inconvenience. , .. 

Evening school (d) No institution in the kingdom, I believe, is more deservedly 
very ~sef~l :nd popular with rich and poor, than night schools, especially in 
t~!: andwI:. agricultural parishes. Some scholars come from a wish to improve 

.,. . themselves~ th,eir example brings others, while' a warm and well-
lighted room, instead of the discomforts of home, is not without its 
attraction. . . 
. .It.is, however, of great jinportance that the farmers in the parish 

_ should support the. night school, which I have found them willing
and anxious to do. The night ,School is one of the best means of 
keeping a parish together, and. tends to promote habits of good 
order, as well as to convey information. , One serious difficulty is 
to procure;suitable books for reading at such:1 school They ought 
to. be interesting, not difficult, and moderate in price, as many 
copies have to be procured, and the expense falls almost entirely 
upon a class little able to afford many extra expenses, as the 
farmers will not in general give money" though they will time, for 
the purpose. In villages the want of night schools for girls is not 
much felt; they are longer at.~chool in the first place; they are 
generally after 14 engaged in some kind of service, or, if at home, 
so Pluch occupied as to have little. time to spare, and· they are 
better indoors. . 

Village library (f) Any collection of books to which the poor have ready access 
very desirable. under certain regulations is a great boon to ·avillage. It is very 

desirable to encourage a taste for reading, as it. keeps the men 
away. from the public-house; and if the books are well chosen, 
useful information can be given. If some opportunity of the kind 
is. not afforded; even tolerable scholars lose ground very much after 
leaving school, and forget almost all they were taught. . 

Prize scbemes (g) Prize schemes are useful as a. means of retaining the most 
promising. promising . scholars, and of furnishing a ,test of the efficiency of 

schools. They promote emulation among masters and scholars, 
and tend· to keep the class of boys longer at school who derive 
most benefit, as' the parents will readily consent to allow their 
children' to continue longer at school if they have a fair chance of 
some distinction. . But the system. is. still in its infancy, and more 
time is required to judge fairly of its effects. . 

Sunday and I 5 .. Sunday schools and night schools are, as far as my experience 
eveni?g schools goes, wholly gratuitous, and they would be very likely to break do~ 
gratultuus. if any change was made in tbis respect. In day schools, opinion IS, 
~ .... emmen: d I believe, almost unanimously in favour of the children's parents 

. :::::;~ 1 
• bearing part of the expense. The minimum payment of Id. per 

low. . head fixed by Government as the condition of their re~derlDg 
assistance, is generally thought to be too low, and causes difticulty 
in places where such· assistance cannot be reso~ed to •. The~e 
-seems to be no doubt that parents take more mterest m thelf 
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children'. progress at schoo1, when they contribute part of ~e funds 
themselves, and they are very anxious to have a good school within 
reach fAn the sake of their children. In several instances I have 
heard the poor discuss the merits of differellt schools with which 
they were acquainted, and I have never known them raise anydifli
culty,wheo not in actual want, as to the payment of the weekly 
head money. Ina.:,aricultural parishes it would be out of the ques
tion for the poor. to defray the whole expense of the school,. and 
there.ia eyery reason why they should bear part. 

II. 6. Education has been making rapid strides in country State of educs
parishes of late years, mainly owing to Government grants and. the tio? not wholly 
exertions of the clergy as a body, but still the schools are far from =;:::~;' but 
being in a satisfactory condition. :persons qualified to judge .. -
reckon the proportion of good schools to bad and indifferent as 
1 to 10 or 12. In our own neighbourhood, I think, the proportion 
of good schools would be higher; but though the state of things· is 
n~ aatisfactory, the importance of good schools is . everywhere 
acknowledged, and there is a general tendency towards improve-
ment. 

Ill •. 7. Deficiency, as applied to schools, must always be. a Existing causes 
relative term. Schools cannot be expected to be so good.in a of de~~iency 
poor and. thinly populated district as in a rich and populous one. :;-ev8111Df 
Regard being had to this distinction, the causes. of deficiency ge'::n:i~y ~ss 
generally allowed to exist are-want of money ;-"want of Interest ' 
upon the part of parents in their children's education ;-want of 
time and. attention bestowed by the clergyman of the parish;
employment of the mothers in the fields, as the elder.children are 
then kept at home to take care of the younger ;-want of skill or 
interest on the part of the schoolmaster or mistress ;-early employ-
ment of children, and their consequent withdrawal from regular 
attendance at school;-want of industrial work in ,connexion with 
the school, . 

The .most lerious obstacles are the ;want of interest felt by the most im
parents, and the value of their children's labour after the age ofportantoCthem. 
10 or 11, increased, no doubt, by local circumstances. ·These 
causes· may be to & certain extent counteracted and diminished, 
but they cannot he entirely remedied. Circumstances, of course, 
vary much in different parishes. The amount of influence brought 
to bear in· favour of education is very different in different places, 
and tberemust be degrees in the knowledge and fitness ofschool-· 
masters. In this neighbourhood great interest is taken by the 
higher classes in the education of the . poor, and there is not gene- . 
rally any great lack of instruction to complain of as suited to 
existing w;mts. ';lbe more promising children will probably remain 
longer at school, as parents find that their children's labour be-
comes more valuable to their employers in 'proportion. as they are 
better educated; and prize associations, which point out the chil-
dren of greatest ability, will tend to the same result, partly because-
persons interested in the school will be likely to help such scholars 
as do the school credit, and partly from the inducements held out 
in the shape of rewards to those that acquit themselves best. A 
comparison of the younger part of the population with the elderly· 
and middle-&&,ed shows, however, a great improvement to have 
taken place WIthin the last 20 years, and it would be better, in my 
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opinion, that such an improvement should be gradual and pro
gressive, and assistance granted rather in answer. to wants felt 
and expressed, than that there should be an attempt at a uniform 
standard.. Exceptional cases, as, for instance, scattered districts 
in the hills, at a distance from the village where the parish school 
is, are difficult to provide for, and the chief deficiencies in this 
neighbourhood are found in such situations. ' 

I must add, however, another cause of deficiency, which, though 
it acts indirectly, seems to me to produce considerable effect. I 
mean the low state of education in the class above the labouring 
poor. This-causes jealousy among the farmers, when attempts are . 
made to raise the standard of education among the lower orders. 
They remark, what is quite true, that there are far 'greater oppor
tunities for the labourer's children to acquire a sound education 
than for their own. As a rule, farmers take little interest in the' 
day school, and contribute nothing towards its expenses. The 
education of the lower classes cannot, in my opinion, be placed on 
a prefectly sound footing, until that of the class above them is im
proved, and a proportionate advance takes place among all orders 
of the community, which at present is far from being the case. ' 

Causes of defi- III. 7. cont. I venture, again, to draw attention to the causes of 
ciency other- deficiency stated by some friends who have worked agricultural' 
wise stated. . schools in six counties. 

(a) "WaJ:lt of schools, &c. is the least ofthese causes; very few 
places now exist without any schools. 

(b), (e) "In most schools not under Government inspection, 
. these caUlies exist to a great extent, but are seldom fonnr} among. 
trained teachers properly supported and looked after. 

(c)" It is hardly possible to exaggerate this difficulty; children 
would be seldom sent. to school after the age of 'getting them 
ont of the way,' but from their own desire, or some pecuniary 
advantage. 

(d) "This is a pretext, bnt no valid excuse, under 10 or 12 years 
of~e. . 

(f)" Where farmers sublet the cottages,. or are in. anyway 
powerful, they usually tyrannize and oppress the poor, to prevent 
their education, to a degree it is impossible for them to withstand." 

IV. 8. The' principle npon which Government at present pro
ceeds seems open to no valid objection. Some districts fall behind 
others, no doubt, under the ekisting system, ail they would under 
any other, but they are gradually affected by improvement in other 

Go,"ernment places, which at length extends to them. The system may be in 
:.;:~ t~r some cases injudiciously worked: but the progress of the country is 
at p~.se:t u;'o the best proof that the Government plan is, -as a :whole, judicious. 
the wbole. To quote again the same authority to:which I have referred before,"'-

" ,It is impossible to over-estimate the benefits which the Govern
"ment system has worked for educAtion, by' stimulating local 
'" exertions, by so ' greatly improving the race of teachers, school 
" \,<,,<J\,:lI, &c., and school buildings. By the last Minutes, almost 
" the p(,orest districts will be able to avail themselves of these 
" benefits, and even places which will not accept the system are 
"ti' 1 .. s mu ated. to greater exertions by the &"eneral ~dvance~ent. 

Majority oC The present system has undoubtedly tne merIt of calling. forth 
well.inf.mned generally a gt-\t amount of weal exertion, nor do I see how It can 
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.ery well check private . liberality. Very few persons who have persons.favour
thoroughly examined the subject and take real interest. in the able to It. 
workin~ of schools raise conscientious objections, and certainly the 
dissentients are not entitled to weigh against the numbers and 
authority in the opposite scale. 

V. 11. Small endowments in schools generally are found to Small endow
hamper them with vexatious restrictioD,s, and do have a tendency ments in h Is 
. to check private liberality. No good schools for the poor that 1 ~:u:~~;;:c 00 

know oCare 80 endowed. One of my informants says, "We hardly 
" ever heard oC an instance of an endowed school doing any good. 
" Endowments are the greatest obstacles to advance or improve-
". ment in education, deprive the upper classes of interest 01" 

" power in the schools, and make the' teacl!ers independent and 
"lazy." This extract, in my opinion" pretty accurately represents 
the state oC the case. 

VL 12. (a) Well-informed public opinion is, I believe, decidedly 
in favour oC maintaining the existing system of Government aid and 
inspection in the main" but I think that occasional modifications 
will be found desirable, as follows :~ 

(c) There are some very competent masters who are ,not Modification.
certificated, and some schools in the construction of which the in Goyernment 
Government .requirements have been found. too expensive, which schumd~ sutig-

h I · . ~ d' gestt! III avour are, nevert e ess, III a very sahslactory state as regar s manage- of good masters 
menl, even when compared with schools under Government inspec- not certificated, 
tion. It would, I think, be a great boon if there were a discretion;1ry &c. 
power lodged somewhere, to extend assistance to certain cases which 
now lie beyond the pale of Government aid, after proper represen-

. tations and satisfactory inquiry being made. In the case of night 
schools every facility should be given, and hardly any condition 
attached beyond the proof of sufficient means of instruction and 
regular attendance. 

(g) "After retaining funds sufficient to assist local snbscriptions, Sug~estions for 
" fees, &C., in the maintenance of ordinary schools, invest the maklOg e~do.,
" remainder, if possible, in industrial schools for boys and girls, ments avaIlable. 

" drawing them from the day schools about 12 years of age, to live 
" entirely il! 'the industrial schools till about 16, to teach them 
" useful habits and trades, and to supply the utter want of inoral 
" training and discipline in their -own homes." , 

This is a suggestion worthy of attention which has been com
municated to me. 

VII. 15. The general and well-grounded impression is, that Training too 
the present training oC masters and mistresses at such institutions forced; and 
Jlartakes too much of the nature of "cram" to be healthy for mind subjects no' 
Clr body. Several instances have come to my knowledO'e of health practil.".al 
giving way under the severe pressure now applied, :here a less enoulP· 

exac.~Dg system woul~ :probably h~v~ led to no such result. A less 
ambitious style of U8.1D,lDg, comprlslD~ less advance~subjects, and 
a greater knowledge of common thmgs, would, It is thought, 
answer the purpose better, considering the class which the candi-
dates will have to educate as teachers; and in some cases, though' 
by no means in the majority, the system now pursued does tend 
to foster conceit and self-impox;tance. . The most useful part of the 
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trained masters and mistresses are, I believe, perfectly satisfied 
with their position. 

Pupil-teaeher VIL 16. "The pnpil-teacher system provides the great requi-
,system.good in " sites for goo~ ins~uction, i.e., re~ar teachers, soundly taught 
the maID. " themselves, lIDpartmg knowledge WIth that connectedness which 

" the desultory teaching of chance visitors and unpaid monitors can 
" never give. Also, pupil-teachers act as a middle class between 
" teachers and scholars, and can raise the tone of the elder children, 
" with whom they partly associate, and give valuable information 
" to the teacher on the real character of the numerous children. 
" Like Dr. Arnold's scheme of leavening by his head boys, -the 
" pupil-teacher system ought to work. The defects which do 
" arise are mainly owing to the slight charge which masters and 
" mistresses generally take of their pupil-teachers' moral training 
" out of school hours." . . 

Stipends and 
fees should be 
combined. 

This is the opinion of persons who have had great experience on 
the subject, and are well qualified to judge.-. 

VII. 17. The usual practice seems the most natural and con
venient, to add the payments of children to stipends furnished from 
other sources. Even were there sufficient means otherwise, it would 
still, I think, be desirable for the parents of the school children to 
contribute something, as they are led to take more interest in their 
children's progress and attach greater value to the instruction 
given. 

. Pyrton Vicarage, Oxon, 
April 14, 1860. 

. . 

GEORGE l\IARSHALL • 

:1. G. Marshall, Esq., of Leeds, Yorkshire. 

PRELIMINARY. 

I HAVE had about 30 years' experience as mill~wner and 
manager of schools. 

VI. SUGGESTIONS. 

I think the present system of Government aid t.o education is 
right in principle, and is practically the best adapted to attain the 
desired result, and that our efforts ought to be directed to its . 
impr~vement and development rather than to the substitution of 
any new system. . . 

Three things are necessary for the general education of the 
people;. schools, teachers, and children to fill the schools. • 

We have now, to a great extent, secured the two first reqw,: 
sites, but there is a great want of children to fill the schools. 

The parents either do not send the children to school at all, or 
do not keep them there long enough to be taught any thing worth 
the name of education. ... 

There are two causes for this default of the parents. 
First. The education now given to ~he working classes is gene..; 
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rally too pedantic, too exclusively book learning, ~ little ind~s-
trial and useful training. • 

The parents very justly do not value and are not attracted by 
this IOrt of education for their children. 

Secondly,· The parents are too frequently ignorant of the 
~alue,-of the money value especially,-of a good education, to 
be willing to keep their children from. work in order to give them 
schooling. 

I believe that the evil effects of this want of attendance of the 
children at school are so great, and the necessity for remedial 
meaaures so urgent, that 'we cannot afford to wait for the slow 
progress that might be made by the voluntary principle alone, 
but that some compulsory provisions on the part of the Legislature 
are also needed. 

The half-time system of the Factory Act has, so far as my 
experience and observation e.nnble me to judge, been eminently 
successful. and is, I think, the best mode of applying a compulsory 
motive to the parents; and ought to be extended to all employ
ments of the working classes without exception, by such steps 
hnd with such modifications as may be found necessary. 

The general adoption of the half-time system would in itself 
lead the way to the improvement of our educational system, 
making' it to consist more of industrial training, Jess of book 
learning. Not, certainly, that the children should actually learn 
less of reading and writing and arithmetic than now; but on the 
contrary, that they should learn those necessary things much 
better than they do now, in addition to an invaluable ,moral and 
industrial training, in consequence of a much longer and more 
regular attendance at school, where both branches of education 
may go on together all the better for being united. 

I am not prepared to offer suggestions in detail of the provi
sions required to work out the half-time system generally, which 
is a subject deserving much careful inquiry and consideration, but. 
I may advert to a few leading points. 

Since the existing schools Me far from being :filled with chi1-:' 
dren, the general adoption of the half-time system,-three ,hours 
a day for school, three hours for work or industrial training,-will 
at once enable the present schools and teachers to teach more than 
double the present number of children. 

Why should not the same school buildings and staff of training 
teachers be also applicable to evening schools as numerously 
attended, and certainly as important and valuable means of edu
cation as the day schools? 

When the day teaching is less of b,ook-work and head-work 
and confinement, and consists largely on the other hand of active 
·industrial employment in the open air, more or less, the teachers, 
I think, would be able without too much fatigue to give instruc
tion in the evening schools also j the hours of attendance not 
being too long, and the industrial training forming here also part 
of the system. . . 
. Thus the present schools and teachers might give. a far, hetter 
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instruction -than no,v to three or' four times the existing number 
of scholars, and the gre:tt object be attained that all the people 
should be really educated. 

The industrial training of' the children at school would consist 
in great part for those beh,veen 8 and 13, of the actual occupa
tion, agricultural or manufacturing, in which their parents now 
employ them. ' 

.And 'We may expect that the -half-time work of 8. well trained 
and educated -child would be, in fact, of as great money value to 
the parent as the whole time of an ignorant and untrained urchin. ' 

The training of' teachers would be modified to suit this mixed 
system of education. 

I may note amongst the pedantries and redundancies of the 
present system of training, the metaphysical grammar now taught. 
English working -men and women may easily be taught -all -the 
grammar required by careful reading and dictation,_ with the 
most simple knowledge of the parts of speecli and construction of 
a sentence. 

So again, in Script~re and secular history, and in geography, 
the memory is now too often lowed with a multitude of really 
unimportant names, instead of the leading and great names - and 

I avents being alone taught, and firmly and graphically fixed in 
the mind. ' 

In addition to this compulsory connexion of education with 
employment from "8 to 13, it may be desirab1eto require each 
child to pass an examination on education at 13 before being 
allowed to go to full work, and if not able to pass, then to be 
kept in school till able to pass. 

Further, we cannot consider -the educational system complete 
till it includes infant schools as a general preparation for the day 
schools. _ . 

This would be best secured by requiring a certain elementary • 
educational examination to be passed by each child at eight years 
old before it is permitted to go to work at all. 

This step, however, had better follow the successful establish
ment of 'the other and more important provisions. 

It may 'be objected that to carry the half-time system into' 
effect universally, would requi.re so vast a staff of paid GOYern", 
ment inspectors as would create an intolerable amount of 
expense. -

If the system is properly organized I think this difficulty would 
be avoided. 

I believe that the Government impector might with ease obtain 
from the magistracy, clergy, and gentry, and all educated persons 
throughout the country, intelligent and efficient aid in seeing the 
provisions of the Act enforced. quite gratuitously, and only too 
gladly. Many of these classes are now energetic and self-denying 
workers in the cause, of education, -and would be still more so it' 
they saw a certain prospect that their exertions would be -efficient 
in securing the great end we are all aiming at. -

I may conclude bY'adverting to a. difficulty which is inherent 
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in the present plan ot Government aid to education, viz., that 
it often gives least assistance in poor districts w4ich require it 
most. 

Tbecapitation grant intended to remove or nUtigate this evil 
does not do 80, but is itself liable to the same objection; it gives 
most aid where least needed. 

I would suggest that the capitation grant in its present form 
should either be entirely abolished, or if continued should not 
exceed II. cerhinamount for anyone school, as it is the smaller 
schools which are generally the most in want of aid. 

I think. a better plan than any general capitation grant would 
be a power of giving an extra grant in the shape of capitation 
money or otherwise to poQr districts. 

Let the corporations of boroughs, and the magistrates in coun
ties, have the power of recommending to Government any ward 
or district in a town, or parish in a county. to receive extra edu
cational aid, provided that such aid from Government is met by 
a given proportion of aid from the borough or county by volun
tary subscription. 

But it happens, I believe unfortunately, that the destitution of 
education in Borne districts arises not from want of property 
within it, capable of supporting the expense, but from IlDwilling
ness of the owners of property to contribute. 

I would suggest that in such cases the corporation of a borough 
or magistrates in counties, should hav~ power to levy a compul
sory educational rate upon such qistrict or parish to be applied in 
addition to the aid from Government. 

No doubt Buch a power would be of an arbitrary nature, but I 
think would be consistent with the principles of our whole 
scheme of education, partly depending upon voluntary exertions, 
partly enforcing compulsory regulations. . 

• Law.to be respected ought to. be efficient, and. to be efficient 
can scarcely av oid being in some degree. arbitrary in execution. 
and application. 

Government, which is the embodiment and impersonation of 
law, and of the National 'Will, to be efficieilt ought to have a 
twofold energy; on the one hand to help and encourage those 
who are disposed to do well; on the other to be not only a terror 
to evil-doers, but also a scourge for the backs of the wilfully 
negligent. . 

J. G. M...utSHALIh 
June 1860. 

w. C. Macready, Esq., of Sherborne House, Sher .. 
borne, Dorset. 

1. My slender experience has been obtained from occasional 
visits, during an eight years' residence, to the National and British 
schools, to the cottages in this neighbo1ll'hood, and from the constant 
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superintendence of an evening school, averaging above 140 boys 
and youths, 'duringfour years. Such experience is limited to the 
families of day-labourers, mechanics, and the poorer classes . of 
farmers, and shopkeepers. 

2. The term for the continuance of the children of the poor at a 
day school, that would be" desirahle," I do not believe to be "prac
ticahle I' in the, case of that numerous class, the very poor. The 
parents cannot afford to give np the shilling, and in some cases even 
the weekly sixpence, which the labour of the children may bring 
in. On this account it will not unfrequentIy happen, that the infant 
school is the only one from which the labourer's child may have 
received instrllction; even when sent to a. day school, "hi the ma
jority of instances, the children are removed to the field or the shop 
at nine or ten years of age. Sickness' and bodily infirmity, or the 
frequent occurrence of a very large' family, will' often· compel the 
parents to this resort, even with wages that are considered good. 
But where the 'pressure of poverty is not so severely felt, the term 
of day-school instruction must depend on the occupations, 'to which 
the children may be destined; for agricultural or domestic serv!ce 
twelve years of age is not thought too early, for mechanical pursui~ 
fourteen. 

S. Referring still to my very limited experience, among the best 
of the day scholars who have remained at school till fourteen years 
of age, the extent of their acquirements has not exceeded reading 
with tolerable fluency, considerable progress in arithmetic, ini~a
tion in the rudiments of grammar, a little geography, often good 
handwriting, tolerable correctness in spelling, and ~ slight acquaint
ance with sacred and profane history. In many, after a discontinu,:, 
ance of their studies for three or four years, 1 have noticed great 
deficiency. 

4. (a) Sunday schools, zealously and properly conducted,-noi 
transferred to boarding-school misses and incompetent pretenders, 
-1 consider especially advantageous to the youth of both sexes, • 
-first, as learners, and, advancing in years and knowledge, as 
teachers. ' , 

(b) The half-time system, for the reason impliedabove,-viz. 
the inability of parents to comply with its couditions,-I conceive 
can only be partially acted on. ' , 

(d) To dispense education through that portion of society most 
needing it, and yet most difficult to reach (I mean the very poor, . 
and particularly of the agricultural class), I see no other method 
than by the evening school, conducted by those of approved ability, 
whose hearts are in their work. Whilst the laws of property con
tinue as they are, no compulsory edict can be carned mto effect 
against ths poor man requiring the produce of his children's daily 
labour towards the support of his poorly-housed, poorly-clad, poorly
fed family. My experience inclines me to· the belief, that the 
evening school is tlle only means, by which the right of the indigent 
to the full amount of their earnings can be reconciled with the duty 
and obligation of improving their moral, and intellectual being. 
But the ignorant cannot be expected to appreciate the value of 
knowledge; nor is it reasonable to expect, that, in the aggre~ate, 
children, or young men or women, after a hard day's work, .Wlll be 
disposed to give their hours of" rest and recreation to restramt and 
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application without the assurance of results, neither remote nor 
IIpe~u1ative. . 

. (g) But prizes and rewards have in my own experience proved 
inducements to boys and young men to enter the evening school, 
the benefits of which they have soon learned to appreciate so far as 
to continue their attendance for successive years. . 

(e) Mechanics' institutes, with their class-rooms and lectures, I 
consider invaluable auxiliaries in the instruction of the labouring 
classes. The evening school, enabling the learner to read well, 
write well, make good progress in arithmetic, gain an insight into 
grammar, and pick up some acquaintance with geography, history, 
and other branches of useful knowledge, provides him with what 
may be termed the implements of self-culture, which the advantages 
oa:ered by the m~chanics' institu~es. give. him the opportunity of 
usmg . effectually m further qualifymg hlIDSelf for an useful and 
respectable career • 

. 5. A smalJ fee is generally thought preferable to gratuitous 
tuition, even by those who frequent the schools, and I believe the 
opinion to be as well founded as it is general. , 

6. The education I consider disproportionate to the population of 
this neighbourhood. Very much, I conceive, might be done reme
dially for this evil, if the officiating and resident clergy diverted 
some portion of their time from social and secular engagements to a 
hearty and earnest prosecution of this particular obligation of their 
ministry. . " 
. . 9. I consider, that the children of paupers and criminals, that 
deserted and destitute children, have a direct and sacred claim on 
the justice of the State for proper education, and that to subject 
them to the penalties of laws, the P1l!1l0rt and end of which their 
neglected moral and intellectual teaching does not allow them to 
know or understand. is simply tyranny. 

12. It seems to me that the Government aid should be dispensed 
upon a more elastic plan. A general rule ought to allow, of excep
tions, on the representation of inspectors. The stereotyped condi
tions to which the Council of Education limits its assistance, whilst 
liberally contributing to the maintenance of formalities little better 
than shams, are inexorable to the pleadings of honestly-wolked 
8Ch~ols, t~e doors. of which may be closed, if unable to comply with 
their precISe requlrements. . 

With evidence before me of the successful operation of. the 
evening school, followed up by the advantages of the class-rooms, 
library, and lectures of the mechanics' institutes, and being lina~le 
to discern any other scheme, which -in our country can be found to 
reach the poorest of our population, I have no further observation 
to offer. 

The abuses of our endowed schools--as in many instances pro
tecting "vested rights" in public wrongs-I take to be a subject for 
extens!ve ~mment, but one on which I am not prepared to state 
my objections. 

Sherborne, July 5, 1859. W~ C. MAC READY. 
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Rev.' Wm. Poole, 'M'.A., Prebendary of· Hereford, and 
Perpetual- Curate of Hentland with Little Dew
church, Herefo~d: 
I. THE 'writ~rhas, been, ,for 15 years, ,in the habit of superin

tending am! taking part in. teaching parish schools. During that 
time he has been, fOJ" three years,a diocesan inspector,and for nine 
Lears he has been secretary to the ;Hereford Diocesan Board of 
Education. His·experience has been chiefly confined to Hereford- ' 
shire, with neady every part of which county he has had 'commu
nications on educational ;matters. The children. in this district, 
with the exception Qf those attending the few town schools, are 
entirely of agricultural parents. 

2. Up to the age of 11 there appears no sufficient reason against 
a regular attendance of, children; the· work which they are 
capable of at that age (" keeping birds" for boys, and minding 
the younger children for girls), being occasional, and of no great 
importance to their parents. From 11 to I3.their services become 
more valuable ; but, perhaps, what tells most_against their con~ 
,tinuance at school is the notion that theybecQme less disposed and 
less able to work after passing these years without entering on 
their bodily labours. Something .may be added to this feeling by 
,the almost universal absence in this district of any systematic and 
_organized ,encouragement of active exercises in the playground, 
and still more to the want of discipline at home; so that it is 
actually rare to find a boy ()f 13 or 14 who is in orderly submis
sion to his parents. This last evil meets us at_ every turn, and 
must be' borne in milldin all matters connected with the schools.of 
this district; were these evils remedied, so the muscular powers 
might be developed, and the evil of idle habits prevented, children 
might, perhaps, stay till past 12.; as it is, 11 must be set down as 
the ot-dinary limit. - , 

3. It is more the power to acquire knowledge than the know-
. ledge itself that can be lpoked for iu the few months of teaching 

,which children ordinarily have before the age of II. A multitude 
of facts may be so imparted as to . enable a _ child' to .pass a showy 
,examination, and at the same time to create no desire of increased 
knowledge., Easy correct reading, writing without labour,both 
on slates and on paper, with tolerable spelling, are the first too]s 
of the trade, with such a thorough understanding of the earlier 
rules of arithmetic as may make it not very toilsome to carryon 
the study after leaving schooL For the rest they may learn where 
to look for learning in religious knowledge, e.g., to know what to 
;expect in the different parts of..the Bible, and how the various 
books fit into each other, and into the general outline, which they 
-may in after years fill up. This,with a practice.in seeking t~e 
meaning of words an~ sentences,. and und.erstanding .a plam 
argument or "proof," mIght be. acqUIred, and, If less readl~y seen· 
than a quantity of facts, would lJe far more. usefuL So WIth the 
exercise of memory by learning by hea~t; , and ,the opening of the 
elements of musics drawing, botany, mechanics, (whatever the 
teacher's knowledge and other circumstances may render possib!e,) 
will be so. far useful as it may here and there fall upon a mmd 
ready to receive .and carryon the subject. ~ut there is. reason to 
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fear that too often noW' children are so taught that they think they 
have learnt things completely, instead of only the way to learn; 
and this foundation might be planted even by the 3.oae of 11. 

4. (a) In regard to Sunday schools, they must be partial edu
('aton, confining themselves mainly to one subject. There is a 
difficulty in harmonizing the children that have left and those that 
continue at school I have seen children seriously annoyed to 
find those who were once much behind them, noW', by continuing at 
school, more cultivated than themselves who had been at work all 
the week. There is an unwillin!mess in boys glowing a little 
"manly" to be still" at school" There is a difficulty in finding 
proper teachers in the country. On the other hand if totally 
separated from the day school, more considered as an "evening 
class," made a conversational lecture, its influence is very valuable, 
but not likely to be sufficiently general to carryon the day school 
instruction efficiently. 

I have returns from 153 parishes in this county; in 43 there is 
no Sunday school, in 35 there is no voluntary teaching, in 22 none 
but the clergyman, leaving 53 only wiIh volunteer teachers. 
In 29 schools there are no children except those in week-day 
attendance, and in the whole 153 schools there are only 368 boys 
and 315 girls attending only on Sunday out of 4,725 children. 

(b) Half time may in especial circumstances answer, but could 
hardly be generally introduced, because, 1st, it needs the co-opera
tion of the employers of labour; 2nd, the necessities of agricul
turallabour are so uncertain; and, Srd, without especial counter- . 
acting circumstances it will have injurious effects on the school, 
breaking up the classes, and introducing boys who have not 
advanced pari passu with the class, and interfering with the quiet 
orderly working of the school 

(c) Industrial training would be extremely useful, hut needs 
such peculiar qualifications in the teacher as cannot be generally 
obtained. In girls' schools especially it is likely to retain children 
at school, but to get the work and materials ~ithout too widely 
differing from the circumstances of their home life has rarely been
accomplished. In small attempts much good has been done. I 
knoW' a school where the children once now and then bring a 
halfpenny or penny each, and materials are purchased and the 
common dinner cooked; and in other schools they have regularly 
laid the table, &c., &c.; but, as a general inducement to retain 
children at school, I have no expectation that industrial training 
would succeed, especially in the case of boys employed in agri
cultural work. 

(d) Evening schools would require better and more teachers 
than day schools; and would need some evident encouragement, 
and must shoW' palpabl~ gain to those who. attend, if they are to ~e 
generally used as followmg up school teaching; and even then, 10 

. country parishes, the scattered inhabitants could not generally use 
them. In towns, and especially for those who have neglected or 
forgotten their "schooling, n they are very valuable. 

(e) These in the country must be occasional amusements, and 
not educational agents. 

(f) Very valuable in their way, hut hardly systematic enouah to 
. ; carry on the process of education. 0 

VOL. V. X 
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. (g) Taken as a mere reward, the" prize scheme" can hardly 
supply sufficient inducement to any child to .stay longer at school. 
Say a child earns only 8s. a week, this in the 45 weeks of the 
school yeat would exceed any prize offered, and therefore, perhaps, 
the mere" prize i!cheme" is to be regretted. But as a public ex
amination it is a most useful stimulus; but rather to schools than 
to individual children. By bringing prominently forward those 
schools where children have distinguished themselves, it is both 
an encouragement to the teachers and an inducement to parents 
to keep their children regularly at schooL In manufacturing 
districts, where the quick intelligent boy is sought for and employed, 
it leads to permanent . provision. But this is not the case in 
agricultural districts ; and though here and there a pupil-teacher 
may have been selected in consequence of proficiency shown at 
such examinatioDi!;yet there is not sufficient likelihood of this 
to make it in general a very important instrument of. lengthened 
schooling; . 

(h) . This would no doubt induce some parents to keep their 
children longer at school, by showing the' practical advantages of 
learning; it· would carry the appearance' of fairness, and it would 
bJjngsome' sharp lads into the public service. 

But 01). the other hand, those' who would be thus longer edu
cated would be the very children who, from natural quickness' or 
taste,would least need the. encouragement. It might create a 
discontent and recklessness in the very poor who might think 

. themselves shut out, as the reward would generally fall to the 
more thrifty families;' and it mi~ht create a habit of looking for 
Government aid'instead of relymg oil self-resources, which would 
be injurious to the national character. 

q. My experience is entirely against gratuitous' education. In 
many schools in this county. where it has been tried it has been 
abandoned. In' the case of certain large charities they have been 
-obliged to connect it with gifts of clothing, &c., to ensure regular 
attendance. If free schools were established they would, I feel 
"Convinced, 'need a law of compulsory attendance to remedy this 
-evil; whi~e parents themselves think they ought to have, a voice in 
what they pay Jor,.and thus become, in a slight and useful way, 
-a check .upon the teacher and managers. 

6. On. the whole the state of schools is very far short of what it 
might be; and this, as it seems to me (vide answer 8); more from 
mistaking the object to be gained than, from inability to impart. 
'The papers of the children examined at the diocesan examination 
tf this county showed in many cases a commendable knowledge of 
facts;.· less advance in spelling, moderate writing, and a great 
want of power in expressmg what they meant to say. Thus last 
year, of 142 children examined from 88 schools, who .may be 
ilUpposed to be among the most advanced in our elementary 
-schools, 76 failed to obtain a. "certificate of competency," though 
the standard was by no means high. The deficiencies appear to 
arise chiefly from want of. accurate, neat habits of mind, and 
absence of thorough grounding. ' 

7. 
8. Small parishes and poor. districts are sufferers from the 
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. present system, and the Hereford Board have forwarded to the 
Commissioners 8 memorial on this subject. . 

9. Pauper children, lower in scale, and with less variety bf life, 
need especially" life "in their education, and this is obtained by 
letting them join the children of th~ parish schooL This has been 
for some time dons in Hay Union, and has recently been tried in 
Ross, and, I believe, with good results. 

12. (a to f.) The present system works in manY'cases well; but 
supposing the interest in education to lessen, the clergy to be in
different.to it, and no layman at hand to take it up, what will 
become of those buildings erected with the aid of the Committee of 
Council? They are, especially of late, handsome, and often orna-
mented, and require a certain outlay to keep them in repair; and if 
those interested in the district dis1DlsS their certificated teacher; and 
put some old woman or decayed shopkeeper to teach reading and 
writing, then both the fabnc and school will be altogether in' a 
different condition from that contemplated by founders and aiders. 
But in luch cases the Committee of Council will only suffer theIr. 
inspector to visit with less particularity, and a notice in a report will 
be the only result. If these buildings are to be restored to efficiency, 
must it not be by the influence of local opinion? And yet this 
local opinion has no voice directly or indirectly in any distribution 
of the Parliamentary funds, or in any regulation of the rules by 
which they are administered. And in this district no officer con
nected with the Education Department, no inspector employed by 
them, is resident within the county. ] t is no unreasonable wish, 
therefore, that local knowledge and authority should be brought 
to aid in carrying out the general rules by which the educational 
grant is distributed. And if we are met· by the objection that 
those entrusted by Parliament with the management ~f funds 
cannot delegate to others their own responsibility, then we are 
compelled to fall back upon the system of rates, affording, indeed, 
more difficulties, but perhaps less evils than the other. . 

A possible means of effecting an" educaticn rate might be through 
the agency of the court of quarter sessions. The county rates 
mana~ed by that body, are collected with the poor rates, and a 
commIttee are appointed every quarter sessions ·to manage the 
expenditure of the county, and their accounts are every quarter 
submitted to the public. 

lfthe amount required for educational purposes were collected 
in the same way, it might be paid over, as is the case now with 
the county rates, to the county treasurer. A committee might be 
appointed by the court of sessions, consisting of a fixed number 
of their own body, to whom might be added the inspectors of the 
district, and one or two nominated members to secure the repre-
sentation cf different interests. . . 

!he ge!1eral principles by which· their proceedings should be 
guIded, mIght be regulated by the central department, but all aid 
to schools within their jurisdiction should be voted by this com
mittee. In the erection of schools in places where they have 
aE~ertained i~ to b~ n~cessary, they ~hould. have the p~wer of 
fixmg conveOlent dIstricts to be prOVided With school bUIldings 
and if, within a fixed time after notice given, a sufficient voluntary 
subscription shall not be forthcoming, to erect (with aid from the 

X 2 
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educational rate) such buildings, then they should have the power 
of urging a' special rate on that district for that purpose. Appeal 
against such decision to be allowed in the usual way. 

The repairs of school buildings mi~ht be put under the care of 
the county surveyor, and the proceedings mIght be conducted as 
in the case of county brid~es at present, a' district committee 
calling the surveyor's attention to requisite repairs, or i.nspecting 
on the report of the surveyor. 

The building and repairs might be thrown on rates, and the 
annual grant might be continued as at present, or the list might 
also, fall on the rates, and be regulated by the same committee. 
Thegener~l condition of aid might be laid down (as in the case 

of the Poor Law Commissioners) by the central authority, or by 
Act of Parliament, and the 'application of these left to the local 
committee. So far as the writer's eX{lerience of this county goes, 
there would be a possibility of granting aid in almost every case 
by way of help to funds already raised. Absolutely free schools 
would not be required here, and the difficulty of, management 
would so be in great measure avoided. In schools altogether 

,established and supported by rates, the committee of management 
,might be named from among the promoters of the school, if local 
promoters should be found; if not, they might be named by 
authorities of the town or, district (if they were in favour of such 
school), and, if no local parties promoted such free school, which 
yet appeared to the education committee of sessions to be necessary, 
they should themselves nominate a committee of management,_ 
in all cases securing the scholars from any religious teaching to
which their friends might object. 

(h) The plan adopted in some parts of the United States would 
be most likely to be available in the agricultural districts,-to fix 
certain periods of the year when work is slack, and to make 
arrangements in the organization of the school to admit elder boys 
who have regularly worked during the other parts of the year. 
The boys so admitted should not be freely interspersed with the 
other children in regular attendance, but as a rule should make 
separate classes. No compulsory attendance seems possible without 
creating greater evils than now need remedy. When the employers 
of labour come themselves to be well educated, they will wish to 
see their labourers educated also. The 'Variety of circumstance in 
parishes that might be expected to be uniform makes what is ex
pedient in one place injurious in another, and while it is impossible 
to exclude a certain uneducated per-centage from going out yearly 
into the world, public opinion is making this less perceptible year 
by year; , 

Hentland, June 1859. WILLIAM POOLE. 
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,Rev. T. T. Penrose, M.A., Prebendary of Lincoln, 
Rector of Weston, Nottinghamshire, and Vicar of 
Coleby, Lincolnshire. 

Coleby Vicarage, Lincoln, June 7, 1859. 
I SHALL have pleasure in answering su~h of the questions placed 

before me by the Commissioners as come within the range of my 
experience. This has been confined to a rural district. So long 
as the Lincoln Diocesan school was in existence, I took a warm 
interest in it, and was one of the examiners appointed by the 
Lincoln Diocesan Board to inspect and examine it half-yearly. I 
have latterly been acting under the Bishop of Lincoln 'as .Inspector 
of the schools in this rural deanery of Longoboby, and am well 
acquainted with the state of education in these parishes. 

I.-STANDARD OF EDUCATION. 

2. Children in the agricultural districts should be kept at school 
up to 12 years, with occasional intervals. 

8. In this :period a good foundation may be laid in the knowledge 
of the Bible, In reading, writing, spelling, grammar, geography, and 
arithmetic. There is some danger of attempting too much, and 
therefore I lay no stress on music or drawing, though that must be 
a very deficient school in which singing is not practised. 

4. (a.) Sunday schools are a necessary part of every village edu
eation, both for the sake of prolonging the period of instruction, and 
because there are always some children who will get no education, 
or very little, elsewhere. 

(b.) Half-time systems cannot be adapted to an agricultural 
district. 

(c.) Something may be gained by attaching gardens to our . 
National schools, and employin~ the children in them for an extra 
hour, but the onlf effectual tralDing for a labourer in the country 
is that which he IS insensibly receiving, from childhood, at home 
and on the farms. 

(d.) Evening schools are an excellent and essential part of rural 
education where a foundation has first been laid. 

(e.) Lectures and mechanics'institutes are not generallyacces-' 
sible in the country. . 

(f.) Free and lending libraries are very desirable; a small pay
ment may be called for. 

(g.) Prize schemes do not apply. 
(h.) Nor would the distribution of minor State appointments on 

educational grounds affect us, except in as much as it might add 
generally a stimulus to education. 

5. Education should not be gratuitous, or it will be neglected 
and despised. At the same time the poor could not provide a good 
education for their children without help, indirectly, in the first . 
.establishing of schools and providing efficient teachers. 

II. 
6. In many parishes in my district the education comes up to 

the standard I have named, particularly where schools have been 
established with aid from Government, and under inspection. In 
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ot~ers the e~ucation is very deficient. Where there is no resident. 
proprietor who takes an interest hi. schools, all depends upon. the' 
clergyman, and often his -means are quite inadequate to establish 
and maintain an efficient school.' . 

ilL-CAUSES OF DEFICIENCY. 

(a.) There is a want of school houseS; and no funds. 
(b.)_ Hence inefficient teachers. 
(c.) Parents estimate the value of a school very accurately, and. 

will make great efforts to send their children to a good school; 
while they neglect the advantages which their children might, 
derive from a respectably conducted but inferior schooL 

(d.) The value of their children's labour is a great temptation 
to withdraw. them early from schooL The school fees do not press 
heavily, for the children save more than the amount in clothing. 

(e.) Bad management of a school operates powerfully to dis-
courage education. , . , 

(f.) This head does not ~pply in this district. 

IV. 

, 8. The (iovernment system has done very much for the cause of 
education; It has insensibly raised the ,scale of education generally, 
in parishes which do pot, as well as i~ those which do, receive grants. 
There is generally an effiqient school; to which the elder children 
may be drafted offfrom small parish schools, and in this way the 
benefit of the system is extended. . 

It is to be regretted that the poorest and most neglected parishes 
are the last which can avail themselves Qf the advantages offered by 
the Government. 

9. Pauper schools are ruined by the contact of the children 
with the paupers, which cannot by any precautions be avoided 
altogether. .. 

(a.) Separate .schools should be provided for pauper children, to 
which the children from a large number of unions might be sent. 

(b.) Of reformatory schools I have no experience. . , 
10. The existing system stimulates liberality; I never heard any 

objection to it. 

V.-ENDOWED SCHOOLS. 

11. I speak from limited experience, but I b~lieve endowed 
parish schools to be inefficient and often a hindrance to placing 
the education. of a parish on a good footing. In many, cases I 
think the ,Charity Commissioners might interfere and lay down a, 
new scheme, as they have done in the parish of Weston, near 
Newark., of which I am the Rector. 

VI.-SUGGESTIONS. 

12. I would propose the maintenance of the existing
(a.) System of Government aid and inspection, and 
(b.) Its further development. . 
(c.) I think .that aid n.ight be afforded to small and poor parishes, 

and to existing school~ on the principle of the capitation grant, 
, withdraWing' many of the vexatious restrictions and conditions at. 
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present existing, and making the relief to depend on the condition: 
of the school and the advancement of the scholars. 

(d.) I would leave the system of inspection as it exists. 
(e.) The voluntary principle will do nothing in rural districts. 
(f.) An educational rate would bring odium upon the whole 

system, and could never be enforced. 
(g.) Answered under VIL . 
(b.) Night schools during the winter months. .._ 
A small. capitation grant to children rem~ining at school beyond. 

12 years of age. . 
, I have found it act well to require a larger payment from the 

younger' than from the elder children. For, 1st, they are more' 
trouble; 2nd, the parents will give more to get them out of the' 
way; 8rd, parents want their elder children at home, and there~ 
fore need every encouragement to send them; 4th, the elder chil
dren are useful in schooL 

18. Impossible in this country. Neither would I wish to establish 
IIchools under the direct control of the State, except pauper and 
reformatory schools. In the case of these schools, there should be 

. much more of industrial training. 
No difficulties have arisen in this district from differences of 

religious belie! In a. few instances dissenters have established 
their own schools; but where no exclusive test is applied, and the 
day' school and Sunday school are distinct, with no rule obliging the 
children who attend one to attend the other also, it is found. that all 
can act together. It is universally approved that the Bible should 
be used and explained. 

Vll.-TEACHERS AND TRAINING CLASSES • 

. 14. A very great U;nprovement has taken place inthe qualifica..:. 
tion of masters and mIstresses, even of those who have received no 
collegiate training. 

15. 'The training in normal schools is well adapted to its o~ 
ject. We only. need that it should be placed within the re"ach of a 
humbler class of teachers, to supply our dames' schools in· small 
parishes. . ' . 

The social position of teachers has risen in public estimation; 
and if some who have been trained for teachers have gorie off'to 
more lucrative employment, this is only from the healthy working 
of the system. 

16. I have had no ron to doubt the good effect of the system 
of apprenticing pupil-teachers. .. . 

17. Schoolmasters and mistresses should be paid· by a combi
nation of stipend and fees:. It is very desirable that they should 
derive pecuniary advantage from the success of their schools. 

VIll.-RESULTS. 

Th~ P?orer classes ~a!e a.dvanced l!l0re in general intelligence 
than m mtellectual distmction. DeCIded talent worked its way 
upward before, as it does now. 

J believe that a moral improvement has taken place, though 
any general effect must operate very gradually, . and many will 
tell you that the class o{ servants has deteriorated. This com-
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plaint is often made by those who are not good masters. They 
do not find ·the. servile drudges who once existed; and a healthful 
independence enables the servant to take· a higher position. 
There is certainly . less vulgarity and coarseness, less rudeness 
anll violence at our feasts and .statutes, . our . fairs and markets. 
Thore is more good taste in . dress > and general behaviour.· An 
interest is felt in a higher class of literature. The poorer classes 
are at least more civilized, and, I am willing to believe, more 
moral also. . . 

I know of no cause which can have had this effect, which is un
questionably good as far as it goes, but the influence of education. 
The interest which the. Government has taken in the .cause is 
universally appreciated, a.nd has led our people to set a higher 
value pn the lDstitutions of our country. 

I remain, 
Your faithful and obedient servant, 

THOS. TIiEVENEN PENROSE~ 

. Mrs. Partridge. 
Bishop's Wood, Ross, Herefordshire, 

SIR, June 16, 1859. 
ABSENCE from home has prevented my giving an immediate 

answer to the circular of the Education Commissioners, which I 
.now do with pleasure. > 

1. During the .year 1816 I was the only lady visitor of the 
Monmouth' Girls' National School. Upwards of 100 children 
attended. From a state of misrule I brought it into an effective 
condition; I continued to interest myself in it, . and to visit it 
occasionally for many.years, and we still subscribe to it. From 
1817 we. have wholly suported a schoolhere for our poor neigh
bours, in which I have taken the greatest interest.· I have also 
taken evel'y opportunity of visiting the schools in this neighour
hood, and when I have been away from home. 

2. I have always succeeded in persuading the parents of some 
. few of my girls, (about 1 in 10,) to continue them at school up to 

the ages of 15, 16, and 17, 'by holding out the hope of attaining 
better services for them, and from the fact. that I have always 
succeeded in doing so. But as a general rule, parents will not 
keep their children at school after the age of 12. If, however, 
their attendance was regular up to that age, a sufficient foundation 
would be laid for after self-education; but as regards the rural 
population, their attendance is very irregular. Often they are 
detained to dig and plant potatoes, pick apples, watch the corn 
(from. birds); fairs, markets, clubs attract; the want of shoes, 
anything and everything prevents. 'rile work of education has 
thus to be done over and over again. Country boys are seldom 
left at school after 12 yea:rs of age. 

8. This is a compound question. My answer to the first part 
is, to read and write well, master the first four rules in arithmetic. 
a slight knowledge of English history and geography,.. a stilL 
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slighter of the geography of the world. They may be interested 
in natural history. Girls should be' good plain needlewomen; 
boys may obtain 'a slight knowledge of drawing. Their religious 
knowledge should embrace ·the historical facts of the Bible, the 
geography of its leading incidents, and a perfectly intelligent com
prehension of the great scheme of redemption. 

The second part of the question (how far do you consider ?). 
~ consider all attemyts tc? introduce m:ttters of taste and science 
IOto popular educatIon Will prove a fallure, because you' cannot 
induce any considerable number of children to remain sufficiently 
long at school to get more than a smattering, and that smattering 
will be at· the expense of what is really' useful and important. 
But singing by note, and in parts, is easily taught in' schools, for 
they generally possess very good voices and correct ears, and it 
adds much to the happiness of their homes. 

4. (a.) I think them most important, particularly when the classes 
are taught by intelligent people, who can influence the young to 
take pains With themselves during the week. I have generally, 
during the last 20 years, had a large class of lads on Sundays, 
who work either on farms, at the ironworks, or in coal pits. Many 
come not knowing their letters, but they are really anxious to 
improve, and soon read welL, I, allow them to attend in a class 
room on a chance holiday, and find they quickly learn writing and 
arithmetic. 

(b.) I am not acquainted with it. 
(c.) Ditto. 
(d.) I have not found them answer, and they have failed in 

neighbouring parishes invariably. , 
(e.) Very desirable, if conducted on religious principles. 
(f.) We have both; they answer, and I find the poor very ready 

also to rurchase cheay books. 
(g.) have ioined 10 an attempt the last three years, but I think 

it a failure. It requires a far higher ambition and self-exertion 
than is common amongst the poor, to keep up their school learning 
unaided, and their parents, generally speaking, would not stimulate 
them.' ' 

(h.) I should expect no good result as regards popular education 
ethe education of the masses). Working lads of 18 and 14 would 
feel it too distant a reward to contend for, unless in some few
instances, and those few require no inducement. 

5. At different periods I have given schooling gratuitously, and 
have charged Itl. per week. I find the plan I now adopt' secures 
the most regular attendance; it is to fix four school quarters, 
1st January, 1st April, 1st July, and 1st October,. on which all 
children pay 6d. entrance. Any fresh children coming to school 
between these quarters, however close upon the next quarter day,., 
have to pay 6d. the day they come, and again on the quarter day. 
Under some circumstances a higher entrance might answer. Tlie, 
children pay no weekly pence. 

II. 

}Ofy experience as to my own school, and from observation of at 
least 10 or ,12 others in my neighbourhood, is that not one-fourth 
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of .the children come up to the standard I have named, when they 
leave , school, in anyone of the heads specified. 

III. 
7 •. (a.) 1 know-of no instances, excepting in parishes where the 

clergyman has no moral influence. ' 
'. (b.) Not so. . 
.(e.) There is a great want of interest on the part of parents, 

especially on the part of fathers. 
{d.) All these causes. 
(e.) Seldom • 

. (f.) ,From a most intimate and ·personal acquaintance with the 
condition of the working classes, formed by having constantly 
visited them in their own houses during the last 40 years, I give 
a decided opinion that, ·as long as beer shops continue, education. 
can never, make any satisfactory progress. Their evil influence 
has such extensive ramifications that it is impossible to bring them 
an to notice in this answer.· . The low price of corn, good wages,. 
and 'constant employment in this neighbourhood, would enable
eyery cottager to pay for his children's education, to clothe them· 
comfortably, and support them ,up .to the' age of 14, but for the; 
curse of drink. A very small proportion of the fathers withstand 
this temptation; beer shops are thickly dotted a]:>out between their 
work and their· homes, and beset them on all sides. 

I say to a child, "Why are your neighbours, the Smith~ not at 
" school?" ""'by, m'am, their mother is ashamed to> send them, 
" they are all rags." "How is that; their father is in the works 
" with your father, has the same.wages, and the same number of 
" children? " "Yes, but father never goes to the beer shop, and 
,~ Mr. Smith does.!'· ." Mrs. Jones, how is it that your children 
" are always so late at school ?" "I.am very sorry to hear they 
,'. are. I always tell them to start' in time; but I am obliged to> 
,~ go out washing at six o'clock in the morning, and don't know 
" what becomes of them all day." "How much better it would 
" ;would be·for your large. Jamily if you stayed at home, and took 
" care of them." " Yes, but what can I do? my husband spends' 
'f all his money at the beer shop, and I must work my flesh off 
" my.bones to get bread for .the poor. children, and to keep them: 
".barely.clothed." . . 

To another, I say, "What a pity to take little Tom away from 
" school at only .10 years old, and send Sally to ·work in the tin 
"house." " Sure. it is, but pretty well all their father's money 
',' goes in drink, and so there is no help for it." I passed lately 
(in looking after one of my sick school children) one of the most 
beautiful and romantic nooks, looking as if nature had intended it 
as the abode of innocence and peace. ·1 stopped to speak to a 
woman 'Whose children come to my school, and found that her 
husband had lately obtained a beer licence; he is a gangsman (or 
foreman) in a stone quarry; it was two o'clock; while I was· 
speaking to her he approached, accompanied by .10 or 12 young 
men from 17 to 20 years of age.. I found from her that they had 
been working under him, and were come to have their month's 
wages· paid; three hours afterwards, I repassed the cottage, and 
nom 'the drunken noises from thence,was well convinced that the' 
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poor foolish lads would have little wa.,aes to take back to their 
mothers, and thus it is that the male population rapidly lose any 
little advantages of education, theit reason is besotted, their minds 
debased, their affections brutalized, they become disobedient sons, 
unkind brothers, cruel husbands, and negligent fathers. I see a! 
wonderful change for the worse in the character of the lower orders 
of men since the establishment of beer shops, not in my own 
neighbourhood only, but all over England, and in cottage happi
ness generally; and I deeply regret to state that, of late, many. 
instances have come- to my personal knowledge, of women (mothers 
of my school children), hithert.o sober and respectable, who have 
been drawn into drinkin~ habits. In each instance I have found 
from their children that It has been brought about by their going 
to the beer shops in order to persuade or force their husbands to 
come home. Naturally, they go in a state of angry excitement; 

, the owner o! the beer. shoy exp!es~e~ pity, and p!es~es upon them 
a cup of drink u a gift, lD thelt UTltated state It IS felt to bea 
comfort, and they are then easily persuaded to remain, till both' 
husband and wife are in an equally besotted state, and both 
become equally indifferent to the education and well-being of their 
children. Mothers are,-as a rule, to which there are few exceptions, 
over-worked, sickly, heart-broken, ill-used creatures, while still in 
~e prime of life, forced into unseemly exertion to procure food 
and clothing, by the idle drunken habits of their husbands and 
growing-up "Sons. They are constantly telling me that if, beer 
shops were done away with, and the malt tax very much reduced, 
they could brew good beer at home, and that in the absence of the 
temptations which such places hold out, they should therebysuc
ceed in keeping their husbands and sons contented in their own' 
cottages. When repeating this to members· of Parliament, the 
answer has been, that the malt-tax brings in so large a sum, that 
Government Could not afford to lose it. The same argument was 
used against lowering postage, when first the penny post was 
Bu~gested; and I believe it would be found there was no loss, but 
rather an increase, as all cottagers would then brew, and malt 
would really be used in beer by them, which it is not by brewers. 
But if it were not to prove Bo, ought any Government to raise' 
money on the vices of . the people? Beer shops would not be S~ 
destructive if the beer was sold to be taken away, and not allowed 
to be drunk on the premises. . 

IV. 
,8. I have too little experience of any thickly populated town 

district to answer this. " 
9. Ditto. . 

. 10. My experience leads me to think, that the existing Govern
ment sys~m. stimu~te~ volun?-ry ~berality; I am not. aware o( 
any conSCIentious obJections to Its eXistence. As regards reli!!'iolll\ 
scruples, my experience is, that they are not entertained by p';:ents 
aTlUJTtg the lower orders, where they are not stirred up by som~ 
fomenters of mischief. I have had the chilw:en of 12 Roman 
Catholics in my school, whose parents were aware that the Scrip~ 
~es were read, and the Church catechism taught. I have,always 

. . 
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had, and now have, the children of Baptists, Wesleyans, Indepen
dents, and· Ranters in my school, whose parents neither object to 

. the religious instruction? . nor to their attending church, .and, in 
my experience, they only object where the teaching is High Church 
or Tractarian. 

V. 
11. I am acquainted with the working of only two endowed 

schools in this. neighbourhood; I do not consider them adapted to 
popular education. . • 

12. (a.) Yes., 
(b.) Yes. 

VI. 

(c.) I do not consider the inspection has that reality in its cha
racter which it might have, had the inspectors more time to devote 
to the inspection of each school, and if the visits were more 
frequent; two hours, once a year, will not enable a man, however 
great may be his tact and ability, to form a correct opinion as to 
the state of a schooL Some trifle on his entrance prejudices him, 
either for or against; he shows it in his' manner,' it acts upon 
teachers, scholars, and patrons, and the inspector goes off with a 
wrong impression, which a further acquaintance with the working 
of the school would have corrected. 

(d.) A district inspection of all children above 12 years of age 
would be very desirable. 

(e.) I consider that the voluntary principle should be greatly 
encouraged, if by it is meant, that every mducement should be 
held out to the gentry and middle classes to interest themselves in 
the education of the poor; for my experience is; that you may 
have a first-rate master or mistress, but that still the school will be 
wholly inefficient, if some lady or gentleman does not devote their 
time and energies to it. 

(f.) I am not competent to give an opimon. 
(g.) Ditto. 
(h.) I believe education might be much prolonged and extended 

bI the establis\lment of mutual improvement societies in towns and 
villages, among the lower orders, similiar to those amongst shop
men; . there are in every place some few steady well-inclined young 
men who would willingly teach others. The difficulty everywhere 
would be, a tolerably sized room not attached to a 'public-house. 
Government money would be well employed in ,assisting to hire or 
build such rooms, which young men and lads could resort to on 
holidays, or when· not fully employed, under certain regulations, 
and under the control of the clergyman of the parish, or of a county 
magistrate, and of a committee appointed by them. 

As regards young women who have gone to service or work 
too young, I have foun~ they often gladly come to my school for 
a month or two at a tIme when out of employment, and then· 
make rapid advancement; and I think a small class-room attached 
to schools· 'Would meet that want, and might be encouraged· by 
Government. 

13. 1 have always considered that school attendance should be 
compulsory on parents {since drinking has become so prevalent 
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amongst the fathers, as to render them indifferent to the well
being of their children). As regards parents receiving parish pay, 
I would make it necessary for them to produce a certificate from 
some school, that all their children above five years of age were 
in attendance before the,- received parish pay, the exception to be 
only as to one child requued to nurse a baby, or children ·nnder five 
years. Parents who do not receive parish pay should be fined if 
they do not send their children to some school; a very small fine, 
if enforced, would answer the end. I do not wish for schools under 
the direct control of the State. 

I think Government should not assist schools where the Scrip
tnres are not read. I have never yet met with any of the lower 
orders who have objected to their children attending a school where 
the Scriptnres are read and explained; ,such objections, in my 
experience, are made for them by others, and not by them. 

VII. 

14. The masters and mistresses of private and of dame schools 
are, in my opinion, wholly incompetent. 1 have met with several 
parish schools (i. e., with untrained teachers) very efficient, when 
under zealous panons. 

15. I have seen very little of the interior of training schools, 
but I have had much opportunity of observing trained toasters and 
mistresses. I think, generally speaking, their education is very 
superficial. It is, in fact, a cram, fitting them to get through their 
examination, and very seldom giving any solidity to the mind. 
They are often very much set up, full of airs, and have no moral 
influence over their scholars or pupil-teachers. I think this not so 
much the fault of the training school, as it is of the materials they 
have to work upon. Pnpil-teachers being taken generally from 
the very lowest class of society, they are destitute of that mass of 
information which children of respectable parents imbibe withont 
knowing it, and which forms a solid foundation to build upon when 
they do. receive regular instruction. Trained teachers are very 
often dissatisfied with their social position; they look down upon 
their parents and relatives, and wish to get into society above 
them. There are doubtless exceptions, but I believe what I have 
stated to be the very reason why so many lay patrons, and also 
clergymen, decline Government assistance for their schools, un
trained masters and mistresses being more a,.OTeeable to work with, 
and more really useful. . 

It appears to me very desirable that young people of a higher 
grade should be encouraged to enter on the work of popular 
education. If you want a nursery governess, on inquiry you are 
distressed by innumerable applications from well-educated girls, 
extremely well connected, and you regret to find that so many 
should be destitute, and anxious to engage for a salary that would 
not content a lady's-maid. Very many. would gladly ·take the 
charge of schools, having aged relatives who could reside with 
them, and would be competent to pass an examination without. 
passing through a trainin~ school, supposing the questionsllot to 
be so wonderfully scienti:fi~ as one in the paper for reaistered 
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school-mistresi!'es in 1857: "N arne the organs of the throat which 
" are used for the pronunciation qf the different letters qf the alphahet." 
But by toe present rules, .registered mistresses must be over 85 
years of age. I do not undervalue the order and regularity of 
system taught in training schools, but a well-educated person would 
learn this system in a month. 

r highly disapprove of mixed schools under a master. I have 
observed the bad effect upon : the conduct of the girls educated at 
them, and well-thinking parents always object to it. Giving 
trained masters, generally, credit for strict morality, still girls 
should have female influence and female advice, and be kindly 
warned and cautioned by one of their own sex. And their being 
under a master's instruction is made doubly objectionable by the 
fact that he must have ~oy pupil-teachers. 

17. (a.) I think they should receive a regular sti]?end, because 
the attendance of scholars depends more on the district being well 
looked after by the clergy and gentry than upon the exertions of 
the teachers, therefore it is unfair that they should suffer for what 
may not be their fault. And also the lIDcertainty of an income 
depending on fees tends to disturb their minds, and often causes 
debt and involvement. 

VIII. 

18. My experience is that education has had a very favourable 
effect upon the poor . 

. (a.) In this neighbourhood all faith in charms, evil eyes, and 
ghosts has passed away,. and violent prejudices are softened. 
Small-pox has lately been very prevalent, and in some cases fatal; 
20 years ago this would have raised a great cry against vaccination, 
now it has only caused a desire to get re-vaccinated. People are 
much more cleanly in their houses and habits. A greater desire 
for information prevails. They use their eyes, and think much 
more about the wonders and beauties of nature. They are more 
open to reason, and take a greater interest in what is going on in 
the world. 

(b.) There has been a wonderful im:provement in the moral 
condition of this neighbourhood, it is Impossible to imagine a 
lower state of morals than that which prevailed 40 years ago. I 
am justified in attributing the improvement to education from the 
fact that, when their near relatives have been living in sin, the 
expostulations of young children. i~ the school have, in numerous 
instances, been the means of reclaImmg them; and because, though 
female virtue amongst the cottagers was formerly a very rare 
thing, during the last 80 years not more than three young women 
who have been educated at my school have lost their characters. 
The cause I have noticed (Section III., letterf,) is the only reason 
in my opinion why the good effect has not been equally great as 
regards males. But' still it has done something, and there are 
many bright examples of steady, sober, young men, who delight in 
reading, fill ur their leisure hours well, and are a credit to their 
country, and often hear them attribute it to their school days. 
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. It would appear from the circular that a very full answer is 
desired, which I have given; but, consequently, it would be a task 
to make a fair. copy, and I hope its rough state will be excueed: 

. I have the honour to be, . 

To the Secretary, 
Education Commission. 

Sir, 
Yours faithfully, . 

ELIZA .PARTRIDGE. 

Venerable Archdeacon Randall, M.A., Rector of Bin
field, Berkshire, and Chaplain to the Lord Bishop 
of Oxford. . 
1. I HAVE superintended the National school of my own parish 

(Bin6eld, Berks), for 28 years, during which the number of scholars 
has been raised from about 40 to about 180 (population at the last 
census 1,280). I was for some rears one of the. diocesan school 
inspectors, and have since been 10 frelJuent communication with 
·the present inspectors. My own experIence is almost wholly con
fined to agricultural parishes. All the schools that I inspected 
were in such yarishes, except the small town of Wokingham •. 

2. We ordinarily keep children in our school up to the age of 
11 or 12 for boys, and a year longer for girls. The boys often 
leave before 10. These ages are rather above the general average 
of schools in the neighbourhood. 

S. If they stay to their 11th year (lO complete), they can, and 
with moderate diligence do, learn to read and. write well and with 
ease, and to work the early rules of arithmetic as far as proportioIl. 
They are fairly acquainted with Bible history, and can give a 
good account of their religion, and understand and explain the 
Church catechism. They have a: general, though it can be but a 
slight, notion of English history; and enough of geography to 
describe and readily point out in a blank map, the situation of 
countries, principal rivers and cities, &c. They draw maps, some 
of them very well. Such of them as have any voice or inclinatiol!l. 
for singing, learn enough of music to sing. well by book in the 
church. Hut this is not part of the school business,' but voluntary 
both on the part of the teachers (not the schoolmaster) and the 
scholars. I GO not think it would be desirable to include music 
and drawing in the school business; it would occupy too much of 
their already too short time. But it would be well to encouraO'e 
their taking such things by way of amusement. 0 

4. (a) 'Very useful, if you can get the children to attend them; 
but they are apt to think such attendance childish, and soon dis
continue it. 

(b) I have no experience of this. 
. (~) Good, particularly for girls, where there are opportunities 

for It. 
(d) Good; but cannot well be carried on by the master of the 

day schooL 
(e) It must depend almost entirely upon the talents and prin

ciples of the managers, whether they shall be beneficial or the 
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contrary. I, am doubtful whether the general effect of them is 
good. db .. h ... 

(f) Goo; ut reqUlrlng rouc attentIOn ill the selection of 
books., . 

(g) These are just going to be tried throughout the diocese of 
Oxford. I expect they will do good; but am not sanguine as to 
the probability of their adding much to the average length of the 
time spent by the children in our schools. We cannot make the 
prizes so valuable as to make it woith while in a pecuniary view 
for the children to wait to compete for them. 

(h) The chance of obtaining such an appointment would probably 
have some effect in keeping the children longer at school. . 

5. I have a very strong opinion that, wherever it is possible, 
education should. be supplied to the poor gratuitously. It is 
commonly objected that the parents care more for the education 
if they pay for it. 1 believe this to be entirely a fallacy, founded 
on inattention to the difference between materIal and intellectual 
possessions. It is quite. true that people value material objects for 
which they pay, more than those which they can get for nothing. 
A poor child or a poor man takes care of a Bible for which he has 
paid money long hoarded up by pence at a time for such a pur
pose; whereas, if he had had it given to him, and knew that he 
could have another for asking, he would not care if the first fell 
to pieces. Therefore 1 never give away Bibles or Prayer books, 
except by way of reward, or in some rare cases of special favour, 
where the circumstances of the gif~ impart to it an honorary value 
in. the receiver's eye, so that no other book of the same sort would 
replace the loss of this. But the case of the intellectual gift is 
quite different; you are offered a week's learning now, but if you 
throw it away, neither the parson nor the squire can repla:ce it, it 
is gone for ever. You may be tempted to sell it, many parents do 
sell it; they send out the child to some trumpery job for 2£1. a 
week. Those who are thoughtless enough to do that would have 
been still more tempted if the child had been at a paying school, 
for then they would not only have earned 2d., but saved 2£1., 
the school payment, besides. Therefore, the temptation to keep 
the child from school is doubled. And, in point of fact, the 
school payment does operate very much to prevent parents sending 
their children to schooL Benevolent people try to obviate this by 
paying for children whose parents appear too poor or are too reck
less to pay for them; the effect of. this is very bad. The steady 
labourer thinks it hard that he should have to payout· of his 
earnings for his children's schooling, while the drunken idler's 
children are sent gratis. It is not that he himself minds paying, 
but he thinks it is not fair that he should pay, while others who 
ought to be able to pay as well as himself, get the same advantage 
for nothing. Therefore I say, if you have the means, let all be 
taught gratis; then there will be no jealousy, and there will be no 
excuse· that we cannot afford to send the children to school. 
Cannot is generally only a mask for will not, and if the children 
are taught gratuitously, I will not send my child to school must. 
be openly and hardily avowed, which people are not quite so 
ready to do. Now, for the matter of experiment; the school ?f 
this parish is gratuitous, and I doubt much whether there lS 
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another parish in the county that can show an equally good 
register of attendance. I know that it stands upon the very 
highest line in that particular; that is pretty good proof that the 
parents do not think the children's education not worth having, 
because it is to be had for nothing. But we do not give them the 
material implements of education for nothing; we want them to 
learn to take care of them, so we make them buy them. They 
buy their slates, their pencils, their copy books, their pens, and 
as they advance in the school, their Bibles and prayer books. 
They do not like not to have a copy book to write in ,like the 
others, nor to have a three-cornered fragment of a broken slate, 
instead of a good sized slate in a wooden frame; and they will 
exert themselves to get these things, and the parents wilt exert 
themselves to get them for them; and the things are their own, 
their property, and they tak~ them away and bring them back 
with them. And if they are, child like, sometimes careless of their 
property, I will be bound for them that they take a deal more 
care of it, at any rate, than they would if it was the school 
property. Therefore I say, it is much better to give them their 
learning, and make them pay for the implements, than to make 
them 1'ay f,-!r their learning and find them the implements, a~ is 
done In many schools. 

I have been long, and I fear tedious upon this head, but it is 
a point which I think important, and I am aware that my view of 
it has not been the one generally taken, though I believe it is 
coming rather more into favour of late. -, 

6. 1 should leave this to be answered by the present, schoof 
inspectors; I have been 14 years out of that office. 

7. (c) There is often a want of interest on the part of parents 
in their children's education, but I think more commonly an 
opinion that their children know e7!-ough. The parent finds that 
hiS child at nine years old can read as well as the parent could at 
eleven, perhaps better than the parent can now, and so he thinks 
the child's education is finished, and then comes,-

(d) The value of the child's labour, which is generally a great 
temptation to the parent. 

8. I think the Government system of grants in aid is t. ery 
liberal as to amount of money, quite liberal enough; I should 
hardly have wished 80 much to be given in this way. I think 
the conditions specified in the question are quite proper, and 
should be insisted on. Particularly I think tae system of Govern
ment inspection excellent, and, as far as I have heard, it is carried 
out in a manner at once efficient (as far as the limited number of 
inspectors will allow) and conciliatory; I should much wish it to 
be more generally extended. Thus far there is nothing to complain 
of, but I should wish to see a little more liberality at head 
quarter~ and less st.iff~ess in enforcing. precise uniformity and 
conformity as to bUlldmgs, school furmture, &c. I am quite 
ready to admit that the secretary to the Committee of Privy 
Council must have a far more accurate general knowledge of what 
is desirable in these matters than the local managers of schools 
can have, but still it should be remembered that the local manaa-ers 
are to do the work, and they are therefore entitled to have s~me 
respect paid to their wishes and opinions, and not to be obliged 

VOL. V. Y 
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to· have their floors boarded, and their desks and benches cut and 
fixed to regulation pattern. I say this with no personal feeling, 
for in my own school ,we do not receive, and have never asked for, 
any aid frbm Government, but I have 'seen a good deal of what 
I must call unnecessary' vexation inflicted in other places by 
rigorous minuteness in unessential particulars. 

9. I have nothing to say on these schools. 
10. See answer to question g. I think voluntary liberality 

would be more stimulated if it was more liberally met in regard 
fo the point above stated. I do not think that any considerable 
number of persons entertain conscientious objections to the ex
istence of the Government system. But I do think that many 
perso~s en~e~ serious apprehensions as to the effect of ~he' way, 
In which' It IS, or may be, worked. They are apprehenSIve of a 
leaning on the part of Government towards secularizing education, 
getting it more and more' out of the hands of the Church, dis,. 
couraging Church of England teaching even iIi Church schools. 
I do not say that these apprehensions are well founded, but there 
certainly is a considerable jealousy of Government interference. 

II. I have Dot had opportunity of observing the work of such 
schools. , 

12. (f) I should decidedly object to a system of ratiDg. 
18. I would not make school attendance compulsory; I do not 

see how, in the present divided state of the country as to religion, 
it would be possible to make such attendance compulsory, unless 
you also excluded religious teaching, which I think would be 
fatal. For the same reason I should not wish for the establish
ment of schools under the direct control of the State. 

VII. VIII. I am not prepared to make any remarks' on the 
subjects inquired into under these heads. 

SIR, June 18, 1859. 
I BEG to return the above answers to the inquiry addressed 

to me by the Education Commission, and remain, 

F. Stephen, Esq., 
Education Commission. 

Your obedient servant, 
JAMES RANDALL, 

Archdeacon of Berks~ 

Bishop of St. David's. 
1. My opportunities for about the last 20 years have been such 

:as have fallen in my way in the administration of the diocese of 
St. David's,-in some respects, therefore, more,-in others less,
favourable than those of a person actively engaged in the manage
ment of a school 

2. I do not see how this question can admit of a general answer. 
Whether that which is desirable is also practicah~ must depen~ 0!1 
the circUffistances of each case; and I am afraId that the COlDCI

dence of the two conditions is a rare exception to the general rule. 
As to that which is il.esirahle, my opinion is, that, up to the age of 14, 
the child's time would be spent more beneficially to itself at a ~od 
school than in any employment of which it is then capable. J.ne 
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evil of withdrawing it from schoel at an earlier age is not, i:ts it 
appears to me, so much the shortening of its school time, as the 
loss of the most precious portion of that time,-the portion in 
which the instruction may be expected to tell upon the youthful 
mind with constantly increasing effect. I am inclined to. consider 
the t\'lO years between 12 and 14 as, for school purposes, worth all 
that have gone before. _ 

8. When the child has been under instruction until the age of 14, 
I think it must be either the fault of the school, or the effect of 
natural incapacity, if the child is not qualified to take advantage 
of every 0J;lportunity that may afterwards come in its \'lay; botl). of 
improving Its worldly condition, and of adding to its stock of know .. 
ledge and cultivating its talents, and to become a happy and .usefu,l 
member of society. - , 

J/ruic, I think, should enter into every course of popular instruc.
tion, as an inexhaustible source of humanizing enjoyment. . The 
value of drawing will depend more on special circumstances, both 
of capacity and situation. 

4. I lIee nothing but advantage in all the methods enumerated, 
as I do not concur in the objection which has been raised against 
prize ,cheme" as, if I understand it, tending to substitute ,the 
desire of distinction for the -pure thirst for knowledge, _ which, 
however, I admit to be the better though not always an equaUy 
efficacious motive to diligence. Nor do I think that It good schoQI 
will ever need any such extrinsic stimuJants. , 

No. (b.) is, as far as I know, an experiment which remains to be 
tried, but of which I should be inclined to augur well 

The Sundar school, as it. can only be -considered as an instru
ment of reli~lous instruction, cannot supersede any of the other 
methods, anQ has the advantage of being consistent with them all, 
while it is not, like most of them, necessarily restricted to peculiarly 
favoured localities. Its value, when it is properly conducted, and 
not made a substitute for the day school, or a, place of religious 
task-Vlork, can hardly be over-rated. 

5. This question is not, I presume, meant to apply to those cases 
in which education must be "supplied gratuitously," or not at all. 
" henever the parents are able to afford the cost of their children's 
education, I thmk the sacrifice must be beneficial to themselves, as 
promoting habits of economy and forethought, and fostering feelings 
of independence, and of interest in the school. 

I have however, been informed by a gentleman who has had 'the· 
best opportunities for ascertaining the working of a prize scheme 
in the schools round Swansea, that its influence has already become 
apparent in promoting regularity of attendance. But, as it has 
only been in operation a couple of years, it remains to be seen 
whether it will prolong the period of instruction; and my informant, 
though a zealcus supporter of the scheme, did not seem to antici-· 
pate that it would have that effect to any appreciolJle extent. 

6. It VI ill be seen, that in my previous answers Ihave not defined 
a~y stan~ard of ed';1cation, but ~ave only spoken of the general 
result VlhlCh I conceive to be attamable, and to be actually attained 
by _a great many schools. Perhaps, therefore, it may be proper 
that I should here add a few words of explanation. In a comparison 
of the various benefits which the child may derive from education, 

y2 
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I assign the lowest place to the amount of knowledge-the facts of 
whatever kind~with which its mind may be stored. The highest, 
in my opinion, belongs to'the moral and religious influence of the 
school; the next to the development of the intellectual faculties. The 
subjects on which they are exercised, though not absolutely matter 
of indifference, I regard as one of far less importance. The most 
valuable of aU attainments that the child can acquire at school I 
hold to be such a command of the English language as will enable 
it to read any ordinary book with an intelligent interest. What 
kind of knowledge is supplied by the books which it reads at school 
I consider as comparatively immaterial. I believe that nothing 
can be better adapted to the purpose than miscellanies, such as 
are in very general use, containing information of, a great variety 
of subjects,-history, biography, geography, arts and manufactures, 
elementary science in its application to "common things," particu
larly where the teacher is capable of using them as text-books. 

I would say, then, that a boy who had become in this sense an 
intelligent reader, who 'was also a ready reckoner and a neat pen
man, and who possessed the elements of music and drawing, what
ever might be the amount of his miscellaneous knowledge, would 
leave school in the condition above' described (3). I am aware that 
English workmen are believed to be behind those of the Continent 
in acquaintance with the rationale of their business, through want 
of instruction in the lower branches . of mathematics, physics, ,and 
mechanics. But I conceive that before the age at which children, 
even in favoured districts, common1y leave school, instruction in 
such subjects would be premature, and that the evening school is the 
best place adapted for supplying this deficiency. Coming, then, to 
the proper subject of Question 6, I can only say that in my diocese, 
comprehending the' counties of Carmarthenshire, Pembrokeshire, 
Cardiganshire, Brecknockshire, and part ,of Radnorshire and Gla
morganshire, there are, I believe, samples of every quality of 
education, from that which I have just sketched to the very lowest,
that afforded by teachers whose learning is pretty nearly confined 
to the spelling, copy, and four or five rules of the cyphering book, 
and who are'only able to use the Bible for a mechanical exercise 
in very bad reading. . 

7. All the obstacles here enumerated, unless it be the last, as, to 
which I'do not venture to speak, are in operation more or less in 
various parts of my diocese. There are districts in which, through 
the general poverty and the apathy of the wealthier classes, more 
schools are wanted. There are many schools in need of better 
teachers or a betfer organization. I believe, however, that parents 
are seldom utterly destitute of interest in their children's education, 
though it may be as rarely that the interest they take in it, or their 
belief in its value, is strong enough to counterbalance the temptation 
of any gain which they may derive from the labour of their children. 
It is indeed only from the better class of schools that such a result 
can be reasonably expected. . 

8. I believe the existing system of Government aid and inspec
tion to be the best suited, if not the only one at aU al?plicl!-bl~, to 
the actual circumstances of the country. But I thmk It IS so 
administered as to withhold the benefit from the districts which 
stand in the great~~~ need of it, but which, on that very account, 

\ 
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we unable to satisry the conditions on which it is bestowed. This 
has been repeatedly pointed out with regard to South Wales in the 
reports of Her Majesty's Inspector, the Rev. H. Longueville Jones, 
and is an unquestionable fact. I do not refer to it in the way of 
censure. The regulations themselves are, I believe, wise and 
wholesome; and it is only to be regretted that it has not yet 
appeared practicable safely to modify them so as to meet the 
exceptional circumstances of poor districts. 

9. I am not sufficiently acquainted with either system to offer 
any opinion upon it. 

10. I am sure that the existing Government system very exten.., 
sively stimulates voluntary liberality. I am not aware of any case in 
which it has had the opposite effect. I believe there is a consider
able number of persona whose theory as to the legitimate functions 
of Government is inconsistent with that system. I have no right 
to doubt that their objections are conscientious. I have heard that 
their number is decreasing, and that they are not very well satisfied 
with the practical working of their theory. 

11. The result of my observations has not led me to think 
favourably of endowed schools for elementary popular education. 
Much, however, must depend on the amount of the endowment, 
and the nature of the conditions attached to it. Where it provides 
a lIalary just sufficient for the support of the teachers and gratui
tous instruction for the scholars, I belleve it must prevent the
possibility of a good school. But there maf be cases ill which it 
enables the managers of the school to procure the services ofa 
more efficient master than they could otherwise have engaged, 
without diminishing his motive to exertion, or the wholesome effect 
of the school payments on the parents of the children. 

12. Until some plan shall be devised more efficient, and without 
any counterbalancmg evil, I should wish to see the existing system 
of Government aid and inspection main1:ained. Its operation seems 
to me to be entirely for good, so far as it goes. But I think it 
might be very beneficially extended to large classes of schools
ragged and evening schools in towns, and day schools in poor rural 
districts-which are at present excluded from its aid. I am aware 
that this development of the system would involve a very serious 
increase of expenditure; but I do not know of any object to which 
the expenditure could be more profitably applied, nor, if the 
object is to be attained, do I believe that this would be done more 
cheaply in any other way. 

(d.) I do not clearly understand the nature of a system of puUzc 
aid-supported therefore, it must be ~resumed, by public funds~ 
which would be distinct from the eXisting system of Government 
aid on the one hand and from a system of ratmg on the other; and 
therefore, without pretending to prejudge the question, I have none 
such to propose. . 

(e.) The" voluntary principle" would be admirable if it was 
able to work positively as well as negatively. Unfortunately, 
experience has shown, that while it is strong enough to reject aid 
derived from any other" principle," it is unable to supply the place, 
of such aid from its own resources. 

(f.) I am not prepared with a solution of the probems involved 
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in 'the establishment of a system of rating' for education; but, 
supposing them to be happily solved, when I consider what seems 
to me its inevitable. operation on the character of the schools 
which would be maintained, and on that of the teachers \'I ho would 
be trained under it, I cannot but apprehend that it would be 
likely to cause evils far greater than those which it is designed 
to remedy., It would apparently either extinguish all voluntary 
efforts, and suppress all schools in which the teacher was to give 
religious as well as secular instruction, or it would burden the 
supporters of such schools with an impost for the maintenance or 
other schools conducted on principles which they believe to be false 
and pernicious. 

(h.) The most important of all the ~ethods above enumerated 
of prolonging education and preserving its results, appears to me 
to be the evening school, covering the period which intervenes 
between the age at which the child commonly leaves the, day 
school, and that at which the youth is qualified to take advantage 
of the lectures, libraries, and other means of improvement which 
may be provided ~or him. The establishment of ~uch schools is 
both most important and least difficult in towns and populous 
neighbourhoods. But even there it seems to require, as well as t() 
deserve, the stimulus and support of Government· aid. In rural 
districts it would be seldom', practicable without an outlay dis
proportioned to the probable' result. '{he need is far less pressing~ 
and may, to a greater degree, be supplied by the Sunday school 
and the lending library. " 

13. I could hardly answer this question without pointing to the 
ambiguity which lurks under the term compulsury. Every law ~ 
by its very nature,' compulsory; but it may, nevertheless, be per
fectly in accordance with the judgment and feelings of the great 
mass of the community: and the' obedience paid to it may, iu all 
but a few exceptional cases, be willing and cheerful. But the 
question as to making school attendance compulsory seems. to suppose 
that the law for that purpose does not . express, 'but overrule, the 
opinions or feelings of the majority of those who are subject to it. 
In the abstract, I am clearly of opinion that the _ State has a right 
to compel every parent, however indifferent or unwilling, to give 
to his child, or at least to permit it to receive, such a measure 
of education as may prevent it from becoming a useless or dangerous 
member of society. But if the compulsion was applied in a mode 
generally offensive, it would probably in the end be defeated or 
evaded, and in the meanwhile be doing as much harm as good. I 
should hardly think it safe or practicable to exercise any direct 
compulsion on parents-except in cases where they abandoned their 
children, or were training them in evil courses-for enforcing the 
attendance of their children at school. But there would be no 
such objection to the requirement of a certificate, not of school . 
attendance, but of a certain measure of elementary instruction, as. 
the condition of employment, under a penalty on every employer 
of youthful labour who should give employment to children p~t a 
certain age without it., It seems, however, to follow, that gratUltous 
instruction' Illust be provided in some form by the State for all 
children who'!!e parents are unable to afford them the means of 

\ : 
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education; 'though it might not be necessary for that· purpose 
to establilh achools under the direct control of the State, which, unless 
where it was manifestly the only safeguard ~ainst a greater evil, I 
should deprecate. . 

14. I do nofknow how t~ answer so large a question, except by 
reference to what I have already obseryed on Question 6. 

15. I can onllspeak of the Carmarthen Training College, in th~ 
management 0 which I take part as a member of its Local 
Council, I think the training which it gives to its students is on 
the whole well adapted to its object. If it is less so than it might be, 
I should attribute this, not to any deficiency in those who cond~ct 
it, but to the system imposed upon them as the cQndition of 
Government aid: and as to this, my only doubt is, whether it has 
not prescribed a wider range of study, and a higher degree of 
attainment, than is likely to be practicilly useful in the situations 
which most of ,the itudents may. be expected to occupy. Where
ever this is the case, the knowledge which-for professional pur
poses-lies banen, 'will either be speedily lost, or will be a constant 
source of dissatisfaction in the teacher with his situation. Still I 
regard such excess as a fault on the right side; and it must not be 
forgotten that attainments for which there may be no opportunity 
of exercise in the ordinary schools, might find an ample field of 
usefulness in the evening schools. But I have no doubt that manr. 
teachers are ove~trained in proportion to their work; and that if 
they are satisfied with their profession and their social positiori, it 
is because the religious principles in which they have been trained 
overpower their motives to selfish discontent. It . is just on this 
account that I believe a large body of schoolmasters, who should 
be trained with a view to a system of purely secular instruction~ a,S 
they· would \>robably be for the most part under no restraint of any 
religious prmciple, would prove a very dangerous element of 
society. 

16. The system of apprenticing pupil-teachers appears to work 
usefully, .where means are wanting for procuring the services of ail 
assistant master; but the boy can never be expected to do the 
work of a man. If the system feeds the training colleges, it seems 
to do so in some cases at the expense of the schools in which the 
preparatory process takes place.' . 

17. I thmk it must always he detrimental to the interests of the 
school that the teacher is entirely independent of school fees; 
but a stated stipend may be absolutely necessary or highly 
desirable to supply an inevitable deficiency in the amount of ,the 
fees. The best state of things, however, seems to be that in whic~ 
~e fees are sufficient to satisfy a competent teacher without any 
sbpend. . . 

18. I should be sorry to reply on any "specific facts," which it 
must be excessively difficult to analyze, so as to ascertain their 
exact bearing on the question, as the ground of' my conviction as to 
the value of education in the true and full sense of the word, as 
including intellectual culture, and moral and religious training, 
both for rich and poor. My belief in its beneficial tendency-for 
the actual result will always depend on circumstances-would 
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be neither weakened nor strengthened by any number of facts. It 
rests on principles of human nature, which appear to me more 
evident, certain, and decisive than any records of particular 
experience .. 

C. ST. DAVID's. 
May 1859. 

Abergwili Palace, Carmarthen. 

Bon.- and Rev. W. B. Scott, M.A., Prebendary of 
Sarum, Rector of Maiden-Newton, Dorset, and 
Chaplain to the Bishop of Salisbury. 
1. My opportunities of learning anything about the present 

state of popular education, beyond the superintendence of my own 
'parochial school from its first institution, have arisen from being 
one of the local secretaries to the Salisbury Diocesan Education 
Board, and also one of the diocesan inspectors of schools appointed, 
by the bishop. -

2. I think it would be most desirable to retain boys at school to 
the age of 11 or 12, and girls for about two years longer, in agri
cultural districts, where the parents are either laboUring people, or 
the tradespeople andl mechanics usually found in country villages. 
Were it possible to keep them so long at school, they would, with 
the ordinary amount of intelligence found among the children of 
the poor, gain such an amount of education as would encourage 
and enable them to continue it in after-life, and to turn it to useful 
account, not only in simple reading, writing; and arithmetic, but 
often in practical science, such as mechanics, mensuration, and 
music; but above all they might acquire and retain such a know
ledge of the Christian religion as would enable them to give a 
reason for the faith that is in them; whereas in all this district, and 
as far as my information goes, in most others, when the children 
_ of the poor, and especially the boys, come to be examined for con
firmation at the age of 15, they have lost the power of reading and 
writing, and can give no more account of their -faith than if they 
had passed their lives in the bush in Australia; and why is this ? 
Because the' children are frequently taken away from school at 
seven or eight years of age. However, I am thankful to say there 
is a marked improvement in this respect in my own district, and 
wherever the school is on an efficient footing, the parents gradually 
come to value it, and those who are independent of their employers 
become more and more willing and anxious to prolong their chil
dren's education, and frequently forego their earnings, till they are 
unwillingly obliged to send them into the fields, bird keeping or 
following their masters' horses. 

Beyond the ages above mentioned, I do not think it would be 
desirable to retain in school those children whose future occupation 
is likely to be agricultural, mechanical, or domestic service, for the 
two former especially will never be so well learnt as while the hands 
as well as the minds are flexible, and while the youthful lov-e of 
copying and imitating is still strong and exercising a powerful 
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influence on the habits of the child. There is a vast amount of 
practical skill required to make a really good agricultural labourer ; 
but although this skill must be acquired in early life, I am satisfied 
that farmers will find, as implements are multiplied and science 
expanded, that s~ too the minds of the workmen should be enlarged, 
and that nothing will do this so effectually or so speedily as school 
teaching. 

S. If it were possible to keep children at school as long as I have 
here suggested, I think we might instil into their minds a founda
tion of religious knowledge and an acquaintance with Scripture, 
which would be invaluable in all after-life, though I do not suppose 
that their opinions would be so settled as to retain them as mem
bers of our church should they be afterwards subjected to dissent
ing influence, and for this reason Dissenters do not generally object 
to their children being educated in our church schools. As to 
secular education, the great object appears to me to be correctness 
and fluency of reading, facility and neatness of writing, with good 
spelling, and accuracy in arithmetic; the genera;l training of the 
mind to habits of thought and attention, for which lessons in com
position are valuable. Beyond this, I would only recommend 
English history and geography in our rural districts, with as much 
music as there is opportunity of teaching, which, though not directly 
telling on their means of obtaining their livelihood, is yet indirectly 
most valuable, belonging to both religious and secular education. 
I do not think any other matters of taste could be generally intro
duced into our village schools in rural districts. 

4. I do not know any question more difficult of solution than the 
means of prolongipg instruction after leaving the day school, and 
my conviction is, that none will succeed unless the child be suffi
ciently' educated to read and write with ease to itself ere it leaves 
its dally schooL 

(a.) The Sunday school I look upon as a necessary grievance, 
which cannot be dispensed with until parents are able and willing 
to give religious instruction at home, and also to take their children 
with them to their place of divine worship. The too common 
result of the Sunday school is to make Sunday an irksome day, by 
taking children to church when already wearied with school and the 
result is, that as soon as they can escape from school they equally 
avoid going to church. . 

(b.) The half-time system I entirely approve of in theory or 
'principle; but, as far as my experience goes; it is seldom carried 
out sufficiently to lead to any permanent good; still, I think, it is 
to be encouraged. 

(c.) I cannot speak from my experience of industrial and 
domestic training m school; but I do not think it would generally 
succeed. 

(d.) Evening schools I conceive to be by far the most successful 
. of all the various modes of prolonging education, and are calculated 
. to do good indirectly by giving occupation for long winter even
ings, as well as directly in blowing up the spark of knowledge which 
would otherwise be extinguished, and therefore I think they deserve 
all encouragement, although they only apply to half the youthful 
population, and that for only half the year, because evening schools 
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can never be made available for girls or for boys during the 
summer-months. 
. (eo), Lectures and mechanici\' institutes are very' useful and 

desirable in' 6'as-lit towns. -
(j). Free and lending libraries are most valuable and highly 

prized among the poor, and wQ.uld be of invaluable service were 
our poor children able to read with ease and fluency.. A lending 
library should be an indispensable appendage to every parish school, 
for the school must be ,very inefficient if 'the lending library be not 
valued. _ .'. . . 

(g. ) School prizes, I also .look upon as indispensable. In after
life we all look for some ~reward of labour, and why not in child
hood? Quis enim virtutem amplectitur ipsam, Prremia si tollas? 
But prizes 'Should be given for good conduct ahd regular attend
ance far more than for advancement in learning; a higher place in 
school being always-. sufficient reward for talent and superior 
ability. I have .also found that the parents generally place more 
store upon their children's prizes than the children themselves, and 
thus. they are _ encouraged to keep them longer and more regularly 
at school. 

(h.) Distribution of minor State appointments on educational 
grO\~nds would, no doubt, give a considerable stimulus to popular 
education, and would enhance the value of scholars' certificates, if 
they were considered in such appointments. 

5. I .have no hesitation in saying that education. should never 
be given gratuitously, ,though I would have a scale of payments 
graduated according to the, circumstances of the parents,. Where 
education is enforced by th~ State it may be ~atuitous, hut not 
otherwise. . 

II.-,-ACTUAL STATE OF EDUCATION. 

6. The actual state of education of the labouring classes in this 
district is still very low, not from any defect in our schools, which 
seem to me as well-conducted as in the border counties of Scot
land; where -the population is' far . more intelligent and -better 
educated than in this part of the country; for when boys at the 
age of 15 come to be examined for confirm3;tion, a large proportion 
can scarcely read intelligibly; and when, a few years afterwards, 
they come to be married, it very frequently happens that neither 
P3!ty can sign the register, except by' their x •. Thes~ deficiencies 
mse from the very early -age at whiCh educatIOn entirely ceases, 
the parents not being able to continue it at home as they do in the 
north. 

III.-CAUSES OF DEFICIENCY. 

_ 7. The most.common causes of deficiency are too short and to~ 
irregular attendance at school. 

(a and b.) There are not many parishes in this district without 
a school" but from deficiency of funds there are many with un
trained, and therefore insufficient teachers, whose method of teaching 
and choice of subjects are both of them very defective. . 

(c and do) Where the parents are very ignorant themselves, they 
do not: value education for their children. and then they plead 
poverty. as an excuse for ~ot sending them tQ school; but this sel-
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dam happens except where the mother is a widow, 01' the father a. 
frequenter of public-houses. 'l1\e value of child labour is, ,how
ever, a strong temptation, and very frequently induces the parents 
to take their children away from school; but <I> the ,ordinary, 
terms of hiring farm servants is a still more common cause of early 
departure from school, as the master generally makes it a part of 
his ~OTeeIBent that he is to have the use of all the children, and 
often takes them away at seved years old. This isa very com
mon social arrangement, and very detrimental to education among 
the labouring poor. Again, whatever may be the organization of 
the school, there will seldom be a good attendance, unless, the 
managers possess and exercise a good influence with the parent~ 
to impress upon them the value of sound education. 

IV.-CHARACTER OF THE EXISTING SYSTEM OF GOVERNMENT 
. J\ ID AND INSPECTION. ' 

8. I think and believe that the existing system is working remark ... 
ably well; that it is overcoming prejudices and gaining ground 
every year, and will continue to do so' as it is f~rther' developed; 
but as yet it certainly does not reach those agricultural parIshes 
where the population IS poor, and there are no resident proprietors 
who take an mterest in popular education. 

9. I have little acquaintance with either pauper or reformatory 
schools;, with regard to the former, I wish' the parochial clergy 
were ex officio guardians of the poor, and might thus have 'some 
influence as regards the union workhouse schools, and also in grant
ing extra relief for the education of outdoor pauper, orphan, and 
deserted children, under Act 18 & 19 Viet. c. 84., which, as far as 
my experience goes, is now a dead letter. The children of 'crimi
nals would generally come under the head of outdoor paupers: if 
not, I fear they must be left to private charity. 

10. The existing Government system does certainly not diminish 
voluntary liberality in rural districts; on the contrary, I ant sure it 
has excited many landowners to build school-houses on improv~d 
principles; and though, in former years, many of the established 
clergy had conscientious objections to the conditions on which aid 
was given, I am not aware of any in this district who still entertain 
the~ , 

V.--ENDOWED SCHOOLS. 

11. All my experience goes to prove that, as far as regards 
popular education, an endowed school is a great misfortune' to a 
parish; and can only be adapted to the .ex!sting condition of soci~ty 
10 so far as the endowment can, be asSImilated to an augmentation 
grant to a superior teacher; but the existence of any endowment 
seems to lie as a dead' weight on a parish, suppressing allindi-
vidual effons. ' 

VI.-SUGGE~TIONS. 

12. I should certainly wish to see the existing system of Govern
ment aid and inspection maintained, and I should hope to see it 
further developed, by extending its aid to plans which cannot now 
come up to its requirements. Some'inspection is also very neces
sary, and therefore the power of inspecting' should always b~ Ii 
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condition of pecuniary aid, though practically diocesan inspection, 
where it exists, may in many cases be sufficient. I do not see the 
object of the substitution ot: addition of any district or other system 
of public aid and inspection, unless combined with a system of 
rating, which I would by all means eschew. I believe it would be 
impossible to carry it out, and that it would raise a new element 
of discord wherever it was attempted, fomenting every difference of 
religious opinion among all ranks, both those for whose benefit the 
rate should be made, and those from whom it should be collected. 

(g.) I believe it would be for the benefit of education generally, 
and especially for those places where there are endowments, if those 
endowments were all paid over to the Education Departmen~ of the 
Privy Council, and from thence re-distributed as public money, as is 
done by the Ecclesiastical Commission; but it would be dangerous 
thus to meddle with legal trust deeds. " 

(h.) I have already mentioned that the modes which occur to me 
, of promoting the education of this district are those of extending 
Government aid to small and poor parishes, and further assisting 
night scnools. 

18. I long thought that nothing short. of compulsory attendance, 
and imposing a penalty on employers hiring children under a 
certain age, would make it possible to educate the children of the 
labouring classes; but on mature consideration, I am satisfied that 
the difficulties attending such a law would be insurmountable, and 
that before we could impose compulsory attendance on rate-paid 
schools :we must, in each rate-paying district, have as many schools 
as there were differences of religious belief among the inhabitants. 
In short, the disadvantages arising from an educational rate, or 
from compulsory attendance in rural districts, would far outweigh 
any benefits. 

VII.-TEACHERS AND TRAINING COLLEGES. 

The teachers of such private schools as are within the reach of 
those who are little removed above the labouring classes are singu
larly inefficient, and their ability far below that of trained teachers 
in National schools, so that the small farmers now commonly send 
their children to the National schools. The dames generally teach 
nothing, but occasionally they teach some of their children to read 
in a 'sing-song tone; which has to be unlearnt with much difficulty 
when they have the good fortune to reach a National school; but 
the dames are invaluable in taking care of little children. The 
training given to teachers at our training colleges is, I think, nearly 
all we can desire; the whole tone of a school under a trained teacher 
being manifestly superior to any similar one not so circumstanced. 
During the short time that I was president of a schoolmasters' asso
ciation in the county of Dorset, I met with two or three masters 
who were evidently dissatisfied with their social position, but these 
were flxceptions to the general rule. 

16. I have every reason to be satisfied with the system of apprEm
ticing pupil-teachers, and I find other school managers equally so. 
I also believe that the late Minutes, admitting older boys on passing 
a sufficient examination, will be a considerable improvement, bene
fiting both the school and the schoolmaster. 
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17. I am satisfied that schoolmasters and mistresses should be 
paid entirely by stipends, and have no pecuniary interest in school 
fees, as they can then speak to the parents on the necessity of 
regular attendance, without any imputation of pecuniary motives. 

VIII.-RESULTS. 
18. The experience of my own parish, since a day school was 

first instituted in 1842, is that education has done more to civilize 
the inhabitants, and to prevent outward acts of impropriety or 
breach of law, than in increasing vital religion; but it is saying a 
good deal to allow that manners and habits are improved, in spite 
of the disadvantage of having the parish inundated for 11 years by 
about 100 navvies, mixed up with a population not exceeding 800 
souls, and setting an example of living entirely Without God in the 
world. What would have been the condition of the rising generation 
had there been no school during such ~ season· of demoralizing 
influence? 

July 6, 1859. 
WILLIAM: HUGH SCOTT, 

Rector of Maiden:-Newton, Dor!let. 

Miss Elizabeth SewelL 
SIR, Bonchurch, Sept. 16, 1859. 

IN replying, so far as it is in my power, ,to the questions 
proposed by Her Majesty's Commissioners of Education, it is 
Incumbent upon me to state that my experience of the working of 
parochial schools is so slight, and the opportunities which I have 
had of obtaining information upon the subject are so wholly inade-
quate to its importance, that nothing but the fact that the inquiries 
have been personally addressed to me, and that it might therefore 
be \lITOng and uncourteous to put them aside, would justify me, in my 
own eyes, in bringing forward the very crude and probable imprac
ticable sug~estions, which are all I have to offer. 

The National Parochial School at Bonchurch, which is the only 
school about which I am competent to give an opinion, has never 
been under the control of the Government inspector. It is a small 
mixed school, numbering on the books at present about 70 scholars; 
when it was first established in 1848 there were only 15. The 
mistress (for there is no master), although partly educated at a 
training school, has never passed a Government examination; she 
has therefore no pupil-teachers, her only assistant being a young 
woman whom she educated herself, and for whose services the com
mittee offer a small remuneration. The children are well taught 
and kept in excellent order, for the mistress has proved herself to 
be admirably fitted for her duties, but the range of instruction 
inc;ludes only Scripture history, the elements of English history and 
geography, writing, arithmetic, and needlework, hesides a little 
practice in composition, not according to any regular rule, but 
merely so far as it may be acquired by writing short letters and 
abridgments of the history which the pupils have learned. Singing 
is practised, and a very few of the children know the rudiments of 
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music, but this instruction is given privately; it forms no part of 
the school system. 

I would furtijer remark that the Bonchurch school enjoys l?ecu
liar advantages. The population of the parish is small, containing 
scarcely any l?ersons who can strictly be termed yery poor. Dis
sent,though It exists, is passive, and as the National school has 
from its commencement afforded a good education up to a certain 
point, and proved. a means of moral improvement to the village, 
which is universally acknowledged, there is no temptation to inter
fere with its working. I believe I am correct in stating that every 
child in the parish, in a position to profit by parochial education, 
receives it at the National school,whilst several of the higher trades
men are glad to avail themselves of the advantages which it offers to 
their children. To draw any definite conclusion as to schools in 
general from the experience of one thus circumstanced, would be 
manifestly unwise, and I must therefore again repeat· that the 
q,uestions proposed by the Commissioners can receive from me only 
very limited answers. . 

With regard to" the age up to which it is practicable and desir
~, able for children of either sex to continue their attendance at 
'" school," I should say that, in -my own neighbourhood, it is very 
desirable, but scarcely practicable, to keep them under instruction 
till the age of 14. The boys at the Bonchurchschoolleave it earlier 
because we have no master. The average age for the girls may, I 
think, bereckon!ild at 13, it would probably be less but for a plan 
which the school committee have adopted with the view of training 
.theelder girls for domestic service. . . , 

Between the ages of 13 and 14 the girls are taken into the house
holds of the resident subscribers to the school; and employed in 
domestic work from 8 a.m. till noon. In the afternoon .they are 
required to be at the school; but on Saturdays they may.remain 
the whole day, receiving their meals. They are likewise permitted 
on previous application to the schoolmistress, to remain the whole 
of any other day, when they receive sixpence, besides their meals. 

,On Sundays they are expected to attend Sunday school, and to go 
to church under the care of the schoolmistress. After having been' 
thus trained, the girls are. competent to enter at once upon service 
in gentlemen's families. It is the business of the committee to 
seek for respectable situations for them,and any girl thus obtain
ing a place, and keeping it for a year, receives, on producing 

. from her mistress a certificate of good con<luct, the reward of a 
.sovereign. 

It is eviden~that this plan presupposes a number of residents 
able and willing to undertake the charge of untaught girls, and an 
amoimt of subscriptions sufficient to admit of a comparatively large 
expenditure in rewards. The scheme could not be generally carried 
out without great modifications, and those probably varying in 
almost every place;. but it has hitherto proved so remarkably suc
cessful that I will venture to draw attention to some of its most 
obvious advantages. 

It certainly tends to keep the children longer at school, for any 
girl removed before she had been trained for service in the manner 
required by the committee loses her claim to the offered reward. 
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It also (and this is a most material point) keeps the girls under 
control at the very period when they are first learning to be in
dependenL Faults which might be their ruin in after-life are dis
covered and checked by those who have an influence over them, and 
they are still subject to punishment as being under school authority. 
I have known an instance in this. A child, training for service 
whilst at school, was guilty of dishonesty and falsehood. Under 
other circumstances her character might have suffered irretrievably, 
but the fault though committed at service was treated as a school 
offence and punished accordingly. The girl being kept at school 
bad an opportunity of recovering her position. and has since been 
again in service, and gives every promise of becoming good and 
useful 

The reward offered for continuance in service is likewise so (it 
appears to me) valuable, as tending to counteract the wilfulness, 
love of change, and habit of discontent which are great temptations 
to young persons when first sent forth to make their own way in 
the world. 

The authority of a mistress is stringent, indeed, to a certain 
extent, but it can be relinquished almost at any moment, and there 
is considerable pleasure to a young mind in the exercise of this 
power of choice. Idle companions, indolence, or temper foster the 
Inclination, and the result is too often a tone of thoughtless inde-
pendence, leading to grievo\ls faults. . 

When, on the contrary, a. girl feels that she is answerable for 
her good conduct to the persons whom from childhood see has been 
accustomed to respect, and knows that to lose her place is also to 
lose her reward, she has an object in retaining her situation, and 
when she has kept it for one year, she may probably keep it for 
two or three. Her first step in life has been made well, and how 
important that first step is to us all, God only knows. 

Whether such a scheme could be at all furthered by the Govern-
ment, I am of course not competent to say. . 

Perhaps it might be possible to offer some assistance in the way 
of reward, in cases where it was difficul~ or impossible to obtain 
the necessary funds. But I have no hesitation in saying, from my 
own experience, that the training which girls receive in well
ordered private families is beyond measure more valuable than any 
which could be afforded by the best industrial school that was 
ever formed. What girls require, besides an acquaintance with 
household work, is a knowledge of the habits of the upper classes 
of society. From the want of this, they are sent from school to 
lodging-houses, farm-houses, or into the families of persons very 
little removed from their own sphere, and therefore inspirin(J' them 
with but slight respect; and the temptations of many of these 
situations are so great that we can scarcely wonder at the sad 
statistics of vice which are continually brought before us, and I 

which make us shudder at the youth of those who have fallen, in 
the opinion of the world, almost beyond redemption. 

If persons interested in parish schools would make a strenuous 
effort to keep, in some degree at least, under their own eye, the 
girls whom they have taught as children, it may be that there 
would be less need for those mournful moral hospitals, the ref or-
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matories and penitentiaries, to which public attention is at present 
directed, as if in them was to be found the salvation of England. 
I Lelieve mYfielf that, under ordinary circumstances, if a girl can 
be trained in habits of modesty and self-respect till the age of 18, 
there are very few temptations which are calculated subsequently to 
lead her astray; and certainly in no situation is she so likely to 
obtain such habits as in the quiet, well-ordered households of that 
class of persons who chiefly interest themselves in parish schools. 
I speak the more strongly upon this subject, because from the time 
that our school was established, in 1849, until the present year 
(1859), we have had no instance of any girl turning out what is 
commonly termed ha!l!l' O~y one has been unsatisfactory, and 
of her I know nothing defimtely wrong. All who have been 
trained for service have conducted themselves remarkably well, 
and are proving respectable and estimable members of society. 

Yet, though domestic service may be made thus valuable, it is 
the universal complaint throughout England that good servants are 
rapidly' becoming unattainable. 

If it be so, something must be wrong, either in the feelings and 
habits of. the upper, or in the training of the lower classes. It is 
of the latter only that I would now speak, with an earnest entreaty 
to those interested in their education to inC}uire whether it may not 
be possible in some places, by establishmg a fixed and definite 
connexion between school and service, to raise the standard of both, 
and to make the careful teaching and the good conduct of child
hood a preparation for, and a necessary step towards, the duties 
which are to follow. 

And this leads me to the second question suggested by the 
Commissioners: "What amount of education can children of either 
" sex be expected to obtain in the period specified as the average 
" of school instruction, and of what should it consist?" 

I would at present speak only of girls, for my experience lies 
chiefly with them. And I would own myself quite satisfied with 
the amount of education which the children receive at the Bon
church school, and which I have already mentioned; not that I 
would hy any means imply that the instruction is perfect~ but only 
that the deficiency which may exist is in quality, not in quantity. 
I believe our children are quite as competent to express themselves 
clearly and correctly in writing, though they have only practised 
dictation and 'letter-writing, as they would be if they could explain 
the difference between adjectives and adjective pronouns, or give 
the derivation of words formed from the Latin language; and I 
think that they are likely to be obedient servants, good wives, and 
sensible mothers, though they have never learned to analyse a 
sentence, and have but the faintest possible glimmering of the 
meaning of the English constitution, or the physical geography 
of Europe. I cannot understand,indeed, how girls at a parish 
school can properly ~quire more than this rudimentary education 
up to the age of 18. Their education is frequently interrupted by 
home claims; they are kept from school for days, sometimes for 
weeks together, to act as nurses to the younger children, or to 
watch their parents in illness; and their afternoons must be devoted 
to needlework, a most important branch of a girl's teaching,-far 
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more so than the intricacies of English grammar, a science which, 
like geology, whatever may be the antiquity of its facts, produces 
a Dew system almost every year. 

Good work is, I believe, not always made of paramount import
ance in our National schools; but a girl who can work well with 
her needle is actuall;r in possession of capital, from which, not
withstanding the grievous burdens laid upon seamstresses in 
London, she may reckon upon increasing her income, if not en
tirely derivin~ it. It is a recommendation which every mistress 
of a househOld feels, and an acquirement for which every poor 
mother of a family will own her gratitude. The Government 
inApectors cannot be supposed to be judges of needlework, but their 
office might not be the less important if, in some way, inducements 
for gqod needlework were held out by them. 

But it maf be said, if this amount of instruction is all that our 
children reqUIre, how are we advanced beyond the primitive dame 
schools, which were once thought more than sufficient for the 
education of the lower classes? And if we are not advancing, are 
we doing our duty? To this I would reply by another q~estion: 
What is the object of the National schools of England, as at pre
sent constituted? Is it to fit the children of the working classes 
for their own :position, or to open a door by the means of which 
they may pass mto a station beyond it? 

With regard to girls, I imagine the inquiry would be easily 
answered. . 

According to the present constitution of society, women are not
intended to .rise; the)' have no opportunities, and I do not wish to 
assume that it is deSirable they should have. 

The daughter of & labourer may, indeed, become a pupil-teacher 
and a village schoolmistress; but this is the exception, not the rule. 
And even admitting the probability of such an improvement in her 
social position, it does not follow that any increase in the extent of 
her acquirements is needed to fit her for It. The governess is not 
obliged to know subjects which she is not expected to teach. If 
she is not to instruct her pupils in music and drawing, she 
will Dot be at a loss, though she may be unacquainted with 
these arts. And it is not as though accomplishments were needful 
for the recreation of women of the working classes. They may be 
senants, dressmakers, schoolmistresses, and even lodging-house 
keepers, but in each and every situation their time will be most 
fully occu{'ied. 

A workmg woman-I include under the term all women who 
gain their bread by the employments open to the lower classes-
may.not be the mother of a family, but she has not, therefore, hours 
of leisure at command. When she has cooked her dlDner, and -
mended and made h£:r own clothes, she will think her~elf happy if 
she can spare a half hour to chat with a neighbour or read an 
amusing book. Beyond this she has, so far as recreation is CDU

ccrn?d, no need, and I really cannot perceive why the advocates of 
bigler education should wish to create any. If they say that it is· 
their object to refine and elevate the minds of those who hold these 
inferior positions, I would suggest that perhaps real refinement and 
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elevation of mind will be found to depend not upon the extent, but 
the depth of the instruction given; and that a girl who knows 
thorougbly al~ she professes to know, however limited that all may 
be, will possibly be found in the end to possess a fat· more culti
vated mind, in the true sense of the expression, than one who has 
skj.mmed the surface of a larger range of acquirements, whilst she 
cannot be said to be acquainted with any. I fear, indeed, that if 
an inquiry were made as to the 'effects of the present system of 
'national education lll,lon the minds of the young girls who are 
taught according to Its requirements, the answer would be far 
from satisfactory. I have heard it regretted by persons practically 
interested in some of the best of our parochial schools, that pupil
teachers should so frequently be taken from the lahouring 'classes. 
They are, it is said, rendered by their education unfit for the so
ciety of their own families, and the result is pride, isolation, and 
discontenL A moral defect in the teacher must in a measure be 
communicated to the scholar, and it can scarcely be thought im
probable that the irreverent flighty tone of mind, which is unfitting 
our girls for the quiet duties'of domestic service, may in a great 
degree be owing to the pretensious and superficial instruction 
which raises them in appearance out of one station without giving 
,them a firm footing in another. 

But the remarks I have been making refer, it will be said, ex
clusively to girls. What is to be done with regard to boys? It is 
the glory of England that the, highest offices in the State are open~ 
irrespective of birth, to aU who render themselves worthy of them; 
and this possible rise must be acknowledged and provided for in 
a good system of national education. I would grant this at once~ 
but the remark appears to me to confound two very distinct, 
objects. 

A parish school is by its profession a school for children wh~ 
are to labour, as their parents have laboured, to earn their bread 
by "the sweat of their brow." If, in its formation, we keep this 
object in view, we shall work for it and attain it. If we attempt 
to blend with it another and a very different aim, that of preparing 
for a rise in the social position, I believe we shall fail in both. 
The' very 'few years which the children of the labouring classes, 
spend at school ~re barely.sufficient to enable them to read, writ~,. 
and cypher correctly. Is it not mere waste to cut up thell'" 
small stock of learning into fragments infinitesimally small, to· 
give them a smattering of drawing which they will have no time to. 
practise: or to go into the science of .music, when the u~ost t~at: 
can be required of them is the elementary know:ledge. whtch, W?-th 
a correct ear, will enable them to take a second In a Village chOIr?' 
And how can the rules of composition be advantageous to boys 
who will most probabl.y never be called upon to do. m~re ilian· 
write letters now to thetr parents and hereafter to their wives: or
the complicated laws of grammar be remembered by those who. 
every hour in the day are accustomed to hear them broken? 

If higher positions are to be attained, it must surely ~e by a, 
different education in a higher schooL And here, I thmk, we 
arrive at a necessity for which as yet, in England, we have no. 
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public provision; I mean the establishment of superior schools 
for youths just above the position of the labouring classes, and 
into which boys from the 'parish school may from time to time be 
drafted, if their abilities glve promise of further advancement. 

In these schools the varied instruction which is now attempted 
in the parish schools may, I should imagine, be advantageously 
carried on. For music and drawing, grammar and English com~ 
position, algebra and mathematics, though useless to a boy who 
follows the plough or drives donkeys, may be most valuable to a 
carpenter, a mason, or a tradesman. It is from these classes that 
persons may be expected to rise, and it is for them therefore that 
superior education is needed, whilst any stimulus offered to them 
will operate also upon those in an inferior grade, if admission into 
their ranks is offered upon desirable conditions. 

I confess, however, that I am quite unable to judge whether 
such upper schools, in connexion with parish or Government schools, 
could be established in England. The idea was first suggested to 
me by hearing that in Austria there were schools of regular gra
dation, by means of which the boys of the lower classes might 
rise in the social scale, according to their efforts and their 
ability. 

What has been done in one country might, I suppose, be done 
in another; and the need is, without doubt, universally felt. 
Everywhere is arising the cry for schools for the education of the 
children of farmers, mechanics, and the lower class of tradesmen. 
All allow that it has been hitherto grievously neglected, and 
private efforts are in many places making to meet the want; but 
they are, I fear, often either unsystematic and undisciplined, or 
subject to the eccentricities of their founders, and carried on with 
a lavishness of expenditure which ends in failure. If the weight. 
of Government authority were given to them, I cannot but think 
they might be put on a much firmer and more useful footing. 

It may seem hard to exclude girls from the benefit of upper
schools, if such could be established for them. Good education 
is especially needed for them, for bad as the education of the boys
of farmers and tradesmen may be, I believe that of their daughters
is infinitely worse; but I very much question whether any direotly 
puhlic BeMols, however well managed, would supply the deficiency. 
The very fact of publicity must, I fear, neutralise the advantage to 
be derived from them, by tending to diminish the simplicity and 
retirin~ modesty which are a woman's best, and, in fact, her only 
natural safeguard. 

I believe that girls should, as much as possible, be taught only 
by women, and that, apart from the rightful authority of a clergy
man, they should, whilst under education, be subject exclusively 
to the control and supervision of women; and the higher we 
rise in the scale of society, the more important, I am convinced 
does this rule become. A Government inspector, examining ~ 
class of girls born in stati~ns removed from t?at of t?e very poor, 
may no doubt arouse the mtellect, but he WIll also, lD nine cases 
out of ten, awaken ~h~ vanity also; and the benefit will scarcely 
counterbalance the lDJury. Jf the problem of the education of 
our Enrlish girls, in the classes referred to, is to be ever wisely 
solved, believe it must be not by Government, but by English 
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ladies, working' with self-denying efforts, and exercising each in her 
own sphere that quiet, but deep and most efficacious influence, 
which especially belongs.to women, and which is a talent for which 
they must hereafter render account to God. 

I have no doubt that upper schools for girls might be established 
and managed in this way, and I do not say that some indirect 
control might not be exercised over them advantageously by 
Government; but the system, to act well, must be very far 
removed from the excitement of pUblicity or emulation, which 
might bring the names of the pupils into notice, and I think that 
to avoid these evils it must be originated by private efforts, not by 
those of Government. . 

The observations which I have thus ventured to make at ~on
siderable length include, in some measure, an answer to several 
of the other questions propounded by the Commissioners of Edu-
cation. . 

So far as I can understand, it would appear, for instance, that 
" the distribution of minor State appointments upon educational 
" grounds" might well be used as a stimulus to the upper schools, 
if such could be established; whilst prizes, or assistance in first 
embarking in some trade, might in the same way be held out as 
inducements for good conduct and industry. I believe that 
education is often rendered comparatively valueless in a worldly 
point of view from the want of such assistance. A boy of ability 
may work well while at school, but when he leaves if.; he follows 
the plough, or runs on errands, or too often idles away his time 
altogether, because he has no opportunity afforded him of doing 
anything better; and in the generality of such cases it will be 
found that in the end a very large proportion of his school in
struction has been quite forgotten. 

Of industrial and domestic training I have already said all that 
occurs to me. 

Sunday schools, apart from their reiigious use, act, I believe, 
very beneficially in retaining a hold upon the children who have 
left the day school; and the influence of the persons who 
teach them is, I know by experience, in many instances most 
salutary. 

Evening schools, I have no doubt, operate powerfully in the 
same way. Of lectures and mechanics' institutes I do not know 
ilnough to .offer an opinion. 

Lending libraries, are, I believe, great means of usefulness, but 
I do not think they should ever be offered gratuitously. 

Neither do I think that the education of the poor should be 
entirely gratuitous, on the contrary, I am sure that the 1(\::4 
orders value their advantages very much according to the price 
they are compelled to pay for them. The principle is inherent iu 
human nature, and in accordance with it; I cannot but think that 
upper schools, if established, might be made almost, if not entirely, 
self:'supporting; that if the rewards were offered by Government, 
the ordinary expenditure of the school would be sufficiently pro
vided for by the scholars. Exceptions might, of course, be made 
with regard to boys drafted from the lower school, and who~e 
parents would not be in a condition to pay for them; but thlS 
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would be only offering a prize for previous exertions, and need not 
not interfere with the rate of payment required in other cases. 

Of the actual state of education in England generally I am not 
able to speak; in my own very small neighbourhood, I should say 
that, upon the whole, the little which is attempted is satisfactorily 
attained. There is not found on the part of the parents any want 
of interest in the education of their children, rather I believe 
that the Ilrogress made by them is noted with thankfulness, and, 
is the real cause of the willingness evinced to send them to the. 
school, and to submit without complaint to the discipline enforced 
there. Where there are opposition schools, I believe it is always 
found that the best instruction will in the end secure ,the best 
attendance. 

Of the existing system of Government inspection, I can only 
judge from hearsay. Apart from the fact that the standard o( 
education is too high, I have always understood that it works well, 
and I have no doubt that the possibility- of obtaining Government 
assistance upon certain conditIOns, especially that of proportionate 
mbscriptions, tends to stimulate voluntary liberality. If an attempt 
were made to enforce an educational rate, I believe the effect 
would be to paralyze the efforts for education now making so 
extensively throughout the country. A large majority of I!er. 
sons who now give liberally for the support of local educatlOn, 
would, I imagine, feel that when they had paid the rate nothing 
more was required of them; and even if the sum collected by 
assessment were to prove sufficient for the needs of the country, 
it would be "paid unwillingly, and be entirely unaccompanie.d by 
the cheerful,' self-denying zeal which is now shown in many 
instances of local efforts for education, and which~is the great 
engine to which we must trust for improving the condition of 
the lower orders. 

We are apt to contrast the plans for education in England with 
those in practice on the continent, and many useful hints may no 
doubt be gained by the comparison; but it should never be for· 
gotten that the character of the English people is essentially 
different from that of the majority of the continental nations. ' 

We are an originating and self-governing race, singularly 
willing to submit to established laws, but only on condition that 
we are permitted to take part in their formation. The character· 
istic is exhibited in all classes and under every shape, from the 
outcry for reform which shall give to every mao an indirect voice 
in legislation, to the demand of the subscribers to a village school 
,that they shall be permitted to form their own committees, and 
by that means assist in establishing the necessary rules. 

We need not inquire whether such a national characteristic be 
desirable-or dangerous; it exists, and we have only to deal with 
it as a fact, and I believe a very important one, in the question 
of State education, since it tends to show that the office of the 
Government in England is to stimulate rather than to originate; 
to enforce, indeed, salutary checks, and exercise a wise supervision; 
but, within certain limits, to leave free a"oocncy to those who are 
locally interested in the success of the work that is undertaken. . 

I would even go farther than this; taking up the question of 
State interference upon other grounds, I would say that if the 
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Government could at the present moment establish schools in every 
town and village in England, if it could ensure a perfect system of 
instruction, and offer the ,highest possible inducements for industry, 
I believe the result would be found a total failure in all which really 
constitutes valuable education. 

We' should have sharp, self-willed, hard-minded, and, in the 
majority of cases, unprincipled boys ; and bold, disobedient, and 
cunning girls; and that, because we had overlooked the one great 
element of personal influence, without which it is, in the ordering 
of God's Providence, that -no lasting moral good shall ever be 
effecteCL . 

The State can stimulate the intellect, but it cannot touch the 
heart; and an inquiry into the working of our National schools 
would, I think, at once prove the fact, if anyone were inclined to 
dispute it. The schools which are peculiarly successful in sending 
forth into the world young persons fitted to discharge the-duties 
of their station (and this is what we really want) are those in which 
the personal influence of the individuals interested in their 
management is constantly and judiciously exercised, not those in 
which the intellect is tasked to meet the demands of the Govern-
'ment inspector. . 
, The two conditions are, however, by no means necessarily dis

tinct. A clever boy is not, therefore, a bad boy, and an advanced 
school in intellect may be a. superior school in morals; but morality 
is beyond dispute 'more important than talent, and morality is de
pendent on personal influence, and personal influence would, I 
believe, be found to decrease in a degree scarcely to be imagined, 
from the moment that the Government should take upon itself 
definitely to control the management of the National schools. 

It will be asked, why? and I would answer, because the per
sonal influence exerted in our schools over the children of both 
sexes rests in so very large a proportion with women; and women, 
as a general rule, will not act where the Government is the every
day ruling, working power. The disinclination does not arise from 
unwillingness, but from timidity. Women dread State laws, partly 
because they do not understand them, partly because they do not 
know how to appeal against them. Feeling their helplessness, 
they withdraw from the p_ossibility of a collision, and allow the 
State to work by itself. The condition of our workhouse schools 
exemplifies this assertion. Why is it so difficult to induce educated 
women to exert themselves on behalf of the poor little outcast 
children who are born and brought up in a workhouse? There is 
no lack of compassion or sympathy. Place the children in the 
parish school, and they will be trained and watched over; but the 
workhouse is unapproachable. The barriers which shut out the 
efforts of tender and gentle natures are not the material walls, but 
the array of governor, arid guardians, and boards,. and officials, and 
above all, that abstract, intangible, but Ilonstantly-felt presence of 
the State. Under such rule a woman's efforts are crushed; fearing 
to offend against some unknown law, she fears to act; and she feels 
keenly that if unwittingly she should thus offend, she will be sub
ject to the check of persons, often in an inferior grade, but "drest 
" in a. little brief authority," and therefore likely to approach her 
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rudely; whilst her conduct may at any moment be criticised, and 
ber name brought forward at a public board. 

It requires more self-confidence than usually belongs to educated 
women to face theselossible difficulties, and thus our workhouse 
schools are neglecte by them, as I believe our parish. schoofs 
would soon be, if the control were to pass from 'the hands of the 
clergyman and the local committee into those of the State. 

I may, perhaps, be thought to have laid too much stress upon 
the point of female influence in the education of the lower orders.; 
The clergyman's influence in church schools is, I may be reminded, 
always considered paramount. But through what means is it for 
the most part exercised? If we were to subtract from the educa
tional power now at work in England that of the wives, daughters, 
and sisters of the clergy, how great would be the loss? And if 
we add to it that of women connected solely with the laity, we 
shall Boon, I think, arrive at the conclusion that any scheme of 
education which tends to stop the exertions of women for the same 
object must contain within itself the element of its own failure. 

There remains but one other most important question upon 
which I will venture to offer an opinion, though with the deepest 
self-distrust: I mean, the mode of dealing with the· difficulties 
arising from differences of religious belief. 

I have puryoselY' endeavoured to look at the question. of educa
tion, as I beheve the Commis~ioners feel themselves bound to do, 
and for that reason any observations I have made have been such 
88 would, I believed, apply in principle to dissenting schools as 
well as to those under the guidance of the Church; and with this 
same object, I would say, that as the State has most unhappily 
ceased to have any distinctive profession of Christian faith, I 
believe that nothing remains but to deal with all forma of Chris
tianity on just and equal grounds, and to support the schools which 
may be established by ~ocal efforts in prop~rtion to their size, 
the needs of the population, and the funds raIsed' for them. The 
details by which the support so limited should be managed, I know 
nothing about. But as we still profess to be a Christian nation, 
I cannot but think that it may fairly. and rightly be required of 
every master and mistress in the schools supported by Government 
to profess. some form of Christian belief, to open' and close' t1).e 
school with prayer, and in Church schools and those of Protestant 
sects to e~oree th~ daily reading of t~e Scriptures according ·t<;t 
the authOrIzed versIon; Roman Catholic schools must, I suppose, 
on this latter point be left free. " .' 

Beyond this very meagre recognition of Christian truth; I fear 
it is no .l0!lg~r i~ the J?ower of the State openly to acknowledge 
the ChrIstIaDlty 10 which we all profess to beheve. To do less' 
would be to own that we are heathens. 

I can say nothing as to the training of masters and mistresses 
in normal schools and colleges; nor can I offer any opinion of my 
own as to the system of apprenticing pupil-teachers, except to 
remark, that, from what I have observed whilst I have occasionally 
been with persons devoting a large portion of their time to schools, 
I am inclined to think that the high standard required by Govern~ 
ment makes it almost impossible for the master or mistress properly 
to prepare the pupil-teachers for their examination.· In the case 
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I have known myself this work has been undertaken by the ladies 
of the clergyman's· family, who have themselves been obliged to 
read up for the purpose. 

This task requires talent and leisure, certainly not very common, 
for, I believe, I shall only be expressing the feeling of nine-tenths 
of the educated women of England whim I say, that whenever the 
subject is considered, it is a cause of deep thankfulness with us all 
that we are not likely to be called upon to prepare either ourselves 
or others for the examination of a Government inspector. 

Perhaps, even a more serious disadvantage arising from this 
conscious deficiency on the part of tbose who would otherwise be 
the most valuable supporters of national education is to be found 
in the fact, that it places the schoolmistr~ss in a false position of 
fancied intellectual superiority, and tends to the withdrawal of the 
more important influence of the upper classes. I have known it 
said by a lady, who had beeu taking a most beneficial interest in a. 
parish school before it was placed under Government, "I cannot 
" understand the Government requirements, and so I am obliged 
" to leave the school to itself." 

One other observation I would repeat with regard to the exa
mination of the inspectors. It has been said to me, that, i~ the 
generality of cases, a better idea of the real progress of the 
children would be obtained if the examinations were to be carried 
on, l?artially at least, 'by the master or mistress in the 'Presence of 
the lDspector, and not only by him. Those who have taught the 
children know best how to draw them out. When the examination 
is conducted exclusively by the inspector, the children are alarmed 
by a. mode of questioning to which they are unaccustomed, and 
often bring upon themselves, and upon their teachers, reproofs 
which are, in reality, undeserved. 

The last inquiry, as to the effects of education on the poor, has 
been partly answered already. SU'perficial instruction, which can
not be turned to a practical use IS, I have little doubt, injurious, 
as tending to foster self-conceit; but I am inclined to think that 
any education is better than none. The perceivable good results 
may for years be slight; but I believe, that by clearing the 
intellect we open a door by which the heart may ultimately be 
reached. A clever rogue is, I think, a rogue not because of, 
but in spite of hig education. When, however, I say that any 
education is better than none, I mean none literally. If a. girl, for 
instance, is kept at home, and made to do household work, instead 
of going to school and being taught to conjugate verbs, we may 
call her uneducated; but we use a wrong term. She is educated 
only in a different way from that to which we are accustomed to 
apply the expression. The non-education, to which I would prefer 
even the superficial smattering of an inferior school, is that utter 
neglect of all discipline, and entire dormancy of intellect, which 
are found, the former in the haunts of vice in London, and the latter 
in our remote agricultural districts. Where this absolute incapacity 
of comprehension, arising from long neglect, exists, it is painfully 
difficult to awak6ll any religious or moral feeling, and whatever 
may be the defects of our national education I believe that it 
works incalculable good, if only in opening the minds of children 
to the instruction, which, though unheeded at the time, may reach 
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them, iu God's mercy, iu after years. I do not know that I have 
anything more to add, except to express a. re~et ~hat I should 
have been tempted to sa., so much, when, consideruig my small 
amount of practical experience, and the very slight thought I have 
given to a. subject so Important, I might naturally be expected to 
say so little. 

I have, however, complied with the request of the Commis
sioners to the best of my power, and this I must hope will be my 
excuse, although I have necessarily left many subjects untouched. 

I am, Sir, 
Your obedient servant, 

To the Secretary. ELIZABETH M. SEWELI.. 

I can give verr few instances of the effects .of education on the 
poor, -none WhICh would be worth mentioning. My own expe
rience has chiefly been derived from occasional endeavours to assist 
young girls preparing for confirmation. I have then been much 
struck with the great help afforded by their previous instruction at 
the parish echool; I suppose that all persons,clergymen especially, 
would feel this. . 

Colonel Stobart, of Etherley, Darlington. 

PRELIMINARY. 

1. What opportunities have you had of gaining experience 
as to the state of popular education? To what localities 
and to what descrlptIons of persons does your experience 
apply? 

Being a coal-owner, resident amongst my own workmen for about 
80 years, and having extensive connexion. with other collieries. 
My duties as a. magistrate have also given me opportunities 
for gaining exyerience as to the state of popular' education in the 
coal-mining district of Bishop Auckland and the northern parts of 
the county of Durham. 

I.-STANDARD OF EDUCATION. 

2. Up to what age do you consider it practicable and desi
rable for children of either sex to continue their attend
ance at school during the whole or part of the year,. 
season, or day, regard being had to their parents' means 
of supporting them, and to the necessity of their tho
rough lDstruction in their future occupation, agricultural, 
commercial, mechanical, or domestic? 

Up to 14 years of age, In the case of pit-boys,)f they com
mence work at 10, I should recommend their· going one-half of 
their time to school until they are 14. I am aware there would be 
difficulties attending this' plan, but I have no doubt they might be 
overcome by proper arrangements. 
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's. What amount of education, religious and secular, could 
children of either. sex be reasonably expected to obtain 
in the period Which you . have specified, and of what 
should it consist? How far do you consider it desirable 
to include music, drawing, and other matters of taste, in 
the course of popular instruction which you would wish to 
see adopted. 

Religious. The leadingjacts and doctrines of the Bible. 
Secular. To be able to read with ease and fluency; to be able 

to write; to understand the 'principles of arithmetic, so far as to 
make all ordinary calculations with facility; also to know: the 
general outlines of English history; the leading points in geo· 
graphy,' and to have such an acquaintance with English grammar 
as will give them a fair cllance, in connexion with the above, of 
procuring intellectual enjoyment in reading the useful books now 
within their reach, by readily understandi1l!J what they read, and 
in being able to make the information so gathered available, for 
useful and agreeable conversation. 

In addition, the girls could be taught everything connected with 
their industrial and domestic duties that could be taught at school, 
a.t such an age. Music, so far as to enable them to join in 
worship. 

, 4. Will you state your opinion as to the respective advan
tages and disadvantages of the following methods of 

. prolonging .'the period. of instruction, and insuring the 
permanence of its results with respect to each sex? 

(a) Sunday schools? 
'(b) Half-time systems? 
(c) Industrial and domestic training? 
(d) Evening schools? 
(e) Lectures and mechanics' institutes? 
(f) Free and lending libraries? 
(g) Prize schemes or prize endowments? 
(h) Distribution of minor State appointments on edu:. 

cational grounds? . 
(a) Immense advantages from these in religiouS education. 
(b) My opinion is that these would be an advantage. both to 

religious and secular education. 
(c) For ~rls, it is.II!Y op~ni~n that this training would be of the 

greatest use In the mmmg distrICts. ' ' . 
. . (d)· Not of great use, with the present arrangements in, the hours 
for labour. 

(e) These have, generally, a useful tendency, but not much to be 
depended upon. . . 
. (f) Of great use, when carried on with energy; also with caution 
in reference to the selection of books. . 

(g) and (h) In the present state of education it is difficult to 
form an opinion on these; as a principle,. I think prizes are objec
tionable; the prize of constant and good employment will always 
follow areally good andsound education. . 

5. Should education be supplied to. the pOol' gratuitously, or 
should itolJe paid for by,them partially or entirely? • 

\ 
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To supply education to the poor gratuitously is always '~ mis
chie£ A scale of charges, or'one charge, should be fixed for every 
school, and every child should pay the full amount of that charge; 
,an exception might be made in favour of a large family. But, in 
my opinion, the children of the poor cannot, in the aggregate, pay 
the entire expenses of an efficient school establishment. 

II.-ACTUAL STATE OF EDUCATION. 

6. How far does the present state of the education of children 
of either sex, in the ,districts and classes with which you 
are acquainted, come up to the standard defined by your 
answers to the preceding questions? What is the nature 
and extent of anr. deficiencies which may exist ,under any 
of the heads speClfied in them? 

The bOls are far below the standard. 
The gtrls are superior to the boys in all they learn in common ; 

but they are very far below the standard in the industrial depart
ment, such as plain sewing, darning stockings, &c., &c. 

The boys who can read generally read very imperfectly. Their 
writing is very bad, and a great trouble for them to practise, and 
th~ have scarcely any knowledge of the principles of arithmetic. 

The girls whose parents cannot tea~ them indu,strial and 
domestic duties (and they are very numerous) have verr little 
opportunity of learning them at school, and are therefore left iI;l. 
almost entire ignorance of them. 

1II.-CAusES OF DEFICIENCY (IF ANY). 

7. What are the causes of these deficiencies, and in particular 
how far may they be attributed ~ " 

(a) Want of schools, whether arising from deficiency 
of the funds necessary to establish and support 
them, or from other causes? , 

(b) Deficient or unskilful teaching, or bad choice of 
the subjects taught? ' 

(c) Want of interest on the part of parents in their 
children's education ? 

( d) Value of the labour of children, inability of parents 
to pay school fees, or other economical causes? 

(e) Bad management or bad organization of the 
schools? ' 

(f) Laws or social arrangements affecting the condition 
of the poor? 

(a) Want of suitahle schools is one cause. Sufficient attention 
has not be~n bestowed upon making the school complete in every 
part. The funds have generally been forthcoming when required.: 

(b) The teaching has been both deficient and 'unskilful; the 
subjects taught have been correct as far as they have gone. 

(c) This has been the case with parents who are extremely 
ignorant. Generally the parents feel some degree of interest in 
the education of their children. -

(d) The value of the labou~ of the boys is one cause ,of their 
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-education not being continued. The parents are quite able to pay 
the fees, generally speaking. . 

(e) Bad management and worse organization of the schools have 
been among the causes of these deficiencies. 

(f) I do not think these can be charged as being the cause of 
any of these deficiencies. , 

IV.-CHARACTER OF THE EXISTING SYSTEM OF GOVERNMENT 
. AID AND INSPECTION. 

S. The Government at present makes grants in aid of various 
elementary schools and training colleges out of the 
general taxation of the country, requiring on the part 
of those who receive them, the fulfilment of certain 
conditions (especially the combination of religious with 
secular instruction, and proportionate local subscriptions), 
and reserving to itself the right of inspecting all schools 
so assisted. 

What is your opinion of this system? How does it affect 
districts of different degrees of wealth, and inhabited by 
populations of different characters, and districts which 
do and those which do not receive assistance? 

That so far it has worked exceedingly well, everything con
_ sidered. The system, expanded and further adapted to the present 

state of society, is the best, in my opinion, that can at present be 
devised. 

In populous districts, and where the inhabitants are generally 
wealthy, there is a danger of the children of the poor bein~ over
look.ed, and a class not contemplated in the system receivmg the 
.lUlvantages. This requires to be watched by the inspectors. The 
system also requires to be adapted to the thinly-populated districts, 
and where the people generally are poor. Such districts contain 
a very important part of our English population, so far as the . 
qU{lZity of mind and character is concerned; if no assistance be 
given to this portion of the community, the better class of them 
will be drawn to reside near the good schools, and the remainder 
will be left to degenerate into barbarians: 

9. What is your opinion of the system pursued at present in 
relation to- . 

. (a) Pauper schools? 
(b) Reformatory schools? 

How would you provide for the education of the children of 
paupers and criminals, or of deserted and destitute 
children? 

I have not sufficient information to enable me to give an 
opinion. 

10. Does the existing Gevernment system stimulate or dimi
nish voluntary liberality? Are you aware whether any 
considerable number of Ilersons entertain conscientious 
objections to its existence? 

It stimulates voluntary liberality; I think the number is not at 
&l considerable. 
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V.-ENDOWED SCHOOLS. 

11. What is the result of your observations as to the 
efficiency of endowed schools, intended or available for 
popular education, and as to their adaptation to the 
eXISting condition of society? 

I greatly question the efficiency of endowed schools intended, 
or available for popular education. They are likely to be more 
useful in the future than they have been in the past, as greater. 
attention is now being directed to all available means for promoting 
popular education. 

VL-SUGGESTIONS. 

12. Would you propose-

(a) Yes. 
(b) Yes. 

(a) The maintenance of the existing system of Go:.. 
vernment aid and inspection? 

(b) Its further development? 
(c) Any and what modification of it? , 
(d) The substitution or addition of any district, or 

other system of public aid and inspection? 
(e) The voluntary principle? 
(f) A system of rating; and if so, how should the 

rate be assessed? Should it be_obligatory on 
the ratepayers to make the rate? If so, how 
should the obligation be enforced if they were 
unwilling to make it ? Upon what objects 
should it be lawful to expend the amount 
levied? How should the schools supported by 
rates be managed? 

(g) Any and what mode of dealing with existing 
charitable endowments, either already appli-
cable by law, or which might be made available. 
for purposes of education? 

(h) Will you m~ke such suggestions as occur to you 
for the establishment, improvement, and ex
tension of any of the methods of prolonging 
~ducation, or preserving its results, mentioned 
in Question 4, with particular reference to the 
requirements of the districts to which your ex-
perience applies? 

(c) To extend its assistance to the very smallest villages and 
hamlets. 

(d) No. 
(e) Not entirely. 
(f) No, the objections to any system of local rating are, in my 

opinion, insuperable; should the present system, after a fair trial, 
not be found to answer, it may be a question whether an educa~ 
tional tar should not be adopted. 

(g) This is a great difficulty; I cannot at present give an 
opinioll upon it. 
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(h) Sunday ,sclwols to' be' used entirely for religious education, 
and as far as possible to be taught by persons bestowing their 
time and labour gratuitously. Day school teachers ought not to 
engage in them. All possible influence to be brought to bear 
upon employers to make a present sacrifice for an ultimate good; 
having their workmen and their children educated, and where no 
other method can be found, to adopt the half-time system to ac
complish it. (d), (e), and (f) would all be made more permanently 
useful by the hours of labour in the pits (especially of the boys 
and young men) being universally arranged with a VIew to accom
plish this object of continui1l!J the education. No further steps can 
be taken until this is done. 

IS. Would you make school attendance compulsory? If so, 
on whom would you impose; and how would you enforce 

. the obligation of insuring the attendance of the children? 
Would you wish for the establishment of schools under 
the direct' control of the State? Should the education 

, given in such schools be gratuitous or not? What sub
jects should be taught in them ? You are requested to 
give your plans upon the subjects referred to in Ques
tions 12 and 13 with as much detail as possible, and with 
particular reference to the manner in which you would 
deal with the difficulties arising from differences of 
religious belief. 

Not unless after a further trial the present system should prove 
a failure, which I do not think ·will be the case.' 

I do not by any means wish for the establishment of schools 
under the direct control of the State. 

The mixture of the voluntary principle with aSsistance from 
Government, in the case of all Protestant communities, is evidently 
correct in principle, and so far as it has been tried has acted well 
in bringing forward, a better class of teachers, and producing, a 
healthy rivalry as to who shall have tne best conducted schools. 

In reference to Roman Catholics, Jews, &c., &c., I look upon 
the assistance they obtain from Government as given to the subject 
for that part of education which is secular; and when full liberty 
is given for the Bible to be used in school, and no interference by 
the State, with the religious part of education, I do not see any 
difficulty existing beyond what has always existed and must con
tinue to exist until truth overcomes error in fair combat. 

VII.-TEACHERS AND TRAINING COLLEGES. 

14. What is your opinion as to the qualifications oftM masters 
or mistresses of public, private, or dames' schools for 
their duties, both generally and with special reference 
to the circumstances of the districts and classes to which 
your experience applies? 

The masters and mistresses of public schools are decidedly to be 
preferred for these districts. 

15. Is the training given to masters and mistresses in normll;l 
schools and training colleges well adapted to its object? 
Can you suggest any points in which' it requires im-
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provement? Is the state of those institutions generally 
satisfactory? Are trained teachers usually satisfied with 
their profession and with their social position? ' 

Generally speaking, it is well adapted in both· masters and 
mistresses. In the case of mistresses more· regard should be had 
to their knowledge of industrial and domestic subjects. The state 
of training institutions is generally satisfactory, and it is so, as the 
conductors are particular about the moral and religious character 
of the teachers accepted to train. 

Trained teachers are usually satisfied with their profession and 
with their social position, so far as my observation has gone. 

16. What is your experience as to the working and as to the 
results of the system of apprenticing pupil-teachers? 

It is by far the most popular and useful of any system yet 
tried. It acts beneficially upon the teachers, scholars, and the 
pupil-teachers themselves, in making diem perfect teachers? _ 

17. Should schoolmasters and mistresses be paid by-. 
(a) Stipends? 
(b) Fees? 
(c) A combination of the two? 

~b~ } Neither sufficient alone. 
(c) Yes. 

VIII.-RESULTs. 
18. What is your expllrience of (a) the intellectual, (b) the 

moral effects of education on the poor? Will you state 
as many specific facts as ,Possible in support of your 
opinion, allowing for the mfluence which other causes 
than education may have had in improving the condition 
of the poor. 

(a) The education of the poor has had great influence upon the 
general intelligence of that class; first, on those who have been 
the direct subjects of education, and from th,em its influence has 
spread to some extent over all. , 

(b) The moral effects have been just in proportion as the Bible 
hal or has not been· the standard of religious training. Where the 
Bible has been taught, and its doctrines enforced in cOI).nexion 
with secular training, the moral effects are generally apparent, 
and the contrary may frequently be seen when men are'only made 
more mischievous by their increased knowledge without religion. 

There are many workmen, with whom I am acquainted, who 
have got their entire education in a Sunday school; I can gene
rally depend upon them. There are others who have had their 
religious training in connexion with a tolerably good secular 
training; these generally rise to posts of trust and confidence. 
Others who have had only a secular education, and have been 
considered .clever, have never advanced either in confidence or 
position, and often these are found the leaders in agitations both 
social and political. 
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In my opinion the most complete men, in. whatever capacity 
they are found, are those who are well trained in Srlul, mind, and 
boa!!. 

lI:EXRY STODART. 
Etherley, Darlington, 

July 20, 1859. 

Herbert S. Skeats, Esq. 
1. What opportunities have you had of gaining experience 

as to the state of popular education? To what localities, 
and to what descriptions of persons does your experience 
apply? 

Personal observation of the practical working of popular edu
cation during a residence ef some years in the Umted States of 
America and in this country. Taking a great interest in the 
question, I have also made it a subject of especial inquiry; have 
read, I believe, most of the public reports and other works that 
have appeared, and have myself written much concerning it. l\fy 
attention has been directed soleiy to the question of the education 
of the poorer classes, and my remarks will apply to those classes 
exclusively. 

L-STAXDARD OF EDUCATION. 

2. Up to what age do you consider it practicable and desirable 
for 'Children of either sex to continue their attendance at 
school during the whole or part of the year, season, or 
day, regard being had to their parents' means of sup-

• porting them, and to -the necessity of their thorough 
instruction in their future occupation, agricultural, com
mercial, mechanical, or domestic? 

I think it neither necessary nor desirable that, as a rule, children 
should remain at school for the whole day, for a longer period than 
the particular circumstances of their station in life would legiti
mately warrant. Admitting the abstract desirability of a thorough 
education being received by every child, it seeIDS to me that it 
would be highly dangerous and inexpedient to make any provision 
for such an education as would be likely to interfere with the 
social relations of the class to which the child may belong. The 
age at which children now leave school is mainly regulated by the 
supply and demand for labour. If you do anything to increase this 
age, either by artificial stimulus or legal restriction, you in effect 
put a bounty upon education at the expense of labour, and thus 
violate one of the soundest and most generally recognized maxims 
of political economy. I do not think you can do. this, any more 
than'you can violate any other natural law, without causing an 
ultimate injury to the very interest which it is your desire to 
promote. While, therefore, one would be glad to see the children 
of the labouring classes better educated than they now are, or are 
likely to be, I would do nothing which would have the effect ?f 
disarranging the intricate machinery of their relations to thell' 
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()WIl and other classes of society. If the demands of labour require 
that a child should leave school at eleven years of age, I should say, 
therefol'P.., that it is right for him to leave at that age, and wrong 
to keep him beyond. Besides this, I think you may be doing a 
-child a great pecuniary injury by putting any obstacles in his way 
which would be likely: to prevent his acquiring the knowledge of 
his trade very early in life. Many mechanical trades can only 
be learned at an early age; there are branches of them which can 
be executed only by young children, and there are, in conse
.quence, employers who will not take .any but such children,-just 
as the Manchester warehousemen will not receive into their em
plo~ent any clerks who may be over fourteen years of age. This 
principle is also reco~nized In recruiting for the army and navy, ' 
and·to a great extent In the Civil Service. With fair teaching and 
crdinary aptitude, I think any child of the poorer classes will have 
received a sufficiently good education at eleven or twelve years of 
age, that is to say, he will have obtained a sufficient command o~ 
the iTl8trument, of education to enable him to use them for his 
future benefit or advancement if he should be so disposed. I do 
not think that, up to the time of his going to labour, more is 
required. The longer his education could be continued after 
this, by means of Sunday and evening schools, &c., of course the 
better. 

S. What amount of education, relii'ious and secular, could 
children of either sex be reasonably expected to obtain 
in the period which you have specified, and of what 
should it consist? How far do you consider it desirable 
to include music,' drawing, and other matters 01 taste, in 
the course of popular instruction which 'you would wish 
to see adopted? 

I think that a competent aC9,uaintance with the purpose and 
the obligations of the Gospel, WIth the leading facts of the Scrip
ture narrative, and a suffiCIent knowledge of reading, writing, and 
arithmetic, may be attained by twelve years of age. I have seen 
jt attained in some British and other schools of a good character,' 
at this age. I doubt very much, however, whether a good know
ledge of grammar, history, and geography, as th(>y are usually 
taught,could be secured, if the more necessary and elementary 
subjects are to be well and thoroughly learned. A great deal, 
however, could be done in this way by the use of good and attrac
tive reading books. Men are often termed" grown-up children;" 
I think if we were sometimes to look upon children as only younger' 
men we should act a little more wisely towards them. We do not 
ourselves generally read unattractive books, and if we do we 
seldom learn anything from them. Good reading books are a sine 
qua non in the good education of children. It would certainly be 
desirable to include music and drawing in a course of popufar 
education if, considering the early age at which children leave 
school, it could be done without injury to their instruction in the 
four elementaIies of education, viz., religion, reading, writing, and' 
arithmetic. At the same time, even then, I do not think they 
should be taught indiscriminately. All have not a taste for them. 
Where there is any taste,.the cultivation of IL.usic ~ould unques-

. VOL. V. A. .A. 
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. tionably serie to refine the' feelings and ma.$ers, and the cultiva. 
tionof drawing to improve the power of observation, and assist in 
the acquirelDent of a 'good handwriting. Bnt I think that both 
these arts should be subordinated to many other things. I have 
observed the teaching. of such, matterg.,....-which may be included 
amongst the accomplishn:.ents and refinements of life-c~ied to 
what has seemed to me to be a ridiculous excess in public schools, 
,both in this country and in'the United Su.tes.* In such schoo~, it 
will nearly always be found that the children have been neglected 
in religion, and that they can, neither read, write, nor cypher to 
even a respectable degree. 

4. Will you state your opinion' as to the respective advan
tages and disadvantages of the following methods of 
prolonging the' period of instruction, and insuring the 
permanence of its results with respect to each sex ? 

(a) Sunday .schools? 
(b) Half-time system? 
(c) Industrial and domestic training? 
Cd) Evening schools? , 
(e) ,Lectures and mechanics' institutes? 
(f) Free. and lending libraries? 
(g) Prize schemes or prize endowments? , 
(h) Distribution of minor State appointments on, edu-

cational grounds? ' 
, (a) I think Sunday schools to be most important in teaching 
1eligion" and in keeping up an acquaintance with previously 
acquired habits of learning. Their subsidiary importance in the 
iatterrespect has scarcely, I think, been sufficiently appreciated. 
. (b) I know nothing, except from reading, of the half-time 
system~ What I have read has led me to believe it to- be of very 
great value and use. 

(c) I do not think that any class, excepting the destitute, has 
a claim to be taught a ,trade at the pUhlic expense, and I should 
not encourage industrial or domestic training III public schools. ' 

(d) I would encourage the establishment of evening schools ~ 
every locality. I think them most admirable institutioils. . 

(e) These are useful adjuncts, but not so useful now as formerly. 
(f) Reading and lending .libraries, especially when the readers 

have a voice in the management of affairs and in the selection of 
books, should be encouraged. They are better than lectures, as 
they keep people at home. I think, however, 'that it would be a 
great mistake to make such libraries free. The poor do not object 
to pay for anything on which they set a value. ' 
, . (g) I think that, as a rule, these systems force and stimulate 
and encourage "cramming," but do little real good. 'The only 
rswards worth having are the 'rewards of conscious and acknow
ledged superiority, and a child should be taught so. 

(h) This would be of general use if Arwwing were always SJl!D
nymous with doing. Wh~t an employer requires is ability for 
the execution of a speCIfic work,-Ill' other words, executive 

) 

• See Appendix, 1', S80, " 00 the Excess 01 Education in State-aided S"bools," 
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'power. It seems ~me that to make public apl)olntments on 
6!Jstem, on exclusively educational grounds, would lead to as many 
mistakes as to make them, on system, without any reference 
whatever to education. A certain degree of education might 
reasonably be made a sine qua. non, but the best person for the 
required work should receive 'the appointment whether he )Vere 
fOell educated or not. . , 

5. Should education be supplied to the poor gratuitously, o~ 
, should it be paid by them partially or entirely? 

In no case, excepting to the destitute, gratuitously. The repo~ 
of Her Majesty's Inspectors of Schools, and the testimony of ex
perience in aU ages and countries, are against the eleemosynary 
education of the poor. The parents do not appreciate such 
assistance; the attendance of children at free schools is uniformly: 
irregular; and theiI: acquirements, most unsatisfactory. With 
comparatively little aid, and a graduated scale of. school fees, I' 
think the I?oor could, in most instances, pay for the entire educa
tion of their children. Where they do not do so it is in conse
quence either of the knowledge that they need not, or the 
preference of self-indul~ent habits; very seldom, from sheer and 
naked inability. SChOOl fees at present are, in most instances, too 
low. They should be raised, and I taink the general result woulq 
be eminently satisfactory and beneficial ' 

1I.-AcTUAL STATE OF EDUCATION. 

6. How far does the present state of the education of children 
of either sex, in the districts and classes with which 'you 
are acquainted, come up to the standard defined by YOJU" 
abswers to the preceding questions? What is the nature 
and extent of any deficiencies which may exist under 
any of the heads specified in them? ' 

The children of the first class now at good public schools, and 
who, on an average, are above eleven years of age, may be said to 
reach the standard I have defined. They are commonly deficient 
in their style of reading; but their acquaintance with the facts of 
Scripture and with arithmetic, as well as their writing, is very 
good. They have also a superficial k.nowledge of a great variety 
of other subjects. How long this learning will last cannot, of 
course, be said; it will depend entirely upon their mental consti
tutions, habits, and dispositions, and their future circumstances. 

IlL-CAUSES OF DEFICIENCY (IF ANY). 

7. What are the causes of these deficiencies, and in particular 
how, far may they be attributed to-

(a) Want of schools, whether arising from deficiency 
of the funds necessary to support and establish 
them, or from other causes? , 

(b) Deficient or unskilful' teaching, or bad choice of 
the subjects taught? 

. (c) Want of interest on the part of parents in theit 
children's education? . 

.A..A.2 
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'( d) Value of the labour of children, inability of parents 
to pay school fees, or other economical causes? 

,(e) Bad' 'management or bad organization ,of . the 
schools? 

(f) ,Laws or social arrangements affecting the condition 
Of the poor? , 

I have little acquaintance,excepting from ordinary reading and 
the reports of .others, with the education of children not at school, 
but,-, " .', ' 

(a) I think there J,S no want of schools whatever. The want, 
if any, is of scholars to fill existing rooms. , 

(b) Where there is deficient learning, or where there are bad 
'schools, I think it may be generally attributed not to deficient but 
tq UTtskilfUl teaching; to a desire to teach too much and to make 
a show, and' therefore, by implication, to a bad choice of the sub
jects taught. 

(c) This isa great, unot the greatest, hindrance to the efficient 
instruction of the children of the pooret classes. Where children 
,are not sent to school at all,' or where they a.resent irregularly, I 
think this, in nine cases out of ten, is, the sole cause. I have little 
'doubt, however, that with increasing intelligence, even this, the 
greatest difficulty ill connexion with popular 'education, will be 
eventual1yovercome. We have but to use the proper means. ' 

(d) The value ,of the,' labour of childreillrevenis them from 
attending school beyond a certain period, an ,always must do so 
unless we choose to institute Ii. 'gigantic system 'of State aid in 
competition with the wages of labour. , 
,', (e) I think these affect the education of children only to a very 

lliriited extent. ' 
, 'Cr) Excepting the duty'on paper, which restricts the circulation 
of cheap literature and enhances tpe price of school books, I know 
of no laws which injuriously affect the education of the poor. 

IV.-CHARACTER OF, THE EXISTING SYSTEM' OF GOVERNMENT 
AID' AND INSPECTION. 

8, The Goverpment at present makes grants i'n aid of various 
" elementarY,schools and training colleges out of the general 

taxation of the country, requiring ,on the part of those 
who receive them, the fulfilment of certain cI,mditions 
(especially the combination of religious with secular 
instruction, and proportionate local subscriptions), and 
reserving to itself the l,'ight of inspecting all schools so 
assisted~ What is your opinion of, this system? How 
does it affect' districts of different degrees of wealth 
and inhabited -by populations of 'different characters, 
and districts which do and those which do not receive 
assistance? ' 

It is exceedingly difficult to, answer this question, within liInits, 
w.hich, having in view t.he practical use which may be made of 

'these replies to ,the circular of Her . Majesty's ComInissioners, one 
. 'Would not wish to transgress. ,A proper answer would involve a 
'TeviewofthePrivy Council system from. its commencement. I 
have made a nartial attemnt at this in ,a namnhlet on the " Results 



of Government Edacation,. 1857," published during the past year, 
and subsequently in a brief series of letters .. to a London weekly 
newspaper, on some aspects of this system, as illustrated in the 
inspectors' reports of the current year~ . I -:nclose a c~py. of the 
pamphlet, and append two of the letters to .this commumcation. I 
can only attempt an exceedingly brief summary of my opinions in 
this place. llook upon the Privy Council system as a benevolent 
mistake. If it had been originated, before' any enthusiasm ,with 
re~ard to Popular Education had been created, its establishment 
might have been capable of some justification, but it is without 
this argument of defence. When it was instituted the convictions 
of the public with regard to the advantages of education were well 
established, and education itself had very recently been shown 
(ride Lord Kerry's Returns) to have made, within fourteen years, 
a most rapid and astonishing progress, the proportion of 'scholars 
to the population having increased from one in 17·25 in 1818 to 
one in 11"27 in 1833, and this without the smallest assistance or 
encouragement from the Government. The tide of public opinion 
did not therefore require to be assisted: It was rapidly flowing in 
without any external help. The authors of the Privy Councjl 
system launched their vessel upon this tide, and, upon it have been 
bOrne to an apparent success. Mter, however, a c~eful reading 

, of all the reports of the inspectors, and a repeated examination of 
the results of the system, I am compelled to say that I think it on 
the whole to hava failed. Unnecessary in the first instance, most 
of its regulations have been of a mistaken character. If such aid 
as it has offered to comparatively wealthy districts had been offered 
to the poverty-stricken, there would have been a show of reason 
for its assistance. But the wealthier a neighbourhood is the more 
the Committee will aid it; the poorer, the less it will aid; and it 
will give no assistance at all where the inhabitants themselves can 
do but very little. The result is that some of the most needy 
districts have been untouched by its operations, while the most 
wealthy had received aid where no aid was required. It has thus 
offered a premium to the, niggardliness of the rich, and greatly 
discouraged the poor. . . . 

Some of the minutes and instructions of the Committee have 
appeared to me to be especially unwise. The working and the 
results of the pupil-teacher system will be referred to below; the 
influence of the capitation grant may be briefly alluded to in this 
place. The object of this grant was to assist schools which could 
not previously receive assistance from the Privy Council Committee. 
This was done by making an allowance to the managers of the 
schools of a sum varying from 69. to 39. per annum for every child 
attending school not less than 176 days in each year, and for whose 
education not more than fourpence, nor less than one penny per 
week is paid. A regulation was added,. that part of the sum 
received from the Privy Council Committee under this minute 
might be reckoned in place of voluntary contributions. The niinute 
came into operation in 1853. What has been its influence? It 
has not increased the number of scholars who attend school for 
176 days in the year by a fraction; it has therefore not added 
anything, directly, to educational progress. It has, however, had 
a most injurious mlluence in two or three, respects. First, upon 
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th(l teacheri!.· They' are the' instrumental . causes of the constant 
ahd. regular att~n~anceof children at s~oo.l, but theyrec~ive nQ., 
addItion to, theIr tncomesfrom ·the capItation ~ant; ·.while -the 
keeping' of the· 'register of attendance adds conSIderably to their 
labour. Secondly,' on· the 'COmmittee of management and the 
publi~ ,,:ho' ~ave in many' instances. withdi:awn t~e!r volu~tary: 
contrIbutions In'almost exact pro,PortlOD to the additional aId re
ceived from the State through thIS source. ,Thirdly, on the scale 
of school-fees, it being the obvious interest of the. managers to keep 
the fees within. the 'maximum rate of fourpence, 'so that the grant 
may be 'claimed on all scholars. Some evidence and illustrations 
of this are given in the Appendix.· The generaL result of this 
scheme has been, I think. to disCOurage voluntary contributions,. 
and, to 'prevent schools from becoming, in a greater degree than 
they now are, entirely self-supporting. , 

The right of inspection of State-aided schools should be invari
ably insisted upon and actively 'exercised, but it would be a gross 
violation of private' liberty for the Government to, order an in., 
spection of any other educational establishments. The present 
inspection entails a great but an obviously necessary· expense. 
I think that the inspectors are able and honourable men, and that 
they . discharge their duties with .. great conscientiousness, and 
efficiency. . - . ' . 

. 9. What is your opinion .of the .sY!3tem pursued at present ill 
relation to- . . 

(a:) Pauper schools?-
(b) Reformatory schools? 

. (a) I think that pauper schools should remain under the care of 
the State--a care that 'should be' generously and not stintedly 
exercised. 

(b) I deprecate the aid of the. Government being extended to 
reformatory schools. The testimony of Mr. M. D. Hill, the 
recorder of Birmingham, on this subject, 1 consider to be con
clusive. Pauper and criminal children should, if no other means 
~an be found, be educated at the public' .expense; but it has been 
found practicable, in the city of Aberdeen, to dispense with any 
public aid to destitute children, who, by.means of an organization 
set on foot by Mr. J. H. Wilson, of that city, are being educated 
with only voluntary assistance. 

10. Does the existing Government system stimulate or 
diminish voluntary liberality? Are you aware whether 
any considerable number of persons entertain conscien
tious obje~tions to its existence? _ 

I have no doubt that in many instances the Government system 
has had the effect of stiinulatingvoluntary liberality, that is, of 
forcing its. earlier exercise; but I very much· question whether it 
has not hindered its larger arid more permanent development. ~t 
is obviously impossible, 'however, to prove the acc?racy .of thIS, 

. position. We cannot tell wh~t would have h~ppened If no aId from 

... Apl,endix. P :985; 'e, Schools for the • Labouring ;alld 'Poor.' .. 
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the State h~ been' fortbcomin~;. we 10nly ,knO\f. tha.t .c~ur<:hes, 
chapels, hospItals, and all' descnptlons . of benevolent mstitutions, 
are built and sustained without any. assistance. from the State. We 
also know that the great majority. of day schools in England and 
Wales have been erected and are still supported. without any such 
assistance. If these have been able to .dispense with it, why have 
not the others? I am not in possession of any facts to show that. 
in these schools the proportion per IIchool of voluntary contribu
tions is greater than. in those aided by the State, but I shonld 
judge that this must be the case. .The most direct and obvious 
way in which the Government sr.stem may be . supposed to stimu-. 
late voluntary liberality is in building schools; but it is a remark~. 
able fact that, without a penny. of the money of the State, t~ere 
would now be a sUf1>lus -of accommodation in the schools under 
the Privy Council lDspection for nea.rly 100,000 children. Th~ 
Government money h8.\l simply created a. surplus in addition.-to 
this.- Voluntary liberality, without this aid, would. have supplied 
all that has been found to be necessary, and left a large balance for 
future exigencies.- . . 

I do not think that the number of those who entertain objections 
to the Government system is, relatively, very large, but I think 
that their public influence is increasing. Many do not object to. 
it on simply "conscientious," but on public grounds. They hold, 
with the late Baron William Von Humboldt, that education is .a 
ma.tter which is beyond the legitimate sphere of the State,'-as 
much so as is the practice of physic or law. They would as soon 
think of publicly aiding the poor to pay their tailors' bills as to aid 
~em to pay their school fees. . 

. V ~ENDOWED SCHOOLS. 

11. What is the result of your observations as to the efficiency 
of endowed schools, intended or available for popular 
education, and as to their adaptation to the ,existing 
condition of society? 

As far as I have made • observation, the .majority of endowed 
schools are not at all adapted to the existing condition or society. 
Their rules are antiquated; their course of instruction unsuitable 
to modern requirements; their government loose; while the educa
tion they afford is' not appreciated. Many illustrations of these 
positions will be found in the lately published reports of the Com-
missioners of Endowed Schools in Ireland. ' 

VI.-SuGGESTIONs. 
12. W ouldyou propose,---- . . 

(a) The maintenance of the existing system of Govern-
ment aid and inspection? 

(b) . Its further development? 
(c) Any and what t;nodification of it? 
(d) The substitution or addition of any district, or other 

system of public aid and inspection? 
(e) The voluntary principle? 

. •. ResullS or Government Educalicm, p. 5. 
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(f) A system ot'rating? . '. 
(g) Any and what mode of dealing with existing chari-
. table endowments either already applicable by 

law, or which might be made available, for pur-
. poses of education? 
(h) Will you make such suggestions as occur to YOll 

. for the' C establishment, . improvement, and ex
tension of any' of the· methods of prolonging 
education, 'or preserving its results, mentioned 

,in Question· 4,. with. particular reference to the , 
requirements of the district to which your expe-

. rience applies?'. . 

(a) ~s long as Govermnen~ aid continues to be given, Govern
ment.inspection should pe maintained; but I would gradually 
withdraw this aid, with a view to its ultimate entire extinction. 

(b) NQ. ..' . . . . " 
(c) I should begin to .limit.it by modifying the capitation grant, 

and. the rules with regard to pupil-teachers, so as to lessen their 
present number and their' rate of inc;rease; by withdrawing alI 
contributions in aid ofbuildirig . and . enlarging schools, and 'by 
lessening. the annual grants to the normal schools, which are con
ducted- on a llselessly extravagant .scale. In the course ofa few 
tears, the Government grant might. be made to cease without 
llljury to any personal interests, and, I think, with benefitto the 
people and the cause o( education generally. 

(d) I believe any systematic external aid tQ be 'unnecessary, 
and I think a system of local rating :would prove to be especially 
mischievous. It would lead to constant jarrings and bickerings 
between different sects, and· ultimately, if religion were taught, be 
as fruitful a source of quarrelas church-rates themselves.. 

(e) Yes; it was sufficient to produce the large results attained 
up to 1883, and, I have no doubt, would ·have been found equally 
sufficient to the present time. While, however, the system of 
Government aid is continued, the voluntary principle has scarcely 
fair play. Those who are opposed, on principle to' state aid 
cannot, without great difficulty, contend successfully against' 
schools which receive so large a portion of their income from 
external sources. They cannot compete with them in the amount 
of 'salary given to the masters, in the quantity and range of in
struction, In thequality of the school apparatus, or in the scale of 
school fees. Yet I think that, ·on the whole, a more"useful and 
solid, although, it may be, a less showy, education is gained in 
many of these schools. Where they exist they have proved their 
ability to stand alone, and, in some instances, to be self-supporting. 

(f) No. ..' . 
(g) 'rhebest and. most useful proceeding with regard to chari

table endowments would, it seems to me, be to compel the proceeds 
to be. paid into a common fund, which should be invested in a 
mixed commission, and distributed, under inspection; according to 
apparent local necessities. There can be no question, I suppose, 
'that in many instances charitable endowments are greatly. mis
. managed. Under proper control they might be made to YIeld a 
larger income. and that income be much more wisely applied than 
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at present. This fund might, indeed, stand in the place ·of. the 
present parliamentary grant; but, in any case, great care sho~ld 
be taken to distribute it on such equitable rules as would not exclte 
local or sectarian jealousies. . 

(h) 1. That the duty on paper. should be abolished. 
.2. That if the present parliamentary grant should be continued, 

it should be distributed on more economical principles. 
S. I would leave any movement for' the extension or encourage. 

ment of popular education to the unassisted enterprise of the 
people. There is, I think, ample evidence that they may be fully 
relied upon to discharge this duty to themselves and to each other 
in this matter. If they had been left. to themselves in the last, 
I think all that is useful, substantial, and worth preserving 0 the 
results of the present system would have been accomplished. 
There would have been less show, but quite as much reality; 
the element of manufacture would have been less, but the element 
of growth more. Government aid lias not touched anyone of' 
the main difficulties in po}>ular education, viz., the brief period of 
attendance at school, the large number who do not attend school 
at all, and the indifference of' the parents. Precisely the same 
has occurred in the United States, where, notwithstanding the 
quantity of instruction offered literally for nothing, it has been 
found that as many children of an age to attend school, and 
without occupation, are absent as are present at instruction. '* With 
the growing attention and interest of the people in this subject, 
and with the increasing intelligence of the working classes, I have 
hope that we shall, ultimately, to a reasonable degree, overcome 
every difficulty; but I do not expect, under any circumstances, to 
see a lofty ideal realized. It would be well if some systematic 
effort could be made to ,Put the advantages ·of education fairly 
before the people. I thmk, if this were done, we should soon 
observe a good result. The working classes will send all . their 
children to school as soon as they can be made. to see, that it is 
their interest to do so, but not before. The question. might be 
lIuccessfully argued with them on economical as well as on moral 
and religious grounds. Such a movement should be conducted by 
persons whom they already trust, and in the same manner as any 
other popular agitation. 

13. Would you make sch?ol attendance compulsory? .If so, 
on who!" ,,-"ould Y0!l lmpose, and how would you enforce, 
th~ oblIgatIon of lDsunng the attendance of children? 
Would you wish for the' establishment of schools. under 
the direct control or the State? Should the, education 
given in such school!! be gratuitous or not? What 
subje.cts should be taught in diem? You are requested 
to gIye your plans ~pon the subjects, ref~rred to in 
ql!estlOns.12 and 13, wlth as much detail as possible, and 
WIth jartlcular reference to the manner in which you 
woul deal with the difficulties arising from differences 
of religious belief. " , 

• Fifteenth Annual Report otthe Board ot Education or N~w York, 1857. 
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,. 'Tol, compel, attendance at. school would be- to act against the 
whole spirit 'of English law, and· to make ~the working classes hate 
education. . In B~vari~, where attendance .is. compulsory, the 
number of 'offences against the ,law is so great that. the Govern:
ment dare .not enforce it. . £u~lic differences arising from 
pjfferences of religious belief. .can only arise from a system of 
education supported 9ut ()f the .taxes of the country, or from a 
common public fund.. Supposing such ,a system. to be established, 
and religion attempted to. be taught' under its auspices, there 
would. most probably bea war ,of sects, ,such as is now raging~ 
for .the second time, in New York,between the Roman Catholics, 
who form. a, fo.lU'thof,the population, and the Protestants, on 
accotJDt, of a recent decision of ,the Board of Education compelling 
the reading of the ,Bible in all public schools. Nothing could be 
more unfortunate than to give occasion for sllch a quarrel On 
the other hand, if religious teaching should be altogether omitted 
from. such schools, all 'religious parties would combine against the 
system. It might, perhaps, be possible to make some arrangements 
with regard .to. the ,time,of such teaching, but under the most 
favourable circumstances ,great jealousy and distrust would be 
excited.' 

VII.-TEACHERS AND TRAINING COLLEGES. 

14. What is your opinion as to the qualifications of the 
masters or mistresses of public, private, or -dames' schools 
for their duties, both generally and with special reference 
to the circumstances of the districts and classes to which 
-your, experience applies.? . 

The qualifications of the majority of the certificated teachers are 
so high as to disqualify them to be teachers of public schools. 
I attribute the great and injurious excess in the number of subjects 
attempted to be taught in some of these schools to this circum
stance.The majority of the teachers of small private schools are 
not, Ithink, equal to the ·teachers of public schools. The books 
used in small private schools are also,· I think, inferior· to those 
used in most public sGhools; Dames' schools are good enough to 
answer their purpose, which is to,' teach the first rudiments of 
learning, and to keep children out of mischief. 

:15. Is the training given to masters and mistresses in normal 
'schools and training coll~ges. well.adaJ>ted t~ i~ object? 
, Can you suggest any pOIUts IIi whICh It reqUIres Improve
ment? Is the state of those institutions generally 
satisfactory? Are trained teachers usually satisfied with 

. their profession aIid with their .social position? 
This question has already been .partially mswered.. I think the 

training in: the normal colleges IS altogether exceSSIve, and' th~t 
it requires great revision. The scale of management and expendi. 
ture of these colleges I look upon as excessively extravagant, and 
altogether 'out of proportion' ti) the Je~itimateends of their 
institution. 1 beg to refer theComIIilssloners to some remarks 
upon this subject in the Appendix." 

. . 
• Appendix; p. 589, •• On the Excen of' Education in State-aided Schools.'" 
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16. What is your experience as to the working and ,as to. ,the 
results of the system of apprenticing pupil-teachers 1 ' , 

The. pupil-teacher. system~t~e most. expensive brll!l~h' of ~e 
operations of the-Prrvy Council Commlttee,-was ongmated, 1t 
seems to me, in a mistaken estimate of the kind of instruction 
needed by. the poorer classes, and in a very fallacious calculation as 
to the number of teachers that are likely to be required in public 
schools. The result of the fonner mistake has been to perpetuate 
a system of ov~r':'edtication; of the latter, to increase -the supply 
of teachers far beyond the natural demand for their services. As 
a further consequence, therefore, large numbers of these 'teachers 
who have become Queen's scholars, and who have been specially 
educated at the public expense for this profession, cannot obtain 
immediate employment, and are obliged to resort to other occu
pations. By the aid of a small number of paid assistant teachers 
and of unpaid monitors all the good which the 'pupil-teachers do 
might be done without them, and the public revenue saved an 
annual demand amounting now to ,nearly a quarter of a million 
sterling. The opinion, 1 think, has now become general that the" 
Iystem has been overdone. ' 

17. Should schoolmasters and mistresses be pai~ by.......,. 
Ca) StipendS? 
(b) Fees? , 
(e) A combination of the two? 

Ca> Not exclusively. ' 
(b) Not exclusively. 
(e) Yes; such a system gives the teacher a sufficient feeling of 

leeurity, and at the same time stimulates his exertions. 

VIIL-REsULTs. 

18. What is your experience of 'Ca) the intellectu8.I, (b) the 
moral effects of education on the poor? Will' you' state 
as many specific facts as possible in support Qf your 
opinion, allowing for the inftuence which other causes 
than education may have had in improving the condition 
of the poor? 

(a) One of the intellectual results of-education on the poor them
selves has been to give them a relish for literature, of which the 
great circulation of the penny periodicals is a proof. Such a circu

'!ation would have been impossible thirty years ago. It has also 
quickened their desire t.o take a share in the government of the 
country; in otberwords, it has made them politicians. This has 
been the most conspicuous result of public education in the United 
States. It has unquestionably added to the value of their labour, 
an intelli~ent workman, other things heing equal, being worth 
more to himself and to his employer than an ignorant one. It has 
also helped them to accomm?date themselves more 'readily to the 
great and frequent changes In the methods of labour necessitated 
by the constant discoveries of science. Again, an . intelligent man 
will bring up- his children intelligently, will vrobably encoura~e 



ambitiQusprojects <loncerning'them; and stimulate'within them a 
legitimate desire to improve their condition in society. 

(b) The '!floral effects of ,education cannot, I think, be very 
distinctly tral:!ed. It is commonly attended with increased self- ' 
respect, which is a powerful element in self-government and 
control; and it enables a man to reason concerning the right and 
wrong of things, but I have not noticed that it directly tends to 
increase his conscientiousness, which is his only safe protection 
against a weak or imJp,oral ilisposition. The state of those countries 
where 'a perfect system of public instruction' is carried out will 
illustrate this point. Sweden, Saxony, and Austria, the countries • 
where the proportions' of children at school are the greatest, are 
the most immoral of all countries on tbe continent.' The same 
,remark holds good of the United States. Massachusetts and 
Pennsylvania furnish the greatest number of offenders against the 
laws of any pf the ,States, and they are the' two" best educated" 
States. LOoked at from the same point of view, the counties of 
England furnish criminals in the most various ratios to the propor
tions of children at schooL 'This, of course, is no argument against 
education, but I think it proves that what is commonly called 
education~uch, for instance, as is gained in most public schools
bas not any positive influence on the morals of the people. Any 
interference by the State ~n public instruction would therefore be 
without this highest of all argumellts in its favour. 

, HERBERI' S. SKEATS:' 

Croydon, July 26, 1859. 

APP.END1fr. 

,ON THE EXCESS OF EnCCATION IN. STATE-AlDEn SCHOOLS. 

The Committee of the Privy Council is appointed 10 for tlle promotion 
c~ of elementary education among the labouring and other poorer classes 
cc of Her Majesty's subjects." No one, however; has reI; inquired 
whether--although the words which I 'have quoted are malie use of in 
the present report of the Committee-they have not quite forgotten 
this purpose of their existence: it is therefore almost, if not quite, time 
to temind them of it. Instead of attempting to give a merely" ele
mentary" education, the Committee, for years past, have been prompt:. 
ing, promoting, aud sanctioning a range of instruction which, if 
" elementary" in the degree to which it is given, is anything but" ele
mentary" with regard to the number and class of subjects which are 
embraced; 'while, instead of being confined to tIle "labouring and 
other poorer: classes," its tendency and practical effect has recently been 
to embrace' children' of a class which' the loosest use of language will 
.not allow to be included within the terms .. labourh,g" or co poor." I 
'propose; in the present letter, to lay before your readers ,some illustra
tions of the excess of education to which 1 have alluded; reserving the 
:Other, and perhaps more important subject, of the class of children to 
which the doors of State-elided sclloels are now being thrown open, to a 
final communication. ' 
, The ordinary subjects of instruction in those popular schools, which 
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Brein receiptohnnual grants, from t1u~ ~rivy Counci1,Committee, ar~ 
the following :_ 

Holy Scripture. . , 
. Catechism (in Church schools), 
Reading, 
Writing. 
Arithmetic, 
Geography. 
Grammar, 
History, 
Music, 
Drawing. 

To which may be added, as being taught in many schools
Mathematics, 
Astronomy, 
Physical Science, 
Foreign Languages. 

I do not think that morat philosophy is habitually taught to the 
children, nor that logic or Sanscrit is very often embraced within this 
course of" elementary education for the labouring and other poorer 
"classes" of Her Majesty's highly-favoured subjects; but, as. I shalt 
show, it is their own fault, and not that of the J>rivy Council Committee, 
if they fail to receive a complete education in most of these higher 
branches of study. They have onlr to ask for it, and any" certificated .. 
teacher who has passed through the Battersea or . Chelsea Training 
College, should be able to give not only tha.t. but much more. 

Now, without speaking of the supreme ridiculousness of this state of 
things, let me point out one of its most unavoidable results. The 
children are taught very indifferently, in some ten or twelve subjects-
many of them fanciful and unnecessary-and they learn not one of the 
most common and necessary matters with any approach to such a degree 
of accuracy and thoroughness as is likely to make their education perma
nently usel'ul to them. I do not know what proportion of time is usually 
allotted to teaching other things than reading, writing, and arithmetic; 
but 81 these, the most valuable and efficient instruments of self-education, 
,are coniessediy nOl well or thoroughly learned by the scholars, one may 
well question the e~pediency of attempting to teach other subjects at 
all. If, as Mr. Bowstead, one of Her Majesty's inspectors of schoo Is, 
lays, it I,eems certain that a large proportion of the" children who go 
forth from these schools, and who enjoy no further educational advan
tages, .. forget the greater part of that ,whi,ch they have learnt, and 
" relapse almost entirely into the condition of tbe uneducated," would 
it not be wise to make provision that the foundations of education at 
least shall be laid as deeply as possible? Instead of doing this, the 
Committee of the Privy Council allow the sllort period during. which 
the children of the labouring and poorer classeI.call remain at school to 
be frittered away in attempting to communicate to ,. them informatio~ 
which, half learnt as it necessarily is, would" under almost any circum
stances, be utterly useless in tbat state of life to whicl1 they are born, 
and in which they will be compelled to :.ive. Having the briefest space 
of time in which to impart to the children an education that shall be of 
service to ,bem in tbe future, they attempt to, cram into that space a 
quantity and kind of information which may help to make a flimsy sho,," 
on days of examination, and serve as a varnish to the system, but which 
ultimately pushes out the most usefu I knowledge, and like the celebrated 
government varnishing of certain paintinS's, which half-destroyed the 



pictures that: were varnished, undoes the 'teally good : work that has 
already been done. 

On this subject, however, it is only right to do jU$tice to some of the 
inspectors. 'There is, In this year's reports, an occasional reference to 
the supreme necessity of teaching well in reading, writing, arithmetic, 
and the Scriptures; and Mr. Norris l,itatesthat, ., during the last two 
" years they have agreed to examine very mainly .in the elementary 
" subjects, bestowing less attention than heretofore on the higher sub
.. jects;" but in the reports for 1856-7, ., two years ago," I find 
Mr. Bellairs eulogising one school from which boys would go to be 
., candidates at the examination in geometry and mechanical drawing 
"by the Society of Arts;" Mr. Watkins complaining that sufficient 
encouragement to drawing has not been given by prizes to the Yorkshire 
schools; Mr. Mitch~ll expressing his opinion that "a small grant 
" towards a supply of castsy to be used both for drawing and for orna
" m~nt8, and for the cuJtivation of a taste for art, might be not unaptly 
" made to large or model 'schools;" suggesting that pupil-teachers 
should be taught to play "upon, the violin, flute, or pian6," and com
municating to their Lordships the information ,tbat " harmoniums may 
" now be obtained at a reasonable price, and would teach organ-finger
" ing," and so on. This year the majority of the inspectors make nO 
reference whatever, in their reports, to the teaching of reading, writing" 
and arithmetic, in the schools which they have inspected. There is, of' 
course, the usual summary table for all the schools, which gives, in 
figures, the ge'neral results ofi~spection, but most oftJ1e inspectors have, 
not thought it worth while, tosay a single word on these all-important, 
subjects. Special exception from this remark should be made in favour' 
of Mr. Morell's report, which is a model for thoroughness; and in, 
favour, of Mr •. Gordon's, who gratuitously states, by way of praise, 
rather than otherwise, that "there are masters,. who, of their own 
'~ accord, teach physiology, chemistry, geology, 'drawing, or some' 
" modern language! " 
, The system, 'however, of excessive instruction, is carried to its per~ 
fectioll in the normal schools. I subjoilf a statement of the subjects of 
examination for schoolmasters, at St. Mark's Training College, Chelsea, 
whioh, as tax-payers and people of common sense, I hope your readers 
will considel' it their duty to read to the end:-

Religious knowledge :-, 
Liturgy and church history. 
Evidences of Christianity (studellts of Srd yellrr only). 

English' grammar and composition. 
Geography and popular astronomy. 
History. ' 
School management. 
Arithmetio. 
Algebra (students of 1st year only). 
Euclid (students of 1st year only). 
Industria1 mecltanics (students of 1st year only). 
Higher mathematics (stu,dents of 2nd year only). 
Phy~ical science (students of 2nd year only). ' ' 
Eoglish literature (students of 2nd year only). 
Latin (students of 1st and 211d years only). ' 
Higher mathematics :-,-. , " , 

Pure (students of Srd year only).", , ' 
Applied (students of Srd year ooly). ., 
Bookwork (students of Srd year only). 
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Experimental science ~ 
Organic chemistry (students of Srd year only). 
Inorganic chemistry (students of Srd year. only). 
Natural philosophy (students o( Srd year only). 

History:-
Hallam (students of Srd year only). _ 
Henry VII. (students of Srd year only). 
James I. (students of Srd year only). 

Latin:-
Prose (student. ofSnt year only). 
Poetry (students of Srd year only). 
Translation (~tudents of Srd year only). 

Vocal music. 
Welsh. 
Reading. 
Spelling. 
Penmanship (students of Ist and 2nd years only). 
Inspector's report (studenti of 2nd and 3rd years only). 

3s:f. 

Thi. ia actually a course of instruction provided for teachers of cC ele
II mentary education amongst the . labouring and other poorer classes" 
who attend school for so short a period that. they cannot learn even 
reading, writing, and arithmetic so thoroughly as not to be liable to. 
forget them. Are you now surprised to lear!) that the reading of tIle 
IeCOnd !lear students in the Normal ,colleges is, as Mr. Cowie writes,. 
" very much below what it ought to be"! One scarcely knows to what.. 
to liken such a system. It is like sending a botanist to a farmer who 
has asked for a man to drive his plough, or giving ,to children who beg 
for bread a basket-full of flowers. If it be not the reductio ad absurdum; 
of State-education, I do not know what can be. 

It is Icarcely necessary, I hope, to guard one's selffrom any misappre
hension in writing on this lubject. . No one can object. to the" labouripg. 
and poorer classes" being educated, and educated ,as thoroughly as, 
possible. What one- does object to is, a costly .and. blundering sySte~, 
of, State-aided education conducted in defiance of th.e most ordina.ry. 
prmciples of economy and dictates of common sense. 

June ~7, 1859. H. S. S~EATS. 

ScHOOLS I'OR THE "LABOUlUNG AND POOR." 

. I have already had occasion to quote the words of the Committee sf 
Council on Education, in which they state -that they exist" fol' the: 
.. promotion of elementary education among the labouring and other' 
.. poorer classes." Since my Jast letter I bave looked very carefully 
through the published minutes of the Committee from tbe date of their 
establishment in 1839 to the present year, in order to see whether their 
Lordship. have ever· givell direct encouragement to the admission of 
other classes of children to, the scbool. wbich are· in 'receipt of annual. 
granta •. I am bound to state as the result, that I bave found no 'resolu
tion or instruction encouraging the habitual attendance of other than. 
poor children. On the otber hand, I have found an express and most. 
decisive resolution, passed on th~ 3rd December 1839-aix months aftel"i 
the institution of the Committee .... inwhicb their Lordships say, with 
reference to Bchools not connected with- either of the great societies, 
tbat c. tAeli will limit tlleir Qid to those cases in wAicA proof it given' of 
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ce a great deficiency of education for tlle poorer classes of tlle district." 
It is true, as I endeavoured to show in my last letter, that the education 
given is not altogether adapted to the wants of the poorer classes; and it 
is also true,. as 1 shall presently show, that the' influence of the el'cess 
of education, and 'of other 'characteristics of the Privy Council system, 
has been to encourage the attendance of a class of children whose 
parents Clln well alford to dispense with any aid from the State, but the 
Committee certainly do not seem to have llad this end in view. Pos
sibly, on its being pointed out to them, they may regret this result of 
their scheme; for what defence will they have left if their schools 
should, to any great extent, become schools for the middle instead of 
the poorer clas~es? Where is the Chancellor oftbe Exchequer wh~ 
will be bold enough to argue tl;1at it is our duty to help the rich and the 
well-to-do in the education of their children? Where is the tax-payer 
who will be found willing to put llis hands in his pockets to assist a 
successful tradesman or farmer to pay his miserable" school-pence? " 

Is it, however, a fact that the middle classes are in the dishonest 
babit of taking advant.age of the small expense and superior system of 
the State-aided schools, by sending their children' to such schools for 
their education instead of to the more expensive .. academies," and 
othet: private sources of instruction? I am afraid that any of your 
readers who' may be living in large towns could give an . affirmative 
answer to this question: I am able to give a startling illustration of 
the. habit, and ot" its shameful though not unnatural result, from my 
own experience. 

Three weeks ago a member of the managing committee of a successful 
British school in a populous town in the north of Surrey. told me that 
he thought of waiting upon some of my friends for annual subscriptions 
towards the school expenses. I replied that he would find his errand 
to be unsuccessful, for that they would all object to aiding any school 
which received aid from the State. I added, "Your scllool is full, and 
" I know that a large proportion of children attend who could 'alFonl 
cc to' pay more than is charged-middle-class-cbildren, who are taking 
cc up the room of poor children in a scllool which is obliged. to (close its 
.. doors against further applications: If you want more. money, why 
cc do you not raise the school fee? "cc 'Veil," he replied, "if :we were 
cc to raise it to any extent our' income would soon :exceed our expen
.. diture, and we should lose tile Government grant; and, besides, if . 
.. we were to charge more than fourpence a scholar we should lose 
.. the benefit of the capitation grant!"· This, from all t1lat I have 
heard and read, is an accurate and fair illustration of the working of 
the Privy Council system; It assists parents who have no claim to 
assistance; it actually prevents self-support where self-support could 
be attained.; by giving a bounty to favourite schools it reduces the 
price of education below its natural value ; and, worst. of all, it 
demoralises both managers and parents, who~ as long as they can· 

,. A still more striking illustration of the pernicious influence of the capitation grant 
is given by Mr. Laurie in the present year's reports.. He saJS :-"l'he capitation grant 
•• is viewed by some absolutely as a compensation for any voluntary concesMons to the 
.. general wish of your Lordships regarding fees. It is, consequently. flot an .. ncommmo . 
cc custom to lotaer tM previous ""'.rim ..... ftNI of sUJleftce to fo .. rpm ••• fDhicl. is fDitM .. the 
.. .... nge of the Ml>itntion lIUJ'Piement." It may give information to some of your readers 
to state that the allowance by the Committee to managers of school. under this grant is 
from 6,_ to s •. per .annum for every. child who has attended school 176 days in the yea~. ' 
and for whose schooling not less than one penny nor more than fourpence per '19m IS 
paid. • 
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get assistance from the State, wilt cease to discharge eveD the moral' 
obligations of their position. 

Of the attendance or'middle-class children in popular scho,ols, there 
is considerable proof in the reports of Her Majesty's Inspectors for the 
present year., Concerning the social rank of schola~s, Mr. Arnold 
writes :_" Jlany of my best schools are mainly recruited fr~~ a class 
" of society in which parents exercise much the same supervlsl~n ov~r' 
" their children's proceedings as that which is generally exercised .IIL 

" the richer classes." Mr. Bowstead, on the same subJ~ct, while 
expressing his opinion that " the nrliamentary grant is applie.d in the 
"main as it is intended to be," also writes : "A few children of 
•• parents who may be said to belong to the middle rather· than the 
.. labouring class undoubtedly find their way into our elementary 
"Ichools." Mr. Alderson writes :_" Iri the schools whieh come under 
" my inspection' situate in .the larger towns there is usually a. con
.. • iderable number of the children of what may be termed the higher· 
" grade of tradesmen, persons whose business is sufficiently flourishicg 
" and extensive for them to employ, in greater or less numbers, sub. 
" ordinate nands in its conduct." .This gentleman gives the statistics, 
with regard to the class of scholars for four or .five schools in large. 
towns, of which the following, relating to the Great +'feeting boys, 
.chool at Leicester is one :-

Children of tradesmen who employ bands in carrying on 
their business • - 46 

Chil~ren of tradesmen conducting their business entirely 
themselves ' - - 72 

Children of artisans (chiefly employed in the hosiery 
trade). • • .• • • - 162 

Children of persons employed in the public service 15 

Total .• - '312 

In this IIchool, more than one-s'eventh of the scholar!! are children of 
respectable tra.desmen. Mr. Alderson also writes of the schools in, 
smaller townll :-" One thing I have noticed all an incident of the 
" majority of rural schools. Their first class consists, in most cases; 
" of children, whose parents are in thriving circumstances, and ral'ely 
" of the childn.n of labourers in any considerable numbers." Lastly 
Mr. Laurie makes a similar remark. "This class," he says,''' to a 
" portion of whic!l lam about to direct attention, is one of great social 
" importance and numerical extent, while educationally, it occupies 
" the space between the ordinal'Y public school and \he so called. 
" • middle-class schoo1.' I have to observe that a portion of this 
" class obtams, from the conditions allowed, advantages to wbich it is 
" hardly entitled, thereby being the means, in the cn,'e of crowded 
" schools, rif e:r:cluding tIle "eT!J persons' for whose instruction the 
" school erists, and on whose· account alone special grants, suck as 
.. eopitation, are gif:en.." ' 

Need I quote more? Of this unjustifiab1e admission of children of 
the middle class into the schook of the poor, .because; as Mr. Laurie 
says, in another place, of " the cheapness of the instruction offered," 
there is, I think, sufficient evidence. But I have to ask,-Is this the' 
class to aid whicn the Privy Council Committee was appointed? Is 
the nation-t~e majority .of which is of the poorer clas~, paying the 
larger proportion of taxatIOn-to be taxed for the special benefit, of 
persons who thus dishonestly evadp their own responsibilities? Have 

VOl. V. B B 
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those who can afford to pay-not to mention those who alnn~ny 
claim whatever for the education of their children at the public expense, 
in mathematics, French, Latin, drawing, physiology, astronomy, music, 
" common things," and the other subjects which complete the qualifica
tions of a teacher of "elementary education for the children of the 
" labouring and other poorer classes?" If so, let us all assert our 
moral a!ld equitable claim to be supplied, at the public expense. with 
broughams and horses, fine houses and furniture, the best II havannahs, .. 
and nothing inferior to hock at lunch and champagne at dinner! Why 
Dot? ' 

I have said nothing in these letters of the general effect of the Privy 
Council system' on the' education of the people. This is a large subject, 
and one which could scarcely be treated in a letter. No one can deny 
that. both directly and. indirectly. it has accomplished many beneficial 
purposes. In the long run, however, it will, I have no doubt, be proved 
to have done more harm tban good. Its extension, at present, will be 
limited solely by the Chancellor of tbe Exchequer's influence, and tbe 
Chancellor of tbe Exchequer is to be limited by public opinion.. It is 
a satisfaction to kn~w that the two leading 'statesmen of the two great 
political parties, Lord John Russell and Mr~ Disraeli, are alarmed at its 
recent rapid growth. Its strength, however, is great, and its capability 
of extension almost unlimited. It is strong, in its hold upon the 
principal educational societies; it is strong in its bold upon the school 
teachers and managers; it is strong in its hold upon the selfishness of 
parents; it is strong in the prejudices of the people in favour of external 
assistance ~ it is not less strong in the general ability, scholarship, and 
high character of the inspectors. But it is as true of administrations 
and systems as of mechanics, that" nothing is stronger than its weakest 
part;" and, the Privy Council system has many weaknesses. I am Dot 
quite sure that the most expedient-merely expedient-course to adopt
with rega~d to it., would~ot be JO let it a1one~o run its fulliengtb. 
Give it rope enough, and-your readers known the' rest. 

July 4, 1859. H. S. SUATS. 

Mr. John Snell, Schoolmaster,East Coker, YeoviI. 
PRELIMINARY. 

1. My educational experience is due to ten years' school-keeping, 
'five in Biggleswade, Bedfordshire, five at East Coker, near Yeovil, 
Somersetshire, both agricultural districts: parents such as de
scribed in definition given to "popular education.'· 

I.-STANDAmr OF EDUCATION. 

Boys of tender years are employed in agricultural operations, 
although their connexion with the school often does not terminate 
at so early a period. They begin to migrate to the fields at the 
age of six or seven, remaining at first only during a few busy 
'Weeks in the season; but gradually this occasional absence is 
prolonged, till at 11 or 12 their attendance ceases altogether. 

The education of girls is subject to similar encroachments. 
They are required to nurse babies, to carry the father's meals, 
or to assist the mother in her work. ' 
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The children of tradespeople and mechanics are found more.' 
constantly: at school,' and remain for a longer period.-

If regt!w attendance up to the age of. ~4 or 15. eoul~ be' 
secured, I think a reasonable and even suffiClent educatlOn mIg~t. 
be given; but as in the case of the children of day labourers this 
eannot be realized, it is necessary to consider how best to ~om-. 
pensate for the irregularity and entire absence above descrIbed .. 
See answer 4 (a), (d), and 12 (b).. . . 

s. A boy or girl attending .school up to .the age of 14 mIght be, 
expected to- . 

(a) Write with proper expression and Ol:thography a, letter,' 
simple narrative, bilJ,or receipt.' . 

(b) Read with tluency, . intelligence, and tolerably correct pro
nunciation. 

(c) Solve any question likely to occur in ordinary mercantile-: 
experience. . ' 

(d) A scholar' of this age would also possess a comprehensive. 
knowledge of Scripture History, and an acquaintance with the. 
leading doctrines held by the religious society by which the school 
is. Bupporte<t. .. 

{e} Girls would be able to 'make and repair plain linen, and 
ougltt to know the principles of domestic economy. . ' 

In attaining these results' the mind would necessarily be trained 
in correct modes of thought, and supplieq with considerable material 
for thought. Many rules in grammar and arithmetic, facts in. 
history and geography, . scientific .truths, would .be brought before
the Dllnd and committed to memory, producing the general results, 
I have specified, and this other-a cultivated and somewhat; 
furnished mtellect. 

I do not think it desirable to aim at greater results.' To teach; 
trades, professions, sciences, or to give specific instruction with a 
view to qualify for any ,Particular pursuit, is, in my opinion,. 
outside the legitimate provmce of the elementary teacher. Besides, 
a lad instructed to the extent above sketched, would be capable of, 
following any occupation not requiring the stirrings of gem us. 

Drawing should be regarded as a special and extra subject of 
instruction. It is eminently useful lD some localities, and to 
certain classes, but to considerable sections of our population it 
cannot be of any service whatever. For instance; of ' what value' 
is drawing to the &c,oricultural' labourer, . the shoemaker, .tailor, 
butcher, baker, sailor, the small farmer, or the little shopkeeper? 
If for the training of the eye and hand, as i!!. sometimes said, it 
is plain enough such eyes and hands will' require a very different 
training; and if for the mere cultivation of taste, I think this 
may be accomplished without a courl!e of instruction in art. 
Drawing as taught in' our schools does not help the mind in its 
conception or appreciation of the beautiful; and if extensively 
followed, as indeed it must be to produce the desired effect, it will 
trench largely upon the other subjects. Let the teacher give the 
children occasion~y som~ les~ons 0!l fo~, proportion, symmetry ; 
show them what IS beautiful In theIr neIghbourhood, and require 

• Addenda a,' b,c. 
Bn2 
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descriptions of any objects themselves graceful, whether artistic 
or natural. Let him take them to a bill or mountain top, and' 
from thence look down upon some ,lovely country scene, and 
demand what are the elements of its loveliness. Let him point 
to the gold or silver-fringed cloud, standing out in bold relief from 
the blue sky; to the distant hills, whose grey hue melts int') the 
grey hue of the horizon; to the peasant's lowly cot, the noble 
wood enveloped mansion, the anCIent ruin, ivy-clad; to lawn or 
lake, to dancing rill or gliding stream, with shade or sheen sleeping 
on its bossom. Let them gaze on the whole till the softness and 
repose that spreads o'er the scene sink into their young hearts, and 
fill them with the love of nature. Such teachings liould be more 
elevating to the children of labourers and mechanics than drawing 
lessons. These remarks do not apply to those who are to be' 
employed in the production of architectural or manufacturing 
designs •. 

Music has this advantage over art, it can be pursued and enjoyed 
by all classes; and as it offers an a.,o-reeable occupation for lelSure 
hours, relieves the weariness of toil, lulls the harsh· and angry 
passions, and awakens the best emotions of the soul, it is very 
Important in our schools to lay the foundation of a love and a 
capacity for its enjoyment. I do not, howev('r, advocate the 
teaching it as a science, neither would I recommend teachers to 
foster rashly the musical propensity. There is danger that the 
young profi~ient in music may find his way t? the public ho~se, 
the c&smo, mdeed, to the lowest haunts of VICe. Hence, whIlst 
endeavouring to develope the voices of the children, and to fnrnish 
them with carefully selected pieces, I would most jealously watch, 
guard, and direct the taste. If there be capacity for and strong 
desire to engage in musical performance, the service of the temple 
offers the . safest and purest facilities; and when the period of 
youth is over, a period of peril to the young musician, then may 
be expected a realization of the happy effect of chastened harmony. 
Upon the whole, then, it appears to me that sufficient devotion 
already ascends from our schools to this enchanting muse, and 
that Apollo himself cannot now complain of want of attention 
from old England.· . 

4. (a) Sunday schools are of small importance as to secular 
instruction, reading being almost the only subject taught, but as to 
moral results they are of unspeakable, advantage. They bring the 
young into intimate connexion with the most devoted, humble, 
and virtuous of our population. There is the solemn warning, the 
fervent prayer, the affectionate appeal to conscience, the earnest 
allurement to a holy career, all shedding a happy influence over 
the tender and impressionable mind of the Sunday scholar. The 
several religious bodies are mainly indebted to these nurseries 
for their members, and it may be safely asserted that any Govem
menthas cause for satisfaction with that institution which 
increases the religion of the community. It will also be found that 
a large majority of our daily teachers first felt the desire to be 
engaged in the work whilst employed as Sunday school teachers. 

• Addenda i, 7. 
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As an incidental circumstance, not without its importance, may 
be mentioned the fact, that a considerable number of children, 
beloDO'iDO' to the poorest and most reprobate parents, are washed 
and dres~ed expressly far the Sunday school; children who only' 
know the touch of so~p and water upon a Saturd~y night, . because 

. they must present a tIdy ap.pearance on the foUowmg mOrDll!g •. 
Considering the benefiClal results of Sabbath schools, It IS a 

surprising and grievous thing to find them left.frequently to the 
management of persons of little skill or influence. Childre~ ,,:ell 
~ducated and elder scholars are removed or leave from a conVIctIon' 
that, in intelligence, they are n~ longer inferior to their teachers. 
This is a matter that calls loudly for immediate rectification. 

(b) Unacquainted with their working. 
(c) Out of the range of elementary instruction. I believe ti~e 

'and experience will prove these schemes to be mistakes. 
(d) Evening schools appear to me to be the chief, if n,ot the 

only, means of supplementing effectually the work of day schools. 
At present they are, for the most part, failures; indeed, nearly all 
the elements requisite to ensure success are wanting, viz., apparatus, 
good teachers, especially a competent superintende,nt, fun?s, in
terest, and support. 1 hey are often undertaken by mexperIenced, 
untrained, and badly educated men. The order is that of Bedlam ; 
little or no progress is made; and shortly the number, large at 
first, becomes reduced to a few, and the scheme is abandoned. 
Sometimes a journeyman carpenter or shoemaker, having acquired 
a moderate education by his own perseverance, desires to help his 
fellows; he sets up a night school in his house or workshop; 
retired ink-jars hold the candles, and fingers acts as snuffers, and 
thus he pursues his propensity for teaching; but in all sobertiess 
auch a man is not to be despised. He is the raw material at hand 
which should be used up under a good general superintendent and 
in a good schooL If I expected a night school to be successful; I 
would secure a convenient r00II!,-?ay. or Sunday school might 
answer the purpose,-would furmsh It WIth ample apparatus; would 
~ngage the services of an experienced' schoolmaster little under 
thirty years of age; would hold him more responsible for the night 
school than for any other occupation he might get by way of 
increasing the salary; would place the entire concern under 
Government inspection; charge in fees as much as the earninG"s 
of the pupils would reasonably permit; and limit the age f~l' 
admission ~o 14 years. Under the superintendent should be em
ployed paId teachers and voluntary. I believe that if the ·Com .. 
mittee of Council on Education were to call into beinlJ' such n 
schools as this just described, and give to them a liberal and earnest 
support, it would perform a work scarcely inferior to that it has 
mreaa.vaccumplished. (See answer 12.) . " 

(e,1). Of great ,:alue in securing the permanence of early training, 
supplYlI!g enterta.mment to the educated, and opportunities fot' 
further Improvement. . 

(g, b) ;Prize schemes ~nno~ I fear, 'produ~e results commen
surate WIth the expendIture mvolved lD th61r workinG". The 
appointment of situations under Government might be 

0 
adopted, 

and would properly tend, to s~me extent, to keep children longer 
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at sehool;',but how many scholars per cent. could be thus rewarded? 
(See Answer 12.)-' '.,',' . , " 
, 5. Thlf poor cannot pay entirely for their children's education. 
The price: that private masters areoblig:ed to charge ~ufficiently 
proves this. On the other hand, there IS no reason why they 
'sho~d. not pay a sm~l fee, such as 2£1. for one, 3d. for two, 4rf. ' 
admIttmg a whole famIly. Such a sca1e of payments would not 
affect the pool', but would imaterially aid the school 'funds. But 
poverty, if unable to pay thesmaIIest fee, should still receive the 
privileges: of the public school. I do not think that this matter 
can be in be~ter hands than the local managers'. 

I1..-ACTUALSTATE Ol!' EDUCATION. 

6: The' ed~catton of poor children is at present in the hands of..,.... . ' ,', "- , ' " 

. (a) Untrained misU:e~ses or, dames. 

,~
b >, Trained infant school mistresses., 

, c) Trained mistresses for girls., . 
,d) Trained and certified masters. 
(e) UntraiJ;led masters of private schools. 
(a)' Dames! schools are generally conducted in poor rooms, with 

little apparatus. The mistress is ill-qualified to train the little 
ones; 'has no acquaintance with the many exercises necessary to 
entertaiIl' and instruct them. These schools and mistresses are a. 
disgrace to the age of telegraph and steam; they belong to the 
-stage-coach period, and the sooner they become obsolete the better. 
There is one quality, however,:{l0ssessed by the good old dames 
that I would gladly see exercised to a greater extent by all 
teachers, viz., the ,tender maternal sympathy which, for' the 
moment laying aside discipline and authority, approaches the 
children with the fond solicitude of a. mother. ," 

, (b) Infant schools under trained mistresses: satisfactory so far 
.as instruction, discipline, and moral results. But in many instances 
-these schools have been placed under very young 'persons ; persons 
who by their inexperience, and especially their light incautious 
'conduct, soon lose the confidence of their school managers and the 
'parents. Neither are they so well educated on the whole as they 
'might be. Only recently a letter came into my hands addressed to a 
lad,- by a young woman just sent from the Home and Colonial Insti
tution to a school; in this letter, besides the most awkward expression 
,of thought, there occurred half a dozen errors in spelling, several 
misp1aced capitals, and plurals embellished with the apostrophe. 
'Now I consider a person so ill-taught, and so negligent, ought not 
,to have charge even of an infant school. It has been suggested 
that a class of middle-aged respectable females might, by special 
training, be rendered excellent infant school mistresses. This is a. 
,highly important suggestion, and if acted on it would at once 
bring into employment many practical virtues, now confined to 
the narrow circlEr of lonely Widowhood, or expended in bitter 
struggles against poverty. Who so fitted for the management of 

• Addenda k. 
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infanta as a mother; one perhaps ~f moderate attainments hut of 
large experience, who knows "all the ills that infant flesh is heir 
to," and their ;proper remedies,'-& mother sobered by the sorrows 
of life, yet active, intelligent, and of good repute. Such a person, 
with the necessary preparation, and combining the. excelleucies of 
modern training with the virtues of the venerable dame, could 
not fail to win the confidence of children, parents, and managers. 

(c) Girls' schools undel' trained mistresses; satisfactory; needle
-work generally weU taught. Domestic economy does. not. receive 
the amount of attention its importance demands.· I am: sorry to 
'find a very prevalent opinion amongst female teachers, that it is 
beneath their dignity to take part in such duties as are requisite 
for the pl'oper illustration of this subject. I regard this feeling as 
essentially wrong, even if entertained by persons of wealth, ·and 
would wish to see housewifery take the place in' the female mind 
that embroidery and general finery now occupy. But I fear it is 
too much to expect our young mistresses to be so far different from 
other young ladies as boldly to face the opprobrium cast npon the 
perfonnance of household duties, and to set to their pupil-teachers 
and scholars the example of a hardworking thrifty housewife. It 
should be impressed upon aU female teachers, that their charges are 
destined to become wives and mothers; to render happy or miserable 
a husband and a family. It is a most singular fact that the highest 
ambition of a young woman is precisely that which she least of 
aU qualifies herself for, viz., to become a wife. It is time to 
correct this bad taste in female education. 

(d) Boys' schools, under trained and certified· teachers, . and 
mixed schools under trained masters or mistresses; both satis
factory. I believe it will be found that too many subjects are 
attempted, especially by young teachers. The fact is, our theorists 
and amateur educationists have been rather fast. It is easy work 
to talk. of the advantage of this science, or the paramount impor
tance of the other, of the philosophy of common things, and the 
fIIIHlUII opt'T'tlndi of uncommon things. Teachers have allowed them
selves to be deluded by inexperienced persons, who, with confidence 
equal to their ignorance, lDsist upon the introduction of all the 
ologies, and a boy educated aCcording to their fancy would be well 
up in history, would comprehend the knotty points of political 
economy, would tell you all about the composition of air, fire, earth, 
and water, and everything else, including a great deal of his own 
composition, inside and outside, from the hair of the head to the 

-little toe nail I would humbly presume to ask these sui disant 
ed~cationists whether a lad, .if taught to !ead intelligently, to 
wnte correctly, to express hIS thoughts With propriety, and to 
work ordinary arithmetical questions, be not in. a position to 
acquire a sufficient knowledge of what they require as teachers 
to impart, and whether knowledge attained by personal effort be 
not of vastly more value than when forced into the pupil by a kind 
'of hydraulIc pressure. There is, moreover, this evil involved. 
The children leaving school 80 crammed and drilled, will have had 
en?ugh of the ologies to ~ecome thor!>ughly bored, and glad to be 
relieved from 80 much phIlosophy; they shrink from it ever after. 
I believe our efforts should be put forth to impart a solid education 
in those few ordinary branches which form the starting point of 
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future progress, such as reading, writing, arithmetic, and to render 
our teaching processes as educative as possible in character. Thus· 
reading should be accompanied by grammatical alJalysis, and ae 
intelligent exa.tnination of the subject read. Writing should 
embrace the correct expression of thought, and arithmetic should 
exercise the mind in clear and precise reasoning, and extend into 
the domains of commerce. Pupils helped in this manner to a few 
solid acquirements would, by the m!e of these acquirements, find 
profit and pleasure both in their occupations and their recreations. 

(e) Private schools under untraj.ned masters. These masters are 
generally successful teachers of writing and arithmetic. Reading 
is . for the most part neglected, or a disa","1'eeable monotonous 
manner contracted, defying all comprehension on the part of the 
listener. But all subjects are taught by them in a mechanical 
dogmatic style; there is no attempt at developing the reasoning 
faculties, the only power of the mind well exercised is the 
memory, and this by the home lessons. Hence it is a common 
phenomenon to m£'et with a lad who has passed through several. 
grammars, atithmatics, geographies, and spelling books, and yet 
who is unable to write a sensible letter, to point out the parts of 
speech in a simple sentence, to say where Dublin is, or to answer 
an arithmetical question if he cannot see the exact rule by which 
to work it. 

But a greater evil still is this-being independent of school 
managers, the private master has little to suffer from impropriety of 
conduct. Parents do not, as a general rule, scrutinize very severely 
the actions of such men, especially if they be favourites. Now I 
cheerfully admit that they are, upon the whole, moral, well-conducted 
men, hut I have known several who could not be continued in 
their office if under the control of school managers. The names 
of four decidedly immoral persons, yet retaining their schools, and 
patronised by parents, now occur to my mind. I do not pretend 
that public teachers are, as a class, worthier than the others in 
point of morality; but there is this important fact, 'that the one is 
Immediately dismissed, on the discovery of his improper conduct, 
whilst the other has no power over him which can dismiss him. 

Comparing the education at the present time being imparted 
in our schools with the standard laid down in Answer 8, I find the 
following deficiencies:-

(a) Infant training ill dames' schools almost worthless.' 
(b, c, d) J9venile girls and boys under trained teachers chiefly 

wanting in solidity, precision, and finish, arising from the intro
duction of too many subjects. The correct expression of thought 
is rarely met with. A knowledge of domestic work wanting in 
Kirls; a correct appreciation of its value absent in mistresses. 

The religious teaching is both deceptive and defective, inas
much as a great deal of Scripture history,-names of persons and 
pla('es,-are offered and accepted as of the same weight and value 
as that purer metal, a knowledge of God, and our relation to Him: 
whereas in reality much of such historical detail is as little calcu
lated to affect the conscience as the multiplication table. R£'gard
ing these matters as important to the better understanding of the 
Bible, and leaving theological points to the different sects, there 
yet remains a broad and valuable tract of land requiring culti-
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'vation:-A love and adoration of the Supreme Being; the life of ' 
Christ exhi~iting the purest morali~y ever .known on earth.; the 
holy lives 01 great and good men-illustratmg the several VIrtues 
of uprightness, truthfulness, perseverance, humility; the shQals 
and quicksands that lie in the paths of youth. All these lessons 
should be rendered as real and life-like as possible. . 

(e) Private schools. The chief desiMratum is the intelligent 
comprehension of the subjects. There is also defective mental and 
moral trainin~, and they are sometimes found under men o~ at 
least, doubtful character. 

The prime deficiency of an is the non-attendance of scholars, 
and theIr irregularity, and next in importance to this is the want 

· of schools. 

1I1.-CAUSES OF DEFICIENCIES. 

'1. (a) Want of schools arises from the absence of interest .in 
education on the part of influential persons. Wherever there 
exists even a few fully alive to the importance of popular education 
they will find the means to raise schoob. . 

(b) Already answered in preceding remal'ks. 
(c) Indifference on the part of parents. This prevails to an 

extent little dreamt of by those who do not mix much with the 
r,oorest and lowest classes, especially of the agricultural population. 
They have not such striking proofs of the benefits of education in a 
pecuniary senSA as often come before the commercial or mechanical 
classes. It is by no means rare to find children absent from no 
cause but mere apathy on the part of such parents. I have known 
them send their children for a short time from no more selfish or 
interested motive than" to please the good lady and squire." 

(d) Value of child labour is the most prevalent cause of absence; 
inability to pay school fees is not to be mentioned alongside this 

· other. 'Tis the loss of Is. 6d. or 28. 6d. per week, and not the 
outlay of Ill. or 2d., that the poor folks regard. Child labour is 
the triumphant remorseless enemy of populaJ,' education, and I do 
not see what power or strategy is' equal to its permanent resistance.· 

· (e) Bad management of schools. There may be evils in dif
ferent schools whereby the maximum of education is not secured, 
but I do not know of anything requiring to be brought forward 
prominently, except that I ani inclined to think that some of our 
schools are too large. It is common to find a school of 200, 300, 
400 boys under one master, and assi&tant and pupil-teachers. 
Now, of all these teachers only one, the head master, is capable of 
moulding and fdrming aright th~ minds of his pupils, and the in
fluence and care of this master-mind when spread over hundreds 
can be of little weight to the individual mind. The pupil's,model, 
intellectual and moral, is the assistant or the pupil-teacher. I 
would like to see the teacher feel and exercise towards his charge 
ajather'slove, patience, and anxiety, as 'wen as a sovereign's supre
macy and power. But in our large schools the master prides 
himself upon his discipline, management of numbers, routine, 
skilful combinations. All this is very effective in show, but it lacks 

• Adden4a b~ 
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the soul-stirring principle-love. From what I have seen of large 
.schools, I believe myself justified in making these remarks. I was 
trained in a school of about 600 scholars, model school it was and 
is called. ' But I do not recollect one of the subordinates that I as 
,a father would like my child to be brought up by; and the head 
master was, as to individual influence" what Queen Victoria is to 

: each . of her subjects, 'except that his rule was more despotic, it was 
indeed an iron rule, no, not iron, it was cane • 

. IV.--CHARACTER 'OF E'XISTING SYSTE~. 
· 8. I have always approved of the gen~ral principles of the ex
isting system; and for the following reason ;-;-1 take it to be the 
functions of a Government to secure the rights, prosperity, and 
happiness of the community j to prese~e order and harmony 
amongst the variOus sections, and; moreover, to' conserve its own 
,existence. Hence, it is properly the duty of a Government to 
. .combat, to conquer, and, to remove the evils which imperil the 
happiness and progress of the nation. Ignorance is allowed by all 
to be a fruitful source of poverty, crime, disorder, and of multiform 
calamities; indeed, it is difficult to think of an evil so permanently 
opposed to the public weal; and, therefore, upon this· general 
,abstract, principle, it seems right and proper that. Government 
should undertake the education of the nation. 
· It is objected that as education is properly a religious duty, the 
State has nothing to do with it. But this is a very lame and wooden
legged argument. Let it be granted that education is a religious 
,duty, still, the State is bound, by the very principles of its exis
,tence, to see ~hat this duty be not neglected. Not bound to insist 
upon any peculiar religious views being taught, but that a moral 
result be produced that shall increase the virtue and happiness of 
,the nation. It is a question of life or death with every civilized 
,community. The proceedings of the Committee. of Council have 
,been in harmony with the principles here laid down. It is demanded 
,that the teaching shall have a religious tendency, but this involves 
,no inte'rference whatever with the peculiar dogmas ·of any sect; 
.they are the private property of the societies that claim thexn. 
· I believe the united testimony of all teachers and school managers 
acquainted with the working of the existing system is, that nothing 

.could be left more free than the religious. instruction of the 
children. 

Another objection is this :-A person of one religious belief is 
:compelle!1 to subscribe to the teaching of an opposite creed. Now, 
.if my conscience were at all irritable upon this point, I would 
administer to it the following argument:-The public money is 
not really given to support any creed, but to implant principles of 
honesty, truthfulness, and virtue. A virtuous Jew is as good a 
citizen as a virtuous Nonconformist or Methodist. Without irreve-

,renee, I would say, the object is not to interfere with the mode of 
training men for heaven, but to make sure that they are qualified 
for the eartlt.. 

, But to take a less abstract and more practical view of the matter, 
let us assume as given on all sides the paramount importance of 
education, and reguired, the means of its accomplishment. Can it 
be bought and paId for as a,marketable commodity? Is it a thing 
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for cupidity and trickery and quackery ~ to ~port With; ~1" .for men 
to grow rich upon. Cau the poor man buy It of the' prIvate peda
gogue at the rate o.f a guinea per quarter?· about the ,s~;me.as~is 
house rent. And If thus left to be purchased accordmg to Its 
estimated value, do the poor rightly appreciate It? Arid, :a~ain, 
would it not be necessary to have a. sort of inspector' 6f weIghts 
and measures to see that the poor folks a.re· not cheated t. I·think 
thecoDsideration of these few questions settles' the 'matter, an4 
showB that the education of the labouring classes cannot be left't() 
be worked out by the parent and the vendor of the article. , 

We are thus led to· the voluntary principle: r would approach 
it with gratitude and veneration. Glowing wi~h: religio1lS fire~ 
prompted by holy charity, aroused by OppOSItIOn, or goaded 
by jealousy, it has built relIgious and' charitable edifices over the 
land; but taxed enough alreadJ ,with, these, and without that 
affection for edu~ation it has ever shown for religion, it is not 
equal to the entire support of a national education. Voluntaryism, 
WIth all its noble qualities, is impatient of restraint., intractable, 
unreasonable, subject to frequent fits of insanity ; nowperforming 
feats of valour, and again reJapsing into extreme, enervation and 
callousness. But yoked to a pO"fer more steady and ~onstant,'
barnessed with an agentthat can 'control, correct., aM'strf,lngtheri 
it,-a composition of forces is the result,capable of accomplishing 
the work before it'"'-a work that would baffle the attempts 'of either 
force, unaided by the other. Hence; to develop and direct. srich an 
auxiliary should be the object of Government, not to' super~ed~ 'i~ 
. As. to the support of the present system by' general taxatio~ 

that follows as a natural consequence of the argument that 'jt is 
the duty of the State to educate; believing the one, I approve of 
the other. It can hardly be denied that everyone is interested 
in the diminution of crime and immorality, or that education con!"" 
tributes to this effect; hence it is. only fair that all should pay'for 
that which benefits all. Every parent is directly interested in the 
education of his own children, but indirectly in that of all' other 
children. Knowledge and ignorance are things that affect not. 
individuals merely, but the entire mass of society. Our virtues 
and our vices bless or curse our neighbours as well as ourselyes; 
so that no man should say, "It is enough for me to bring 'up my 
" own children well." Indeed, this is not enough, for unless others 
be well brought up, these, thy children, will surely suffer for it. 

These reasons induce me to value the present system'; but it is 
pretty evident that where the population are either too poor or too 
mconsiderate to originate schools, there the Government should 
somehow interpose and establish them. ' 

1 think that the religious condition might be' modified,so as to 
admit to Government assistance all schools of which the managers 
will certify t!tat the tea.ching is ca~cul~t~d to lead to moral results~ 
Ilnd that It IS not of mfidel or llrehgtous tendency. Inspection 
operates most beneficially; masters and managers regard the inspec
tor as one qualified to judge fairly andto report candidly u~on the 
school. I have received visits from five of Her Majesty's lDspec
tors, and have ne!er had reason t.o complain of their inspection or 

, reports, and I beheve they appreCIate more correctly than any other 
persons the character and labours of the public teacher. , 
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9. No acquaintance with these schools. 
10. In all cases that have come under my notice, it has stimu

lated voluntary effQrts. 
The persons who ;'object to Government aid will be found 

almost entirely eonnected with the religious bodies designated 
Nonconformists, .including all varieties of Baptists and Indepen
dents. Of these sections of dissenters, perhaps one-half are 
conscientiously opposed, the other half either favourable or indif
ferent; in many cases the opposition yields to the wishes of the 
majority or of the' party of greatest influence. The practical 
working of the existing scheme has been so inoffensive and con
ciliatory that prejudice is fast disappearing. 

V.-ENDOWED SCHOOLS. 

Unacquainted with the subject. 

VI.-SUGGESTIONS. 

12. (a) Decidedly. The present system has the advantage of 
experience, of being in the field and operating, and is capable of 
modification and extension. Like all human structures, our- glori .... 
o~ constitution, for example, it is the better for its growth and 
gradual development. If it be proposed to set up a new scheme, 
1, shall expect a very imperfect one; a baby, in fact, that will 
require great· care and nourishment before it will work like its 
parent, if it ever become so good a man. It is not exactly in the 
nature of human constructions to be created in a perfect and happy 
state. 

(b) Yes. I would recommend the liberal encouragement of 
night schools; the immediate application of efficient machinery, 
thoroughly organized and well supplied with materials; the adap
tation of endowed schools to the purposes of popular education; 
the establishment of schools where wanted. This want to be 
determined by actual survey. I suppose it would hardly be prac
ticable to insist upon the Church erecting and maintaining a school 
in every parish where sufficient school accommodation is not found. 
These measures may imply larger powers than at present belong 
to the Committee of Council. Hence it may be necessary that 
education should form a distinct branch of the public administra
tion, and be presided over by a Secretary of State. 

(c) It would be well to remove, as far as possible, those re
strictions and conditions which preclude good schools from deriving 
benefit. The Committee of Council declined to sanction a pupil
teacher in the Biggleswade - school (my former appointment) 
because there was not a wooden floor. Now there was an ex
cellent brick floor, and I am positive no child suffered from it. 
Well, the apprentice being withheld, the master sought another 
sphere, and the school languished. There are also several other con
ditions, all important in themselves, but in some cases operating 
injuriously. One that occurs to me at the moment is the Minute 
refusing to apprentice pupil-teachers to uncertified masters and 
mistresses. This Minute has, I belie'f'e, thrown out of the service 
many excellent teachers; I would, however, not now alter it, but 
would open situations for such teachers in the night schools tha~ 
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may be established; a better class could not be found. And it 
would be well to assist young persons who have a love of teaching~ 
but who have not been pupil-teachers; asa condition, it might be 
required that they shall have voluntarily engaged as teachers in 
day, night, or Sunday schools. This class, with the others before
mentioned, would be especiaUy available for the night schools. I 
would urge also the adoption of the suggestion referred to in (6, b) 
respecting infant mistresses. 

(d) The appointment of sub-inspectors from the ranks of the 
elementary teachers. 2nd. The sub-inspectors to be promoted to 
inspectors. This arrangement would operate beneficially for aU 
parties. It would occasion vacancies for students leaving college 
would stimulate the young and retain the services of the expe
rienced; and it would, moreover, impart a professional feeling and 
strength to the entire staff. Is not a ~acher of equal importance 
with the clergyman, ilie surgeon, the lawyer? Why, then, should 
he not be eligible for the higher grades of his profession? Why? 
The reason is known. This, like every other branch of the publio 
service, is appropriated not to the deserving, but to the needy. 
How many of our inspectors are from the ranks of the clergy? 
And wby? How many of them knew anything of the education 
of the poor prior to their engagement as inspectors? I verily 
believe that there be some who were never inside a public school 
till the day they entered it to decide and report on its character. 
Of all the inspectors, I do not know one who has obtained the 
appointment because of his experience, his love of the work, or of 
his peculiar fitness for it. I do not find fault with the men; I have 
before spoken in their praise. I do not, however, consider that 
they are so well qualified for the situations as zealous, experienced 
teachers would be; neither is. it fair to the profession that its 
honourable and lucrative posts should be seized by clergyman and 
lawyers, or young gents born to be squires. But it IS idle to 
atumpt to reason in a matter in which reason is set aside, and 
naught but privilege and patronage prevails. 

I think a sort of educational episcopacy might be established. 
The bishop should visit the schoolS in his diocese, meet and address 
the teachers, parents, and managers; should exercise a general 
supervision over the whole. Teachers in him should find a friend 
capable of delivering them from the malice of managerS, and 
man~ers should also obtain from him security against unsuitable 
appolDtments to schools. I am aware that serious objections can 
be urged against this plan, but still I think it might be advan
tageous. 

(e) 'lne voluntary principle. (See Answer 8.) 
(f, g) Unable to answer. 
(h) Night schools. See preceding answers. 
Snnday schools. It is questionable whether proffered assistance 

r-oWd not be met by jealousy and opposition. Perhaps the least 
offensive way would be to offer a grant of money towards the pur
chase of books, the amount to be regulated by the attendance, and 
its proper use guaranteed by the minister, superintendent, and 
deacons of the society, but without inspection. And in all examina-

. tions for civil appointment a question might be inserted, as-
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"How long were you connected with a Sunday school?" and som~ 
importance attached to the answer. '. 

I believe considerable good might be done by the establishment 
,of an apprentice fund in connexion with schools, available to those 
only who continue up to the period of apprenticeship. This f\lnd 
should be subscribed to by the children, and sufficiently backed 
by the Government to make it; a really profitable investment of 
the child's pence, and an inducement to the parents to join it. 
Such a scheme to be governed according to the leading principle of 
the existing system, viz., aid proportioned to voluntary subscrip
tion.. It would 'be necessary to give to these scholars an intro- . 
duction to a really profitable business. . 

Clothing funds, upon the same principle, and penny clubs, being' 
.all important auxiliaries, should also be encouraged. 

Libraries and mechanics' institutes, properly conducted, and 
especially where 'there are no laws or circumstances tending to 
alienate the working people from them, might be assisted, not. on 
account. of their value, to elementai:y education, but as affording 
the means of subsequent improvement. '. 
. I would also suggest that a certificate of attendance and charac
ter be furnished to all schools .by the Government 'upon application 
(sufficient guarantee, of course, implied). This certificate to be 
given to a boy or girl upon leaving school, and a copy deposited 
with the registrar of births, &c. It should subsequently record 
the successful termination of apprenticeship, signed by competent 
parties; then, on the attai~ment 'of 21 years of age, this, in case of 
males, should constitute his right t{J the exercise of the franchise • 

.I believe it would be found that five years, Instead of seven, are 
'Sufficitmt .for an intelligent lad .to master a trade or profession; 
hence, a . law limiting all legal apprenticeship to five years, and 
that to commence not earlier than 14 or 15, .'would operate 
favourably. ", ' 

It ,should be borne in mind that it is not likely that any force . 
will, in itse~ be of sufficient power to accomplish the end in view; 
but a combination of several individually small forces will produce 
a sensible improvement. Further,it may not be necessary to edu
(:ate the entire mass so fully. If only a considerable proportion be 
really well trained, the! effect· upon the rest will be to mould and 
guide opinion, and to bring about a satisfactory state of things; 
which will go on impI.oving. And besides, there will always be 
a deposit from the higher to· the lower strata of society; brought 
down by currents of vice, incompetency, and idleness, which will be 
available for that kind of labour that is least skilful and least 
remunerative. 

I was long of o~inion that nothing short of compulsory education 
would answer. I am not now of that opinion. The educational 
movement is already progressing, and will hardly require so 
violent a measure. . English sentiment. is unmistakeably opposed 
to compulsion; and the means of evasion are so numerous that a law 
to this effect would probably fail from unsuitableness and want of 
popular sympathy. Still, a species of indirect or negative compul
'Sion, reqwring school. attendance as a condition securing privileges, 
situations, &c., such as suggested ~n preceding answer, might be. 
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resorted to. The education of certain classes might also' be com
pulsory, as of paupers in workhouses, crimin~~ in jails; ~ut in ~he' 
latter case it should be confined to moral, religIous, and lDdustnal, 
as anything tending to Ilharpen their wits would probably be' pro..;' 
ductive of greater mischief than ignorance itsel; , , 

Again, although perhaps more connected WIth Answe; 12, yet, 
now occurring, I may tnention it Government surely 'mIgh't con-' 
trive to educate all the children of its servants.' Soldiers, sailors,: 
coast-guard men, and policemen, might all be required to have their' 
children educated up to a certain age. . 

When annoyed by school managers, I have sometimes longed to; 
be under no authority but that of the State; but thiif feeling has 

r'ven way immediately on consi~ering .what is in~olved in that. 
have been told by a German fnend, hImself a teacher, that' the 

education in his country is not of such free and vigorous 'action as' 
our English system; there is dull' uniformity both of principles; 
and methods; aU the schools are upon one model, and the-teachers" 
80 many State engines. It is highly'important that the control' 
over the school and the teacher should be' held ina' great measure, 
by the ·supporters of the 'School, persons living ,in 'the neighbour
hood, acquainted with the habits and character ofthe people, theil'" 
wants in an educational sense;' able to comprehend 1 the ,natura of 
difficulties ,that arise,' and to suggest the means' of, overcoming 
them. The moral tuition',of the children is far better' cared for' 
by the jealous guardianship of school managers'; and the teabher 
is likely to be more assiduous, in his duties and circumspect in his! 
conduct when he knows that his committee live within easy reach' 
of popular rumour. Moreover, when voluntary effort has' done so 
much, and so well, it would be both injudicious and 1lngrateful for 
the State to throw a damper over it, by assuming the entire' support 
and management of the educational systeIIi.' l do not think it: 
possible to devise a better scheme th,an the one now 'in operation," 
combining State assistance with voluntary efforts. It 'would,. how ... 
ever, be a great advantage, to' deserving teachers to 'be rendered 
80m~what less d~pendent ~pon t~ei~ local e~ployers, andsin.ce II.' 
conSIderable portlOn of theIr Balmes IS now paId by the' CommIttee' 
of Council, it might fairly claim to be made acquainted 'with the' 
reasons why teachers and managers separate. Suchan arrange;. 
ment would also help to elevate the teacher in the estimation of 
all those with whom he ou.,.ht to stand well If it were known 
that there is a power above that cares for him; he would no longer 
be snubbed by the little shopkeeper who subscribes half-a-crown; 
annually, to the school, or expected to walk in through' the back : 
door of his wealthier patron, like the servants. 

VII.-TEAcHERs ~ND TRAINING COL~EGES. 
14. See Answer 6. 
15. I consider the training in Donnal colleges, upon the whole I 

good, and adapted to its .object, as far as the preceptive teaching i~ 
concerned; but, for experience in actual school· keeping, these; 
institutions are of little value, especially to pupil-teachers who 
have already acquired a knowledge of routine and drilL The 
elementary schools connected with training establishments are not 
mode/schools, at least not for rural districts. The stude~ts have 
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not the responsible charge of such schools; they cannot arranO'e 
plan, or originate anything; in fact, their training as schllol c~n= 
ductors begins when they are appointed to their situationtl. Nor 
can this state of things be well rectified. I approve of the plan of 
granting to schools young men as assistants, prior and preparatory 
to their having sole charge of a school; but this appointment 
should take .the place of a second year's training. Twelve months' 
study ought 1') qualify young persons of the standing of Queen's 
scholars. 

I would venture to notice two things in reference to the teachinO' 
in training colleges :_ 0 

1st. Every college. should have a. good practical lecturer on 
method.. . He should have great experience as a teacher, not 
merely in large urban schools, surrounded by all the elements of 
success, but in country and village schools. With this experience, 
he ought to possess a knowledge of the human mind, the processes 
of perception, reflection, combination, memory, its affections. In 
a word, he should be an experienced educator, a profound searcher 
into the mysteries of human nature. . 

2nd. Students should begin with a course of mental philosophy~ 
and all educational operations should be referred to first principles. 
Social science should form part of their studies. They should be 
required to observe and describe minutely the peculiar traits of 
character of t~e different classes of the poor. They ought to 
know something of their prejudices, their wants, their vices, and 
their virtues. Students will thus be in a better position to judge 
of the various methods brought before them. They will be enabl~d 
to distinguish between real education and itS mere formalities or 
impostures. 

. As far as I know, trained teachers do not dislike their work; 
there is'no reason why they should; it is honourable, intellectual, 
and benevolent, but society has not yet learned how to value them. 
This they feelwith all the' sensitiveness that belongs to educated 
and professional men. Theman who studies human laws, he who 
~nderstands the human frame and the healing art, the artist who 
can produce a picture, each has a recognized position, and is 
esteemed; but the man who labours for the elevation of his fellow, 
who deals with the human intellect, who is entrusted to cut and 
polish the most precious jewel in creation, is a mere social nonentity. 
The lawyer is ignorant of his existence, for he is without mean~ 
the parson takes the same notice of him as he does of the parish 
beadle, and the doctor only knows him as he knows aU other poor 
souls, or rather poor bodies. The Government by assisting us to 

/ larO'er incomes and to better educations, has done very much to 
\ ele~ate our position, and we are thankful; still we conceive our
\ selves not holding that place in public estimation we may justly 

expect to hold. I believe from this feeling many of our best men 
eave the profession. It is thought that increased salaries will 

b in ... about an improved public opinion, to some extent it will, but 
Ie u~ be acknowledged as an educated, honourable, and important 
bo • And let it be not in word merely, but in deed. We have 
had 'nough of cant already upon .this subject. See Answer 
12 (d). . 
. 16. ine pupil-teacher system works well. I find thflm the best 
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helps in a school. I have had three assistants, and in each case I 
woUld prefer a pupil-teacher. , 

17. Schoolmasters and mistresses should have an interest in the 
success of the schooL The most successful teachers that I knoW' 
are ~ngaged 'upon that princi}?le, the. ma~agers . ~aranteeing a 
portion of the salary, the teacher takmg lD addItion the school 
fees, and the Government granting stipends and gratuities. Here 
I would suggest that for continued service and good conduct, the 
promotion should involve a greater addition to the salary than the 
mere success at an examination. I will give an instance:-Last 
'year my certificate was called up for revision, and' returned with 
an intimation of promotion from 2nd to 1st degree. Well, what of 
that? Why the' seven or .eight favourable reports have increased 
my stipend to the amount of 8L lOs. per annum. It reminds me 
of the rewards given to honest hardworking clowns, who for half a 
century living in one house,. or serving one master, are offered one 
guinea. It really seems to me that "patient continuance in well 
" doing" demands ~eater acknowledgment than this. I hope ill 
bringing forward thIS I shall not be accused of special pleading. 

VIIL-RESULTS.-

18. I find it difficult to answer this question, as the poorer classes 
I have met with are for the most pa:rt uneducated, and I have not 
been sufficiently long in a place to witness the results of ,my own 
efforts. In endeavouring to trace the destinies of my scholars, 1, 
find that the few who have remained a long time at school have 
succeeded in obtaining good occupations. One is in trainmg for 
the ministry; three have become drapers' assistants; four are en:' 
gaged as public teachers; nine others as pupil-teachers. Many 
are engaged in Sunday schools as teachers. Of those who left 
earlier, I have observed that most are precariously employed as 
errand boys or agricultural labourers, Of girls, many have ob
tained situations as servants. I speak now of those only whom I 
distinctly recollect by name. It is impossible. to say how many 
who have received but a slender education will yet, from inherent 
vigour of character, rise from their humble sphere, and occupy a 
position useful and honourable, or, on the other hand, how mlJ.nyi 
who have had a liberal education will yet succumb to the force of 
untoward circumstances, and drift slowly and insensibly to' the 
bleak shores of degradation. In those green and flowery fields of 
boyhood, in which I daill walk, I have often seen a hardy plant 
thrive in a very/oor soi, and .with but occasional attentionS, still 
it has grown an given pledge of abundant fruit, whilst the more 
favoured one has dropped and, withered, scattering the hopes of 
friends, and ~iving little promise of usefulness. In looking abroad 
upon education generally, I find myself brought to this convic-' 
tion :-That moral circumstances conserve intellectual culture. 
that we shall fail of success unless some means can be secured t~ 
lead the young (upon their entering active life) into industrious 
and ~rtuous courses. It. is a fact tha~ in almost every case a boy 
or gul well educated WIll be to SOCIety a cnrse or a blessing" 
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as he be left to himself or watched over by the anxious parent or 
the benevolent guardian.' It is of immense importance to secure 
for the schollj.r on leaving school some definite employment, and to 
surround him with affectionate watchful guardianship. It is often 
said that" early impressions are lasting." It may be added that -
early habits are far more lasting. Whosoever shall scan carefully 
his past career, shall find that the most critical period of his life 
was .that lying between. school-time and manhood; just when the 
youth awakes from the dreamy illusions of childhood, and walks 
abroad into the cold and chilly atmosphere of the world. This is 
the most trying. time for his morall;onstitution. He moves about 
amongst the deadly.miasmas and breathes the pestilential vapours 
of society ; or, as the bark newly. launched from the docks, he 
passes one after another the various buoys and beacons, and at last, 
bidding adieu to the pilot, ,stands out for the unbounded ocean.; 
Then· every breeze that blows, and every wave, that rolls against 
him tries what stuff his bark is made of. Will he run upon the 
shoals and quicksands? Will he fall into the hands of pirates? 
Or will he ride safely and bravely througbthe storms, and land all 
right upon the opposite shore. This season is the campaign of life, 
and we enter the region of manhood victors or slaves. Not that 
there remain no more struggles, but they are either the triumphant 
conflicts with a vanqui'shed and' retreating foe, or the vain and 
feeble efforts of expiring strength and virtue. 

P.S.~I am sorry to have delayed so long, but school duties 
press rather heavily just now. Any further information will be 
given with pleasure. 

East Coker, Yeovil, 
June 24, 1859. 

JOHN SYELL. 

ADDENDA. 

(a.) In order to satisfy myself that my' remarks in answ.er 2 are 
within the real facts of the case, I have made a careful analYSIS of the 
school register; the result is presented in the following table:-

'No. who 
have been J:.~Tus Age. No. on the Books. at work Class of Parents. 
in the past engaged. 

Year. --'---_. 

11 

'Under 7 108 Boys and girls 6 Smonths Tradesmen 40 Labourers 99 
Between 7 and 10 69 .. 10 B .. .. 11 .. . 61 
Between 10 and 12 M .. 17 8 .. .. 2B .. III 

8 {I: more Trad"'IlIlen} 10 3 etween 11 and 14 13 .. 6 months I: Farmers .. 
18 1 Boy 1 9 months Farmer 1 

Total 218 402 Average 8 408 166 ... 
This total (213)' includes children from six adjacent parishes at a 

radius of 2t miles distance from the school. It must go to the heart of 
every right-minded man to observe these numbers; only 3 above the 
age of-12 are labourers' children, and two out of these, I may add, have 
been at work more than half the past year. 12 only of thel'e above the 

":') 
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,.ge of 10 are laboureTS' children. It may be 'asked, Whether this be a 
fair representation of the education in agricultural parishes f A few 
remaining facts shall l'how. 

There are few parishes in which such valuable inducements are 
offered to parents to keep their cbildren regularly at school,. or' "Yb~re' 
80 much vigilance is exercised in looking after the absent or mlssmg 
ones •• 

A clothing ticket, nlue 5s~ 6d., ill given to every child who obtains 
the capitation grant, i,e., who attends 176 days in the year. This yeal! 
(1859) 90 received the capitatilln grant, and of these, 59 were unde~ 
8 years of age and 19 under eleven. , 

A frock is presented to every girl, and a trousers to each boy, wh~' 
attends regularly the Sunday scbool arid says a 'certain number of 
Jessons aunually. '. .' 

A great deal of the general charity of the benevolent patrons of· tbis 
school is made dependent on school attendance. . . 

(b.) Here, then, we bave a tolerable example of what 'rewardswill 
and will not do; they are mighty to overcome apathy and indifference, 
but impotent to withstand the arch enemy, child labour. 

(b.) lahall be obliged to anyone who may be interested in these 
detail., if he will kindly just step with me up to George Hamblin's; 
he lives but a short distance from where I now write, and works ,day 
by day for my neighbour opposile. Here we are I Jane and· Susan, 
twins of 15 months, are nursed by Mary Anne, a girl of seven sum
mers, whose education is cut short thus early by the unhappy and very 
unnecessary intrusion of, the before-mentioned twins. Johri, ,five; 
Robert, three years old respectively, are ,at l'chool; Elizabeth, nine, is 
at her grandmother's, earning 2s. 6d. per week by stitching gloves, and 
her food from her aged relative for the service she gets in return. 
Martha, a girl of 1,';, works in the factory, earns 2s. 6d. per week. The 
'Wife does not earn so much now as before the twins arrived, but, per.; 
haps, one week with anotber getl 2s.6d. by washing. The father earns 
86. at farm labour, and Charlie, a very bad boy of 11 years, gets Is. 6d: 
per week, and I am told is hardly likely ever to get more, "he is so 
.tupid.- You demand wbetber these children can read? and the ten
der-hearted mother, with touching eagerness, tells that she kept them 
all at school so long as she was able, that is, up to about seven years; 
they learnt a little reading'and writing; but the babies came into ,the 
'World one after another with distressing rapidity, and thus you see, Sir, 
II I was obliged to keep them home to nurse; they always go, to th~ 
.. Sunday school; what more can I do? "-Ah !what? Tbis is not a 
coloured picture, it is a photograph, and so also is the next. 

(c.) Any day when- ' ' , 

" Chill November'. Burly blast 
Makes fields and forests bare," 

you may find poor little Clod chasing, with barbarous noise, the birds 
from the newly-sown corn fields, cased in Farmer Meadows' left-off 
hat and br~ecbes, neither wind nor ~ate~-ti~ht; his naked toes peep 
out from hiS shoes. Scant and hard 18 hiS tare; coarse and repelling 
are Lis features. Look into his face; a vacant stare and open mouth 
may well suggest a doubt whether ~thin this clod ther~ stirs at all 
"a vital spark of heavenly flame." You need not ask if he can rea<l 01' 

write; none who can present such umrieaning gaze ~ but he ha s beard 
the vulgar oath, the obscene jest,- bas warmed himself at the pot
house fire, and witnessed the drunkard's figbt. He cannot tell you how 
young he is, but can, or will soon, smoke a pipe, and hopes to guide a 
l)lough some day. . 

cc2 
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And when ~he daisy and the buttercup, awaking from their winter 
sleep, arise at the call of early spring, and the joyous lark mounts 
upward high t{) greet tbe ~un, you will not find him cbasing the butter
flies, light-hearted as they, or gathering primroses, like other cbildren 
of his age. The love of buttercups and daisies,. the joy of blithesome 
birds' carol, are all unfelt by him. But wbat does he? From mom 
to eve be traverses in long lines tbat many-acred field, and at distances 
meas~red by his little feet drops tb~ potato seed at tbe rate of 1,000 
per diem, now up, now down, those weary plough trails. , 

:And wben the sun attains his loftier place, and flings a brighter 
blaze of glory from the sky, when earth puts on her summer clothes, 
and beauty smiles from every flower?' Wbere now is little Clqd? 
Behold him among the merry hay-makers, doing his sLare of the work, 
alld, man-like, taking his share of the drink that now passes freely round. 

Again, as tbe ripe and yellow corn bends and falls before the relent
less sickle, he follows in the rear and refreshes from tbe cider can the 
thirsty reapers. Close upon harvest comes the potato-picking season; 
and last of all the apRle gathering. Once more you find him in the 
newly-sown corn fields chasing the birds away. . 

Should you have lost sight of bim during any interval of the cbanging 
seasons, the chances are that he is guarding the sheep or tending the 
pigs. It is just possible that he may have been at the village school a 
week or two. 

With sorrow and shame ·we may demand,-How long shall cruel, 
sordid lust of gold enslave both soul and body after this rate? Shall a 
child of God be brought into this world and pass on to the next with
out an opportunity of knowing and feeling the sublime and beautiful 
things pertaining to the land of his inheritance. Is he our brother? 
" Bone of our bone, flesh of our flesh? ., 'Vhat account shall be ren
dered to tbe Judge of all the earth concerning such treatment of this 
our brother? . 

(d.) It is a common practice here, and I expect elsewhere, when a 
poor person applies for parocbial aid, to insist upon the children being' 
taken from school and sent into the fields. 

(e.) As a result of education, it would be perfectly natural to suppose 
that the thing would generate-that like would produce like-that the 
more enlightened the parent the stronger the desire that his children 
should be also enlightened. The more ignorant the father or mother, 
the more regardless of their children's ignorance. And this. which ap
pears reasonable in theory, declares itself also in positive fact. There 
is a palpable difference in the capacities of the two classes. Observa
tion has confirmed me in the belief that the child of educated parents 
is, when first ushered into the world, mentally superior to that of the 
uneducated, other things being equal. J must explain here that by 
educated parents I do not confioe my meaning to those of mere school 
training, but include all persons whose faculties have been strengthened 
and improved by auy processes whatsoever. In looking through my 
classes iu school, I find, as an almost invariable rule. that the more in
telligent tbe parents the quicker to learn is the child. I have been 
endeavouring to recollect whether I have known any parent who could 
himself read and write, and who nevertheless Willi unconcerned as to 
his children's possessing the same advantages. I cannot rpmember a 
single instance. It is sometimes thought and asserted that those people 
who are themselves ignorant are more anxious than others that their 
offspring should not be so. I have tested this assertion, and find t~a\ 
the desire always arises from contact with persons placed io be~ter ('Ir
eumstances by the superior education they have received, and It bears 
the same relation to that love of knowledge arising fro~ its possession. 
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and enjoyment, that the dP.sire of a married woman to become a mother 
bears to the love of a mother towards her child. 

(f.) An interesting gradation may be found by anyone who will ~e 
the trouble to look for it, in the educational aspirations of the 'YBrl?US 

classes of society. Thus an ignorant country ~hurl will care. nothl,ng 
about his children. A simple hearted God-fearmg shepherd Will deSire 
no more than that his boys and girls may be able to read their Bible. 
A hard working carpenter will add to his desire a little arithmetic 8?d 
menliuration. A shopkeeper will not be satisfied if his boy do not write 
a food hand and make out a nice bill. An engine-driver will be thank~ 
fu for a little geometry and mecbanics. Above all these is the desh'e 
of that respectable widow who struggles to give to her son, besideit 
these ordinary material branches, a knowledge of grammar and history •. 
and some refinement of manners. The grammar school and the uni. 
versiti satisfy the cravings of the most learned. 

(g. In the case of men who are called" self-educated men," there is 
a lilt e misapprehension as to the origin of their education. If it be 
followed to its source I believe there ViiIl be as little proof of sponta-:
neous generation as can be found in the vegetable or animal kingdoms. 
Some seed blown by an accidental breeze found a fitting soil and ele
ments congt'nial to its germination and growth. Successive. breezes, 
bring other seeds, and in process of time that which was but a barren 
desolate isle is covered with a rich and varied production. 

(h.) Instances of parental culture. Elizabeth Maddaford, a girl of 
eleven years, came one day to the school; I was struck with her intelli_ 
gent countenance and cultivated appearance. She ·was a fluent and 
agreeable reader. A rara avis had entered the school, and I determined 
to visit the nest and make the acquaintance of the mother. I found her 
a well-educated person who had brought up her children so far, and . 
. now desired them to have added the other subjects taught in our school. 
This girl attends during the summer months, walking daily a distance 
of three miles. Her progress is rapid, and her conduct everything that 
could be wished. 

(i.) Fowler is a dairyman, and scholar enough to read his Bible and 
leep his accounts. He has a large family, and lives at a distance of 
three miles from the school. His children may every day be met on the 
road to school; healthy rosy-cheeked boys and girls. The elder ones 
attend the night Ichool. This father 'manifests the greatest interest in 
his children's learning. To that limited scale of acquirements I have' 
named, Fowler has added an acquaintance with music, and the ability to' 
play on one or two instruments; aud at night, when the stock are safely 
housed, and the fagot blazes brightly on the hearth, and while from 
yonder Village ale-house you hear the miserable noise of drunken clown, 
you may hear. fr~m F?wler's house the. divin~ strains of the evening 
hymn, or the liveher airs of our school, In which the father's musical' 
instrument joins the voices of his children. 

0·) The Sunday school •. Charles Hill and William Chalker attended 
the daily school to 9 and 11 years of age respectively. They were 
well behaved, agreeable boys. They left for the fields, and associated 
wit~ boys and men of bad char.acter; .in an .incredibly short time a 
deCided change for the worst mamfested Itself in each of them' whilst, 
at the same time their ability to read and learn sank rapidly: They 
continued at tile 'Sunday school. Hill is now seldom seen as his 
master requires him on Sundays. Chalker has attendedDlor~ regu .. 
!arly, and during the last nine mo~ths I have bee!, pleased to observe the 
lnfluence of the Sabbath school gradually softenmg and improving him 

• George Langdon, a lad of 16, comes regularly in the aftern"on bein~ 
at work in the morningi'. His parents are indifferent to his ~elfare 

:I 
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. and if not he is DOW beyond their. influence He. does not learn any 
lessons like the others, still he clings to the school. One day his teacher 
said to him, ",George, I have often wondered what it is brings you to 
." our Sunday school; you do not learn ~he lessons, and I know that.if 
." not inclined yourself to come, you have no friends that would insist 
ttc on, your coming. I am so curious on the subject that I've determined 
" to ask you." _ " Well, Ma'am," after some hesitation, "I have no time 
" to learn the lessons, but I love to come to schooL I like to hear the 
," childrel,l sing their hymns; and I like the Scripture lessons. I would 
'," rather .come here than go to .Church.", . 

(k.) Extract from "Trencl~ on the Study of Words."-" On' the other 
.~' hand we cannot wonderthat'Italy should have filled our great Exhi- ' 
~' bition with beautiful specimens of her skill in the arts; with statues 
" and sculptures of rare loveliness, but should only rivet her chains 
" the more closely by the weak-and ineffectual efforts which she makes 
" to break them, ,when she can degrade ,the word' virtuoso,' or 'the 
~'.' yirfuous,'to signify one accomplished in painting, music, and sculp. 
~' ture-suf!h things as are the ornamental fringe of a nation's lif~ 
~' hut can never be made, witlwut loss of·all manline'8 of character, 
~' its ,main texture and TDoof. Not to say that excellence in these tine 
~' arts, has been in too many cases divorced from all true virtue and 
" worth." 

.. , 

Mr., W.: A. Shields, .Master of the :Peckham Birkbeck 
SchooL 

SIR, Birkbeck School, Peckham, Jan. 20, 1859. 
I HEREWITH return to you eight copies of your circular D., 

viz.:.-
One from the Holborn ~ Birkbeck School for Boys. 
One " Finsbury • Birkbeck School " Boys. 
One " Bethnal Green Birkbeck School " Boys • 

. One " Bethnal Green Birkbeck School .. Girls. 
One .. Kingsland .. Birkbeck School ",Boys. 
One " Kingsland - Birkbeck School " Girls. 
One' " Westminster - Birkbeck School " Boys. 
One " Peckham - Birkbeck School ... Boys, girls, 

and infants. 
And, at the request and on the' behalf of my colleagues-the 

Inasters of the above-named Birkbeck Schools-I beg to add the 
following statement. . ' 
. Each J;Ilaster' has made his own retUrn of the facts special to his 
own school, and lui.a endeavoured by a very careful examination of 
his school accounts, both to supply the information sought by the 
Commissioners and to supply it in their form. It is, however, 
very possible,notwithstanding the pains we have been at to under
stand and comply with the intentions of the Commissioners; that 
lIome of us have failed in giving the information desired. Should 
such be the case, I am direeted by my colleagues to assure you 
that any suggestion you may be disposed to make for the rectifica
tion of error. will be met with the promptest and most cheerful 
attentioDf 
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Begging you to remember that so much of your c~rcular as: 
inquires into the working of evening and ~unday sch~o~ does not 
apply to the Birkbeck schools, 1 take the liberty of pOlDting out ,to 
you that our answers to what I have just above called " fact~ speCial 
to each school," carry us completely througb !pose questIOns re ... 
latinO' to day schools which in the circular are arranged under the 
head"of i. Schools; ii. Scholars; iii. Teachers; v. School. age; ancl 
vii. Miscellaneous; and partly through the questions under head ... 
ing iv. Annual Income and Expenditure. To complete our return 
under the heading last named, and to 'answer the questions under 
the heading vi. Instruction, is the duty my colleagues have laid 
upon me. Why it has been thought advisable to return, one 
l'eport only on these subjects will appear as we proceed 

To complete, then, the portion income and expenditure. The 
only source of income proper in the Birkbeck schools is the school 
fee. Particulars of the variations in this fee and the income 
derived from it are given for the several schools in the several 
returns; bot in no case does the income so derived cover expen
diture, and in each case the 'deficiency. is supplied solely by 
Mr. William Ellis, of 6, Lancaster Terrace, Regent's 'Park, by: 
whom the schools were originally opened, and to whom with, I 
believe, one exception the school buildings and school property 
belong. Exactly what is the amount which this gentleman has 
thus disbursed, or how it should be allotted to each' school, jt is 
not in my power to say, but if you apply to Mr. Ellis himself. I 
have no doubt whatever that any information which' he possesses 
that would be likely to assist you in your work will be very 
readily placed at your disposaL .Allow me to add, whilst Mr. 
Ellis's name is before us, that there are other and very weighty 
reasons why the Commissioners should be in, communication with 
him. i 

He has'been for the last ten years engaged (at a great cost to 
himself) in endeavouring to extend and ~prove the education in 
primary schools. . Besides incurring expenditure, he has paid,' un..;. 
remitting atteotion to the question of education, and has· been 
actively engaged in teaching. Year after year he has weekly met 
a class of schoolmasters numbering generally about 50, and given 
them s!stematic instruction in .econo?lic. science as a subject of 
ed~cation for the young. Durmg this bme he has been teaching 
children not only in his own schools, b~.lt in various other schools, 
and has succeeded in influencing the opinion of several of the best 
known and most zealous friends of education. 
, As the result of this activity and devotion, his, own convictions 
of the potency of education have been deepened and strengthened.. 
:Met at every step of his work by those difficulties which at the 
presen~ time are the burden of every speech and e~ery paper on 
educatlo~, he has encountered them and struggled not unsuccess
fully against them. The worst and most wide spread difficulty of 
all-:tbat 3risin~ fr0!D the ignorance and poverty of parents-has 
SpeCIally occ.upled hIS attention and tried his strength. If he feel, 
and he cex;al~y .does. feel, that that difficulty may be overcome, 
the COIDDllSSIOners willI presume scarcely be unwilling to inquire 
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what are the grounds of this 'belief, what ate the experiments that 
have led to it, or what is the me.thod by .which he hopes the work 
of removing that difficulty may be done. On another point, too, 
:Mr. Ellis's experience is important. Believing that for the work of 
education the one grea~ desideratum of the day is the capable 
teacher-,-the . kind and intelligent, religious-souled man, whose 
practice of his art in the school-room has grown out of Ii 
systematic attention to education as a science,-'-he has sought the' 
acquaintance and society of schoolmasters. Teaching. them, 
advising with them, and assisting them often to books and appa
ratus, there has sprung up between him and a large body of 
teachers beyond those of the Birkbeck Schools a close and frequent 
intercourse, which has driven Mr .. Ellis to consider the training 
given in our normal colleges to stndent teachers. Whether this 
training is goo!! or mischievous, whether as a rule the men s() 
trained are agents who will help or hinder the philanthropist in 
extending real education, are questions on which Mr. Ellis has 
formed very decided opinions. These opinions, I respectfully 
suggest the Commissioners should know, the truth of them they 
should plumb. They have been formed in a wide field of expe
rience, for there is scarcely a denomination in some school of which 
he has not exercIsed his ministrations. They are the products of 
a mind long habituated to philosophical inquiry, and the spring 
of a philanthropy which is as remarkable for its intelligence as 
for its zeal. 

I have now to apply myself to heading vi.~ Instruction. The 
two. questions asked under this head certainly cannot be answered 
by the masters of the Birkbeck Schools in the space allotted by the. 
circular. . 

On reading the circular I see it is adapted to schools under 
Government inspection. With the masters of those schools the 
Government may have made some arbitrary arrangement of the 
subject3 of school instruction, which permits a man intelligently to 
answer in one word what is his highest course of instruction, but 
the masters of the Birkbeck Schools do not know of this arrange
ment, if indeed it exist, and I am left, therefore, quite in the dark 
as to what you would yours~lf, if you were in my place, supply as 
an answer. . 

In our schools, e.g., we teach the elements of physiology, 
chemistry, mechanics; I know of no scale which would enable me; 
consistentIr with the usage of educational men, to say which 
should be put in answer to your question as the highest. I am 
driven, therefore, either to return the papers without answering . 
these inquires, or, although I fear the length will bring disfavour, 
to give in a straightforward way, but at some length, an account of 
what we attempt in our schools. . 

We teach of course reading, writing, arithmetic, grammar and 
geography, and we believe that we teach those things to the full 
as extensively and as well' as they are usually taught, and further 
we believe ·we teach them with an ease both to ourselves and our 
children which is not attained in schools in which the 'subjects I 
am a~out to mention are omitte!i, but how far we are successful in 
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giving i~struction, and Ihat is the method adopted, would be best 
known by actual insp~(',tion of one of our schools. Should the 
Commissioners desire to know, I am to assure them that a note 
from you to me will place some one of our .schools at their dis':' 
pasal for as thorough an inspection as they like to make, and all 
we shall stipulate for w.ill b~, that the insp~ctor be ~oI?e one 
whose interest and expenence III school work will make his lDspec
tion a real one and whose intelligent appreciation of the work 
that should be 'attempted in all schools will enable him to wstin
guish between trIlere instruction aimed at as the end of school 
work, and instruction given ~nd used as :the D!eans ~f making 
school a place of real e.ducatlOn, a place lD whIch children. are 
forminO' for themselves sound habits both in morals and intellect. 

Besides the subjects I have already catalogued, we give instruc
tion in drawing, (in which we are assisted by the Department, of 
Practical Art,) in the elements of physical science, in chemistry 
and in social science. The last subject, peculiar I believe to 
the Birkbeck Schools, or at least to schools that have been influ
enced by Mr. Ellis, may require a little explanation. We teach 
it, as indeed we teach all the subjects. named, not by tasks, but by 
collective, conversational, and catecheticallessons, on 'which lessons 
exercises to be done at home in the evening are fQunded. We 
include under it physiology, economical science, and ~ystematic 
lessons in morals j and the extent· of the teaching is something 

'like this:-In physiology, e.p" we give lessons on digestion,on 
circulation and respiration, on the office and action of the braiD. 
and nerves, on assimilation, on the office and action of the secretory 
organs, and we connect with these lessons remarks on the laws of 
health. I believe, I may say with truth, we send most of our. elde~t 
children from school able to read with a. zest a book like Car
penter'sr and intelligently prepared to co-operate in the 'future 
with the legislator who would enforce vaccination and .the medical 
officer of health who,even at an expense to the parish; would cover 
in the fever-breeding sewer, and increase and purify the watet:-
8upply_ " 

Our course in economic science may be known from a littie 
book of "Progressive Lessons" published by Smith, Elder, and Co. 
or from a work edited by the Dean of He,reford,. called 'the" Phe: 
DOIllena of Industrial Life," published by' Groombridge. In con
formity with rather than from the books thus referred to, by 
means of such lesson-giving as I have already described, we teach 
with ease to ourselves, with pleasure to the children, and with 
unmistakeable satisfaction to their parentE', what I think your 
inspector would recognize' as seriously tending to the diminution 
of w~t lI:nd vice. We teach to boys and girls who ~ill presently 
start lD life as workers-for wages, that he who subSIsts .on waO'es 
is supported in the present out of the stock which the indust:ri~us 
and the economical have produced and· sayed in the past-out of 
capital j and that he who worthily' consumes wages is engaO'ed in 
the present in reproducing, and reproducing with increase, ~apital 
for the future. T~at capital can never oppress the workman. 
that a. strike may, or may Dot, alter the distribution of the wage;' 
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fund, but that it must lessen it; that flflCtuations in the values 
of commodities. including .t~e phenomella of the import and export 
Qf the precious metals, ~re the index of the wants of society in 

-relation to thes,e commodities-are phenomena that governments 
cannot c~ntrol, and shollld forbear to touch; that panics are a 
consequence,not of the state of the money-market, but of the 
dishonest use of credit. 
· III giving these. lessons.we never disseve~ from the economic 
law the questions of conduct, which d() naturally in inen's minds 
cop.nect themselves with; it. We teach that abundant production 
can result only from.a cOD;lbination of industry, skill, habits or 
prder. and thepQssibility of. men confiding in one another; but 
at the same time we examine how such habits are formed, as render 
these qualities in men possible and genera.!. . . 
· We lear~that the habit of economy, the habit of industry, the 
habit of conscienti~us performance of duty.. are so. many sources of 
happiness to a man, and that the foundation of them, and of other 
like good habits, is laid in school by an intelligent 'study of these 
very subjects and a conscientious doing of school-work. And 
the .. children are very sensibly influenced· by this teaching, and 
will assuredly; as they take 'our places in life, disseminate what 
they h~ve learned at school; they will regard not the prodigal, 
but the saving man as the benefactor of his neighbours; they will 
Dot combine to raise wages by- violence, for they know that" the 
strike" is suicide i when the manufacturer of accommodatioll"" 
paper makes his confesflion in the Insolvent Court, they will talk, 
Dot _of the tradesman's misfortune, but of the swindler's dishonesty; 
1;hey will save and insure; they will not join the pothouse benefit 
club;. they will feel glad, to the extent of their power, to relieve 
destitution ,when it comes across them.; .but they will regard the 
iWorkof uprooting the causes of destitution as a duty which no 
quantity of philanthropy in a nation will permit us to neglect. 
· Such, then, is the. answer of the Birkbeck maflterfl to heading vi. 
_ In your, instructionfl' to the Aflsifltant Commissioners I saw, or 
thought I saw, avery earneflt desire on the part of the Commis
sioners to make their inquiry of service to their country. I have, 
therefore, unhesitatingly done -the bidding of my colleagues, 
hoping that you would not regard as unwelcome, information that 
}lappened to beinforrnal, nor treat as an intrusion our calling 
your attention to the doings of Mr. Ellis. 

Apologising for the length to which my task has carried me, . 
. I am. Sir, . 

Your obedient servant, 
W; A. SHIELDS, 

Master of the Peckham Birkbeck School. 

To the Secretary of the 
Education Commission. 
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The Rev. Nash Stevenson, on the Subject of 
"Rural Schools." 

Parsonage, Shirley~ near Birmingham:, 
9th January 186Q. . . 

My LORD DUKE AND GENTLEMEN, . 

AT the recent meeting at Bradford Of the" AssoCiation 
for the Promotion of Social Science;" the following resolution was 
unanimously passed in the Educational' Department, held under 
the P!esidency of the Right Hon. C. B. Adderley, M.P. 

"That the Council of the Association be requeste~ to appoint 
a Committee to consider and report on the best means of obtaining 
aid from the Government grant, in cases· in which it is specially 
required and is not obtained." 

In dealing with this resolution, .the Council of the Association 
have had a communication with the Education Commission, : over 
which your Grace presides, and' have solicited the Commissionel1l 
to take the evidence of Rev. R. Gunnery and myself on the subje~t 
.of the resolution. In answer to this application the Council of the 
A,esociation have been informed, by a communication from your 
board, that "it is not at present the intention of the Education 
Commissioners to extend their viva voce examinations beyond 
those persons who are, or who have been, connected with the Com'
lnlttee of Council on Education, and the principals and teachers in 
training colleges."" . ,; 

Understanding, however, both. from the terms of the reply of 
your board, as also from other sources, that your inquiries on the 
subject of the resolution have not yet been brought to a close, and 
that you are still willing to receive written communications, 'I ra!

.spectfully venture to offer some observations on the question raised 
in the resolution, premising that the opinions expressed are ·my 
own, and not necessarily those of the Social Science Association, 
with which, as Educational Secretary, 1 am officially connecte<J.. 

Although the terms of the resolution -do not define the class of 
schools in which" Government aid is specially required and is not 
obtained," I may explain that both writers and speakers in, the 
crowded department, at Bradford, rather referred to the exclusion 
of rural parishes from the operation of the Minutes, thm tQ the 
case of destitute populous parishes. They asserted that 'the 
Minutes, as at present drawn up, prescribe pecuniary condltlons 
that are not and never can be accepted by rural parishes. ,It is 
this. assertion I seek to support, and it is on this subject I now 
respectfully address you. . . . . 

Although no official tables have yet been published ~mmediately 
bearing on the point, I have been enabled, to compile some from 
official sources, that must dispel all doubt as to the fact of rural 
parishes not being under inspection, and, therefore, not receiving 
public llecuniary aid. A copy of these tables was forwarded by 
myself m April last to the Oxford Diocesan Board of Education. 
Similar statistical returns were then called for by this board; and 
the result of their inquiries, throughout the sphere of their opera
tions (as given in Table IV.) is singularly corroborative of the 
results. obtained by myself. 



~rABLE I. 
State of Education in Elementary. Public Schools in the Counties of Somerset, Dorset, Devon, and Cornwall. 

v;::::O< . No. No. No. No. No. No. of Schools of children No. of Schools of children Total No. No. ofgchool. of Parishes under cer- in such of Parishes undercer- in such of children 
County. • Population. of Public under ra- with tificated or Schools on . with tificated or Schools on Total No. present Day gistered or population registered day of population registered day of of Parishes. on day of 

- Schoola. certificated of 600 and Teachers insIIection_ over 000. Teachers 
Ins~ection Inspection. Teachers. under. in sllch in such 

Parishes. by .M.I. Parishes. by .M.I. 

~ Somerset - ~ - - 443,916 490 71 282 1 31 181 70 9,597 463 9,628 
Dorset - . - - 184,207 271 45 179 10 556 61 35 4,898 240 5;454 
Devon - - . - 567,098 503 70 245 2 83 214 68 . 10,118. 459 10,201 
Cornwall - . . - 355,558 258 32 71 1 25 140 31 3,390 211 3,415 

---
Grand Totals - 1,550,779 1,522 218 777 14 695 596 204 28,003 1,373 28,698 

Much of the information of this Table is compiled from It M.I. Rev. E. D. Tinling's General Report for 1857, pp. 325-329. From the Heport 
of 1858 it would appear that many more schools have during the year placed themselves under inspection, pp. 60, 61 • 

. TABLE II . 
.Archdeaconry of Coventry, Birmingham excepted. 

No. Total No. 
No. No. No. of Parishes No. No. No. No. No. of Parishes 

ofPublio of Parishes of Schools with of such of Schools of Parishes ohuch of Schools in Arch-
District, Population. Day under under population Parish.s In such with 1?arish •• in such deaconry. 

Schools. Inspection. Inspection. of 600 and under Parishes. Population undel' Parishes. Birming. 
under. Inspection. over 600. Inspection. ham 

excepted. 

Archdeaconry of Coventry, } I 
Birmingham excepted - 176,000 

I - I 
36 I 56 I 76 I 7 I 9 I 78 I, 29 I 43 I 149 

Much of the mformatlon of this Table was supplied to me by H. M. I. olthe district In 1858. 



T.A.BLE 111. 

County of lIereford. 

No. No. No. No. No. No. ofPari.hCft ofillch No. otPari.hft ofluch No. Total No. No. 
ofPublio othri.h ... with Parish .. of Schoola with pari,hel ofScbool1 of l'arlol1oa ofSchoola 

County. Population. Day undpp PoplIl.tlon under In Illch Population under Inillch In undor 
Scboolll. Impaction. of 800 and lnopoctlon. l'arlloh .... over 600. In.p~Uon. l'ariloh6lo County, In.peotlon. 

1IJ\dcr. 
I 

IIereford - - -I ~ 115,489 I 149 I 28 130 15 6 61 I 23 I 29 191 I 
35 

Much of the i1iformation or this Table wu luppUed to me by H. M. L or the District ill 1858. 

TABLE IV. 
Diocese of Oxford. 

Supplied to me by the Oxford Diocesan Board o£Education. 1859. 

. No. No. 11'0. No • 
Total No. otPariahetl Their ofalloh of Parish ... Their of luch 

County. Population, of J?arlshel. with Popullition. Pllrl.h08 ra- with Population. Parishes roo 
Population celvlng Govern· Population celvlng Govorn· . under 60Q • mentald. over 600. mentald. 

~ 

Oxford - - . • - 168,270 236 132 .40,195 11 94 128,035 25 
Berks - - - · 171,132 174 84 28,705 7 90 142,427 29 
Ducks - . . · 166,183 209 123 36,454 6 86 129,729 26 . --_.------- Grand Totula · 505,585 609 339 105,344 24 270 400,241 80 

, 
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. The first casual glance at the figures given in each and all or 
these tables brings out this undeniable conclusion. In parishes 
over' 600 the Government system has obtained in well niO'h a 
moiety of the schools, and in parishes under 600 the Gove~ent 
system has broken down and utterly failed. Even from' the few _ 
and inappreciable cases where it has succeeded a considerable 
deduction must be made on exceptional grounds. Where the 
school is wholly or in great measure endowed, or there resides a 
wealthy capitalist who interests himself in education, and whose 
wealth is derived from other parishes besides that of his residence, 
the school is enabled to rise to the pecuniary requirements of the 
Minutes. But where the proprietorship of the land is, as is usually 
the case, in the hands of those who derive their income from the 
parish, the school is totally unable to secure the services of a 
certificated teacher, and, by consequence, unable to claim public 
pecuniary aid. The extent to which this- statement is true is 
demonstrable of proof only by those who possess an intimate 
knowledge of the circumstances of a locality. So far as this arch
deaconry'is concerned I am enabled to supply .the, information. 
There are exactly seven schools in 76 rural parishes under inspec': 
tion (Table IL) In one of these parishes. the school is amply 
endowed. In two there are resident noblemen, and in another . 
there lives the late Vice-President of the Committee of Council on 
Education. There remain then exactly three rural parishes" ordi
narily circumstanced, out of 76, that obtain a share of the public 
grant. I am not in a position to pursue this investigation through 
the remaining tables that are given, but I have a right to assume 
that this archdeaconry is a fair specimen of all England in this 
respect. But it. is not needful to mike any deduction on these 
grounds with a view of proving the point at. issue. In Somerset
f!hire there is actually pnly one school in 282 rural parishes that is 
under inspection. In Dorsetshire the average is one in 17; in 
Devonshire one in 122; in Cornwall one in 71; in Herefordshire 
()ne in 26; and in the diocese of Oxford one in 14. If we look at 
the average of all parishes over 600 that are under inspection we 
ilhall find it t~ be one in 2·97, and if we look at the average of all 
parishes under 600 we shall find it 9nly to reach one in 26·44-

As the returns given relate tq seve\l important a.,uricultural 
eounties located in different parts of England, and were all that. 
could be procured, and were not drawn up with any view of getting 
up a case, it is hardly fair to assert that they form exceptional 
cases. If they exhibit the average of all England, and of this 
there can be no reasonable doubt, then the fact is most apparent 
that for some cause or other rural parishes have not subjected 
themselves to Government inspection, and, by consequence, receive 
no part of the educational grant. If the causes that have hitherto 
prevented them from being in receipt of the grant can be dis
covered it may be possible from hence to point out the most appro
priate remedial measUres. 

First of all it should be stated that there must be a certain 
number of rural parishes which contain fewer inhabitants than 
could possibly supply children for a separate school Any attempt 
to give the exact number would only terminate in fallacious results. 
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A rural parish of 250 or 800 may be so located and circumstanced 
as that it may with advantage be united to a neighbouring parish 
in formin'" a joint schooL On the contrary it may be so isolated 
and the Population so scattered that a union with. an adjacent 
parish would have the effect of' excluding its inhabitants from all 
means of education. There need be but little apprehension of the 
public money being wasted in the support 'of schools in parishes 
where they are not needed. The cost of the remainder of the 
expense, which must come from private sources, will deter managers 
from making application, and at all times the power of refusal will 
rest with the Committee of CounciL 

Then, again, there still exists in .rural parishes a body of clergy 
and laity, by no means small or uninfluential, who are opposed to 
State interference in their schools, believing that a secular educa
tion is the covert end at which Government is aiming. There are 
others likewise of the same class who deem the mechanical art" of 
reading and writing, the text of the Church catechism, and Mrs. 
Trimmer to be the aim and end of all education for the labouring 
classes; and conceive that the development of the- intellect which 
God gave to man for culture, would tend to revolutionize society 
and unfit the poor man for his station in life. The want of fdu
cation among the tenant farmers renders that class likewise hostile 
to the improvement of the school,. feeling that any.advancement 
will render the laboUrer his mental superior. The extreme and 
proverbial thrift of farmers imparts a tenfold force to the feeling 
of personal pride, and renders them averse to a change that will 
necessitate a larger contribution from themselves •. 

In many rural parishes, one or other, or all of these causes, 
militate against ilie introduction of the Government system of 
education. But were all such obstacles to be removed, the pecu,;. 
niary impediment will ever preclude. rural. parishes, ordinarily 
circumstanced, from . the Rrceptance of State assistance on the 
terms that are annexed. The Froof of this can best be exhibited 
by giving .thebalance-she~t 0 a.rural parish of 600.population, 
where the lUcome would be the largest, and by supposmg th~ em~ 
ployment of a certificated mistress, and not of a master; when the 
expenditure would be the least. The salaries from managers 
acc:eJ.lte~ by female students last Chri~tmas at on~ of the leading 
trammg colleges, ranged from 251., whIch was conSIdered too little 
up to 58/. for a large town school, which was considered above th~ 
usual marketable price. The stipend of the mistress shall be 
placed at 44/., which will be found to be a fair average~' 
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BALANCE SHEET of a MIXED SCHOOL in a -RURAL PARISH 
of 600. 

RECEIPTS • EXPENDITURE. 
.£ 8. d. .£ s. 

School pence - 10 0 10 Stipend of certificated 
Voluntary contributions, 1)listress, not includ-

ser1)lons, &c. .. .; 13 0 0 ing Government aid 44 0 
Expenses of fuel, appa-

23 0 0 ratus, and repairs - 10 0 
Deficiency ~ 31 0 0 

d. 

0 

0 

£54 0 0 £54 0 0 

The items of both receipts and ex'penditure have been obtaincd 
by me from a considerable number of balance-sheets of rural 
schools of 600, supplied to me by managers; and there, therefor~ 
can be no doubt as to their correctness. It may then, without the 
slightest intention of placing the question in an adverse ligbt, be 
respectfully asked of the Committee of Council whether this defi
ciency of all. can be raised in rural parishes, and if so, from what 
sources; and, if it cannot 1:>e raised, then the proof is undeniably 
complete: firstly, that rural parishes are not under inspection; and 
secondly, that they are virtually excluded from the benefit of all 
educational grants under the conditions of the minutes as they are 
now drawn up, seeing that the employment of a certificated teacher 
is made obligatory before re~eiving the full pecuniary aid. 

The evil has . long been admitted by the Committee of Council 
on Education, and various Boards of Education have from time to 
time memorialized their lordships on the subject. I will proceed to 
consider the different remedies that have been suggested. . 

On 29th April 1854, the Committee of Council drew up a minute 
by which they allowed· a capitation grant, at the girls' rate, to 
mixed schools under certificated mistresses in rural parishes con
taining fewer than 600 inhabitants. On 26th July 1858, tbeir 
lordships had under their consideration the state of schools in small 
rural parishes, and resolved to grant a stipend of 251. per annum 
for male, and 20/. for female teachers during the probationary 
period of two years following the date at which they have passed 
the examination now required for a certificate, including the sche
dule, on condition that such period be passed either (a) as a prin~ 
cipal teacher in a rural school not containing more than 1,200 
square feet of superficial area in its school rooms and class rooms, 
or which can be certified as not needing, nor likely to be attended 
by-more than 100 scholars. All pecuniary conditlOns, beyond the 
public grants of 251. or 201. in these cases, to be dispensed with.' 

In all cases the least grant awarded by their lordships to a certifi
cated mistress would be 101. as augmentation money. The outside 
addition, then, to rural schools, under this minute, is lot.; i.e. the 
difference between 101. augmentation money, and 201., the snm now 
guaranteed. The relief afforded under this minute would be very 
great, were the limitation as to time withdrawn, and the number 
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of certificated teachers increased. The increased stipend cannot, 
however, be granted for more than two, or at the most three years, 
to the same teacher. . The managers of rural schools will be Unable, 
at the expiration of t~ period, to furnish the stil!end need(~l for 
the retainin'" of the certificated teacher, and they will not be willing 
to encounte; the evils attendant on a constant change of teachers. 
Hence the minute will find but very limited acceptance. 

Durin ... the past year the Oxford Diocesan. Board of Education;. 
the Brec~n Archidiaconal. Board, the Exeter Board of Education!> 
and the National Society, have memorialized their Lordships on 
the subject. of rural schools, and have recommended that reports 
of efficiency be the condition of grants:o ·without requiring the 
employment of either certificated or registered teachEVs. Fair and 
reasonable as is this proposition in theory, it is much to be feared 
that it would break down in practice. The standard of efficiency 
and sufficiency amongst the inspectors is notoriously unequal and 
different. The exercise of the power of refusal of grant for work. 
performed, on the result of a single examination, would be so 
18vidious, unpopular, and unjust, that no inspector would venture 
to put it in force, except in the most extreme and exceptional cases. 
In process of time all schools would then obtain the grants, and the 

, public money would be expended in support of a very inferior 
standard of instructiou. Under the present Government system, 
the examination of the teacher really decides the question as to' 
whether the public grant shall be given or withheld. It is certainly 
true that Her Majesty's inspectors possess the power of refusal, 
but how often, or when is it exercised? In the large district or 
Rev. F. Watkins, Her Majesty's inspector, the cases of refusal do 
not rise to more than one or two per cent., and I have good reason 
for believing that this per-centage is the same elsewhere. Differ
ences of opinion may exist as to the. standard of attainments needful 
in our national schools; but, be it what it may, it is most reasonable 
that the teacher should prove by personal examination, that he him
self ~as acquired that standard, before he proceeds to the reproduction 
of It 18 others. . 

The power of lerying' an educational rate in. aid, and that such 
rate may be reckoned as voluntary payment on the part of the 
parish, is a remedy that has found favour with some, and was advo
cated by Right Hon. C. B. Adderley in his Educational Address 
at the recent Social Science meeting at Bradford. There exists 
this advantage in a rate over voluntary contributions. In voluntary' 
contributions, the charitable pay for the uncharitable; the few for 
the many, and the 8um subscribed usually becomes less year by 
year. In. a rate, each contributes his just proportion. On the' 
other ~and i~ is clear tha~ the religious.difli~u1ty would appear in a 
more mtenslfied shape 10 an Educational rate, than even in a' 
question of Church rates; that annually there would be an alterca
tion as to the ex~t amount of rate which would be needed; and 
that, where partIes were nearly balanced an angry discussion 
would be raised, year by year, as to the persons in whose hands the 
real management should rest; the exact phase of faith to be tauO'ht 
to the childr.en;. and the time. and the place ~d. the tE:acher °by 
whom the mmorlty should be mstructed m the distinctive tenets of 
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their religion. At th~ present period, when the existence of Church 
rates trembles in the balance, it is hardly to be' expected that 11 

kindred rate, such as an educational rate would be, would find 
acceptance in the HoUse of Commons. • 

During the past year the Coventry Archidiaconal Educational 
Board, of which I am secretary, have memorialized the Committee 
of Council on the subject of rural schools, and suggested what, 
after mature deliberation, appeared to them the most suitable and 
sufficient remedy. The Norfolk Diocesan Board similarly memo
rialized the Committee of Council, recommending the same relaxa
tion of the Minutes. A copy was transmitted by the Coventry 
Board to the Commission of which your Lordship is chairman. As 
I had the satisfaction of drawing up the memorial, it is needless t() 
add that I do not dissent from the statement it contains. (See 
Appendix A.) • 

Were the plan proposed by the Coventry Board to be adopted 
and put into operation, the working of the financial part would 
come out very :much as follows:-

BALANCE SHEET of a MIXED SCHOOL in a RURAL PARISH of 
600 population, under proposed -scheme of the Coventry Archidia
conal and Norfolk I)iocesan Boards of Education. 

Stipend of mistress, from all sources, 601. 2s., viz. :-

From Local Aid. 

VolJlritary contributions, sermons, &c. 
School pence 

.£ s. d. 
13 0 0 

- 10 0 0 

.£23 0 0 

From Public Aid. 

Double -eertifieate gratuity .- - 20 0 0-
Gratuity for teachingpupil-teacher- -
Capitation grant of 9s. per head for 18 chil-

9 0 0' 

dren 8 2 () 

.£60 2 0-

Where Lodgings are provided. 

public aid - £6 0 O} 12 0 0-
Private do. - 6 0 0 

Public aid 
Private do. 

Expenditure for Books, Fuel, ~c. 

-£5 0 O} 10 0 0 
- 500 

£82 2 0 
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Under this arranO'em~nt the managers might have to supply 
S41. and the J.>ublic °48/. 28 •. The b~ance in favour of the rural 
pver other pal'lshes would, at the outsIde, stand thus :-

'£8. d. 
By double certificate - 10 0 .0 
B, capitation grant, excess over average of 

5,. 6d. and for 18 children 
Excess for ins\ruction of pupil-teacher -

330 
400 

.£17 3' 0 

". 

In some cases there would be a further sum of 61. for lodgings, 
and a sum not exceeding 51. for fuel, books, &c. 

Should it be urged that the cost per sc~olar would be co~siderable 
in this supposed case of a rural school, It must be r~conected that 
it is not more than is absolutely necessary, and is mamly caused by 
the present inadequate staff of certificated teachers. The minimum 
stipend from all sources required by the Committee of CoUncil for 
a mistress is 301. But the demand has so far exceeded the supply 
that the present average stipend (611. 98. 10d.) 'is actually more 
than double what their Lordships require, and even the minimum; 
(58!, 4,. Ud. given in the agricultural counties of Devon, Dorset; 
and Cornwall,) falls but little short of double. 

And it is this very scarcity' of certificated te!tchers that lies at the 
root of the present difficulty, raises the stipends so much beyond 
what is needful, and excludes all rural parishes from participation 
in the public grants. Unless the Committee of Council change their 
views there is but faint hope of the present generation 'living t()o 
see a supply commensurate with the demand, for the tendency of 
action of the Committee of Council has been of late still further' 
to diminish the future sU,{lply. At the present time the Committee 
are contemplating a ser~ous reduction in their payments to the
trainin~ colleges. The ordinary allowance of pupil-teachers has 
been hitherto one to every 80 scholars in schools where Queen'S. 
scholarships had been gained. A. boy cannot, according to the 
broadsheet of the present year, be apprenticed where the atten
dance is less than 50, or a. girl than 40. So again, by the Minute 
of 26 July 1858, the compulsory employment of certain proba
tioners for two years, and of scheduled students for thr~E! years, 
in schools in the room of two pupil-teachers, will also diminish 
still further the present insufficient supply of certificated teachers. 
~a~ may be, our present condition and what our future prospects. 
In thIS respect may be gathered from a statement put forth by n()o 
mean authority. In the general summary of the Report 1858-9 
of the Committee of Council on Education (p. xxx)' signed by the 
President and Vice· president; occurs this Important passage:
" If 8,000,000 children ought at this time to be found in schools 
" of the same class as those under inspection~-and this number 
" approximates, probably, to the true one, after deducting; on 
" the one hand, the Jlroportion of the Jniddle and upper classes, and 
" on the' other hand, allowing for the growth of population since 
" 18~1,-and if !lne certifi.cated teacher be allowed for every 100 
" children there IS occupatIOn. for 80,000 such teachers, supposing 
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" none other be employed. . At present the number of certificated 
" teacher$employed in schools under inspection is about 6,000, 
" and we are nearly ina position to augment this body at the rat~ 
" of 1,500 per. annum, having.. now almost 3,000 students in 
" training, of whom half may be sent 6ut in each year as teachers, 
" and in place of whom an equal number of Queen's scholars are 
" ready to. be admitted: At this rate,we should make up the 
" number of 80,000 certificated teachers in lfi years from this 
" llresent. time, if we. had no losses to account for." . 
W~ have, then, .upon the highest official record"that England 

must tarry in her educational progress for 16 years until she can 
be supplied w~th a sufficient st~ff of. certificated teachers; and we, 
therefore, .have upon the .highest offlcial record, that the -tax
payers.,of .England must wait 16. years until they can all obtain 

'their proper and fair quota from the. educational grant, towards 
which. they have alrea~y. f01" 13 'long years uncomplainingly 
contributed, anq, in numberless cases, have received, nothing in 
xeturn. . '. . . . . 

I have already stated (p.419) that the ordinary allowance of 
pupil-teachers has been hitherto one to every thirty scholars 
it!- schpolswhere Queen'sscbolarships had been gained~ It has 
been customary to allow one to every forty scholars in schools 
where Queen's schola~ships had not been gained. A boy cannot, 
according to the broad sheet of the present year. be appi'enticed 
~here :tlj.e attendance is Jess than 50, pr a girt than 40. The 
operation of this change will be mischievous in ev~ry shape and 
way, and will tell with peculiar severity on ~ural schools. The 
average annual. attendance ,in rural schools, even where the popu
lation reaches a thousand, will ;not exactly touch fifty, unless the 
school is mixed; and,. ex~ept in cases of necessity, mixed schools 
ate on many accounts not desirable. All rural parishes of a popu-
lation of a thousand and imder; where there are schools for both 
sex'es, are, therefore, for the time to . come debarred of the po;wer 
of having pupil~teachers; and all' parishes of 600 and under can 
never obtain pupil-teachers, whether the school be 'mixed or not. 
The evil does ~t end here. . Certificated teachers prefer schools 
where pupil-teachers are employed, as being more manageable, 
and also for the gratuity of 51. at leaSt, given by the Committee 
of Council for the i)lstruction of the pupil-teachers. The managers 
;must, therefore, pay. the additional 51. to compensate for the loss, 
and even then they will not c~me into the market with the same 
advantages as the more populous districts, It is also clear that 
.there must be, a serious diminution of pupil-teachers, and conse
quently of certificated teachers, by reason of this change in all 
schools, let the, number of .children. be what it may. This dimi
nution will be still further swollen by the effect of the minute of 
26th July 1858. We are informed that 1,500 annUally leave our 
.colleges as certificated teachers. Assume that under this minute 
a moiety for the two years of their prohation pass their time either 
in rural schools as principal teachers, or as assistant teachers in 
non-rural schools; eacb assistant-teacher displacing two pupil
teachers. We shall thus have' 750 certificated teachers ever en
gaged where pupil-teachers cannot be appre~ticed; and we shall 
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also have 750 certificated teachers ever resident iIi schools where 
they are displacing' 1,500 pupil-teachers, who are imperatively 

'needed for the purpose of supplying the' training colleges with 
students. Such are the arrangements that the Com~ittee of Council 
have made within the last two years, and at a time when they 
authoritatively state that, even with the, present undiminished 
number of pupiHeachers, the supply will not meet the demand for 
16 years to come'! 

An immediate and considerable addition to the present number 
of certificated teachers would. of course, afford the relief reqUired .. 
" For several years to come," the Committee of Council' observe 
(p.xxxi.). "there would be no fear of an oversupply of teacher.s, 
" although the number of colleges were greatly augmented, because 
" the body of certificated ~achers is still in process ?f format~on, 
,~ and not of maintelUlnce at au proper number." But If all who are 
to be certificated must needs pass through a training college,a 
point which, looking to our present need, will not be universally 
conceded, then any large addition would scarcely be justifiable, 
since" the permanent provision for training ought not to exceed the 
" ultimate permanent demand for trained teachers." In the mean
while, and until the number is complete. any special provision for 
enabling rural parishes to employ certificated teachers would only 
be enabling rural parishes t() outbid non-rural parishes; and it mUst 
be at once admitted that the present evil would be greatly aggra-, 
vated, in a political point of view, were rural patishes to take the 
precedence of populous districts,and were the few to be educated 
while the many were neglected. 

Under circumstances of such difficulty as those mentioned above, 
the question of necessarily employing a certificated teacher in aU 
cases irresistibly arises. In fact, it does appear somewhat like 
waste of rower. and waste of means to employ in an agricultural 
parish 0 small population a teacher whose examination has in
chided searching and abstruse questions in grammar, English 
history, geography, algebra, and Euclid. 'If the Committee will 
abate somewhat of~heit intellectual requirements, the managers 

-of country Echools Will be too pleased to accept a teaCher of less 
pretensions. The examination passed by pupil-teachers in their 
fifth or even fourth year; of registered teachers; of teachers in 
unions 'ratf!d to first-class of competency, is a sufficient guarantee' 
of the possession of " sound if humble attainments," far in excess of 
what will be required of a teacher of the first class of a rural schooL 
With a view of creating a class whose special mission it should be 
to take charge of rural schools, a special e~amination might be held 
in which candidates should be limited to those already enumerated, 
an~ ea~h shoul~ be requi~ed to pass a strict and seayching exami-, 

'nabon In the Simple subjects that would be needed In the schools 
in which they are to be engaged. 

The remedial measures, then, that 1 would respectfully venture 
• to suggest, and which might be of a temporary character, would 
be as follows :- ' 

I. The withdrawal of the restriction of the period mentioned in 
the Minute of 26th July 1858, during which the grant shall be 
given to the same teacher. ' . 
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II. The withdrawal of that portion 'of the Minute of 20th Augu!5t· 
1858, restraining teachers under 35 years of age from pas::ling the 
examination for-registration, and permitting all teachers of elemen
tary national schools to be examined, who shall have held a scliool 
of this character for the space of three years, and shall have 
challenged inspection, and obtained a favourable report of Her 
Majesty's inspector. .' 

With a view of not overrunning the demand, Ii. certain number 
only might annually be admitted, and at the expiration of ten years, 
the rule might be witbdrawn. ' 

III. The· employment of pupil-teachers who have passed their' 
fourth or fifth examination, provided that they have attained the 
age of 18,· or of teachers of unions who are rated at first-class of 
competency. 

The same limitation as to numbers, &c. might be insisted on as 
in case II., ' 

In schools where registered teachers, or teachers enumerated in 
I., are employed, a pupil-teacher should .be granted for every 25 
children in average attendance. ' 
. In schools where teachers enumerated in II. and III. are em'-' 

ployed, a yearly gratuity I of 10/. might be given and the usual 
capitation grant. ' . 

In order to increase the teaching power, a small grant of 41. or 51. 
per annum might be made. to . stipendi~y monitors under certain 

. conditions of age, character, and qualification, and in proportion to' 
the number of scholars in· attendance where there were no pupil
teachers. 

In all cases- the scI!ool might be defined as a rural school not 
containing more than 750 square feet of superficial area in its 
school-rooms and class-rooms, or which can be .certified as not 
needing,nor likely to be attended by more thau 70 sqholars. 

, I have thus attempted. to bring under the consideration of your 
Grace and the Commissioners of Education, with whom you ate 
associated, the particular extension and relaxation of the Minutes 
of education which appear to me most calculated to afford relief 
to rural parishes. Whether the remedy I suggest is the one best: 
calculated to cure the evil is a question, but that some speedy and 
sufficient remedy must be found is no question at alL The leading 
educational 'organs of the countr.Y are now making their wants 
known in this .matter by memOrIals that may not be disregarded 
without imperilling the whole educational grant. During the past 
year alone the National- Society Committee, and the Diocesan or 
Archidiaconal Educational Boards of Cambridge, Huntingdon, 
Suffolk, Bristol, Brecon, Oxford, Coventry, Norfolk, and Exeter, 

• Note.-In a return presl'nted to the House of Commons in Session 1855, there, 
were 3,169 pupil teachers. withdrawn from the public service, as against 1,825 ad
mitted into training oolleges. It is stated in the Summary of Minutes of 1858-9. 
that 87'32 successfully completed their apprenticeship, whilst only 76-02 became 
candidates for Queen's scholarships. Many ex-pupil-teachers give up all though1l! of 
following their profession at the end of apprenticeship either through the straitened 
circumstances of their parents, or through failure in securing Queen's scholarships, or. 
through fear of the labour and restraint of college life, who might be induced to accept 
village schools with a moderate stipend. 
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have, within my rersonal knowledge, either memorialized the Com
mittee of Counci on the subject of rural schools, or JIad the subject 
under consideration. They· demand an alteration of the Minutes. 
They contend that there can be no practical difference between 
the lDjustice of the terms of a grant that by name excludes rural 
parishes, or of a grant that prescribes conditions that cannot be 
accepted. They contend that it is a political wrong to appropriate 
the taxes, taken from the nation generally, to the education of the 
manufacturing classes and populous parishes, to the exClusion of 
th~ poor depende!lt on the landed interest. There have been.n~ 
nOlsy demonstrations, such as would have- occurred _had a ,like 
injustice been perpetrated on the towns, but the movement· is 
notwithstanding not the less important, and its 'ultimate 'effect on 
Parliament will not be the less influential and decisive. The 
Committee of Council have won for themselves the confidence of 
the nation by the wisdom oC their measures and the acknowledged 
amelioration of the schools placed under their care. It is to b~ 
hoped that they will not weaken or destroy that confidence by 
temptipg an adverse vote of the legislature, but that they will 
now yield to claims that are based on justice, and. that are in 
accordance .with the first. principles of politic~ economy;· .and at 
the foundation of the soclal and moral well-bemg of the kmgdom 
at large. . 

I have the honour tobe, 
My Lord Duke and Gentlemen, 

Your most obedient serva.nt,
NASH STEPHENSON.-. -

His Grace the Duke of Newcastle, J{.G., 
&c., &c., &c., 

President of the Education Commission 
for England. 

APPENDIX .A. 

MEMORIAL to the LoRDS of the COMMITTEE on EDUCATION -of IhR 
MAJESTY'S MOST HONOURABLE PRlVY COUNCIL, from the GENERAL 
COMMITTEE of the CHURCH EXTENSION SOCIETY and EDUCATIONAL 
BOARD for the ARCHDEACONRY of COVENTRY. - . ., 

My LoUDS, 
.. ~ THE General Committee of the Church Extension So~ietyand 
EducatIOnal Board for the Archdeaconry of Coventry are of opinion 
that t~e present By~tem of na~ional education, as ca~ed out. by the 
Coml,mttee of CounCIl ~n EducatIOn, has proved itself eminently worthy 
of support and extenslOn, by the acknowledged amelioration of the 
sch.ools ~hr~ughout ~he c0!ln.try placed under inspection, and by the 
strIct· prlnc~ples of IIDparbahty and equity by which the grants have' 
been apportioned. 
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ll. But the Coinmittee, having under consideration the facts that at 
this time there should be on the books of our elementary schools 
l1pwards of 3,000,000 'children,and that there are on the. books 
2,046,848 children; and that there are only 5,166 certificated teachers 
{or, in other words, one such teacher to 396 children on the books), are 
of opinion ·that, for the just development of the present system, and the 
wants of the poor, there is required an immediate and considerable 
increase of certi:ficated teachers. 

m The Committee, basing their judgment on the facts that the 
average stipend.s of certificated masters are in excess of 90l., and of mis
tresses in excess of 60/., are of opinion that neither of these 8ums, even 
·with the present proffered public aid, can be raised in small agricultural 
parishes; and that such parishes are virtually excluded from the benefit 
of all educational grants, and are proved to be so by statistics placed 
before the Committee. (See supra, pp. 413, 414.) • 

IV. With a view of.reme!Iying an evil 80 fraught with Injurious 
results to the community at large, and so inequitable to the excluded 
portion of the tax-payers of the country, the Committee recommend 
a relaxation orthe Minutes, so far as they relate to parishes or districts 
with a population of 600 and under (not being in boroughs or towns), 
and suggest in all such cases :- . 

A. That the teacher employed shall be certificated or registered, 'aD. 
ex-pupil-teacher, or a teacher of a parochial union school, with rating 
not below first-class of competency. 

B. That the managers pay towards the stipend of the teacher a 
minimum salary of 231.~ whick sum may be made up of voluntary con
tri,butions and school pence, in whatever proportions the managers may 
deem best. 

In all such caSes, when these conditions have been complied with, the 
Committee would recommend their Lordships to make the following 
grants and aids :-

I. A pupil-teacher for every 25 children in average attendance, in 
all cases where a certificated or registered teacher has been engaged. 

2. A capitation grant of 9s. per head for all children, irrespective of 
the amount of their payments, who may have attended li6 days. 

3. Double amount of certificate gratuity (in no case to exceed 20/., 
to all certificated teachers, and a gratuity of 61. 13s. 4d. to all registered 
teachers, teachers in unions, not rated below first class of competency, 
and to ex-pupil-teachers. . 

4. A grant of 6l. where the managers shall provide lodgings rent 
free. 

5. A moiety of disbursements of school managers for fuel, repairs, 
apparatus, and books, provided that the amount Claimed shall not in 
any year exceed 51. . 
. The Committee having had under their consideration the Minute of 
26th July 1858, would point out to your Lordships that the employment 
of probationers for two years 'lind of scheduled students for three years 
in schools, in the room of two pupil-teachers, has a tendency to di
minish the number of pupil-teachers, and, by consequence, still further 
diminish the present inadequate number of certificated teachers. 

. The Committee are, lastly, of opinion that the stipend offered byyour 
Lordships to probationers and scheduled students in rural schools, under 
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the recent minute, w,nt' not be gener~ly accepted, inasmucll a~ SUCll 
Itipend cannot be ·granted to the same teacher for more, than .. two or 
three years; a!ld the m~agera of such schools,. beingil unable as ~t 
present to furwsll the stipend needful for .. certdicBtelf ,te'a<:her,: will 
not be willing to encounter the evils and annoyance att.tn~J;lt on .. con
atant change of teachers, which will be pece!!sitated bYt~,:,employment 
of probationer. or scheduled atudents. ' ' 

" We have the honour to be, my Lords, 

'/--

Your Lordships' o.bedient servants, 
In be~Athe Co.m~~ev . e~an;~an. 

/ I I I , \., V>'.A. L r:' '~. '\.\ 
~, tjJ''Y l ' -~ J \.. ~.' -"I 

/l)·,.1 ,~t 0 '-' 
I' 

(;'\. ',/vl Miss Elizabeth Twfuing. 
To the Commissioners' of Education. 

I HAVE been for many years accustomed' to visit and teach 
in the various kinds of schools for the middle, lower, and poor
est classes of children, chiefly in London, and occasionally in the 
country. I now desire to answer the questions contained- in 

<the paper of the Commission to . the best of my ability and ex
periJ!nce. 

lam, 
Your obedient servant, 

ELlzABETH TWINING. 
18, Bedford Place, Russell Square, 

July 18, 1859. 

1. 1 visit in schools of all classes, from the, lowest to the highest. 
I am now most freguently in the Clare Market ragged schools. 
the parochial and infant schools of st. Clement Danes, Strand. 
I also know some of the private schools, where from St!. to. 6a. 
a week is paid, and 'am able to compare the different systems 

-and results. I also know the plans and effects of middle-class 
schools. 

2. Is a question, requiring much consideration and a long 
answer. No one age can be fixed for the attendance of children of 
the working classes at school, either in town, or country. The 
superintendent of each school should endeavour to make the school 
and its teaching so popular, useful, and pleasa:nl to the scholars 
. that they will readily remain as long as possible. The boys and 
girls in parochial or national school usually remain tiU fourteen~ 
because they requiJ;e more instruction, and obtain generally good 
work on leaving. At the midsummer meeting of the parochial 
school of S1. Clement Danes, twelve boys' came for the reward 
given to those who have been a year in their first situation; all in 
excellent employment in the parish, except one, wpo is in a ware
house in the city. In this class of schools I believe the' education 
is well adapted to the scholars, particularly to the boys. The 

. teaching of the girls is not generally so successfu~ but is best 
whe~e' most care is bestowed on domestic training. In ragged 
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schools the children seldom remain in regular attendance after ten 
-years; at that age they usually get some- kind ot light work for a 
part '. of the ,day. l<~or 'this reason the EYENING ragged school is 
very necessary, and scholars return to it repeatedly whenever they 
have time or opportunity. If ~vening classes could be more fre
quentfot young lads of the class Move the very poor, 'they would 
be of great value, and undoubtedly well attended. . 

8. A good knowledge' of the Gospels .of the New Testament 
and some portions of the Old. Testament, with some Psalms. 
Singing hymns. and other pieces of simple' poetry, writing, spel
ling, and the first· rules . of arithmetic. This for all classes of 
schools for the poor. To those of rather higher rank, as trade~ 
people and others, drawing.is. a very desirable addition to the 
education of many boys. Music should only be taught when 
decidedly advantageous to either boys or girls, after thirteen, and 
when a peculiar taste for it is shown •. Geography is also necessary 
now. 

4. (a.) Sunday schools are< not yet in any sufficient number in 
most London parjshes. . From three to five in, the afternoon they 
would generally be well attended. . 

(c.) Industrial and domestic training' are most essenti/ll part~ of 
education for poor girls. especially,-too little taught or attended 
in Jnany schools.. . . • 

(d.) Evening schools should be llstablished in large cities 9r towns, 
as much as possible uD.<ler the superintendence of persons of 
education voluntarily; the, etre(!t of this intercours~ between the 
up'per classes and ,the young persons of the middle ·classes may be 
made extremely efficacious for gS'od. , " . 

. (e.) Lectures by voluntary teachers in. any kind of filchoolroom 
afford much pleasant instruction, and are almost sure to meet with 
willing audiences. Not yet nearly numerous enough, they form • 
the' best counter-attraction to the low theatres and places of amuse
ment. Travellers. who ,relate their experiences are generally listr 
ened to gladly; , 

(h.) Lending libraries,-very acceptable to the lower classes,
should be plentiful in every parish., The principal, or, indeed, only. 
hooks accessible to the poor children otherwise are of bad character, 
more or less. 
, {g.Y Not necessary, except by private individuals,' as may 

chance. ' .' . ' 
(h.) This would probably be productive of much good in en-

, courllging a good sound' education. The State would gain more 
efficient servants in the humbler offices by this means, 
• '5: Education should be free to the very poorest in the so-called 

ragged schools, but all who: can pay something ought to do so, and 
prefer generally to'do so. , . 

II • .......:AcTUAL STATE OF' EbuCATION. , 
- '6. The deficiency in the general teaching of schools arises from 
too much routine, a want of right discrimination between necessary 
order and discipline and a free and simple manner of teaching and be
haviour. Several of the books' used in schools are too difficult, 
and, not sufficieJlt verbal ell:p'lanation is used by the teachers. . 

\ 
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nI.-CAusES OF DEFICIENCY. 

7. (a.) Still a want of schools under the care ,?f we!l-educate~ 
persons; too many small private schools under meffiCIently edu-, 
cated teachers. , 

(b.) In these private schools the teaching is often deficient, frOIn 
various causes; one being a want of sufficiently spacious convenien~ 
schoolroom. • , ' 

(c.) Parents are generally anxious for their children's edu~ation; 
but often very incapable of appreciatirig what, ~s ~o~ f~r them 
except in a general way. They should be mVlted to annual 
meetinO's at the school, and otherwise be induced to be friendly 
with th~ teachers. This has been, effected by ''"mothers~ meeti,ngs" 
in the raO'ged schools. ',' 

(d.) The value of children's labour does often induce the patents' 
to take them from school too young; they' can often 'get work 
when the patents cannot.," ' " • 

'(e.) Parents are becoming more and' nwte particular about the 
punishments set to 'their children. Teachers should 'be 'extremely'
careful to punish for real sinful faults only, and, if possible, to' 
explain the 'truth to the parents, who often. hear o~lya: partial 
report from the child; and thus form a wrong Judgment, and 'tak~ 
away the child from the school, -~ its great loss. It should,be' 
repeatedly clearly explained to the children that punishment', is· 
necessary for faults; that they come to' be taugltt good and curea 
of had ways. It is so general now for both children and parents' 
to take any punishment amiss, that teat!hers should be very careful 
to prevent it. Parents are also generally quick at observing 
whether the children reallt advance in" learning, and 'often tak~ 
.them away on finding they make ,sa little progress in. reading ,or 
writing. " " ," 

(f.) Probably social arrangements do affect the regular attend~ 
ance of the children of the poor; much allowance should be made 
for this. 

IV.-GOVERNMENT AID ANn INSPECTION. 

9. I consider that,' the new system ~f Government. inspectIon' 
has been of much benefit. That it ensures a due combination of 
religious and secular teaching; that it en(~ourages local subscrip
tions; and that it is good for schools of all classes ,of the' poor to 
be occasionally inspected by authorized persons. Directly and 
indirectly it brings good influence; indirectly to the children, 

, inducing feelings of.lo.yalty and submission ~ high authority, and . 
also a valuable conVIction to them that the higher ranks, and even 
the Queen and her governing ministers, take an interest in, their 
wel.fare. All that t~nds to bind all classes. together is for good. 
It IS very encouragmg and useful,to teachers to have regular 
inspections of their schools., ' 

(a.) P.auper schools must be ranked amongst the DEFECTIVE,--. 
certainly BELOW the ragged schools. Observe the difference in 
the time and the manner in which the children are enabled to gain 
their own maintenance. As before remarked, a ragged school 
scholar, hoy or gir4 can seldom be retained in the school ,regularly., 
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· after ten or elelJen years of age. They often gain good characters 
in their first place for. diligence and willingness to work. This is 
proved by ,an 'extract' from the annual report of -the "Ragged 
" School Union:" -" The number 4 rewarded with a prize for 
" keeping in place with good character for twelve months, ending 
"December 25, 1858, was five hundred and sixty-eisht." The 
.age of these children varies from twelve to seventeen, but it often 
occurs that boys apply-to their teacher for the form of application 
before they are actually twelve years. Pauper school children are 
u~t for.any .kind 'of service before fourteen generally; seldom 
can he ;placed out 50800n; and ury frequently return in a short 
time Wltha bad ,character, and become again a dull and· useless 
inmate of the union. The defect must be in the system of teaching 
and training, f~ the children are ,not usually from so low a class 
as the ~agge!i school children. are. In by far the greater number 
.of cases t~e pauper scholar has ~me to that low c~ndition from ac
.Cldental Cll'cumstances. These schools require great improveme11.4 
and ought surely. to st[ivefor it. Why should their scholars, be 
longer prepari1l!J to earn their .. own livi1l!J than the -poor. rassed school 
children? The causes might be easily ascertained,-a want of life 

• and action; a want of external inspection and visitation of voluntary 
friends; a want of devoted zeal and love in the teachers; a want of. . 
family life and care: .All ~se causes might be removed, and t]le 
sain would, be sreat. ' , ' '\ 

(b.) RefoT]natory schools are in a very superior condition; being 
. lately established on new and, 'Suitable plans, arranged according 
to existing wants and circ1¥Dstances. The tea~llers have to deal 
with difficult rebellious eases, but succtled well, Understanding 
.how to combine firmness of discipline and order .with true lpve and 
· kindness. ._ 

The children of paupers, criminals, or destitute orphaus might 
be well provided for in the pauper schools of !tnWns or w.orkhouses, if 
such schools were duly organized and inspected, and kept in 
buildings entirely separat.e from the workhouse for older paupers.. 

10. For ,the present, I think the Government system of aid and 
,inspection is useful in stimulating voluntary liberality. The system 
'i!eems to require only some modification and improvement. 

V.-ENDOWED SCHOOLS. 

11~ If grammar schools are meant in this clause, they are un
doubtedly e:rtreme~'1 improved during the last twenty years. Many 
which had sunk into a state 'of decay and inefficiency are now in a 

· very prosperous, excellent condition. That of Colchester in Essex 
may be quoted as an example. .. 

SUGGESTIONS. . .. . \. '. 

12. (a) The maintenance of the system appears to be deSIrable. 
(b) It might be further extended if done judiciously and dis;. 

creetly, only by inspectors well fitted to the work. _ . 
(c) That a lady, whether wife, sister, or other relation of the 

inspector, be always permitted to inspect the school b.oth in f:he 
teachins and domestic department at . the same time Wlth the lD

spector. That care should be taken not to overlook the industrial 
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teaching of the girls; that I:lhould be the chief 'object for those 
girls who are il)tended for house senants for, the upper cl3.!'~es. 
In all the parochial schools where a' certain ilUml>er of the gIrlS 
reside entirely in the school-house,' the work (If the house should 
afford a good opportunityt. all in fur:' to. be tr;I.i~ed as useful 
servants in all departments, and' especIally m cooking food.; In 
this domestic work ladies should inspect I the schools and Qwelling
house. '. 

(1) I do 'not think a . rate would 'be at ,aU: desirable for any: 
),. t • reason. M 

(h) I have no doubt of the general desire' of parents and ahil ... 
dren to acquire Instruction. If sc\1001s 'are rrui,de popular, that is, 
acceptolJle to the people for'whom they are intended, they will have 
abundant schorars. The sr,hool must be a happy place to the 
children, a kind of secoJld home, where 'they are welcomed by the 
teachers. The pareJlts must also be welcome<f at all times if they. 
have any commQnication ,to. make about their children. A school, 
door should be always open and accessible. Teachers should not con
sider their work to be limited to school hourI, as niuch good may be 
done out of school hours as during' the regular lessons. Wherever 
there is a court or any space uled as a play ghn6ul by the children, 
it affords the best possible resource 'both for ,the\!hildren ·and 
teachers. Among the various kinds oj schools I know and visit 

'in Londonl- there is only One inf¥'t 'chool that has ap!fVedplay
ground. It is a very great,. yet unavoidable, ~ defect in ,Lo\'idon 
schools, yet it might be made better by judicious Q.rrangement~. 
'The children m1ght be allowed ten or fifteen minutes twice or thrice 
during the~~Q'9] three hours of lessons fo1"' quiet exercise, although 
not for noisy play. Alrschools might take advice from the' three 
latest systems of school-keeping, the infant; the ragged,' and the 
reformatory.' In the firat, the young children learn mlJch by manual 
exercises and marching in order. In the second, the teachera are 
careful not. to weary their wild restless scholars; never keep them 
too long at one subject; bring them into order'and cheerfuln~ss by 
6inging several times during the hours of teaching. From the third 
schools all teachers may learn -the value of work. for the hands in 
'-'!tficient proportio.,. to work' for the head. 

13. By no means make 'school' attendance COMPULSORY; but 
all pastors of parishes, all visitors tif the poor, all ,among the upper 
classes who have any influence over the working or lower classes, 
should make it one of the chief subjects' of. conversation and 
endeavour to lead all to perceive the real and, indispensable advan
tage of sending children, to such schools as, are suitable. 1 do 
not think it advisable to have schools under the direct ,lJr !lole 

I control of the State. I consider the duty of the State, is : to aid', 
and i1l,fpect "and encourage subjects to do their duty efficiently. 
Free schools under Government seem to be only advisable for 
those' childrefl directly connected with ·those who have served the 
Government or country in army or navy.· , 

~D regard.to the di!Bcult~es ~i~g from differences of religiouf 
bel~ef, I conslder. that m thls ChllSban land. the HO~1J SCriptw'es 
must "b~ taught m all school~ as th~ foundatlO~ of everything, as 
that which has the pow~r of mtiuenclDg the mmq arld life of all, 
even the poorest, cllild, and without which DO ins~uction can avail. 

, . 
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I believe th!lt the catechism of the Church: of England might als() 
be taugh~ '1p' I!-ll, s~hools for. the poor. with very few exceptions. 
Where dIssenters are numerous, and object to the catechism after 
being told .that. it ~8·to 'tle. taught in the school, there is most 
probably a: dis6.~ntjTIfJ ill:hool where thtly l!all attend. r pelieve in 
the poore!: ctasses in, towns these objections seldom arise. I have 
.also known instances in. villages whet'e some of "the children of 
tlissenters preferred the Church school, although there was a 

; . dissenting, s!!hool' jn 'the ~iUage.. If c161"gymen and teachers deal 
.' gently wit~ ilissenti'1lf/' dijJicufties, they in most cases vanish away. 
If ~therw1'Se, and dissenters are numerons, let them have a school 
under their own cru:e and rules. " 

. .., I . 
vil.-TE.O\CHERS AND TRAINING COL~i:GES. '. ' 

:.: 14" The.· q'lla1ificatio~ of teachers iit the private or dames' 
schools cannot be equal to those of TRAINED teac~s, and in many 
insta~ces their powerS< are v,.ery unequal to the duties belonging t() 
teachmg. . >. . '. , 

15. The ttaining and edtlcq,tion given in normal schools and 
colleges has been'<v~ry efficacious,-and in many important points 
well adapted, to the purpOife. It appears in a few subjects to set 
too high a. standard of leeming, in the women teachers more par
t~cularly •• Many of the~ mbst.of 'nece~sity go ~orth. iVto remote' 
VillAges where th.ey will find the. children' qwte . mcapable of' 
advancing beJ'ond simple learning. Care should be taken not 
to injure the health I)f young women by too m&:h pressure of 
study, which may lessen their gen.e~al e~ergy: oU<,ldy and mind 
for the whole work of care and trammg- of children~ It mnst be 
kept strictly. in • mind that the time for instruction to the poor is 
at the most limited to a few years; that in general the scholars 
are obliged to leave school atfourteen years of age; if not earlier 
At the period of life when the children of the uppn ranks are 
only just beginning to learn much, the pour are obliged to leave 
.off. Therefore we must be careful neither to ld!;e the short time 
for necessary instruction, nor to oVel'burden theil' minds and memo
ries with what they cannot understand 'nor make use of in after
life. I have known some trained teachers who have gone into 
small towns or villages uncomfortable from. want of associates 
equal to them in education. They should all be duly prepared to 
be contented and satisfied with their !JTeat work of educating chil
dren, and to perceive that even though U:iey' cannot teach them 
dijJicult things, or bring them forward as they would wish,. that they 
have rile power of training them in the right way, and teaching 
them all that is necessary for their happiness in this world and in • 
the next. What is called hook·learni1l!J should not ,supersede other 
and necessary instruction to poor children. Needlework should. 
always be weIll tau~ht. 'The chief cause of poverld and rags in 
Ireland is, that the women cannot sew. I 

16. The system of pupil·teache~s is doing well wherever the 
school in all its arrangements is duly visited and superintended by 
the clergy and .others who belong to it. But it is a respon~bility 
to entrust wholly to teachers. " I 

17. As a 'FUle it appears better that teachers should be paid by 
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a regular stipend, as is ,usual in towns' and. cities~ . lnvillage 
schools, where the pence of the children. form, l'aI't of the teacher's 
sal~, much trouble aris~s from tMoccaswnaI variation and 
deficIency. It is sometimes advisable to combine the two' plans so 
far rut ~¢' priyi1ege of, h~ri~g' ,some extra. ,plder .. pupils in the 
evening. In VIllages where there a,re no other persons capable of 
teaching in an evening school, tbill systeQl succeeds well. 

, ..... " . 
VIIL-RESULTS, ' I " . ..., . .... 

, 18. Much intellectual result has doubtless'arisen from the nu
merous schools which have been at .work'B.uring the last thirty 
.pr forty years. In the moral condit!on of the pqor, even of children, 
there is still gretat' improvement needed. Ruks,and regulations have 
done their p~they have laid .aJoundation;, JIow personal efforts' 
are necessary to carrY' out all plans to their most comprete effective . 
result. For this good relult, devoted at~ttoIi • on tQe part of th~~ 

- paid teachers and friendly. assistance andco~"peration from· volun~ 
tary visitors are essentiaL Observe> the' hAppy effect ,of this 
" communion of }abour" in evening ragged sahools ·Tor ;,boys of girls. 
In the former, young lads and Q01s ,attend after a hard day's 
work, and will obey the rules for behaviour.ana ~aching, 1I.nd more
over sit quietly to listen toa simple leclure given by sQme friend of 
their humble school for more than an hour. Each National school 

'might easily adopt this system of ~eeping' up '''a, good infhrence ovet 
, boys who .. na'Ve left day-scbool attendance for. work. The'lisual 

hour for clo~ing shops is now seven. If good and IO-fe places are 
not opened ,'Y~re they can spend the evenillg, it i~ not surprising 
if they are ~eJl(i,ped into. bad places. • There are still needen- more 
Sunday schools by voluntary teachers, more eveninp f!Jeelc schools for 
boys and lads, more parenti meetings in all schools,mcire.sa'ili~qs' penny 
bank' in schools, more lending libraries in schools, more clothing clubs in 
.chools, more gatherings of old scholars, more correspoTulence with old 
scholars, mtn'e t'ilening classes for adults, more reading rooms for adults. 
A very strong impediment to the moral and intellectual improvement 
of the poor.is t~~ crowded, ~rty, miserable rooms in which families· 
are obliged to hve.- There IS no place of resort 'always accessible 
to them exc~pt the publico/lOuse. How many spacious comfortable 
schoolrooms are shut up and useless after. five in the afternoon? 
During the winter' season thes~ might be used most profitably for 
instructive pleasant meetings of parents and childrElD. In every 
parish a few friends.would be found to superintend, and they will 
be rewarded for any trduble by the ready and grateful attention 
of their audience. All experiments of this kind prove- successful 
and encouraging; let them be multiplied abundantly.. 

• 
Miss Louisa Twining. 

" -". • 13, Bedford Place, London, 1859. 
THE remarks whICh I WIsh to make have reference entirely to 

Section IV., Question 9, my attention having been*'airected to 
" . -, 
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'Pauper schools, and their l'esults, during some years, especially as 
regards the girls., •• 

I believe most of my observations are borne out by the inspectors 
of poor 'law . schools, ·and the spirit of improvement is, no doubt 
advancing in a tightdifection, particularly as to industrial education, 
which is made a prominent. feature in the district pauper schools ; 
yet in none of the workhouse schools, that I have visited is this 
sufficiently attended to, nor can it be, as long as they are under 
the same roof as the adults"and practiclJl work can only be taught 
by communication with them. Yet for these children, both boys 
and,girls, intellectual e!\ucation alone is -nearly useless. Persons 
who have not had to qo with this class would be surprised to find 
how· soon it is all forgotten, . an<l how ,little real ilOld it has taken: 
of their minds. "., . • 

Inquire into the history of thlt girls and women to be found in 
·the adult wards or workhouses, andtMy 'wilIbe found to have 
been,' generally speaking;brought up in pauper schools, the effects 
of which, also generally sp~ak.ing, I believ~ to be taW to girls, the 
larger proportion of .whom are orphans, and most of those who 
are not withoht,family ties are subject to the worst and most de
basing influences from their palents. 

From her~ng together masses, or even any number of these 
children whhout family affections or any attempt at their cultiva
tion, I sheuld expect 'Only the w~rst and most unnatural resUlts. 

The following r«:,medies have occJl,rred to me as likery in some 
measure to Jessen these evils, and I therefore~mention them 
here. ." ;' . 

1st. The appointment of a superior class of per&ons over schools 
of this description, both district and workhouse. ,-" 

I know instances of the most ordinary and vulgar persons being 
placed as master and matron over these establishments; wuler them 
are the teachers, master and mistress, between whom and their supe
riors, so called, a constant collision goes on, to the manifest injury 
of all under their care. Or, the collision may be produced by other 
causes, occasioned, I cannot but think, from the :endue importance 
given to the intellectual education of this class of children. 

The teachers are, of course, anxious' to promote it as much as 
possible, in order to make a good show at the insp~ctor's visits, 
while the matron is more desirous to promote the industrial educa
tion of the children, in order to fit them for service; but every 
hour that is not devoted to, book learning is lP'udged.. Last year 
I visited a small union in one of our midland counties,. and found 
in the school a bright, intelligent mistress teaching both ,boys' and 
girls t~ether. I was perfectly amazed at hearing the wonderful 
amount of learning displayed, pages of geography, heights of 
mountains, length of rivers, and in history, dates and facts without 
end. Considering 'that the children were from the lowest class in 
an agricultural district, and ,would go, out as ploughboys and the 
girls as mruds-of-alI-work, it struck me as somewhat extraordinary, 
but I couldt of course, obtain no i.nformation as to the results in 
the after-lives of these children. 'l;his year I visited the same 
union, and found a new matron, who bad come fresh to the work 
frOID a very superior post, with all the kindly and healthy infhie~ces 
of a Buperin~endent of.a girls' industrial school, where, cooking, 
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&c. was specially taught, and ffom her I leai"Qt the follow,ing facts. 
But findin ... the school very empty I first asked the young school
mistress what had become of the childr~n, and l found that some 
were learning housework, but .many • had, gon~ 9ut with their 
parents to get summer employment. I lDq'lllred In' what state she 
found them return to her after this summer absence? Tbe answer 
was, "they have forgotten everything! some can barely read and, 
write;" and as to all the superficial learning of dates and rivers, 
that of course is the first to vanish from the memory. 

And yet this was all that had been taught- In the scullery was 
a girl trying to wash up Bome tea-things, totally ignorant of how 
to set about it, and the matron assty'ed us shj3 f had to teach' them' 
everything, as they had no moret'knowledge, 1>t household work 
than babies. A totally different spirit would sd"on be introduced~ 
but at what risk? This small workhouse illustrated another evil 
I have alluded to; these girls were taught; hou8,eholdwork neces..; . 
sarily in communication with the adults, and' learnt the care and: 
management of babies in company with; their 'unmarried mothers, 
and it was impossible to avoid it, if the girls ,ever went beyond 
the limits of their school. I canno~magine a m9re fatal risk than 
for these girls, just going ~ut into the liberty of the world (friend~ 
less and without protection), to see constantly before them these 
women with their babies; the workhouse seems their recognized 
home; theX have (mostly) nothing Ito ao but 1"0 sit and nurse their 
babies by a good fire and gossip with each other. There is no 
pretence a,t its being a place. of penance or hardship, no one re
proves them or endeavours to make them see 'th~ir sin; why should' 
Dot these girls go and do.likewise? arld so of course they do, arid 
a constant supply is kept up. In another workhouse I have seen 
a separate buildmg for the schools, 'but actually the" nursery' for 
these women and children was placed with it; I suppose the 
guardians thought they were classifying by putting all the children 
together. . , . 

Why should the master and matron be husband aud wife? In a 
country pauper school a man is, of course, wanted to teach farm .. 
ing to the boys, an' e~cellent an,d most desira~le plan; but why 
must he be t~ matron s husband? why not appomt a good matron 
to be ~ead of the wh~le, as a woman would be fitly placed overiln' 
establ,ishment for children alone? She should be in every way 
supenor to the teachers, and let there be a farming man to teach' 
the boys, just as there is a tailor and a shoemaker. 

Another ptllf!tice I cannot refrain from alluding to, is the sup
posed economical one of employing pauper nurses supplied from 
the workhouses for these schools; and a most fatal error is tli'at of 
mixing up children admitted for very short periods with the more 
permanent ones; stich a practice should not be tolerated. In the 
large distri,:t ~chools it is endeavoured to obviate this evil, but 
ev~n there, It ~s not complet~ly done, t4e orphans and permanent 
chIldren bemg In no case entirely separate from those who stay 
only a few months. . 

In ,,:orkhouse schools it is not attempted, and ,bitter are the 
compl~nts I hear from schoolmasters and mistresses on. this point. 
The chIldren of tr~ps or of anyone entering the house are placed 

VOL. V. • • ~E' E .. 
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in the school, an~ brip.g in with them evil enough to undo all the 
good that the teachers have been labouring to instil into their 
scholar~ ; . schoolmistresses who have the confidence of theh
scholars learn a go.od deal of. this instruction that is imparte~ and 
shudder to find the depravity of it; or what is perhaps as bad~ 
these children with parents must go out with them whenever they 
leave the house, and it must be remembered that there is no 
possible power to prevent these mothers or fathers taking their 
discharge,-going out perhaps for a day or two, it may be on 
pretence' of seeking for work, or more possibly to attend a neigh
bouring fair. l have been told the kind of. stories these children 
then bring back with them.' '. / i 

A good schoolmistress was asked why she seemed so depressed 
and spiritless about her work in a workhouse school? and she said 
it was because she felt she was training up the girls for a life of 
vice and depravity; it was impossible under existing circumstances 
that it should be otherwise: one after another went out to carry 
on the lessons she had learnt from the adults, and she returned like 
them, ruined, and degrade~ to be a life-long pauper. 

All the best teachers feel this, and lose spirit for their work. In 
a boys' school it was the same; they could learn no industrial 
training without being with the adults, and the consequence was 
that their last three months of "finishing". in the house. completed 
their degradation and ruin. 

With training schools wanted urgently for boys for the army 
and navy, for labour of all kinds in the colonies; where they would 
be gladly received at 16, and for girls as servants, equally at home
and abroad, why should there be all this sad waste of material, and 
a; race educated to fill our workhouses? for as long as our work
houses are what they are, and seem to be intended to be by those 
who theorise about them, places of degradation, it must be fatal 
to bring up children in thein, daily seeing, if not associating with 
all those classes who make it their home. How naturally must. 
the idea be planted in their minds that they may, and probably 
will, do the same. From being brought up there, and knowing no· 
other home, they really get, as they say, "to love the workhouse 
'I walls," and return there on the slightest pretence. Could work-· 
houses be considered, and in time become, institutions for the
relief of that misfortune which must ever be found more or less
largely in the lower classes of any country like ours,-as hospitals. 
for the sick who cannot be received into those which are volun
tarily supported; as penitentiaries for those whom no other a~ylum$ 
can or will admit,-as homes for the aged who have no relations to. 
support them, and for the orphan children who must be provided; 
for,-and if all these classes could be separated and really clas
sified, there would not be the same need for the separation of the~ 
schools; but everyone must know how all this differs from ex
isting circumstances, and, how fatal a school is, therefore, the· 
workhouse for children.. 

The result of all this is a constant supply of girls .above the.age 
of 16 to the 'adult ward!!, intellectual knowledge havmg done little
to keep them from a l'etw-u to the workhouse. 

Not only are superior persons required for this work of super-
.' 
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intendin~ the whole education (comprising as it doe~ the moral 
and spintual as well as the intellectual' culture) of: this clas~ b';1t 
I am convinced that women should have a greater share In It. 
No board of guardians, and no- officials, can be eXp'ected to 
manage girls' schools. as they ought to be managed, nelt~er can 
male inspectors alone mspect them. Results would be far different 
if the influence of women of feeling and education were largely 
introduced.- There should be no school without lady inspectors 
(and, strange as it ma., seem, none are even appointed for the 
7U!edlework or the domestic arrangements), alld constant lady visitors, 
who would cultivate the affections of the children and help. to 
counteract the fatal effects of life in an institution and in a mass, 
for girls. . --

2ndly. Education in the schools, however conducted, will be in a 
great measure thrown away upon this class, unless a certain amount 
of protection -is extended to the girls after they leave them. The 
same body of visitors who had begun the work in the school would 
carry it on afterwards, and they alone cando it with success. 
Those who cannot do it by personal visits on account- of the dis
tance to which the girls are sent, might at leaSt endeavour'to keep 
up an interest in them by allowing them to write, and in the case 
of the orphans receiving visits from them, and by holding out en
couragements and rewards. 1 would not in any way underrate the 
value of the paid services of teachers or inspectors; many per
form their dutIes most conscientiously; all I ask ~or is the assist
ance and encouragement which I believe they would appreciate and 
most gladly welcome. '. -

I would here suggest the ample field that is offered to this class' 
of children by emigration. Well-trained girls (and boys also) of' 
16 would be gladly received, and would be saved from all possibility
of becoming future paupers. This would also do away witlI the
objection that is sometimes made against raising these children . 
into competition with those of the honest and hard working-
labourer at home. - -

I may seem to limit my observations to the girls, but it is 
because I feel that their wrongs (if I may so express it), and at 
any rate their dangers and temptations, are tenfold those of the 
boys. Indeed, 'When we consider what the laws of nature and 
Providence are, with regard to the family and the home as the 
training place for all children, but especially for girls, and how 
dependent their whole moral nature is upon the riaht cultivation 
of their affections, it is far from surprising to me that the results 
are what we find them to be, in the total perversion of these 
blighted and ignored affections. 

This work of supervision may, perhaps, be considered a supple,;. 
men~y measur~ and may not come within ~he scope of these 
questions. but WIthout some such plan the preVIous care will be to 
a great degree thrown away, as anyone. acquainted with the con.;. 
dition and temptations of friendless girls will own. 

It is my. firm be)ief th!1t not~ing but an i~usion of voluntary 
labour and mterest mto this jlortion of educational work will ever 
make it completely successful. Whether this object will be best 
attained by gradually working upon public opinion (and there are 
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encouraging proofs that it is taking this direc~on), or by some 
.official recomIl!endation or .order to this effect, is a point which I 
hope will b~ considered, It is meantime much to he regretted, 
that just where.improvement of .this kind is most needed it is the 
'most decidedly either. ignored .or rejected. ' 

The farm school at .Quatt in ,Shropshire, and the, Norwich 
homes for pauper children, both prove what may be done in 
,separate establishments. ,The smaller the numbers and the more 
home-like they can, be made, the better will be the results, and 
the greater the saving .of ultimate though not .of present expense. 
,1 am inclined. to, think that 130, great are the advantages .of an 
admixture .of voluntary interest, with .official management, that it 
appears to me the m.ost successful' plan .of all would be the esta
hlishment .of schools .or homes for destitute children, such as those 
suggested by Mr. Adderley'S Act,.to which guardians w.ould be 

,empowered to send pauper children and pay for their maintenance. 
$oards .of guardians alone cannot manage schools, and I think 
there can be np doubt that the success .of reformatory schools is 
.owing to the totally different system .on .which they are founded. 
Th.ough, smaller numbers w.ould in .one way be more expensive, 
yet by these homes being carried .on in old houses, the enormous 
c.ost of erecting district schools would be, avoided. , 

1 most earnestly wish that greater' practical efficiency ,could be 
given to that most necessary recommendation, that the children 
of persons receiving out door relief should be at school somewhere. 
At present, it is found to be very difficult to avoid deception .on 
this point, even when the guardians profess to inquire at all intp 
the matter; but it is a m.onstrous abuse that we should be 'sup
porting. thpusands of children by the poor-rates who are living in 
the streets, and training to be thieves and vagabonds. 

1 may me)ltion, in conclusion, that lady visitors and inspectors 
should act under the guardians or poor-law inspectors, and shpuld, 
on all points cODllected with the girls' schools, send in their reports 
to them; there would thus be that communion .of labour which 
alone can procure successful results. 

LOUIs",,- TWINING. 

'The Hon and Rev. Samuel Walde grave, IVI.A., Rector 
of Barford St. Martin, and Canon Residentiary of 
Salisbury Cathedral. 

Barford St. Martin, near Salisbury, 
SIR, , ' December 14, 1859. 

1 AM glad to avail myself of the .opportunity the Commis
sioners of Education have ~iven :me (by forwarding to me their 
printed questions) .of testifymg to the value of the present system 
.of Government aid as administered, by the Committee .of Council 
.on Education. 1 dp not think that I can do better than briefly 
state how that system has worked in my .own parish. . 

That parish, named Barford St. Martin, in the county .of Wilts 
and diocese .of Sarum, contains about 600 inhabitants. Beside my 
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own family, there is no person resident in t~e place. abov:ethe ranI!: 
of a yeoman, though a considerable· propnetor resIdes 10 the ad-, 
joining :parish. Farmers and the labourers employ:ed by th~m,. 
with theIr families, constitute the bulk of the population. Durmg 
my incumbency, which commenced in 1844,· the wages of day
labourers have rarely exceeded lOs.; they' have been generally as 
low as 9s. or even 8s. per week. The extra pay obt~ined at har
vest, and piece-work, raise the average, of course; still the popu
lation is a poor population. 

When I came to the yarish I found that the whole secular edu
cation of the' poor was 10 the hands of a ~ost worthy dame,. ~hQ 
hOO then completed her twenty-first year In the office of National 
schoolmistress, to which she had been promoted from a small dame 
school of her own. She still' lives and assists in our new school, 
but she will, I trust, this coming year receive her well-earned 
pe~sion from Government,· the .school having been sev:en years 
un~er inspection. She w~ assl.sted by a, young person equally 
amIable and equally untraIned WIth hersel£ You can well under
stand that this staff produced but little more than good moral 
results, eoupled with the merest elements of reading, writing, and 
arithmetic. The building iIi which the work was carried oil was a 
kind of double mud cottage, standing iI;1 an orchard and abutting 
on the high road. . 

The etforts we made to· improve the education of the children 
were cordially seconded by the teacher herself and her assistants, 
but the only result was that whatever additional instruction :was 
communicated was given directly by Mrs. Waldegrave herself, the 
teachers being unable' to do so. The children paid from thebe
ginning and still do pay 2d. per head per week, with a diminution 
for infants (that is, children between Ii-and 6,) and for numbers 
fu~b~ . 

In 1853 we invited Her Majesty's inspector, the Rev. W. War
hurton, to visit our school. The children hailed his visit with 
delight, and from that day to this the annual retum of the inspector 
has been welcomed by all parties~ . . 

In 1854 we resolved to replace the very insufficient buildings 
by a new school-house, with residence attached. The plan en
larged on our hands as we proceeded, but the result was the 
erection of a school-house, containi~g infants' room, elder children's 
room, a class-room to each, lavatory, lobbies, and offices, with.an 
exc('llent residence attached, the orchard being given as a: site imd 
turned. into ~ dry well-st~yned p.layground. . Lan?lords· and '!Iy 
own pnvate f£lends gave liberal aId, but the most Iniportant POInt 
affecting your inquiry was the liberality of the farmers, tradesmen, 
and labourers. The Minute by which Government undertakes, 
within certain limits, to double local contributions was passed during 
the progress of our worL The Committee of Council gave us the 
benefit of it. Directly it was announced in the parish that they 
had granted the point, and that 'every penny would be doubled, 
there was quite an emulation to give, so much so, that little less 
than 150t. were contributed by the classes named above, at .least 
:301. coming from the labourers, and more than 81. from the very 
children of the school 5881. in all were raised in the parish and 
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among the landowners. The whole cost of the building was 
. 1,645[, The. Committee of Council were strict in their require
ments, but I am now glad that they were so, as it compelled us to 
Cio the work 'much better than otherwise we should. 

The parishioners have, sinCe the completion of the buildings, 
tmbscribed annually to the amount of about 41l, collections at 
church have varied from 81. to 20/. annually, special donations have 
seldom fallen short of 101., while. capitation grant has varied from 
91. to 14L The children's pence have been about 87l. We have 
thus been able to pay in salaries at least 801. per annum, besides 
paying monitors. The Committee of Council have allowed us the 
additional aid of two ;tnd three pupil-teachers. " Their Lordships" 
have in this matter been strict overseers; they have compelled us 
to change our masters (for on opening our new buildings we made 
the worthy dame named above our infants' teacher), until we have 
now an experienced -and certificated and thoroughly efficient man 
with his wife, also trained. _ -

The result is. a general raising of the standard of education in 
the parish,. which is gradually being more and more appreciated by 
the parents. So much so that we are now beginning to retain 
'under our care boys and girls whom their parents, of the tradesman 
class, would in' former days have sent to "boarding schools," in 
which they would have paid more and learnt less. , 

I ought to add that the .institution of a. committee, in which 
laymen assist in the management of the school, is, in my judg
ment, a great benefit. . It diffuses the interest in the eduCation of 
the poor more widely over the parish, and exercises a wholesome 
control over all parties concerned. It must be the clergyman's 
fault if he has not all the weight that is due to his position and 
·attainments. 

There is one more p'oint in which Government has rendered 
valuable aid. It is in respect of our' night school For many 
years we have had a night school. We began by requiring no 
payment., We now ask 2d. per head for four nights' schooling, 
that is, for one night-school week. Government grant us 51. and 

. upwards, according to the receipts under 'this head. This has 
enabled us to pay an assistant, who, with the schoolmaster, myself 
and my .curate alternately, and one other paid teacher, carries on 
the school It lasts from early in OGtober till early in March, and 
is very much valued by the parents and by many of the children. 
The subjects taught are reading, writing, arithmetic, a little geo
graphy, and a little history. This is not much, but it is something 
if what has been acquired in the day school is not absolutely lost. _ 
.. This account of the euucation of the parish would not be com

plete were I not to add that we have Sunday schools, in which we 
arellup.ported by the personal he!p. of tra.desm. en and farmers, and 
their wives and daughters, as. well as two or three excellent people 
of the labouring claSs. The lads stay with us till 16 and more, 
the girls .till a higher age still. The day, night, and Sunday 
schools work admirably into each other's hands.. . 

We have .had in the night school since October last an atten
dance of at least 80 lads and men; the day school has been thin. 
not averaging since harvest more than 90 rhlldrel\ of both sexe$ 
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and all aaes, but 'We have in years past had an average attendance 
of 110, a~d of this I am certain, that every child in the parisa 
who ought to be on our books is there. 'We built for 150 children, 
and we have 144 on our register. . 

And this leads me to notice a very salutary res~t of the Gove:»" 
ment aid. A very small body of nonconformIsts ~ the parish 
had, about 1847, set up a day school, to the real detriment of the 
cbildren wbo went to it; limited· as was the instruction we then 
gave, tbeirs was infinitely less. Directly the scbools' built in. 1854 
were opened, the possibility of competition came to an end, and 
with it the irritation: occasioned by a most unreasonable schism, 
for the "conscientious scruples" of dissenters are most indulgently 
considered. 

You will see, Sir, from what I have written, that my feeling 
toward the Committee ot Council is most favourable. I should be 
very sorry to se~ any fundamental change introduced into thea 
system of operations. ' 

I may, bowever, observe that there are one or two points on 
which I think their course might be modified with advantage •• 
One matter is that of tbe ground plans of schools. Theywere; 
at least when I negotiated with tbem, not expansive· enough in 
their ideas. They refused to take into consideration any othe» 
purposes to which the building might be applied. Lectures are, 
I consider, a very important educational appliance. " We, do not 
build lecture rooms " was the good-natured remark made to me 
when' I pointed out that a very thick sliding partition ,between 
the two large rooms would answer all the ends of a bnck-walI, 
and leave me the power of throwing the whole into one for such a 
purpose. By perseverance I carried my point, but the warfare 
might bave been spared, as well as the mortification to the archi .. 
teet, whose plans were not "sealed," a distinction which he eagerly 
coveted, even tbough the building promised to be and now con .... 
ressedly is one of the best in this part of England. ' . 

. The oth~r point ~ wJ;Uch .the Committee of. Council will, I hop~ 
direct their attention IS Dlght schools. They have extended to 
them the benefit of tbe capitation grant, and this is a great boon. 
But I think they must devise methods to do more. For at the 
present low rate of wages we cannot keep our boys in· the da): 
sch?ol f~r a ~oment after they can earn anything: And yet in-a 
pansh like this to get any competent teachers beSIde the minister 
and master is next to impossible; my "assistant" is my gardener~ 
an excellent man and very steady in his teaching, but: wholly. 
untrained. Could not a boy pupil-teacher be allowed for such a 
night school? He could work in the day school in the afternoon, 
and set· the master free to take his place in the night school, him~ 
self assisting tbere also. , 

y o~ wi~ pardon m~ Sil, for not having followed the orde .. 
prescnbed m the questlons you have, by direction of the Com" 
missioners, forwarded to me. It may, 1 trust, be acceptable to 
th~m. to have the wo~king of, the Government plan, as at present 
eXISting, thus pr::wtically laid before them. I. shall be glad to 
answer any questIons that may occur onperusmg my narrativBt 
and to supply any defects. . 
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I will now, in ·conclusion, just take up one or two points which 
have not been included in my previous remarks. 

,4 •. (a) Sunday schools'l think to be most valuable aids to 
popular, education, if made interesting by competent teachers. 1 
have had -for many years, a catechetical service in the school-rooms, 
from two to three every Sunday afternoon. 1 believe that minister, 
teachers, parents,and children all enjoy it. Of course the spiritual 
benefit is my principal aim; but I cannot fail to see that the 
exercise tells materially on the mental vigour and elasticity of my . 
children. It also does more than anything else to. engage their 
affections' on the side of the schooL Of course 1 do not confine 
myself to. the Catechism;· Scriptnrelessons, missionary subjects, 
the seasons of the . ecclesiastical year, all take' their turn. The 
moral :effect of the Sunday school is remarkable among the females; 
female. morality is protected and preserved by. the influence the 
Sunday school gives to the minister's wife. 

5. The poor do not value gratuitous education.: My night school 
is much more fully, much more regularly, much more profitably 
attended since 1 made the pupils pay. 'fwo weeks ago I closed 
the school for' two nights, as a punishment for noise in. the street 
against orders; the punishment was severely felt, and the evil was 
cured. The poor will pay for a good education. 

10. This question is answered by the facts I have stated above. 
I have, however, to add that ·1 have met with no conscientious 
objectors myself. The few dissenters that are in the parish gladly 
avail themselves of all the-aid afforded by Government. 

n. The only endowed school· 1 know of-I mean for the 
C!hildren of the labouring poor-is in the hands ofa worthy and a 
talented man, but there. is danger lest the security of his endow
ment should be a damper to his zeal. Such superintendenee as is 
implied in Government inspection might neutralize this tendency. 
But inspection is not likely to be invited so long as Government 
withholds a material portion of ·its aid from schools with very 
small endowments. Those· small endowments should be treated; 
I think, as annual subscriptions in the matter of augmentation t() 
teachers. 

15. I cannot but think that the moral and personally religious 
element should be more guarded than it is in our training institu
tions. Great self-command, great self-denial is required of the 
heads of those institutions, if they would keep that element in 
its proper place, when they know that the examination wi.ll 
turn mainly upon the intellectual progress their . pupils will 
exhibit upon paper. It is . easier to hit a blot than to point out 
the remedy; . but thus much may be said, that the evil would be 
aggravated were education placed under direct State control~ 
or were it placed under the system of local rates. The moral and 
r~ligious element is supplied by the clergy; trained teachers need 
this morale to keep them from. dissatisfaction. Industrial training 
should, 1 think, form part of the instruction. to pupil-teachers and 
Queen's scholars. In females especially it tends to "keep them in 

. their place," an object desirable not less for their own comfort than 
for that of their future employers.. . 

16. I think highly' of the pupil-teacher system ; it has certaInly 
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been a great benefit to my school. It will, Itrnst, prove an 
advantage to the young people themselves in after-life. I find 
that pupil-teacherships are regarded by the parents andY children 
as the. prizes of the schools; and I have had girls staying, on in 
hopes of attaining them here, 9r· being drafted off to other 
schoolB. . 

I have, I thin~ now taken up all the points on which it is at 
all' likely that any' observations of mine may be of service. I 
conclude by apologizing for the unpremeditated length of. my 
remarks, and by recording the conviction of my mind, which has, 
I trust, been apparent throughout, that . religious and moral· 
training, or, in other words, sound scriptural teaching, is indispen
sable to all really salutary instruction. Putting out· of view the 
interests of eternity, which as a minister of the· gospel it is im. 
possible for me actually to do, I feel, and I am sure that the. 
Commissioners will approve of what I say, that it is impossible 
for a. child to learn "to labour truly, and do. his duty in., that 
" station of life to which it shall please God to call him," unless 
he be versed, so far as man can accomplish that end, in those rules 
for Christian conduct and those motives for a Christian life which 
the Scriptures so abundantly supply by doctrine, precept, and 
example., 

I am, Sir, 
Your obedient servant, 

SAMUEL WALDEGRAVE, 

Rector of Barford St. Martin,. 
and Canon Residentiary oC.8alisbury. Cathedral. 

F. Stephen, Esq. 

Rev. C. B. Wollaston, M.A., Vicar of /Felpham; 
Bognor, Sussex, and Diocesan Inspector of 
Schools. 

, PRELIMINARY. . 

1. I WAS formerly curate of All Souls, St.. Marylebone, and 
inspector and examiner of the schools in that' populous district. 
I have since been, for five years, diocesan inspector of schools in 
the diocese of Chichester, for the rural deaneries of West Itchenor,. 
South Bersted, and part of. Boxgrove •. I am also one of the ex
aminers of the. schools in the city of <?hichester. My experience, 
therefore, apphes to both town and agncultural populations. 

, 
I.-STANDARD OF EDUCATION. 

2. I thin~ it most "desirable" that children of both sexes. 
should contmue 8;t the National school til~ the age of at' least 
13 years; at eveDIng and Sunday schools tIll after .confirmation' 
at adult schools indefinitely; evening and adult schools only' fo; 

~ m.ales. I do not find .this ~ practicable." The" parents' means" 
wIll not support thelr chlldren, the boys especially at school 
beyond III yeru:s, i,e., beyond the age 'at which they ~e found to 
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be useful in the stable or the fie1d. In towns, children may be 
kept at lIchool, perhaps, half a year longer. I find the average aO'e 
of first clas~ higher in towns than in the country schools. 0 

. 8. Children remaining at school up. to the age of 18 years can 
obtain' an amount of education, rl.lligious and secular, quite sufficient 
to fit them for their future occupations .. They will be able to read 
and write well, to cast up accounts accurately, and make out bills. 
I shall be very sorry to see music and drawing introduced into our 
country schools generally. Boys may be taught land-measuring 
and mapping ground. There is a tendency now to push the edu
cation in agricultural parishes (especially in the schools under 
trained masters and mistresses) too far. 

4. Great advantage, I am of opinion, is to be obtained by pro .. 
longing the period of instruction for both sexes, by means of-

(a) Sunday schools~ 
(b) I am not able to state my,opinion confidently upon this 

point, but practically, I should think, it would not be found to 
answer. 

(c.) Much advantage, I am of opinion, will be found to result 
from careful industrial and domestic training . 
. (d. & e.) The greatest from, evening schools made attractive by 
popular, instructive, and amusing lectures. . 

(f) Free lending libraries an advantage. 
(g) I think that prizes may be awarded on any special occasion 

of inspection; the inspector being requested to name a certain 
number in each class. There is a prize scheme in the diocese of 
Worcester, where a· number of schools may compete for the same 
prize, which, I am told, answers well. : . 
. (h) The distribution of state appointments would, if they lCere 

numerous, be an iJ).ducement. to children to. remain longer at 
school. 

5. I am of opinion that education should not be supplied to our 
poor gratuitously. I have found the payments for children vary 
very considerably, from ld. up to 6d. a week. I have endeavoured, 
to establish a· uniform payment throughout mr district of inspeC: 
t.ion; Id. a week for each child, with an additlOnalld. when they 

. write and cipher; good writing books, slates, &c., being found 
them. I have in a great measure succeeded. 

n.-ACTUAL .STATE OF EDUCATION. 

6. The education of children of both sexes certainly does not 
come up to the standard which I think desirable in agricultural 
parishes. In towns I think. it does. I cannot do better,in an
swering this question, than .9,uote the answer which I gave to my 
bishop in my last reI?ort: "The reading in .most schools is good. 
" The Church Catechlsm 11ind generally frurly repeated by the 
" higher classes only. Scripture knowledge is not accurate.· The 
" writing is good, on slates particularly so. Arithmetic is still tJery 
" low compared with town schools; but it is improving. I have 
" directed more attention to be paid to this branch of instruction. 
" Very little history or !!eo,qraphy is required of this class of' 
.~ children, and yery little IS known," &c. 

\ 

\ 
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III.-cAus~s OF DEFICIENCY (if an» 

7. The deficiency is not attributable to- ..' 
(a) Want of schools, nor from deficiency of funds for theIr sup

port, as at present conducted. . I have not found the parish school, 
except in very few cases, pressing heavily upon the incumbent. 

(b) Nor to unskilful teaching. I seldom find cause to recom
mend the removal of a teacher from incapacity, though I have 
done so in three or four instances. ' 

(c.) It is attributable in a great measure to want of interest on 
the part of the parents in their children's education~ They make 
use of the school more as relieving theni from"the burden of a. 
number of children at home than for the advantages gained ~ 'their 
children. ' 

Cd) Besides this, the value of the labour of children, boys cspe!.. 
ciall)", is telling very seriously upon the attendance of 'children at 
our National schools; boys are being employed by the' tenant 
farmers instead of men. The inability of parents to paydoe!l no't 
operate to any appreciable extent as detnmental to attendance. I 
may also make this observation:. the tenant farmer!lprefera boy 
who is not a "scholar" to' the sharp first-class boy of a National 
school; and I have known instances where parochial relief has been 
refused to families, because they' have kept boys at school, who 
might earn 8s. or' 43. a week by lal:Jour. ' . ' 

(e.) The deficiency' of the education of the poor cannot be attri
buted generally to the "bad management" or "bad organiiation " 
of the schools. ' . . 

(£) Nor to the laws affecting tlie condition ofthel'0or. 

IV.-CHARACTER OF EXISTING SYSTEM' OF GOVERNMENT 

A,rn, &c. 
8. I do not now, as I once did, object to schools being placed. 

under Government inspectiori. The. system they have. aqopted 
appears to work well,· as far as it goes. . I do not recommend 
the managers of small agricultural parish schools ,to apply' for 
Government aid. The assistance offered to small schools not uDder 
trained masters or mistresses is very trifling., .' . 

9 •. I am not able,' from experience, to. answer this . question; 
but It seems to me, that the best provision to b.e made for the edu
cation of the children of paupers and criminals would be, to attach 
'1 good school to each prison and union, and that, by the aid of 
U\vernment grants, these children might afterwru:ds be apprenti~ 
ou. &c. . 

10. I cannot find that it has any effect upon school~ supporte~ 
chiefly br voluntary'subscriptions, and should say, that now there 
are but few personswhoenterta,in objectioJts to the GoverriJnent 
system. . '. . 

V.-ENDOWED SCHOOLS. . . 
. 11. But very few endowed s<:hools for the poor have come under 

my observation and inspection.' .Tho~e that have are not jn a satis;. 
.; , . ' 

.Vi,le 12, band e. 
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factory state, owing chiefly to the inefficiency of the master or 
mistress, and from want of interest taken in them in the parishes 
where they, are located. . 

VL,-",SUGGESTlqNS. 

12. I should propose: 
'(a b and e) The mainte~ance of the present Government 

system with its further development; for instance, that its grants 
,should be extended to the smallest village schools, without requiring 
the present high standard of acquirements in the masters and 
mistresses. ' 

(d) More frequent inspe{!tion, with and'without notice of visit 
of ins;pector. The districts may be divided and sub-divided. My 
,expenence leads me to remark a gener,al gradual improvement in 
those schools which are visited and examined regularly and fre-
quently. " 

(e, f) The "voluntary principle" may be combined with a system 
of rating. I mean that the support of the schools may be left, as it 
now is, mainly to the landowners and resident gentry, but I think 
a system of rating may be made compulsory, so as to get some
,thing out of the tenant-fa~ers. The rate should not be assessed 
too low, not, for instance,so low as a church rate. The labouring 
poor should be exempt. I have made an analysis of the support 
given to various schools in my district 6f inspection, by the farmers, 
not being landowners, and it is extremely small. If a system 
of rating be established, I should be sorry to see the ratepayers 
legally entitled to interfere in the management of the school in 
any way. ' 

(g) I am not aware of any mode by which the "existing cha
xitable endowments" can be" made" better "available for the pur
'poses of education" than at present. 

(h) It must become a question for the Legislature to consider 
how we, are to make the education of their children more valuable 
to the poor than it is; to make theIll feel that ,it is a positive 
advantage to themselves, to have their children, boys especially, at 
the parish school, to a much greater age than they do at present. 
h, in' question 4, would be one method. Government aid, in sup-

,
I> llying appar,atus for lectures in evening schools, would be another. 
Paid lecturers, itinerant, another. The establishment of evening 
schools for boys and adults generally; and Sunday schools for 
both boys -and girls. Anything to make instruction attractive. 
Useful periodicals, accessible to those who attend the evening 
schools. Penny-banks connected with them, &c. 

18. I do not consider this desirable or necessary. The parochial 
school is such a boon to the poor that aU their' children attend at 
some time. I should be sorry to see schools established under the 
" direct control of the State;" better as it is. 

With respect to "differences of religious belief," I have 
frequently recommended that the children of dissenters from tide 
church be not excluded from the National schools. In agricultural 
parishes I have not found any difficulties arising from the!r 
admission. The ChU\h Catechism need not be taught them, if 
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there is, on the part of the parents, a cons"ientious objection to 
its use, which is not common. 

VII.-TEACHERS AND'TRAINING COLLEGES. 

14. I never recommend a highly-trained master or mistress to 
the school of a purely agricultural parish. I have almost· in
variably found that the masters and mistresses sent out from our 
trai.ning jnstitutions do not attend to the lower classes in a. schooL 
They have a few SMW boys or girls in -the first class. 1 find, on 
lookmg at the list of schools in my district (classed privately in 
order of merit), that neither the first, second, or third are under a' 
master or mistress trained at our colleges. I am not at all pre
judiced against the system of trai~ing, but the reverse; I merely 
state a fact, so far as it has come nndel' my own observation. It 
becomes a question whether we are. not traming' and teaching the 
masters and mistresses too high fO,r the country village schools. 

15. The aboye answers this question, except in the last par
ticular, viz., that the trained teachers are not, I should say, 
generally very well satisfied with their position. They think 
themselves, in country parishes, superior to their neighbours, 
and in acquirements they are. They mix \;ery little with them. 

16. The "working," and" the results," of the system are, I con-
sider, on the whole satisfactory. . 

17. Schoolmasters and mistresses should, I think, be paid by a 
stipend, and the pence of the children combined. The absentees, 
by this method, are "looked up.." 

VIlI . ...:..RESULTS. 

18. I look most hopefully and joyfully at the efforts which have 
been made of late years, in the matter of the education of the 
children of our poor. I expect the best results •. My experience 
has convinced me that' children brought up at our National schools 
make better labourers and domestic servants than the uneducated; 
and I am certain they are more regular at church, and more atten
tive to their religious duties. For instance, I have only met' with 
daily family prayer among· the poor, where the whole family has 
been orought up at school, and can read. Where the· father or 
mother, or both, cannot read, the children who attend the day 
school read the Scriptures to them; but there is no closing or 
beginning the day with family prayer. 

The educated poor are the best conducted; there is less vice and 
immorality than where the education has been neglected . 

. C. B. WOLLASTON, 

Vicar of Felpham, Bognor, Sussex, 
and 

June 18, 1859. Diocesan Inspector of ~chools. 
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W. Walker, Esq., of Bolling Hall, Bradford. 

- No.1 question. 1 have had experience during the last thirty 
years of a school on my own premises for the education of fact{)ry 
children, which school now contains nearly 500 under thirteen 

'.years of age. I have also seen the progress of education during 
that period in the town of Bradford, where, as well as at Clayton 
West, near Huddersfield, I have an extensive manufacturing concern 
in the worsted trade. 

2. I have arrived at a firm conclusi{)n that the half-time system 
for work and schooling, as now practised by law in our factories, 
is the very best that can be devised, and least likely to be objected 
to by the parents, in whatever work the children are employed. 
Whether in-door or out-door, I deem it necessary, With practical 
modifications, such as I have already given in- writing to Mr. 
Winder, the Assistant Commissioner, to meet the convenience of 
agriculturists. 

8. I consider th~t children kept at school half-time from eight to 
thirteen years of age ought to have all their school-time occupied 
in a cummun education of reading, writing, and accounts, never 
omitting daily religious and moral training. I object t-O their time 
being occupied with matters of taste, as where there is genius it 
will generally find its way to the means of improvement and higher 
education, apart from such scJtools as are adapted to the children 
of operatives. The female children should also have the oppor
tunity of learning plain sewing, &c., and other needful work adapted 
to their homes. 

4. (a) Sunday schools ought to be exclusively for religious in-
struction. 

(b) The half-time system the very best. 
(c) Highly desirable. 
(d) Absolutely necessarj for those above 13. 
(e) UsefuL 
(f) Good. 11 

(9) Encouraging. 
(h) To hold out these must have a good effect in creating 

emulation. 
5. I do not think that perfectly gratuitous _education is valued, 

but I strongly advise that no half-time child should pay more than 
2d. per week. 

6. I consider that the education in factory schools justifies my 
opinion that were the system made universal, the requirements of 
the age would be well met. 

7. I take an encouraging view of the half-time education with 
the inspection and improved masters, mistresses, and teachers, and 
-urge its universal application. 

8. l thoroughly approve tbe existing system. of Government 
grants and inspection, and would suggest the propriety of more 
liberal grants to those places where little or no local influence or 
means exist. Also the condition of local aid should be entirely or 
somewhat relaxed in some cases. 

9. I· think both good in present circumstances, and the "ragged» 
schools might be so assisted by Government as to leave none 
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destitute of education, provided the factory law were made appli
cable to ALL working children under .. thirteen years of age •. 

10. I think the existing Government system stimulates voluntary 
liberality. Only Dissenters, of a certain extreme stamp a!!l volun.,. 
taryists, object to this system, and I believe the feeling with such 
as these is less prejudiced recently in consequence of the g~od • 
results so palpable to all. 

11. I see no objection to endowed schools, but I know that some 
of them would be the better for efficient iTJ,Spection. . 

12. (a) Yes. 
(b) Yes, certainly. , 
(c) Universally applied (including the half-time plan for aU 

working under thirteen). . 
(d) No. 
(e) The voluntary principle does not meet th~ case •. 
(f) No; this would create animosity. . 
(g) Enforce their proper and efficient application. . . . 
(h) I cannot recommend any other great change until the .haIf-

time system has been comp~orily introduced for all workers un..der . 
18 years of age. . 

18. Yes, certainly. My :{>revious statements fully answer these 
questions. I see no difficultleii! in the half-time plan, !Jlld a,s they do 
not now arise in factories, they could. not be insurmountable in 
other work. 

14. The dame schools are good in some cases, but generally they 
are inefficient.. . 

15. I think the trainitig schools are answering very well, and 
the teachers thus sent out are doing well· for themselves and for 
the schools. . 

16. The rate of allowance to pupil-teachers is rather too low, and 
their payments should, if possible, be made half-yearly. 

17. I see no objection to the present plan. 
18. Most satisfactory •. M~whole experience enables me to bear 

witness to an immense improvement in the character of the popula
tion since the passing of the Ten Hours Factory Bill in 1847, which 
gave time to such workers, and indirectly has influenced s()me other 
trades favourably. . 

May 1, 1859. 

Mrs. John Meadows White~ 

PRELIMINARY. 

1. Forty years' experience. in female schools-Suffolk, City of 
London, BLickheath, Lee, Dover,. and Portman Chapel Schools, 
East Street. Portman Square,,,-both in National and Sunday 
sc~ools,-the chil~ren of agricultural populations, mechanics, sea
farmg men,. cab-dnvers, small tradesmen, aml gentlemen's servants. 
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• I.--,-SrANDARD OF EDUCATION. 

2; The practicability mlist be according to the locality and con~ 
dition of the parents;' who are generally anxious to take their 
children from school as soon as they can earn a trifle. 

It is desirable that girls should remain at school till the age of 
IS or 14 at the least.' , ' 

RELiGIOUS INSTRUCTION., 

8., A thorough knowledge, of the Bible, and also the Catechism 
(when of the ,Church of England), with Scripture proofs. Where 
Dissenters object to the Catechism, ,it is easy to leave it out. 

SECUL-+R INSTRUCTION. 

Arithmetic.~Numeratioh and notation, the four principal rules, 
reduction, practice, and proportion; a general knowledge of 
geography and of the history of England, and suflicientgrammar' 
to enable the girls to write correctly; also a knowledge of domestic 
economy.',""'," 

'Needlework should be made 'a point of much importance. One 
of the Privy Council Examiners always takes a sempstress with 
him when 'he examines female schools or pupil-teachers. It would' 
be well if this exception were made a rule. Every pupil-teacher 
on leaving school should be able to cut out and make every article 
of wearing apparel, and to knit and darn her own stockings. , 

, ' , r ' 

MUSIC AND DRAWING. 

It is most desirable, where possible, that music and part singing 
should ,be taught on the Hullah system. Also drawing to the 
senior scholars. ' , 

SUNDA¥ SCHOOLS. 

4.' (a) Most advantageous for as long a period as possibl~. ' 
Manymistresses 'will allow their servants to attend after they, 

have left school. This always to be encouraged. ' 

INDUSTRIAL AND DOMESTIC ThAIiUNG. 

c. Anindustrial and domestic department should (if possible) be 
attached to every Privy Council school, into which; at the age of 
18, each girl should be drafted, and remain there for six or twelve 
months. 

EVENING SCHOOLS. 

d. Not desirable for ~rls. Excellent for boys. 

FREE AND LENDING LIBRARIES. 

f. Every school should hl!.ve a lending library exclusively for' 
the chjldren, to the expenses of which it is advisable that each 
cqild.should .. contribute something, say 2d. a quarter. A library 
has been conducted at Portman Chapel schools on this plan for' 
twelve months; d~ring which time no book has been .lost or in-
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jured. Each child has a catalogue, and books are changed once 
a fortnighL .. 

EDUCATION GRATUITOUS OR PAID FOR. 

5. Education is more valued when paid for by the ·parents, and 
punctuality of attendance is better insured, as all like to have their 
m~)Dey'8 worth. \ Parents, however poor, can al!ays find s~me 
fnend'to help them, but the payment should be In advance and 
always enforced. 

IV.-CHARACTER OF THE EXISTING SYSTEM OF GOVERNMENT 
AID AND INSPECTION. 

Reformatory Schoou. 
9. (6) The withdrawal of the Government grants from industrial 

and refonnatory scbools, Unless the managers agree to certify, has 
been, and is a very great evil, as the mixture of bad and good 
children has been found prejudicial to the latter, without improv
ing the fonner; and it is a hard case, where the managers are 
desirous of training good and respectable girls for domestic service, 
to be obliged either to relinquish all hope of Government· aid or 
to certify that they ate willing to receive girls of questionable 
cbaracter. . 

VII.-TEACHERS AND TRAINING COLLEG~S. 
14. It i8 highly important tbat teachers should not only have a 

thorough practical knowledge of all the subje<;ts which they are re
quired to teach, but also be persons of intelligence and observation, 

. 80 as to be able to open the minds of their pupils. They must also 
possess in a high degree the power of imparting knowledge as well 
as the power of acquiring it, and have sufficient moral weight to 
inspire respect, and maintain discipline, by finn and gentle 
methods without having recourse to any corporal punishment. 

Above all, it is essential that the teacher's own mind should be 
imbued with such religious principles as shall enable her to impart 
to tbe children the spiritual and moral teaching of the ~Bible, 
without involving them in sectarian or denominational distinctions. 
This will have the advantage of securing that kind of religious 
teaching wbich is inseparable from every Bound plan of education, 
whilst it will not render the teachers unfit for distinctive or deno
minational teaching, where required by the managers of the 
8chooL 

15. The general system of training is not in all respects satis
factory. It is too apt to cram with useless knowledge, and to le~ 
to self-conceit First-class mistresses are seldom desirable, as It 
often happens that either their health has suffered from over
tension, or the particular high class learning to be. acquired (,,!hich 
can never be necessary in teaching children In the N ation~ 
schools), bas taken so much time that those essential parts of theIr 
training, the management of a school, and the art of keeping it 
together, has been but too little attended to.. 

• Should the -writer require • mistress, she would inquire for one who :had a 
~d~laa certificate; awl if she could not II1l(ltleed would be quite ati&1iecl with 
a third, should abe po&8e88 all the qualities mentioned iD Vll, 14-

VOL. V. . l!' l!' . 
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Thus, for example--
(1.) At a school near London, put under inspection in the 

early days of the Privy Council system; the mistress not certifi
cated, but excellent; children well disciplined, clearly and well 
taught; Archdeacon Allen reported highly of the school; pupil
teachers were articled, every examination was satisfactory, and all 
obtained certificates. Then cam~ the vexatious order that all 
schoolmistresses were to be examined with a view to their being 
certified. Several years passed, and the school being so well re
ported of, the order was not enforced; but at length it was signi
fied that the .mistress· must undergo an examination. This she 
feared to undertake, and accordingly left, the school being at that 
time full and prosperous, and the parents and managers well 
satisfied. A first-class mistress was then apf0inted,but, owing to 
her inefficiency" in its management, the schoo sensibly declined. 

(2.) Example of over~tensiun. In one school which came under 
the writer's observation was a first-class mistress, very clever and 
highly qualified as a teacher, but she had lost all energy, owing to 
the over-exertion of her mind. . 

(8.) Example of self..-conceit in a first-class teacher at a training 
college. One of the ladies employed to correct the journals of 
the pupils, found in six cases notes of a lesson from the first book 
of Euclid, all badly entered, and even showing an entire ignorance 
of the meaning of an angle. The teacher was sent for, and the 
journals submitted to her, . and the errors pointed out. She 
looked at them, and scarcely seemed to allow their incorrectnes~ 
The lady who had examined the journals asked for what purpose 
the lesson had been given (her own opinion being that it was to 
show off the teacher's knowledge). The teacher replied-" To 
open the minds of her pupils." Lady,·" Do you think that to 
teach what the pupils caunot understand will open their minds 7" 
Teacher, "Yes, I do." Lady," Then I entirely, differ from 
you. The Privy Council do not require mathematics for female 
pupils; then why teach them 7" Teacher," Because Professor 
-- gave me the lesson, of which I had preserved notes, and so 
l gave it to my pupils."· (The subject was evidently not under
stood by the teacher herself.) The lady afterwards met the 
teacher, and asked her if she still held the same opinion that the 
minds of children would be opened by their being taught what 
they could not understand, to which she unhesitatingly answered 
in the affirmative. 

16. The apprenticeship is too long; the knowledge required by 
Government could be learnt in three yearJl as well as five. 

.17. (c) It is a great encouragement to a mistreSs to keep up 
hern'umbers, when her stipend partly depends on the children's 
pence. The fees for the instruction of pupil-teachers. allowed by 
the Privy Council should be distinct from the salary paid by the 
managers, and in addition to it. 

SUGGESTION • 

. After three ,years' training and examinations, shoUld the,pupil,,: 
teachers pass well in the subjects on the broad sheet supplied by 
the Privy Council, it might be optional for them either to go into 
a training college, or to become assistant mistresses under a 
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certi~cated mistress, who should carryon their education; the' prO'
gresslve salary of a pupil-teacher being continued. This &frana'&
ment would produce more practical teachers" who :would not I:Ibe 
subject to so severe a training. . After having passed two- years as 
assistant mistresses, they might be apJ;>ointed to schools, and the 
state of such schools be mad~ the critenon of their fitness to obtain 
a certificate. ' • 

Aprilll, 1860. 

Miss Yong~ of Otterbourn. 
1. My opportunities of gaining experience in popular education 

consist in having had for the last 18 years anintiinate k.nowledge 
of and share in the management of a school for girls and .infants, 
from fifty to sixty in number, and in being generally aware of what 
passed in the boys' schooL 

I have taken great interest in the subject of . education; . bW; 
my answers will .notapply to any but the school before men
tioned, since na other has come directly under my personal 
knowledge. . . . . 

The locality, is . the parish '()f Otterbourn, Hampshire, which is 
entirely agricult~al The. childre~ are those of labourers, . with 
a small proportion of those of VIllage tradesmeI;1 audrallway 
officials.. ' 

2. It would be desirable for children· of both sexes to attend 
school from four to fourteen years old; but this is only practicable 
for the children of servants, gamekeepers, small tradesmep, . and 
railway officials, or. 'among labourers, for an onJychi,ld" or the 
youngest of a. family wben all .the elder ones are maintaining 
themselves. 

A girl in an ordinary cottager's family, if not the. eldest a,t home, 
can usually attend school till twelve years old. If the e~~st at 
home, her. mother can often'spare her to attend school'. dunng the 
winter months, but more cannot be expected after seven years old; 
where there are younger children in the family. ' '. 

A girl may continue to give partial attendance for a longer time 
than would otherwise be the case if she have leave pf, absence Oij 

occasion of her :mother'semployment for.a .day pra portion of a 
day in baking, washing,. charing, or going to market, and these 
will usually recur weekly with regularity. ". 

In a parish of this description, where nearly .all the grrls. ,go 
out to service between the ages of eleven and fourteen; 1;. helie!e 
that constant attendance at . school and ~ployment there. U! 
studf and needlework is the best preparation for their future lifej 
by giving habits of re!!'Ularity and discipline. ;An .orderly .mothe]! 
does much in training her daughter for ~efVlce by' ml!-kmg her 
useful at home' but the removing the girl to. asSIst 10 out-of
doors' work, e;cepting at harvest, is productive . of the~orst 
consequences: . . :. 
. Boys seldom attend school after ten or eleven year~ old, being 
tlet to field work of, various kinds, but they are less hable to be 
irregular than' girls, both from being less valuable at home, and 

F F 2 
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from not bllingdeterred by bad weather.. Sometimes' a ~oy may 
be removed for . a' few· weeks to keep blldsor tend pIgS, and 
attend school regularly for the rest of the year, and some come 
in the winter though not in the summer. 

S: I should wisha'girl to b~well 'acquainted . with Holy 
. Scnpture, 'so· as' to have a' clear 'idea of the narratIve -and the 
ehief prophecies, with the proofs of the doctrines of the Church; 
to understand the' Catechism thoroughly, and to be able to 
illustrate it from Scripture, and to' be well instructed in the 
meaning of all the' services of the Church. She should be able 
to read fluently, 'write 'well, and spell'correctly; have a general 
understanding of the principles of arithmetic, extending to propor
tion and fractions; ·to ,work . neatly ; ·to know the general course of 
,English'history, and enough of ancient history to explain that 
of the Bible; and to' have some knowledge of grammar and 
geography. 

A boy, froni' the. absence: of' needlework, may be expected to be 
: several degrees more perfect in the other branches of instruction~ 
and chiefly in arithmetic and writing". . 

Singing is desirable in either case,andfoJ' -boys perhaps it 
:would'oe 'Well to, teach it thoroughly;, but the time that cottage 
, children' can afford, for any sort of instructioil' is 'too limited for 
anything else vergIng towards' accomplisbment, though 'an intelli
gent' teacher or :visitor' can do much· towards giving habits of 
'cultivation; "observatiotl;and' interest in ,natural objects. This 
last· 'is' the point ,to be most aimed -at, as the chief means of 
awakening the mind, and obviating both stolid indifference, and the 
cruelties caused'by ignorant terror; , 
. 4; '(8.) -Sunday ,schools'have been'always most useful in this 

'Place,; 'both, as giving 'a~' object for which the weekly religious 
instruction prepares the children, and 'as keeping up the education 
of . those who are forced to' absent themselves either entirely or for 
a tim~·f'r(jm the daily school . ' :.'.. .' 

~~r Neediework is the only industrialtraini~g I iconsider desir
able· for 'a'girl' 'in'such a' locality, as thia;.She leaves school too 
young to 'profit. 'greatly by ; any· attempt at domestic training, and 
m' fact· actual 'service' at' any tolerable, place affords' the' most 
practical training in household work. " 

5. (d) An evening schoo], open three times in the week in the 
winter months, has proved very useful, to the young lads who had 

"left school early, but with a spirit of improvement.· , , 

':',~~rA lending' library' has been'muchvalued for many years, 
'both I by parents and' children, and. has proved very useful.' The 
books are most 'sought after which have been 'read aloud to the 

. ''upper classes at the Sunday school. ,. , 
(g~ . 

. ~~ In' the' parish· of 'which I have 'spoken,' and· the time in 
'which I have known the school,' about seven girls 'have attained 
anything like the 'degree of knowledge'above described. Of the 
boys I cannot : speak: with the same 'certainty. The girls I have 
mentioned were more than usually intelligent, and under favour-
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..able circumstances. The religious knowledge of all came fully 
up to the standard I have mentioned ; they .read anll wrote well, 
and could work out sums in simple proportion. I do not imagine, 
however, that beyond the school-house their arithmeti~ .WOuld be 
Tem~mbered more tban enough t? serve in their ordinary accomits. 
,Thel.f grammar,. th?ugh an ~8Istance. to .understanding and to 
spelling, does Dot .Improve eIther then", spoken-or written lan
guage. The~f geography is, very vague; ,and only one, by the 
he]p of reading: at home, has kept up' any correct knowledge of 

, hitltory. " ' , 
· In 9rdinary cases of, those who leave school early after fair but 
not constan~ atten~a!lce, tbereligious. knowledge is generally 
good; reading, wnb.Jlg, and work respectable;,' but spelling 
deficient, and of the otber subjects little more than tlJe most vague 
ideas remain. '. 

7. (a) , 
(b) In former years' the deficiency was in some. degree occa-

· sioned by tlJe mistress's inability to carry on instruction in history 
and geography, which were only taught through a visitor. The 
present mistr~ can teach tlJem. . . . 

(c). The chief causes of. tlJe children's defiClences are, however, 
the irregularity of attendance, which makes itdifik-ult to teach 
history in class, and still more the want of, connexion between 

· school studies and home habits. The parents and relations cannot 
appreciate the children's progress except in reading, writing copies, 

, and needlework;. -and there is nothing to Call thei~ knowledge of 
geography or history into requisition, while ,correctness .of speech 
would be treated as affectation. .A, girl who can- spell admirably 
at her dictation lesson in school will forget all her orthography in a 
letter out of school, and in most'cases the sch!)ol cultivatio~ and 
memory are not carried beyond, the school door.: Still, however, 
such an amount of, the intelligent spirit of cultivation may be 
imparted as will enable tlJe young person to imp~veherself.jn 
after life, and often to recall what may have apparen~ly. been 

· forgotten or have passed unheeded., 
(d) lI; is the value of tlJe mother's'work that removes girls from 

· school before eleven years old, and afterwards of their OWDr. \ 

It is only in' unusually large, 'and thereforepoOJ: families, that 
there is any inability to pay ,the school tee of one. penny each per 
~~ ,. 

r (e) The parent's williDoanesB to enforce constant attendance 
~ends much, on tlJe popularity .of the teacher. In the. long. run, 
tlJIS is of ~ourse, secured by efficiency, but by ~o 'means lDv~ably 
so at first. A very youthful master or mistre~ IS strongly ~bJec~d 
to by many parents; punishments are resented, and justice IDl~ 
interyreted~More reasonably, likewise, the mothers are slackm 
sendmg their daughters if they do not find need~ew9rk well attended 
to, and especially if work, and above all mending sen.t from hom~ 
be not well taken care of. To have their own maklDg, a~d, still 
more, mending, well done at school, would be more of an lDduce
ment to cottage women to Bend. their daugh~ers than' any other 
branch of education· but, unfortunately, mIstresses. frequently 
dislike such' work, ~d imagine. it not good practice. for the 
chlldre~ . 
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It may here be taken into· account, that by attracting to our 
. schools the children of very low and rough characters we drive 
.away those .of the cl~sses ,just above them. As far as myex
perience goes, the paucity of the children, especially daughters 
of farmers and. tradesmen, in our village schools, eVen where the 

. education is good, is a well-founded dislike to the rude habits 
,of some of the labourer's children with whom they would associate. 
When pnlythe :well-disposed careful. cottager sent his children to 
the, dame's school, and their very attendance was a token of 
respectability, the same objection was not made, and the farmer's 
children :wjJ.liiIgly sat .'on the same bench. Now when by every 

. inducement, the children of the roughest families are brought to 
sphool, though they are often, in course, of. i~provement, the 

,parents of a better ,class, shrink from promoting intercourse be-
tween, them and' their own children. I have known, at least three 
instances of little children being removed from the village school 
on account of ,the language and habits caught from others whom 

, they there met. 
. 8. 

9. 
, 10. The, ,Government system ,has much increased the amount of 
, voluntary subscription to schools, both in places where it is adopted 
and where it is not, by raising the standard of ,education. lam 

: convinced that a large number of the managers, of village Jlchools' 
have scruples ,which deter them from applying for Government 

, assistance; some from the dread that it might lead to future inter
,ference with religious instruction ;' some from inability to fulfil the 
conditions'; many more from thinking the standard of education' 
higher than is beneficial, and others from being satisfied with 
masters or mistresses who ,are notable to fulfil the requirements, 
or who have some bodily infirmity, which does not interfere 
with their efficiency as' teachers, but renders them ineligible for 

, certificate!!. ! 

11. 
12: I have had no experience to· enable, me to . speak on these 

points. ' 
Inspection is, I think, extremely useful, as a stimulus; to both 

teacher and school, children; I should, be glad if it could be so 
far extended that a. school without pupil-teachers or assistance of 
any kind could benefit by it. The' advantage was felt here of 
the inspections about eight and ten years ago, but they have not 

, been repeated, owing to the schools not being in connexion with 
Government;.,.; ", 
, 18. 1 cannot enter into 'these questions farther 'than to express 
a strong opinion against. compulsory attendance. The parents, 
while the present rate of wages continues, cannot' afford to lose 
the labour or the assistance of the children, and would resent any 
interference with their liberty of action. ' . 

14. My experience of other schools has not been sufficient to 
enable me to judge. ,In this place we have found that a person of 
mature age, with enough of experience of schools to learn some
thing of management, has had far more success, both with parents 
and children, than young men regularly trained in the colleges, -of 
whom we-have tried several. 
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17. (c) School masters and mistresses are best paid by a regular 
salary, and the children's pence.in addition, as they then are 
interested in keeping them at school, and are paid in proportion to 
the numbers. , 

18. The education of the poor in this place has been gradually 
improving for the last thirty years, and decidedly with beneficial 
effect.. . . 

In ~ealing with this inquiry the difficulty consists in the fact 
that hitherto I have not seen the labourers· elevatell by education 
aa a clau • 

. Many individuals' are raised above the mass, but, not the mass· 
itsel£. Lads who have, received a fair education leave the parish 
88 policemen,; railway officials, or the like; girls go, into good 
.ervices, and marry in a degree above that of their parents. Few 
but those of dull intellect, deficient instruction, and idle or bad 
habits, are left to supply the new generation of mere ~ari.cultural 
labourers, and these are tbus becoming, in the mass, mferior to 
their predecessors, who included the better 80rt as well as the 
worse. Yet though there may be fewer persons of uncultivated 
power and great worth among· the labourers, under thirty than 
among those above, that age, the' condition of the poor is in many 
re8J>.ects improved. ',' ' , 

This I believe to be chiefly brought about by the greater habits 
of exertion consequent on the change in the poor law, also by 
abundance' of work, and cheapness of the necessaries 'of life, ~ 
well 88 by the numerous openings for the· employment of the 
more promising young men.' " ' 
, . Of luxuries and. comforJ:! the poor possess many more, owing 
to these causes; but, as before said, education has led .to the rise 
of numbers above the lowest station. Those who continue in, it 
are not, I am afraid, superior in the moralities or proprieties of 
life to the less educated generation before them, but this is chiefly 
owing to that over which they have no control-the state of their 
cottages. 

Otterbourn; Winchester.' C. M. YONGE. 
, . June 1, 1859. 

The Rev. F. Barham. Zincke, B.A., Vicar of Whe~stead., 
and one of Her. Majesty's Chaplairis jn OrdinarY. 

1. What opportunities have you had ~f gaining. experi~~ce' 
as to the state of popular education? 'To what 10CB;lities 
and to what description of persons does your expenence 

, apply? '. . . . .' , h 
During the eighteen years I have been l~' holy or~er8 I aye 

had the management of schools ,in rural panshes and lD the c~ef 
to~n of. an agricultural distri~t. Wh,:r~ver I have been dw:ng 
. thIS penod, particularly ,in frequent VISits to the manufacturmg 
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?istricts of the NOl'th o!England and in Ireland, I have inquired 
mto the state of . educatIon. I have thought much upon this sub
ject, and have frequently, during the last eleven years, Written 
upon it. 

2. Up to wh~t. age do you consider it practicable. and de-
. sirable for. children of either sex to . continue their 

attendruice at . school during the whole' or part of the 
year, season, 'Or day, regard oeing had to their parents' 
means of supporting them, and to. the necessity of their 
thorough instruction in theirfutureoccullation, ~oricul-

. ,tural, commercial, mec!wllcal, or domestic? r 
. . I do not· think it is practicable,. nor, all things being considered, 

desirable, that children of either sex .shouldcontinue their attend
ance at school to an age, beyond. that at which it maybe advisable 
that they should begin to learn that trade or occupation by which 
in after life they :wiUhave to support; themselves. and their 
families. To keep them at school beyond this point .·'Would be 
unjust to them, and politically inexpedient. What that age pre
ciselymay be, Will differ'in each case, being decided by the 
nature of the fuhp"e occupation of the child. The future ~aricul-

· tural labourer' ought to begin to -witness and aid in agricultural 
operations, . and to. be hardened t'? exposure to weather; at a very 
early age. To put an extreme supposition: if boys were to be 
'kept in attendance at ,school till the age of 18,they would very 
generally turn out bad agricultural labourers.' . In this case, the 

· plodding and monotonous. work . they must be. employed in would 
prove far more distasteful,to ,them than even it does at presents. 
There is in this class a very strong feeling; . which, I observe, is 
:yearly gaining ground, against, as they express it." remaining on 

· r" the land.", This, considering the peculiar circumstances of :English 
agriculture"is not surprising;. for in consequenoor-of 'our rotation 
'of <crops,eacb: requiring attention at.a different season, ,and from 
there being' no dead points in the English agricultural year, either 
from excessive heat in summer .,or excessive rcold in winter, the 
labourer is kept to hard w.ork . every day.in the year, and further

,more, . in consequence of the operation: of our law of settlement and 
of the general. disuse of piecework, and of thesitttplicity of 3.oari
cultural operations, a labourer has litde, or no inducement to aim 

, at bElcoming more skilful or intelligent, or at acquiring a better 
character, than, the, rest of his class, for good and bad alike are 
put to muoh the same employments, and' what is still· more ire- , 

,portant, receive . much the same wages.. When the steam-plough 
shall have' become general all our methods of agriculture will be 
revolutionized. They will ·not· then be characterized by, extreme 
simpliclty. The labour of children, and the early habituation of 
the labourer to his work. may then .be less necessary, while at the 
same time more intelligence. will be· required., This, will make 
it desirable and practicable that the children rshould stay longer 
at school. Under present circumstances; howeve'r, lam satisfied 
that ·the children of this .class ought, to leave school at 10 or 'U 
years of age.' . The [irIs, who are. intended for domestic service, 
will stay l?nger. ," ith respect rto' those boys who are. destined 
for mechamcal .. employments, or trades, the age at l\'hich' they 

\ 
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ou~ht to leave school wi1.l be later; but it will be governed in 
thell'· case. also by precISely the same consideration, . varying 
eomewhat 1D accordance with the requirements of their respective 
trades. 

In this question there is an allusion to the parents' means. I 
do not content myself here with the now not uncommon remark. 
that it is ~ot so much the cost of the weekly school-fee of Id. or 
2d., that mduceIJ the parent to remove the child from school, as 
the loss of the week~y 2&.6d .. (a ver., large per-centage of the 
labourer's mcome) which the chIld IDlght earn in the fields; but 
would !lIs0!Ue the. op'portunity of insist!ng upon ~he importance 
of habltuatl1~g the children o~ the labounng class, at a very early 
age, to· the Idea that labour IS the only way open to them for 
getting- money, in other words, fOT procuring 'the means of -sub
aistence. The one almost exclusive means for rooting this idea 
in the mind, is the- nl!-turalone of allowing the child to taste early 
of the pleasure and pride ot contributing its daily 3d. or 4tl •. to the 
family exchequer •. 

$. What amonnt of education, rel1gious .and secular, couid 
childreDt of either sex. be reasonably expected to obtain. 

, in' the period you have specified, and of what would it 
consist? .How far doyau consider it desirable. to include 
. .p1usic, dra~g, and other matters o( .tast.et in . the course 
of popular. instruct~on !Which y~)U. woulq "wish to see 

. . adopted? ..' : .. 
I am of opinion that 'children ~f the classes referred to may 

. obtain in the time. 1 have' specified what I am not disposed to 
regard, attention; being paid ·to all that bears 'upon the question, 
88 an. insufficient education, both: religious and secular. As 
respects religion, the fundamental, ideas. of Christianity are· few 
and such as may be easily apprehended.' Asa clergyman, I I 
should,wisb to be more explicit 'on this' point than the occasion 
a1low~. I may"however, perhaps, be permit~ed, .tL! ~y,' that 
I believe one ,very effectual· cause' why so little IS m .most 
. instances achieved in this part of edncation is to be . found in t~e 
fact that, generally speaking, .teachers do notunderstand,dlS
tinctly what it is that they have to do~ audso . cannot set about 
doing it in the riaht way. A very large proportion -oC th~ whole 
school period is ':xsually spent· in reading tbe' Holy Scnptures, 
and in committing to memory the Bible history :andmore orl .1ess 
of the sacred text. All the while everybody knows how'. htt;1e 
good in mostcasea results: from· all these efforts· and sacnficE)s. 
The ~eason I think very plain. There,is something anterior: to 
the Bible,-that to which the Bible is an .appeal and ·upon whlc~ 
it is Counded,.-.I mean the aboriginal. moral and religIOUS sen~

. menls 'of man, those sentiments which are 80 ~trong and ·so 
general in human nature as to have made the ~ifices se~ apart 
for religious worsbip the most costly and conspIcuouS ~wldil!gs 
in every: city the world has ever seen.' Th~ use and. lD~nt~on 
of ~be Bible is to strengthen; to purify,. to enlighten! t~ ~wde~ to 
satisfy, to make operative these sentlIDen~. CbrlstJamty tpv~s 
to these sentiments their propel' Corm, sanction, an~ power. .~hlS 
leaves us in no doubt at an as to the method which the religiOUS 
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teacher should follow. He ~hould endeavour, by the aid of the 
Bible, to awakcn, to give body and shape, distinctness and 
strength, Christian fqrm and. direction, . to the religious senti
ments. To do this is to teach religion effectually, and to teach 
it in the natural method. It must be seen in teachers ofreligion 
'that they a.re themselves under the influence of. religion, and that 
it is the. Bible that guides,. enlightens, and forms their religion. 
Not only, therefore, will they treat the Holy Scriptures with the 
utmost reverence, and. read them daily in the school, but in 
reading them they will never lose sight of their purpose, always 
treating them as containing instruction that is to be 'understood 
and felt. They will, therefore,· always explain what is read in 
an intelligible, interesting, and practical manner. The capital 
fault . .in this matter is the supposition that the Holy Scriptures 
are everything, whereas the aborignal religious sentiment is the 
foundation. To teach the Bible without bringing our' teaching 
into connexion with these sentiments, is to build with the best 
materials, but to detach the building from its foundations. Here 
is one cause of our frequl!nt failures. I am persuaded that at the 
age I have specified much may be. done very effectually by those 
who are themselves under the influence of religion, and under
stand either from thought or instinctively how religion can alone 
be taught. . 
'. With resPect· to secular instruction; I think that children may 
be taught to read, to write, and to work the elementary rules of 
arithmetic with ease by this age; and if, to take the case of 
those' who leave school earliest, the children of the agricultural 
labourers, they can be brought, in addition to these acquirements, 
to regard what they read as having a .meaning, and to· endeavour 
habitually to consider what that meaning is; I would, bearing in 
mind the circumstances of the case, be thankful for such a result. 
Whenever there might .be time and opportunity for' more, I would 
add a little descriptive geography, a little natural history or vege
table .physiology, and a little spelling. I purposely pass over the 
attempt to teach the children of the agricultural labourer grammar • 
. 1 have seldom seen. this. done. successfully, and if done ever so 
successfully, I regard it as a waste of opportunity and effort. The 
ruder solecisms may be easily corrected orally and by the way as 
they occur, without making grammar a main or a distinct part of 
their education. To do so is a sad mistake. What has led to this 
. mistake might be easily explained. In the towns where the schools 
are frequented by the children of mechanics and petty tradesmen, 
a. class that remains longer and needs higher instruction, it is 
advisable and easy to advance farther. . 

With respect to music, speaking generally, I do not consider 
any person properly .qualified to act as master or mistress of a 
·school unless able to give instruction in singing. I see the best 
effects resulting among the lower classes from the encouragement 
of this taste. I would even have the school-room open once a week 
at night, particularly during the winter months, for any adult 
parishioners who might choose to assemble there for practice in 
singing. In a parish containing less than 250 souls I have known 
several persons gladly and regularly avail themselves of permission 
to do this. . . 
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I !l'ould hav~. drawing taught wherever it might be found 
practicable. This . w~)Uld be a very useful addition both to ,our 
means and to our objects of education.. To teach· drawing is to 
educate the .eye, ~ to teach t~e mind as well as the eye to observe. 
:rhe necesslt, ~f linear- drawmg in some- of 'our trades, and. of 

.Improved deslgrung for several branches of our manufactures, makes 
the acquisition and. cultiyation' of this taste a matter, of much 
economicalUnportanc~ 

4. Will y~u state your opinion as' to .the respective advantages 
and, dls~van~ges of !he follormg methods of prolonging 
~he perIOd of IDsttuCtiO~ and lI~suring the permanence of 
Its results WIth respectto each sex? ' . 

(a) Sundar ,lichooi$? ' 
(b) Half..tIme system? 
(c) Industrial and domestic training? 
(d} Evening schools? 
( e) Lectures and mechanics' institutes? 
(f) Free and lending libraries? 
(g) . Prize echemes and prize endowments? 
(h) Distribution of minor State appointments on 

educational grounds ?' 
With respect to the methods lettered in the aho,ve list (a), (b), 

(d), (e), (f), I need say nothing;as I agree with what is generally 
thought of their advantages. With ' respect however to (c) 
industrial and domestic training, I ,am of opinion that the cases 
in which it can be carried out are so few, and so strictly exceptional, 
and that it would interfere so much (excepting' so far as needle-: 
'Work goes in the case of' the .girls)wi~h.wh~t IS more proper~y 
school work, that I would abstam from gIvmglt any prommence 10 
a list of' methods for general . application. . From' this remark I 
except some special and very important cases I shall have occasion 
to speak about hereafter. . 
, I am opposed to (g) prize schemes or prize- endowments, except 

for the specific purpose of' ll;iding i~ producing' a properly q}lalifie,d 
,class of teachers of schools 10 suffiCIent numbers;' and even 10 theIr 
,case I would discontinue it as soon as it might become possible to 
obtain the' desired result without extraneous aid' of thIS kind. I 
think it unwise and inexpedient to attempt to' force' education in 
-this way.' , '", 

• I should be glad to see (h) minor State.appointments distributed 
on educationtal grounds, were it done bya perfectly open competi
tive examination, but not otherwise. If'it became generally known 
that this method of' appointment waS being acted upon, it could not 
but greatly improve primary education throughout the ~ountry. 
Its effects would be great upon parents, children, and schools. This 
result, however, will never be obtained if the candidates are ,to ~e 
'selected by nomination, 'or in any other way. To be operative 10 
the way desired, the examination must be l'erfectly open to all 
equally, -and known by all to 'be so. ' , ) 

5. Should education _ be supplied . to th~ poor gr3;tuit()USly" 
or should it be paid for by them partially or entirely? 

I am opposed to 'everytb,ing which would at all savour of' an 
attempt to make in this matter anyone system general, to the 
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exclusion ol"weakening of other systems. There is such a variety 
mthe circumstances and their combinations with which we have 
to deal that we must have a corresponding variety of systems. 
I think, with, the above p,roviso, that among the well-to-do poor 
education- ought not, to be gratuitous. Everywhere. it must be 
50 to some extent, because the poor cannot build schools and main
tain them. They should, however, pay what their means allow for 
the schooling of their children, just as they pay for their food and 
clothing.c This is a question which will. generally, be best left to 
settle itself according to the circumstances of each case. If in any 
places benevolent persons may desire to build schools, and offer in 
them education gratuitously, I .would do nothing to hinder them. 
There are some very important cases in which education must be 
gratuitous, but I see that I shall have to speak separately about 
these cases presently. ' 

6., How far does the present state of the education of c'biIdren 
of either sex; in the districts and classes with which you 
are acquainted, come up to the standard' defined by your 
answers to the preceding questions? What is the nature 
and extent of any deficiencies which may exist under any 
of the heads specified in them? 

.Of course I am ,pot, satisfied with the st;a.te of education in this 
district, in the sense, that I think no further advances either in its 
.results or machinery desirable or possible. But regard being had 
-to the ~rcumstances of the case, I should be unreasonable were 
l not satisfied with. the progress that is being made. In this 
'ilurely a.,lTlicultural district the children would not be able, as 
~hings are at present, to avail themselves of' JDuch more in the 

',way of education ~an .is . now offered them; so to speak, they 
:would not be able to talreup more. I ~now that this is far from 
being the. case elsewhere, but the question confinel!J me to this 
district. '.' 

With the vjew of creating an additional motive for keeping up 
,what has been acquired at schoo)" I should like to see a village 
.reading~room and library established i~most of our rural parishes. 
The school, when not used o( an evening, offers a ready furnished, 
eomlIl:odioql!J, and inexpensive village evening reading-room. Such 
;reading'-rooms.to be well, supported and of use ought substantially 
to be managed by those who frequent them. There should be no 

';interference or appearance of it on the part of the rich or the 
eiergy, ,only friendly advice and assistance when ne,eded. 

1. Causes ot deficiency (if any). What are the causes of these 
deficiencies? and, in 'particular, how far may they be 
attributed to-' . . 

(a) Want of schooll!J, whether arising from deficiency of 
funds ·necessary to establish and support them, 

, . 'or from other causes. 
(b) Deficient or unskilful teaching, or bad choice of the 

subjects taught. . . 
(c) Want of interest on the part or the parents in their 

children's education. ' .' 
( d) Value of the labour of children, inability of parents 

to pay scho\-fees, or other economical causes. 
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( e) Bad management, or bad organization of schools. 
(f) Laws or social arrangements affecting the condition 

of the poor. 
I~ i~ ~bvio~ ~ .remark that .t~ese .cans~s are affecting education 

prejudicIally In different localities, lD different de!n"ees, and in 
different combinations. I will say a word or two upo: each of them 
separately. . 
- (a) In our large ou~ports, some oC our'manuCacturinatowns, and 
in some of our· mining districts there is a deficieqcyof schools, 
arising from a deficiencr of funds, and from other causes. I shall 
point out presently how I would have this remedied. 

(b) Under the head of bad choice o! su~jects, .~ repeat that the 
parenbt do not- appreciate- grammatICal .1DStruction.We must 
remembet- that our object is to make the schools- for the lower 
classes both useCul to children in the particular circumstances of 
those we,wish to educate, and at the .same time properly valued 
by the parents. The question thereCore . proposed to us is, which 
:win, be most serviceable to such children in after-liCe, (children 
taken from hovels and cellars, and the gutters of the streets, and 
_who in after-liCe will become sailors, _ barg~men, miners, porters, 
and generally of the class below that of artizans,) and _ which will 
be most appreciated by their parents, that the children should be 
taught to dIStinguish a noun from Ii. verb and the subject Crom the 
predicate, or that ther sh~uld be taug~t a lit~le descriptive geogra
phy, some of the-mos obVIOUS propertIes oC aIr, heat, &c., and some 
of.the 'plain facts of animal .and vegetable p~ysiology? ~ little ~f 
th18 kmd of knowledge, diffused by- the lDstrumentality oC our 

-schools through the whole body of the-people, would be of the 
l1ighest economical and sanitary value. It would, besides, have 
a far higher intellectual and moral value than grammatical instrue<
tion. OUT upper· classes, from the defectiveness of their own 
edncation in these respects, are hardly prepared as yet to acknow
ledge this: I have, however, no doubt but that beCore long we shall 
all of us a.,aree in regarding it ilS quite incontestabl~ Instruction 
in these matters 'has the further-advantage of being -much more 
interesting to the child, and much more easily taught than the 
rules of grammar, which I cannot suppose that teachers have ever 
succeeded in making interesting to children. I never met among 
the lower classes with a parent who could see any use in this kind 
of instruction. 

(e) Except among. the demoralized part of the population, 
there is Just the reverse oC -a want ef interest on -the part. of the 
parents In their children's, educatioJl. I speak more p~cularly 
of the district in which I reside. How I would deal WIth the 
children of the demoralized part of· our population, I shall have 
occasion to speak presently. . 

(do) I have already said something on this head, a~d . will 
'reserve some further remarks I have to make -upon It till I 
come to answer a subsequent question.. • 

(e.) Bad management and bad orgaruzation oC schools ~e very 
extensive causes of deficiency, but they are causes which are 
gradually being removed, as the managers of schools become 
,themselves more experienced, and from other, causes now in 
progress._ . . _ ':_ 
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(1) I have already noticed in iny reply to Question 2, the de
pressing effect in agricultural districts of the law of settlement and 
of the hopeless condition of the labourer. This question, however, 
the effects of law and social arrangements' on the condition of 
the poor, involves snch extensive political considerations that I 
forebear to enter upon it here; contenting myself with the fact, 
expressed in its simplest form, that whatever laws or social arrange
ments put or keep any class in a position unfavourable for rising 
in the world act as impediments to education,~both school educa
tion and the more valuable subsequent self-education,-by detract;.. 
ing so much from the most powerful and most generally operative 
of aU motives. Of course la CIl'I"Tiere ollVerte auz talents is the most 
effective stimulus that can be applied to' education as weU as to 
military ardoUr. But this must be settled with reference to other 
'considerations besides educational ones. 

8. The Government at present m~kes grants' in aid of various 
elementary schools and training colleges, out of the gene-: 
ral taxation of the country, requiring, on the part of those 
. who' receive them, the fulfilment of certain· conditions 
(especially the combination of religious with secular 
instruction, and proportionate local subscriptions,) and 
reserving to itself the right of inspecting all schools so 
assisted. . 

What is your opinion of this system? How does It affect dis
tricts of different degrees. of wealth and inhabited by 
'different characters, imd districts which do and those which 
do not receive assistance? 

, I thoroughly approve, under existing circ~stances, of this 
Government system, especially of its elasticity, and of its being 
such that it may be, and is worked with any other system. I do 
not, however, for a moment suppose that the Government system 
can remain much longer without considerable modifications. It 
will of itself grow to a point, and bring about a state of things which 
will make considerable modifications necessary. • 

It benefits greatly districts which receive, and does no harm to 
those which do not receive, its assistance; I shall speak presently 
of the manner in which I would wish to see poor and neglected 
districts !iealt with~ 

9. What is your ollinion of the system pursued at present in 
relation to (a) pauper schools, (b) reformatory schools? 
How would you provide for the edncation of the children 
of paupers and criminals, or of deserted and destitute 
children? 

In pauper and reformatory schools 'the school stands in loco 
parentis: it ought therefore to endeavour to dO, in addition to 
the ordinary aims of schools intended for those who have. homes, 
what nature has ordained that parents must do for their children. 
The chief duty of parents to . their children is to qualify them for 
earning their future snbsistence. This the mother does in the 
natural way by carrying on her household work in the presence of 
her daughters, and requiring from them such assistance as they are 
able to give. The father does it in a similarly natural way for the 
boys, or else, having first accustomed them to the idea and practice 
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of work., he apprentices them oU:t to some trade or other different 
from his own. But, as in the case of children in pauper and reform .. 
atory schools, the school stands· in loeo ;parentis, all this must be 
done in the schoo~ . I wis~ to put this p~mt as cle~rly and strongly 
88 I can, because It IS precisely what assigns to this class of schools 
their peculiar aims and character. The laws of nature make the:. 
pow~r of self~lIupport the first and t~e on~ exclusively indispensable 
reqwrement of every member of sOCiety; mdeed, I might go further; 
and say of everything that has life. ; This consideration takeli 
precedence of all consIderations· that are connected with the 
cultivation of the intellect· and of the heart. Without some 
means of subsistence the graces of the, mind and heart are not: 
attain~ble; on the contrary, ·they are almost always perverted.: 
Such IS here the sequence of nature, and, we are not allowed . to 
neglect it with imllunity. This obvious, and in the case before. 
us governing, conSideration, obliges us in pauper and reformatory 
schools to combine industrial. with morai and intellectual training; 
or rather to make it the main objeCt and instrument of education, 
placing intellectual education in distinc~ subordination. to it. I 
am opposed to this' being done in' other schools, but I am clear 
that it ought to differentiate' pauper and reformatory s~hools from 
all others. 

t would provide for the education of the children of paupers and 
criminals, and deserted and destitute children, at the joint. expense. 
of the Government and of the locality. If .the Government were to 
take the whole cost upon itself a door would be opened to a 
vast expenditure; besides that, the Government would thus' be 
laid open to constant attacks: while if' the locality were to, bear 
the whole cost, there, would be a constant effort to es~pefrom 
the duty altogether, besides that . the Government would then 
have no right to inspect, and virtually to superintend' and, to; 
maintain efficiency. ' 

10. Does the existing Government system stimulate or dimi
, nish voluntary liberality? Are you. aware whether any 
considerable nwnber of persons entertain conscientious 
objections to its existence? 

Decidedly it stimulat~s. In an individual the knowledge that 
if he can raise a certain sum he will'~eceive from some other 
quarter something considerable in addition. acts. upon his mind as 
a stimulus. Just so does it with a number of individuals asso
ciating for any pUfpo~e they desire to ,carry out. '';I'he kn,!wledde 
in any locality that if an effort be made for the. est.:tblishm~nt 
of a school, the GovenIment will as.sist. the locality 10 making 
it a good school; IS an undoubted stimulus.. I cannot tinders~d 
how anyone can believe t11at if the Governt;nent had do~e nothing 
during the last five and twenty years education would be 10 a better 
state in this country than It is. at present. The. sa~e r~mark 
applies to the state of education and the mea?~ .by which ~t has 
been advanced to its present state in all othe~ clVJlize~ c~UDtries: I 
B:m aware that there are persons wh!> entert.:tm c~n~ClentI!>us obJec
tions to Government aid, but I conSider thell posItIon. qw.te unten
able. Their numbers are very small; they are. excluslVI:ly confined 
to a few persons belonging to that class who have suffiCient means 
to educate their children at a considerable cost. Probably of those 
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numerous classes which the Government thinks it a duty and an 
advantage to aid in this matter, not an individual could be brought 
to agree with them. It is not often that, in our educational efforts, 
we come into conflict with .cneof these objector~; hardly.ever do 
we come into contact with them in society. Of course, being' 
objectors, it is their first business to make themselves heard. 
Where can a question be found, if we are to wait tiU we are all 
agreed, upon which anything. will ever be done? I do not see 
how any modifications,can be'made in the present system to meet 
the views of such root and. branch objectors. On their part they 
must accept the position in which they have placed themselves, that 
of being opposed on this particular question to all the decisive facts 
ofthe case and to the common sense of mankind; at all events to 

. the common practice of all nations, whatever may be their form of 
government. . 

11. What is the result of your observations as to the efficiency 
of endowed schools, intended or available for popular 
edu,cation, and as to their adaptation to the existing COll

dition of society? 
As far as my observation goes, a very large proportion of 

endowed schools intended or available for popular education are 
in a very inefficient state. Public opinion is beginning to act very 
beneficially upon them. In their present condition they cannot 
be spoken of generally as being adapted to the existing state of 
society; indeed, it would be nearer the truth to speak of them 
as having become a byeword for dilapidation and misappropriation 
of funds, neglect, and. a variety of abuses. Instances, I believe, 
might be found in every neighbourhood to illustrate this remark. 
I shall have occasion to say what I would do for the reform 
and utilization of these endowments in, my reply to Question 
12 (g). 

12. Would you propose-
(a) The maintenance of the existing system of- Govern-

. ment aid and inspection? 
(b) Its further development? 
(c) And what modif!cations of it? 
(d) The substitution or additi9n of any district, or other 

system of public aid and inspection? -
(e) The voluntary :{>rinciple ? . 
(f) A system of rating; and, if so, how should the rate 

be assessed? Should it be obligatory on the 
ratepayers to make the rate? If so, should the 
obligation be enforced, if they were unwilling to 
make it? Upon what objects should it be lawful to 
expend the amount levied? How should the schools 
supported by rates be managed? -

(g) Any and what mode of dealing with existing charit;., 
able endowments, either already applicable by law, 
or which might be made available, for purposes of 
education? 

(h) Will you make such suggestions as occur to you 
for the establishment, improvement, and exten
sion of any o~. the methods of prolonging edu-
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catioD!,or pre.ser~ing its results, w"entioned in_ 
Q~estlon'1, With particular reference to the re
q!ill'~ments of the districts to which your experience 
applies? ' ' 

(a) I am in favour of maintaining the existing system ' of 
Government.aid aild inspection. . ' 

(b) I am in .favour of i~ fu~her ~d~v~lopme.nt; with, however, 
the understandmg that I thmk It qUIte Jmposslbletnai:, if further 
development takes place, it- should ramain 10nO' without modifi
cation. The expenditUre; already g~al., will ha.:'e much increased 
Th~ s~ft' of inspectors will have been correspondingly enlarged: 
'Ilus wIll necessltate modifications. . 
. (c) I .dol!ot consi~er.·that the tim~.formodifications-regard
mg modIfications as dIStinct from additu)ns-has yet arrived. As 
time goes onf and the system developes itself, we shall see where 
curtailment, and alterations ought to. be made. For instance, the 
system of paid pupil-teal!hers, apprenticed to the Government for 
future school-teachers, waS necessary, and has done much good. 
There were no properly qualified school-teachers when this system 
was commenced. But when .improved schools shall have become 
general, a result now' being worked out, .it is obvious that there 
will be less or DO need for this part of the system. Our old edu-, 
cational foundations for the purpose of training up a sufficient 
D.umber of properly quaIified persons for the Qffices of the Church 
supply an exactly analogoui case. They were necessary at the 
time of their establishment, because what was wanted could. not, .. 
without their aid, have been procnred. Society, however, .has 
now advanced to & point where we find that a sufficient number 
of such persons can be obtained without this extIaneous aid; and 
these foundations have in consequence become anachronisins, and 
therefore we find them in many ways (iiverted from their original 
purpose, and becoming even, in some respects, hindrances in the 
way of educational progress. Just the same will it be with this 
part of th~ Government system .. ·If it does its work properly, 
(and I am sure it has done,· and is doing good service,) it will, 
in consequence of its very success, remove the necess\ty which 
existed for its establishment... When this time shall have arrived 
the excision of' this part of the system will very considerably 
relieve the educational grant, and thus enable those' who ad
minister it to meet an increased expenditure. in some other 
direction. , . 

{e) The voluntary sy&tem has at present, and has had ali along, 
the field perfectly open to it. Much has been effected by it, bo~ 
alone and in combination with Government aid. I would not lD 

any way. interfere with this system.. In whatever lo~a~ties 
sufficient schools can be maintained by the voluntarr. p'nnClple, 
either alone or in' combination with Government aId, lD those 
localities I am glad to see schools so maintained. But I do not 
understand how anyone who knows how our. presen~ schools 
have been built and supported, and how much still reID:all~s to ~e. 
done, can for a moment suppose that the voluntary jlrmclple WIll 
evt'r provide us with all we want in thi~ matter. . .,' 

(f) I would have recourse in certam ex(.!eptional dIstrIcts, and 
~ VOl. }{, G G 
'13. 11 
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lInder. cert:rln restrictions, to the system of rating. Everyone is 
aware that i~ many of Qur manufacturing, and of OUI' mining 
districts, in sev~ral-pf our largEl outports, lind in the metropolis, 
indeed wherever there are large masses of population collected 
together, great numberll of neglected children are always to. be 
found, who are being brought uI1 in ignorance, alld in a mann~r 
which is very generally only a preparation for a life of crime. Every 
one also is in the habit of remarking. that in these localities, 
where the need for schools is so urgent, the means cannot be 
found for raising that amollnt which'would secure the assistance 
of the Government. How are these facts to be met? I would 
propose' that all ~uchdistricts- should be regarded and treated 
e:rceptiOnally • . I would have schools built and managed in such 
districts in the following manner. I consider that half the ex
pense ought to be borne by the. parliamentary grant, and half 
by the locality. Both the country generally and the locality are 
interested in the future welfare and good conduct of these 
children. I would therefore lay a part of the cost upon each. 
There is no other party upon whieh any part of it can be 
thrown. I would have no 'school Bupporteq exclusively by public 
money, not only because the locality iti!lelf is interested and 
benefited by the Bchool, but also because there would be no limit 
to the expenditure if the Government were to pay the whole of it; 
nor on the other hand· exclusively by local rates, for then there 
would be no means of securing the efficiency of the school. If 
half must be raised by local rate, this would be a self-acting check 

. upon the demands made on the public purse, and also upon the 
general expenditure.' . 

With respect to the management,-it ought to be shared between 
the Government, represented by a' special inspector for such 
schools, and four local managers nominated by the magistrates of 
the district. Nothing connected with the management should be 
valid unless it had been approved of, under his signatUI'e, by the 
inspectoI', as the rep:.:esentative of the Government. This would 
ensure the proper maintenance and efficiency of the. school. III 
such places there' can be no other way of securing the efficiency 
of schools, hardly of bringing them into existence. In these 
eases the~ Government ought to take a part in what has to be 
done, and must if anything is to be done as it should be; and it 
must also be represented, and it can only be represented properly 
by its inspector. 

There will be plenty of work for one man in organizing and 
sup~rintellqing the schools of this class; and to do this will re
quire a man who not, only understands the different bearings of 
educational q~estions, but who will be able also to explain in public 
ill each locality what has to be done, and who has a very sound 
judgmellt and much practical administrative ability. Be might be 
called the distl,"ict school inspector. 

I~ order .to insure fairness in the management of the school, I 
would have no eJl.~oflicio managers, either clergymen or others. 
For som~ reasons, it might. appear advisable that the ratepayers 
should elect.the ~ocal manager, but all things considered it would 
be far better that the local magistrates should nominate them. If 
they were to be elected by the ratepayers their one paramount 
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object would generally be to save the. rate, and often to overthrow 
the schooL. There would also ~e no guaraIl:tee that the perSdns 
elected by' the ratepal:ers fo! this o~ce. were IIi any way qualified 
fol' the disc?arge !>f ItS. duties.. ThIS Indeed would be a point 
seldom consIdered In theIr election. There would however be as 
good 4 guarantee as possibly ctnild be had' in the' case of persons 
nominated by the local magistrates, for they would know what was 
required, ~n.d. a body of magistrates generally act under a sense 
of re.sponsibility. They wo~ld never- tnake. any manifestly unfit 
appoIntments.· And as the persons they mIght nominate would 
alwaYH be residents in the district, and thus ratepayers them
selves, there would also exist a sufficient guarantee that they would 
not put the district to needless expense in the management of the 
schooL ., 

The way in which I would set this. matter going hi any district 
would be as follows: There should be iIi every step of the business 
the utmost openness and publicity~ The special inspector I would 
have appointed for this putpose, the representative of the Govern
ment in this matter, ought to be Ii person sufficiently acquainted 
with the state of the country to know generally iIi what localities 
such schools were required; at all, events he would soon have 
sufficient information on this head. Having fixed upon some 
locality for his operations, he would himself go to the place, and 
begin by having a personal rnterview with the magistrates and 
leading persons of tl\e locality. He would explain to them the 
matter, and would arrange with them for a public meeting on the 
subject. This should be advertised in the local papers. The 
mayor, or Some leading person of the town or district should be hI 
the chair. The inspector should give a full account of what was 
proposed to be done, and of the way in which it was proposed to 
do it. . Resolutions in favom 1)f the plan should then be moved. 
If the sense of the meeting waS in favour of the plan, the majority 
of magistrates would probably also be in fa'Vo~?f it f. arid they 
should have the power conferred on them of at willlmp'osmg a tate 
for halnhe amount. of the cost of bUilding and maintaining the 
school. This rate should be raised in the same mannet and at the 
same time as the poor tate. If the meeting should decide against 
the plan, I would for a time suspend action in the matter, because, 
in attempts of this kind, it is very desirable to have the general -
public in favour of whilt is going ou. Still the law shou1d be; that 
wherever a majority of the local magistrates were in favour of the' 
establishment of the school; they, with the approval of the Special 
inspector, might tnake the rate obligatory on the district. 
. . I believe that if this plan were adopted, and succeeded in the' 
first few instances in which it might be tried, it would soon be 
generally followed in our negle!!ted ~nd sch.oolle.ss districts. 

I would expend the rate leVIed, III meetmg Just half of all the 
school eX'penses. There should be a yearly report of th~ state ?f 
the school, and of all the expenses of the school given In detaIl, 
i~ser.ted in the loc~ newspapers, or printed fo! ~istribution iJI th~ 
distrICt. It contrIbutes very much to reconciling people to the 
payment of money, that they feel confident of the fac~ that thel'a
IS no oncealment as to the way in which it is spent, and th~t they 
know everything on this head. : ~ • 

GG2 
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If the foui'1ocal managers nominated by the magistrates of the 
i0WD; or district ,chose: to exert, themselves- ~ctively i.n superin
tending the school,' so much the better~ If IIi any district they 
might becOlpe . 'remiss; no 'very . great harm· would result,· for the 
inspector would still have his eye upon the 1!chool,-and would 
know what was its condition,and would be answerable to the 
Government for it. I would . have the ins)lector meet the local 
managers officially at least once in each quarter of the year. 
This. would .have a tendency to keep, aU parties a.live to their 
~~. .. '.... .' 

The 10c3J., magistrates should,be ;isitors. . 
. Minutes, of the .. pl:oceedingsof the,' manager~ /!hould be taken, 
and apo~kkeptfor ~ntries_of. the yisits,of inspector, managers, 
and magIstJ:atef:l.ThlS book should he accessible t6 the public. 
Copies of the minutes and entries' should be sent' quarterly to 
the Vice-President of tM Committee' 'of Privy Council on 
Education. . . 
. If this 'plan wilf(~ anopted"it would give us good schools in dis
tricts where something must. be 'done sooner or later; I know of 
no other way iil which I would recommend' that the attempt be 
made. This would disturb' nothing," it would 'encl"Oach upon 
nobody; it would. allow all the. agencies now at work to continue 
at work with undiminished, activity •. It would only occupy un·'· 
.occupied ground, and gTound which it is. dangerous to leave 
'unoccupied. ' The machinery would be in' a great measure self
acting; . l.have . considered . the difficulties of the subject; and I 
believe it would provide. against tbem sufficiently. 

(g) I would; appoint a special inspector for: schools maintained 
either wholly, Or in 'part,· .by charitable endowments already ap
plicable~or' which may hereafter bernade applicable for educa-

\, .tional purposes. This inspector. of tmdowed schools I wouM put 
'in the same position with respect to these schools in which I would 
put t4e special iilspectoroi' district schools, .of whom I have just 
been speaking. In . this. case the e:8.istingtrustees of endowed 
schdolswould take the place of the foul' 'local managers of .. the 
district schools. This may very faidy. and properly he done, and 

. ithepublic ·would be' glad to see it done. The tendency of public 
; opinion ·isbecoming favourable to the reform of these endowed 
. schools; ,and if the trustees·were.aided and counselled by a com
petent inspector,' speaking as the representative of the. Educational 
Committee of Privy Council, a great deal would be done iil a very 
short time. There is at present a very natural repugnance among 

,trustees to' be the. first to stk in a matter in which their neighbours 
are concerned.. . . 

(h). The' only· two generally· and efiectually ol;lerative means 
of preserving. and prolonging the results of education are, .(1.) to 
make the ; schools' so. good and such that the ,pareuts have no 

, doubt but that their ehildren are gaining additional useful know
ledge by remaining at them; and (2.) by enabling young people to 
see that it will be worth their while to keep up and increase their 
acquisitions of knowledge. An individual here and there may, 

_but .people generally ,never wilL educate, themselves beyond the' 
pom~ which the,i.rcircumstances and worldly aims require. In 
the ,~ed State~ or rather in New England, and adjoming free 

.,. 
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itates,. all, speaking generally, are desirous of l'etaining and 
enlargmg the results of education. '. The reason 'of 'this is that 
there every ont: feels his, social, polit!cal" a~d worldly success 
depends'upo~ hunself. These are motives which do not ~uch au 
English ~culturallabou;,:r. As I have. alreadY-said, in answeJ: 
to Question 4, I am of opmlOn, tb,at but ,little good can be done; 
while ~ certain waste of effort, is incurred, by 'attempts to fOI:ce 
education. 

, 13. Would yolimake schoolatteridance 'compulsory? If so, 
on whom. would you impose, and how would you enforce 
the obligation of insuring the attendance of the children? 

. Would you wish for the esfablishmentof schools under· 
the direct control of the State? Should the education 
given in 'such 'sl;hools be gratuitousoJ.-' notr' 'What 
s9bjects ~hould be taug;ht,in. them ?' 

You are requested to give 'your plans upon.the subjects, re
,[erred to in Questions 12. and .13. with.as. much detail as 
, possible, and with particular reference to, the manner in 
which yon would" deal, with th~ difficulties arising (rpm 

" differences of religious belief.? . 
Here, as-throughout aU that I, bave said, I Consider what is 

desirable and possible under existing circumstances. 1 would 
not make attendance eompulsory at any of ,our existip.g schools, 
,or if so,- only ;ina . few exceptional ca.ses~ But if, the schools for 
'neglected districts which I, have, been recommending· 'should be 
adopted, I would to, a certain' extent in, those districts make 

, attendance compulsory. 1, would do this on, the intelligible 
ground that these 8choolshave been built by the Government 
and the locality for the' very purpose .of arresting thedemoraliza
tion of a class, which; if allowed to continue in its present state, 

! will cOntinue to be, as it, has :hitherto been, the nursery of our 
<Tiptinal population. We have here a fair and reasonable ground 

'for some little compulsion, and after aU it would be verys1ight in
deed. ,It would only be attendance at school for five' or six ,hours 

'a day till it could bel proved, that the child was able to,. earn 
something, say 11. a week. I would not carty compulsion beyond 
this point, because it would then" interfere with the first duty of 

,the parent, which is to teach' the. child how to eam its subsistenc~ 
, !lnd it is quite impossible' for' the State to nJldertake, to do thiS 
In the parent's place. ' _', " . _ 

Iwould make the polic~ the instrumentsfor'catrying out th]s 
compulsory attendance. In whatever cases they.might ~er?fy 
that certain children were unemployed, and grOWlOg np m Idle 
and disorderly habits; I would, have an entry: made of all s,!-ch 
statements, and it should be competent fora magistrate,- actIng 

. on such statements, to put his signature' to a notice" to be served 
on the parent, directing him to' send his child to school. If he 
neglected this notice, he 'should be summoned, and (ined a few 
shillings, or, in default of payment; imprisoned two (Jl' three days. 
For a:rp.petition of the offence the punishment to be more severe.· 

I would have no schools under direct 'control of the State., If so, there ~ould be no check apon the e~penditure; Every 1 place 
• <_ ~ • l' 
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would sooner or later endeavour to throw its school upon the 
State. There would also be much jealousy, and much outcry 
about interference with religion, for replying to which the State 
would always be in a disadvantageous position. In the manner 
I have already described, I would always associate the local 
authorities with the representative of the State. 

I would have education nowhere gratuitous, except in the 
district schools I have recommended for neglected and partially 
demoralized populations. In these it may be gratuitous, because· 
the districts are poor and neglected, and because in some in
stances the attendance would be compulsory, and because the 
whole of the funds would be provided for otherwise than by 
school-fees. 

I would teach in these schools reading, writing,. arithmetic, 
music, drawing, and descriJ>tive geography. 1;he Bible I would 
have· read and explained III such a manner as to awaken and 
strengthen the natural religious sentiments, and to impress upon 
the mind the manner in which Christianity meets, moulds, and 
provides for these sentiments. . 

I consider that the difficulties of the religious question, as they 
affect the establishment and conduct of the schools, have been 
overrated. They exist rathe!' on the outside of the school than 
within it. The case of Roman catholics is of course an exception 
to this remark. I think that we are all .beginning to understand 
that the efficiency and general machinery of the Church and 
of the Nonconforinist bodies respectively, and particularly the 
energy, intelligence, piety, and reasonable aims of their respec
tive ministries, will have more effect upon the minds of the yeople 
in the way of making converts to the church or the chape~ than 
the most proselytising efforts made in the school-room, which, 
indeed, are frequently found to result in effects directly the 
opposite of those desired. What I wish to see done, as respects 
religious instruction in the district schools I have recommended, 
could be only, and I believe might be easily, attained under the 
lay management I have described. Very few of the persons who 
might be nominated by a bench of magistrates to· act as school 
managers would wish to see religion neglected, or taught ineffectu
ally. Neither is it probable that they would allow the religious 
instruction given in the schools they managed to aim at making 
ptoselytes except.to Christianity itself. The inspector too would 
be answerable to Government for whatever was done in this matter. 
Public opinion would be another and .sufficient security for the 
character of the religious instruction. Both churchmen and non
coBfotmists would probably soon eease to object when they came 
to understand that what was being done did not aim in any way at 
injuring or benefiting either of them, but that its effect- would be to 
benefit both, by increasing everywhere the· number of serious and 
intelligent worshippers. 

I do not recommend the connexion of Sunday schools with the' 
district schools I have described. There are good reasons, more 
especially in these cases, for leaving them entirely to the voluntary 
efforts of the different religious bodies. . 

I guard myself p~ticularly against the supposition that I regard 
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the above-mentioned method of regulating religious instruction as 
It plan to be recommen~ed f?r. general adoptiO'n. I recommend it 
only ~O'r schoO'~ supp~rted ~O'lDtly by the GO'vernment and local 
rates, In paupenzed, demoralized, and neglected districts. It is the 
natur~ and proper methO'd for teaching religiO'n in such schoO'ls. 
How In schO'O'ls sO' SUPPO'rted, so managed, and so attended, is any 
other system conceivable? How again, if attendance at these 
schools is in 'some instances to be made compulsory, would any 

,other system be tolerated? It must Qe remembered that these 
schools, thO' ugh PO'litically and O'therwise mO'st impO'rtant, are pf an 
exceptiO'nal character. In all O'th~r schO'O'ls . religiO'us instructiO'n 
,will be mO'dified according to their respective circumstances. There 
will be endless sh~des of differ~nceamO'ng" them. AU t~is !s natural 
and proper, and highly conduClve to the end we have lD View. Let· 
all flourish. Only let us abstain from any desire fO'r unity of 
system, and from the mischievous and bootless effO'rt to force any 
system upon a locality which requires in this matter different 
treatment. 

14. What is yO'ur opinion as to the qUalification of the masters 
or mistresses pf public, private, or dames' schools fO'r their 
duties, both generally, and :with special reference to' the 
circumstances of the districts anq classes to which your 
experience applies. 

It is easy to say that there are very great deficiencies in, the 
majority of our present masters and mistresses. ,It is, hO'wever, 
mO'st satisfactory to 'Contemplate the incontestible fact that advllnces 
which a few years back we should have regarded as impossible have 
now been miule~ The material considerations, therefore, are, what 
have been the causes of this vast improvement? .and are these 
'{!lluses likely to continue operative? Undoubtedly the most effi
cient causes have been what have become the circumstances of 
society as it now exists among us, and what has become the state of 

Y
ublic opinion and the general feeling on the subject Q{ educatiO'n. 
n these causes we find the cO'nditions, the great motive and main

spring O'f what has been dO'ne. And it is mO'st gratifying to' feel 
assured tha.t these causes must cO'ntinue to' gail) strength, and that 
therefO're they will cO'ntinue to' effect even still greater ilnprove-

. ments. We mar be sure that in the meantime thO'se whO' are charged 
with ~he supenntendence of the educatiO'n of the cpuntry, and 
those whO' of themselves take an interest in it, will nO't relax the,p 
efforts. • 

15. Is the training given to masters' and mistresses innO'rmal 
schools and training cO'lleges well adapted to' its object? 
Can you .sugO'est any points in which it requires imprO',:e-. 
ment? Is the state of those institutiO'ns gene!ally sat;ts
factory? Are trained teachers generally satisfied WIth 

. their profession and with their SO'cial positiO'n. 
I am not sufficiently'acquainted with the state of normal'schools 

and training colleO'es to be able to give an opinion as to whether 
thO'se institutiO'ns ~re generally in' a satisfactory state or nO't. ~ 

I would suggest as a poin.t which requires improvement tha 
masters and mistresses should be made to understand clearly th~ 

• /',1" 
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their duty as teachers of the children ~r the lower classes consist.s 
Qf three, though closely connected yet distinct parts.-I. To teacH 
the mechanical' parts of education, namely," reading, writing, and 
drawing; and the semi-mechanical, arithmetic and music, so as that 
the,. may be practised with ease. II. To awaken, strengthen, and 
enlighten,. in ·the Christian sense and form, the religious sentiments. 
III. To awaken intelligence, and to supply it with materials to 
work upon. This will best be done by setting before the youthful 
min"- those interesting and instructil"e lessons which the Creator 
himself submi~ to us, such as the facts of descriptive geography, of 
natural history, of animal and vegetable physiology.. These are the 
constituent part.s of popular elementary education. I,t is a defect 
well wOl'thy of notice in the training of masters and mistresses, that 
they have never been brough~ to analyse in this way what it will 
be the business of their lives to do. Much would be gained by 
leading them to comprehend this natural and simple analysis. It 
would show them ,that the field they have to labour in is not illimit
able. It would greatly a,ssist them in acquiring a thorough insight 
and mastery of it.. It would enable them to arrange their thoughts 
easily, and guide their efforts profitably. Not so much time would 
then be lost in committing to memoty much that is of no religious 
or practical importance.. The estimate of the relative value -of 
grammar, as an instrument ·and end of education for the children 
of the labouring classes, would be very much lowered. Less would 
be done and taught than at present without any distinct under
standing of its being intended to answer some good and useful 
purpose. . . 

I 'differ from the opinion 1 hear sometimes expressed, and 
which, I suppose, led to this 'que3tion being asked,-that trained 
teachers must· nat.urally be a restless and -dissatisfied class. I 
think that 'in the end they will be as well satisfied with their 
profession as the members or other professions are with theirs. 
As yet there has not been sufficient time, since the creation of this 
class, ac(!urately to define what their positions should be. The 
head masters of out great public schools have lately passed into a 

. higher social position than their predecessors occupied. Our 
trained t.ea!!hers are unavoidably rather sensitive just -at present 
Generally speaking, they are persous who have risen aoove the 
social condition of their parents; and wbile the ground of tht'ir 
stat.!ls is ina great degree an intellectual one, it is, in most cases, 
conjoined with rather humble pecuniary me~s. The simple and 
natural remedy for whatel"el' they may have just reason to complain 
of are time, which redresses all social injustices of this kind, and 
the increase of their own class, which ",ill give them the weight 
of numbers, and the benefits of mutual support and of society 
'among themselves. 

16. What is your experience as to the working,. and as 
to the results of the system of apprenticing pupil-
teachers? . . 

I have already spoken of pupil-teachers. The system of ap
prenticing has done and is still doing good service. Sooner or 
later, .however, it must be discontinued. Its very success will 

/".rnove the cause which existed for its establishment. 
.' . 
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17. Should schoolmasters and mistress.es be paid by-
. (a) Stipends? . -

(b) 'Fees? 
(c) A combination of both? 

They should undoubtedly'be paid by a combination, of stipends 
and fees. The fixed stipend should give a certain,ty of bare sub 
sistence; .while th~ additionaJ amount of the fees, dependent on' 
the excellence and character .of the school, should turn the bare 
subsistence into a comfortable competency. . • 

18. What is your experience of (a) the intellectual, (b) the 
moral effects o.f education ,on th~ po?r? Will you state 
as many. specific facts as possIble In support of your 
opinion, all?wipg for the infl~e!lce w~ich otherclI:u~es 

. than education may have had In Improvmg the conditIon 
'ofthe poor?' .' 

(a). tn my own hnmediate neighbourhood, a purely agricultural 
one, the intellec~ual effects of education now perceptible are that 
it has vastly. extended the mental horizon of the labouring classes~ 
The labo!lI'er now habitually looks beyond the parish' and the 
market town. It has thus. been instrumental in causing much 
emigration to other pattsof tbe country, to the. United States, 
and to our ''Own colonies. It has also proved a most efficient 
coadjutor to the recruiting serjeant, both by making the rising 
generation dissatisfied with the monotonous an4, hopeless condi
tion of the agricultural labourer, and by lessening their terror of 
the world beyond the village, now no longer utterly. u~known, 
and which even begins to present an, inviting aspect to their 
awakened and better .instructed imagina.tion. It has also qualified 
the most intelligent of the class for the . numero\UI situations now 
to be had as porters, &c. on railways and in towns, which they 
eagerly catch at; as· indeed tlieydo . at anything which. will 
remove them from the land. I know that other causes.have had a 
share in producing these effects,. but education has had the. largest 
share, and has intensified the operation, in these directions of all 
other causes., . . . 

(b) The moral effects have been most valuable. It has greatly 
eJ;alted their ideas· of respectability, anq en~ged and refined 
their ideas of home. These results. have been brought about 
mainly by the education of the women. . The value. of th~se 
results I need not dwell upon; nothing can, be more ¥Dprovrng 
and humanising than self-respect; and a right conceptIOn of the 
sanctities of home. 

F. BARHAM ZINCKE~ 
Wherstead Vicarage, June 18; 1859. 
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